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PREFACE 

This manual is the principal source of reference information for the real-time and batch processing features of CP-R 
(i.e., job control commands, system procedures, VO procedures, program loading and execution, hardware inter
rupt and software interface, and service processors). The purpose of the manual is to define the rules for using back
ground processing, real-time features, hardware mapping, and virtual memory capabilities. Manuals offering other 
levels of information regarding CP-R features are outlined below. 

• The Control Program for Real-Time (CP-R)!User's Guide, 90 30 87, describes how to use the various batch and 
real-time features that are basic to most installations. It presents the information in a semitutorial format that 
offers the user a job-oriented approach to learning the features of the operating system. 

• The Control Program for Real-Time (CP-R/OPS Reference Manual, 90 30 86, is the principal source of reference 
information for CP-R computer operators. It defines the rules for operator communication with the system (i.e., 
key-ins and messages) system start-up and initialization, job and system control, peripheral device handling, 
and recovery procedures. 

• The Control Program for Real-Time (CP-R)!Systems Technical Manual, 90 30 88, describes the internal func
tions of the operating system. It is intended for use with the listings supplied with each CP-R sYstem for pur
poses of system maintenance. 

• The Availability Features (CP-R) Reference Manual, 90 31 10, describes the availability features that will 
rapidly identify a system problem as to either hardware or software malfunction and then further define the 
problem via software diagnostic criteria. 

Information for the language and applications processors that operate under CP-R is also described in separate man
uals. These manuals are listed in the Related Publications page of this manual. 

xi 
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COMMAND SYNTAX NOTATION 

Notation conventions usee! in command specifications and examples throughout this manual ere listed belaw. 

Notation 

lowercase letters 

CAPITAL lETTERS 

[ ] 

{ } 

Numbers and 
special characters 

Subscripts 

Superscripts 

Underscore 

Description 

Lawercase letters identify an element that must be replaced with a 
user-selected value. 

CRncid could be entered as CRA03. 

Capital letters must be entered as shown fer input, and will be printed as 
shawn in output. 

OPndd means -.nter OP followed by the values fer ndd". 

An element inside brackets is optional. Several elements placed one under 
the other inside a pair of brackets means that the user may select anyone or 
none of those elements. 

[KEYM] means the term "KEYM" may be entered. 

Elements placed one under the ather inside a pair of braces identify a re
quired choice. 

{ ~} means that either the letter A or the value of id must be entered. 

The horizontal ellipsis indicates that a previous bracketed element may be 
repeated, or that elements have been omitted. 

name&nameJ... means that one or more name values may be 
entered, with a comma inserted between each name value. 

The vertical ellipsis indicates that commands or instructions have been 
omitted. 

MASK2 DATA,2 X'lEF' 

BYTE DATA,3 BA(l(59)} 

means that there are one or more state
ments omitted between the two DATA 
directives. 

Numbers that appear on the line (i.e., not subscripts), special symbols, and 
punctuation marks other than dotted lines, brackets, braces, and underlines 
appear as shawn in output messages and must be entered as shown when input. 

(value) means that the proper value must be entered enclosed in 
parentheses; e. g., (234). 

Subscripts indicate a first, second, etc., representation of a parameter that 
has a different value for each occurrence. 

sysidl,sysid2,sysid3 means that three successive values for sysid 
should be entered, separated by commas. 

Superscripts indicate shift keys to be used in combination with terminal keys. 
c is control shift, and s is case shift. 

L cs means press the control and case shift (CONTROL and SHIFT) and 
the L key. 

All terminal output is underscored; terminal input is not. 

IRUN means that the exclamation point was sent to the terminal, but 
tUN was typed by the terminal user. 

These symbols indicate that an ESC (9), carriage return (e), or line feed 
(0) character has been sent. 

IEDIT e means that, after typing EDIT, a carriage return character 
has been sent. 

'-
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GLOSSARY 

active foreground program a program is active if It 1s 
resident in memory, connected to interrupts, or in the 
process of being entered into the system via a IRUN 
control command. 

asynchronous events independent events that may be 
taking place concurrently to task execution (e. g., 
a read from magnetic tape or an STIMER service 
call). 

background area that area of core storage allocated to 
batch processing. This area may be chec/cpointed for 
use by foreground programs. 

background program any program executed under moni-
tor control in the background job. These programs are 
entered through the batch processing input stream. 

batch job a job that is submitted to the batch job stream 
with an operator keyin or through an on-line terminal 
(using the BATCH command). 

binary input input from the device to which the BI 
(binary input) operational label is assigned. 

centrally connected interrupt an interrupt that is con-
nected to a monitor interrupt routine that first lOves 
the environment of the system and then switches the 
environment to that of the task that gets control when 
the interrupt occurs. 

checkpointed job a partially processed background job 
that has been saved in secondary storage along with 
all registers and other "environment II so that the 
job can be restarted when a foreground task no 
longer requires the borrowed background memory 
and all currently active foreground activity has 
completed. 

contro I command any control message other than a 
key-in. A control command may be input via any de
vice to which the system command input function has 
been assigned (normally a card reader). 

control message any message received by the monitor 
that is either a control command or a control key-in 
(see ''key-in "). 

cooperative a monitor routine that transfers information 
between a user's program and disk storage (also see 
"symbiont"). 

Data Control Block (DCB) a table in the executing pro-
gram that contains the information used by the monitor 
in the performance of an I/O operation. 

dedicated memory core memory locations reserved by 
the monitor for special purposes such as traps, inter
rupts, and real-time programs. 

directly connected interrupt an interrupt which, when 
it occurs, causes control to go directly to the task; 
e. g., execution of the XPSD instruction in the inter
rupt location gives control to the task rather than first 
going to a monitor Interrupt routine. 

disk pack a secondary storage system of removable ro-
tating memory. For CP-Rpurposes, disk pack and RAD 
are synonymous unless otherwise noted. 

dispatcher a set of CP-R routines that schedule sec-
ondary tasks on a software priority basis. There may 
be more than one dispatcher in a given system. 

dummy section a type of program section that provides 
a means by which more than one s!-,broutine may refer
ence the same data (via an external definition used as 
a label for the dummy section). 

end record the last record to be loaded in an object 
module or load module. 

error severity level code a four-bit code indicating the 
severity of errors noted by the processor. This code 
is contained in the finol byte of an object module. 

execution location a value defining the origin of a re-
locatable program, to set the address at which program 
loading is to begin. 

external definition a symbolic nome that is declared to 
be ''knowable II outside the range of the object module 
in which it is defined; a "global" symbol. An external 
definition allows the specified symbolic nome to be used 
in external references (see below). 

external reference a reference to a declared symbolic 
nome that is not defined within the object module 
in which the reference occurs. An external refer
ence can be satisfied only if the referenced name 
is defined by an external definition in another ob
ject module. 

file manogement routines monitor routines that interpret 
and perform I/O functions. 

foreground area that portion of memory dedicated speci-
fically for foreground tasks and programs. 

foreground program a load module that contains one or 
more foreground tasks. "" 

• 
foreground task a body of procedural code that is asso-

ciated with an interrupt (primary task)or controlled by 
a CP-R dispatcher (secondary task). 

Functional Parameter Table (FPT) a table through which 
a user's program communicates with a monitor function 
(such as an I/O function). 
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GO file a temporary disk file of .. locatable abiect . 
modules formed by a processor. 

granule '.I block of disk secton containing a specified 
number of ~ds. 

idle state the state of the monitor when it is fint 
looded into core memoryor after encountering a IFIN 
control command. The idle state is ended by means 
of a IC key-in. 

installation control command any control command used 
during system generation to direct the creation of a 
CP-R system. 

job a job is a collection of one or mare related tasks. 
A foreground job is composed of one or more related 
foreground tasks. A background job is composed of 
one or more job steps each comprised of a single task. 
Tasks executed in the background are not connected 
to interrupts. Background job steps are processed 
through the batch input stream. The job concept is 
used for resources (such as fi les or devices) that are 
shared at the job level. 

key-in ,control information entered by the console op
erator via a keyboard. 

keyword a word, consisting of from one to eight char-
acten that identifies a particular operand used in a 
control command or operator key-in. 

load item in object modules, a load-control byte fol-
lowed byanyadditional bytes of load information per
taining to the function specified by the control byte. 

load map a listing of significant information pertaining 
ta the storage locations used by a program. 

load module an executable program formed by using 
relocatab/e object modules (ROMs) and/or library 
object madules as source information. Primary load 
modules contain one or more primary tasks; secondary 
load modules contain a single secondary task. 

logical device a peripheral device that is represented 
in a program by an operational label (e.g., BI or BO) 
rather than by a specific physical device name. 

long wait when a secondary task performs an asyn-
chronous service with wait, the task may Ip8cify 
that the WAIT is to be 'Iong-wait'. Long wait 
tasks are selected for roll-out before non long-wait 
tasks, overriding the strictly priority driven roll-out 
algorithm. 

monitor a program that supervises the processing, load-
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ing, and execution of other programs, i.e., the con
trol program. 

obJect deck a card deck comprising one or more object 
modules and control commands. 

object language the standard binary language in which 
the output of a compiler or assembler is expressed. 

object module the series of records containing the load 
informotionpertainingto a single program or subprogram. 
Object modules serve as input to the Overlay Loader 
to form the load module. 

operational label a two-character symbolic name used 
to identify a logical system device. 

option on elective operand in a control command or 
procedure call, or an elective parameter in a Function 
Parameter Table. 

OV file is a temporary disk file that contains an exe-
cutable program formed by the Overlay toader if a 
program file name was not specified at load time. 
Used primari Iy to test new programs or new venions 
of programs. 

Overlay Loader a processor that links elements of over-
lay programs (ROMs) and forms executable programs. 

overlay program a segmented program in which the 
segment currently being executed may overlay the 
core storage area occupied by a previously executed 
segment. 

parameter presence indicator a bit in word 1 of a 
Function Parameter Table that indicates whether a 
particular parameter word is present in the remainder 
of the table. 

physical device a peripheral device that is referred to 
by a name specifying the device type, VO channel, 
ond device number (also see "logical device H

). 

postmortem dump a listing of the contents of a specified 
area of core memory, usually following the abortive 
lDCecution processing of a program. 

primary reference an external reference that must be 
satisfied by a corresponding external definition (capa
ble of causing loading from the system library). 

primary task a body of code that is connected to a hard-
ware Interrupt and that gains control of the CPU 
when that interrupt becomes active. 

Program Trap Conditions (PTC) two words that indi-
cate trap status (set or reset) and trap exit\ddress 
respectively. 

Relocatable Object Module (ROM) a program, or sub-
program in the form generated by a standard processor 
such as Macro-Symbol, FORTRAN, etc. 

resident ptOsram a program that has been loaded into a 
dedicated area of core memory. 

, 
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10M lelocatable Object Module (see above). 

secondary reference an external reference that mayor 
may not be satisfied by a corresponding externol defi
nition (not capable.of causing looding from the system 
library). 

secondary storage any rapid-access storage medium 
other than memory (e.g., RAD or disk pack). 

secondary task a body of code whose execution is sched-
uled by a CP-R dispatcher. 

segment loader a monitor routine that loads overlay seg-
ments from disk storage at execution time. 

source deck a card deck comprising a complete pragram 
or subprogram in symbolic EBCDIC format. 

source language a language used to prepare a source 
program (and therefrom a source deck) suitable for 
processing by an assembler or com pi ler. 

symbiont a monitor routine that transfers informotion 
between diskstorage and a peripheral device indepen
dent of and concurrent with job processing. 

symbolic input input from the device to which the 51 
(symbolic input) operational label is assigned. 

symbolic name an identifier that is associateiwith some 
particular source pragram statement or item so that sym
bolic references may be mode to it e.en though its 
value may be subject to redefinition. 

synchronous events 
sequentially. 

events that must take place 

system library a group of standard routines in object 
language format, any of which moy be included in a 
program being created. 

task see ''primary task" and "secondary task ". 

taskname identical to a 'oad module name (Imn) unless 
redefined by the SETNAME CAL. All tasks within a 
'oad module have the same taskname. 

temp stack push-down stacks created by the evedo y 
loader and used by the monitor and system library routines. 

time-sliced secondary tasks may be 'time-sliced' in 
which case CP-Rwill cause the task to relinquish con
trol of the CPU after having executed for a defined 
period of time (a quantum ofusually 100 milliseconds). 
After the expiration of a task's quantum the task is 
placed at the end of the CP-R dispatch queue in pri
ority order. This in effect causes time-sliced tasks of 
equal priority to be selected for execution in a 'round
robin' fashion. The default priority for time-sliced 
tasks is X'FFFF'. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

OPERATIIG SYSTEM 

The Xerox Control Program for Real-TIme (CP-R) for Xerox 550 
and Sigma 9 Computers is the major control element in 
an installation's operating system. Operating in a real-time 
environment, CP-R provides for concurrent background/ 
foreground processing with emphasis on foreground operations. 

The operating system consists of CP-R, language translators, 
service programs, batch (background) user's programs, ter
minal job entry system, and real-time (foreground) user's 
program. In general, CP-R gaverns the order in which 
the other programs are executed and provides services 
comman to all of them. 

The number, types, and version of programs in an oper
ating system vary, depending upon the exact requirements 
at a porticular installation. Each operating system should 
consist of a closely integrated set of service and control 
routines and processing programs specifically 'tailored' for 
a given range of applications. 

As the requirements of an installation increase, the oper
ating system can be enlarged, modified, or updated. The 
obi lity to odapt to new requirements is inherent in the sys
tem design. Once a system is generated, it can quickly 
be expanded to include users' programs, data, and system 
libraries. 

A user's program and data may either be temporarily in
corporated in the operating system or remain a part of the 
system for an extended period of time. 

The operating system is self-contained and requires oper
ator intervention only under exceptional conditions. Op
erating procedures ore given in the CP-R/OPS Reference 
Manual, 90 30 86. 

CP-R TERMS AND PROCESSES 

The following items are either unique to the CP-R system 
or have specific meaning within the CP-R context. Terms 
and processes not defined below are fully explained in the 
appropriate chapter. 

JOB 

A job is a collection of one or more tcsks which the user has 
specifically orgonized to share resources (e.g., operational 
label definitions, nonsharable peripherals, file table en
tries). A job may be initiated (SJOB)and terminated (KJOB) 
by system service calls or operator key-in. Each job in 
CP-R is casociated with a user supplied account narne. 

TASK 

A teak is a bady of procedural code that is capable of 
gaining control of the CPU. A primary task is one that is 
cssociated with a specific interrupt and gains control of the 
CPU when that interrupt becomes active. A secondary task 
gains control of the CPU when scheduled by a CP-R soft
ware dispatcher. 

LOAD MODULE 

A load module is a body of procedural code and data that 
is identifiable by name. A load module is created at link
edit time by the Overlay Loader (OLOAOHrom object mod
ules, and exists after the link-edit operation in memory
image form on disk storage. A load module is identified 
by name so that it may be loaded or terminated on request. 
Background load modules are loaded by control commands; 
foreground load modules can be loaded or terminated upon 
request through operator key-in, control command, or a sys
tem call from a foreground task. 

Lood modules when loaded into memory become tasks and 
retain the identification of the load module as their task
name. Primary modules may contain morethan one primary 
task by virtue of multiple connections to interrupts. Secon
dary load modules always contain only a single task. 

PROGRAM 

For the purposes of this manual a program is synonymous 
with a load module. 

fOREGROUND 

The foreground is the set of all tasks in the system that are 
typically assaciated with real-time processes and are speci
fically not executing in the background job. The activa
tion sequence of foreground tasks is controlled on a pri
ority basis by the hardware-interrupt system and the CP-R 
saftware-scheduling services. Foreground tasks are guaran
teed memory protection from background processes. 

BACKGROUND 

The background is a job in which noncritical tasks can 
execute so as to use any available CPU time after the 
real-time requirements are satisfied. In contrast to fore
ground tasks, background tasks are executed serially and 
their sequence is controlled by control commands. They 
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may be tfIought of CIS connected to the 'null' I"'-"'Pt 
level, below thot of all other tasks in the system. 

nRMIIAl JOB EITRY IYmM 

Terminal Job Entry (TJE) is a terminal support system that 
fulfills the user's need for local and remote job entry. A 
user may log-on, create files, edit files, submit batch jobs, 
build multi-task environments and debug the environment 
via the terminal. TJE is a real-time system that allows the 
user to create any foreground structure required. 

nMP STACKS 

Temp stacks are sets of memory locations allocated by 
the Overlay Loader; one of which is used for dynamic 
temporary storage for system functi ons and the other when 
FORTRAN Library subroutines are called. The latter set 
of memory locations is also available as temporary stor
age for the user. The temp stacks are ''push down" stacks, 
that is, they operate in a last-in!first-out fashion, and 
are allocated to a load module. 

DATA COITROlBlOCK 

A DCB is a table located in the calling program that contains 
information used by CP-R in the performance of an VO op
eration. DCBs are the meansbywhich VO information is 
cormlunicated between a user's program and the system. 
The information required for a particular VO operation is 
either contained in the associated DCB or is given in a call. 
The specific information needed for an VOoperation depends 
on the organization of the data involved and the type of op
eration to be performed. 

The device used for VO operation is determined by the 
contents of the associated DCB when the VO operation is 
requested by the exec uti ng program. 

There are both system DCBs and user-created DCBs. The 
system DCBs need only be coded as extemal references in 
a system processor or user program; the Overlay Loader will 
satisfy these extemal references at link time by furnishing 
a copy of the appropriate DCBs in the program's root. If a 
user is not satisfied with the standard DCB parameters fur
nished by the Overlay Loader, the system DCBs can be 
coded into the user program's root and the DCB name de
clared as an external definition. 

FUlcnOI PARAMEnR TABLE 

An FPT is a table through which a program communicates 
with a system service function. 

TASK COITROl BLOCK 

A task control block (TCB) is a table containing task
associated parameters. The space for this table is allo
cated by the system for secondary tasks and by the user 
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., 
. far primary tasks. The entries in this table are used and 
maintained by CP-R. 

PROgRAM COITROl BLOCK 

The PCB is a tabl. containing program-associated parameters. 
The PCB is constructed by the Overlay Loader at link time. 

ROU-OUT/ROU-II 

Roll-out is the process by which the memory resources ac
quired by a low-priority task (foreground or background) is 
made temporarily available for use by a higher-priority task. 
This is accomplished by saving an 'in-memory' image of the 
task and its context on secondary storage while its memory 
space is required for .higher-priority task. 

Roll-in is the process by which a rolled-out t,ask is restored 
to memory. This is accomplished by bringing the rolled-out 
task image bock into memory, on a priority basis, whenever 
sufficient memory resources are available. 

REEITRAITIUBROunlE 

A reentrant subroutine can be called by several different 
tasks. During execution of such a subroutine, a higher pri
ority task can interNpt and call the same subroutine. When 
the higher priority task has completed execution, control is 
returned to the subroutine at the interrupted point. Since 
a reentrant subroutine does not perform any instNction 
modification and uses the temp stack or a virtual-memory 
nonshared context segment for scratch storage, processing 
continues as though the subroutine had never been reentered. 

PHlOSOPHY OF OPERATDf 

The system provides for two levels of operation: 

1. Rea l-t ime, foreground processi ng • 

2. Batch, background processing. 

IlEAl-nME PROCESS.IG 

Real-time processing, the mast critical aspect of multi
usage, involves reacting to external events (including clock 
pulses) typically within microseconds. .. 

Real-time programs can be either automatically loaded 
every ti me the system is booted from secondary .torage or 
loaded and initiated as needed. The first method is used 
when the real-time process normally remains unchanged and 
is constantly operative. The second approach is used when 
real-time operations are executed periodically ar irregu
larly, as in an experimental laboratory. 
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A ,.,I-time process i. assigned machine lactliti. on a 
dedicated basis at initiation time. These facilities Include 
di$k and memary ,..idency, I/o channels, peripheral de
vices, and external interrupt lines. Such allocation re
mains in force until either the process orthe computer operator 
terminates the program. 

During SYSGEN, a user can reserve a portion of his fore
ground area for communication between primary real-time 
pogroms. Locations in this area are called foreground 
mailboxes. The start of this area can be referenced through 
the system label FP:MBOX. Upon encountering an external 
reference to FP:MBOX, the Overlay Loader wi II satisfy 
standard symbolic references to a mailbox area. 

The system provides foreground programs with the facility 
for direct I/O operations (caliedlOEX operations), wherein 
the user furnishes the basic hardware commands and does the 
necessary error checking and recovery. This type of I/O 
operation provides decreased overhead and greater flexi
bility as compared to indirect I/O operotions. 

Foreground programs can be loaded for execution from a 
background job stack by operator key-in, by terminal job 
entry commands, or through a system ca II by a foreground 
program, providing the program to be loaded is already on 
secondary storage in load-module format. Foreground pro
grams are responsible for initializing the interrupt system 
and connecting tasks to interrupts. Foreground tasks can be 
processed compatibly and concurrently with a background 
production job stack. 

lATCH PROCESSING 

The system is capable of processing a continuous series of 
bockground jobs with little operator intervention. Re
ducing the need for operator parti cipation ensures faster 
throughput, and makes operations less subject to error. 

CP-R FUNC11JNS 

CP-R controls and coordinates botch (background) and 
real-time (foreground) processing. Efficient operation 
is assured by minimizing system overhead in response to 
an interrupt, and by preserving the relative priority of 
the tasks. 

Reentrant service functions perform I/O and control the 
interrupt system; other service functions load and initial
ize foreground tasks. 

Some portions of CP-R are resident to ensure continuous 
operation. Other portions of CP-R are brought into main 
memory from secondary storage as required to perform specific 
functions. These portions are structured as overlays, thus 
minimizing main memory requirements. In addition, proc
essing programs are retrieved from secondary storage and 
they too can capitalize o~ overlay techniques to minimize 
main memory requirements. 

Secondary scratch storage for service programs, processors, 
and user programs is provided, and secondary storoge a Iso 
accommodates permanent user files. (Permanent user files 
on secondary storage are acquired through a 'processor called 
RADEDIT which provides media conversion, listing of files, 
and other services in addition to file allocation.) 

IECOIIDARY STORAGE UnUlAnON 

A disk storage unit is essential foroperationof the system. It 
minimizes main memory requirements by storing all system, 
processor, and user-program overlays, yet provides very fast 
access whenever an overlay is called into memory. 

DISK AREAS 

During system generation, secondary storage is divided into 
large blocks called disk areas. These areas represent func
tional groupings of disk files. All files within a given area 
have the same software write protection. Since the entire 
CP-R system is disk oriented, every job will directly or in
directly involve the use, modification, allocation, or release 
of disk files. Listed below are the standard disk areas and 
the types of files that normally occupy them. 

• System Program (SP) area contains CP-R, the Account 
Inventory file, the Scheduler file, and the set of lan
guage translators used by the local installation, such as 
AP and FORTRAN. The area also contains the System 
library (i. e., FORTRAN library/Run-time), and 
RADEDJT and Overlay lDader service processors. All 
translators and service processors are called by user to 
execute in the background. 

• Foreground Program (FP) area contains a collection of 
foreground programs and an optional user library and 
Public libraries. User-library routines are included in 
the user's load module at "link time". Public libraries 
are groups of run-time, reentrant routines shared by a 
number of programs. 

• Background Program (BP) area con to ins the set of per
manent user progroms that execute in the background. 

• User areas (any two-character name) allow flexible sub
division of the disk space to aid the individual instal
lation in controll ing disk storage use. User disk areas 
provide both use control and file name uniqueness for 
the files within them. Use control is determined by the 
area protection type. This may be public, background, 
foreground, system, or 100X. Public and background 
areas may be reod or altered by e~er background or 
foreground users. Additionally, pub1'ic areas provide a 
pool of space for area-independent file activity. Nor
mally, foreground areas may be altered only by fore
ground users, and system areas may not be altered. 
However, both types may be reod by any user. 10EX 
areas may be usedonly bylOEX(Direct Device Control) 
services. Files may not be defined in them. File name 
un iqueness is de term ined by the comb inat ion of fi I e name,-
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disk file account ...... , CItd disk CII'ea...... This 
allows .. Y.-eI1 fil. to be defined with the same name 
_account, calongca they .. in differ .. t disk areca. 
(The data areca, 01 through OF, .. consid.ed to be 
user areas. ) 

• Checkpoint (CK) area Is used by CP-R "r roll-out/ 
roll-in file storage and to save an image of memory 
after a system alarm condition. 

• Input Symbiont (IS) and Output Symbiont (OS) areas 
contain files that are defined and maintained by sym
biont routines. Files in the IS and OS areas can not 
be accessed by users. 

• JOEXAccess (XA)area contains no directoryand hence 
no files. This area can be written only by 10EX and 
should normally be the only area of the disk that JOEX 
is allowed to access. 

e Background Temp (BT) area contains temporary (scratch) 
files (Xl through Xn where n is a SYSGEN parameter) 
used by background programs for intermediate storage 
in processing. Their use is identical to scratch tapes on 
magnetic tape units. Temp files are automatically de
stroyed when a new !JOB command is encountered in a 
job stack, and thus there is no way to sove data on temp 
files from one fob to another. They may, however, be 
saved across job steps. 

The GO and OV files are special temporary files in 
the BT area. The GO file receives relocatable object 
modules (ROMs) formed by a language processor if the 
GO option was specified or by default. It is used by 
FORTRAN IV and AP programs. The OV file receives 
executable programs formed by the Overlay loader, 
and is used primarily to test a new program that has no 
permanent file defined, or to test a new version of a 
program without destroying the current version. A pro
gram in the OV file is called for execution via an 
IROV control command. 

Note that both GO and OVare used for commun ication 
between job steps but not jobs. There is no monitor pro
tection for these files between one job and another. 

..... 'ceou.n.' 
Background job accounting is an option selected at SYSGEN. 
To correctly colculate the elapsed time for a background job, 
all primary foreground tasks must be centrol'y connected (see 
"Connecting Real-Time Tasks to Interrupts" in Chapter 4). 
Otherwise, the foreground task's execution time will be in
cluded in the elapsed time of the background job. 

At the beginning of a background job, the date and start 
time (in hours and minutes)will be logged on the LL device. 
At the _ of a background job, the total CPU time of the 
Job (in hours, minutes, and seconds) will alSQ be logged on 
LL. This information plus the account number and user name 
is then written on the "AL" file in the Background Data area 
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of the disk. The "AL" file must be defined via the RADEDIT; 
It mUit be In the 01 area of the disk, and allocated a mlni
.. m size of 256 words. This file can be purged petioclic:ally 
by the operator. ' 

The Account Inventory (AI) file located in the SP area is a 
blocked file containing 8O-byte records which represent the 
authorized accounts and user names in a given system. The 
account mKI User name records in the file mUit be arranged 
alphabeticall y with account records preceding user name 
records. An account record contains the account name (1 
to 8 EBCDIC characters) beginning In column 1. The user 
name record contains the account name beginning in column 1 
followed by a comma followed by the name field (l to 12 
EBCDIC characters). One or more user name records may 
follow an account record. Both account and user name 
records must have EDIT line numbers in columns 73-80. 

For example: 

Column 
1 2 J • 5 • 7 • , 10 11 12 13 n~7511677N791O 

,\ 9 ') 2 I o 0 (J 

,\ q S 2 . (; J 1. 0 S 2 000 
,\ '1 'l :! . N ') b '} o () 0 
K I 7 "l 0 2 1 4 000 
K I 7 '3 0 2 I · ,\ 1\ 'I ! 4 I o 0 
K I 7 3 0 1. I · X q S 000 
1\ I 7 J 0 2 I · Z Z Z 0 000 

The AI file is used to validate the TJE user's I09-on infor
mation. It is also used to validate the account and user 
name supplied on a background J08 card. 

,U.UC U.RlRY 

If a CP-R system has several programs that share a group of 
subroutines, this set of subroutines can be collected in main 
memory in a "Public Library". This preselected set is loaded 
by the Overlay Loader into a previously defined file on the 
disk. The loeder also writes the names and entry points of 
all the routines into the same disk file. Then, whenever the 
Overlay Loader loads a foreground or background program 
that references one of the "public" routines, it links the ap
propriate branch to the Public Library copy ins!ead of load
ing a separate copy. This can represent a considerable saving 
in spoce for a large system. An installation may define as 
many Public Libraries as needed. '"' .. 
If the appropriate Public Library is not pt'esently resident 
It will be outomaticolly loaded into its specified location 
whenever a program is loaded that uses it. If the Public 
Library is for secondary (mapped) tOIles, it may include a 
common-virtual context segment that is loeded into dif
ferent real space for each tOlk using it, i.e., a nonsharecf 
context segment. 

I 
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1Yll1101TS 

Symbiont routines transfer data from the card reader 10 disk 
starage cnf from disk storage to the line printer. Input co
operatives intercept card read commands in user programs 
and transfer data from disk storage where it has be..ln stared 
by symbiont routines. Output cooperative routines intercept 
output directed from user programs to a line printer and 
transfer the data ta disk starage. Symbiont service is avail
able only to background jobs. 

COITROLTASIT 

The CP-R Control Task performs the following fUnctions: 

1. "I/O cleanup" and "I/O start" when any of these func
tions are deferred from the I/O interrupt task because 
of priority considerations. 

2. loading, initialization and release of primary fore
ground tasks. 

3. Sequencing of background programs. 

4. Console interrupt and operator key-in processing. 

S. Dumps for the background and operatar. 

6. Error Log fit i ng . 

7. Scheduling for periodic initialization of primary and 
secondary foreground tasks. 

The CP-R Control Task is connected ta the lowest priority 
dispatcher in the system at system generation time. 

lYERLAYS 

A large portian of the control program is overlayed ta mini
mize main memory residence requirements. The overlays 
may beselectively SYSGENed as resident in order to enhance 
system performance on an installation-specific basis. 

MEMORY PROTECnOI 

CP-R provides memory protection for all input operations 
except direct input, and provides write protection for disk 
files. The hardware write-lock and access-control features 
fum ish memory protection for all non-I/O operotions. 

CP-R provides two levels of memory protection against 
faulty secondary (mapped) tasks, and one level of memory 
protection against faulty primary (unmapped) tasks: 

• Memory accesses by secondary tasks are control led 
both by means of the hardware write-lock feature and 
the access-protection~feature associated with the mem
ory map. 

• Memory accesses by primary tasks are controlled by 
the write-lock feature. 

For the purposes of write-lack protection, real memory is 
divided - at SYSGEN - into a variable number of parti
tions; each partition falls into one of four classes of mem
ory, as follows: 

• System memory: used exclusively by CP-R and given 
a write lack of 1 1. (One partition only. ) 

• Foreground private memory: used exclusively by pri
mary tasks and given a write lack of 10. 

• Foreground preferred memory: used by both primary 
tasks and secondary tasks, and given a write lock 
of 00 (i.e., unlocked). 

• Secondary task memory: used bysecondary tasks only, 
both foreground and background, and given a write 
lock of 01. 

The several kinds of tasks that are poss;'ble under CP-R are 
given a write key based on the classes of memory that they 
are allowed to access (with respect to write-lock protec
tion only): 

• Control-program services execute with a "skeleton" 
write key of 00, and thus can modify memory of any 
class. 

• Primory tasks execute with a write key of 10, and can 
mod i fy pri vate and foreground-preferred memory on I y. 

• Secondary tasks, both foreground and background, exe
cutewith a write key of 01 and can modify foreground
preferred and secondary-task memory only_ 

For secondary tasks, which always execute in mapped mode, 
the hardware memory map affords an additional level of 
protection. The map effectively prohibits such a task from 
referencing any address outside its assigned virtual range 
and therefore completely protects all real memory not allo
cated to it. Further, through the assignment of access
control codes (read only, read/execute, read/write/execute 
to each of the virtual pages assigned to a task, the system 
automatically prevents undebugged programs from accident
ally executing invalid types of access, e.g., from executing 
in a data-only section, or from writing into a procedure
only section. Memory-access control codes are assigned 
jointly by the user and the system. 

Background tasks causing protection violations are aborted. 
Foreground programs are aborted unless they have requested 
trap control (see TRAPS system call). 

Memory protection on all input operations performed via 
service functions (except 10EX) is guaranteed by the soft
ware. The system checks the validityof tb.e input area on all 
read operations 10 ensure that tf,e area " wholly contained 
in tf,e calling program's write-lock area. If an attempt is 
made to read into an invalid area of main memory, an error 
condition is retumed to tf,e error address specified by the 
user. If no address is specified, the job is aborted. An "FG" 
leey-in is required before a foreground program can be loaded 
from the background job stack; tf,is protects the foreground 
from an error in a background job stack. 

CP-R Functions 5 
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CP-R furnishes IOftware wrlte-protedion of disk fil. In 
addition to that furnished by the hardware write-protect 
switches. Normally, background programs are allowed to 
write onlyin the Background Data area ar BackgroundTemp 
areas of the disk. Foreground programs are allowed to write 
Into the Foreground ond Bockground Data areas. The fore
ground user is r.ponsible for ensuring that IOEX (direct VO) 
writes only in theIOEX-Accessarea of the disk. The System 
Program area, Foreground pogram area, and Background 
Program area can be written into only if the "SY" key-in is 
In effect for the lob in which the writing tcak is defined. 

Similarly, the Overlay Loader and RADEDIT (background 
processors) are allowed to write in nonbackground areas 
only if the "SY" key-in is in effect for the background job. 
Any disk write-protection violation will result in a write
protection error indication return, and the write order will 
not be carried out. 

All disk fil. can be read by a user without restriction. 
There is no system-furnished read protection for disk files. 

lANGUAGE PROCESSORS 

The following language trmslators are available fgr inclu
sion in the operating system: 

Extended FORTRAN IV 

SL-1 

Assembly Program (AP) 

Extended FORTRAN IV is a three-pass compiler that is a 
superset of ANS FORTRAN, incorporating many features 
not found in other FORTRANs. 

S L-l is a simulation language to salve differential equations 
ca the fundamental procedure in simulating parallel, con
tinuous systems. An extensive set of macros permit the user 
to simulate wide variety of linear and nonlinear elements 
through the use of single~perator statements. These 
prototype statements are inserted into the user pogram 
each time a macro is referenced by name. 

Assembly Program (AP) is a three-pass assembly processor 
with a fourth pass that generates and prints a cross refer
ence listing. The first pass accepts input written in sym
bolic format, compressed format, or compressed format with 
symboliC corrections or updates. Pass 1 then produces an 
encoded program usecl. by the other passes for further pro
cessing, depending on the options specified on the lAP 
control conmand. The first pass is required for all AP 
runs; the other three passes are optional. The final as
sembly pass (Pass 3) outputs the program in standard object 
language. 

6 Language Processors/Service Processors 

Service proc:esors provide routines fgr performing frequently 
used functions. The service programs include the Overlay 
Loader, RADEDIT, and Edit. 

mllAY lDADll 

The Overlay Loader (a background processor) is used to 
ereate overlay-program load modul. for later execution in 
either the foreground or background. Thus, if a foreground 
program can tolerate a slight delay in reading overlay seg
ments into memory for execution, either foreground or bock
ground programs of virtu all y unlimited size can beconstrueted 
even though memory size is restricted. For example, a 
l«X>-word overlay can be input in about 50 milliseconds, 
using a Model 7204 Disk; that is, the time required to bring 
in anoverlay for execution is the timeof the one disk access 
required to read the overlay. Since a load module is stored 
on disk in -memory image form", it can be loaded very 
quickly as one logical record per segment. A load module 
formed by the Overlay Loader can be entered permanently 
into the System Program area, Foreground Program area, 
or Background Program Area, or it can be loaded on a tem
porary file in the Background Temp area of the disk. 

An overlay structure, ca illustrated in Figure 1, consists of 
a permanent I y-res ident root segment and any number of over
lay segments. A blank COMMON and labeled COMMON 
data area can be established for use by the root and overlay 
segments. Each segment is created by the Loader from one 
or more object modules output by a language processor. The 
Loader will build the Program Control Block, the OVLOAD 
table (used to load the overlay segments at execution time), 
allocate or build DCBs, and allocate the temp stocles. It 
will also load library modules to satisfy unsatisfied references 
encountered in the loading process. A maximum of two 
libraries can be searched. Library search and loading are 
extremely fast, due to special tabl. that are added to the 
library fil. at the time the library is created on disk. 

The overlay segments must be explicitly defined at Iink
edit time and explicitly called at execution time. All 
segments in a path may communicate with each other via 
REF/DEF linkages, but it is the user's responsibility to en
sure that any segment referenced is currently in memory. 

IADlDIT 

RADEDIT controls disk allocation for areas containing per
manent disk f11. and performs utility functions ~r all areas. .. 
RADEDIT performs the following functions: 

1. Adds or deletes entries in the permanent file directories. 

2. Compacts disk areca by relocating files and updating/ 
compacting directori. to regain space within an area. 

3. Maps permanent disk file allocations. 
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Figure 1. Overlay Structure 

4. Builds and maintains library files on the disk for use by 
the Over! ay Loader. 

5. Copies permanent disk files. 

6. Saves the contents of disk creas in self-reloadable form. 

7. Restores disk areas previously saved. 

B. Dumps the contents of permanent disk files or areas. 

When used from a T JE job, not all of these functions are 
available. (See Chapter 14. ) 

EDIT 

The Edit processor is a line-at-a-time text editor designed 
for on-line or batch creation, madification, and handling 
of programs and other bodies of infOrmation. All Edit data 
is stored on disk storage in a keyed file structure of 
sequence-numbered variable length records which is built 
and maintained only by the Edit processor. 

Between editing sessions, the data may be saved on stan
dard CP-R files of blocked, Wlblocked, or compressed 
organization and CCX1 be accessed by any other program or 
proc.uor. 

Edit functions cre controlled tlvough single-line commands 
suppl ied by the user. The command language provides for 
insertion, deletion, reordering, md replacement of lines 
or groups of lines of text. It also provides fOr .elective 
printing, renumbering records, and context editing oper
ations of matching, moving, md substituting line-by-line 
within a specified rmge of text lines (see Chapter 13). 

BACKGROUND JOB ORGANIZATI)N 

The user controls the execution ofa background job by means 
of control commands. These control commmds are inter
preted by either the Job Control Processor (JCP), Overlay 
Loader, or RADEDIT; they specify . 

• Processors required and the options to be used. 

• Input/output devices required and their specific 
assignments. 

• Loading and execution requirements. 

• Ubraries and supporting services required. 

• Program modificotion and debugging requirements. 

A batch job is a sequence of control commands that may 
be executed independently. Each such background job 
is independent of any other job and consists of one or 
more directly or indirectly related job steps. A job 
step results in the execution of a processing program 
such as a language translator, service program, or user's 
program. 

~ 

FOREGROUND JOB ORGANIZATIIN 

The user may define a set of one or more related foreground 
tcsks as Q job. Such a fob may specify that certain per
Ipheral devices or files cre private for its use, or the job 
may gain exclusive control of a device on a temporcry basis. 
All tasks within Q foreground job may access the device de
fined as private. 

Back;round Job Organization/Foregro~d Job Organization 7 



Throughout the CP-R s)'Stem, lpecifications of input data 
sources and output data destinations are made by giving a 
physical device name (see Tables 1-3), a disk file identifier 
(see Table 4), or an operational label (see Table 5). 

Table 1. 1/0 Device Type Codes 

yy Device Type 

TY Typewriter. 

LP Line printer. 

CR Card reader. 

CP Cord punch. 

9T 9-traek magnetic tape. 

n 7-traek magnetic tape. 

DC Fixed-head disk. 

DP Disk pack unit. 

PL Plotter. 

NO Not a standard device. Used os a 
special purpose device for IOEX. 

LD Logical device. 

LNt Remote Terminal. 

tin this cose the device name will be LNxxx where 
xxx represents the decimal I ine number. 

Table 2. Channel or Cluster/Unit Designation Cades 

Significance 

Specified 
Xerox 550 Character 

(n) Sigma 9 
Unit Address Cluster Unit 

Address Address 

A 0 0 0 

B 1 1 0 

C 2 1 1 

0 3 1 2 

E 4 1 3 

F 5 1 4 

G 6 1 5 

H 7 2 0 

I - 2 1 

J - 2 2 

K - 2 3 

L - 2 4 

M - 2 5 
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Table 2. Channel or Cluster/Unit Designation Codes (eont. ) 

Significance 

Specified 
Xerox 550 Character 

Sigma 9 
(n) 

Unit Address Cluster Unit 
Address Address 

N - 3 0 -a - 3 1 

P - 3 2 

Q - 3 3 

R - 3 4 

S - 3 5 

T - 4 0 

U - 4 1 

V - 4 2 

W - 4 3 

X - 4 4 

Y - 4 5 

Z - 5 0 

0 - 5 1 

1 - 5 2 

2 - 5 3 

3 - 5 4 

4 - 5 5 

5 - 6 0 

6 - 6 1 

7 - 6 2 

8 - 6 3 

9 - 6 4 

blank - 6 5 

S - 0 1 , - 0 2 

@ - 0 3 

: - 0 4 

Table 3. Device Designation Codes 

• 
Hexadecimal Device • 
Code (dd) Designation 

·OOSddS7F Refers to a .vice number 
(single devices) (00 through 7F). 

80SddSFF Refers to a device controller num-
(multiple devices) ber (8 through F) followed by a 

device number (0 through F). 



I 
Table.t. Disk Areo Codes ,"BICAl DEVICE IAIIES 

Code Area Ph)'Sical device names .. e of the farm 

( SP System Program area. 

FP Foreground Program area. 

BP Background Program area. 
where 

BT Background Temp area. 

XA 10EX Access area. 
yy identifies the type of device (see Table 1). 

CK Checkpoint area. n identifies the channel or cluster/unit number (see 

01 
Table 2). 

. . 
DA 

Data area (number of data areas is 
defined at SYSGEN). 

dd identifies the device number (see Table 3) . 

OF tSee Command Syntax Notation for significance of brackets. 

Table 5. System Operational Labels 

Standard or 
Label Optional Reference Comments 

BI Standard Binary input Used to input binary information. 

( 
BO Standard Binary output Used by processors to output binary 

information. 

C Standard Control command Used by the system and processors to 
input read control commands. 

CI Standard Compressed input Used by AP. 

CO Standard Compressed output Used by AP. 

01 Optional Debug input Used by the Debug facility. 

DL Optional Debug I isti ng Used by the Debug facility. 

DO Standard Diagnostic output Used by the system for postmortem 
dump and diagnostic messages and by 
AP for diagnostic messages. 

DP Optional Debug patch Used by the Debug facil:f.r. 

ER Optional Error logging Used by Error Logger. 

LL Standard listing log Used by the system and AP to log 
control commands and other system 
messages. 
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Tabl.5. $)'Item Operational Labels (cont.) 

Standard or 
Label Optional Reference Comments 

La Standard Listing output Used for object listings from assemblies 
and com pi lations. 

MO Optional Media autput Used by Media facility. 

OC Standard Operator's console Used by the system for key-ins and op-
erator cantro I. (Always assigned to a 

, keyboard/printer. ) 

PI Optional Debug utility 1 Used by the Debug facility. 

P2 Optional Debug ut iii ty 2 Used by the Debug facility. 

SE Optional Save environment Used by Alarm Sover. 

51 Standard Symboli c input 

SO Standard Symbolic output 

xxx identifies the line number of a communication 
line. 

and 

o identifies the null device. 

The null device does not exist as such, but may be used 
whenever a device of the form yyndd is valid. Input and 
output requests to the null device cause a normal type com
pletion and zero actual record size to be posted. No data 
is moved to or from the )'0 buFfer. 

Used by processors to input source 
(symbolic inFormotion). 

Used by SL-l and AP. 

This form of file identifier may occur only in a paren
thesized group, for exomple, OS in the background 
cammand: 

LOAD (OUT, SP, RADEDIT) 

or the keyin: 

BATCH (01, JOBFILE) 

Files in accounts other than the system account may not 
be identified in this Form. 

I Note that a physical device nome may be the nome of a 
logical device (LDndd). 

2. [name]H area]][. [account]] 

DISK FILE IDENTIFIERS 

Disk file identifiers have two basic forms: 

1. area, narne 

where 

area is the nome of OI'Iy disk area defined on 
the system. 

nome is the nome of the file. 

10 Input/Output Specifications 

where 

narne is the name of the file. If omitted, the 
area must be specified, and the whole area is 
the identified medium. 

area is the narne of the disk area in'\rihic:h the 
file resides, and may be any area defined on 
the s~tem. If omitted, the file is assumed to 
reside in a public area and the area will be 
determined by the s)'Item. 

account is the name of the account in wh ic:h 
the file is defined. Account names must have 
at least one character, and at most, eight. 



( 

( 

( 

The account name may b. omltNd, In which 
CClle, a default Is provided. If the area name 
Is allO omitted, the account name defaults to 
that in which the task which opens the file Is 
running. If the area name is specified, the 
account n~e defaults to the system account. 

Files of the same name may be defined as long CII they 
differ In either account name or area name, however, 
If files of the same name and account are defined in 
different public areas, one of them will be Inaccessible 
except by explicit specification of its area name, since 
by default, the one found first is acc .. ed. 

The Background Temp area (BT), is a special area in that its 
file names are restricted to the set, GO, OV, and Xl 
through X9 and account name is not required. Its primary 
purpose is for work files mr the background proc .. ors. Its 
files are temporary and will be discarded at the beginning 
of the next job. 

Files in other areas are permanent files and will be kept 
by the system until they are explicitly deleted. 

OPEUnONAL LABELS 

Operotional labels (oplabels) are names used to symboliC
ally reference physical devices and disk files. All oplabels 
are defined at SYSGEN (see Chapter 15) and are given 
their permanent default, or system initialization assign
ments. System oplabels, as listed in Table 5, are treated 
specially: 

First, they are created automatically during SYSGEN. The 
Standard System Operotional labels are always created in 
all SYSGENS. The optional system operational labels are 
used by optional features in the CP-R operating system and 
are created only if their associated feature is included in 
the system. Any user desired oplabel must be defined in 
SYSGEN. Default oplabel assignments are also made in 
SYSGEN. 

Second, they are used by the CP-R system and its processors 
as the standard assignments for standard DCBs. For ex
ample, processors prodUCing binary output do so to the 
M:BO DCS, and unless explicitly changed, the DCS is 
assigned to the SO oplabel. Where the output octually 
goes is a function of the assignment of the BO oplabel. 

.~""Opfabels are c:onsid.ed lob level resources. That" is, each 
"fob within the system has its own separate set of oplabel 
.. ignments. The oplabel .. igRments for the CP-R job are 
used CII the default assignments mr oth. jobs. When a new 
lob is activated, this set of default assignments becomes the 
Initial assignments in ?he new job. Any reassignments in 
that new lob affect only that job. The assignments are 
retained until changed or the fob terminates. 

The default assignments in the CP-R job may be chCl"lgecf 
(see STDLB key-in). The resultCl"tt set of assignments be
comes the default set for any sublequently activated jobs. 

RESOLVING ./0 MEDIUM lAME AMBIGUmES 

When acommCl"td permits more than one I/O medium type to 
be named in the same field, certain ambiguities may arise 
as to which type of name is intended; lOr instance, '9TASO' 
could be either a file name or a device nane. The follow
ing rules resolve this type of ambiguity: 

1. Nanes precededor followed by periods are parts of file 
identifiers. This means'. S]' is not an operational label, 
and '9T ABO.' is not a device. 

2. Nanes followed but not preceded by periods are file 
names, for example, '9TABO.' is a file nane, not a 
device. 'SI. I is also a file name, not a disk area name 
or CI"t operational label. 

3. A. name is a disk area name ifit follows a period, it does 
not fo"owanother area name in the sane file identifier, 
it has two characters, and it is defined as an area name 
in the system. 

4. A name is a disk file account nane if it follows a period 
and is nat selected by rule 3. 

5. A name is an operational label if Cl"td only if it has two 
characters, It is defined as an operational label in the 
system, and it is not excluded by rule 1. 

6. A name is a device name if and only if it has five char
acters, it is defined as a device in the system, and it is 
not excluded by rule 1. 

7. Names which are not typed by rules 1-6 are tated first 
as area names in file ]0 format 1, then as file names 
(with unspecified area and account) in file ID format 2. 
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2. CONTROL COMMANDS 

Background processing is controlled and directed by means 
of control commands. These commands effect the constRIC
tion and execution'of programs and provide communication 
between a program and its environment. The environment 
includes CP-R and the assembly language processors, com
piler language p-ocessors, service p-ocessors, the operator, 
and the peripheral equipment. 

Control commands have the general form 

(Imnemonk .pedfkaHon 

where 

is the first character of the record and identifies 
the beginning of a control message. 

mnemonic is the mnemonic code "ame of a control 
function or the name of a processor. The name, 
consisting of up to 8 characters, may begin aly 
number of spaces after the I character, except for 
al EOD command. 

specification is a listing of required or optional 
specifications. This may include keywords, con
sisting of up to 8 characters, labels, and numeric 
values appropriate to the specific commald. 

For illustrative purposes within this manual only, the op
tions of the specification field may be shown enclosed by 
brackets, braces, and/or porentheses. In actuality, only 
parentheses may be used. Parentheses are mandatory only 
when an option has two or more subfields (see Command 
Syntox Nototion). 

One or more blanks must separate the mnemonic andspecifi
cation fields, but noblanks can be embedded within afield. 
A control command is terminated by the fi rst blank after the 
specification field, or, if the specification field is absent 
and a comment follows the command, the command is termi
nated by a period after the blank that follows the mnemoni c 
field. Annotational comments detailing the specific pur
pose of a command may be written following the command 
terminator, but na control command record can contain more 
than 80 characters. 

A control command con be continued from one record to the 
next by using a semicolon to replace the comma as a sub
field terminator in the specification field of the command. 
Column one of the continuation card must contain either an 
exclamation mark (if the control CIOmmald is to be read by 
the Job Control Processor), or a colon (if the command is to 
be read by the Overlay Loader or RADEDIT). See the con
trol command examples given later in this chapter for an 
illustration of the proper use of the semicolon. 

12 Control Commands 

Control commands are uSJally input to the monitor via 
punched cards; however, any input device(s) may be de
signated for this function. All control commalds are listed 
on the output device designated as the listing log (normally 
a line p-inter). In this manner, the monitor keeps a record 
of the p-ogress of the background. When a job is aborted, 
atl control commands skipped over until the next JOB com
mand is encountered are listed on II with a "greater than" 
character (» in column one. 

Note that in alt control commands, excluding processor 
control commalds, the first three characters ofter the 
I character are sufficient to define aly mnemonic code 
or keyword. 

Control commands may be categorized as follows: 

System Contra I 

JOB 
ASSIGN 
LOAD 
ATTEND 
MESSAGE 
PAUSE 
CC 
UMIT 
STDlB 
ROV 
RUN 
ALlOBT 
MODIFY (special) 
LIST 
INIT 
SJOB 
BATCH 

Input Control 

EOD 
FIN 

Debug Control 

PMD 

Utility Control 

PFIL 
PREC 
SFIL 
REWIND 
UNLOAD 
WEOF 
DAL 

Pracessor Control 

Processor nome 

J)B CONTROL PROCESSOR 

All control commands are read from the ·C" (oplabel) 
device by the Job Control Processor (JCP). The JCP is 
a special processor loaded into the background by CP-R 
upon the initial "C" key-in. The JCP is also reloaded 
into the background following each job step w1l-hin a job. 
A job step is defined as all control commands required 
for the set-up and execution of a lingle processor or user 
program within a job stack. 

The JCP processes each control command unti I a request is 
made to execute a pracessor or user program, at whi ch time 
the appropriate program is read into the bacJcsround and 

I 
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given control. A. detailed descrlptian af the JCP Interface 
with the Iystem proceaars ar user pragrarns Is giyen later In 
this chapter under "Plac.sar Control Commca"1ds". 

SYSTEM CONTROL COIIUNDS 

.lOB _ Each background job to be processed by the system 
must begin with a JOB control command. The JOB conmand 
ligna Is the completion of the previous job, if any, and the 
begiMing of a new one. The J08 command causes the tem
porary assignments of all operational labels (except the "C" 
operationallabel)tobe reset to their pennanent assignments. 

The form of the JOB command is 

I JO B [account number, name [, P' ior i ty 1] 

where 

account number identifies the account or project. 
It consists of from 1 to 8 alphanumeric characters. 

name identifies the user. It consists of from 1 to 
12 characters. 

priority specifies the priority of the job Cl'\d deter-
mines the order in which jobs are run in a symbiont 
system. Legal values are: 

o hold in job queue until priority is chCl'\ged 
by a PRIORITY key-in. 

1-7 lowest to highest priority. The default 
wlue is 1. 

Note that commas separate the optional subfields. The 
account number must precede the nome, Cl'\d both fields 
must be present if either one is present. If the priority is 
present, the number and name fields must be present. The 
account Cl'\d name information are verified against the infor
mation in the Al file Cl'\d if not valid the job is aborted. 

Example: 

(UOB 12345,JOBSAMPl 

The above example defines the account number for the job 
as 12345, and the user as JOBSAMP1. The job will have 
priority 1, by default. 

ASSIGN The ASSIGJ\j cantrol command allows the 
changing of the default assignrnentofaData Control Block 

(DCB) In the next background program or processo; to be 
loaded. ASSIGN comments must appear prior to the RUN 
or Placessor ftCI'ne comment to which it will apply. They 
are effective br that job step only. 

The assignment can be to a physical de,ice, a disk file, or 
an operational label. lfan error is detected in the command, 
the entire commCl'\d is rejected Cl'\d must be input again • 

The brm of the ASSIGN control commCl'\d is 

[
fid } 

lASSIGN (dcb, device )[,(option), ... ] 
oplabel 

where 

dcb is the nome (not exceeding, eight characters in 
length) of the DC8 to be assigned. It must be the 
first subfield following ASSIGN and must be fol
lowed by a specification (see below). The first two 
characters of a user's DC8 must be "F:" (e.g., 
F:PRINT or F:BI). The first two characters of a 
system DCB name are "M:" (see Table 12). 

fid is the CP-R file identifier for a file to which the 
DCB is to be assigned. File identifier format is 
defined in Chapter 1. 

device specifies a physical device name or a nu-
meric zero, "0", the null device. 

oplabel specifies one of the operational labels 
defined during SYSGEN (see Table 5). 

The options below are used only if the user creates the DCB 
or changes lOme of the DCB's parameters. Note that DC8 
parameters not specified on the ASSIGN commCl'\d cre not 
changed from their initial value. The initial values of the 
DCB parameters depend upon how the DCB wca created. 

Pcrameters ofsystem DCBs have standard default values. DCBs 
allocated by the Overlay Loader{F:DCBl)creset to all zeros. 
User created DCBs have the initial values speci fied by the user. 

tIode (may be any or all of the following): 

IBCDI 

BIN 

IVFC I 
NOVFC 

IPACK I 
UNPACK 

specifies the EBCDIC or automatic 
device mode. 

specifies the binary device mode. 

specifies verticol foQnat control. 

specifies no yertical format control. 

specifies that the packed binary or 
unpacked binary mode is to be 
used for 7-track magnetic tape. 
PACK and UNPACK are not 
valid unless BIN is specified. 
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{
ASCII } 

EBCDIC 

IDRC 

I NODRC 

specir .. density for· tape drives with 
program-conttollable d.uity 
(1600 bpi or 800 bpi). 

specifies tape data code fOr tape drives 
with progrc.n-c:ontrollable data 
encoding. 

specifies whether transfen with a 
keyboard-printer are to be in 
direct record control mode (no 
editing) or not. 

Number of recovery tries 

TRIES,value specifies the maximum number of re-
covery tries to be attempted for an I/O operation. 
The value must be less than 256. 

Default record length 

RECl,value specifies the default record length in 
bytes. The value n must be 1~n~32,767. This 
recard length is used for all requests referencing 
the DCBs that do not explicitly speCify a record 
length in the FPT. 

Byte displacement of first byte in buffer 

BTD, n specifies the byte displacementof the first 
byte of the buffer. The value n is subject to the 
limits 0 ~ n S 3. This value is the byte at which 
the buffer begins within the word specified as the 
buffer word address. This byte displacement is used 
for all requests referencing the DCB which do not 
have BTD parameters in their FPTS. 

Exc:mples: 

1. Assign listable output to a magnetic tape: 

IASSIGN (M:lO,9TA81),VFC 

This exc:mple assigns the M:LO DCB to a 9-track mag
netic tape. Vertical format control is also specified, 
so the first byte in each record is a format control byte 
for the line printer. 

2. Assign binary output to the GO file: 

(IASSIGN (M,BO, BT, GO) 

This exc:mple assigns the M:BO DCB to the GO file. 
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3. Assign source input to a disle fi Ie in the 01 data ar~: 

(ASSIG N (M,SI,PRESTORE.D I) 

4. 

This example auigns the M:SI DCB to the disk fi Ie 
PRESTORE, which is in the 01 area. This type of as
signment could be used to assemble a source program 
that had been prestored onto a disk fi Ie. 

Sui Id a user DCB that wos left empty at load time: 

,ASSIGN (F :XX,7T AEO),PACK,(TRIES,3),---, 

L(RECL,80), BIN 

This example bui Ids a user DCB, F :XX, ~nd also assigns 
F:XX to a 7-track magnetic tape. The packed binary 
mode (PACK) will be used in accessing the tape, and 
a maximum of three recovery tries (TRIES,3) will be 
attempted for a passible tape parity error. The de
fault record size to be read or written is 80 bytes 
(RECl, 80). 

5. Assign a user DCB to read nonstandard binary cards: 

(ASSIGN (F,INP,CRA03),BIN 

This example assigns the user DCB, f:INP, to the card 
reader, and specifies that the binary made is to be used 
in reading the cards. This type of assignment would be 
used to change an existing DCB to read nonstandard 
binary cards. 

6. Assign a user DCB to a public file in the user's own 
account: 

(IASSI GN (F,FlLE, ALENAME) 

This example assigns the DCB named 'F:FILE' to a file 
named 'FILENAME' in the user's account, in whichever 
public disk area it is found. 

.., 
7. Assign a l)'Stem DCB to a file in a speci.iied account 

and area: 

(IASSIGN (M,BI, ROM. 04. MYACCNTI 

This example assigns the M:BI DCB to a file named 
'ROM' in account 'MYACCNT' in area 04. 
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LOAD The LOAD control collll1lGld directs the JCP 
Loader to load 0 bac:lcground program on the disk and ab
IOlutize it for its moin memory execution location. 

The form of the LOAD command is 

where the options ore 

IN,fid/name specifies the input device as a system 
physical device name, a system operational label, 
or a disk file from which the object modules will 
be loaded. The default input device Is the one 
assigned to the BI operational lobel. 

OUT,fid/name specifies the output device as an 
operational label or a disk file on which the 
loaded program is written. The default output de
vice is the OV file. 

EXLOC,value specifies the execution location (in 
hexadecimal) of the program being loaded. The 
default location will be the start of baclcground. 

SEG,value specifies the decimal number of overlay 
segments that follow the root. The default value 
is zero, which means only a root is being loaded. 

MAP specifies that a map of the loaded program be 
output to the LO device. The default is no map. 

The primory function of the JCP Looder is to load the Over
lay loader at SYSGEN time. However, the JCP Loader 
will lood any nonoverlaid baclcground program or one with 
a simple tree structure under certain restrictions <see 
Appendix E). 

Example: 

load Overlay loader from cards: 

,LOAD (l N,CRA 03), (OUT ,SP,OLOAD),~ 

L(SEG,6),MAP 

This command would be used to lood the Overlay Loader 
onto its permanent file (OLOAD) in the SP area of the 
disk. Six overlay segments (SEG,6) ore specified and 
a MAP of the lood is requested. The camplete deck 
stNcture required to perform the load is illustrated in 
Figure 2. 

InDO The ATTEND control command is used during 
a programmer-attended Nn and indicates that CP-R is to go 
into a WAIT condition after a WAIT system call or after an 
abort from the background. After an unsolicited key-in 
of "C", background processing wi" continue from the point 
of the woit. If the ATTEND control command is not speci
fied and an abort or error condition occurs, or if a WAlT 
system call is mode, the system does not pause for operator 
intervention but skips all control commands, binary records, 
and data until a JOB or fIN command is encountered. When 
in skipping mode, all control commands encountered wi" be 
listed on the LL device, with a greater than character (»re
placing the exclamation mark in column I. Thedefault mode 
of operation (no ATTE NO command present) is used for closed
shop batch processing and there are no halts between jobs 
after an abort. 

The form of the A HE NO cammand is 

(AmND 
The effect of an ATTEND command exists for one job only. 
Normally, the ATTEND command immediately follows the 
JOB command. 

MESSAGE The MESSAGE control command is used to 
type a message to the operator. The message wi II be typed 
an the OC device and norma I processi ng wi II conti nue after 
the message is output. 

The form of the MESSAGE command is 

(IMESSAGE m ...... 

where message is any comment to the operator, up to a full 
cord image (SO columns). The message may contain any de
sired characters, including blanks, but may not be con
tinued from one record tothe next. Two or more MESSAGE 
control commands may be used in immediate succession. 

Note that the entire card image, including IMESSAGE, 
will be output to LL and OC. 

Example: 

IMESSAGE SEND All SAVE TAPES TO JOHN SMITH 

<ill 

The above example would cause the foll ...... ing message to 
be output on the LL and OC devices: 

IlMESSAGE SENDALL SAVE TAPES TOJOHNSMITH 

Note: All CP-R messages to the operator begin with two 
exclamation characters. 
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Binary Decks of Overlays 3-5; eoch deck 

• followed by an IEOD 

IEOD 

Binary Deck of Overlay 2 

IEOD 

Binary Deck of Overlay 1 

IEOD 

Binary Deck of Overlay Loader Root 

I (OUT,SP,OLOAD),(SEG,6),MAP 

I LOAD (I N,CRA03); 

!JOB 

Figure 2. Loading Overlay Loader from Cards 

LIST The LIST command is identical to the MESSAGE 
command above, except that the message is I isted on LL 
only, and not on LL and OC. 

The form of the LlST command is 

(llIST .. __ 

where message may be any comment up to a full card image 
of 80 columns. 
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PAUSE The PAUSE control command is similar to the 
MESSAGE command except that the JCP will enter a sus
pended state after the message is output to OC to give the 
operator time to carry out the instrvctions in the message. 
Processing is continued after an unsolicited key-in of "C". 

The form of the PAUSE command is 

(PAUSE ...... _ 
.. .. 

where message is any comment to the operator, up to a full 
cord image (80 columns). PAUSE does not require ATTEND 
mode. 

, 
r 
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Exanple: 

(PAUSE KEYIN SYC 

The above example would cause the monitor to pause ex
ecution with the following message output on LL CWld OC, 

I I PAUSE KEVIN SYC 

giving the operator time to key in SYC, which would per
mit the user to override the write protection on the disk 
and continue the background job. 

CC The CC control commCWId removes typewriter over
ride of the C device (see TY key-in description). The next 
control command will be read from the C device instead 
of the typewriter. 

The form of the CC control commCWId is 

The CC control command has the same effect as the CC 
key-in, CWld CCWI be used whenever the JCP has control. 

LIMIT The LIMIT control commCWId is used to set a maxi-
mum allowable execution time and maximum allowable 
number of line printer pages for a background program. If 
the lob exceeds either limit, the background is aborted with 
a postmortem dump (if the dump option was specified via a 
PMO control command). 

The form of the LIMIT control command is 

I {IUMIT n [,m] 

where n specifies the maximum allowable execution time 
in minutes and m specifies the maximum allowable numberof 
line printer pages. 

STDLI The STOU command is used to change the as-
signment of an operational label (with the exception of the 
OC - Operator's Console) far the cwrent background job. 
The operational labels being changed receive the new 
assignments, which stay in effect until the next JOB com
mand is encountered. 

The "nn of the STOll CDmmCWId is 

. 
ISTOLB (iabel'I~:vice }>[ (label,{~:vice }) ••• J 

oplabel oplabel 

where 

label specifies the operational label to be assigned. 

fid 

It must hove been defined during SYSGEN (see 
Table 5). 

specifies the identity of a file, in the format l 
defined in Chapter 1. 

A disk file Xn in the BT area must have been de
fined by the JCP prior to its use in this command. 
(See the ALLOBT command.) 

device specifies a physical device name or a 
numeric zero, "0", the null device. 

oplabel specifies another operational label is to 
be used. "Label" will receive the same assign
ment as "oplabel" has currently. 

Notes: 1. The C oplabel cannot be assigned to the null 

Example: 

device. 

2. If an error is detected, all assignments pre
ceding the one in error will have been made. 

Change temporary assignments of operational labels: 

ISTOLB (BO,BT,GO),(CO,COMPRESS. 02), (LO, 9TA80) 

This example could be used for an assembly to change the 
binary output to the GO file, the compressed output to the 
COMPRESS file in the 02 area of the disk, and the listable 
output to a 9-track magneti c tape. 

lOV The ROV command (RUN OV) couses execution 
of the program (either foreground or background) on the 
OV file. 

The form of the ROV command is 

("ROV 
Only primary programs may be loaded into Foreground with 
this command. The loading of any program into the fore
ground area via an ROV control command must be preceded 
by an FG key-in (see Chapter 3). A foreground program 
loaded by IROV is given the name OVand runs under the 
CP-R job. There may be only one such program resident at 
any time. 
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If a priority other than the defaurt va'ue of X'7P (as defined 
under the RUN control cornrnGtd) is to be auociated with 
the foreground progr(l\'\, the IRUN BT,OV, priority com
mand should be used. The default value X'7F' is the 'owest 
priority. 

RUN The RUN control command causes the named fore-
ground. or background program to be executed. 

The form of the RUN command is 

IRUN fid[,priority][, DEBUG] 

where 

fid specifies the identity of the load module to be 
executed. The loading of any program into the 
foreground area via a RUN control command must 
be preceded by an FG key- in and must be a pri
mary program. It will run in the CP-R job. 

priority is a hexadecimal number in the range 0 
through X'7F', to be assigned to the foreground 
RUN request if the memory space is currently 
being used by another foreground program. The 

o 'owest priority, X'7F', is the default value. 

DEBUG specifies that the program is to run under 
the control of the CP-R Debug facility. 

INIT The INIT control command causes the named 
foreground task to be read into memory and initiated. The 
INIT command has the form 

IINIT task name [, (JO B, job name)] [, PR I] [,STOP] ----"] 

L [, (PRIO ,xxxx)] [. DEBUG) [, T~] 

where 

taskname is the file identifier for the Load M:>dule, 
with the exception that the specified file name may 
be converted to an actual file name by lookup in 
the Job Program Table. If no match is found in the 
JPT, the specified file name is used. 

JOB is a keyvoord and indicates that the task is to 
be run under a job other than the CP-R job. If the 
JOB option is nc.t specified, the task will be run 
under the CP-R job. 

iobname specifies the name of the lob under which, 
the task is to be run. It may not be "BKG". 
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PRJ Identifies the task as a primary task. If the 
PRJ option is not specified, the task is,TUn as a 
secondary task. 

STOP specifies that the task is to be left in sus-
pended state after load. The default is to exe
cute directly after load. This option is invalid 
for a primary task. 

PRJ 0 is a keyword indicoting that task priority is 
specified. This option is valid for secondary tasks 
only. The default is to run under the lowest-priority 
dispatcher, at the lowest software priority. 

xxxx is the hexadecimal priority value for the task. 
The first two characters specify the interrupt level, 
minus X'4F', of the dispatcher for the task. The 
last two characters specify the software priority 
for the task. 

DEBUG indicates that the task is to be initiated 
under control of Debug. 

T5 indicates that the task is to be time-sliced. 

Note: IINIT command may not be used to start a back
ground program. 

SoIOB The SJOB control command creates a foreground 
job. It sets up job controls and table entries but does not 
initiate any task in the job. The SJOB command has the 
form 

ISJOB jobname(, (DEBUG,TYndd)](, (ACCT,xxx)] 

where 

jobname is the name of the job to be started. 

DeBUG indicates that a Debug control-console de-
vice address is specified. 

TYndd Is the address that Debug will use for com-
munication with the user when any task in the 
job is given control under Debus. .. 

ACCT Indicates that an account number (xxx) is 0 

being supplied. 

JCJCJC The account number the named JOB is to be 
associated with. 
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lATCH The BATCH ~d allows a ~ job 
to c:ause a file to be .,tered in the baclcsround stream CIS a 
control deck for a later iob. This c:ommcI'Kf is available 
on Iy in s)'Stems generated for symb iont-supported backgro und. 

The form of the batch command is 

where 

fid is the identifier for the file to be entered into 
the batch stream. File identifier format is defined 
in Chapter 1. A batch file may contain only one 
background job. 

ALLOBT The ALLOBT control command is used to de
fine the files in the BT area of the disk, and overrides any 
JCP default definitions. The files i~ut on the ALlOBT 
command will receive the specified sizes and formats. The 
files defined via an ALLOBT command will stay in effect 
only for the current job step unless the SAVE option is 
invoked. If the SAVE option is used, the ALLOBT com
mand will stay in effect for the entire job (any input for 
the GO or OV files will always stay in effect for the entire 
job). 

The form of the ALlOBT command is 

IALLOST (FILE ,nn)[,(option ),(option) ..• J 

where 

FILE, nn specifies the name of the background temp 
file to be allocated. legal names for nn are 
X1,X2, ••• ,X9,GO or OV. 

The options are 

FORMAT, value specifies the format of the file; 
U for unblocked, S for blocked, C for compressed. 

The default is unblocked for all files except GO; 
the default for GO is blocked. 

FSIZE,value specifies the decimal length of the 
file in logical records. If ALL is input for a value, 
the remainder of the BT area will be allocated 
for this file. An ALL input is allowed only once 
and is only allowed for Xi files (not GO or OV). 
A check is made for overflow of the 8T ena at 
the time the ALLOBT command is input. The de
fault value is 1000 records. Note that the file 
size in sectors is computed using the logical 
record size and not the granule size. 

RSIZE,value specifies the decimal number of words 
per logical record. This field is only meaningful 
for blocked or unblocked files sinct! the monitor 
compresses records of compressed fi les into 256-
word blocks. Blocked files have a default record 
size of 128 words, and unblocked files have a de
fault record size equal to the granule size. Note 
that if RSIZE > 128, unblocked organization will 
always be given to the fi Ie. 

GSIZE,value specifies the decimal number of words 
per granule. This field is only used in directly 
accessing a file. The default granule sizewill be 
the size of a disk sector. 

SAVE specifies that this fileistobesaved through-
out the job and not reallocated between job steps. 

Example: 

Change the default assignments of th~ background temp 
files: 

The group of ALLOBT commands 

SI!ALLOBT (Fll,OV),(FSIZ,O) 

.. I!ALLOS (FIL,X4), (FSI,ALL) 

II(GSIZE,180) 

3 IALLO (FILE,X3), (FSIZE,20); 

------t!I(FSIZE,100),(RSIZE,30) 

2 I !ALL (FILE,X2), (FORMA T,B); 

If(FSIZE,l000),SAVE 

IALLOBT (FILE,Xl), (FORMAT,C); 

-
-

-

could be used by a background program to achieve the 
following results: 

1. The Xl temp file would be a compressed file that could 
hold approximately 1000 EBCDIC aWds. This file 
would be lOVed throughout tne entire job. 

2. The X2 temp file would be a blocked file that could 
hold a maximum of 100 binary cards. 

3. The X3 temp file would be an unblocked file contain
ing 40 sectors (assuming a 7204 disk) with a granule 
lize of 180 words or two sectors. 
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... The X4 temp fiI. would be an unbloc:bd fU. with a 
record and granule size of 90 'M>na (CIIIW\i~ a 7204 
disk) and would be allocated the remaind.r of the 
Background Temp area. 

5. The OV file would not be allocated. 

After inputting this series of ALLOBT commG\ds, the back
ground temp area would have the following layout (assum
ing a 7204 disk): 

X2 X3 X4 XI GO 
I I 

36 Sectors M) Sectors n Sectors 120 Sectors Oefau It Size 

Note that X4 receives n sectors, where n is the remainder 
of the area after all other files have been allocated. XI is 
allocated at the opposite end of the BT area since it will be 
saved throughout the entire job. 

The formula used to calculate the number of sectors for X2 is 

R~~E x FSIZE x 3 

where 256 is the number of words per blocking buffer and 
3 is the number of sectors (assuming a 7204 disk) necessary 
to contain a blocking buffer. 

The formula used to calculate the number of sectors for XI is 

~x3 
25 

where it is assumed that 25 cards can be compressed into a 
256-word blocking buffer. The number 3 is the number of 
sectors necessary to contain a block ing buffer. 

DUMP CONTROL COMMAND 

PIID The postmortem dump (PMD) control command 
causes the system to dump a specified area of memory if 
a background job is aborted during execution. Such a 
dump is termed "postmortem" because it is performed after 
the background program has been aborted, terminated nor
mally, or not executed at all for any reason. The dump is 
always output on the DO device. In the case of an abort 
the time to perform the dump is not included in the total 
time on the LIMIT control card. Note that the PMD com
mand must precede the RU N command. 

The form of the PMD command is 

IPMD[U)[, T][, (from, to(, T] )][,'<from,toPJ)J. •• 

where 

U specifies thot an unconditional dump at the end 
of the job is to be output even if there were no 
errors. If U is absent, the dump occurs only if 
the job is aborted. 
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T specifies (when It precedes address ranges) that 
the dump will be listed in both hexadecimal and 
text for all address ranges that follow. If the 
general T is absent, the (,(from,to,n] option will 
clump that address range in hexadecimal ar d 
text, and the [, (from, to» option will dump tha' 
address range in hexadecimal only. 

from specifies the location (in hexadecimal) at 
which dumping is to begin. If no locations are 
specified, the entire bockground is dumped. 

to specifies the last location (in hexadecimal) to be 
dumped. The last location must ~ first location. 

A maximum of four location pairs is processed and only the 
last PMD command is honored within a jobstep. If an error 
ocevrs anywhere on the command, the entire command must 
be reentered. 

Example: 

Request a postmortem dump: 

(PMD U ,(1200,1300), (2000,3000, T) 

This example requests an unconditionol dump at the termina
tion of the next program to run in the background. loca
tions 120016 through 130016 will be dumped in the standard 
hexadecimal format, and 200016 through 300016 wi 1/ be 
dumped in both hexadecimal and text. The output will be 
on the 00 device. 

INPUT CONTROL CUte1MANDS 

EOD The user may define blocks in a data deck by in-
serting EOD control commands at the end of each block. 
When an EOD commond is encountered, the system retums 
an EOD status. Any number of EOD commands may be used 
in a job and for any reason. 

The fonn of the EOD command is 

('EOO 

Note that EOD control commands must not havh1y spaces 
between the exclamation character and tM mnemoftic. 

FIN the FIN control command is used to specify the end 
of a stock of jabs. When the FIN command is encountered, 
the s)'Item writes it on the listing log to inform the oper
ator that 01/ current jobs have been completed, types 
"BEGIN IDLE" an OC, and then enters the idle state. 

--
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All trme preceding the FI N command is charged to the 
previous lob, If lob accounting Is being per""'*'. All 
time from the FIN command II) the next JOB command is 
not charged. 

The form of the FI N command is 

rFIN 

UTILITY CONTROL COMMANDS 

The utility control commands described below allow the 
user to manipulate magnetic tape files. 

PFIL,PREC The fi Ie and record positioning commands are 
used to position a device within its current file. The PFIL 
command, will leave the device positioned before the file 
mark when moving in the forward direction and at the first 
record of the file when positioning backwards. For the PREC 
command, no adjustment is made when an EOT, BOT, or 
EOF mark is encountered. Only background devices (not 
dedicated to the foreground or 100X) can be positioned. 

The forms for the PFIL and PREC control commands are 

{
IPFIL } 
!PREC name[,BACK][,n] 

where 

name specifies a system device name or operational 
label of the device that is to be positioned. This 
must be the first item in the specification field. 

BACK specifies that the direction of the position-
ing is backward. The default is forward. 

n specifies the number of records to skip. The n pa-
rameter applies only to the PREC command and 
not to PFIL. The default is skip one record. The 
PFJL command always refers to one file. (Any 
BOT, EOT, EOF marks encountered will termi
nate the PREC command. ) 

Examples: 

1. Position the 800plabel to the end of the data: 

(pmBO 
This example could be used to position the 80 oplabel 
file so additional object modules could be added to 
those already existing. 

2. Position a magnetic tape: 

IPREC BO,30 

This example would position magnetic tope on 7TAEO 
30 records forward from its current position. 

IFIL The skip file command is used to skip one or more 
files on a magnetic tape unit. The SFIL command leaves 
the device positioned beyond the specified EOF in the di
rection of the tape movement. If a BOT condition occurs, 
the device is positioned at the first record following the 
BOT marker. 

The fbrm of the SFIL control command is 

(sm na-~B'CK]~nl 

where 

name specifies a system device name or operational 
label of the device that is to be positioned. This 
must be the first item in the specificotion field. 

BACK specifies that the direction of the positioning 
is backward. The default is forward. 

n specifies the number of files to skip. The default 
is one file. 

Example: 

Skip tape files: 

(Ism 9lA82.BACIV4 

This example would cause back skipping of four files on 
the designated 9-track magnetic tape. 

REWIND The REWIND command is used to rewind a mag-
netic tape. It has no effect on other devices. 

The farm of the REWIND command is ... 

(REWIND __ 

where name specifies a system device name or operational 
label of the device that is to be rev.ound. 
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bamp'e: 

Rewind a tape 

( I1IEWIND 7TAIO 

This example would rewind the designated 7-track tape. 

UllLOAD The rewind manual (UNLOAD) command 
causes the specified magnetic tape to be rewound in man
ual mode. OperatOl'" intervention will be required to use 
the device again {i.e., depressing the START switch on a 
tape drive). 

The form of the UNLOAD command is 

(IUNLOAD name 

where name specifies a system device name or operational 
label of the device that is to be rewound in manual mode. 

Example: 

Unload cr magnetic tape: 

(IUNLOAD 9TAB3 

This example would cause the designated 9-track tape to be 
rewound in manual mode. 

.EOF The write end-of-fi Ie (WE OF) command causes 
on end-of-fi Ie mark to be written on the output device 
if an EOF is appropriate for the device. FOI'" magnetic 
tape, a tape mark is written; for cards, anEODis written. 
The WEOF command is ignOl'"ed for a" other devices. 

The form of the WE OF command is 

( IWEOF n .... [,n] 

where 

name specifies a system device name 01'" oper-
ational label of the device that is to receive 
the EOF. 

n specifies the number of end-of-files to write. 
The default is one. 
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bIImp'e: 

Writ. _-of-file on magnetic tape: 

(WEOF 9TA81,2 

This example would write two EOFs on the designated 
9-track magnetic tape. 

DAL The Dump Accounting Lag command causes the 
contents of the Accounting log to be printed on the LO 
device. The Accounting log is leept on the Al file on 
the D I area of the disk. An option exists to purge the 
fi Ie after the dump is completed. Note that an SY leey-in 
is required to purge the Al file. 

The form of the DAl command is 

(IDAL [PAL] 

where PAL specifies that the Accounting Log is to be purged 
after the dump is completed. 

PROCESSOR CONTROL COMMANDS 

A processor control command indicates to the system that 
control is to be transferred to the specified processor. It may 
also specify the types of input to be accepted and the types 
of output to be produced by the processor. 

Processors can be created, updated, and deleted under nor
mal batch operations, and there are no restrictions as to how 
manyand what kindof processors may be added to the system. 

User prograrns in any area of the disk can be called by 

(IRUN f;d 

where fid is the file identifier for the Iood module to be I 
executed. 

All system processors and user processors in the SP areo or 
system processor alternate area can be called for execution 
by the control command: 

(In .... ""' ....... 
where 

nome is the disk fi Ie name of the processor to be 
executed (e. g., FORTRAN, Sl- I, or AP. Note 
that the disk file name for the Assembly Progrom 
should be AP, since the JCP does special alloca
tion of the 8T area if lAP is encountered. 

• 

• 
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pc.-~ters .. optional pc.-c.neters interpreted by 
each processor. Normally, at least one input 
option and one output option must be specified. 

PROCESSOR IlTERFACE WITH CP-R 

Thestmdard system proc.aors available under CP-R are 

Assembly Program (AP) 

Overlay Loader 

RADEDIT 

Edit 

Extended FORTRAN IV 

Dump Analysis Program (ANAL VZE) 

5l-1 

Error Log lister and Analysis (ELLA) 

Device Exerciser 

System processors and any user processors should follow these 
common ground rules: 

1. All processors must reside on the 5P area or system 
processor alternate m-ea of the disk to be callable by 
a Iname command. 

2. All processors must operate in the background. 

3. All system DCBs (M:dcb) should be identified as a 
primary reference in the processor, since at load time 
the Overlay Loader will furnish the processor with a 
copy of the system DCBs. 

4. All processors with overlay segments need only make 
the explicit call to 5EGLOAD to load the segments. 
The DCB used to load segment M:Sl will be furnished 
by the Overlay Loader. 

s. CP-R will furnish the start address and end address 
af unused background memory to any processor that 
needs this information. The two addresses will be in 
the following locations, and should be defined via the 
EQU directive in the processor: 

Location Mnemonic 

K:BPEND 

Description 

lWA +ltt of the back
ground program's loaded 
area; that is, this cell 
contains the FWAtt the 
processor can use for a 
dynamic table m-ea. 

tAli these addresses are in bits 15-31 with bits ~ 14 con
taining zeros. 

tt LWA and FWA are the last word addr-.s and first word 
address. 

Location Mnemonic 

K:BCKEND 

Description 

LWA of uaable back
glOund memory for the 
plOcessor; that is, th is 
cell contains the lWA 
the processor can use 
for a dynamic table 
area. 

6. If a processor has parameters to process from the" Iname" 
control command (where "name" is the processor's name) 
the address of the buffer containing the control com
mand is in cell X'I44'. That is, 

7. 

8. 

Location MoIemonic 

K:CCBUF 

Description 

Address of control cord 
buffer. 

A processor must perform its own vertical format con
trol of the printer if format control is required. That 
is, the processor must set the VFC (vertical format 
control) bit in the DCB via the Device Format Con
trol call and ensure that the first byte output to the 
printer is a format control byte. If a processor (i. e., 
AP) outputs a title at the top of each page, the num
ber of lines to print per pase is contained in the 
following system cell: 

location 

X'174' 
byte 0 

Mnemonic 

K:PAGE 

Description 

Number d lines per page 
to print. 

If a processor uses scratch fi les (background temp 
files Xl-X9) and desires a diff.ent record size, gran
ule size, or organization that is given by default by 
the JCP, the processor must moke the appropriate sys
tem call on the Device Mode function. By calling the 
Device Mode function, the processor can set the file 
organization (blocked or compressed) and the appro
priate record size and granule size. The background 
temp file default assignments by the JCP are described 
below. 

9. In general the processor should terminate input from 
51 when an end-of-fi Ie status is sensed on 51. To ter
minate, the processor should make a system call on 
EXIT. EXIT will close all the proceuor's DCBs and 
close all open disk files. 

10. A" processors using the GO file should open GO and 
then do a file skip (PFll function call) on GO 10 the 
GO file is properly pasitioned to receive additional 
data. The Job Control Processor will purge the GO 
file upon reading a JOB control command. 
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JCPwill allocate the 8ockground Tempcna for all Xi files, 
where, 1 i 9. The GO and OV fil. will receive their 
SYSGEN defined liz. unlea oyerrldden with an ALLOBT 
commc:rld. The GO file will be defined as a blocked file 
with a logical record lize of 120 bytes; the OV file will 
be unblocked with the record and granule sizes equal to the 
sector lize. The Background Temp area that remains after 
GO and OV hClYe been allocated wi II then be equall y dis
tributed among the Xi files. All Xi files will be given un
blocked organization with the record and granule sizes 
equal to the disk sector lize. The user Cc:rI override c:rIyof 

these defaults via an ALLOBT command. If the user desireS 
not to have the Xi files reallocated between processors, 
the SAVE option on the ALLOBT conwnc:rld Cc:rl be uSed. 

I:P IESSAGES 

The messages itemized in Table 6 are output by the Job 
Control Processor on the LL device. 

Table 6. JCP Messages 

Message Meaning 

IIACCT lOG I/O ERROR X'xx' Art I/O error that could not be automatically processed was encountered 
during JCP execution. CP-R will enter a WAIT state if the IATTEND 
control command was first read in; otherwise, c:rI abort c:rId a skip to 
the next job wi II occur. 

IIBI CKSM ERR JCP Loader encountered a checksum or lequence error on a binary 
IIBI SEQ ERR card during the loading process. 

IIBT OVERFlOW Insufficient Background Temp space to e.cute t+.e requested back-
ground program. The job is aborted. 

IICC ERROR, BT OVERFLOW The file size input on an IALlOBT conwnand is greater than the 
available Background Temp space. 

IICC ERROR, FG KEY-IN REQUIRED A request has been made to run a foreground program without pre-
viously inputting an FG key-in. The I RUN or I ROV conwnand must 
be reentered after the FG key-in is input. 

IICC ERROR, ILL. An improper IALlOBT command was input to chc:rlge a Background 
RELOCATION OF BT Temp (BT) scratch file t+.at was designated as a "saved" file p'ior to 

this job step. 

IICC ERROR IN ITEM xx Art error exists in a JCPcontrol command in the indicated item. Every 
item (except the I character) followed by a blank or comma is 
counted in determining the item in error. 

1101 AREA FGD, CAN'T UPDATE AL FILE JCP could not process accounting information because the 01 area on 
disk has been reserved for foreground. CP-R will enter WAIT state if 
an IATTEND control command was specified; otherwise, c:rI abort c:rId 
a skip to the next job will occur. 

IIEOT ON FILE xxxxxxxx End-of-Tape status was returned from an attempt to read or write the 
indicated disk file. 

IIERR, CONTROL BYTE = xx JCP Loader is not equipped to process the indicated control byte. . 
IlFILE JOOCXXxxx NONEXIST. The indicated disk file was never allocated via the RAOEDIT or was 

never written into. 

11ILL. DEFINE FIELD ITEM JCP Loader has encountered a define field item that it is not equipped 
to hc:rldle. 

IIILLEGAL BINARY CARD An EBCDIC card was read by the JCP Loader where a binary card was 
elCpected. 
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Tabl.6. jcP N.ssages (cont.) 

Message Meaning 

( IIILL. EXPRESSI':>N JCP loader has encountered an expression that it is not equipped to 
evaluate (a mixed r~lution expression). The load will be aborted. 

lULL. NEG. ORG ITEM JCP loader has encountered an origin item that it is not equipped 10 
handle (an origin item that moves the load location counter in a 
negative direction). The lood will be aborted. 

111/0 ERROR X'xx', LOC 'xxxxx' JCP encountered an irrecoverable I/O error. 

I. IILMI FULL, CAN'T LOAD xxxxxxxx The indicated foreground program cannot be loaded because insuffi-
cient space exists in the Load Module Inventory table. 

IINOT A TASK LOAD MODULE ARUN command has named a file without a yalidload module header. 
The RUN command is aborted. 

IINOT ENUF SPACE FOR LOAD JCP Loader is unable to complete the load because of insufficient 
background space. 

IIPUB LIB, CAN'T LOAD xxxxxxxx The designated program on the IRUNcommand isa Public library and 
cannot be executed yia a IRUN command. 

IISCHED FILE OVERFLOW File SCHED in the SP area is full thus discarding all future requests 
for periodic scheduling. File should be copied and enlarged. 

IISCHED FILE TYC 'xx' ON 'operation' The type completion 'xx' was received on the 'operation' indicated 
or the file SCHED in SP. Refer to Appendix N for TYCs. 

( 
IISCHING FOR JOB CMD The present lob has been aborted and the JCP issearching the job 

stack for the next !JOB or IFIN command. 

I! 'taskname' IN 'jobname' MISSED 'xx' CYCLES The task indicated in the job indicated missed 'xx' initiations by the 
periodic scheduler. 

Ilitaskname' IN 'jobnarne' The task indicated in the job indicated received the type completion 
TYC 'xx' [DELETED] 'xx' when an INIT was attempted by the periodic scheduler. The 

entry was deleted if indicated. Refer to Appendix N for TYCs. 

IITOO MANY ASSIGNS JCP has encountered more thCl'l 48 IASSIGN commCl'lds in a job step. 

IITOO MANY CONTROL SECT. JCP Loader has encountered more than one nonstCl'ldard control 
section. The load will be aborted. 

I ITOO MANY DCB'S The maximum number of M: CI'Id F: DCBs was exceeded during the 
loading process. Approximately Tl DCBs can be accommodated by the 
system. The excess DCBs will not be stored in the DCB table or the 
disk file header. 

IIUNSATISFIED REF xxxxxxxx Indicated REF was not satisfied during the loading process. This 
alarm occurs only on LL if no map was requested, or on LO if a map 
was requested. 

-
IIUNSATJSFIED REF's DURING LOAD This message is typed to the operator on OC at the end of a load if 

any unsatisfied R~Fs were encountered during the loading process. 

IIWARNING: NONEXIST. JCP has processed CI'I IASSIGN mmmand that assigned a DCB to a 
FILE xxxxxxxx '. nonexistent fi Ie. JCP will continue normal processing. 
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3. OPERATOR COMMUNICATIONS 

Communications between the operator md the s)'Stem talce 
place through operator leey-ins (1Olicited and unsolicited) 
and monitor printouts (CP-R messages). 

CP-R MESSAGES 
C P-Rmd associated processors (as selected during SYSGEN) 
output messageso" the OC device whenever operator action 
Is required or to inform the operator as to the status of events 
(including errors)taking place within the ,)'Stem. CP-R out
put messages are listed and described in Table 7. 

TlAP HAiDLER MESSAGES 

In addition to the messages lilted in Table 7, the following 
messages are output by the trap hmdler upon occurrence of 
the vorious traps if the user does not specify his own trap 
handling: 

IIARITH. FAULT AT xxxxx ID = xxxxxxxx 

IIBREAK ERROR AT xxXXJC ID = xxxxxxxx 

, 'MEM. PARITY ERR AT xxxxx 10 = xxxxxxxx 

"MEM. PROT. ERR AT xxxxx 10 = xxxxxxxx 

"NONEXIST. ADD. AT JCXJCXX 10 = xxxxxxxx 

IINONEXIST. INST. AT JU'XXX 10 = xxxxxxxx 

IIPRIVILEGE INST. AT XXX)()( 10 = xxxxxxxx 

IISTACK OVERFlOW AT xxxxx ID = xxxxxxxx 

IIUNIMPLE. INST. AT xxxxx 10 = xxxxxxxx 

IIWOOG TIMER RUN OUT AT xxxxx 10 = xxxxxxxx 

Note that the message "ARJTH. FAULT AT xxxxx" is output 
for the fixed point arithmetic overflow trap, the floating
point foult trap, and the decimal orithmetic fault trap. The 
message 

"ERRxx ON CAL AT xxxxx 10 = xxxxxxxx" 

is output if a user progrom fumishes an invalid porameter 
while attempting to use a service function. 10 identifies 
the trapped task. 

Table 7. CP-R Messages and Responses 

Messaget Meaning Operator Act ion 

I fyyndd ...... message "y)'l"dd" is the control device md job Action is determined by the content 
name ~r the terminal job. "~age" of the terminal user's message. 
is the message sent by the term inal 
user to the operator. 

Ilyyndd ATTENTION INTERRUPT An attention interrupt was received No action is required. 
from the specified device. 

I fyyndd ERRORttt An irrecoverable error hCB occurred. No key-in response required except 
for card reader. For card reader error, 
remove last card in output hopper for 
jam and replace it or a duplicate to 
input hopper. Key in CRndd R e. If 
card or reader cannot be fixed, key 
in CRndd E e to inform the request-
ing task the card reader ~. 

t Messages beginning with Ilyyndd in the message column will vary according to device type. Ther.fore the second words 
in such meuages ore listed alphabetically. 

ttlf background, requires m I/O key-in to continue or retry I/O operation on the device; if foreground, the operation is 
errored md no leey-in is required or expected. 

ttt Key-in may be required depending on device type. 
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T abl e 7. CP-R Messag_ and Responses (cont. ) 

Message Meaning Operator Action 
. 

( Ilyyndd ERROR, NOT OPERAT10NAL Device went not operational during No action required. 
I/O operation. 

Ilyyndd ERROR, POSITION LOST A magnetic tape unit either returned No action required. 
inconsistent status or the tape posi-
tion is indeterminCl"lt following a tape 
operation. 

Ilyyndd I/O TIMED ourtt An I/O interrupt failed to retum Unless the timeout occurred in a 
from the device used for CI"I I/O foreground task, the message always 
operation in the software timeout requires operator action. If the 
period allowed. cause and/or correction is unknown, 

key-in yyndd Ee. If the cause is 
known, key in either yyndd Re or 
yyndd ce to specify whether the 
I/O operation should be or should 
not be retried. (R specifies retry; 
C specifies continue. ) 

Ilyyndel KEY-IN PENDING An I/O operation is waiting for CI"I Supply the appropriate key-in. 
operator key-in on the indicated 
device. Th is mess~e is repeated 
at intervals. 

Ilyyndd MANUAL Device was in manual mode at SIO Reacly the device. No key-in is 
initiation. required. 

( 
Ilyyndd S]O REJECT, CC = 10 - tt SIO instruction retumed CCI CI"Id Correct condition CI"Id key in yyndel 

CC2 as nonzero (10). R8. If condition cannot be repaired, 
key in yyndd Ee to inform task the 
I/O has errored. 

Ilyyndd S10 REJECT, CC = 01 - tt SIO instruction retumed CCI and Correct condition and key in yyndd 
CC2 as nonzero (01). Re. If condition cannot be repaired, 

key in yyndd E6> to inform task the 
I/O has errored. 

Ilyyndd TEST MODE Device went into test mode during No action required. 
I/O operation. 

Ilyyndd UNRECOGNIZEDtt SIO instruction retumed CCI and Correct condition and key-in yyndd 
CC2 as nonzero (11). Re. Ifcondition cannot be repaired, 

key in yyndd Ee to inform task the 
I/O has errored. 

Ilyyndd WRITE PROTECTEDtt An attempt was made to write to a If the write is to be permitted then 
write protected device or disk track. change the write protected status of 

the device or track and key in yyndd 
Re. If the write is not to be per-
mitted, key In yynck1'.fe. 

IIALARM JOCuxxxxxx A system inconsistency was detected, See Chapter 5, "Availability Oper-
following the ALARM message. The ating Procedures". 
reason is indicated in the text. 

IIBACKGROUND IDLE Background sequencing has been t.-mi- If more background jobs are to be 
nated because JCP read a IFIN command run, key in C to restart background 
or encountered a critical error. sequencing. 
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Table 7. eN Mesaages and Responses (cont.) 

I , 
M.sage Meaning Operator Action 

IIBACKGROUND WAIT Background he. executed a "WAIT" Key In C 6) to continue background 
request. processing. 

IIBKG ABORT WAIT Background has aborted in attended Key In "C" tD continue, or "DB" 10 
mode. dump background memory. 

IIBKGD JOB ident ON Specified background symbiont lob No operator action required. 
has been selected fOr execution. 

IICANT OPEN ERRORLOG The error log file was already in use See Chapter 2 Availabil ity Manual. 
by error list program, full RFT, no 
blocking buffer available, or a OED 
key-in WCII in effect. 

IICORE SAVED Memory has been saved on the C K No action required. 
area following a s~tem fault. . 

IICORE USED, CAN'T The specified primc:.y program cannot Key-in X e to abort the lob. 
LOAD xxxxxxxx be loaded for execution because its 

required core space is already in use. 

IICP-R RESTARTED CP-R is fully restarted following a No action required. 
system ALARM c;a,d c;a, auto-restart. 
The date c;a,d time information have 
been maintained and need not be 
re-entered • 

IICRndd CARD NOT FEDtt The card reader was unabl e to reed Correct or replace the card in the read 
a card correctly. hopper. Push RESET START c;a,d keyin 

CRndd RE9to retry the operation. 

IIDPndd IDLE In~icated unit has no open files. May be removed from the spindle. 

IIERRORLOG ERROR An irrecoverable write error WCII en- Reassign ER oplabel to another output 
countered while attempting to write device or "0". 
entries to the ER operational label. 

IIERRORLOG FULL While attempting to write entries to See Chapter 2 for Error log purging 
the ER operational label, an end-of- procedures. Availability Manual. 
file, end-of-data, or end-of-tape 
was encountered. 

IIFILE NAME ERR A problem hOI occurred in attempting Key-in X e to abort the job. 
to open or close a disk file through 
an STDLB key-in. 

111/0 ERR, CAN'T LOAD xxxxxxxx An I/O error occurred or no blocking Key-in X e to abort the lob. 
buffer was available when attempting 
to lood the specified breground pro-
gram fOr execution. .. 

'UOB account, name, priority, ident An input lob was added to a I ist of sym- No action required. • 
biont files. Message has some brmat as 
user's lob card except fOr Ident, which 
is added to the end. 

IIKEY ERR CP-R cannot recognize c;a, U1SOlicited Retry the key-in. 
key-in response. 
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IllMl FULL, CAN'T LOAD JDDUDCXXX 

J I LOADED PROG xxxxxxxx 

J IMEDIA ABORTED REQ xxxx:yyyy 

IIMEDIA MOUNT TAPES FOR xxxx 

IIMEMORY FAULT 

I !NO PATCH AREA - CLEAR B S 
IGNORES MODIFY COMMAND 

IINO TSPACE, CAN'T 
LOAD xxxxxxxx 

II NONE XIST. , CAN'T 
LOAD xxxxxxxx 

, 
Table 7. CP-R M.aag ..... d bsponses (cont.) 

The spec Ined primary program cannot 
be Ie aded for execution because no 
room exists In the Load ~clule 
Inventory. 

Specified primary programs were 
loaded by Foreground Loader for ex
ecution. Up to three program names 
will be output in one message. 

MEDIA request xxxx was aborted due 
to reason yyyy where yyyy con be 

OPER - operator keyed in "X" 

NOMO - the MO oplabel is not 
defined 

OPNI - unable to open input file's 
DCB 

OPNO - unoble to open output 
file's DCB 

PREP - on irrecoverable error 
occurred during 
preprocess i ng 

BUFS - Insufficient job reserved 

DEV 

pages for blocking buffers 

- a fatal error occurred 
during the copy 

SPEC - invalid specifications were 
detected 

MEDIA request xxxx is ready to begin. 

During a memory status scon, memory 
status was found which indicated that 
an error was detected by the memory 
un it. An error log entry was recorded 
for this problem. 

If this is OC, only the message portion 
preceding the hyphen is output. If not 
OC, the entire message is output. 

A primary program load request could 
not be satisfied because TSPACE was 
not available for building FPTs or for 
reading in the header. 

Specified pragram cannot be loaded 
for execution because it does not exist 
on disk, or required Public Ubrary 
do. not exist on disk. 

Operator Action 

Key-in X E> to abort the job. 

No Dction required. Outputting of 
this message to OC may be prevented 
by setting oppropriate assembly time 
software switch to bypass the code 
caus ing the message. 

None. If request xxxx was initiated 
by an operator or MEDIA key-in and 
the cause of the abortion removed, 
the key-in con be reentered. 

Mount tape or tapes required. When 
ready, key-in MEDIA I to initiate 
copy. 

No action required. 

If this is OC, input next command. 
If not OC, idle machine, increment 
address, and RUN. 

Key in X e to abart the job. 

Retry. If message is output again, 
key-in X E> to abort the job. 
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-Tabl. 7. eM Mesas- cn:I R.panHS (cont. ) 

Message M-anlng Operator Action 
.. 

I I PATCH LOC ERR-CORRECT AND If this Is OC, only the message portion If this is OC, input next command. 
CLEAR B $ preceding the hyphen Is output. If not If not OC, idle machine, increment 

OC, the entire meuQSe is output. address, and ~UN. 

I I PAUSE commands A IPAUSE command has been reocf. Press INTERRUPT switch and key in 
Comments field will have operator C e to continue reading from the 
instruction. job stock after perlOrming required 

action. 

I I PLEASE KEY-IN DATE-TIME CP-R has been booted in and requires Enter DT ....... mm,dd, yy, hh, mm 
the date and time before other opera-

where 
tions are allowed. 

mm - month (1-12) 

dd - day (1-31) 

yy - year (00-99)-

hh - hour (0-23) 

min - minute (0-59) 

IIPROCESSOR FAULT During a processor status scan, pro- No action required. 
cessor status was found which indicated 
that on error was detected by a pro-
cessor. Ivt error log entry was recorded 
for this problem. 

I JPUB UB,CAN'T LOAD JCXXXxxxx Invalid request to load Public Library Either retry the job or key in Xe to 
for execution. All Public Libraries abort the lob. 
must be automatically loaded by the 
system as needed. 

IIQUEUED AS NUM. xxxx MEDIA copy request is accepted and No action required. 
is assigned ident number xxxx. 

I JRELEASED PROG xxxxxxxx Specified primary program was No action required. Message can be 
released. prevented by setting appropriate 

assembly time software switch 1'0 by-
pass code cousing the message. 

II RLS NAME NA Key-in request to release a foreground Retry. 
progrom whose nome is not recognized 
by the system. 

IISPURIOUS EXTERNAL INTERRUPT Ivt interrupt has been triggered but is No action is required. 
not connected 1'0 a task. 

IISyyndd ERR xx Ivt irrecoverable error occurred. Sym- No action required. 
biont activity on specified device was 
terminated. 

IISyyndd IDLE Specified symbiont device entered No action required. • 
idle state. <It 

IISyyndd UNAVAILABLE Specified device is currently unavail- No action required. 
able to the symbiont. 

IITERMINAL JOB yyndd Indicates the terminal user is now in- No action required. 
account, nome OFF active. "yyndd" isth.control device 

and job nome for terminal lob. MAccount, 
name" is logon verified user account, nome. 
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Table 7. CP-R M.aages _ a.pons. (cont.) 

Masage M.lnlnQ Operator Action 

r ITERMINAl JOB yync¥ Indicates the terminal .. er is now No action required. 
account, name ON active. "yyndd", Is th" control de-

vice nlob name for t.nninal lob. 
"Account,name" il logon verrfiad 
user account and .. er name. 

IIUNABlE TO CLOSE DCB xxxxxxxx The lpecified DCB was not closed In No action required. 
the task during termination. 

r rXEROX CP-R VERSION JOUOC Output whenever system is booted in. Message can be tenninated by 

IUTPUT .EISABE FORMATS 

Output messages cre printed in three different formats on 
the Operator's Console. These fonnafs cre outlined below. 

1. Messages without tabs are for operator's refer.,ce 
at a later time and are typically generated by fore
ground or background programs that wish 10 com....",i
cate with the operator. They cre similcr 10 system 
messages but have no time stamp. 

2. System messages which begin with two exclamation 
marks (II) will be preceded by a time stamp (hh:mm) 
in column 1 through 5, followed by a single tab. With 
normal tab settings the message will be positioned 1 inch 
10 the right of the left margin. 

3. Device control messages will have a time stamp in col
umn 1 through 5, followed by four tabs. With normal 
tab settings the message will be positioned .. Inches to 
the right of the left margin. 

OPERATOR KEY ... 

After the system has be., initialized, operator key-ins 
pennit the operator to control the execution of tasks by the 
system (i. e., foreground tasks, background job stream, and 
Control Task services). 

With the exception of the DT key-in {which is requested by 
the !)'Item at the end ofsystem initialization but prior to 
any other activity, If fob accounting or eno~lagging has 
be., .-.quested}, operator leey-ins are unsolicited. That is, 
an operator leey-in Is Initiated by theoperalordepressingthe 
INTERRUPT switch on the Control Panel. (On a Xerox550, 
the ATTENTION key may be substituted.) This action 
activates the Control Panel Task which, in tum, triggers 
the CP-R Control Task. When the Control Task becomes 
the highest priority task in the system (that Is, when all 
foreground tasks are inactive), the system luues a prompt 

hitting BREAK key on OC. 

charocter (a dash, "_") to the Operator's Console and waits 
for operator input. . 

Via the OC device, the operator inputs appropriate infor
mation in the following sequ.,ce: 

1. Optionolly, types in an exclamation mark (I). 

2. Types in the desired key-in and any associated pa
rameters. (Refer 10 Tables 8 through 11 for listing 
and description of Standard, Terminal Job Entry, 
Symbiont, and Media Conversion key-ins.) 

3. Types in a New Line chcracter@ to indicate the com
pletion of a key-in. 

If a typing errar is discovered before the @ chcracter has 
been leeyed in, the error may be corrected by the operalor 
In one of the following ways: 

1. If the erroneous character is the last character typed, 
key in one cent sign (I) character, retype the last 
chcracter correctly, and continue to type in tne re
mainder of the key-in. "'dicote completion of cor
rected key-in by leeying in the e chcracter. 

2. If the erraneous character is within a fey, positions of 
the last character typed, key in an appropriate n","ber 
of cent signs (storting with the last chcracter, each 
centsign deletes one character and performs a simulated 
backspoceofone position)until the erroneous character 
has been effectively deleted. Retype correctly, all 
chcracters deleted and res","e typing rest of key-in. 
Upon completion of leey-In, leey in h El character. 

3. If tne erroneous character Is located Ioward the begin
ning of the leey-inor many positions from the last char
acter typed, it may be more expeditious to key in an 
EOM (End of Message) charocter. In this case, the 
entire leey-in is deleted and tne monitor is ready for a 
new key-in. 
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Tabl. 8. Standard Operator Key-Ins 

Key-In Purpose 1 

yyndd a e Controls system action following an abnormal condition during an I/O 
operation, where "yyndd" is the physic II device name of the device in-
volved, and "a" il a lingle character that requests a Iystem action relative 
to tfote device as follows: a = C - continue "as is"; a = E - inform user pro-
gram of the error and transmit record "as is"; 0= R -retry the I/O opera-
tion; a = X - unconditionally abort the current operation on the device and 
error tfote request. 

ALARM 6> Forces an operator-initiated system alarm. See also REBOOT key-in. 

ATT [{g~}]e If OFF, the batch control command IATTEND becomes illegal. If ON, both 
the IPAUSE and IATTEND control commands become legal. This command 
allows the system to permit or reject batch jobs that depend upon the pro-
grammer being able to interact with his job. Default is ON. See also PAU 
key-in. 

BMEM[n]e Change memory allocation for tfote background Job. The "n" specifies the 
number of pages to be allocated to the background job. If "n" is not spec-
ified, its background job memory is restored to its SVSGEN-defined value. 
Allocations for background tasb using simplified memory management (SMM 
option on the 10LOAD command) will not take effect until the current back-
ground job step terminates. 

BREAK iobname e Transfers control to user's break-receiver routine if the user established break 
control in the job via an INT service call. Jobname is tfote name of tfote job to 
receive the break signal. 

C [5/0] e If no parameters: Continue processing in the background. If tfote background 
was in a wait or idle state, the system leaves that state and proceeds. If "5" 
parameter: Change the background control mode to symbiont, so the sym-
biont can start background when necessary. If "0" parameter: Change the 
background control mode to operator, so only tfote operator may start back-
ground. The symbiont can only stcrt background &om an idle state. It can 
not clear a background wait. 

CC 6; Retransfer control back to the C device from OC. Used in conjunction with 
TV key-in. 

CINT{'ocotiOn} 1~le Disarm, arm and enable, or trigger specified interrupt. The "location" spec-
label ' T ifies the hex address of the interrupt; "label" specifies an interrupt label; 

"0" is used to disarm specified interrupt; -A" is used to arm and enable; 
nT" is used to arm, enable, and trigger the interrupt. 

{'ooddr } Selectively dump system output saved in the CK area after a system alarm. CKD loaddr,hiaddr e 
The "Ioaddr" parameter specifies tfote lowest address to dump. The "~oddr" 
parameter specifies the highest address to dump. Default cases for II ooddr" 
and "hiaddr" are 0 and high core respectively. Activation of the Control 
Panel Interrupt during the MAP portion of the dump stops map output and 
starts the DUMP portiO"!. Activation of the interrupt during the DUMP por-
tion terminates the dump. 

COC E> Job was halted because of error in control conwnand. Continue from OC with 
correct control command (after depressing the Control Panel Interrupt Key). 
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Table 8. St __ d Operator Ker-h (cont.) I 

Kerin Purpose 

( 
{'oaddr I Id.,tical to CKD key-In above except that the dump is read from "the SE CItD loaddr,hioddr e 

opl_el rather than the CK area (see CRS key-in below). 

CRSe Preserve an alarm dump by ~pying it from the CK area to the SE oplabel in 
l024-byte records. 

DEBUG taskname [, (JOB, jobname)] e Causes the named teak in the nmned ;ob to be Nn under DEBUG control. 

(~~Dlyyndd. ! l~l [I.~I]]e OED dedicates a device, device controller, or lOP. UNO undedicates a 
previously dedicated device, device controller, or lOP. F defines the de-
vice to be dedicated 10 the foreground; X prevents device use and aborts any 
existing requests; N prevents device use but does not abort existing requests 
for use; 0 restricts a device for diaenostic use and aborts any existing re-
quests; R specifies that the disk pack will be removed (OED) or has been re-
placed (UNO) from unit OPndd; 1 dedicates or undedicates all devices on 
lOP n (of y)"'dd); 0 dedicates or undedicates only device yyndd. If neither 
1 nor 0 is specified, all devices on the same multiunit controller are dedi-
cated or undedicated. 

OISPLA V[LL] G ~isplay current status of all teaks in the system on the LL or OC device. 
Output is to the OC device unless LL is specified. A typicol display output 
is shown in Figure 3. 

(' I~: I[from,to]~ T][,S] e Dumps the cont.,ts of specified memory onlo the device that is permanently 
assigned 10 the DO oplabel. OM specifies a real-memory dump with default 
boundaries being zero and the end of the monitor. OF specifies a real-memory 
dump with default boundaries being the limits of the fint Foreground Private 
Memory partition. DB specifies a virtual-rnemory postmortem dump of back-
ground with default boundories as the limits of Task Virtual Memory. 

OF or OM requests are performed immediately. A DB dump request is not per-
formed until the next task termination occun in backaround (either for JCP or 
any other pracessor or user program). 

If "from, to" is absent, the entire default area will be dumped; if present, the 
fint word oddress in hex and last word oddress in hex of the selected area are 
defined. If ", T" is absent, core memory is dumped in hexadecimal; if present, 
core memory is dumped in hexodecimal and EBCDIC. '5' specifies the dump 
will be in a short-line format at four words per line. 

OT mo,day,yr,hr,min 0 Input of current data and time. Example: OT 8, 17,69,22,30. 

ELOGlg~F I e Tums error logging procedures on and off. Eliminates the majority of the 
PURGE execution time overhead associated with error logging but does not prevent 

gathering of the error statistics for the ESUM display. PURGE clean the 
error log and all error, log and I/O counts. 41 

• 

{ERRSEN°lte t e 
ESENO x 

Creates an .ror log .,try containing the supplied text (S6-byte maximum). 

fSUM[LL] e ~isplay a device error summary on OC or LL. A typical error summary is 
shown in Figure 4. 
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Table 8. Standard Operator lCey-b (cont.) 

Key-In 

EXT~ faskname[,(JOB,jobnarne)] e 

FGE> 

INIT fid[, (JOB, jobname)][, PRI]--, 

L [, STop]L (PRIO, xxxx)] ---'1 

L [,DEBUG][, TS] e 

INTlB label, loc (hex) e 
KJOB jobnome e 

(QMIN, t) 

[1
(SLlCE,n) 1 ] 

Q (QSWA,t)'''' e 
(QMAX, t) 

.Q30 

NORETRY 
RETRY 
NOPARITY 
PARITY 
NOWDT 
WDT 

, ••• E> 
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Purpose 

Terminate a task in a job. The "tasknome" is the nome of the task to be . 
terminated. "JOB" is a keyword that indicates that the job under which the 
task is running will be specified. (If JOB is absent, jobnarne defaults to the 
CP-R job.) The "jobname" is the nome of the job under which the task to be 
terminated is running. 

Permit looding of foreground program from background job stock for execution 
via a IRUN or IINIT control command •. 

Reod nomed task into memory and initiate it. The fid is the file identifier for 
the lood module file. "JOB" is a keyword that indicates that the task is to 
run under a job other than the CP-R job (if "JOB" is not specified, the tosk 
runs under the CP-R job). The "jobname" specifies the nome of the job under 
which the task is to be run. PRJ specifies the task is primary and if not spec
ified the task is run as secondary. STOP is an option that specifies the task 
(secondary only) is to be left in suspended state after lood. The default is to 
execute directly after lood. PRIO is a keyword to specify task priority (for 
secondary tasks only). Default is to run under lowest-priority dispatcher at 
lowest software priority. This is X'EFEF' for nontimesliced tasks or X'FFFF' 
for timesliced tasks. xxxx is the task's priority value (in hex). The first 
2 characters specify the interrupt level minus X'4F' of the task's dispatcher, 
and the last 2 characters specify the task's software priority. DEBUG indi
cates the task is to be initially under Debug control. TS indicates that the 
task is to be time-sliced. 

Change assignment of interrupt labels. 

Terminates all tasks in the named job. 

If OFF, both the !PAUSE and IATTEND batch control commands become 
illegal and any 1/0 operation which would otherwise have mode a request 
for an operator's key-in to correct an J" 0 problem is aborted with a TYC4. 
If ON, only the !PAUSE command becomes legal. This command allows the 
system to permit or reject batch jobs that depend upon operator interoction 
(e.g., tape mounting) fa continue. Default is ON. See also An key-in. 

If no parameters are used, the current settings of the time-sl icing controls 
are reported. These parameters are number ofstices per second; and slice 
length, QMIN, QSWA, and QMAX in milliseconds. If parameters are spec
ified, the corresponding controls are set as specified. The parameter "n" is 
a decimal number of slices per second that must be between 1 and 500, and 
must divide 500 evenly. The parameter "t" is mill iseconds (decimal) and 
must be 1 or more. 

This command is available on a Xerox 550 system only. It affects the con
tents of the Q30 register as follows: 

NORETRY: 
RETRY: 
NOPARJTY: 
PARITY: 
NOWDT: 
WDT: 

set bit 0 
reset bit 0 
set bit 1 
reset bit 1 
set bit 2 
reset bit 2 

No instruction retry 

No parity checks 

No wotchdog timer 

Default is no change for each bit. 

... 
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TabI.8. stai.dard Operator Key-Ins (cant.) 

K.,..ln 

Q31 [option, ••• J E> 

REBOOT e 

RLS taskname e 

RS Y (jobname] 

RUN taskname[, priority] e 

SCHED fid [, (JOB,jobname)](, PRJ]-, 

L [, (PRlO, xxxx)][, (STRT,time)] --, 

L[, (INTV,interva,)](,DElE(TE]]~ 
L(, TS] 

This cammand allows sImple examination and modification of th~ address stop 
controls (Q31 register) of a Xerox SSO system. It is not available on a 
Sigma 9 system. The "options" are any of ti,e following: 

(AD DR, x) Set address 10 "x" (hexadecimal). 
(Symbol, x) Set address 10 "x" plus the wlue of "symbol". "Symbol" 

(STM. x) 
(ROOT, x) 
INST 
WRITE 
ANY 
All 
PAGE 
WORD 
REAL 
VJRT 
STOP 
HALT 
BEEP 
CLEAR 

may be any symbol found in the s)'mbol table in module 
CRS2 or any overlay name. 
Set address 10 "x" plus X'6000'. 
Set address to "x" plus X'600E'. 
Compare execution access addresses. 
Compare write access addresses. 
Compare any addresses accessed. 
(Same as ANY.) 
Compare page addresses. 
Compare word addresses. 
Compare real addresses. 
Compare virtual addresses. 
Stop execution on compare. 
(Same as STOP. ) 
Briefly sound audio alarm on compare. 
Reset all flag bits (but save the address). 

Any bit or field not specified is not changed. If no options are specified, the 
Q31 register content is typed ea a hexadecimal number. 

Forces an operator-initiated s)'ltem alarm and an automatic reboot of the 
s)'ltem. See also ALARM key-in. 

Terminate a foreground primary program fUMing under the CP-R job. 

Removes SY key-in for the specified job, retuming to normol software disk 
write protection. Default for 'jobname' is 'BKG' which is the bockground 
job. Note that the SY key-in is automatically removed from background 
whenever a 1J0B or IFIN command is PfOcessed. 

Load and execute a foreground program running under the CP-R job. Only 
primary tasks can be loaded with this key-in. The name of the foreground 
file to be loaded must be input. 

Schedule a task for periodic INIT. The "fid" is a CP-R file identifier with 
one variation: the file name is actually a task name that may be the same 
as the file name or related 10 it by a SETNAME CAl. 

If neither an account nor an area is specified, the defaults are area FP and 
the system account. If an area name is specified, the default is the s)'ltem 
account. Specification of a whole area is an error. 

JOB is a keyword indicating that the teak is to be INJTed under a job other 
thm the CP-R job. The default is the CP-R job. PRJ specifies a primary task; 
the default is secondary. PRIO is a keyword to specify task priority for sec
ondary teaks. Default is to run under lowest-priority dispatch1!- at lowest soft
ware priority. "XXXX" is the teak's priority value in hex. The first two char
acters specify the interrupt level minus X'4F' of the task's dispatcher, and 
the last two characters specify the software priority. TS specifies a time
sliced task. DELETE specifies that the task is to be de-scheduled. STRT is a 
keyword indicating that the time fOr the fint INIT to the task is specified. 
A value of zero or absence of the keyword causes an immediate I NIT. 
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Table 8. St..,dard Operator Key-Ins (cont. ) 

Key-In 

SCHED fid (cont.) 

SJOB jabname[, (DEBUG, TYndcI)] e-, 
L[,(ACCT,xxxl] 

SNAP[FJL£, fid] e 

STAT taslcnome[, (JOB, jobname)] 

36 Operator Key-In 

Purpose 

The format of the time values for start time is as follows: 

[[[[[ [yr,] mm,]dd,] hh,] m in,] sec ] 

where 

yr mems year (e.g., 76) 
mm mems month number (e. g., 9) 
dd mems doy (e.g., 5) 
hh mems hour (e.g., 14) 
min meons minute (e.g., 30) 
sec mems second (e. g., 10) 

Values are optionally deletable from left to right; e.g., any value may be 
omitted provided thot all parometers to its left are also omitted. Thus, if 
hh is omitted, yr, mm, md dd must olso be omitted. The SCHED key-in 
uses current date/time values for omitted values. An example of the STRT 
option is: 

••• (STRT,14,3O,0) ••• 

which would cause the specified task to be INlTed at 2:30 p. m. of the cur
rent year, month, and day. Please note that omission of the 0 (seconds) 
value would cause INIT at 14 minutes and 30 seconds of the current year, 
month, day, and hour. 

JNTV is a keyword indicating that the period between INITs is specified in 
seconds. If the specified value is not m integral multiple of five, it is 
rounded up to the next highest integral multiple of five. A value of zero or 
absence of the parameter causes the INIT to be issued once at the specified 
STRT time. The presencear absence af the STRT and I NTV keywords is inter
preted as fo II aws : 

INTV STRT Result 

present absent periodic INIT, starting at naw + INTV 

present present periodic INIT, starting at STRT 

absent absent INIT once immediately 

absent present INIT once at STRT 

Creates the named foreground job by setting up job contrals ond table entries 
but does not initiate any task in the job. DEBUG indicates a Debug control
console device is specified. TYndd is the address used by Debug for communi
cation with the user. ACCT indicates an account is specified. xxx is the 
account the named JOB is to be associated with. 

Saves core (the monitor) on the specified file or to the SE oplabel by default . 
• 

Output the status of the specified job on OC. The "taskname" defines the 
name of the task from which status information is desired. The" JOB" is a 
keyword that indicates that the job under which the task is running will be 
specified. (If "JOB" is not present, fobname ;s defaulted to the CP-R job. ) 
The "jobname" Is the name of the job under which the task is running. The 
task status will have the format illustrated in Figure 5. 
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T.'e 8. Standard Operator Key-Ins (cont.) 
. 

teey-In Purpose 

( 
'--- rd 

} 
STOLl'''', device E> ChGtgeS a curr .. t opl.el auignment. The new .. ignment will stay in effect 

opl.el until changed by another STOLB key-in or s~tem Is rebooted. "label" spec-

r 

Ifies the oplabel to be assigned, which must have been previously assigned at 
SYSGEN. "fid" specifies a disk file or disk area. "device" specifies a 
physical device name, or ·0" for the null device. ·oplabel" specifies one 
of the SYSGEN-defined oplabels. 

SY[jobname] e Overrides normal software disk file write protection for the specified job. 
The default for tiobname' Is 'BKG' which is the background job. The SY 
privilege is removed by the RSY key in or job termination. for background, 
it is also removed automatically when a !JOB or IAN command is proc.ued. 

Tye Tra"lSf. contral from the C device to OC (typewriter) for reading control 
commands. 

We Suspend current background fob and ... ter WAIT state. 

Xe Abort current background job. Message on OC and U will show last loca-
tion e.cuted. 

e Delete this line. (On a Xerox SSO, the combination "CONTROL" a'\d "X" 
may be substituted.) 

e Ignore operator key-in request. 

( 
i Delete last character. (On a Xerox SSO, a "\" may be substituted. ) 

Table 9. Terminal Job Entry Key-Ins 

Key-In Purpose 

CONTROL yyndd e Causes a control interrupt (equivalent of Yc) to take place for the named 
terminal job. It is used for jobs previously created by the LOGON key-in. 
Active terminal jobs will have been logged on OC as they become active. 

LOGON TYndd e Causes device TYndd to be processed by the logon processor and so perform 
as a normal T JE user. 

OFF e Prevents a'\y new on-line user from logging on. An OFF key-in and an ON 0 
key-in are equivalent. 

ON{~LL} e -Specifies the number of on-line users allowed on the system at anyone time. 
When n users are on, no additional users are allowed to log on until a cur-
rent uter logs off. All makes all lines available. 

SENO{~},meuage 6> Causes the text message to be sent to the T JE terminal specified by yyndd, 
or tent to all active terminal users if the AU option is specified. 
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Key-In 

BATCH fid IS) 

DE LETE ident e 

Table 10. S~biont Key-Ins 

Purpose 

Places the specified file on the symbiont input queue. If bockground control 
is in symbiont mode (see 'e' key-in), background is started. A batch file 
may cantain only one background job. 

Deletes symbiont files. All input and output symbiont files associated with 
the specified job ID will be delct~. If the specified job is still active, the 
DE LETE key in has no effect. 

~-----------------------------+---------------.--------.----------------------------------------~ 
DOE> 

t------- -- - -- - -
PRIORITY ident,priority 0 

Sets a switch to couse the symbiont system to delete each one of a job'\ files 
from the OS area as soon as it has been output. When the DO key- in is in 
effect, the R and B options of the 'iytndd key-in have the same effect as the 
e option. If DO has not been keyed in, the switch is set such that all a job's 
output files are deleted when its last file has been output. 

------~-----------------------------------------------------------~ 
eharlge5 the priority of a job in the symbiont areo, where "ident" is the job 
ID and "priority" is the new priority to be associated with the specified job. 
Priorities are expressed as hexodr.cimal values from 0 through 7, . where 7 is 
the highest priority. A priority of 0 inhibits selection of a job for execution 
in the IS orea arid prevents output from a job waiting in the OS area. 

t------------- -- --- -----1---------- ------------------------------~ 
ROO e 

t--------------- -
SS e 

t----------- - --
Syyndd,option e 

38 Operator Key-In 

Used in conjunction with the DO key-in and causes deletion of a job's files 
in the OS area to occur when the job's last file has been output. See DO 
key-in. 

Initiates symbiont input when only one symbiont input device exists. The 
key-in is not allowed if more thm one symbiont input device exists. If 
bockground control is in symbiont mode (see 'e' key-in), each time symbiont 
input defines a new job, the symbiont insures that background is started. 

This symbiont key-in gives the operator control of the symbionts, where 
"yyndd" is the physical addreu of a symbiont device and "option" specifies 
the action to be taken and may be one of the following: 

I initiate symbiont I/O on the specified device. Output sym
bionts do not require this key-in as they are self starting 
unless an "L" or "T" is in effect. 

S suspend symbiont activity ror the specified device. 

e continue symbiont activity for a previously suspended device. 

B[,n] continue symbiont activity for a previously suspended device. 
Before the output is continued, the output file is backspaced n 
line printer pages. The default will be one line printer page 
(a line printer page is approximately 37 records). If the de ,ice 
is not a line printer or if the DO key-in is in effect, B has the 
same effect as e. 

R restart symbiont activity for a previously suspended device. 
Symbiont activity will start from the beginning as if it hod not 
been suspended. If the DO key-in is in effect or if "'is is an 
input symbiont, R has the same effect as e. .. 

L lock out the symbiont from future activity ofter this fi Ie. After 
completing the current file, the symbiant terminates. An input 
symbiont will terminate when the next !JOB or IFIN card is 
read. An Syyndd, ) key-in is required to restort symbiont activ
it yon the device. 
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Syyndd, option (cont.) 

IFILE, fid } 

MEDIA ( IN, {~dd} ) 

[ ISFILE, n} 1 
- ,e ~:l )""1-

UNLOAD 

L [FILE, fid I 
,( OUT,{~} ) 

NVFC 
SPACE,n 
ADD 

--- , ( SFILE, n ), ••• e 
WEOF,n 
REW 
UNLOAD 

Tel. 10. S)lmbiont Ke)-Ins (cont.) 

Purpose 

1. has the same effect as the ilL" option except the device is re
moved from the s)'II'Ibiont pool if it was not dedicated to 1)'11'1-

bionls at SYSGEN. 

Q save the current output file and terminate. What remains of 
the file is returned to the output queue and the symbiont is 
locked immediately. The entire file is saved if the symbiont 
Is not in DO mode. When the s)'Stem assigns a new symbiont 
output device to the file, the output operation is continued 
from where it was stopped. Q is useful In moving a file from 
a down device to one that is working. 

X release the current Job file and begin p-oc:essing the next job 
file. 

If background control is in symbiont mode (see C key-in), eoch time -I 
symbiont input defines a new job, the symbiont insures that background 
is started. 

Table 11. Media Conversion Ke)-Ins 

Purpose 

Either to control the operation of the MEDIA task or to specify a MEDIA copy 
of an input source to an output destination, where control operations are: 
I = initiate the MEDIA task or r8SlM1e operation if it has been stopped. 
L = prevent the start of any new copy operations after the completion of the 
current operation. S = suspend the current operation. X" abort the current 
operation and do not post processing. 

Copy operotions request MEDIA to copy a file on a disk tape, or cords to on
other file, which may be on 0 disk, cord punch, tape, printer, or, if the in
put is on a disk, a keyboard printer. One or more options may be given to 
specify pre- and post-processlng of the input and output mediums, 

where 

SFILE,n 

ALL 

skips a tape n files forward before the copy begins. 

continues copying IUccessive files until a double end-of-file is 
found. 

DEL deletes a disk file after the copy. 

lEW and UNLOAD rwwincls (unloads) a tope after the copy. 

N~fC inhlbils use of the first byte in each record at1i VFC byte in 
printed files. 

SPACE, n causes n lines to be skipped between each printed line 
when NVFC is given. 

ADD causes the input fi le(s) to be added to the end of a tope already 
containing files. 

WEOF,n writes n EOTs on the output tope after the copy. 
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The display has the following format: 

PRI TASK TASK TASK JOB TASK TASK 
SEC IWIE PRIO STAT NJ.ME PWA twA 

S Cl'RLTASK FEFE 10 CPR 00000 03E4D 
S MHEXEC FFFF 20 CPR 06000 1DFFF 
S !KG FFFF 20 BKG 06000 1DFFF 
P Cl'RLTASK FEFE 80 CPR 00000 03E4D 

where 

P indicates a primary task. 

S indicates a secondary task. 

TASK PRIO is the hexadecimal priority value 
associated with the task. 

TASK STAT is a representation of the task's 
status, as follows: 

80 - task is primary 
40 - task is rolled out 
20 - task is stapped 
10 - task is in execution 
08 - task is in initialization 
04 - task is suspended 
02 - task is time-sl iced 
01 - task is swapped 
00 - task is executable 

FWA and LWA stand for first-word address and last-word 
address respectively. 

Figure 3. Display Format 

The analysis and subsequent action from an operator's 
key-in is performed at the Control Task priority level. If 
the operator key-in is not recognized as a valid input, the 
following message is output on the OC. 

II KEY ERR 

In which cose, the operator should retype the input cor
rectly. Note that if the typewriter is busy at the time of 
the Control Panel Interrupt (i. e., waiting for on input to 
complete), the operator must complete the input before the 
system wi II output the prompt character. 

COMIIIED KEY-liS 

To expedite operator key-ins, the following combinations 
of key-ins are recognized: 

Combined Form 

FGC 

SYC 

SFC, FSC 

TYC 

«> Operator Key-In 

Execute FG and C key-ins. 

Execute SY and C key-ins. 

Execute FG,SY, and C key-ins. 

Execute TY and C key-ins. 

09:23 OCT 25,'73 
YYNDD MDLf ACCESSES ERRORS ERR/1000 

TYA01 7012 76 0 
LPA02 7445 1037 0 
CRA03 7140 110 0 
CPA04 7160 13 0 

9TABO 7322 1760 0 

9TA81 7322 0 0 

9TA82 7322 273 6 

9TA83 7322 0 0 
9TADI 7333 0 0 
9 TAD 2 7333 0 0 
7TAEO 7372 0 0 

7TAEl 7372 0 0 

DPDFO 7242 25752 0 

DPDFl 7242 0 0 
DPDF2 7242 0 0 

DPDFJ 7242 a 0 

DPBE4 7275 0 0 
DC BFa 7212 0 a 

DCCFO 7232 1651 0 

OCCFl 7232 0 0 

OCCF2 7232 0 0 

6 FILED LOGS, o LOGS LOST 

where 

YVNDD and MOL' correspond ta parameters 
defined on the :DEVICE control commands 
input at SYSGEN. 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

21 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
a 
a 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

ACCESSES is the number of SICs issued for 
each job. 

ERRORS is the number of error retries and error 
completions for each device. 

ERR/1OOO is the error rate computed as follows: 

ERR/1000 = (ERRORS*lOOO)/ACCESSES if 
ACCESSES> O. 

ERR/1OOO = 0 if ACCESSES = O. 

4k 

FILED LOGS is the total number of errer log 
entries that have been successfully filed. 

LOGS LOST is the number of log entries lost 
because error log filing could not take place. 

Figure". Error Summary Example 
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ST ATlIS JDCCXXVXX'ODOOOC PRIORITY xxxx 
(binary) Otexadeclmal) 

where binary status bib are as follows: 

Bib Value Meaning 

o 

1 

2 

3 

5 

6 

7 o 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

Task in final termination. 

Task connected to CAl2. 

Task connected to CAL3. 

Task connected to CAl4. 

Background task. 

Secondary task. 

Task being aborted. 

Task initiated via RUN. 

Task initiated via INlT. 

load to be performed. 

Public library used by primary tasks. 

Public library used by lecondary 
tasks. 

Release to be performed. 

TEL control requested. 

Task is loaded. 

Task is run queued. 

Break control requested. 

HelCadecimal priority characters are as follows: First 
two· hexadeci ma I characters COfTespond to interrupt 
level minus X'4F'. For secondary tasks this is the 
level of the dispatcher for the task. last two hexa
decimal characters are the software priority of a IeC

ondary task, or zero for a primary task. 

Figure 5. Task Status Format 

DEVEE CONTROL 
If the l)'ltem encounters an abnormal condition during 
an Vo operation, a pertinent message to'the operator 
is output on the OC device. Such a message is of the 
form 

II name message 

where 

name is the physical device name, yyndd, or the 
disk fi Ie name. 

message is the message string informing the oper-
ator of the specific condition that has been de
tected; for example: 

ERROR (error was detected on operation) 

or 

MANUAL (device not ready) 

VO messages are discussed below, grouped according to the 
type of device to which they apply. 

I/O IfY-II FOIMAT 

After correcting the abnormal conditions, the operator re
sponds by means of a key-in. The format for an VO 
key-in is 

yyndd a E> 

where 

yyndd is the physical device name of the device 
involved in the VO operation. 

a is a single character that requests a system action 
relative to the device, as follows: 

C Continue "as Is". 

E 

R 

... ... 
Inform the user program of the error and 
transmit record "as is". 

Retry the I/O operation. 

X Abort the pending I/O. 

is the NEW LINE code. 
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If the card reader fails to read properly, or if a validity 
error occurs, one of the following messages is issued: 

IICRndd ERROR 

IICRndd CARD NOT FED 

A FAULT indicates that the error candition occurred prior 
to any data being transferred; on ERROR indicates that at 
least one byte was read. After correcting the condition, 
the operator responds with on I/O key-in message. The 
action character selected depends on the circumstances 
cousing the error condition. 

If a feed check error or a power failure occurs, CP-R out
puts one of the following messages (depending on where in 
the read cycle the error took place): 

IICRndd ERROR 

IICRndd CARD NOT FED 

IICRndd TIMED OUT 

If the cord in the hopper is damaged, the operator replaces 
it with a duplicate, presses the RESET button on the card 
reader, and responds with one of the following key-ins: 

CRndd R e 
CRndd C e 

In the event of a power fai lure, the operator presses the 
RESET button on the cord reader and responds with the 
key-in: 

CRndd R 6> 

If the card stacker is full, if the hopper is empty, ·or if the 
device is in the manual mode, the following message is 
issued: 

IICRndd MANUAL 

The operator corrects the condition and then presses the 
START button on the card reader. 

CARD PUICH MESSAGES/IEY ... S 

Instead of outputting an error messoge when a punch error 
is first detected, the I/O handler attempts to punch a card 
x times (x = NRT, a DCB parameter specified by the user) 
before the fol lowing message is issued: 

IICPndd ERROR 

This message indi cotes that the cord punch is not function
ing properly and the operator should reevaluate the job 
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stack based on this knowledge. Improperly punched cards 
are routed to an alternate stacker. 

If the input hopper is empty, the stacker is full, or the chip 
box is full (some devices), or if the device is in the manual 
mode, the following message is issued: 

J ICPndd MANUAL 

The operator corrects the condition and presses the START 
button on the card punch. 

If a power fai lure or a feed check error occurs, the system 
outputs one of the following messages (depending on where 
in the cycle the error took place): 

IICPndd ERROR 

J ICPndd TIMED OUT 

If the cord in the hopper is damaged, the operator removes 
it, presses the RESET button on the card punch, and responds 
with the key-in 

CPndd R e 
In the event of a power failure, the operator presses the 
RESET button on the card punch and responds with the 
key-in 

CPndd R e 

DISI PACK MESSAGEs/lEY-liS 

If the operator enters the key-in 

OED DPndd,R e 
and there are no open fi les on the speCified disk pock, 
CP-R outputs the message 

IlJDLE 

If there is at least one open file on the specified disk pack 
at the time the OED key-in is performed, CP-R wi" output 
the message 

IIDPndd IDLE 

when there is no longer an open file on the indicated disk 
pack. The operator may now remove the pack from the in
dicated unit, insert a different pack, and key in 

-UNO DPndd,R e 
to allow use of the new pack. 

I 



DISK DATA 'IOTECTIDI 

Software protection of the data on disk Itorcve Is provided 
on disk file cnf area oceesses. Areas with write protection 
code'S' (s)'Stem) may not normally be written by any user 
progrGl71. Areas with protection 'F' (foreground) can not 
normally be written by background programs. Disk area 
protection II specified when the area II defined by S'VSGEN. 
Write protection does not normally apply to devic:e-access 
disk operations, but this type of access is normally permitted 
only to foreground programs. All software restrictions on 
disk access may be overridden for a specified job (including 
BKG, the background job) by use of the SYkey-ln. The 
message 

Ilyyndd WRT RESTRICTED 

or 

I I PAUSE KEY-IN SY 

(if included in the background command stream) will be 
autput on OC to inform the operator that access to a pro
tected disk area is requested. The operator would not nor
mally grant s)'Stem privileges (key-in SY) unless he was 
assured that it was authorized for the requesting job. 

UIE 'RllTER MESSASES/KEY .. IS 

When an Irrecoverable print error is detected, the l)'Stem 
outputs the following mesage: 

-IILPndd ERROR 

The I/O handler attempts to print a line x times (x = NRT, 
a DCB variable specified by the user}befOre outputting the 
above message. The operator's response after correcting the 
condition depends on the specific device and circumstances. 

If the printer is out of paper, if the carriage is inoperative, 
odf the device is in the manual rn:>de or off, the following 
message Is Issued: 

IILPndd MANUAL 

The operator corrects the condition and presses the START 
button on the line printer. 

If the line printer power is off, the s)'Stem outpUts the 
fDllowing message: 

II LPndd UNRECOG 

If a printer went into test rn:>de during an I/O operation, 
the following message is issued: 

Ilyyndd TEST MODE 

The operator should correct the condition cnf respond with 
the key-in 

LPndd R e 
!fa printer became nonoperational during an I/O operation, 
the following message is issued: 

Ilyyndd NOT-OPERATIONAL 

The operator should correct the condition cnf respond with 
the key-In: 

lIyynddR6> 

IlASlme TAPE MESSASEIIIEY-IIS 

If an error occurs during the reading or writing of magnetic 
tape, the I/O handler attempts a recovery x times (x = NRT, 
a DCB variable). If the error is Irrecoverable, the user is 
informed via an error return. 

If a tape unit is addressed cnf there is no tape rn:>l.rIted or 
power Is off, the following message is issued: 

II9Tndd UNRECOGNIZED I I 
If an attemptis made to write on a tape un it without a wri te
permit ring, the fOllowing message is issued: 

II9Tndd WRITE PROTECTED 

The operator's key-in response depends on the circumstances. 
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4. INPUT/OUTPUT OPERATIONS 

The CP-R )/0 system p-ovides the user with the capability 
of performing input/output operotions on standard Xerox 
peripherol devices. An )/0 request is mode through execu
tion of a CAL 1 instruction that addresses a Function Parom
eter Table (FPT), which in tum is a list of parometers that 
define the request. The FPT addresses a Data Control Block 
(DCB), which is a list of parometers that define the nature 
of the data file. The DCB then addresses a Device Control 
Table (OCT) entry or a RAD File Table (RFT) entry, depen
ding upon whether the data File concerned is associated 
with a peripherol device or with a disk file. The DCT entry 
contains the device status parometers and the RFT entry 
contains the disk file parameters. 

The CA Ll instruction and FPT must be generoted at assembly 
or compilation time. Symbol, Macro-Symbol, or AP users 
must include both the CAll and the FPT in the source cade. 
For FORTRAN users, the compiler generotes the necessary 
CAlls and FPTs. 

For users of the Xerox AP processor, a set of high-level )/0 
procedures is provided. These procedures tronslate, at as
sembly time, to the requisite CAll instructions and appro
priate FPTs (via assembly-system CPR). The procedure calls 
for )/0 and other types of system services are described in 
Appendix A. 

All DCBs are given names beginning with M: for system 
DCBs or F: for user DC Bs. The DCBs may be included in the 
source cade if desired. If not included, the Overlay loader 
generates the DCBs necessary to satisfy any unsatisFied ref
erences to F: or M: DCB names. System DCBs generated by 
the loader have default porameters; user DCBs generated by 
the loader are left blank. 

The correspondence between a DCBand a device or file can 
be established by using the IASSIGN control command or 
ASSIGN service function. Other DCB parameters describ
ing the data file may also be set by the IASSIGN control 
command or by the DEVlCE/FILE Made service function. 

Two types of Read/VVrite requests are p-ovided. Type I re
quests have the completion status posted in the DCB. The 
disadvantage of this type of )/0 operation is that a DCB 
cannot be shared among requests in different tasks because, 
in genero I, it is impossible to associate the completion status 
in the DCB with a specific request. Far this reason TYPE II 
requests are provided. 

Type II requests result in the completion status being posted 
in the FPT associated with the request. This enables severol 
requests (perhaps in severol tasks) to be in progress simulta
neouslyon a given DCB. Type II requests require that the 
associated FPT must be in memory anel not in a register. 

The CHECK function tests for the completion of READ/ 
WRITE requests that are performed without waiting for com
pletion. In no-wait requests, the CHECK function must be 
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used to cousetheDCBorFPTto be posted with the completion 
code and actuol record size. 

PERMANENT FILES 

Permonent files are defined through RADEDIT by use of the 
:AllOT command or through the AllOT service call. Data 
can be entered through RADEDIT or any program that uses 
the system I/O. At definition time, the following file 
parameters are given by the user: 

File name (maximum eight characters). 

Disk area (optional). 

Disk file account (optional). 

File organization (blocked, unblocked, compressed). 

Record size (for blocked or unblocked files to be 
accessed sequentially). 

Granule size (for files to be accessed directly). 

File size. 

In systems which do not include the disk file account option, 
the user must specify the area name on all disk file refer
ences, but may not use an account name. In systems which 
include the option, either the disk area nameor the disk file 
account narne or both may be omitted and defaults will be 
provided. In most cases, if an account name but not an area 
name is specified, the file will be defined/found in one of 
the public areas on the system (at least one of which must 
have been defined by SYSGEN, in order to support this de
fault). If an area name is specified, but not an account 
name, the system account name is the default. If neither 
area nor account name is specified, the defaults are the 
account of the user and one of the public areas. These de
faults allow several ways to chase between simplicity and 
detailed control in dealing with the disk file data base. 

TEMPORARY FILES 

T emporory files are in the Background Temp area and have 
the fixed names Xi (1 ~ i ~9), GO and OV. The size for 
these files can be set by using the IAllOBT control com
manel. If no IAllOBT control command appears within a 
user job, the files assume default sizes that are set by the 
Job Control Processor. The files Xi should be considered as 
primarily for temporory use within a single job step, since 
they are all allocated from a single area· with.li + 1 be
ginning just above Xi. Therefore, changing the si2e of a file 
Xi con couse a change in location of files Xj for j > i. GO 
and OVare allocoted from the top of the temporary file area 
downward. A change in the size of files Xi therefore has no 
effect on the position of these files on the disk. 

Since the size anellocotion of temporory files can be changed 
through background job control commonds, they must not be 
used by foregrounel progroms. 



FIE ORGANIZATDC 

ILOCIED FILES 

Blocked files contain fixed length records whose length is 
less than or equal to 128 words. In blocked files, the largest 
possible integral number of records is combined into 256-word 
blocks. These blocks are basic units of data transmitted to 
and from the disk. As sequential READ requests are made to 
a blocked disk file, the blocks are read from the disk into 
blocking buffers as necessary, and the data records are 
transm itted to the user's input buffer. 

Blocked organization is specified for a file when the file 
is defined. A file specified by the user as blocked, but 
having a record size greater than 128 words, will be given 
unblocked organization. 

U.BLOCKED FILES 

Unblocked files contain fixed length records. Each record 
begins on a sector boundary and requires some integral 
number of sectors that is the smallest possible integral num
ber that can contain the record. 

COMPRESSED FILES 

Since many blanks occur in typical programming-language 
source code compression of EBCDIC data in disk files is 
accomplished by the removal of blank characters. Com
pressed files are blocked into 256 word blocks on the disk 
and the records are of variob1e length. No record crosses 
a block boundary. Special cades, imbedded in the com
pressed records, allow for proper decompression. 

DISK ACCESS METHODS 

SEOUE.nAl ACCESS 

The sequential access method provides record-by-record 
access to the file in the some way that a data file on mag
netic tape is accessed. A sequential access READ!WRITE 
request results in the next record in sequence being read or 
written. Sequential access can be used on blocked, un
blocked, or compressed files. 

DIRECT ACCESS 

In the direct access method, the user fumishes the relative 
granule number of the start of the READ/WRITE request and 
the number of bytes to be transferred. The user is respon
sible for the organization of the file, including discrimina
tion of logical records, maintenance ofa key structure within 
the file, etc. Addressing files by gronules allows the iirect 
access method to be 1ndependent of the disk sector size. 
Granule size is specified by the user at file creation. Each 
granule begins on a sector boundary. 

The user is not restricted to I/O operations whose length is 
less thon or equal to the granule size. For requests of 
length greater thon granule size, the I/O system transfers 
the requested number of bytes to or from the disk starting 
with the granule specified. An entire area may be treated 
as a single direct access file by using a file name of O. 

DEVICE ACCESS 

Inthe device access method, the user reads or writes through 
a DCB which is assigned directly to a disk as a device. 
The assignment may be done with a standard ASSIG N com
mand or with the DEVICE Set Index function. The "key" 
parameter, which must be present in the READ/WRITE FPT, 
is treated as a sector number which is relative to the abso
lute start of the disk. This method allows direct (random) 
access to any sector on the disk (except the flawed track 
paol). All other porameters in the READ/WRITE FPT are 
treated as they would be for any READ/WRITE call. 

In this method, the disk may hove areas defined on it, but 
having areas is not a requirement. Note that no error 
checking is provided which would prevent usersof this method 
from interfering with other users who may be accessing the 
disk. 

DISK PACK FILES 

Although files on disk packs are logically and functionally 
identical to files on fixed-head disks, the physical char
acteristics of disk packs require thot the I/O be treated 
differently in certain cases. 

Initially, all transfers to or from a disk pack file are at
tempted as one complete I/O operation. If the hardware 
signals that thetransfer encountered a flawed track, then the 
single I/O transfer will be broken into several I/O transfers. 
Each of these will be confined to no more than one track, 
thus allowing processing of alternate tracks tOr flawed-tracks. 
All such data transfers will be treated ca mllows: 

1. The byte count will be truncated to end on the first 
track boundary. 

2. The data transfer to the track boundary will be done 
and any f1awed-traek processing will be performed. 

3. If the residue of the operation does not cross another 
track boundary, the operation will be completed as 
originally requested; otherwise, steps 1 and 2 will be 
repeated until the residue does not cause transfer over 
a track boundary. 

4. If a flawed track is .,counter.r, tie disk pack err:>r
recovery routine will read the header of the flawed 
track to determine its alternate. The data transfer will 
then be performed with the assigned altemate track. 

If the initial transfer encounters a cylinder boundary, 
the I/O request is modified to account for the data 
already transferred and the I/O operation is continued 
on the next cyl inder. 
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Em.SIBLE FILES 

When a permanent disk file Is ALLOTed .. extensible (see 
ALLOT call and :ALLOT RADEDIT command), an extension 
to the file will be c:AJtomatically allocated when an end
of-file condition is detected during a WRITE operation to 
the file. The WRITE request ,..umes using the new extent. 

The extents will have the size specified when the file was 
ALLOTed with one exception. A direct occess WRITE to 
an extensible file will cause an extent to be allocated 
which is large enough to contain the recxnd but no smaller 
than the specified extent size. The user may request, how
ever, that the extents be limited to the specified extent 
size by use of the FIX option on the :ALLOT RADEDIT com
mand or by setting the FS parameter in the ALLOT CAL. 

If an end-of-data (EOD) is detected when reading an ex
tensible file, a switch to the next extent in sequence occurs 
and the READ continues using the newly selected extent. 

When a READ/WRITE is requested with no_ait, intermediate 
file selection or allocation is done with wait. However, 
the actual reading or writing of the data record is done with
out waiting. 

I/O QUEUEING 

The I/O system provides for queueing of all requests to I/O 
devices. That is, any I/O request (READ, WRITE, REW, 
IOEX, etc.) requiring a device to be accessed results in the 
request for the specific access being queued. 

Devi ce requests are queued on a controller basis (one queue 
per controller), and they are queued in order by priority of 
the task moking the request. For example, a READ request 
to a card reader will be placed in the queue for the speci
fied card reader controller, and its position in the queue is 
determined by the priority of the requesting task and the 
relative priorities of the requests already in the queue. Re
quests for a designated devi ce from a specified priority leve' 
are queued by order of occurrence. The queues are chains 
of entries representing requests for actual I/O operations on 
devices. There is a single pool of free entries for all de
vices, and these entries are removed from the pool and I inked 
to the controller queues as needed. The queue entry is re
turned to the free entry pool when a queued request is 
campleted. 

By using assembly options, the system may include queuing 
routines that optimize I/O transfers to disk pocks and fixed
head disks. In the case of disk packs, the optimization 
minimizes ann motion when there are more than two requests 
In the queue. In the case of fixed-head disks, the optim
ization minimizes rotational latency when there are more 
than two requests in the queue. 

At System Generation, the user may specify the maximum 
number of entries to be used for bockgrolA"ld requests to 
ensure that the backgraund does not tie up all the queue 
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entries, thus causing roreground requests to wait. Whene~er 
a request is made and the free entry pool is empty (all queue 
entries in use), the request is made to wait until an entry is 
freed. 

I/O ClEANUP AND I/O START 

I/O Cleanup is the data processing performed between com
pletion of the actual data transmission (signaled byoccur
rence of the I/O interrupt) and the completion of the request. 
It includes such functions as error testing, setup for error 
recovery, posting of completion status in the ECB, setting 
of indicators in the OCT, dequeuing the completed request, 
etc. 

I/O Start is the operation of starting a devic1' for the next 
request. 

Under the CP-R I/O system, CPU time may be taken from a 
task to perform data processing for lower priority tasks. I/O 
Cleanup and I/O Start functions are performed at the vari
ous times and priority levels given below: 

Depending upon SYSGEN options, I/O Cleanup may be 
dane in one of thre.e ways: 

1. I/O Cleanup may be done at the I/O interrupt level. 
This assures fast I/O service but may delay service to 
real-time tasks that are connected below the I/O inter
rupt level. 

2. I/O Cleanup may be deferred to a specified external 
inte~upt level. This allows rost response to real-time 
tasks running at levels higher than the deferred level 
yet, giving maximum I/O service to lower priority tasks. 

3. I/O Cleanup may be deferred to user or CP-R dispatcher 
levels at all times. In this ease, I/O Cleanup is done 
upon: 

a. Entry to any CP-R dispatcher (all channels), 

b. For any I/O .rvice performed with WAIT (only for 
requested channel), or 

c. For any I/O Start request (only for requested 
channel). 

1/0Stort is done either at the time the I/O request is made 
or following I/O Cleanup when there are sti" I/O requests 
pending for that channel. .. 

• 

SHARING DeBs MIlNG TASKS 

OCBs can be shared among leveral primary tasks within a 
given load module subject to the restriction that no task can 
make a Type I request on a DCB that is busy with another 
Type I request. 



DCBs explicitly ref.enced by the UHf en allocated and 
created by the user .ither in the source code (far auembly 
Iquage), the compiler, or the Overlay Loader. This 
means that each progrCl"ll has a p'ivate copy of all DCBs 
explicitly referenced, qnd no DCBs are shared CI"IIong pro
gn: ms. The user p'ogram has the responsibil ity for coordinat
ing the Open and Close functions for DCII5 shared among 
primary tasks within a program. An Open r-=tuest resulh in 
the DCB being opened if it is not already open. A Close 
r-=tuest causes the DCB to be closed if it is not already 
closed. No attempt is made to balance Open and Close 
r-=tuests for a DCB to determine which Close r-=tuest should 
actually cause the DCB to be closed. 

SHARING I/O DEVICES AMONG TASKS 

Any number of tasks within a given program con share ony 
device by sharing a DCB assigned to the given device. For 
sequential type devices (i.e., card reader, card punch, 
line printer, magnetic tape, responsibility for positioning 
and/or determining the position of the device is left to the 
user. No attempt is made to analyze a request an a DCB to 
determine which task has made the request. 

S-=tuential output devices (i .e., card punch, line printer, 
mognetic tape), can be shared by tasks (possibly in different 
programs) that use different DCBs. The sharing of output 
devices by different programs using different DCBs could be 
used for logging error conditions or alarms. 

Sharing of sequential input devices (i.e., card reader, mag
neti c tape) shou Id be accompl ished through real -time requesh 
on a single DCB. For example, a background user who 
wishes to use double buffering on a card reader can do so by 
using two real-time Read requesh with two different FPTs. 

Random access devices such as disks can be shared, using 
direct access, by tasks within different progrCl"llS using vari
ous DCBs. The sharing can be performed without restriction 
other than those restrictions normally imposed on tasks 
sharing a DCB. 

As DCBs ore opened arid closed, a count of the DCBs that are 
open arid assigned to a device is kept. This count is incre
mented for every open requeston a DCBassigned to the par
ticular device, and is decremented for each Close request. 

SHARING mSK FILES AMONG TASKS AND JOBS 

Any number of primary tasks within a load module Carl share 
a disk file by sharing a DCB assigned to the file (subiect to 
the conditions placed on tasks sharing DCBs discussed p'e
viously). A disk file shared in this manner can be accessed 
.Ither sequentially or directly. Input/output r-=tush are 
allowed. 

1
4ny number of primary tasks within a load module arid any 
number of load modules within a job Carl share a disk file 
using different DCBs with the restriction that no sequential 
input requesh Carl be 01 lowed on a file shared in this manner. 
A count of the number of DCBsopened and assigned to a disk 

file is kept for each file. If the COwtt Is greater than 1, no 
sequential Input from the file Is allowed. The user programs 
have the r.ponsibility of coordinating accesses to disk files 
shared in this manner. 

,Wsk files Carl be shared by tasks in different jobs if certain 
procedures are followed. The file is made sharable by 
assigning arI operational label to the file using the STDlB 
key-in. Executing a STOlB call from a task ruMing in the 
CP-R job will accomplish the same thing. The file should 
not have been open at the time of the STDlB request. Each 
active Job will now have the operational I abe I ass igned to 
the file (if the operation 01 label assignment was not pre
viously charlged). Access to the file is done through a DCB 
assigned to the operational label. Access will be denied to 
a blocked or compressed format file which currently has a 
blocking buffer tied to it if it is determined that the block
ing buffer is not in the caller's context. The restrictions that 
apply to the sharing of a file within a job also apply to the 
sharing of a file by tasks in different i~bs. 

An Open request on a DCB assigned to a disk file results in 
opening of the file ifit is not already open. A Close r-=tuest 
on such a DCB resulh in closing of the file only if the "Open I 
DCB Count" for the file is 1 and no operational labels in any 
lob are assigned to the file. 

I/O END ACTIIN 

Primary tasks may use VO end-oction. Three types of end
action are possible. 

1. The user p'0vides an end-adion address in the FPT. A 
transfer to this address will be made following the 
occurrence of an I/O interrupt that signals completion 
of the data transfer. This end-adion transfer is made 
by executing. 

BAl, 11 end-adion address 

with the CPU in master made, the I/O cleanup level 
adive, and registers 5 through 9 loaded as follows: 

5 AIO status 

6 Upper halfword of no status, right
iustified in register 

7 Device type (OCT) index 

8,9 TDV status (doubleword) 

~ 

Return from the end-oction routin; must be made by 

It should be noted that since end-action may be per
farmed with the I/O clearlup level high, all tasks whose 
priority Is lower than that of the VO cleanup level are 
effectively disabled for the duration of the end-action. 
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Sinc.the end-ac:tionus .. can .... iouslydegrad.lntenvpt 
response far lower priority talles, It Is strongly recom
mended thot this type of end-action not be used far 
applications where other techniques cre satisfactory. 

2. The user FPT contains either an interrupt number or 
interrupt label specifying a system interrupt. The sys
tem interrupt is triggered upon occurrence of an I/O 
interrupt that signals completion of the request (this 
interrupt wi II be triggered before the I/O interrupt is 
cleared). The task connected with the specified inter
rupt then performs the end-oction function at the proper 
priority level. The user is responsible for connecting 
the interrupt and ensuring that it is armed and enabled. 

The I/O system sets a flog in the TCB to indicote that 
the trigger has been performed. The EXIT routine 
interrogates this flag before performing the EXIT for 
centrally connected tasks. If the flog is set, the occur 
renee of the interrupt (previously lost by the triggering 
of an active interrupt) will be simulated. If more than 
one I/O interrupt can occur while a task is active (or 
prior to such a task becoming active), the user is re
sponsible for checking all possible devices from which 
an interrupt may have occurred. (The flog bit in the 
TCB indicotes one or more interrupt attempts.) Directly 
connected tasks using this type of end-action must as
sume the responsibil ity for solving problems of this type 
since there is no TCB in which a flag bit con be set. 

3. The user FPT contains the address of a location to con
tain the AlO status following the occurrence of an I/O 
interrupt. The user should initialize the signal loca
tion to zero berore executing the I/O call. This type 
of end-action is useful when multiple-device I/O oper
otions ore being performed and the slower I/O is 
controlled by end-oction types 1 CI'ld 2. 

Note that no end-oction is taken for requests on a 
blocked or compressed disk fi Ie. 

RESERVING I/O DEVICES FOR FOREGROUND USE 

I/O devices can be reserved for exclusive use of the fore
ground pragram system through SYSGEN input, operator 
key-in, or through a system call from a foreground pragram. 
Reservation can be made either for a specific device, for 
all devices on a controller, or for all devices associated 
with a given lOP. When a device is reserved, it is speci
fied that either all foreground requests will be allowed or 
no requests will be allowed. 

Device reservation results in all background requests ta the 
device being held in obeyance until the device is released 
for background use. The background user program is un
aware that exeaJtion is suspended. 

A count is kept of the number of reservations (STOPIO re
quests) of each type (either all foreground I/O allowed or 

no 1/0 allowed) for each device. Jia devic. are reserved, 
the pn:»per count is Incremented; and as they are released, 
the count is decremented. A value greater than zero indi
cates that the device is reserved. The user must balance 
each STOPIO request with a STARTIO request so the system 
can maintain order. 

When I/O requests are received by the system, the requests 
will be queued. Any request queued but currently not al
lowed will not be started. 

The foreground user can specify in a STOPIO request that 
the in-process operation on the specified device be abarted 
through execution of an HIO. 

DEVICE PREEMP11lN 

A user may preempt a device (receive 1/0 interrupt control) 
with the STOP ALL SYSTEM I/o or DEACTIVATE I/O sys
tem calls by specifying the end-action parameter on the 
call. All suc-ceeding I/O interrupts cause the specified 
end-action to occur. A device may also be preempted by 
dedicoting it to lOEX at SYSGEN or by use of DEDICATE 
yyndd, X key-in. Note that in the latter two cases, the 
monitor handles the interrupt. 

DIRECT I/O EXECUTION (IOEX) 

CP-R provides primary tasks with the capability of pro
gramming I/o devices by executing TIO, TDV, HIO, 
and SIO instructions with user supplied lOP commCl'ld 
daub lewards. 

An SIO request will be placed in the I/O queue if the 
specified device is not preempted. At return from the call, 
the condition codes and status cre set to simulate a success
ful SIO instruction. True hardware status for the I/O re
quest may be obtained by the user by specifying BAL type 
end-action on the SIO request. If the SIO request cannot 
be queued for any reason, the condition codes CI'ld status 
are set to simulate an SIO failure. Note thot queued IOEX 
requests must cause only one I/O interrupt to occur during 
the execution of the channel program. 

If the device was preempted at the time of the request, the 
SIO instruction is executed and true hardware status and 
condition codes are returned to the user. If end-oction is 
specified on the request, device preemption end-oction is 
overridden. .. 
An HIOrequestwill use monitor routines to stapl/Oactivity 
on the device if it is not preempted. At return from the 
call, the condition codes and status are set to simulate a 
successful HIO instruction. If the device WQS preempted 
at the time of the request, "'e HIO instruction is executed 
and true hardware status and condition codes are returned 
to "'e user: 
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TlO and TDV instructions ewe always executed and true 
hardwcre status and condition codes are ,.turned to the 
user. 

KEYBOARD-PRIfTER EDITED I/O 

Data transfers involving a keyboard-p'inter (TYndd) are 
normally subject to editing. On autput, this means that 
each record is automaticall y followed by a e and 8, and 
if VFC is set, the first character of the line is omitted. On 
input, editing is more complicated. First, before the input 
is requested, a prompt character is output. The prompt char
acter is obtained from the Job Control Block (JCB) of the 
calling task's job, unless it is specified in the READ call. 
When the record has been read, it is scanned. Each time 
a "i" is encountered, it and the prior character are deleted. 
If the record ends with an EOM, it is discarded and reread. 
Trailing carriage retums or line feeds are deleted, and the 
record is extended with blanks to the requested byte length. 

The prompt character in the JCB defaults to no prompt. It 
can be reset using the PC (Prompt Character) service call. 

Editing is suppressed by setting the ORC flag in the DCB. 

LOGICAL DEVICES 
Provision is made in SYSGEN to include logical devices. 
These are pseudo-devices which form a logical connection 
between read and write or write file mark I/O requests. They 
are SYSGENed as if they were real devices (including ficti
tious device addresses), and may be used as any other I/O 
devices. 

Read and write requests are entered into the I/O queue nor
mally. When the logical device finds a match between a 
read and a write request, the data transfer is made directly 
from the write buffer to the reod buffer. Requests are handled 
on a first in, first out basis within priority and otherwise in 
order by priority. Actual record sizes are posted as usual. 
Write file mark requests result in an EOF TYC and ab
normal code being posted for the read request. 

Logical devices supply the capability of communicating be
tween tasks via normal read/write services. It also provides 
the capability of intercepting or monitoring a data stream. 

The user should be aware that I/O buffers are locked in main 
memory during any I/O operation, and that where very large 
buffers or very many outstanding I/O requests cre used, this 
may result in a deadlock. This is particularly true of logical 
device requests which must be satisfied by another I/O re
quest and not by independent actian by a peripheral. Simi
larly I/O queue requests may be tied up and result in a 
deadlock condition. 

Logical device requ.ts ewe not subject to I/O ti~eouts. If 
d.ired, the user may supply a time interval parameter on 
the service request (P13). This will cancel the request after 
the specified time period and post a FPT enor code of X'67'. 

OPERATDW. UBELS 

Operational labels are used to lend Aexibility in the assign
ment of DCBs to peripheral devices. Operational labels ore 
logical I/O media whose relation to a device or file can be 
controlled at several levels. 

Operational labels are assigned to devices or disk files. 
Each operational label has a permanent assignment and an 
assignment in each active job. When a job is created, its 
operational label table is derh;ed from the permanent oper
ational label table. Assignment of operational labels to 
devices or disk files is made in the tollowing ways. 

1. At System Generation, permanent assignments are made 
and remain in force until changed through STO LB key-in. 
The original system assignments are reinstated whenever 
the system is again booted and initialized. 

2. TheSTDLBkey-in can be used by the operator to change 
the system CMignment of an operational label, which 
will result in a corresponding change in the operational 
label table for each active job, unless the assignment 
was previously changed within the job with a STOLB call. 

3. The ISTDLB control command can be inserted by the 
user to change the assignment of an operational label 
in the current background job. This change is in effect 
until the next !JOB command is encountered. 

4. The STDLB service call may be used to change the as
signment of an operational label in the user's job. Op
erational label assignments in other jobs cre not affected 
unless the call originated from the CP-R job. In this 
case, the call has the same effect as an STOLe key-in. 

At System Generation, the user may specify any number of 
optional operational labels with the pravision that the op
tional labels be two characters in length. An entry is built 
in the operational label table tor each optional oplabel, 
and each entry requires four bytes of system residence. 

DATA COKTROL BLOCKS mCBs) 

DCBCREAnON 

The Overlay Loader creates the DCBs foj. FORTRAN p'ograms 
that reference the standard FORTRAN operational labels 101 
through 106, and 108 for theirl/Orequests. For other labels, 
the user mustereate DeBs using IASSIGN control commands 
and machine language subroutines. 
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DC. for auembly language programs are allacated and 
defined in the ""owing ways: 

1. User Created DCBs: The user may create his DCBs in 
the lOurce code. The parameters defined at source time 
may be overridden by IASSIGN control commands if 
the user follows the convention of defining the nameof 
a DCB and beginning the name with F:. 

Waming: DCBs will not receive any memory protec
tion, and assembly language users should exercise ex
treme care to prevent occidental alteration. 

2. Loader Created DCBs: At the conclusion of the object 
module load and the I ibrary search and load, the Loader 
creates DCBs for any unsatisfied REFs beginning with M: 
or F:. For REfs to s)'Stem DCBs, defined in Table 12, a 
copy of the standard DCB is included in the root portion 
of the load module. This DCB contains standard s)'Stem 
parameters, including standard assignment to a system 
operational label. For exemple, M:LO is assigned to 
operational 'abel LO. User DCBs (F:) are included in 
the load module but their parameters are left blank. The 
background user must define the parameters for F: DCBs 
through Overlay loader control commands at load time 
or !ASSIGN at run-time. Definition and assignment of 
F:PCBs in foreground programs should be mode through 
Overlay loader control commands. 

3. IASSIGN Command Created DCBs: !ASSIGN control 
commands can create DCBs in addition to defining or 
redefining parameters in existing DCBs. This OCB crea
tion focility enables FORTRAN IV and FORTRAN IV-H 
programs to perform I/O using variables as operational 
labels. At run-time, the FORTRANprogram evaluates 
such variables, converts the variable value to a DCB 
nome and locates the DCB. For example, a FORTRAN 
variable with value 101 would result in an I/O oper
ation using DCB F: 101. The DCB must have been crea
ted in an assembly language subroutine or through an 
JASSIGN control command. 

DCI ASSIGNMENT 

Most of the fields of a DCB can be modified at any stage in 
the creation and use of a program. Values may be assembled 
into user-created DCBs. They can be modified when the 
program is linked, using the Overlay Loader :ASSIGN com
mand. For background programs, DeBs may be altered by 
the JCP JASSIGN cornrnand when the program is loaded for 
execution ••. During execution, DCBs may be changed by 
Device Mode services. Those fields not subject to these 
means of modiflcation are maintained by the monitor, and 
should not ~ changed by user code. 
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Table 12. System DeBs 

Op Label or Disk 
DCB Name File A5signment Commenn 

M:C C The first 12 DeBs 

M:OC OC 
ore assigned to 
the standard op--

M:LO LO erational labels. 

M:LL LL 

M:DO DO 

M£.O CO 

M:BO BO 

M£.I CI 

M:SI SI 

M:BI BI 

M:SO SO 

M:PL PL 

M:Xi(IS iS9) Xi.BT DeBs for Back-
ground Temp 
scratch file. 

M:GO GO.BT DCB to write on 
GO file. 

M:OV OV.BT Output DCB for 
Overlay loader. 

M:SL
t 

Appropriate Input DC B for 
program file Segment Loader. 

t 
The M :Sl DeB does not have to be referenced by a 

program using overlays, since this DeB is automati-
cally furnished by the Overlay Loader for any program 
with overlay segmenn. 

DCI fORMAT 

The format for a Data Control Block is given below: 

word 0 

word 2 



word" 

t I 251. J'~ 'l6hli2l) .. J''''i''liS2121~S''6Iri2iIDJ 
word 5 (optional) 

word 6 (optional) 

word 7 (optional) 

1:I':1:3Ii~' 3 ':i' 16 ill" 15 I. lSI .. " Ii "'iii " b til,. B .. 17IH .. :t~J 
(optional) 

I~ Ii 51. J. ,1., l6"It2IS .. ~J"'Ii"I"'2ID~~'~l"i7lli"iiJ 
(optional) 

(optional) 

A4 A5 A6 A7 
, 5 6 , fO II 12 13 .. 15 16 17 'I 20 21 22 2l ~ 25 lC 31 

where 

TTL specifies the total length setoside for the DCB. 
It must be five or greater (although there is cur
rently noway to use any space pasteleven words). 
It need not all be used. 

TTl should be set when the DCB space is reserved. 
No system services modify it. 

OPEN is the DCB open indicator. It must be set to 
zero before the DCB is opened. The I/O system 
sets the indicator to 1 when the DCB is opened. 

MOD is the mode nag (0 for EBCDIC mode; 1 for 
binary). This flag has meCl'ling only for I/O re
quests to COC lines, 7-track magnetic tape, card 
punch, or card reader. For requests to read a card 
reader, Mode flag 0 causes a Read Automatic. t 
Input from a card reader designated os the C device 
is always performed in automatic mode (mode flag 
is ignored). For COC lines MOD= 1 and DRC = 1 
implies transparency (no EBCDIC conversion, no 
Nil, or other line or timing control characters). 

tSee Chapter 3, Xerox Sigma Card Reader (Models 7120/ 
7122;7140)/Reference Manual, 90 09 70. 

BUSY is the DCB busy indicator that is set and main-
tained by the I/O s)'Stem to indicate that a Type I 
request using the DCB is in progress. Any Type I 
request using a DCB that is made when the DCB is 
busy will result in an error. 

ASC is the indication of ASCII mode tape operation 
for magnetic tape drives having program-controlled 
ASCII translation (0 indicates no trCl'lslation; 1 in
dicates translation). This nag is ignored fOr other 
devices. 

DRC is the indication of direct record control for 
keyboard-printer operation (0 indicates edited rec
ord transfers; 1 indicates direct record transfers), 
Keyboard/printer edited transfers are described 
eorilier in this chapter. For transfers involving 
other devices, the flag is ignored. (See MOD de
scription for CDC line transparency.) 

D/P indicates packed binory mode for 7-track tapes 
in conjunction with MOD (above) being set (0 in
dicates unpacked; 1 indicates packed if MOD is 
also 1). It also is used to indicate density selec
tion on a write at load-point to a magnetic tope 
drive with program-control/ed density (0 indicates 
800 bpi; 1 indicates 1600 bpi). On other devices 
or under other circumstances than described, the 
flag is ignored. 

VFC is the vertical format indicator (0 indicates no 
format control; 1 indicates format control)specify
ing whether or not the first character of an output 
record is to be used to control vertical positioning 
for output to a line printer or keyboard/printer. 
Utder format control, the line printer is given a 
"pri nt wi th format" order. The keyboard/printer 
performs a preliminary new line (regordless of the 
format character)and outputs the record beginning 
with the second byte. The first byte is output as 
data on all other devices. VFC hos no effect on 
other lIO operations. The format control codes are 
itemized in Table 13. 

DAN indicates whether 0 disk area name is provided, 
If ASN is not 1, DAN is not used. If ASN = 1 and 
DAN =0, the disk area index will be obtained from 
the TYPE field. If ASN = 1, DAN = 1, and PI = 0, 
the disk area is unspecified (OPEN may provide a 
default). If ASN = 1, DAN = 1, and Pl = 1, the 
area name will be obtained from the AREA field. 

DON indicates whether a device or operational label 
name is provided. If ASN i;'not 3, DON is nol 
used. If ASN = 3 ~d DON = 0, the device or 
operational label .ndex will be obtained from the 
DEV/OPLB/RFllE field. If ASN = 3 and DON = 1, 
the device or operational label name will be ob
tained from the NO-N7 fields, as described later, 

BTD is the byte displacement specifying at which 
byte (0-3) in a buffer the data begins, 
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ASN is the assignment type indicator (0 means null; 
1 means disk file; 2 meau not used; 3 means de
vice or system operational label). 

Table 13 line Printer Format Control Codes 

Code 
(hexadecimal) Action 

CO,.w Space no additional lines. 

60, EO Inhibit space after printing. 

Cl 

C2 

C3 

CF 

FO 

Fl 

F2 

FF 

Space 1 additional line before 
printing. 

Space 2 additional lines before 
printing. 

Space 3 additional lines before 
printing. 

Space 15 additional lines before 
printing. 

Skip to Channel 0 (bottom of page) 
before printing. 

Skip to Channell (top of page) 
before printing. 

Skip to Channel 2 before printing. 

Skip to Channel 15 before 
printing. 

Word 1 

NRT is the number of recovery tries to be allowed 
before outputting a device error message. 

DEVF is on indicator specifying whether the device 
assignment (when ASN has value 3) in force is 
directly to a physical device or indirectly through 
an operational label (1 means direct; 0 means in
direct). See TYPE and DEV/OPLB RFILE discus
sion below. 

L is an indicator specifying whether the assigned 
device is a line printer or keyboard/printer. The 
indicator is set by the system at OPEN time. 

TYPE is a field indicating the type of device that 
is directly assigned if ASN has value 3 and DEVF 
has value 1. In this case, TYPE is set when the 
DCB is opened, regardless of its prior content. 

.~ Device 

0 NO (JOEX) 
1 TYor LN 
4 CR 
5 CP 
6 LP 
7 DC 
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B 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
18 
19 

9T 
7T 
CP (bw Cost) 
LP (low Cost) 
DP 
PL 
DP 
LP 
9T 
XX (spec ial) 
LD (logical device) 

If ASN has value 1, TYPE specifies the area that 
contains the disk file. If DAN is 0, TYPE must be 
set before open ing. If DAN is 1, TYPE is set by 
the OPEN service. 

o 
1 
2 
3 
4 
6 

Area 

SP 
FP 
8P 
BT 
XA 

} user defined areas 

(Value 5 refers to orea CK, which is reserved for 
system use. ) 

DEV/OPLB!RFILE contain. one of three: 

1. The DCT index of the assigned device when the 
assignment is to a device (ASN equals 3 and DEVF 
equals 1). This must be set before opening if DON I 
is O. It is set by OPEN if DON is 1. 

2. The operational label table index of the assigned 
operational label when the assignment is to an op
erational label (ASN equals 3 and DEVF equals 0). 
This must be set before opening if DON is O. It is I 
set by OPEN if DON is 1. The index values for 
standard system operational labels cre 

Label Index Value 

C 1 
OC 2 
LO 3 41 
LL 4 .. 
DO 5 
CO 6 
BO 7 
CI B 
SI 9 
BI 10 
SO 11 



Optional operation labels may be provided by the 
user, or in connec:tion with certain SYSGEN 0p

tions. The user Is r.ponslble fOr determining the 
Index values for his optional operational labels 
when specifying an operational label by Index. 
These values are a func:tion of the order in which 
the optional operational labels are specified at 
System Generation. 

The index value for the devices are also a function 
of the order in which the devices are specified at 
System Generation. 

3. When a DCB is assigned to a disk file (ASN 
equals 1), this field contains the index to the RFT 
(RAD File Table). This value is set when the DCB 
is opened. The RFT entry is created at OPEN if 
an entry does not already exist for the file. 

Word 2 

TYC is an indicator showing the type of completion 
for an I/O operation. TYC is set by the I/O sys
tem at the campletion of each request that uses 
the DCB in a Type I mode (see discussion of Read 
and Write system calls below). The completion 
type codes ore listed in Appendix N. 

BUF is the address of tne user buffer in requests 
whose FPTs do not include a buffer address. 

RSZ is the default record size in bytes (1 S RSZ 
S32,767). The parameter is used as the byte count 
for Read/'Nrite requests that do not include a byte 
count. 

ERA is the address oithe user's routine that handles 
errors associated with insufficient or conflicting 
Information in the DCB or FPT. Zeros in this field 
are used to indicate that no user error routine ex
ists (see discussion of error and abnormal returns 
below). 

ARS is the actual record size in bytes. The param-
.ter is set by the VO system when a request is 
completed. It is set in the DCB for Type I re
quests only. For Vo requests that will result in 
a data transfer of more than 32,767 bytes, a TYPE II 
request should be used since only 15 bits are avail
able for posting ARS in Type I requests. 

ABA is the address of the user's routine thot handles 
abnormal conditions associated with insufficient or 
conflicting inFormation in the DCB or FPT. Zeros 
are used to indicate that no user abnormal routine 
exists (see discussion of error and abnormal returns 
below). 

Information past word 4 Is usedonly by the OPEN and ASSIGN I 
CALI. While a DCB Is open, all in~rmation of value to 
CP-R is in words 0-4. ' , 

Words 5 and 6: 

If ASN= 1 and TTL ~ 7, words 5 and 6 will be accessed 
by the OPENservice for an 8-byte File nameor numeric 
zero. Additionally, if TTL =6, four bytes of file name 
or zero will be obtained from word 5 only. 

IF ASN = 3, DEVF = 0, and DON = 1, word 5 will be 
accessed by the OPEN service for an operational label 
in the second halfword. Word 6 need not be present. 

If ASN = 3, DEVF = I, and DON = 1, words 5 and 6 
wi" be accessed by the OPEN service for a device name 
in NO-N4, with blanks in NS-N7. ' 

Word 7: 

If word 7is used, words 5 and 6 must be present even if 
they are not used. 

P1 is a presence bit fOr the word containing AREA 
(P1 = 0 if not present; P1 = 1 if present). 

P2 is a presence bit fOr the word containing Ao-A3 
(P2 = 0 if not present; P2 = 1 if present). 

P3 is a presence bit fOr the word cantaining A4-A7 
(P3 = 0 if not present; P3 = 1 if present). However, 
if P2 is zero, A4-A7 will be ignored, regardless of 
the value of P3. 

Words selected by the presence bits must follow word 7 
In the indicated order. Words not selected must be 
omitted. 

variable-position optional words: 

AREA is a system or user disk area name. This pa-
rameter is used only during the OPEN service, as 
described in the par~raph on the DAN field. If it 
Is omitted or zero when it is needed, OPEN pro
vides a default. 

.-
Ao-A7 is an accaunt name, fi lied to eight characters 

with trailing blanks. The word containing A4-A7 
may be omitted if it is all blalks. This parameter 
is accessed only during the OPEN service when 

, ASN=l and the file narne is not numeric zero. If 
ASN=l and the file name is nonzero, but AO-A7 
are omitted, numeric zero, or all blanks, OPEN 
provides a default account name. 
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ERROR AND ABNORMAL CONDITIINS 

Certain error codes are returned to the user's error or ab
normal retum routines upon occurrence of vorious condi
tions. At entry to these routines, the error code is contained 
in byte 0 of register 10, the DCB address is contained in 
the address field (Iow-arder 17 bits) of register 10, and 
the address of the location following the CAL 1 is contained 
in register 8. The previous contents of registers 8 and 10 
are lost. 

Foreground users must provide error and abnormal retums on 
all I/O requests with wait and on all CHECK requests. ]f 

background users omit the error and abnormal addresses, the 
system will take action as detailed below. The error codes 
are defined in Appendix N. 

I/O SYSTEM CALLS 

I/O system calls may be made only when a user has been 
given control under the following circumstances: 

1. The background or foreground program loader has trans
ferred control to the starting address of the user's 
program. 

2. The user's centrally connected task has been given 
conm;1 upon the occurrence of its associated interrupt. 

Warning: Do not perform I/O system colis from a task 
connected to an interrupt of higher priority 
than the I/O interrupt. 

In all of the FPT formats which follow, on asterisk in 
bit 0 indicates that indirect addressing is permitted. That 
is, if bit 0 contains a 1, bits 15 through 31 contain the 
address of the parameter rather than the parameter itself. 

Whenever a return is mode to on abnormal or error address, 
the error or abnormal code will be in byte 0 of register 10 
and the address of the location following the call will be 
in register B. 

Calls for which F3 (wait indicator) is not available are 
either immediate or synchronous. That is, control will 
never be returned to the coller unti I the service has been 
completed (see Appendix I for mare detoiled informa
tion). Primary task users should recognize that during 
any wait for completion of the service all lower priority 
tasks are blocked. 

If an error is detected in the call and no error address is 
available, the situation will be handled similar to a trap 
and the user will be aborted unless he has elected to do 
his own trap handling. 
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OPEl The OPEN system call opens the data file if it 
is not already open. If the addressed DC8 is assigned to a 
device (directly or through on operotionallabel), a count is 
kept of the number of open DCBs assigned to the device. 

If the DC8 is assigned to a disk file, an entry is built in the 
RrT (RAD File Table) if one does not already exist and the 
index of the entry is placed in the DEV /OPLB/RFILE field of 
the DCB. A count of open DCBs assigned to the disk file is 
also maintained. The user may specify a buffer to be used 
in the File Directory search but this is not mandatory. The 
OPEN function will use available blocking buffers if such a 
buffer is not given. 

When a DC8 assigned ta a file is opened, the following de
faults for orea and account names apply: 

1. If neither account nome nor area nome is specified, the 
calling task's account is used, and the area may be any 
public area. This provides the simplest specification, 
m\d the user need not be concemed with the possibility 
of name conflicts other than within his own account. 

2. If the account name is specified, but the area name is 
not, the file may be in any public area. This provides 
for area-independent file specification. 

3. If the area name is specified but the account name is 
not, the system account will be used. This case provides 
compatibility for code written before the addition of 
file account names. 

4. If the account nome is all blanks, or numeric zero, it is -
treated as unspecified. 

5. )f the disk orea name is numeric zero, it is treated as 
unspecified. 

The error and abnormal addresses in the DCB may be set or 
changed at OPEN. The error and abnormal addresses will 
be copied from the FPT if present. The OPEN function causes 
the specified DCBs file-open indicator (OPEN)to be set to 1. 

If the specified DCB is assigned to an operational label and 
the operational lobel, in tum, is assigned to a 7T device, 
PACK and BIN are set to 1. 

If a DCB is already open (OPEN = 1) for device-ossigned 
DCBs when the OPEN function is called, an abnormal con
dition is signaled (see Appendix N). The device indicator 
(DEV /OPL8/RFILE) of the DCB is checked for validity. If 
it references a valid operational label or physid!'! device, 
the DCB is marked open; if the device indicotor is invalid, 
the DC8 is not marked open and an abnormal condition is 
signaled (see below for the OPEN coli format). 

For DCBs assigned (directly or through oplabels) to line 
printers or keyboord/printen, the l indicator in the DCB 
is set to 1. 



( 

. -
If a OED DPndd, R ker-in II In effect, the file will not be 
opened. A DCB abnormal condition with code X'2F' exim. 

If the DCB il assigned to a dfIYice that has been declared 
to be nonlharable, the user will be given exclusive use of 
the device providing thot it is currently available. If the 
dflYice is already in use in another (ob, the user'l DCB will 
not be OPENed and an error condition will be retumed. 

CLOSE A FILE 

CLOSE The CLOSE function closes a DCB by setting 
the DCB open indicator (OPEN) to 0, which may result in 
closing the assigned data file on a device or disk file. The 
CLOSE function decrements the "open DCB count" in the 
proper DCT or RFT entry and if the count becomes zero, 
the data file is closed. 

If the data file is to be closed and is a disk file opened for 
output, the directory entry for the disk file is updated with 
the information from the RFT entry and the entry is deleted 
from the RFT table. If the file is extensible, all extents 
past the one that contains the last record are deleted. 

If the data file is to be closed and is a disk file opened for 
input only, the entry is deleted from the RFT table. 

If the file is on a 'non-system' disk pack, a OED DPndd, R 
key-in has been mode, and this is the last file to be closed, 
the system will output the message 

IIDPndd IDLE 

If the DCB is assigned to a device that has been declared to 
be nonsharable, the device will be marked as being avail
able to other jobs providing that no other DCBs are open to 
the device. 

Closing other types of data files requires no action. 

OPEN AND CLOSE SYSTEM CAll FORMAT 

OPEN and CLOSE system calls have the format 

CA 11, 1 oddress 

where oddress points to word 0 of the FPT shown below. 

DCB address 
]1 

optional (Pl)t 

optional (P2)t 

D---------------------O Abnormal address 
• s • 

optional (Pll)t 

Ho--------ol Blocking buffer address I 
6 i 1 S 11 Ii It "Ill IS \. 15116 17 Ii "Ii! ,; 22 hi,.. l3 S ",21 N i J 

where 

Word 0 

Code is X'I'" for OPEN, X'15' for CLOSE. 

DCB oddress is the address of the associated DCB. 

is the error address parameter presence indicator 
(0 means absent; 1 means present). 

P
2 

is the abnormal address parameter presence in-
dicator (0 means absent; 1 means present). 

P 11 is the blocking buffer address parameter pres-
ence indicator (0 means absent; 1 means present). 

Word Options 

&ror address is the address of the entry to the user's 
rautine that wi II hondle error conditions. 

Abnormal address is the address of the entry to the 
user's routine thot will handle abnormal conditions. 

Blocking buffer address is the address of a 257-word 
buffer to be used for file directory search if the 
DCB being closed is assigned to a disk file. 

lEAD A DATA RECORD 

READ The READ function causes the 1/0 system to read 
a data record into a user buffer fram the device or file spe
cified by the DCB. 

An implicit OPEN will be performed 0IIItt lhe DCB if the ad
dressed DCB is closed when the READ request is made. 

tin all FPTs for I/O functions where an optional parameter 
is not used, the parameter word must be omitted from the FPT 
and the corresponding presence indicator (Pn ) set to O. 
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READ requests may specify either a "wait for completion" 
or an "immediate return" condition. Foreground requests 
with wait must include error and abnormal returns in the 
FPI'. Background requests can omit these addresses and 
have the system handle err('r and abnormal conditions. 

Should the input record be physicolly longer than the speci
fied buffer length, data is lost and the user is notified 
through an abnormal return with code 07. 

Shauldthe inputrecord be physicallyshorter than the speci
fied buffer length, the buffer is not filled and the actual 
record length is posted in the FPT or DCB. 

Input from the cord reader is performed either in automatic 
or binary mode. If the cord reader is not the C device, the 
input mode is determined by the BIN flag in the DCB. The 
C device is always read in automatic mode. Foreground 
programs may not read the C device as this would disrupt 
the background job stream. 

Input from the C device results in all control commands (! 
in column J) being interceptf'dby the I/O system. Any con
trol command other than !EOD causes an abnormal return 
with a code of 06 in register 10. The input record is kept 
in the CP-R control command buffer. If an attempt is mode 
to read this some device again, on error return with code 54 
is given (see Appendix N). 

An !EOO record encountered from a card reader on a READ 
request results in an abnormal return with code 05. 

For direct access input from disk files, the user includes a 
key in the FPT. All READ requests without a key parameter 
are assumed to be sequential access requests and result in 
the next record in order being input into the user buffer. 
For 5equential input from blocked files, the request may not 
result in an actual disk access. 

For '«luential access input from compressed files, the I/O 
system decompresses the record in transmitting it to the user 
buffer. 

Type II READ requests must include in their FPTs a completion 
status parameter in which the type of completion code and 
the actua I byte count are pasted. 

A Type I READ request that finds the DCB busy with a pre
vious Type I request results in an error condition (error 
code 48). 

WRITE A DATA RECORD 

WRITE The WRITE function couses the I/O system to 
write a dCJta record from a user buffer to the device or disk 
file specified by the DCB. 

WRITE reqlJests may specify "wait" or "no-wait". As with 
READ requests, foreground WRITE requests specifying wait 
must include error and abnormal return addresses in the FPT. 
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Fordirectacceu autputto disk files, the key address param
eter Is included in the FPT. All WRITE requests without a 
key address parameter present are assumed to be sequential 
access requests. 

For output to compressed files, the I/O system compresses 
the record in transmitting it to the system blocking buffer. 

Type II Write requests must include a completion status pa
rameter word in their FPTs in which the I/O system will past 
the type of completion code and the actual byte count. 

A Type I request that finds the DC B busy with a prev ious 
Type I request results in an error condition (error code 48). 

READ AND WRITE FUNCTION CALL FORMAT 

Calls for these functions are of the form 

CALl,l address 

where address paints to word 0 of the FPT shown below. 

ward 0 

H Code I~ ~l . , 2 J I • ,,[. j, 

DCB address I 
•• oJ •• ..: 1 I' rr1tO:oo 1C)' 

0 

tionol (p1) 

0 Error oddress 
• ) 0 '~1.. II I I •• IJ ~ ;-. • ~ il .}' of"; 26: J' 

(P2) 

---------0 Abnormal address · ~ . II I' IJ '4 Ii It 2' " 

-------0 Suffer address 

-------0 Byte count 
• 9 ,~ II :. Ij I. I, 10 ,; 18 tt 10 'I 22 2J ,. 25 16 71 21 19 lC 31 

tionol (P6) 

------------------0 
• j • '0 II '2 IJ I. I,) teo I' .e .. I 2 13 '.'5 1'1 

11 12 IJ 1. 15 .. I 2 

--------0 Key 
• i to 11 12 lJ 14 15 10 ,e I 10" 2 1) ~ 25 16 17 • " 

--------0 End-action address/no. · ,;. . 



I' 

( 

optional (PlO) 

Completion 
cOde 

s • 

optional (P13) 

Time 
• s • Ie 11 12 IJ ,. IS t6 17 ,t "JC I 2 Zl , .. Jj leo 21 l' l'9 lC 31 

where 

Word 0 

Code is X'lO' for READ and X'l1' for WRITE. 

DCB address is the address of the associated DCB. 

Word 1 

is the error address parameter presence indicator 
(0 means absent; 1 means present). 

P 2 is the abnormal address parameter presence indi-
cator (0 means absent; 1 mean present). 

P 3 is the buffer address parameter presence indi-
cator (0 means absent; 1 meCl''IS present). 

is the byte count parameter presence indicator 
(0 means absent; 1 means present). 

P 6 is the byte displacement parameter presence 
indicator (0 means absent; 1 means present). 

is the prompt character presence indicator 
(0 means absent; 1 means present). 

P 8 is the key parameter presence indicator (0 means 
absent; 1 means present). 

P 9 is the end-action parameter presence indicator 
(0 means absent; 1 means present). 

P 10 is the completion code parameter presence indi-
cator (0 means absent; 1 means present). 

P 11 is the block i ng buffer address parameter pres-
ence indicator (0 means absent; 1 means present). 

P 13 is the time interval parameter presence indi-
cator (0 means absent; 1 means present). 

F 1 = 1 specifies that I/O is to be allowed only if 
the device has been deadiYated (i .•. , marked 
"down"); this bit is for diagnostic,..-ogram usage. 

= 0 specifies that .1/0 is to be allowed only if 
the device has not been deactivated; normal pro
gram usage. 

F' is the direction indicator for READ (0 means for-
2 

ward; 1 means reverse). This indicator has effect 
on magnetic tape Read/Write operations only. 

F3 is the wait indicator (0 means no-wait; 1 means 
wait for I/O completion). 

F.. is the RAD Check-Write indicator (1 means a 
read or write on a RAD or disk pack will be fol
lowed by a Check-Write operation; 0 means a nor
mal read or write will be performed). 

F7 = 1 is the abort override indicator. If set, con-
tral will be returned to calling instruction + 1 
if errors are detected and no error address param
eter has been provided. 

F 8 is a delete on past indicator (1 means delete the 
event when it is posted - no CHECK will be per
formed and the user's FPT/DCB will not be posted; 
o means a CHECK will be performed). Fa has 
meaning only when F3 = O. 

Word Options 

&ror address is the address of the entry to the user 
routine that will handle error conditions for re
quests specifying wait. 

Abnormal address is the address of the entry to the 
user rautine that will handle abnormal conditions 
for requests specifying wait. 

Buffer address is the word address of the user buffer 
to be used in the I/O operation. Data is written 
from or read into this buffer. If this parameter is 
omitted, the buffer address is token from the DCB 
(BUF). The buffer address may not be a register. 

Byte count is the size in bytes of the data record. 
If this parameter is omitted, the record size is 
token fram the DCB (RSZ parameter). 

BTD is the byte displacement (D-3) from the word 
boundaryof the beginning ofthtdata record. If 
thil parameter il omitted and Hie Buffer address pa
rameterisincluded inthe FPT, YalueOis assumed 
for BTD. If bothporameters are omitted from the 
FPT, the values ofthe DCBare used for both. 

PC is a prompt character to precede a keyboord-
printer read with editing. If not specified, the 
prompt character GSSOC iated wi th the i ob is used. 
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Key is the number of the granule within a disk file 
or area to be accessed with the direct-occess 
.... thad. For the device-occess methad, leey is the 
number of the sector to be accessed, relative to 
the beginning of a disk. 

I, End· action address/no. I indicates the contents 
of the End-oction address/number field. End
action is allowed only for foreground. 

Value 0 indicates an end-oction address. 

Value 1 indicates on interrupt number. 

Value 2 indicates an interrupt operational 
label. 

Value 3 indicates a completion signal address. 

End-action is taken only in the case of an actual 
VOoperation involving a peripheral device (i .e., 
end-action will not occur for blocked disk fi Ie I/O). 

Completion status is the word wherein the Ii 0 system 
posts the completion parameters for the request. Pre
sence of this word indicates that the I/Orequest 
should be ofType II (see PlOl. The 110 system ini
tial izes the completion code and actual byte count 
to zero before starting the operation. At comple
tion of the request the actual byte count and the 
completion code are posted if the wait indicator 
was set. Otherwise, these parameters are posted 
when the service is CHECKed. 

BUSY is the FPT busy indication that is set and 
maintained by the I/O system to indicate that a 

.- Type II request using the FPT is in progress. 

Blocking buffer address is the address of a 257-word 
buffer to be used for file directory search if the 
DCB is being opened to a disk file. 

Time interval is the maximum number ofseconds that 
the caller will wait for the CAll to complete. If 
notspecified theCAllwill not be timed-aut. Note 
that the 1,/0 system may time out a device but this 
is independent from the use of the "Time Interval" 
parameter. 

IIEW'ND. UNLOAD. AND WRITE EOF fUNCTIONS 

lEW The Rewind function causes a data file ta be posi
tioned at its beginning if the file is on magnetic tape or 
disk. Rewind of a file on magnetic tape is accomplished by 
causing the tape drive to rewind ta beginning of tape. Re
wind of a disk file is accomplished by setting the file posi
tion parameter in the RAD File Table (RFT) so that the next 
sequential access request on the file results in the first rec
ord being accessed. A Rewind request for on extensible disk 
file results in the file being pasitioned at the first record of 
the first extent. A Rewind request ~r a data file on any 
other device results in no action being token. 

UNLOAD The Unlood request results in the some action 
as Rewind except that moenet ic tapes ore rewound "off
line". When the rewind is concluded, operator action is 
required before the device can be used again. 
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.OF Write End-of-File couses an EOF to be written 
if the addressed DCB is assigned to a magnetic tape unit. If 
the DCB is assigned to a cord punch, and 1EOD. record is 
output. If the DCB is assigned to a disk file, an implicit 
EOF is written. If the disk file is extensible, all extents 
p:JSt the current one wilt be deleted. If the DCB is assigned 
to any other type of device, no action is taken. 

Rewind (REW), Unload (UNLOAD) and Write End-of-File 
(WEOF) calls are of the form 

CALI, I address. 

where address points to word 0 of the FPT below. 

ward 0 

H Code DCB address 
II' '~; ; .. ;- . ~. .' . 

word I (optional) 

optional (PI) 

] ;.". 
.,.0.1 

t ; ~'. ~. : .". .:. - _ 

Error oddress 

optional (P2) 

Ie 01 Abnormal address 
: , )\" • ; 

. '. ;: ; ;; 1:: j; .. ~. ~. : - ;~ .: 

optional (P9) 

I I 10 0.1 End-action address no. I , ; :. i" . ., ; . ~ ':. . i. ;] ,,, _. 6~ • - _: :: ::-

(PIO) oetional 

I Completion .1~10 01 cade 
S , I ~ ... , , ; .. . .- . 
optional (PIJ) 

Time Interval 

where 

Code is X'OI' for REWIND, X'02' for WEOF, and 
X'OJ' for UNLOAD. 

means word 1 of the F PT is absent; 

= I means word 1 of the FPT is present. 

If 0, REW and UNLOAD are done without wait and 
WEOF is done with wait. Otherwise, the action 
taken depends on word ,. 

DC B address is the address of the assoc iQted DC B. 

Word I (optional) 

is the error address parameter presence indicator 
(0 means absent; 1 means present). 

I 

,-



~ 2 Is the abnormal add~ parCilfteter pcwence 
Indicator (0 IMCI'IS absent; I means ,....,t). 

'9 Is the end-action pararneMr...-nee indicator 
(0 mea'ts absent; 1mecw pr_ent). 

, 10 is the completion code parameter presence 
indicator (0 means absent; 1 means present). 

'13 Is the time interval parameter presence indi-
cator (0 means absent; 1 mecrlS present). 

F = 1 o apecifies 'ong wait. 

F1 = 1 specifies that I/O is to be allowed only if 
the device has been deactivated (i .e., marked 
"down"); this bit is for diagnostic-program usage. 

= 0 specifies that I/O is to be allowed only if 
the device has not been deactivated; normal pro
gram usage. 

F3 is the wait indicator (0 means no-wait; 1 means 
wait for I/O completion). 

Word Options 

Error address is the address of the entry to the user 
routine that will handle error conditions fOr re
quests specifying wait. 

Abnormal address is the address of the entry to the 
user routine that will hcrldle abnormal conditions 
for requests specifying wait. 

I, End-action address/no. I indicates the contents 
of the End-action address/number field. End
action is allowed only for foreground. 

Value 0 indicates crI end-oc:tion address. 

Value 1 indicates an interrupt number. 

Value 2 indicates an interrupt operational 
label. 

Value 3 indicates a completion signal address. 

End-action is taken only in the case of an actual 
I/O operation involving a peripheral device. 

Completion status is the word wherein the I/O 
s)"Stem posts the completion paramete~ for the re
quest. Presence of this word indicates that the I/O 
request should be of Type II (see PIO). The I/O 
s)"Stem initializes the completion code to zero before 
starting the operation. At completion of the re
quest the completion code is posted if the wait 
indi cctor was set. Oth erwise, these parameters 
are posted when the service is CHECKed. 

BUSY Is the FPT busy indication that is set and 
maintained by the I/O system to indicate that a 
Type II request using the FPT is in progress. 

Time interval is the maximum number of seconds that 
the caller will wait for the CALL to complete. If 
notspecified the CALL will not be timed-out. Note 
that the I/O s)'Stem may time out a device but this 
is independent from the use of the "Time Interval" 
parameter. 

fiLE AID MeORD POSITIOIIIIIG FUICnOIiS 

These functions cre used to alter position within a data file 
on magnetic tape or disk. 

PFIL,PREC A Position File (PFll) call causes a mag
netic tape to be positioned at the beginning or end of the 
current file if a backward or fOf"word direction respectively 
is specified and no skip is requested. If skip is requested, 
the tape is positioned as above except that the file mark is 
skipped over in the specified direction. Position File for
ward without skip positions the tape at the end of the 
current file (before the EOF). With skip, Position File 
forward positions the tape at the beginning of th~ next file. 

Position File causes a "rewind" of disk files when "backward" 
is specified, crld positioning after the last record in a disk 
file when "forward" is specified. The file will be positioned 
after the lost record in the last extent if the file is extensible. 

Position Record (PREC) causes a tape or disk file 10 be moved 
n records in the specified direction. For extensible disk 
files, this may require crossing extents. 

Position File and Position Record are ignored when the 
data files are on devices other than magnetic tape or disk 
file. 

File and Record positioning calls cre of the form 

CAll, 1 address 

where address points to word 0 of the FPT shown below. 

DCB address 
21 25 ~;,' 

n 
12 I U ~ .. I. II I 

tiona! (P2) 

---------0 Error address 
10 " 12 IJ I ... I~ .. 11 I' t9 10 JI 2: lJ 24 1!'- 26 '17 2fo ~ Xl 3' 
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r .... ' (P9) 

optional (Pl0) 

Completion 
code 

Actua I record count 
16' 

optional (P13) 

I : Time l~terval I I 
o 251 ••• 7.' 1611I12'l,.'516,7, ... IJ02,bSLE .. i7ls"t" 

where 

Word 0 

Code is X'lC' for Position File (PFIl) and X'10' 
for Position Record (PRE C). 

Po = 1 indicates the explicit use of the P9, Pl0, 
Fl, and WAIT parcmeters. 

= 0 P9' Pl0' Fl, and WAIT are ignored and the 
CAL is pracessed as Type I with wait and no end
oction. 

DCBoddress is the address of the associated OCB. 

Word 1 

P 1 is the record count (n/address parcmeter pres-
ence indicator (0 means absent; 1 mecl''IS present). 
Pl is ignored for Position File. If PI is absent, 
n assumes a value of 1. 

P 2 is the error address parameter presence indicator 
(0 means absent; 1 means present). 

P
9 

is the end-oction parameter presence indicator 
(0 means absent; 1 means present). 

Pl0 is the completion code parameter presence 
ind i cator (0 mea ns absent; 1 means presen t) . 

P 13 is the time interval parameter presence indi-
cator (0 means absent; I means present). 

F 1 = 1 specifies that 1/0 is to be allowed only if 
the device has been deactivated (i.e., marked 
"down"); this bit is for diagnostic-program usage. 

= 0 specifies that I/O is to be allowed only if 
the device has not been deactivated; normal pro
gram usage. 

SKIP indicates whether the EOF is to be skipped 
over in positioning magnetic tope. This parameter 
has significance only for Position File and on mag
netic tope (0 means no skip; 1 means skip). 
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'. 
DIR Is the direction indicator (0 means forward· 

positioning; 1 means backward positioning). 

WAIT is the wait indicator (0 means no-wait; 
means wait for 1/0 completion). 

Word Options 

n is the number of records to position. 

Error address is the address of the entry to the user's 
routine that will handle error and abnormal condi
tions (EOT, BOT, etc.), for this I/O operation. 
EOF is considered an abnormol condition for PREC. 

J. End-oction address/no. I indicates the contents 
of the End-oction address/number field. End
action is allowed only for foreground with the ex
ception that no end-oction will take place for 
blocked disk file I/O. 

Value 0 indicates an end-action address. 

Value 1 indicates an interrupt number. 

Value 2 indicates an interrupt operational 
label. 

Value 3 indicates a completion signal address. 

Completion status is the word wherein the I/O 
system posts the completion parameters for the re
quest (presence of this parameter indicates that 
the request is of Type II). The I/O system initial
izes the completion code and actual record count 
before starting the operation. At completion of 
the request the actual record count and the com
pletion code ore posted in the word if the wait 
indicator is set. Otherwise, these parameters are 
posted when the service is CHECKed. BUSY is 
the FPT busy indicator that is set and maintained 
by the I/O system to indicate that a Type II I/O 
request usi ng the F PT is in progress. 

Time interval is the maximum number of seconds that 
the caller will wait for the CAll to complete. If 
not specified the CALL will not be timed-out. Note 
that the I/O system may time out a device but this 
is independent from the use of the "Time Interval" 
pcrometer. 

AllOT. DELETE. AID Tlo.CAll FUlcnOIS 

ALLOT The ALLOT function Is used to define a new 
file in a permanent disk area. This is accomplished byadd
ing a new entry to the file directory in the specified area. 
The defined file will receive the specified size and format. 

I 

\ 

I 
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Th is call has the form 

CALl,7 address 

where address points to word 0 of the FPT shown below 

Area 
3' 

lC , 

----~---------o Error address 
)Q 11 lJ II I" IS .. 17 .1 tt 2C 2\ 22 2l 2. 25 » 11 21 29 31 

to II 12 Jl '4 IS 16 11 'I 19 2C 21 

FSZ 
• , 1 11 12 II •• 1.5 l6 17 II 1t 20 21 12 2l 24 25 a. v 21 " lC Jl 

0ronol I,b) 

(,i312,.", ,d "I" jj i2~~ " Ii H,16 jl 22 H:12 S so 1715 .. It J I o,Honol 1'7) 

1;1, 2 i" 5' ,:. 

tiona I (10) 

0------------------------0 
10 n 12 13 14 I~ \0 7 I l8 2' X 31 

I 
optional (P14) 

I: I ~ -. -s-'-. -.-.-,-,,-,-.. -,,-,,-, -15 ~ L 16 ,~.c:~ .. n:, ~~: ~r:~ .. i3 J 
where 

Word 0 

X'SA' specifies the code for the AllOT call. 

Area is the nome of the permCl"lent crea in which 
the file is being defined. If the disk crea nane 
value is zero, the disk area is unspecified. 

ilthe error addressparameter presence indicator 
(0 means absent; 1 means present). 

P 2 is the file organization p:lrometer presence in-
dicator (0 means absent; 1 means present). 

P 4 is the file nome second word parameter presence 
indicator (0 means absent; 1 meCl"ls present). 

is the file size parameter presence indicator 
(0 means absent; 1 means present). 

P 6 is the record size pcrometer presence indicator 
(0 meCl"ls absent; 1 means present). 

P7 is the extent size pcrometer presence indicator I 
(0 means absent; 1 means present). 

P
B 

is the grCl"lule size parameter presence indicator 
(0 means absent; 1 means present). 

P 10 is the type-of-completion pcrameter presence 
indicator (0 means do nat post; 1 means post type 
of completion). 

P 14 is the account name address paraneter presence 
indicator (0 means absent; 1 meCl"ls present). 

F 2 is the resident foreground load module indicator 
and is applicable only if the area is FP. A zero 
means the file is not to contain a resident foreground 
load module. 

FS is meCl"lingfulonlyifESZ option is present CI"Id is 
used to determine whether or not the file should be 
combined with its extents if the area is squeezed 
(l means de not cambine extents; 0 means combine 
extents). 

F = 1 is the abort override indicator. If set, con-
7 trol will be returned to calling instruction + 1 if 

errors are detected CI"Id no error address parameter 
has been provided. 

Word Options 

Error address is the return address for all errors. 
The error code will be in byte 0 of register 10 
and the address of the location following the call 
will be in register B. 

C
l 

are the EBCDIC characters naming the disk file 
being defined. If CS-CB are I:&mks, the word con
taining them may be omitted. 

ORG is the file organization type: 

00 for unblocked 
01 for blocked 
10 for compressed 

The default is unblocked. 
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FSZ is the file lize in logical records. The default 
is 1000 records. 

RSZ II the number of words per record. The logical 
lize is used in sequential! y accessing a file. For a 
compressed file, record Ihe is omitted and the 
monitor blocks compressed files into 256-word rec
ords. Blocked files have a default value equal to 
128 words per record. If the record size is greater 
than 128 words, unblocked organization will be 
given. Unblocked files have a default record size 
equal to the granule size. The maximum record 
lize is 16,383 words. 

ESZ is the size of file extents, in logical records, 
to be allocated and attached to the file anytime 
the file is out of space. A value of zero means 
that file extents will be the same size as the original 
file (FSZ). The default is no automatic file 
extension. 

GS Z is the granule size in words and is used for 
direct access only. The default size will be equal 
to the disk sector size. The maximum granule size 
is 16,383 words. 

Type completion is the byte in which a type-of-
completion code will be posted by the service 

··function. 

ac~unt name address is the address of a two-word 
data block that contains the account name in 
tBCDJC, filled to eight characters with trailing 
blanks. If the account name is all blanks or numeric 
·zero, it is assumed to be unspecified. 

Software write protection is provided which allows fore
ground load modules to AllOT files in any data area. 
Background load modules may only ALLOT files in back
ground data areas. Software write protection may be over
ridden with an SY key-in. 

The following defaults for area and account names apply: 

I. If neither account name nor area name is specified, the 
call ing task's account is used, and the area may be any 
public area. This provides the simplest specification, 
and the user need not be concemed with the possibility 
of name conflicts other than within his own account. 

2. If the account name is specified, but the area name is 
not, the file may be in any public area. This provides 
the Greer-independent file specification. 

3. If the area name is specified but the account name is 
not, the system account will be used. This case provides 
compatibility for code written before the addition of 
file account names. 

DEL ETE,TRUNCATE The DElETE system call is used to 
delete a disk fi Ie in a permanent area by removing the entry 
from the directory in the specified area. The space that was 
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bm.,ly used is available for a new file. If the file i~ 
extensible, all extents in the file are deleted. The TRUNCATE 
system call is used to trunca~ empty space from the end of 
the specified file in a permanent area. The allocated space 
will be set equal to the actual length of the file. If the file 
is extensible, the last extent will be truncated to the last 
record in that extent. Prior extents are unaffected. Note 
that if the file size is zero, the file will not be truncated. 

Calls for these functions are of the IOrm 

CAL 1,7 address 

where address points to word 0 of the FPT shown below. 

word 0 

Code Area 
• s • If 2C 1 2 23 2. 2~ 2e V Z8 1f lC )1 

,:u; .. d (pJ) 

optional (P4) 

0;'; ... 0' (PIO) 

IS ill .. Ii .. 15:" Ii Ii Hlii 21 il ":5O B .. "Is ,. ii ~il 
optional (PI4) 

--------0 account name address 
I. 12 13 u I t6 1" ao 21 Z2 2l 2A 25 26 Z1 21 2'9 lC 31 

Word 0 

Code X'S8' specifies the DELETE call. X'SC'spe-
cifies the TRUNCATE call. 

Area is the name of the permanent area that con-
tains the specified file. If the disk area nome 
value is zero, the disk area is unspecified. 

Word I 

PI is the error address parameter presence indica-
tor (0 means absent; 1 means present). .... 

p.. is the file name second word parameter presence 
indicator (0 means absent; 1 means present). 

P
10 

is the type-of-completion parameter presence 
indicator (0 means do not post; 1 means post type 
of completion. 

PI.. is the account name address parameter presence 
indicator (0 means absent; 1 means present). 



I 

F7 Is G\ abort override indicator (0 mecn abort if 
.rroR are detectedG\dno erroraddr .. is provided; 
1 meG\S do not abort if errors are detected but no 
error address is provided). 

Word Options 

Error address is the retum address for al I errors. The 
error code will be in byte 0 of register 10 and the 
address of the location following , .... call will be 
in register S. 

C. ore the EBCDIC charocters defining the disk file 
I to be deleted or truncated. IfC5-Csareall blanks 

they may be omitted. 

Type completion is the byte in which a type-of-
completion code will be posted by the service 
function. 

occount name address is the address of a two-word 
data block that contains the account name in 
EBCDIC, filled to eight characters with trailing 
blanks. If the account name is all blanks or numeric 
zero, it is assumed to be unspecified. 

Software write protection is provided that allows foreground 
load modules to DELETE/rRUNCATE files in any data area. 
Background load modules may onlyDELETE/rRUNCATE files 
in background data areas. Software write protection may 
be overridden with an SY key-in. 

The following defaults for area and account names apply: 

1. If neither account name nor area name is specified, the 
calling task's account is used, and the area may be any 
public area. This provides the simplest specificotion, 
and the user need not be concemed with the possibility 
of name conflicts other than within his own account. 

2. If the account name is specified, but the area name is 
not, the file may be in any public area. This provides 
for area-independent file specification. 

3. If the area name is specified but the account name is 
not, the system account will be used. Th is case provides 
compatibility for code written before the addition of 
file account names. 

AUOT OR DELETE SYMBIOIT FILE 

.lOB The JOB call Is used to maintain symbiont files by 
performing the following functions. 

• Allocate a job fi Ie in the input symbiont area. 

• Check status of a previously allocated job file. 

• Delete a job waiting in the symbiont area. 

The JOB call hOI the following tOrmat: 

CAL 1 , 7 address 

where address points to word 0 of the FPT below. 

Word 0 

Word 1 

0------

-------0 Error Address 
10 1\ Ii 13 l4 IS l6 T7 I' l' 2C 21 22 2),24 2} 2c: 21 is ~ X J 1 

° tiona I (P4) 

--------- 0 Batch file name address 
••• n 12 '-4 15 ... I I , 2 l2. S " 

P5) 

----------- 0 Job number 
10 H 12 13 '4 IS le 17 II If lC 21 22 lJ 2. 2~ ~ V if ,., 30 31 , 

1;000' (P6) 

optional (P7) 

---------------0 
I 11 1.2 13 14 15 to 17.1 20 21 2l 2. 25 26 17 19 lC 31 

Irno' ~P'4; 

where 

X'67' specifies the code for the JOB call. 

is the error address parameter presence indicator 
(0 means absent; 1 means present) • 

P" is the batch fil. name address parameter presen ce 
indicator (0 means absent; 1 means present). 

P 5 is the job number parameter presence indi cator 
(0 means absent; 1 means present). 

P 6 is the job status parameter presence indicator 
(0 means absent; 1 means present). 
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P
7 

Is the jobs waiting parameter pnsenc:e indicator 
(0 lneCWIS absent; 1 means present). 

P 10 is the type completion parameter presence 
indicator (0 meCWIs absent; 1 meCWIs present). 

PI" is the account name address parameter presence 
indicator (0 nleCWIS absent; 1 means present). 

F 2 1 means to delete all symbiont files associated 
with the speci fied job numbt!r. 0 means no fit es 
ore to be de leted. Note that when F2 = 1, the job 
number parameter (PS) must be present. 

F7 is the abort override indicator (0 means abort if 
errors ore detected and no error address is present; 
1 means do not abort if errors are detected CWld no 
error oddress is present). 

Word Options 

Error address is the address of the entry to the user's 
routine that will handle error conditions. 

Botch file name oddress is the address of a three-
word data block that contains an area name in the 
firstwordinbih 16-31 inEBCDJ( and a file name, 
in EBCDIC, left-justified with training blanks in 
the second and third words. Presence of this 
parameter indicates that an input symbiont file is 
being defined and the symbiont file will redirect 
symbiont accesses to the program deck in the spe
cified disk file. 

Job number is the word wherein the system wi" post 
tbe assigned job number when an input symbiont 
file is defined. 

When the status option is specified, job number iden
tifies the job for which status is being requested. 

Job status is the word wherein the system will post the 
status of the file whose identification is specified in 
the "job number" parameter. Job status may alsa be 
requested when defining an input symbiont file. Job 
status may be one of the following: 

o completed 

running 

2 waiting for execution 

3 does not exist 

Jobs Waiting is the word wherein the system will 
post the number of jobs aheod of the specified job 
number. The jobs waiting parameter may be re
quested on a status request or when an input sym
biont file is being defined. 

TYC indicates the type of campletion of the re-
quested service. 
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account name address is the address of a two word 
data block that contaim the account name in 
EBCDIC, extended to eight characters with trailing 
blonks. If the account name is all blCWIksor numeric 
zero, it is assumed to be unspecified. 

The bllowing defaults for area and account names apply: 

1. If neither account name nor area name is specified, the 
calling task's account is used, and the area may be any 
public area. This provides the simplest specification, 
and the user need not be concerned with the possibility 
of name confl icts other than within his own account. 

2. If the account narne is specified, but the area name is 
not, the file may be in CWly public area. This provides 
for area-independent file specification. 

3. If the area name is specified but the account name is 
not, the system account wi 1/ be used. Th is case prov ides 
compatibility for code written before the addition of 
file account names. 

PRINT AID TYPE FUNCTIONS 

PRINT,TYPE The PRINT function couses the system to 
list the user's message on the listing log device (operational 
label Ll). The TYPE function causes the system to list the 
user's message on the operator console device (operational 
label DC). These functions are rel!ntrant and available to 
foreground programs. Error and abnormal conditions result
ing from these functions are ignored. 

Print and Type may be performed without a wait for com
pletion, but the user is warned that changing the output 
buffer after retum from such a request may result in the 
output message being modified. 

Calls for these functions are of the form 

CALI,2 address 

where address pa ints to ward 0 of the F PT shawn be low. 

ward 0 __ --.-___ _ 

LC i C,ad,-t-,":". e_~,.+l :-?::';;'II~'-''''''i-.,."-.;,,:,,,.-.,..,-r.'-'';'''''-';II;'''''-''''''-'';,;, ";,'-';:iml-''>.'-':;';-;':'-.:;17~'";:lII--;-19;'!;'i'ii~?1 

--------- 0 Message address 
h II 11 IJ '4 1 :), •• If ](, II a 21 ~ ... ~6 r 1I 1't 



( 
\ 

I 
optional (PI3) 

I.'IS"'.':' 
where 

Code is X'OI' for Print and X'02' for Type. 

is the message address parameter presence indi
cator (P I = I). 

PI3 is the time interval parameter presence incH-
cato r (0 means cbsen t; I mea'lS present). 

F3 is the wait indicator (0 means no-wait; I means 
wait for I/O completion). 

Message address is the address of the first word of 
the message. Note that the first byte of the first 
word of the message must specify the number of 
characters to be listed, up to amaximumof 132char
acters for a line printer and 85 characters for a 
typewriter. The address may be indirect and/or in 
a register. If the message is in registers, the wait 
bit must be set. 

Time interval is the maximum number of seconds 
that the caller will wait for the CAll to complete. 
ff not specified the CAll will not be timed-out. 
Note that the I/O system may time out a device 
but this is independent from the use of the "Time 
Interval" parameter. 

DEVICE 

The DEVICE/file Wede function is used to set the following 
parameters : 

Wedes (MOD, ASC, D/P) in the addressed DCB. 

Record Size (RSZ) in the addressed DCB and in the 
RFT entry if the DCB is assigned to an output file. 

File Organization in the assigned file', RFT entry if 
the DCB is assigned to an output file. 

Granule Size in the assigned file', RFT entry if the 
DCB is assigned to an autput file. 

The parameters set in the RFT entries for permanent files will 
be written into the file directory entry for the file when the 
file is dosed. Thus, this function defines the parameters 
for permanent disk files. 

This function is of the form 

CALI, 1 address 

where address points to word 0 of the FPT below. 

DCB address 

I, 

optionol (PI) 

---....:.----- 0 RSZ . , . 10 11 I 13 I, 1~ .. I I I 1C 11 2] l 2" 25 6 27 H 19 X. ]1 

rh,nol (P2) 

OIORGI 
10 11111 13 I. lsi 10 " .1 "110 21 2. 231,. 25 20 27128 2' Xl :II 

optional (P3) 

(P4) 

--------------0 N~ . , . 10 'I 12 I I. IS .. Ii' 1 XI 21 Z2 ZJ 24 31 

where 

Word 0 

Code is X'22' for Device/File Mode. 

DCB address is the address of the associated DCB. 

Word I 

PI is the record size parameter presence indicator 
(0 means absent; 1 means present). 

P2 is the file organization parameter presence in-
dicator (0 means absent; 1 means present). 

is the granule size parameter presence indicator 
(0 means absent; 1 means present). 

is the number of retries parameter presence 
indicator (0 means absent; 1 means present). 

1 means ASCII translation, 0 means EBCDIC. 

1 means unpacked fonnat (7T) or 800 bpi (9T se
lectable density); 0 means pocked format or 
1600 bpi. .. 

1 means BIN; 0 means BCD. 

Word Options 

RSZ 11 the maximum record size specification, in 
bytes. 
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Word Options (cont.) 

ORG 

00 
01 
10 

GSZ 

NRT 

is the file organization type: 

for unblocked 
for blocked 
for compressed 

is the granule size in bytes. 

is the number of error recovery tries. 

DE~CECOITROLFUNcnONS 

The DEVICE Control functions cause the system to set the 
vertical-format-control or direct record control indicator 
of the specified DCB to 1 or to O. 

This call has the form 

CAL 1, 1 address 

where address points to word 0 of the FPT below. 

word 0 

DCB address 

'word 1 

0---------------------------
1 2 :) .c 5. • 10 11 12 13 '" 15 10 17 'I 19 20 2 j 22 ,. 

where 

Word 0 

Code is X'05' for DEVICE/Format Control. 

X'OB' for DEVICE/Direct Record Control. 

DCB address is the address of the associated DCB. 

Word 1 

F3 is the control specification (0 means no format 
control or no direct record control; 1 means for
mat control or direct record control). 

CHECK CORRESPONDENCE OF DCB ASSIGNMENTS 

31 

CORRES The CORRES system call provides the user's 
program with a means of determining if two open DCBs have 
been assigned to the same physical device or file. If the 
assignment of the two OCBs are equal, register 8 is returned 
with a value of 1. If any error is found in the DCBs while 
processing the CAL, if the assignments are found to be un
equal, or if either DCB is not OPEN, a zero is returned. 

The CORRES function call is of the form 

CAll, 1 address 

where address points to word 0 of the FPT shown below. 

DCBl address 
11 " ZI 21 31 
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-------0 DC~ address 

where 

Word 0 

Code is X'2B' for the CORRES function. 

OCBl address is the address of the first DCB that is 
to be checked for assignment correspondence with 
DCB2· 

OCB2 address is the address of the second DCB that 
is to be checked for assignment correspondence 
with DCB l . 

ASSIGN (Formerly Set Device/File/Oplb Index) 

This service call is used to madify the I/O medium in the 
specified DCB. The DCB being modified must be closed. No 
action will be taken if the DCB isopen. When an I/O medium 
may be identified by either EBCDIC name or system table 
index, the EBCDIC name is used if the size of the DCB per
mits. If the size of the DCB is too small to allow the spe
cified assignment by either nameor index, the service returns 
an error, without changing the DCB. 

When used in conjunction with the DEVICE (File tvtode and 
Format Control) service call, this function provides the 
ability to dynamically assign a DCB to a file, device, or 
operational label. 

Calls for this function ore of the form 

CAL l, 1 address 

where address points to word 0 of the FPT shown below. 

DCB address 
30 31 

------------0 Operational label 
I '1 12 13 ,. 15 WI 1 II 1 1 41 314 30 31 



o tiona I (P4) 

. ~ , 31 

optional (P14) 

account name address 
• ! • '1 10 II 12 13 '4 U .. 1 II )D 1 ,. 31 

where 

Word 0 

X'OS' specifies the ASSIGN call. 

DCB address is the address of the associated DCB. 

Word 1 

is the error address parameter presence indicator 
(0 means absent; 1 means present). 

P 2 is the operational 'abe, parameter presence in-
dicator (0 means absent; 1 means present and the 
specified DCB will be assigned to an operational 
label). 

P
3 

is the device nome address parameter presence 
indi cator (0 means absent; 1 means present and the 
specified DCB will be assigned directly to a de
vice). 

P 4 is the area and ffle name address parameter pres-
ence indicator (0 means absent; 1 means present 
and the specified DCB will be assigned to a RAD 
file). 

P 14 is the account name address parameter presence 
indicator (0 means absent; 1 means present). 

Parameter bits (P2, P3, G'ld P4) are scanned in left to right 
order and the fint nonzero bit terminates the scan (i.e., 
other nonzero bits are ignored). 

Word ~tions 

EffOr address is the address of the entry to the 
user's routine that wi II hG'ldle error G'ld abnormal 
conditions. 

Operational label ·is the operational label to which 
the DCB will be assigned in bits 16-31 in EBCDIC. 

Device name address is the address of a two-word 
data block that contains the name of the device to 
which the DCB will be assigned. 'The device name 
is in EBCDIC, left-justified (i. e., CRA03). 

Area G'ld filename address is the address of a three-
word data block that contains the area and file name 
to which the DCB will be assigned. The fint word 
contains the area name in bits 16-31 in EBCDIC. 
The second and third words contain the file name 
in EBCDIC, left-justified with trailing blanks. 

account name address is the address of a two-word 
data block that contains the account name in 
EBCDIC, extended to eightcharacten with trailing 
blanks. 

The ASSI GN service does nat provide defaults for area G'ld 
account names. It inserts only what is requested. 

GETASH (farmerly Get Oevice/File/Oplb Name) 

This service call is used to obtain the device, file, or oper
ational label name to which the specified DCB is assigned 
and information about the device/file. 

The call for this function is of the form 

CAL, 1 address 

where address points to word 0 of the FPT shown below. 

Note that if the requested optional parameter is not appli
cable, the past word(s) will not change. For example, if . 
the call requests a file name to be posted but the DCB is 
assigned to a device, then the area and file name data 
block will not be modified. 

The DCB need not already be open, but wi" be left open 
on completion. 

DCB address 
20 1 211 J' 

--------0 
2j 30 31 

optional (PI) 

~uon.1 (P3) 
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I;onol(P5) 

File BOT 
'" 13 1.5" I II 20 I ,. 25 ~ II 29 lO )1 

File EOT 
I 12 IJ .... 15 .. 11 .. If ~ 21 Zl 23 2. ! 211 77:r1 r l' 

optional cPS) 

4,.71'0 

1';0001 (PI2) 

I: .. I ... ,:, 
optional (PI4) 

occount name address 
10 11 12 13 14 15 leo 17 II It XI I 22 n 24 25 ~ 11 2 3Il 31 

optional (PI5) 

1;1, 2 51. 5 • ,:. 
Write pro~ect code I I 

'0 11111 Il ,. 1! 16 17 11 ,.120 21 22 b ,. n Ii 615 if is )1 

optional' (PI6) 

--------0 DISC constants address 
1 2 1 .. 5 6 I 11 12 13 14 IS .. 17 .1 It X 1 U 2S 

where 

Word 0 

X'09' is the code that specifies GETASN call. 

DCB address is the oddress of the associated DCB. 

Word 1 

is the error address parameter presence indicator 
(0 means absent; 1 means present). 

P 2 is the operational label parameter presence in-
dicator (0 means absent; 1 means present). 

P3 Is the device name address parameter presence 
indicator (0 means absent; 1 means present). 

P" is the area and file name address parameter pres-
ence indicator (0 means absent; 1 means present). 

P 5 is the model number address parameter (0 means 
absent; 1 means present). 
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P 6 is the file BOT parameter presence indicator 
(0 means absent; 1 means present). 

P7 is the file EOT parameter presence indicator 
(0 means absent; 1 means present). 

P 8 is the fiI e organization parameter presence indi-
cator (0 means absent; I means present). 

P 11 is the record size/granule size parameter pres-
ence indicator (0 means absent; 1 means present). 

P 12 is the device index parameter presence indi-
cator (0 means absent; 1 means present). 

P 14 is the account name address parameter presence 
indicator (0 means absent; J means present). 

P 15 is the write protect cade parameter presence 
indicator (0 means absent; 1 means present). 

P J 6 is the DISC constants address parameter pres-
ence indicator (0 means absent; 1 means present). 

Word Options 

Error address is the address of the entry to the user's 
routine that will handle errar and abnormal canditions. 

Operational label is the word wherein the system 
wi" past the name of the operational label to 
which the DCB is assigned. The operational label 
name will be posted in bits 16-31 in EBCDIC. 

Device name address is the address of a two-word 
data block wherein the system will post the device 
name in EBCDIC, left-justified. If the specified 
DCB is assigned to a disk file or to an operational 
label which, in turn, is assigned to a disk file, 
the address of the disk containing the file will be 
posted. 

Area and file name address istheaddressofathree-
word data block wherein the system will post the 
area and file name. The area name is posted in 
the first word of the data block in bits 16-31 in 
EBCDIC. The file name is posted in the second 
and third wards of the data block, left-adjusted 
with trailing blanks. 

Model number address is the address wherein the 
system will post the device model number in 
EBCDIC (i.e., 7446). If the DCB is assigned either 
directly or indirectly to a disk file, the model 
number of the di sk containing the file w~ be posted . .. 

File BOT is the word wherein the system will post 
the beginning .ctor number of the file to which 
the specified DCB is assigned. The sector number 
is relative to the start of the disk. If the DCB is 
assigned to on area (file name zero), the number 
of the first sector in the area will be posted in the 
BOT word. 



File EOl Is the word ..... in the system will post 
the Ialt leCtor number of the fil. to which the 
.... clfIed DCB is aasigned. The lector"""" is 
relatiye 10 the stort of the disk. If the DCB Is as
signed to an orea, the number of the last s.ctor in 
the area wit I be posted. 

ORG is the word wherein the s)'ltem will post the 
file organization type: 

00 for unblocked 

01 for blocked 

10 for compressed 

RSZ/GSZ is the word wherein the system will post 
the record size or granule size of a disk file. 
GrCl'luie size will be posted if the file is a random 
access file; otherwise the record size will be 
posted. 

Device Index is the word wherein the s)"Stem will 
post the device index. 

account name address is the address of a two word 
data block to contain the account name in EBC DIC, 
extended to ei",ht characters with trailing blanks. 

Write Protect Code is the word wherein the system 
will post the write protection code for the file's 
area. 

where 

0 is Public 

1 is Background 

2 is Foreground 

3 is System 

5 is 10EX 

DISC Constants is the address of a three-word data 
block wherein the system will post the Tracks per 
Cylinder, Sectors per Track, and Words per Sector 
of the disk on which the file is allocated. 

loEl 10EX calls (available to primary tasks only) are 
of the form 

CAll,S oddress 

where address points to word 0 of the FPT shown below. 

DCB/OP /DEVICE 
II I X I l ~ 5 

IJ ---------0 SIO address 

'" Xl' 

------0 End-oction address/no. 

:;onOI (P3) 

iii as. ,i , 16 "I Ii IS I~:~: II " "'iE 1I b "". 13 j. j",' ,. Ii J 

where 

Word 0 

Code 

DOD 

= X'12' for SIO. 

= X'13' for TIO. 

= X'14' for TDV. 

= X' 15' for HIO. 

= 00 if DCB address is given. 

=: 01 if an aperational label index is given. 

= 10 if a device index is given. 

DCB/OP/DEVICE contains the DCB address, oper-
ational label index, or device index as specified. 

Word 1 

PI is the SIO address parameter presence bit (0 
means absent; 1 meCl'ls present). 

P 2 is the end-action parameter presence bit (0 
means absent; 1 means present). 

is the time-out presence bit (0 means absent; 
1 means present). 

'"' 
FO = 1 specifies that I/O is· to be allowed only if 

the device has been deactivated (i.e., marked 
"down"); this bit is for diagnostic-program use. 

= 0 specifies that I/O is to be allowed only if 
the device has not been deactivated; normal 
program usage. 
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WeNd Option 

SIO address Is the address of the lOP command 
doubleword and need be present only when the 
call is onSIO request. 

I, End-oction address/no. I indicates the contents 
of the End-oction address number field. 

Value 0 indicates end-oction address. 

Value I indicates interrupt number. 

Value 2 indicates interrupt label. 

Value 3 indicates completion sigRal address. 

Time is the number of seconds before the SIO is 
considered timed out and is meaningful only for 
queued requests. An HIO will be performed fol
lowed by end-action if requested. If the time-out 
increment is zero or not present the 510 wi /I not 
be timed out. 

"Condition code 3 is set and condition codes I, 2, and 4 are 
reset If the IOEX code is assembled out eN if the caller is 
'0 secondary task. If an error is detected during the CAL 
processing, no change is made to the user's condition codes. 
CAL processing will be terminated tlnd control will be trans
ferred to the BADCAl (TRAP50) precessor. 

TlO and TDV instructions are executed immediately and the 
condition codes and status are returned as shown in Table 14. 

SIO and HIO instructions mayor may not be executed im
mediately, depending on whether or not the device has been 
preempted. The DEVICE PREEMPTION and DIRECT 110 
EXECUTION sections in this chapter describe device pre
emption and the effect it has on SIO and HIO requests. 

For 10EX function status returns on a device that is an 
10EX device (,preempted device and can be used by 10EX 
only), it is necessary to refer to the appropriate computer 
and device reference manuals. This is required because, for 
preempted devices, true hardware status ond condition codes 
are returned and these may vary from machine to machine. 
The condition codes and status returned to the user are 
shown in Table 14. 

Table 14. 10EX Function Status Returns 

Condition Codes 

Operation Major Status Queued Preempted Register 8 Register 9 
IOEX Device 

510 IOEX not present or 0010 0010 Unchanged Unchanged 
caller is background. 

Device is down (510 1000 1000 Unchanged Unchanged 
not accepted). 

Request accepted. 0000 oo-_t Current com- X'looooooO' 
mand address 

Other None --- ---- ----

HIO JOEX not present or 0010 0010 Unchanged Unchanged 
caller is background. 

Request accepted. 0000 00- Current com- X • 10000000 ' 
mand address 

Other None --- ---- ----
no and JOEX not present or 0010 0010 Unchanged Unchanged 
TDV caller is background. ~ 

Other None --- -- ---

tDashes indicate true hardware status and condition codes returned. The appropriate computer and device reference 
manuals should be consulted to determine the meanings of the condition code settings and the contents of the status 
register. 
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The command pain for an SIOoperotion are not c:hec:kedfor 
validity a'ld therefore must be coded very c:arefully. The 
flags in the COIIIIna'ld pairs maybe set ac:cording to the needs 
of tne user, however, if clevice preemption is not being used 
and tne 10E X request goes tnrough the 1/0 queue, then tne 
flags must always be set in suc:h a way tnat only one inter
rupt accurs for the request. A recommended set of flags for 
an SIO request with one c:omma'ld pair is: 

lOP Command 
Doubleword Bit Function Bit State 

32 (DC) Data Chain o 

33 (IZC) Interrupt at Zero Byte Count o 

34 (CC) Command Chain o 

35 (ICE) Interrupt at Channel End 

36 (HTE) Halt on Transmission Error 

37 (lUE) Interrupt on Unusual End 

38 (SIl) Suppress Incorrect length 

39 (S) Skip o 

If command chaining is to be used, bit 34 (CC) will be set 
and bit 35 (lCE) must be reset in alt but the last command 
pair. 

When I/O interrupts occur as a result of lOEX (SIO only), 
end-action is initiated as requested in the FPT (see I/O 
END ACTION section in this chapter). 

STDLI This function call is used to acquire or release 
the specified resource for a job and/or change tne assign
ment of a'I operational label. The coli is available to both 
foreground and background users. It is an asynchronous ser
vice when the enqueue option is specified; it must be fol
lowed by a CHECK function if the no-wait option is re
quested. Primary users may not use the enqueue option 
witn wait. 

The STDlB coli is of the form 

CAll,7 address 

where address points to word 0 of tne FPT shown below. 

optional (Pl) 

optional (P2) 

rE:, ... ,I. , m 111'3 IS w ~J." .. ~~~i:::!, ::! i9 »0 J 
optional (P3) 

optional (P4) 

--------0 Area and filename address 
,.2 • S , KI I' 12 W l5 t6 1 

-------0 End action address/no. 
• .5 • 7 I t to '1 12 I W '5 16 17 'I 19 )C 21 22 23, 2. 2~ 2e 27, 2t zt' X ~ 

optional (P10) 

optional (P13) 

\. I Z ,, ••• ,:. , Ib hl\2 is ,~:.~ .. e" Ii "'g 21" zs: .. B A vis .. i! J 
optional (P14) 

where 

Word 0 

X'62' is the cade to coli the STDLB function. 

OPlB is the name of the associated operational 
label in EBCDIC. 

Word 1 

is the error address parameter presence indicator 
(0 means absent; 1 means p-esent). 

P 2 is the operational label parameter presence in-
dicator (0 means absent; 1 means present). 

P3 is the device name address parometer presence 
indicotor (0 means absent; 1 means p-esent). 

P 4 is the area a'ld file name address parameter 
presence indicotor (0 means absent; 1 means 
present). 

P 9 is the end-aetion parameter' presence indicator 
(0 means absent; 1 means p-ese":.t). 

P 10 is the completion c:ode parameter presence in-
dicator (0 means absent; 1 means present). 

P13 is the timeaut value parameter presence indi-
cator (0 means absent and no timeout will be done; 
1 means present and tne CAL will be timed out). 
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P 14 is the account name address parameter pr-.nce 
indicator (0 mec.ll absent; 1 means present). 

F 1 is the enqueue option indicator (0 means do 
not enqueue on resource; 1 means enqueue on 
resource). 

F2 is the release option indicator (0 means do not 
release a previously acquired resource; 1 means 
release a previously acquired resource). 

F 3 indicates to wait for service to be completed 
prior to returning from the CAL. 

F7 = 1 is the abort override indicator. If set, con-
trol will be returned to calling instruction + 1 if 
errors are detected and no error address parameter 
has been provided. 

Word Options 

Error address is the location to return to if immedi-
ate errors are detected. 

Operational label is the operational label to which 
the OPLBwill be assigned in bits 16-31 in EBCDIC. 
If bits 16-31 are zero, the OPLB is assigned to the 
null device. 

Device name address is the address of a two-word 
data block that contains the name of the device 
to which the OPLB will be assigned. The device 
name is in EBCDIC, left-justified (i. e., CRA03). 
If the two word data block is all zeros, the OPLB 
is assigned to the null device. 

Area and file Name Address is the address of a 
three-word data block that contains the area and 
file name to which the OPLB will be assigned. 
The first word contains the area name in bits 16-31 
in EBCDIC. The second and third words contain 
the fi Ie name in EBCDIC, left-justified with trial
ing blanks. If the three word data block is all 
zeros, the OPLB is assigned to the null device. 

end-action is as follows (applies only if enqueue 
requested) : 

I = 00 end-action is an address to BAL from 
STDLB post. 

1=01 
post. 

1=10 

interrupt address is to be triggered by 

interrupt label is to be triggered by post. 

Type Completion contains the code describing the 
disposition of the service, including any error 
codes. 

BUSY busy bit is set to 1 when the service call 
is initiated and reset to 0 when the service is 
completed. 

n I/O System Calls 

Time is the maximum number of seconds that the 
requestor will wait for STDLB to complete its 
enqueue for the requestor. Ifnot specified or zero, 
STDLB will not time out the enqueue. 

account name ad::lress is the address of a two word 
data block that contains the account name in 
EBCDIC, extended to eight characters with trailing 
blanks. If the account name is numeric zero or all 
blanla, it is assumed to be unspecified. 

Parameter presence indicators (P2, P3, and P4) are scanned 
in left to right order and the first nonzero indicator is the 
one used. If all three parameter presence indicators are 
zero, the operational label is assigned to the null device. 

The following defaults for area and account names apply: 

1. If neither account name nor area name is specified, the 
call ing task's account is used, and the area may be any 
public area. This provides the simplest specification, 
and the user need not be concerned with the possibility 
of name conflicts other than within his own account. 

2. If the account name is specified, but the area name is 
not, the file may be in any public area. This provides 
for area-independent file specification. 

3. If the area name is specified but the account name is 
not, the system account will be used. This case provides 
compatibility for code written before the addition of 
file account names. 

STOPIO,ST UTiO These calls are of the form 

CAll,S address 

where address points to word 0 of the FPT shown below. 

DCB/OP /DEVICE 
1 1 " 

word 1 (optionol) (PO) 

------------0 
to 11 12 13 W 1.5 .. " I "2C 2\ n 23 24 2!t 26 7J 21 2' XI 31 

word 2 (optional) (P9) 

-------0 End-action address/no. 
> • 12 

where 

Word 0 

code = X'10' for stop all system I/O. 

= X' 11' for stort a II system I/O. 

= X'OE' for stop all background I/O. 

= X'OF' for start all background I/O. 

= X'16' for deactivate (dedicate to diagnostic use) 
and abart all I/O. 

= X' 17' for activate and allow new I/O. 



PO = 1 if more parameNI'I fDUow and Indicat. the 
presence of word 1. 

HIO = 0 for no HIO; ~ 1 for HIO (abort active request). 

10P,DEV = 0,0 .... ,..,. entire controller{s}. 

= 0, 1 NSerVe device. 

= 1,0 reserve entire lOP. 

DOD = 00 DCB address is given. 

= 01 operational label index is given. 

= 10 device index is given. 

DCB/OP/DEVICE contains the DCB address, oper-
ational label index, or device index as specified. 

P 9 is the preemption address (end-action) paraneter 
presence indicator (0 means absent; 1 means pres
ent). A stop all system I/O call with P9= 1 means 

the device will be dedicated to 10EX. P9 has no 
meaning except in a stop all s)/Stem I/O call. 

I, End-action address/no. J indicates the contents 
of the End-action address number field. 

Value 0 indicates end-action address. 

Value 1 indicates interrupt number. 

Value 2 indicates interrupt label. 

Value 3 indicates completion signal address, 

Condition code 3 is set and condition codes 1, 2, and 4 
are reset if Q"ly of these calls are made by a secondary 
task. 

All condition codes are reset if a normal retum is mode from 
the call but no change is mode to the condition code if on 
error is encountered during the CAL processing. 
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5. USER-TASK SCHEDULING AND OPERATION 

SCHEDULING AND LOADitG PROGRAMS 

The Overlay Loader links one or more relocatable object 
modules to form a load module, which is an absolute rep
resentation of the program. The load module is created as 
a disk file and c:onsists of a header and an absolute memory 
image of the various program segments. The load module 
header contains the program parameters used by the Root 
Loader for loading the program root. 

LOADII' AID TERMIIATIIG fOREGROUND 
IECOIDARY TASKS 

Foreground secondary tasks are loaded into memory and pre
pared for execution through the use of the tNIT system call 
or the INIT key-in. This process involves the following 
operations: 

1. The INIT service acquires the necessary control table 
entries to establish the new task in the system. The 
task is then placed in a CP-R dispatch queue and will 
begin execution in the task initialization run-time 
loader. 

2. When the task is scheduled for execution (in normal 
priority sequence) the run-time loader performs the 
following steps. 

• Acquires temporary work space from the Task Re
served Pages segment. 

• Opens the fi Ie containing the absolute load mod
ule and reads the load module header. 

• Acquires memory for the root segments and reads 
them into memory. 

• Tests for segments that are to be loaded with the 
root and loads them into memory. 

• Satisfies any Public Ubrary requirements. 

• When the task is completely initialized in mem
ory the temporary work space is released and the 
original INIT service is posted as complete. 

• Control is then transferred to the task's normal en
try point unless the original (NIT service requested 
the STOP option or the DEBUG option. 

• If the STOP option was requested the task is placed 
in a 'stopped' state awaiting a START service 
coli at which time the tasks normal entry point 
wi II get control. 

• If the DEBUG option was requested the CP-R de
bug service will be given control. 

74 User-Task Scheduling and Operation 

The Itntire task initialization sequence is executed in the 
context of the task that is being loaded. Thus, multiple 
simultaneous task-loading operations may be ongoing in 
which case the tasks involved compete for system resources 
(CPU time, memory, etc.)based strictly on their priority. 

Secondary task termination may be effected by any of the 
following: 

• TERM service call (from the task itself). 

• EXTM service call (from any task). 

• EXTM key-in. 

• IUOB service call. 

• IUOB key-in. 

• Fai lure of the task to proper Iy process on error or ab
normal condition from a service call or trap condition. 

Task termination tokes place in the context of the termi
nating task. The process involves the following steps. 

• Waiting for any ongoing I/o operation to complete. 

• Closing any open data files. 

• Releasing memory resources. 

• Releasing all intemal system-task controls which has 
the effect of deleting the task from the system. 

• If the terminated task was the last task in a job, the job 
will be deleted from the system (except for CP-R and 
background jobs). 

QUEUEING PRIMARY FOREGROUND PROGRAM 
RUI REQUESTS 

If the monitor contains the "run queuing" option, all RUN 
or INIT requests for primary load modules are placed in 
the Load Module Inventory Table and are given a priority. 
The priority can be supplied by the U5eri if absent, CP-R 
assig,.. the default (lowest) priority to the req~est. In 
addition, a sequence number is assigned to the request so 
that priority conflicts con be resolved. The priority and 
sequence determines the order in which the Foreground 
Root Loader, which is port of the CP-R Control Task, at
tempts to load the primary foreground programs. Such 
queued requests remain in the queue until loading is ac
complished or until a release is issued. 

I 
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lOADllS AID l£llASII& PllIIlIY 
fOI£&IIOUID 'IO&UIIS 

Loading and initializing of a primary foreground program 
root is perfonned by the Foreground Root Loader, and in
wlws the following steps: 

1. If the -run queuing" option has been assembled into 
the monitor, the program to be loaded is selected by 
priority, where priority conflicts are resolved on a 
fiRt queued, first to be looded basis. 

2. Opening the file containing the absolute load madule. 

3. Building a Load Module Inventory Table entry that con
tains the program name, core memory to be used by the 
program (root and all segments), and the public libraries 
required by the program. 

4. Testing for required memory availability. If the "run 
queuing" option has not been assembled into the moni
tor and some portion of required foreground memory is 
busy, a message is typed, the Load Module Inventory 
Table entry is purged, and appropriate status is posted. 
If the "run queuing" option is in the monitor and some 
portion of required foreground memory is busy, a mes
sage is typed, bu t the entry rema i ns in the tab Ie. If 
the foreground memory is not busy, the load process 
perfonns the following: 

• Loads the program root. 

• Transfers control to the program start address, 
taken from the load module header, where the user 
program initializes itself (connects tasks to inter
rupts, conditions interrupts, etc.). When ini
tialization is completed, the user program performs 
an EXIT function cal I. The EXIT function wi II 
recognize that initialization of a primary fore
ground program has been completedandwill trans
fer control back to the CP-R Control Task (the 
EXIT call does not cause an exit from the Con
trol Task). 

Steps 1 to 4 above are then repeated for each program 
to be loaded. 

A primary foreground program root con be loaded by any of 
the following: 

IRUN control commond 
IROV control command 
liN IT control command 
RUN key-in 
RUN system call from a foreground task 
INIT system call 
INIT key-in 

Since the root loading OCCUR at the level of the CP-R 
Control Task, primary foreground progrcns making RUN 

calls must give up the CPU (EXIT) before the facid can 
be accomplished. Primary tasks can request the trigger
ing of an interrupt at conclusion of the root load and 
initialization. 

Release of a primary foreground program is also performed at 
the CP-R Control Task priority through the following steps: 

1. Disanning all interrupts connected to tasks within the 
program. 

2. Closing any open DeBs within the program to cause 
I/o run-down in addition to closing data fi les. 

3. Purging the Load Module Inventory entry, which has 
the effect of marking the memory as not busy. 

Release of a foreground program occurs' as a result of either 
an RLS key-in, RLS system call, EXTM key-in, EXTM sys
tem call, KJOB key-in, or KJOB system call. 

LOADING AND EXECUnlG BACKGROUND PROGRAMS 

The Task Initialization Run-time Loader also loads back
ground programs as specified by control commands in the 
background job stream at the background priority level. 
Upon completion of the load, control is transferred to a 
background program at its start address. The background 
program terminates execution with an EXIT or ABORT ser
vice co II. After tenninating a background program, CP-R 
resumes processing the control commands from the back
ground job stream. 

TASK CONTROL BLOCK(TC81 

A Task Control Block must be associated with each centrally
connected primary task, and is used by the system to save 
the context of the interrupted task upon occurrence of the 
given task's interrupt. The TCB is in the user program 
(assembly language useR must allocate and define their 
TCBs in the source code of their program). The FORTRAN 
compiler generates implicitly the TCBs needed for a real
time FORTRAN program. 

Secondary tasks need not allocate TCB spoce as CP-R auto
matically provides the table for them. 

PRIMARY TASK CONTROL BLOCK fORMAT 

The assembly language user must allocate a TCB in the 
souree code for each centrally-connected primary tosk in 
the program. Each TCB begins on a doubleword bound
ary and has a length of 26 words. 
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The CP-R CONNECT function fills In the TCB. When 
completed, a TCB has the followi,.. fonn: 

o 
1 

2 
3 

5 

6 

7 

8 
9 

10 

25 

o 

Saved PSD 

Intennediate PSD to transfer to TCB + 4 with 
skeleton key 

STM,O TCB + 10 

BAL, Rl RBMSAVE 

Indicators 0--0 PCB address 

Task ID 0--0 TCB address 

PSD to transfer to task entry in proper state 
(mode, write key, etc.) 

16 words for register saving 

.1 78 14 15 31 

where RBMSAVE is a system routine that saves the inter
Npted task's context in the TCB of the interrvpting task 
and transfers control to the start address of the interrvpt
ing task. 

Users must never alter any portion of a TCB. 

PROGRAM CONTROL BLOCK (PCBl 

The Program Control Block contains the program-associated 
parameters used by the CP-R system to provide service 
functions for the program. Every progrom, background and 
foreground, contains 0 PCB that is allocated and constructed 
by the Overlay Loader. 

The Program Control Block defines the user Temp Stack to 
be used by a program. It also contains a pointer to a list 
of the DCBs associated with a program. 

Since the Temp Stack is associated with the program rather 
than individual tasks, different tasks within a program 
should not use these stacks for data communication. Com
mon storage can be used for communication between tasks 
or between occurrences of a given task. 

PCB FORMAT 

The PCB is bui It by the Overlay 1.oader from parameters 
specified on the IOLOAD control command • 

.,6 Program Control Block (PCB) 

The PCB Is of the fonn 

o 78 " 14 15 252631 

o 0 01 lSTACK-l 

15S 
10 0 

2 0-0/ OVLOAD 

3 Reserved 

Trap I~ II Control 0--0 lRAPADD 

5 0 0\ MSLADD 

6 R"eserved 

7 Reserved 

8 Reserved 

9 Reserved 

10 0-01 1 DCBTAB 

11 Reserved 

12 Reserved lSSW 

· · · 
TSTACK User's Temp Stack } TSS 

o 78 14 15 25 2631 

where 

1ST ACK is the address of the current top of the 
user's Temp Stock. 

TSS indicates the size, in words, of the user's 
Temp Stack. 

OVLOAD is the address of the table used by the 
segment looder to manage the progrom overlays. 

Trap Control (bits 0-7) specifies how the various 
traps are to be handled. An explanation of these 
bits ;s given in the TRAP function description 
later ;n this chapter. 

TRAPADD ;s the address of the user's rout;ne that 
processes the vori ous traps. .-

• 
MSLADD is the address of the M:SL DCB, which 

is used ta lood overlay segments. 

OCBlAB is the address of a table of names and acI-
dresses of all of the user's DCBs. This table has 
the form shown below. 
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SSW contains the user's sense switch settings. 
lit 26contains the letting of switch 1, etc. These 
Iwitches can be set and r.et by the user vIa the 
FORTRAN UbrGry rautines. 

OCBT AB Format 

o 

OCBTAB 

o 

where 

CI 

C5 

C1 

C5 

15 16 31 

Total no. entries in table 

C2 C3 C .. 

C6 C7 C8 

DCBlOCI 

C2 C3 C .. 

C6 C7 C8 

DCBlOC2 

etc. 

15 16 31 

Cl-C8 indicates the EBCDIC name of the DCB, 
left-justified, with trailing blanks. 

DCBLOC is the absolute address of the first word 
location of the DCB. 

USER TEMP STACK 

The user Temp Stock is a "push-down/pull-up" stack 
of memory locations that ha"e been allocated by the 
Overlay loader. It is requi red for user-coded hap con
trol and subroutines that use Temp Stack storage (i. e., 
reentrant FORTRAN IV Library routines). 

The user can manipulate the Temp Stock by push/pull stack 
instructions (PSW, PlW, PSM, MSP)that symbolically refer
ence the external symbol U:PCB within their program (the 
Overlay loader will satisfy the REF to U:PCB when the 
user's program is linked). The first daub/eword of the Pro
gram Control Block is the stack pointer doubleword used in 
allocating (pushing) and releasing (pulling) blocks within 
the user Temp Stock. 

The ·push-down/pull-up" functions operate on a last-in, 
first-out basis, and these operations must be symmetrical in 
number and size. An attempt to push a blockthat is greater 
than the remaining stack spoce results in overflow. Simi
larly, an attempt to pull more out of the Temp Stack than 
had been previously pushed down would result in underflow. 
These canditions result in .traps that may be handled by the 
user (see TRAP system call). 

The lize of the Temp Stack must be equal to or greater than 
the total number of temp cells required by the maximum 
number of nested routines using temporary 'storage; (i. e., if 
a FORTRAN routine needs 16 temp cells and it calls a 
routin£ that needs 19 cells, the total number of cells re
quired would be 35). The number of cells required for trap 
handling CALs is 22; the reentrant FORTRAN IV Library 
lubroutines require 1048 temp cells for each task. 

Primar)' tasks at different interrupt levels within the same 
program shore the program's Temp Stack, and allocation 
must be sufficient to accommodate the maximum number 
of tasks that could be enabled at one time. When on 
executing task exits, it must restore theTemp Stack pointer 
to its original condition. This is particularly important 
in a primary foreground program where aT emp Stack is al
located for each program and not each task. Thus, if sev
eral tasks in the same program share the program's Temp Stock, 
the housekeeping of the Temp Stack pointer (e.g:, sym
metrical pushes and pulls) must be meficulous. 

CP-R TEMP STACK 

The CP-RTemp Stack is a llpush-down/pull-upll stock of 
memory locations that have been allocated by the Overlay 
looder. It is required for all service functions. The CP-R 
Temp Stuck is reserved for the exclusive use of the monitor; 
users may not manipulate the stock since the stack pointer 
doubleword resides within the monitor in protected memory. 

The size requirement of the CP-R Temp Stock is a function of 
the particular monitor service being utilized. The worst
case requirement is approximately ISO words. The default 
size is ISO words. 

MASTER AND SlAVE DES 

Both primary andsecondoryforeground tasks can chonge their 
execution mode through MASTER and SLA VE system function 
calls. At entry to a primary task, the mode is set as speci
fied by the function call that caused the connection. 

For secondary tasks the operating mode at entry is slave 
made and mapped. Secondary tasks are given master
protected Mode, Mapped, by the MASTER system call. 

Note: Serious consequences can result from improper oper
-- ation in master mode. Secondary tasks must !!!ill. 

operate in unmapped mode. 

'1. 

OVERLAY SEGMENT OPERATIONS 

Primary tasks control the loading of overlay segments through 
the SEGlOAD system call by explicitly naming the de
si red segment, by number. Background programs that have 
been linked with the Simplified Memory Management (SMM) 
option may also use the SE GlOAD coli. 
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Secondary foreground tasks control their segment octivity 
through the use of CP-R memory ",anagement service calls 
described in a later chopter. 

TRAP HANDLING 

CP-R provides Itandard processing of trop conditions. A user 
can either take advantage of the system processing or re
quest that he himself handle certain trap conditions. Also, 
certain traps can be ignored. System trap handling involves 
aborti ng the task that is octi ve at the occurrence of a trap, 
with the following exceptions: 

1. An unimplemented instruction trap occurrence will re
sult in the instruction being simulated if the simulation 
package is in the system. If simulation is impossible, 
the task wi II be a bor ted • 

2. The user can mask out fixed-point arithmetic and deci
mal arithmetic traps either through system call (TRAP 
or JTRAP function) or at primary-task connection time 
(CONNECT, ARM, DISARM functions). 

3. The user can mask out some floating-point trap occur
rences through use of the lCF and LCFI instruction. 

4. Any unmasked trap can be received by the active pra
gram. This is set up through the TRAP or JTRAP func
tion call, wherein the user can specify the address of 
a routine to handle the various trap conditions. This 
address is kept on a per program or per job basis as 
oppased to a per task basis. 

When the user trap routine receives contral, the following 
items are stored in sequence in 0 19-word block of the 
program's Temp Stack, starting on a doubleword boundary: 
the PSD and the 16 registers saved when the trap occurred, 
and a word containing the trap location (right-justified). 
Register 1 points to word 0 (first word of the PSD) in this 
block. If 19 words are not avai lable in the user Temp Stack, 
the task is aborted. 

The address of the user trap routine and the contral bit for 
each trap is kept in the PCB and the JCB (Job Control 
Block, see Appendix H). 

User trap handling or system trap handling is also in
voked if an invalid porameter exists in an FPT for a sys
tem call that is unable to past the error condition. In 
this ease, a code of X '50' wi II be pasted in the last word 
of the user's Temp Stack if a user trap address is present 
in the PCB or JCB. 

If the userhas requested break control via the INT service 
eoll, the user Temp Stack will be let as describedabaveand 
an X'SI' code will be posted in the last word of the users 
Temp Stack before control is transferred to the user's break 
control routine. 

Retum from the user trap routine to the interrupted pragram 
is accomplished by the TRTN and TRTY function, which re
stores the context from the Temp Stock and retums to the 
location following the trapped i .. truction or to the tropped 
instruction itself, respectively. 

78 Trap Handling/CAL Handling/Retum Functions 

CAL HANDLitG 
Memory locations X'48', X' .. 9·, X'''''', and X· ... B' are the 
respective trap locations for the CAU, CAl2, CAL3, and 
CAL .. instructions. CAll instructions are reserved for moni
tor services, but the CA12, CAL3, and CAL .. trap locations 
may be connected (centrally or directly) to a user-defined 
routine by means of the CONNECT function call. User CAL 
lervice routines must reside in primary (unmapped) load mod
ules, even when they are intended for use by secondary tasks. 

Centrally connected CAL routines will be entered in the 
caller's map mode. The calling task's context (registers and 
PSD)is saved in the calling task's user Temp Stack. In addi
tion, register 0 will contain the address of the caller's user 
stack contra I doubleword. Since centrally amnected CAL 
service routines are entered in the map mode of the caller, 
but reside in unmapped memory, they must be in a one-to
one mapped area of any secondary task which uses them. 
Possibilities are the memory between the end of the monitor 
and the start of secondary task memory(X'6000')oran active 
fixed segment of the secondary task. Centrally connected 
CAL routines return to the calling task via the CALRTN 
function call. 

Directly connected CAL service routines are responsible for 
saving and restoring the calling task's context. They are 
entered unmapped. If they do not need access to the memory 
of the colling task, they need not be concerned with map 
mode or memory residence. If they need to access the mem
ory of a secondary caller, however, they must notonly reside 
in one-to-one mapped memory for the coller, they must also 
determine that they were called from a mapped context and 
set map mode for their own execution. 

'Mlen a CALi is executed, the effect is immediate; that is, 
traps function more like BALs than interrupts, except that 
the environment is soved for centrally connected traps, but 
is not saved for traps that are directly connected. 

RETURN FUNCTIONS 

CP-R provides users with the following retum functions: 

EXIT is used by background programs at the normal 
completion of a background program. EXIT is used 
by foreground programs when 0 centra Ily-connected 
primory task has concluded the processing of an in
terrupt. An Exit coli from a primary task causes the 
system to restore the context of the interrupted task, 
clear and arm the highest priority active interrupt I 
and return to the point of interrupt. Secondary tasks 
should not use EXIT but should use STOP instead. 

ABORT il used by background programs to cause 
the system to abart the job containing the program. 
The system will abort the backgrounyrogram and 
type Q message on the operator console (OC) that 
the job was aborted and give the address of the 
ABORT call. Unless an IATTEND command was 
present in the background job, the system will read 
and ignore all records from the C device until the 
next IJOB card is encountered. If an ABORT call 
il made from a foreground program, the program 
will be terminated. 



STOP Is used by bath foreground and backgraund 
secondary tasks when they wish to cease execu
tion and wait for a START call from another task. 

TERM may also be used by background programs at 
the normal completion of a background program. 
TERM is used by foreground programs to release 
and exit. 

INTERRUPT CONTROL 

COINECTlIG AND DISCOINECnlG PRIIlARY 

TASKS TO INTERRUPTS 

Interrupt connection may be accomplished through use of 
the CONNECT function call and disconnection through the 
DISCONNECT function call. While these calls are usually 
made during foreground program initialization (performed 
at the Control Task priority level), this is not a require
ment. Connections may be made to any interrupt in the 
system except the clock pulse levels, the counter 4 equals 
zero level, the VO level and any levels defined at SYS
GEN for dispatchers, VO deferral or remote communica
tions handling. However, tasks connected at a higher 
priority than the VO level can not request any VO or any 
services which require VO. A table of interrupts con
nected within a program is kept by the system. The table 
enables the foreground program release function to disarm 
and disable all interrupts associated with a foreground pro
gram. In calling for connection the user may specify the 
mode (master, slave) and the interrupt inhibit conditions 
that are to exist at entry to the specified task. Two types 
of connections are available, direct and central: 

1. Direct connection results in immediate entry to the task 
upon occurrence of the interrupt. The task must ensure 
that the context is saved, as necessary, and restored 
upon exit. Directly connected tasks may not use 
any CP-R servi ces. 

2. Central connection results in entry to the task after the 
interrupted task context has been saved. The CON
NECT function constructs the TCB so that the con
text save wi II occur. Exit from a centrally connected 
task is by EXIT, which wi II restore the interrupted task 
status, arm and clear the highest priority octive inter
rupt, and retum to the interrupted task. 

Central connection causes only register block zero to 
be saved, regardless of the block used in either the 
new or interrupted context. The user must provide 
register manogement if he uses other register blocks. 

To perform the connection, the $)'Item fills in the TCB 
previous Iy shown. The PSD is constructed (TCB +8) to 
transfer control to the user in the proper mode and 
with the proper ","'e key. An XPSD TCB instruc
tion is placed in the proper interrupt location to 
complete the connection. 

Details of the system calls concemed with conneCtion 
are given later in this chapter under "System Function 
Ca II Formats". 

AIIIINS. DISARMIIS. wauis. AID DISA8~G 

These functions can be performed by the ARM, DISARM, 
ENABLE, and DISABLE system function calls, which specify 
an interrupt by number or lobel. As options on ARM and 
DISARM, connection of the interrupt to a task can be per
formed, and/or a clock can be set to interrupt at specific 
intervals. 

ARM, DISARM, ENABLE, and DISABLE functions can alsobe 
performed by operator request through the CINT key-in. 

TRIGGERING OF INTERRUPTS 

An interrupt can be triggered through a TRIGGER system 
function coli. The interrupt to be triggered is specified by 
number or by label. TRIGGER calls may be mode from any 
foreground task. An interrupt can also be triggered by op
erator request through the CINT key-in. 

Primary tasks may use end-action. Two types of end-action 
are possible. 

1. The user provides an end-action address in the FPT. A 
transfer to this address will be made following the 
completion of the service. This end-action transfer is 
made by exec uti ng. 

BAL, 11 end-action address 

with the CPU in master mode, unmapped, and the post
. Ing level active. 

Retum from the end-action routine must be made by 

B *11 

It should be noted that since end-action may be per
formed with the posting level high, any task whose pri
ority is lower than that of the posting level is effec
tive Iy disabled for the duration of the end-action. 

Since the end-action user can seriously degrade inter
rupt response for lower priority tasks, it is strongly 
recommended that this type of end-action not be used 
for applications where other techniq~s are satisfactory. 

• 

2. The user FPT contains either an interrupt number or in
terrupt label sp ecifying a system interrupt. The system 
interrupt is triggered upon completion of the request. 
The task connected with the specified interrupt then 
performs the encI-action function at the proper priority 
level. The user is responsible for connecting the inter
rupt and ensuring that it is armed and enabled. 

Interrupt Control 19 
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The triggering service sets a f'ag in the TCB to indicate 
that the trigger has been performed. The EXIT routine in
terrogates this f.as before performing the EXIT for centTalfy 
connected tasks. If the flag is set, the occurrence of the 
interrupt (previously lo!t by the triggering of an active in
terrupt) will be simulated. If more than one service com
pletion can occur while a task is active (or prior to such a 
task becoming active), the user is responsible for checking 
all possible reasons for which an interrupt may have oc
cured. (The flag bit in the TCS indicates one or more in
terrupt attempts.) Directly connected tasks using this type 
of end-action must assume the responsibility for solving 
problems of this type since there is no TCB in which a flag 
bit can be set. 

SYSTEM FUNCTION CAll FORMATS 

The following system function calls should not be attempted 
unless the user has been given control as follows: 

1. The background or foreground program loader has trans
ferred control to the usjer' start address. 

2. The user's centrally-connected primary task has been 
given control upon the occurrence of the associated 
interrupt. 

In all of the FPT formats which follow, an asterisk in bit 0 
indicates that indirect addressing is permitted. That is, if 
bit 0 contains a I, bits 15 through 31 contain the address 
of the parameter rather than the parameter itself. 

Whenever a return is made to an abnormal or error address, 
the error or abnormal code will be in byte 0 of register 10 
and the,address of the location following the call will be 
in register 8. 

Calls for which F3 (wait indicator) is not available are 
either immediate or synchronous. That is, control will 
never be returned to the caller unti I the service has been 
completed (See Appendix I for more detailed information). 
Primary task users should recognize that during any wait for 
completion of the service all lower priority tasks are blocked. 

If an error is detected in the call and no error address is 
available, the situation will be handled similar to a trap 
and the user will be aborted unless he has elected to do 
his own trap handling. 

'JOB This function call is available only to foreground 
and terminates a job by terminating every task in the job 
and deleting the job controls. KJ OB has the format 

CAL J , 7 address 

where address points to word 0 of the FPT shown below. 
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word 1 

tl? , fI, j I ,~I':fi~~" , .; ..... ," •. ; .. ~ biB 3:1 
~t;O~1 (PI: . 

optional (PlO) 

optional (P11) 

I." .1.5. ,:,. '6"1"~,0::~~;4NIi!"bb:"2l"bIH"il,,l 
:tlO~1 (PI2) 

where 

X'64' is the code for the KJ OB call. 

is the error address parameter presence indicator 
(0 means absent; J means present). 

P
10 

is the type completion parameter presence in-
dicator (0 means absent; 1 means present). 

Pn/PJ2 are the optional jobname-parameter pres-
ence indicators and are set to ones if a full eight
character job name is supplied. 

F7 is the abort override indicator. If set, control 
will be returned to calling instruction +1 if errors 
are detected and no error address parameter has 
been provided. 

Word options 

&rer address (optional) 'S the locatiOMto return to 
if errors are detected (see word 3 description for 
completion codes). 

Type campI. II set by CAL processing. 

Job name '1 a four- or eight-c:harocfer EBCDIC job 
name, feft-justifiedand blank filled. If omitted, 
the caller's job is terminated. 

I 



I.IOB This function call is available only to foreground 
and creates a foregraund job by letting up job controll and 
building a job control block. SJOB il an immediate lervice 
that uses a standard FPT~ It does not initiate any task within 
the job; instead, RUN or INIT must be used following SJOB 
to start a task. It has the format 

CAll, 7 address 

where address points to word 0 of the FPT shown below 

word 0 

X'63' -------------------------0 
to 11 12 13 14 15 " " 1 2C " 

word 

optional (Pl) 

Error address 
• , to II 12 13 l4 5 Ie 17 " JO 21 

optional (P10) 

to 11 12 13 .. 5 " 17 l' "2CI I 

J"f~uired (Pll) 

optionol (P12) 

o tional (P14) 

----------- 0 account name address 
l • 5 , 11 12 13 1. 1.5 16 17 l' I 20 21 

where 

Word 0 

X'63' is the code for crI SJ OB call. 

Word 1 

is the error address parameter presence indica
tor (0 mecrls absent; 1 means present). 

P 10 is the type completion parameter presence in-
dicator (0 means absent; 1 means p'esent). 

P 12 is the optional jobname-parameter presence in-
dicator and is let to one if a full eight-character 
job name is IUppliec:l. 

'14 is the optional account and name pcrameter 
presence indicator (0 means absent; 1 mecrls pres
ent) if omitted the callers account and name are 
used 

F7 is the abort override indi cator. If set, control 
will be returned to calling instruction + 1 if errors 
are detected and no error address porameter has 
been provided. 

Word options 

Error address (optional) is the location to return to 
if errors are detected (see word 3 description for 
completion codes). 

Type Campi. is set by CAL processing. 

Job name ia s four- or eight-character EBCDIC job 
name, left-justified and blank filled. This param
eter is required. 

Account crld name address is the address of a five 

word 1 

word 2 

where 

A. 
I 

word data block that contains the account and name 
to be associated with the JOB. The format of the 
data block is shown below. 

II 1 13 14 

are the EBCDIC characters naming the account. 

N. are the EBCDIC chc.-acters in the user name. 
I •• 

If the account and/or the name information is zero or 
blcrlks the callers aCClcnWlt and/or name will be used 
instead. 

The SJOB CAL processor will validate the account and 
name against the AI file and if they are not found, will 
retum an error code of X'7B' for illegal or invalid cJ;
count or name. 
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IETlAilE This function call allows the user to give the 
name of a load module 10 be used for execution of a task. 
SETNAME has the format 

CIA L 1, 7 address 

where address points 10 word 0 of the FPT shown below. 

word 0 

word 1 

optional (PI) 

required (P3) 

optional (P4) 

I. I i 51 .•. ,:. 1O"11:~~=':""'~2,z2Z3:J02S20Z7la"ilJ 
required (P6) 

Lood modu I e name 
11 12 13 " 15 16 17 l' 20 I 22 ,. ~ 3D ) 

optional (P7) 

Load module name 
• 5 • 10 11 12 13 I. 1$ )6 11 .1 I' X' 21 22 

optional (P10) 

------------------------0 
I 11 12 13 ,. I .. 11 " I 20 21 22 

optional (Pll) 

optional (P)2) 

where 

Word 0 

X'S)' is the code for the SETNAME call. 
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is the error address parameter presence indi
cator (0 means absent; ) means present). 

p.. is the task name parameter indicator (0 means 
absent; 1 meons present). Only used if eight
character task names are being given. 

P7 is the load module name parameter indicator 
(0 means absent; ) means present). Only used if 
eight-character load madule names are given. 

P 10 is the completion code parameter presence 
indicator (0 means absent; 1 means present). 

P11-P)2 are the job name porameter presence indi-
catOrs (0 meons absent; ) means present). If four
character job names are given Pll must be set. If 
eight-character job names are given both p)) and 
P)2 must be set. 

F7 = ) is the abort override indicator. If set, con-
trol will be returned to calling instruction +) if 
errors are detected and no error address parameter 
has been provided. 

Word options 

Error address is the return address to process any 
detected errors. 

Task name is one or two words containing the" or 
8 character (EBCDIC) task name whose load mod
ule equivalence is to be established. This pa
rameter is required. 

load module name is one or two words containing 
the .. or 8 character (EBCDIC) load module name 
that will be used to load the task whose task name 
is being specified. If load module name is all 
blonks, then task name specifies a prior equiva
lence that will be deleted. 

Completion code indicates completion status of the 
function call. 

Job name is one or two words containiQg the four-
or eight-character (EBCDIC) job name' in which 
the specified task name/load module name equiva
lence is to be made. If Job name is not present 
the equivalence will take place in the caller's 
lob. 

Tasks in progress are not affected by Ioad-module 
name changes. 



lUI This function call is available only to the foreground 
and initiates a primary task in the CP-R fob. It has the 
Iormat 

CAll,S address 

where address points to ward 0 of the FPT Ihown below. 

ward 0 

X'OC' Signal address 

word 1 

Interrupt no./label 
3l , 

word 2 

word 3 

where 

Word 0 

X'OC' is the code for the RUN call. 

Signal address is the address of a status word into 
which the system posts one of the following signals: 

o 

2 

3 

5 

if the program was successfully loaded. 

if the space was not avai lable in the fore
ground-private memory area or if there was 
insufficient space in the load Module In
ventory (LMI) table to make entries for the 
public libraries needed by the program. 

if the requested program did not exist in the 
F P area of the disk or if an I/o error oc
curred attempting to load the program. 

if the program is already loaded. 

if a previous request has been made to load 
the same program but the program is not yet 
loaded. In this case, the Foreground Root 
Loader is able to notify only the first re
quest.r when the program is loaded. 

if the space was not available in the load 
Module Inventory (LMI)table for the requested 
program. 

6 

7 

If Invalid attempt has been made to load a 
public library. Since public libraries are 
automatically loaded and released by the 
Foreground RO?t Loader, they cannot be 
'oaded via a RJN call. 

if no table space was available to load the 
load module header. The caller may reissue 
the call if desired. 

The signal address cannot be a register {addresses 
o through F)and must be in the calling program's 
portion of memory. An invalid signal address re
su Its in control being transferred to the System or 
User Trap Handler. 

The user should inspect the signal word upon re
turn from the CAL, since some of the signals (3,4, 
and 5) are posted immediately by the RU N processor. 

Note that an interrupt is triggered only if the RUN 
request is passed on to the Foreground Root loader. 
That is, signals 3, 4, and 5 are returned immedi
ately by the RUN processor and, in this case, no 
interrupt is triggered. 

Alarms are output by the Foreground Root Loader 
for error conditions 1, 2, and 6. 

Word 1 

indicates the contents of the Interrupt number/ 
lab.1 field (O lor no interrupts; 1 for interrupt 
number; 2 lor interrupt label). This interrupt is 
triggered by the Root Loader at the conclusion 
{successful or unsuccessful) of the root load and 
initialization. 

DBG causes the program to run under control of 
DEBUG. 

JSp inhibits all status posting after the attempt to 
load the program. 

PP specifies whether or not the priority of the RU N 
request is present in bit positions 5 through 11. If 
PP = 1, priority is present; if PP = 0, it is not 
present. 

Priority specifies the order in which the RUN re-
quest wi II be processed. The highest priority is 0; 
the lowest priority is X'7F'. .. • 

Words 2-3 

C
i 

are the characters in the name of the load 
madule. The name is left-justified with troi l
ing blanks. 
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illS This func:tion call (Release Primary Foreground Pro
gram) is available only to the foreground and releases a pri
mary task in the calling job. It has the format 

CAll,S address 

where address points to word 0 of the FPT shown below. 

word 0 

X'OS' 
J .. 5 • 

word 1 

word 2 

I C5 
• f 51. 

where 

Word 0 

X'OS' 

0----------------------------0 
11 12 IJ l4 lS ,,11 .. JO 11 Z3 at 25" JI 29 JC )1 

,I, . i. ~I~' iJ a "I .. Ii Ii ~" h J .. s s;;: .. *' J 

is the code for the RLS cal,. 

Words 1-2 

C. 
I 

are the characters specifying the name of the 
program. The name is left-justified and filled 
with trailing blanks. An inval id name results in 
a retum with no action taken by the system. 

INIT This function (initiate a new task) causes the named 
task to be read into memory ond initiated. It has the format 

CAll, 7 address 

where address points to word 0 of the FPT shown below. 

word 0 

I X'48' 
6 i s I a 

word 1 

optional (PI) 

required (P3) 

0----
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optional (P4) 

I. i i .1. J • ,: •• 16 ill Ii !~~S~~i .. Iii Ji ti s: .. B50 ~Ili" Ii J 
optional (P8) 

optional (P9) 

---------0 End-action address/no. 
, 12 13 ,. U 16 1 l' 1t 2C 21 22 l,. 2!1 ~ r1.2t 3D JI 

optional (PIO) 

----------------------0 
10 11 12 13 I. 15 " l' 1 1 10 21 22 13.2" 25 )6 71 H Xl 31 

optional (Pl1) 

optional (Pl2) 

optional (Pl3) 

optional (P14) 

o account name address 
l .. S • II 12 13 '4 IS "I 1 21 

where 

Word 0 

X'48' Is the code to initiate the call. 

Area name Is the optional EBCDIC name of a disk 
file area for the load module. !fArea name is all 
zeros, the disk area is unspecified. 

Word 1 

is the error address parameter presence indicator 
(0 indicates absent; 1 indicates present). 

P 4 is the optional task name parameter presence in-
dicator (0 indicates abient; 1 indicates present). 

P 8 is the priority parameter presence indicator 
(0 means absent; 1 means present). 

P 9 Is the encl-ac:tion address parameter presence in-
dicator (0 Indicates abient; 1 indicates present). 

r 



( 

( 

P 10 Is the type completion code parameter pNience 
Indicator (0 meau absent; 1 means pNlent). 

Pll-P12 are the job name parameter presence incli-
cOfOB (0 m8C11S absent; 1 means present). 

P
13 

Is the time interval parameter presence indi-
cator (0 m8CI1S absent; 1 meCl1s present). 

P 14 is the account name address parameter presence 
indicator (0 meCl1S absent; 1 means present). 

f 8 is the delete on post indicator and signifies that 
no check wi II be performed. 

F (0 execute after load. 

=1 leave in suspended (STOP)state after load. 

F
2
=0 task being initiated is primary. 

=1 task being initiated is secondary. 

F3 wait for the task to be initiated before returning 
from CAL. Wait may be specified from secondary 
tasks only. 

F 4=0 normal initiation. 

=1 initiate under DEBUG control. 

FS=O normal initiation. 

=1 task is to be time-sliced. 

F7= 1 is the abort override indicator. If set, con-
trol will be returned to calling instruction + 1 if 
errOB are detected and no error address parameter 
has been provided. 

Word options 

Error address is the retum address for erroB. 

Task name is the name of the tosk to be loaded and 
initialized. It will be converted to a load module 
name by lookup in the Job Program Table (JPT). A 
nonmatch defaults to the task name being used for 
the load module neme (required). 

Priority indicates the priority that is to be given to 
the tosk being initiated. Priority is a four-digit 
hexodecimal number the leftmost two digits repre
lent the CP-R dispatcher interrupt number minus 
X'4F " the rightmost two digits represent a CP-R 
software priority in the range X'O' - X'EF'. The 
default priority is the caller's priority: 

I, End-action address/no. I indicates the contents 
of the End-oction address/number field. End
action is allowed only for primary foreground tasks. 

I=() indicates an end-action address. 
=1 indicates an interrupt number. 
=2 Indicates an interrupt operational label. 

Type completion and BUSY indicate status of an 
initiate service. An initiate sentice is complete 
when the load module has been loaded and task 
controls established. 

BUSY=O 

==1 

indicates service is complete. 

indicates service is incomplete. 

Job name is the four- or eight-character name of 
a job in which the task should be initiated. The 
caller's job is the default nome. 

Time interval is the maximum number of timer units 
allowed for the task initiation and loading. If no 
time interval is specified the service will not be 
timed aut. 

account name address is the address of a two-ward 
data block that contains the account name in 
EBCDIC, filled to eight characters with trailing 
blanks. If the account name is all blCl1ks or numeric 
zera, it is assumed to be unspecified. 

The default area and account names for INIT differ from those 
of the other services, to provide compatibility to previous 
behavior. 

1. If neither account nor area name is specified, area FP 
with a null account name is assumed, to provide back
ward compatibility. 

2. If the account name is specified but the crea name is 
not, the file may be in any public area. (This is the 
same default as for other services.) 

3. If the area name is specified but the account name is 
not, the system account name will be used. (This is the 
same default as for other services. ) 

SCHED This function (periodically schedule atask}causes 
an INIT call to be issued to a named task. It has the format: 

CAL 1,7 address 

where address paints 10 word 0 of the FPT shown below. 

ward 0 

X'68' Area name 
t 2 l ,. S • II 2. • 29 

0---::---
.. 1 , 

optional (Pl) 

0------------0 Error address 
11 2 13 .. lS .. 17 II .. 20 21 n 

optional (P3) 

tl~ll"'7:. Task 7ame I I 
10 11112 13 .. " I. 17 11 ,,! 20 ~I 22 2l ~. 2> 20 i7lli 20 lJl " 
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.. 

optional (P4) 

optional (PS) 

optional (PI0) 

optional (P11) 

16 I i ',e S' .:. leii'''~~'~:~~iiNlitii2i2i12'il''i7I2i''iiJ 
optional (P12) 

1612sl.,.,:. Job name I 
16 hl12 jJ i. isl" 11 ,. wilt 21 b lSlta 23 ,. "Is " J6 J~ 

optional (P13) 

Time interval I 
optional (P14) 

optional (PIS) 

where 

Word 0 

X'68' is the code to initiate the call. 

Area name is the optional EBCDIC name of a disk 
file area for the lood module. See "account name 
address" description for default values. 

Word 1 

is the error address parameter presence indicator 
(0 indicates absent; 1 indicates present). 

PJ-P4 ore the task name parameter presence indi-
cator (0 indicates absent; 1 indicates present). 

P8 is the priority parameter presence indicator 
(0 means absent; 1 means present). 

P 10 is the type com pi etion code parcmeter presence 
indicator (0 means absent; 1 means present). 

PI1-P12 ore the job name parameter presence indi-
cators (0 means absent; 1 means present). 

P13 is the time interval parameter presence indi-
cator (0 means absent; 1 means present). 
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PI.. . is the account name oddr. pa~ameter presence 
Indicator (0 means absent; 1 means present). 

'15 is the start time address parameter presence in-
dicator (0 means absent; 1 means present). 

teak being scheduled is primary. 

task being scheduled is secondary. 

normal initiation. 

task is to be time-sl iced. 

schedule the task. 

abort (delete) the scheduling. 

F = 1 is the abort override indicator. Jf set, con-
7 trol will be returned to calling instruction + 1 if 

errors are detected and no error a~dress parameter 
has been provided. 

Word options 

Error address is the return address for errors. 

Task name is the name of the task to be looded end 
initialized. Jt will be converted to a load module 
name by lookup in the Job Program Table (JPT). A 
nonmatch defaults to the task name being used for 
the load module name. A nonexistent field defaults 
to the calling task. 

Priority indicates the priority that is to be given to 
the task being initiated. Priority is a four-digit 
hexodecimal number, the leftmost two digits repre
sent the CP-R dispatcher interrupt number minus X'4F', 
the rightmost two digits represent a CP-R software 
priority in the range X'Q' - X'EF'. The default 
priority is the caller's priority. 

Type completion indicates tfo.e type completion code 
returned by the SCHED call. 

Job name is the four- or eight-charocter name of a 
job in which the task should be initiated. The 
caller's job is the default name. 

Time interval is the period, in seconds, between 
successive INJT calls mr the task. If the value is 
not an integral multiple of five, it is rounded up 
to the next higher integral multiple _five. If this 
parameter is zero or absent, the task will be INITed 
once, at the specified start time. 

account name address Is the address of a two-word 
data block that contains the account name in 
EBCDJC, filled to eight characters with trail ing 
blanlcs. If the account nome is all blanks or numeric 
zero, it is assumed to be unspecified. 

I 



The following defaults pertain to the combinations of disk 
area nane and file account name: ' 

1. If neither account nor area nome is specified, area FP 
with a null account name i!; assumed, to provide back
ward compatibility. 

2. If the account name is specified but the area narne is 
not, the file may be in any public area. (This is the 
la'I1e default as for other services. ) 

3. If the area name is specified but the account name is 
not, the system account name will be used. (This is the 
same default as for other services. ) 

Start time address is the address of a two-word block 

word 0 

which contains the desired time of the first issue of 
the INIT call. The start time block has the fol
lowing format: 

year (whole year) month 
1 2 l" .,. ~ 10 1\,12 13 14 15 .. 17 .1 19 2C. 21 12 23 2. 15 2e 71 18 " x: Jl 

word 1 

I day 
6 5 I. 5 

Note that all fields are binary values in terms of 
calendar date/time; hour is military (0-23), and 
year iswholeyear, i.e., X'7CI' (1985). A special 
TIME call is provided, which retums date/time in 
the above format to facilitate date/time calcula
tions. Any field set to a -1 (all hexadecimal F's) 
will default to the present time (at issuance of 
CAL) for that field. 

If the start time parameter is absent or zero but the 
time interval is present, the task will be INITed 
periodically beginning at one period from the oc
currence of the SCHED CAl. 

INT This function is used to establish BREAK control in 
the calling task's job. The call has the fallowing format: 

CAlI,8 address 

where address points to word 0 of the FPT shown below: 

where 

X'OE' specifies the INT function. 

address is the address to which control will be 
transferred when a BREAK function is received for 
the coller's job. If this field is zero, any pre
vious BREAK control will be removed. 

Note that the user-stack arrangement of registers an'd PSD 
is identical to that used for the TRAP service calls. The 
Trap Retry (TRTY) call is used to return from' the BREAK 
control processing routine, since the interrupted instruc
tion is not executed before the interrupt occurs. 

PC This function is used to set the prompt character for 
the job. The default is no prompt. The call has .... e follow- I 
ing format: 

CAll, I address 

where address points to word 0 of the FPT shown below: 

X'2C' O-------------------------~ Character 
I 2 J .. 50 • '1, 10 11 12 Il I. IS to I" 2C 21 23 2. ~ 26 '21 2"1 3C 31 

where 

X'2C' is the code for the PC call. 

character is the prompt charact,er to be output when 
an input request is received for the terminal. Il
legal EBCDIC characters and lower case ANSClI 
characters are not allowed. 

EXTM This extemal task termination function allows one 
task to terminate another. It has the format 

CAll, 7 address 

where address points to word 0 of the FPT shown below. 

word 0 

optional (PI) 

optional (P3) 

optional (P4) 

Task narne 
1 2 • , 10 11 II 13 ,. Ui 16 17 II " It '1 22 23 24 ~ 26 27 21 " :K 31 

optional (PIO) 

0-----------0 
II 12 I W lS " ., .1 " X 21 22 2l 2S M 7J 2t 29 lC )1 

optional (Pll) 

51. s Id ill" ~a:: :~,e.. "lIS" h :a:,. s .. biB" Ii J 
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optional (P12) 

t , , ,I. s • ,:. id III" ~c: i~,e. H'iI Ji b s: .. B • ,,1& " iI J 
where 

Word 0 

X'49' is the code for the EXTM call. 

Word 1 

is the presence indicator for the error address 
parameter (1 indicates present; 0 indicates absent). 

P3-P 4 are theprelence indicators for the task name 
parameters (1 indicates present; 0 indicates absent). 

PlO is the presence indicatorfor the type completion 
code parameter (1 indicates the type completion 
code is to be posted; 0 indicates no posting). 

P11-P12 are the presence indicators for the job 
name parameters (1 indicates a job name is speci
fled; 0 indicates a job name is not specified). 

Fl is the abnormal termination request (0 means do 
not abort the task; 1 means abort the task). 

F7= 1 is the abort override indi cator • If set, con-
trol wi II be returned to calling instruction + 1 if 
.rrors are detected and no error address parameter 
has been provided. 

Options 

Error address 
found. 

is the return location if errors are 

Task name is the name of the load module for the 
task to be terminated. The caller's load module 
nameisthedefaultname. All tasks inthe same load 
module are terminated. 

Type completion let by CAL process table. 

Job name is the name of the job in which the named 
task is being executed. The caller's job is the 
default name. 

SIGNAL Send data to another task. This function call 
allows a task ta communicate and post data to another 
task. It has the format 

CAll, 7 address 

aptional (PI) 

Error address 
I 11 I 13 'e 15 ~ I I 20 21 ';3 241 3 ~ V H 29 3G 31 

required (P3) 

optional (P4) 

optional (PS) 

optional (P6) 

I~ -,-1-1-'-' -,-,- ~l. ~ignal data ar~ I 
.. ,,1,2 IS .. In. " a .. 126 " H n 54 b .. biZ; " 56 3' 

optional (P7) 

Length Feedback data area 
1 11 1 13 " IS \6 1 1 3' 

optional (PS) 

optional (P9) 

End-action 
1112111415\611' lOl N25J6 3' 

optional (PlO) 

Completion status 
1 11 11 1 14 IS 10 17 I ;r. o.:.ao 29 Xl 31 

optional (Pll) 

optional (Pl2) 

where address points to word 0 of the FPT shown below: Job name 

6 7' 10 1\ 12 1 t4 1$ w. 1 I, 1 Xl 21 Z2 23 .u 15 ltI Xl 21 " Xl 31 

word 0 optional (Pl3) 

l X'43' 
\ • s I. i 

Time interval 
123.,.7. 11 23 2. 2S 20 XI 21 29 3C 31 Il'.lJ .. ~ 2' 

word 1 where 

Word 0 

'4 1 .. 
X'43' specifles the SIGNAL cal!. 
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Word 1 

il the error address parameter presenee indicator 
(0 means absent; 1 means present). 

p.. il the task name (seeond word) parameter presence 
indicator (0 means absent; 1 means present). 

Ps il the elassparameter presenee indicator (0 means 
absent; 1 means present). 

is the data area address parameter presenct in
dicator (0 means absent; 1 means present). 

is the feedback data area address parameter 
presence indicator. 

is the priority parameter presence indicator 
(0 means absent; 1 means present). 

P9 is the end-action parameter presence indicator 
(0 means absent; 1 means present). 

PlO is the type completion parameter presence 
(0 means absent; 1 means present). 

PII-PI2 are the job name parameter presence in-
dicators (0 means absent; 1 means present). 

P13 is the time interval parameter presence indi
cator (0 means absent; 1 means present). 

Fe is the delete on post indicator. Indicates that 
no check will be performed. 

FO=1 lithe long wait indicator. Ifset, the ealling 
task wi II be made a pri me candidate for rollout. 

F3 is the wait indicator. If set to 1, the calling 
task will wait for a post of the SIGNAL service. 

F7= I is the abart override indi cator. If set, con-
trol will be returned to calling instruction + 1 if 
errors are detected and no error address parameter 
has been provided. 

Word options 

&ror address on calls with wait, error address is 
the return for all error completions. On calls 
without wait error is the return address for im
mediate errors. 

Task name is the name of the task being signaled. 
Default is the caller's task. 

Class is a class bit mask. Default is X'FFFF '. 
Class is used to separate different types of signals 
to a signaled task. It is used in conjunction with 
a similar class bit mask supplied with the POLL 
service. The signal is only accepted if one or 
mare one bits in the two class masks compare. 

Signal data area is the address of word 0 of a data 

word 1 

area to be made available to the signaled task. 
The data area format is as follows: 

Reserved 
to 11 U 13 ,. IJ .. 17 II 1 JQ 21 n 22 at zs iii Z1 ZI 19 30 31 

word 2 (user defined area) 

word n (user defined area) : 

I. i i 51 ••• ,:., miiliibaU: .. i7iiWIi6,",25I,d3Si17liii4S6J 

where length n is the number of words (from 1-177) in the 
data area. Short data creca cre recommended. 

Length and feedback data area address the number 
of words and first word address of an area avail
able for receipt of any data sent by the signaled 
task at POST time. The area will be in the same 
format as the Signal data area abave, with the 
number of data words returned given in the first 
byte. If the feedback area is smaller than the 
passed data area only the number of words speci
fied in this word of the SIGNAL FPT will be 
moved. The remainder of the data is lost. 

The feedback data is stored on return from a SIG
NAlwith wait (F3=I)or upon return from aCHECK 
of a campleted SIGNAL. 

If no feedback option is used, any passed data is 
discarded. 

Priority is the priority of the SIGNAL. Used on 
POll's to control the order of input tothesignaled 
task. Default is the caller's priority. 

I and End-action is the primary task end action op-
ti on, as follows: 

1=00 end action is an address for POST to BAl 
to. 

=01 interrupt address to be triggered by POST. 

=10 interrupt label to be triggered by POST. 

Type completion, BUSY, and Completion status: 

BUSY=1 if service is in process. 

=0 when the service is complete. 

Type completion and completion status is set by 
the signaled task. If the completion word is not 
provided, the type campletion and completion 
status are not avai lable to the signaling task. 

Job name is the four- or eight-charader name of 
the job to which the signaled task belongs. De-
fault is the call.'s job. • .... 

Time is the maximum number of seconds to be al-
lowed between the SIGNAL and campletion of the 
lerviee. If a time int.val is nat provided, the 
service will never be timed-out. 

The signoled task must exist at SIGNAL time. Standard 
'CHECK colis are used with SIGNAL without wait. 
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POLL Request receipt of dota from another task. This 
function call requests the input of the highest priority SIG
NAL. It has the format: 

CAll, 7 address 

where addr .. points 10 word 0 of tne FPT shown below. 

WocdO 

word 1 

optional (PI) 

optional (P5) 

I? I 2 ill •• ,I .. Ib ill 12 15 I. ~I .. If Ii .. 116 ;I:,:::;~ 61 .... II J 
optional (P7) 

optional (P9) 

End-action 
I 11 12 13 14 11 \6 17 I I X 31 

optional (Pl0) 

0----------- 0 
I I, 13 , .. U l6 I I,", lC 21 

optional (P13) 

Time Interval 
• J • 10 11 12 13 I .. 1.5 .. 17 'I " JC 'I 23)4.5 J6 11 21 2'9 :Xl 3! 

where 

Word 0 

X'.f5' specifies a POLL function. 

SIGNAlldentificotion 
quent POST. 

Word 1 

stored by CP-R for subse-

is the error address parameter presence indicator 
(0 means absent; , means present). 
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P 5 is the class parameter presence indi cator (Omeans 
absent; 1 means present). 

is the data area address and length parameter 
indicator (0 means absent; 1 means present). 

is the end action parameter presence indicator 
(0 means absent; 1 means present). 

Pl0 is the type completion parameter indicator 
(0 means absent; I means present). 

P13 is the time interval parameter presence indica-
tor (0 means absent; 1 means present). 

Fo= 1 is the long wait indicator; makes secondary 
task a prime candidate for rol/-out. 

Frl immediate POLL only. If set, ~ attempt is 
mode to satisfy the POLL with a matching SIGNA L. 
If no match is found, an error code is retumed and 
the service is completed. 

Fr' wait for SIGNAL. 

F i= 1 Is the abort override i ndi cator. If set, con-
trol wi 1/ be retumed to calling instruction + 1 if 
errors are detected and no error address parameter 
has been provided. 

Word options 

Error address is the location to return to if immtdi-
ate enors are detected. Used for all errors on 
POLL calls with wait. 

Class mask is a bit pattem for selective palling. 
The mask is logically ANDed with the class field 
in the signal. If the result contains all zero, the 
signal is not selected. Thedefault is X'FFFF'. 

Data area address and length is the length and loca-

word 1 

cation of an area where any data attached to the 
signal will be stored. A maximum of 'Iength'words 
will be moved, the format of which fallows: 

word 2 (Data from signaling tcsk) 

I", ".,. ,:,' .",,,.",;",,,,",,,,:,~,", •• J 
word n (Data from signaling task) 

The 'ength in the dota area is the actual length 
attached to the signal. (Length is from 1-127.) 

I 

--



/ 

( 

o· 

1 emf end-oc:tion 
follows: 

is the primary task _ action as 

1=00 

=01 

=10 

end action is a BAl address to use when 
a SIGNAL is received. 

interrupt address to be triggered when a 
SIGNAL is received. 

interrupt label to be triggered when a 
SIGNAL is received. 

Type completion and BUSY is as follows: 

BUSY=l 

=0 

if service is in process. 

if service is complete. 

Time interval is the maximum number of seconds al-
lowed to satisfy the POLL. If no time is provided, 
the POLL will not be timed out. 

Standard CHECK calls are used with a POll. The SIGNAL 
identifier in word 0 is used by CP-R on the POST to locate 
the SIGNAL to be posted, and must be provided on the POST 
call by the signaled task. Subsequent POlls will not cause 
the same SIGNAl to be delivered. 

When a SIGNAL occurs, the POLL call will be posted (but 
not the SIGNAL). If the level of the polling task is equal 
to or greater than the signaling task priority, the signal
Ing task wi II be interrupted and the poll ing task dispatched. 

POST Posts the completion of a SIGNAL service. The 
function has the format 

CAll,7 address 

where address points to word 0 of the FPT shown below: 

ward 0 

X'0i6' SIG NAl identification 
10 12 I" IS 16 1 I 1 '" 1 • 25 

ward 1 

I , 

optional (PI) 

I~-\-.-.I-'-J-' ~I. : &ror address : I 
10 "Ill '3 .. u" '7 •• "Iii ZI 22 b .. 2J JO )7121" is 31 

optional (P3) 

Task name 
• J • , 11 12 Il I" IS .. 17 ... t lC' 21 ~25 If :.:J II 

optional (P4) 

Task name 
3 • 5 • 7 • 10 II 12 II ~ 15 .. D II t9 JD 21 12 2J 21 

optional (P6) 

10----0 Data area address 
10 11 12 13 W IS .. I 1 tt Xl I 22 13 2. 25 26 21 lG Jl 

optional (Pl0) 

Completion stotus 
10 11 I I ... 1$ .. 17' 20 21 2~ ~ 2'9 X 31 

optional (Pll) 

Job name 
o I 2 ...5 6 '1 • , to II 12 13 14 15 16 11 II 122 3' 

optional (PI2) 

Job name 
1 2 'S 6 to II l' 1) '.I 15 16 17 I' 10 21 

where 

Word 0 

X'46' specifies the POST function. 

SIGNAL identification specifies the SIGNAL to 
be posted and must be provided by the caller from 
the POll service. 

Word 1 

is the error address parameter presence indicator 
(0 means absent; 1 means present). 

P3-P 4 are the task name parameter presence indi-
cators (0 means absent; 1 means present). 

P 6 is the dato area address parameter presence in-
dicator (0 means absent; 1 means present). 

PlO is the type ccmpletion parometer presence in-
dicator (0 means absent; 1 means present). 

Pll-P12 are the job name parameter presence indi-
cators (0 means absent; 1 means present). 

F7=1 is the abort override indicator. If set, control 
will be returned to calling instruction + 1 if errors 
are detected and no error address parameter has 
been provided. 

Word options 

mor address is the location to return on errors . 

Task nome is the four- ar eight-choracter name of 
the task to which SIGNAL wos sent. Default is 
the caller's task. This option allows the user to 
SIGNAL tosk A, poll from task B, but post from 
another task, e. 9 ., task C. 
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Data area address is the IDeation of fHdboclc data. 
Data area format il CII follows: 

word 1 

word 2 (Data to signal ing task 

I, , , ". , . ,: i , ""',, " .. ,,~. " " ". I, " .:" ... , ... ..I 
word n (Data to signaling task 

.. s. .' 10 , I I. IJ ,. 15 1& 17 'I " 2C 11 :t2 n '41 is Z6 11 '" " 

length, in words, is from 1-127. 

Type completion, BUS Y and Campletion status is as 
follows: 

On entry BUSY must be 0, meaning service 
complete. 

Type completion is the code to be posted in the 
signal and eventually back to the signaling tasks 
FPT type completion word. If the Type completion 
word is absent, a code of X'Ol' will be posted in 
the signal. 

Job name is the four- or eight-c:haracter name of 
the job in which the task in P3,4 resides. Default 
is the caller's jab. Jab name is not used if P3, P4 
are zero. 

POST is an immediate service and does not use CHECK calls. 
Users should avoid completion codes FO-FF which are used 
for special purposes by CP-R. 

ENQ Obtain the right to use a controlled item. The 
ENQ function allows tasks to gain exclusive or shared ac
cess to a controlled item. The item is user defined and 
could be a table, a piece of equipment, a file, or anything 
which for logical or physical reasons cannot be used by two 
tasks at the same time. The call has the format 

CAL 1,7 address 

where address points to word 0 of the FPT shown below. 

word 0 

word 1 
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: 

optional (P1) 

I? -, -,-,-,-. -,-. ~ I . 
required (P3) 

Controll ed item name . , . II 12 &l ,. I) ~ I 

required (P4) 

Control item name 

optional (P8) 

10 
6 i 16 iilll IS I. ~1.. I. 

Priority I 
II 'fhe 21 h bin B a 1115 Ji Ii 51 i iii s • Ii 

optional (P9) 

optional (P10) 

Type compl. 0 
J .. S • II 12 1 ,. 15 16 11 I 1 20 2' 22 23 2. 2~ leo 27 1')0 31 

optional (P13) 

Time interval 
, I II 12 11 ,. 1~ .. 17 I I 11 2 23 14 1!1 16 77 21 JC 31 

where 

Word 0 

X'4C' lpecifies the ENQ function. 

Word 1 

is the error address parameter presence indicator 
(0 means absent; 1 means present). 

is the priority pnometer presence indicatar 
(0 means abient; 1 means present). 

il the end-oc:tion parameter pres~ indicotor 
(0 means abient; 1 means present). 

P10 is the type completion parameter indicator 
(0 means abient; 1 means present). 

P13 il the time inhlrwl parameter p'esence indi-
cator (0 means abient; 1 means p'esent). 



I" 
( 

FO = 1 Isalong waitoption making the l'alka prime 
candidate for roll-out. 

F = 1 
1 

=0 

Is a s)'ltem level controlled item. 

is a job-level controlled item. 

F2 = 1 is an immediate acquisition option. If the 
resource is not ovailable the service retums to 
caller with an error. 

is the wait indicator for completion. 

is a shared acquisition. 

is an exclusive acquisition. 

F = 1 is the abort override indicator. If set, con-
7 trol will be retumed to calling instruction + 1 if 

errors are detected and no error address paraneter 
has been prov ided . 

Word options 

Error address is the locotion to return to if immed-
iate errors are detected. Also used on all errors 
on ENQ calls with wait option. 

Priority is the relative priority of the request, as a 
hardware and software priority. Default is the 
caller's priority level. Priority is used only when 
multiple ENQs are outstanding on a controlled item 
when it is DEQed. 

I and end action 
follows: 

is the primary task end action as 

1=00 

= 01 

= 10 

end action is a BAl exldress to use when 
the ENQ is posted. 

end action is an exldress to be triggered 
when the ENQ is posted. 

end action is a label to be triggered 
when the ENQ is posted. 

Type completion and BUSY is as follows: 

BUSY = 1 

=0 

if service is in process. 

if service is completed. 

Time interval is the maximum number ofsemnds that 
the caller will wait for the ENQ to be satisfied. If 
not specified, the ENQ will not be timed out. 

Afteracalleris given a normal type completion on an ENQ, 
he must DEQ or his acquisition will remain until his task 
terminates. 

Once a shared acquisition has been mexle, exlditional shared 
acquisitions will be allowed, while exclusive acquisitions 
will be queued awaiting a DEQ by all shared users. Once 
on exclusive ENQ has been queued, only higher priority 

shared ENQs will be allowed to acquir. the device: Exclusive 
acquisitions always cause all following ENQs to be queued 
for posting when the Item is Of Qed. Standard CHECK calls 
are used with ENQ. 

DEQ Release the right to use a controlled item. This 
function call allows the caller to release control of a pre
viously acquired controlled item, and has the format 

CAll, 7 address 

where exldress paints to word 0 of the FPT shown below: 

word 0 

ward 1 

optional (Pl) 

requ ired (P3) 

Controlled item name 
• 5 • 11 12 13 1. lS Wt I II 11:1 JI 7121 31 

required (P4) 

Control I ed item name 
l 4 5 , I 11 12 13 I. 15 .. 17 II tf 2l 1. 25 36 'D 28 Xl 31 

optional (Pl0) 

where 

X'4D' specifies a OEQ call. 

P 1 is the error addr ... parametet pr.ence i ndi ca-
tor (0 means absent; 1 means present). 

P 10 is the type completion parameter presence in-
dicator (0 means absent; 1 means present). 

fl=1 is a system level controlled item. 

=0 is a job level controlled item. 
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F7 = 1 Is the abort override Jncficator. If Nt, 
control will be returned 10 coli ing instruction + 1 
If errors are detected and no error addr .. param
eter has been provided. 

Word options 

Error address is the address to return to If errors 
are detected on the service call. 

Controlled item name is the eight-charocter name 
of the item being released. It must previously 
have been ENQed successfully. 

Type completion contains the code describing the 
disposition of the service, including any error 
codes. 

DEQ is an immediate service and is not subject to CHECK. 
DEQ automatically posts the highest priority waiting ENQs 
which con be satisfied. 

TRAP This function call has the form 

CAll,8 address 

where address points 10 word 0 of the FPT shown below. 

word 0 

X'14' 
1 ,. 5 • 

wordl 

Trap address 
20 21 

1 -

31 

Abort Trap Permit Ignore 

where 

Word 0 

X'14' is the code for the TRAP coIl. 

Trap address is the address in the user program that 
receives the requested traps. The address is op
tional unless it is the initial call and one of the 
trap bits is set. The address must lie in the call
ing program's portion of memory. 

Bits 1-8 are the Abort flags specifying which traps 
are to be handled by the system. 

Bits 9-16 are the Trap flags specifying which traps 
are to be handled by the user's trap hondler. 

Bits 22-23 are the Permit flags specifying that the 
decimal or arithmetic mask in the PSD is to be set 
10 that these traps are perm itted. 
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Bits 30-31 are the Ignore Rags specifying that the 
decimal or arithmetic mask in the PSD is to be set 
10 that these traps are ignored. 

The Abort, Trap, Permit, and 'rnore fields specify the 
changes to be made in the disposition of trap occurrences. 

The bits in these fields have the following significance: 

UA 
WDG 

NAO 

Ul 

PS 

FP 

User Task Abort (X'SO') 

Watchdog Timer 

Nonallowed operation 

Unimplemented Instruction 

Pushdown stock limit 

Floating-point arithmetic 

DEC Decimal arithmetic 

FX Fixed-point arithmetic 

If a cantrol bit has value 1, the trap is to be handled as 
specified. Avalue of zero specifies that no change is to 
be made in the handling of that trap. The fields are pro
cessed from left to right (Abort, Trap, Permit, Ignore), 
with the last-processed code overriding any previously 
processed code. 

If a given trap condition has a control bit value of 1 in 
both the Abort and Trap fields, the Trap bit will over
ride the Abort bit and the user will receive the trap, 
since the Trap bit is the last one processed. 

JTRAP This function call allows the user to specify job 
level trap controls. The call has the format 

CAL 1 , 7 address 

where address points to word 0 of the FPT shown below 

word 0 

word 1 

-Abort Trap Permit Ignore 

where 

Word 0 

X'SO' is the code for the JTRAP call. ~ 

Trap address is the address of the user's trap hand I er • 
The address is optional unless it is the initial call 
and one of the trap bits is set. The address must 
lie in the calling load module portion of memory 
and will be used for all traps from within the job. 
Separate trap addresses are maintoined for primary 
and secondary tasks within a job. 



( 

Word 1 

Bits 1-8 .. the Abort flags specifying which traps 
are to be handled by the system. 

Bits 9-16 are the Trap flags specifying which traps 
are to be handled by the user's trap handler. 

Bits 22-23 are the Permit flags specifying that the 
decimal or arithmetic mask in the PSD is to be set 
10 that these traps are permitted. Note that the 
callers PSD is the only one affected. 

Bits 30-31 are the Ignore flags specifying that the 
decimal or arithmetic mask in the PSD is to be set 
10 that these traps are ignored. Note that the 
callers PSD is the only one affected. 

The Abort, Trap, Permit, and Ignore fields specify 
the changes to be made in the disposition of trap 
occurrences • 

The bits in these fields have the following significance: 

UA User abort 

WDG Watchdog Timer 

NAO Nonallowed operation 

UI Unimplemented Instruction 

PS Pushdown stack lim it 

FP Floating-point arithmetic 

DEC Decimal arithmetic 

FX Fixed-point arithmetic 

If a control bit has value 1, the trap is to be handled 
as specified. A value of zero specifies that no change 
is to be mode in the handling of that trap. The fields 
are processed from left to right (Abort, Trap, Permit, 
Ignore), with the last-processed code overriding any 
previously processed code. 

If a given trap condition has a control bit value of 
in both the Abort and Trap fields, the Trap bit will 
override the Abort bit and the user will receive the 
trap, since the Trap bit is the last one processed. 

The user abort bit UA is used in conjunction with the 
other bits. If a condition occurs that causes an abort 
(such as a trap handled by the system) the user will 
get control after the error messages but before the 
abort sequence. This will allow him to try a re
covery procedure. The trap address (X'«l', X''''', 
etc.) is placed in the top ward of the user's task. 
The user abort wi II occur for all traps, incorrect calls 
(trap X'SO'), and other major problems. If the user's 
recovery has been successful, he can continue exe
cution; if not, he can abort the trapped tasks. The 
user shall take care ,to determine that his recovery 
has been successful since CP-R will allow a retum on 
an unsuccessful recovery. 

TITY The trap retry function call is of the form 

CAll, 7 address 

where address points to ward 0 of the FPT shown below 

ward 0 

This function returns to the instruction that trapped for re
try. This can be used if the user feels he has corrected 
the problem in his trap handler. 

TEXIT The trap exit function call is of the form 

CAll, 7 oddress 

where address points to ward 0 of the FPT shown below 

word 0 

X'SF' 
i 11. i • 

This function performs an EXIT from within a trap handler 
routi ne. For secondary tasks, this wi II resu It in a STOP 
function. 

TITN This function call (trap return) is of the form 

CALl,9 S 

No FPT is used. Return is to the trapped instruction + 1. 

EXIT This function call is of the form 

CALl,9 

No FPT is used. 

For secondary tasks this call causes termination, and for 
primaries it exits and clears the interrupt level. 

EXOl The Exit Disarmed function call, available to 
primary tasks only, has the form 

CAll, 9 X'A' 

No FPT is used. 

EXDA performs like an EXIT except that the primary task's 
Interrupt is left in the disarmed state. "" .. 
TERII This function call is of the form 

CAll, 9 8 

No FPT is used. If the call is given by a background 
program, control is returned to the Job Control Processor. 
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If the call is given by a foreground program, the program 
is tenninated. 

ABORT This function call is of the fonn 

CAll, 9 3 

No FPT is used. 

CONNECT,lRM,DISARM,DISCONNECT 
tion, Deletion, Start, ond Stop) 

(Primary Task Crea-

These functions connect a task to an interrupt level or a 
processing routine to a CAl2, 3, or 4; arm an interrupt 
level; disarm on interrupt level; or disconnect a task from 
an interrupt level or CAL processing routine. The task 
associated with the affected interrupt need nat be in the 
same load module or job as the task executing the CAL. 
The co 115 have the format 

CAll,S address 

where address points to word 0 of the FPT shown below. 

word 0 

word 1 

TCB address 

Note: Bit 3 of word 1 can be either AI or DE. 

optional (PI) 

Register block XPSD address/Start address 

optional (P2) 

optional (P3) 

optional (2 words) (PS in word 0) 
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optional (2 words) (P6 in word 0) 

Job name 

optional (P7 in word 0) 

6\231.56' •• 

where 

t 

Word 0 

Cade X'03' specifies DISCONNECT or DISARM; 
X'04' specifies CONNECT or ARM. 

Ps is the Task name option presence indicator. 

P 6 is the Job name option presence indicator. 

is the Type completion presence indicator. 

Frl is the abort override indicator. If set, control 
will be returned to calling instruction + 1 if errors 
are detected and na error address parameter has 
been provided. 

indicates that the address (12 = 0), or the label 
(12 = 1), of the interrupt is specified in Interrupt 
address/labe I. 

Int. addr./labeI/CAl addr. is the hexadecimal ad-
dress for the interrupt or CAL. 

Label is the two-character EBCDIC name for a 
label. 

Word 1 

Is the CONNECT and DISCONNECT indicator. 
If the service is CONNECT, PI also is the XPSD/ 
Start address parameter presence indicator. If 
PI = 1, a connection or disconnection is performed; 
if PI = 0, an ARM or DISARM is perfo""ed. P, 
must = 1 if the address is that of a CAl2, 3, or 4. 

P
2 

is the MTW/clock value parameter presence in-
dicator (0 means absent; 1 means present). 

is the error address parameter pres.-.ce i ndi cator 
(0 means absent; 1 means present). • 

AJt wflen connecting a CAL. indicates that the ad-
dress increment option on a CAL is desired. In this 
case, the entry address wi II be the contents of the 

Bit 3 of word 1 can be either AI or DE. 

r 



( 

'. 

R field from the CAL added to the Uler'l ltart 
address. Therefore, the user must provide a 
16-word table of entry points at the start address 
on the basis of o~ne per R value. 

DEt when connecting an interrupt, specifies that 
the interrupt is to be disabled (DE = 1), or enabled 
(DE = 0). This parameter is only used on ARM 
and CONNECT to an interrupt. 

DI specifies that the connection is to be direct 
(01 = 1) or central (01 = 0). 

CI specifies that the task is to be entered with the 
clock group inhibit set (CI = 1) or reset (CI = 0). 

II specifies that the task is to be entered with the 
VO group inhibit set (II = 1) or reset (II = 0). 

EI specifies that the task is to be entered with the 
external group inhibit set (EI = 1) or reset (EI = 0) •• 

MS specifies that the task is to be entered in 
master mode (MS = 0) or slave mode (MS = 1). 

OM specifies that the task is to be entered with 
the decimal mask set (OM = 1) or reset (OM = 0). 

AM specifies that the task is to be entered with the 
arithmetic mask set (AM = 1) or reset (AM = 0). 

NR is the ,.,mber of registers to be saved upon oc-
currence of the interrupt (if connection is central). 
Value 0 is used to denote that 16 registers are to 
be saved. Registers are saved beginning with reg
ister Oand at least four registers must be saved. If 
a task uses CAlls, registers through R 10 should be 
saved in case error exits cause RB and R 10 to be 
altered. 

TCB address contains the TCB address for central 
connection. For direct connection, this portion 
of word 1 is unused. For interrupt, the TCB 
should be 26 words long. Central CAL connec
tions need an eight-word TCB. The TCB address 
must be a doubleword address. 

Word Options 

legister block is the register block pointer to be 
used by the task when a central connection is 

tBit 3 of word 1 can be either AI or DE. 

IpKlfied. The specified register block pointer 
Is in the PSO used to enter the task. The effect 
ts the same as If the task executed LRP instruc
tions at entry and exit. The context saving and 
switching prior to task entry and af:'er the task 
EXITs is always executed using register block 
zero. 

XPSO/Start address if the task is directly con-
nected, this word is the address of the XPSD 
instruction to be used to enter the task. The 
XPSD instruction fumished will be stored in the 
interrupt location by the CONNECT function. 
If the task is centrally connected, this word 
contains the start address of the primary task. 

MTW/Clock value is the value (in units of the 
clock's resolution) to which the clock is to be 
set in the case of a centrally 'connected counter
equals-zera interrupt. An MTW -1 instruction 
wi II be used to decrement the va lue fumished. 

For directly connected, counter-equals-zera in
terrupts, this word should contain the actual 
Modify and Test Word instruction which is to 
be stored in the corresponding count pulse 10-
cotion. For both types of connections, a clock 
parameter is required unless the interrupt is be
ing reconnected (i. e., is connected when the 
CAL is initiated). In this case, no change will 
be made to the clock pulse interrupt location 
if P

2 
= O. 

Error address is the entry address to the user's errar 
handling rautine if the monitor encounters any 
error in processing the call and is unable to com
plete the requested function. If no error address 
is provided, 'trap SO' is simulated. Error address 
will be used for all returns but normal. A type 
completion option can be used to determine the 
exact error source. 

Task name is the name with which the task is to be 
associated, and must occupy two words. The task 
will use the PCB associated with the load module 
having this task name and will be terminated in a 
group with the other tasks usi n9 the task name and 
PCB (i.e., the other task connected into the load 
module). The caller's task is the default name. 
The connection will not be performed if the load 
module with the specified task name has not been 
loaded or is in termination. -s. 

Job name is the name of the job in which the task 
resides and must occupy two words. The caller's 
job is the default name. 

Type completion is the code describing the status 
of the service call. 
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Clock interrupt connections are always ta the counter
equals-zero interrupt. Interruptaddress/label cannat con
tain a clock pulse level. UIe of clock", CT, and HI inter
rupts is restricted and is to be used only by the monitor. 

On clock counter-equals-zero connects, the MTW is moved 
automatically to the clock pulse, or an MTW -1 is stared 
in the clock pulse and the clock value is stored in a fixed 
real memory location for the clock level (K:ClOCKI, 
K:ClOCK2, and K:ClOCK3). The values in K:ClOCKI-3 
will be moved to the actual counter location (ClKI-3) on 
the central connection each time the task is entered, which 
will be via ClKISAVE-ClK3SAVE. If a direct connection 
is used, the user must reset his counter. If a central con
nection with a clock value is used, the user need nat per
form any resetting. 

Successful processing will return to the instruction following 
connect. If on error address is specified, all other comple
tions wi II exit to the error address. 

DISCONNECT frees the interrupt location, making the 
level available for ony tosk. 

Parameters 01 to TCB, XPSD/Start address, and MTW/Clock 
value are only used on CONNECT. DE is used on ARM and 
CONNECT. Interrupt label, Code and PI - P6 flags must 
always be provided. Error oddress, Task name, and Job 
name are options used by all services. These services are 
only avai lable to foreground tasks. 

If the interrupt or CA l is connected when a CONNECT CA l 
is performed, the current connection must be to the same 
task as the new one being requested. 

Once a CONNECT or DISCONNECT is in progress from 
one task, a CONNECT or DISCONNECT from a higher 
priority task to the same interrupt is not allowed unti I the 
original one is complete. An error code wi II be given to 
the second caller chronologically. 

Once a CAL routine is connected, a cal I by any task wi I I 
cause entry to the connected code. CAL processing will be 
done using the PCB and TCB of the calling task. If the CAL 
processor does CP-R service calls (CAlls), CP-R will per
form the service for the original colling task. 

For example, if a CA l2 processing routine does oTERM, the 
colling task isterminated, nat the CAL processing routine. 

EXIT will couse the coller to become idle. The user's 
CAL processor should clear the temp stack of the PSD 
and registers saved by the central CAL connection prior 
to the EXIT. 
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The CALRTNfunction should be used to exit from centrally 
connected CAL2, 3, and .. processing. CAlRTN will clean 
the user's Temp Stock of CAL linkage words. ' 

In direct connections, the CAL processing routine is respon
sible for all reentroney and r8tuming control to the caller. 

The format of the stock upon entry to centrolly connected 
CAL processing routines is shown in Figure 6. TCSs for 
centrally connected CALs are shown in Figure 7. The con
dition codes at entry to centrally connected CAls contoin 
the 'R I field from the CAL instruction. 

Previous tap 
of stock -----

New top of 
stack ---

PSD WOfd 0 

PSD WOfd I 

RO 

Rl 

(Registers 2 through 14) 

Rl5 

Figure 6. User Temp Stack Format at 
CA l Processor Entry 

TCB +0 

+1 

+2 

+3 

+4 

+5 

+6 

+7 

Saved PSD 

Intermediate PSD 
(Address = TCB+4) Disable 

STD, RO CAL Registers 

BAl, Rl CAlENTR¥" 

Entry PSD 

Figure 7. TCB for Centrally Connected CAls 



CALIITII The CALRTN function call il used by centrally 
connected CAL2, 3, and " processing routines to retum 
to the calling tcsk at the it'lltNction following the call. 
CALRTN has the format 

CAll, 7 address 

where address points to word 0 of the FPT shown below. 

word 0 

0--------------------------0 
I , )() 11 12 13 l4 lo!I l6 11 .... 20 " 22 23 24 25 ~ • n 

where X '60' is the code for the CAlRTN call. 

ENABLE,DISABLE,TRIGGER 
Commands) 

(lnternJpt Controlling 

11 

These function calls (available only to the foreground) are 
of the form 

CAll,S address 

where address points to word 0 of the FPT shown below. 

word 0 

Code Interrupt address/label 
3 .. J , 24 ,. 

optional (PI I ) 

0---------0 Error address 
.. .5 • 7 

where 

Word 0 

Code = X'DO' 

= X'OI' 

= X'02' 

10 11 12 1 ,. '5 1~ 17 'I I 2C,' 2 3 2.. 5 

lpecifies trigger. 

lpecifies disable. 

specifies enable. 

is the Error address parameter presence indi
cator (0 means absent; I means present). 

,. 

specifies that either the address (12 = 0), or the 
lobe I (12 = I), of the interrupt is specified in In
terrupt address/label. 

InternJpt address 
Interrupt. 

is the hexadecimal address of an 

Label is a two-c:haracter EBCDIC name for a lobe I. 

Word Option 

Error address is the entry address to the user's error 
handling routine if the monitor encounters any error 
in processing the call and is unable to camplete the 

requested function. If no error address is provided, 
the monitor will process an ABORT return. 

START Begin executing a secondary task. This functior 
call removes a secondary task from idle state following a 
STOP call. The call has the form 

CAll, 7 address 

where address points to word 0 of the FPT shown below. 

word 0 

-----------------------0 
II 12 13 14 IS 16 "1 I 20 21 22 2J 25 20 27, lE 1'9 X J. 

word 1 

optional (PI) 

required (P3) 

optional (P4) 

optional (PIO) 

optional (Pll) 

t'5S""':' 
optional (P12) 

Job name 
l' 12 Il ,. 15 "I I' 20 21 

where 

Word 0 

X'4A' specifies the START function. 

Word 1 

is the error address parameter presence indi
cator (0 means absent, I means present). 
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P4 is the task name parameter presence indicator 
and is one if an eight-character task name is 
provided. 

PlO is the type completion code parameter indica-
tor (0 means absent; 1 means present). 

PII-PI2 are the job name parameter presence indi-
cators (0 means absent; 1 means present). 

ry =1 is the abort override indicator. If set, can-
trol will be returned to calling instruction + 1 if 
errors are detected and no error oddress parameter 
has been provided. 

Word Options 

Word options are the same as for STOP below. 

STOP Stop executing a secondary task. Thisfunction al-
lows a secondary task to place itself or another task in a 
stopped state. It has the format 

CALl,7 address 

where address points to word 0 of the FPT shown below. 

word 0 

------------------------0 
11 12 13 '4 15 l6 I ,I 19 XI 21 .. 

optional (PO in word 0) 

optional (PI) 

Error address 
1 11 12 13 I. 15 to 17 'I " 2t 21 22 2l 2. lS 26 T1 JIlJl 

opt iona I (P3 ) 

optional (N) 

t I 231 ••• ,:. 101l112!~~.:':~Il,I2021hB: .. B .. ZiIIiH30J 
optional (PI0) 

optional (Pl1) 

optional (PI2) 

I. i i 31. S. ,:., killll2~~ .. ~; .. 141262Iiiil: .. iS .. f1IH"2J 
where 

~ 
X'4B' specifies the STOP function. 
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Po is the presence indicator for word 1 (0 means 
absent; ll11eC1ns present). If Po =0 then the STOP 
applies to the calling task. ' 

Word 1 

is the error address parameter presence indica
tor (0 means absent; 1 means present). 

P3-P 4 are the task nome parameters presence indi-
cators (0 means absent; 1 means present). 

PlO is the type completion parameter presence in-
di cat or (0 means absent; 1 means present). 

PI1-PI2 are the job name parameter presence in-
di cators (0 means absent; 1 means present). 

FO=1 is the long wait indicator making the normal 
secondary task a prime candidate for roll-out. 

Frl is the abort override indicator. If set, control 
wi II be returned to calling instruction + 1 if errors 
are detected and no error address parameter has 
been provided. 

Word Options 

Error address is the return address if errors are de-
fected in service processing. 

Task name is the four- or eight-character name of 
the secondary task to be stopped. Defou It is the 
coller's task. 

Type completion is the completion code for the ser-
vice including the error code, if any. 

Job name is the four- or eight-character name of 
the job in which the tosk resides. Default is the 
co lIer's job. 

STATUS ,MODIFY Obtain and modify task controls. 
ST ATUS is a function ca II that allows the calling task to 
obtain task control data. MODIFY is a function call that 
allows certain secondary task controls to be modified. The ea" has the form "" 

• 
CAll, 7 address 

where address paints to word 0 of the FPT shown below. 

word 0 

o 
10 11 U 13 .. IS 16 11 It 1 ~ 21 22 Zl 24 2$ l6 27 21 29 3C 31 



( 

word 1 

0---------------
II 201 23~ 

optional (PI) 

optional (P3) 

optional (P4) 

I: I 2 ,1. 3 6 ,: •• 16 ill" i!~~::a;: .. 1* 11 b HI,. B SO iilM" 36 J 
optional (PS) 

optional (PIO) 

Completion status 
11 11 13 I .. 15 .. 1 I 11 1 ll! II 

opti ona r (P 11 ) 

optional (PI2) 

Job name 
.. 5 6 ,. 10 II 12 IJ I .. 15. Ie 17 '1 If,le 21 22 13 24 .15 26 '17 II 1f 1C 31 

optional (PI4) 

I 2 • 5 • 

where 

Word 0 

Code = X'4E' 

= X'4F' 

Word I 

specifies STATUS function. 

specifies MODIFY function. 

" II 

is the error address parc.neter presence indicator 
(0 mecrls absent; I means present). 

P:;P4 are the task name parameter presence indi-
cators (0 mecrls absent; I means present). 

PSis the flags and priority parameter presence incJi
cator (0 means absent; 1 mecrls present). 

P 10 Is the type completion parameter p...:sence in-
dicator (0 means absent; I means present). 

PII-PI2 are the fob name parameter presence in-
dicators (0 means absent; 1 means present). 

P 14 is the optional account name parameter pres-
ence indicator (0 means absent; I means present). 

F7=1 is the abort override indicator. Jf set, con-
trol will be returned to calling instruction + 1 if 
errors are detected and no error address parameter 
has been provided. 

Word Options 

Error address is the location to return to if errors 
are detected in the service. 

Task name is the name of the task whose controls 
are being fetched or modified. Default is the 
caller's task. 

Flags cre as follows: 

Bits Value Meaning 

0 Task in final termination. 

Task connected to CAL2. 

2 Task connected to CAL3. 

3 Task connected to CAL4. 

4 Background task. 

5 Secondary task. 

6 Task being aborted. 

7 0 Task initiated via RUN. 

Task initiated via JNIT. 

S Load to be performed. 

9 Public Library used by primary tasks. 

10 Public Library used by secondary tasks. 

11 Release to be performed. 

12 Control sequence requested. 

13 Task is loaded. 

14 Task is run queued. 

15 Break control requested. 

Priority is the current task priorityof the task as out-
put from STATUS. On a MOO1FY call, it is thepri
ority to which the caller wishes to change the task. 

Type completion is the completion code for the ser-
vice, including error codes. 

Job name is the four- or eight-character name of 
the job to which the secondary task belongs. De
bit is the caller's job. 
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account name address is the address of a fi."e word 

word 0 

word 1 

word 2 

data block that will receive theaccount and name 
catOciated with the JOB. The tOrmat of this block 
is shown below. 

• s • II J1 Il I' 1 .. I 

I Nl 
b j J fa ,\. 16 ~I~ Il .. ,1 " II ~! li " .J,. B • ~! .. is J 

I 

I 

word 3 

N5 1. i6 ~~ IS ,. J. " II ~I~ 11 » J. 21 .. ~~ .. is J • i i Ie •• 
word 4 

N9 ,I. 
10 ~II'?i5 I. J. " 11~11~ " » J,. n .. ~~: .. is J • , 51l •• 

where 

A. 
I 

are the EBCDIC characters nam ing the account. 

N. are the EBCDIC characters in the user name. 
I 

A task whose priority is modified to a higher level may not 
be capable of being dispatched at that level until the hard
ware interrupts drop back to the tasks previous level. This 
is the case if it was in execution when some higher priority 
interrupt caused it to be interrupted, and the modify call 
was dane at this higher level. 

If a STATUS call has PII-PI2 but not P3-P4, the current 
task's status will be acquired, including the job name which 
will be stored in the Job name parameter. 

For STATUS calls only, if Pl4 is set, the account and user 
names for the current JOB will be stored in the five word 
data block. This parameter is not used by the MODIFY call. 

lASTER, SLAVE Th.e function calls (available only 
to the foreground) are of the form 

CAll, 5 address 

where address points to word 0 of the FPT shown below. 
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word 0 

I. i~S ,1~. iOlIl"b"'il"b""liii'BB:"B"61.H*,~ 
where 

Code = X'07' specifies a slave-mode request. 

= X'08' specifies a master-made request. 

When a secondary task requests master mode (X '08'), it is 
placed in master-mode/protected. 

SEGLDAD This function call is avai lable to primary 
tasks and background tasks loaded with the SMM option. 
The call is of the form 

CALI, 8 address 

where address points to word 0 of the FPT shown below. 

word 0 

Segment number 
1. lC l' 

optional (PI) 

--------0 End-action interrupt/Lobel 
l • Ie. 11 12 I] ... 1~ .e, 17 II 1 2·} 1 ~ ~ 

optional (P2) 

.----- 0 Address to process error retums 

" 

1 • s. ..~ Iti 11 12 13 I. 15 If, 11 .... lIj J1 21 23 ;. l~ 2'0 21 It 2'9 Xo l' 

where 

Word 0 

X'OI' specifies the SEGLOAD function. 

indicates the presence or absence of word 1; 
o means absent, 1 means present. (P I is processed 
only if T = O. ) 

P 2 indi cates the presence or absence r{ the error 
address word. 

T indicates whether control is to be retumed fol-
/owing the call or transferred to the starting 10-
eation of the segment at the conclusion of the 
segment load (0 = retum to calling program; 
1 = transfer to new segment. ) 



( 

:: 

Word Options 

indicates the confents of the enchIction intenvpt 
field (primary tasks only). 

J = 0 indicates no end-action. 

1= 1 Indicates an interrupt address. 

1=2 indi cates an interrupt labe I. 

If end-action is specified, the request to load the 
segment wi II be queued and control wi II be re
turned immediately to the calling program. The 
calling program can then exit and release control 
while the segment is being loaded. If end-action 
is not specified (I = 0), control wi II not be re
turned unti I the segment is loaded. The user is 
responsible for checking the status of the load if 
end-action is selected. 

Address to process error returns is the address of 
the user's routine for processing any error or ab
normal returns received while attempting to load 
the overlay segment. The codes returned wi II be 
identical to those of the Type II READ CAL since 
a READ CAL is used by SEGLOAD to load the seg
ment. If this address is not present and an error 
occurs, Q foreground program wi II be exited or a 
background program aborted. If an error is de
fected in the user's PCB or OVlOAD table, the 
User or System Trap Handler will be entered. 

Warning: Do not issue SEGlOAD calls from tasks of higher 
priority than the VO interrupt. 

WAIT A background program will enter the "wait" state 
through this function call if an IATIEND card was included 
in the control commands for the job. Normally, a back
ground program would use WAIT after typing an alarm to 
the operator that requires an operator response. While in 
this state, the Control Task 'waits for a key-in from theop
era~ specifying the disposition of the background program. 
The operator may specify continue (C), continue from OC 
(COC), or abort (X). 

This function call is of the form 

CAll, 9 9 

No FPT is used. 

TIME Progroms may interrogate the monitor to deter-
mine the time of day and date. 

This fUnction call is of the form 

CAll,S address 

where address points to word 0 of the FPT shown below. 

word 0 

X'10' Address 
• s • 20 21 23 2' 2.S 26 Z1 21 2' ,JJ 31 

where 

X'10' is the code for the TIME call. 

F 1 indi cates the format of the returned val ues. 

Address is the address of the first word of the block 
to receive the time and date. If F1 = 0, a four 
word block is returned; if F1 ~ 1, a two word block 
is returned. 

For Fl = 0, the block contains EBCDIC characters as shown 
below: 

word 0 

h h m 

word 1 

m m o 

word 2 

n d d 

word 3 

y y 

where 

hh is the hour (0 S hh S 23). 

nwn is the minute (0 S mm S 59). 

man is the month (3-letter abbreviation). 

dd is the day (01 S dd S 31). 

yy is the year (00 S yy S 99). 

For Fl = 1, the block contains packed binary values as 
shown below: 

Word 0 
Word 1 

by teO byte 1 byte2 

whole year (i.e., ... 976) 

dd I hh I mm 

byte3 

mo 

ss 

where the values are equivalent to those stated above 
except for: 

whole year i. the full date. 
mo is the number of the month. 
• Is the seconds (0 S • ~ 5910). 
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GEmME This function coli Is .. eel to return .Iaw-eel 
time to the calling task. It has the form 

CALl,7 address 

where address points If· word 0 of the FPT shown' below. 

word 0 

X'61' ---------------------0 
word 1 

I 
6 1 2 314 

where 

Word 0 

X'61' is the code for the GE IT] ME call. 

is the Timer option (1 is for time since mid
night; 0 is for time since system initialization). 

Word 1 

Time is the current value of the timer. For F,=l, this 
is a binary number representing the number of seconds 
since m idn ight (this is the time set by the operator). 
For FI=O, this is a binary number representing the 
number of elapsed seconds since system initialization. 

STIMER (Request a Clock Interval Posting Service) 
This function call allows a task to sense when a specified 
time has been reached, either by subsequently checking 
the service or by waiting. The cal I is of the form 

CALl,7 address 

wnere address points to word 0 of the FPT shown below. 

word 0 

--------------------------0 
11 12 1 W I~ .. 17" 20 21 22 216 ~ 3' 

word 1 

16 1 1 "2CI I 

optional (P1) 

optional (P9) 

0------0 End-oction address 
• 5 • I 12 13 w 1.5 " 
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optional (PIO) 

0-------------------0 
II 12 I,. 16 'I !O • 

optional (PI3) 

wnere 

Word 0 

X'44' is the code identifying the STIMER function. 

Po is the presence indicator for word I, (1 indi-
cates presence). If Po = 0, STlMER functions m 
though the time parameter was absent. 

Word I 

P I Is the presence indicator for the error address 
parameter (1 i ndi cates present). 

P 9 is the presence indicator for end-oction param-
eter (1 indicates present). 

P,O is the presence indicator for the type comple-
tion code parameter (1 indicates present). 

P
'3 

is the presence indicator for the time param-
eter (0 indicates absent and no timeout will be 
done; 1 indicates present and the CAL will be 
timed out). 

Fa is a delete on post indicator (I means delete 
the event when it is posted - no CHECK will 
be performed and the user's FPT wi II not be 
posted; 0 means a CHECK will be performed). 
Fa has meaning only when F3 = O. 

FO=I is a long-wait indicator, making a second-
ary task a prime candidate for rol lout. 

F I =1 specifies that the time word contains a thres-
hold setting versus an interval value. 

F3=1 wait for time elapse before returning, versus 
returning to the next instruction as soon as the 
,ervice request has been established. 

«" 

F7=1 is the abort override indicator. If set, con-
trol wi II be returned to call ing instruction + 1 
if erron are detected and no error address pa
rameter has been provided. 

Word Options 

Error address is the retum for immediate errors. 



. , -

I,end~ction address I indica .. the contents of the 
end-action address number field. (End~tion Is 
allowed only for foreground. ) 

1=0 indicates an end~ction BAL address to 
use when the time has elapsed. 

= 1 Indicates an Interrupt address to be trig
gered when the time has elapsed. 

= 2 indicates an interrupt operational label to 
be triggered when the time has elapsed. 

Type completion, BUSY 
timer service. 

Indicates the status of a 

BUSY = 1 indicates timer hos been initiated. 

=0 indicates timer is completed and 
checked. 

Type completion = 1 indicates that the timer 
has elapsed. 

TimeifF1 =0 specifies a time interval in seconds. 

F 1 = 1 specifies the threshold time (since sys-
tem initialization) when posting should occur. 

If the Time parameter is omitted control returns to the 
caller immediately. The user may obtain the current 
time in seconds via the GETTIME call (specifying time 
since system initialization) to estoblish a base time for 
time threshold setting. 

ERRSEND (generate an error log message) 

A text message can be ploced in the error log through use of 
the ERRSEND function call. The ERRSEND CAL has the form 

CAll, 7 address 

where address is the location of word 0 of an FPT. The 
FPT has the form: 

word 0 

0-------------------------------
10 11 12 Il l4 IS 16 17 .1 

opti~nal (P1) 

O~-------------------O Error address 
3 .. .5 , 11 I, l4 1$ .. " 1 20 , zs 2>21 2031 

-----------0 
• t 1 n 12 I 

" 

optional (P4) 

optional (P6) 

0-----------------------0 
• 9 I 11 12 13 14 1.S ... , I )0 21 n 21 24 2~ 26 7J 211 2" lC 31 

where 

Word 0 

Code is X'66' ~d bit 8 must be set. 

Word 1 

is the error address parameter presence indicator 
(0 means absent; 1 means present). 

P 3 Is the buffer address parameter presence indica-
tor (0 means absent; 1 means present). 

P 4 is the byte count parameter presence indicator 
(0 means absent; 1 means present). 

P 6 is the byte displacement parameter presence in-
dicator (0 means absent; 1 means present). 

P lOis the completion type parameter presence in
dicator (1 means present; 9 means absent). 

F 7 is an abort override indicator: 1 means do not 
abort if errors are detected but no error address is 
provided; 0 means abort if errors are detected and 
no error address is provided. 

Word Options 

&ror address is the address of the entry to the user 
routine that will handle error conditions. 

Buffer address is the word address of the user buffer 
to be used in the va operation. Data is written 
from this buffer. 
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Byte count Is the size in bytes of the data record 
(55 bytes maximum). 

BTD Is the byte displacement (0-3) from the word 
boundary of the beginning of the data record. 
If this parameter is omitted and the buffer address 
parameter is included in the FPT, value 0 is m
lumed for BTD. 

Completion status is the word wherein the s)/Stem 
posts the completion parameters for the request. 

ALARM (initiates a s)/Stem alarm shutdown) 

The ALARM call causes the s)/Stem to perform an orderly 
shutdown. It has the form 

CAL 1,7 address 

where address points to the FPT shown below. 

where address points to a TEXTC message which will be 
logged on the operator's console as the alarm message. 

RECALARM (set post-shutdown routine entry) 

The ALARM Receiver call specifies a post-shutdown action. 
It has the form 

CALl,7 address 

where address points to word 0 of the FPT shown below. 

word 0 

X'69' 
i ill J 6 
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optional (PO in word 0) 

1-------0 &ror address 

where 

Word 0 

X'69' is the code for the RECALARM call . 

REB = 1 will cause the s)/Stem to automaticall y 
reboot after alarm processing is completed. In 
this case, address is ignored. 

Address is the address to which control will be 
transferred when an alarm occurs. This transfer 
occurs after CP-R alarm processing is completed. 
A zero address will cause reset of the alarm ad
dress. Note that only one alarm address is active 
per system and the alarm address must reside in a 
foreground private memory area. 

Po i. the parameter presence Indicator (0 means 
absent; 1 means present). 

Word Options 

is the error address parameter presence indicator 
(0 means absent; 1 means present). 

Error address Is the lacation to return to if errors 
are detected in the request. 

• • 

r 
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6. CP-R MEMORY MANAGEMENT 

REAL MEMORY AI I 1M'.A1I* 

Real memory for CP-R is allocated at SYSGEN into a 
number of partitions that foil into four distinct classes as 
follows: 

• CP-R System Memory 

• foreground Private Memory 

• Foreground Preferred Memory 

• Secondary Task Memory 

Each class of memory consists of one or more partitions 
whose boundaries and extent are established during the 
SYSGEN process. 

Memory partitions within a given class have certain com
mon attributes: 

1. They must begin and end on a page boundary. 

2. Within themselves they occupy contiguous real pages. 

3. They cannot be larger than 64 pages (32K). 

4. They may not overlap another partition. 

Note that the Secondary Task Memory Partition consists of 
all of the real memory that is not explicitly allocated to 
another partition and therefore the 64-page restriction does 
not apply to this class of memory. 

An example of real memory allocation for a 64K system is 
shown in Figure 8. 

CP-R SYSTEM MEMORY 

CP-R system memory is comprised of one partition starting 
at memory location 16 (X'10') occupying a variable num
ber of real memory pages sufficient to contain the follow
i~ items: 

• Space required for trap and interrupt locations. 

• Space required for resident CP-R system pointers. 

• Space required for resident CP-R system tables. 

• Space required for resident CP-R routines including 
resident overlays. 

• Space required for system potch area. 

• Space required for CP-R temparary space paol. 

• Space required for CP-R overlay area. 

The layout of CP-R system memory is shown graphically in 
Figure 9. 

CP-R system memory is given a write lock of 11. Primary 
and secondary tasks execute with a write key of 01 and 10, 
respectively, and thus are prevented from modifying CP-R 
system memory. 

FOREGROUND PRIVATE MEMORY 

This CP-R class of memory is used exclusively by foreground 
primary tasks. Foreground blocking buffers used by pri
mary tasks may exist as a separate partition of foreground 
private memory or they may exist as an area within the first 
defined foreground private memory partition. 

If foreground blocking buffers are specified as a separate 
partition then the restrictions governing partitions are in 
effect. If they are defined as an area then these restric
tions are not in effect. 

The foreground mailbox is a special area within the fore
ground private memory class. The foreground mailbox may 
exist as a separate partition of foreground private memory 
or it may exist as an area within the first defined foreground 
private memory partition. 

If the mailbox is a separate partition, it is subject to the 
restrictions placed on memory class partitions. If it is an 
area within the first partition of foreground private mem
ory, then these restrictions are not in effect. 

Foreground private memory is given a write lock of 01. 

FOREGROUND PREFERRED MEMORY 

This class of memory may be allocated t:either primary or 
secondary tasks. Primary task. may ocquire memory pages 
in this memory class only through explicit calls to CP-R 
memory management routines giving the real memory ad
dress of the requested page(s) 

Secondary tasks may acquire memory pages in this memory 
class by requesting virtual to real address correspondence 
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1. Secondary Task Memory is used for Foreground or Background Secondary Tasks. 

2. CP-R System Memory for use by CP-R only. 

3. Foreground Private Memory used by Foreground Primary Tasks only. 

4. Foreground Preferred Memory may be used by either Foreground Primary Tasks or Foreground Secondary 
Tasks. 

Figure 8. Example of Memory Organization for 64K System 
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f(K a particul(K segment via the FIX option on the :5EG or 
:PU8118 commands when the task is linked with IOlOAD. 
In this case the real page tnat has address cfKfetpondence 
to the requested virtual page must be defined as f(Keground 
preferred memory. 

F(Keground preferred memory is given a write lock of 00 
making it occessible from both foreground primary and 
secondary tasks. 

SECONDARY TASK MEMORY 

All real memory not explicitly defined as belonging to 
another memory class is called secondary task memory. All 
memory greater than 128K is secondary task memory and 
there may be pages of memory in the first 128K that fall 
into tnis class 

This memory is used exclusively for secondary tasks and 
Public libraries that are not used by primary tasks. 

.. IIURY TASI( IIEMORY ALLOCAnOI 

Primary tasks cre allocated contiguous real memory at 
! RUN or IINIT time from informatic;>n contained in the 
task load module. If Publ ic libraries are ta be loaded 
with the task, the memory tnat they require must be 
available at IRUN or IJNIT time or the task load can
not be completed. 

More than one primary task load module may be loaded 
into a given foreground private partition, by issuing multi
ple RUN or INIT calls, providing that memory residency 
(as defined in the load module) conflicts do not occur. 

Primary tasks may acquire and release memory pages in 
foreground-preferred partitions by using the GETPAGE and 
RELPAGE function calls. The requested memory must be 
available at the time of the call or the request is not com
pleted. The memory acquired in this fashion does not be
long to any named segment as such and, therefore, cannot 
be shored with any secondary task. It is considered private 
to the requesting primary task. 

The user must "remember" the pages he has acquired so that 
he may release them when they are no longer needed. 

The memory occupied by all tasks in a load module is re
leased when any task in the load module terminates. 

VllTUALIIDIIRY A" catliN 
Each secondary task in CP-R has 128K of c,ontiguous virtual 
memory available, regardless of tne size of the real memory 
(K of other users in the system. Some of this memory is 
available directly to the task and some is used for services 
that the task requests. Figwe 10 Ihows the fundamental 
aflocatipn of virtual memory. 

IYmM VIRTUAL IIEMORY 

System Virtual Memory (SVM) occupies virtual page 0 
through virtual page 47 and is divided into two separate 
areas, the first of which (CP-R) is common to all tasks, 
and the remaining area (CP-R overlays) is task dependent. 
SVM is given an access protection code of Read and 
Execute to prevent accidental destrUftion of critical sys
tem data. 

Virtual pages 0 through 47 are reserved for resident CP-R 
routines. This orea is mapped one-for-one with real memory; 
that is, there is address correspondence between real and 
virtual addresses. 

One page of SVM is reserved for CP-R overlays. These 
overlays are part of secondary task context and are used by 
CP-R in providing certain system services to the user. 

Note that the end of CP-R system memory does not neces
sarilyend at the start of task virtual memory. Typically 
there is spoce left over in system virtual memory (which is 
always mapped one for one with real) that the user may 
define partitiom in at his discretion. This allows user 
code to exist in both real and virtual memory if desired. 

TASI( VIRTUAL IIEIIORY 

Task Virtual Memory (TVM) starts at page 48 (24K) and 
ends at page 239 (120K) providing 192 poges (96K) of 
virtual memory directly available to each secondary task. 
TVM is allocated, under user control, on a segment basis, 
where a segment consists of one (K m(Ke pages. Control is 
exercised via a set of memory management operatians which 
provide for activation, deactivation, overlay, and erasure 
of segments. 

Sixteen pages (page 240 through 255) are reserved for system 
use on behalf of the user. These pages are used for such 
items as VO blocking/deblocking buffers, loader tables, 
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Figure 10. Virtual Memory Organization 

debug tables, 5ymb.>1 tables and other system information as 
needed. The first 1? uf tl.~se pog.!s (240-251) are job-level 
pages and ore shared by oil tasks in that job. The remain
ing four pages are private to each task. 

ACCESS PROTfCnOI 

System virtual memory and \.Iverlay area is always marked 
read and execute. Task virtual memory access protection 
is controlled by the user on a segment basis. The reserved 
pages access protection is controlled by the system con
sistent with the type ..,f data involved. 

Initially, all pages in TVM thot (Ire undefined or not acti
vated are marked no-access, an attempt to reference these 
pages results in trap conditions being returned to the user. 

The user can control the access cades in TVM between 24K 
and 120K but cannot change access to SVM or the reserved 
pages. On dispatching every task, the access cades for all 
TVM is initialized to assure that all memory is properly 
protected. 

SOFTWARE SEGMENTATION 

The method of controlling the lacation of data or instruc
tions in virtual memory is by means of a software segmen
tation scheme as fallows: 

1. The active memory at any time is composed of a series 
of segments under software control. 

110 Software Segmentation 

2. Each segment consists of an integral number of pages, 
from one to a maximum of 32 (the 32-pagE limit does 
not apply to the root segment). These page~ within 
a segment are contiguous but there may be gaps in 
virtual memory between segments. 

3. Each segment is bui It by the Overlay Loader fror" one 
or more relacatable object modules (ROMs) or librllry 
routines. 

4. Each segment is given a number and a virtual memory 
starting locationaswell as length at linkage edit time. 
This number, virtual location, and length remain with 
the segment permanently. 

5. Each segment must begin on a page boundary. Segments 
may contain data, instructions or reserved space,or a 
combination. 

The segment is the smallest sharable unit of memory. Sev
eral segments may begin at the same virtual m~ory address 
if desired, and if 50, result in their being overlay segments 
for each other. Only one of these may be active at any 
one time, and the active one is represented in the actual 
hardware map at execution time. Because each segment 
is independent of other segments, any sort of overlay struc
ture may be built; the user is not limited to a conventional 
tree structure. 

I 
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SEGMENT ACTIVITY 

The segments 01 a task may be In one 01 two states relative 
to that task: 

ACTIVE The segment is in real memory and in the map 
if the task is active. 

INACTIVE The segment is currently not ovailable to the 
using task. If the task is active, the segment 
is not on the map. 

The above states reflect segment activity relative toagiven 
tosk. They do not, however, reflect the actual state of 0 

segment from a memory management standpoint. This cames 
about because of sharability, initialization, and roll-in/ 
roll-out considerations. 

For purposes of memory management, a segment has five 
distinct states: 

ERASED Segment contents do not exist in real memory 
but may be found in the tasks' Load Module 
(LM). This is the initial state of 0 segment 

before any segment activation has accurred. 
This state may also be reached if all tasks using 
a segment have ERASED it. . 

DEFINED This is a substate of ERASED. This state rep
resents an empty segment, one whose contents 
do not exist in the Load Module. 

ACTIVE One or more tasks have ACTIVATEd the seg
ment. The segment contents exist in real mem
ory and in the map of any active using task in 
which the segment is active. 

INACTIVE The segment contents exist in real memory; the 
segment is not active to any using tasks; and all 
using tasks have not erased the segment. 

ROLLED- The segment contents exist in the roll-out file. 
OUT 

Table lS shows the transition operators' and their effect on 
a segment relative to a task. Figure 11 shows the possible 
state transitions of a segment. 

Table 15. Segment States Relative to a Task 

Operation Segment Inactive Segment Active 

ACTIVATE Activates requested segment from Load ERROR 
Module if segment state is ERASED, 
from memory if segment state is IN-
ACTIVE, from roll-out fj Ie if segment 
state is ROLLED OUT. ERROR if over-
lapping segments in virtual memory. 
If ACTIVATE is to DEFINED segment, 
real memory for the entire segment is 
acquired. 

DEACTIVATE ERROR Causes JII9"Ient to be made inactive 
to this task. Actual segment state may 
or may not change dependi ng on shar-
ability. CAL or FPT may not be in 
segment that is being deactivated. 

ERASE Segment contents may be lost (real memory released) depending on sharability. 
Segment remains inactive to calling task but segment state may change to 
ERASED or DEFINED. 

GETPAGE ERROR if segment state isnot DEFINED. Acquires real memory. 
If page request to DEFINED segment 
acquires real pages and makes the seg-
ment ACTIVE to the calling task. ... .. 

RElPAGE ERROR ReIecJSe$ real pages. If all real pages 
in the segment are reI eased the segment 
is marked inactive to the task ond the 
segment state is either ERASED or 
DEFINED based on initial segment state 
when loaded. 
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Figure 11. Segment States 

SHARING SEGMENTS 

The user may specify to the Overlay Loader that certain 
segments are to be shared between using tasks. A segment 
is system level if it is shared by two or more tasks within 
different jobs. A segment is job level if it is shared by two 
or mare tasks in a job. A segment is task level if used ex
clusively by a single task. Segments are given numbers 
(by the user) that are used as parameters on CP-R service 
requests to manage the segment. Numbers need not be 
unique between jobs if a segment is defined by the user as 
job '-evel. System level sesments numbers must be unique. 

\ Public Libraries are system level segments that are man-

~
ed by C.P-R on beh~lf .of the user. 

• i"" -f'Io- .-;...-- Q .:\ Y::> 
- ?'jr-' :t-
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Segments that are job level may only be used by tasks within 
a given job. System level segments may be used by any task 
in the system. An example of system level sharing are 
Publ ic Library segments. 

If all tasks sharing a segment terminate or eras~it, it is 
erased. Therefore, the user must never allow all using 
tasks to erase a segment if the contents are to be perma
nently maintained. In this case, it is rolled-out (if real 
memory is needed) when it is not active to any task, and 
is rolled in if it becomes active again. 

A system level segment is also erased if all using tasks within 
the using jobs terminate, or erase it. 



BIIOT ACCEII PllGTEcnal 

Access protection for each segment is specified by the user 
through controls provided by the Overlay Loader. Seg
ments may be given anyone of the following tyoes of 
protection. 

• No Access 

• lead Only 

• Read and Execute 

• Write, Read, or Execute 

The given protection type applies to all pages in that seg
ment on a permanent basis, that is, CP-R does not pro
vide services to dynamically change the segments access 
protection. 

SECONDARY TASK STRUCTURES 

A mapped secondary task in CP-R is synonymous with a file 
which contains a header and a load module consisting of 
one or more segments. Load modules, when reocl into core 
memory and executed, become secondary tasks. The load 
module is written by the Overlay Loader (OLOAD) which 
inputs control cards, ROMs, PUBLIB linkage controls, etc.; 
performs all oddress resolution; develops absolute core 
images; and writes them on disk. It also writes the load 
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module header which contains all control data required at 
INIT time to load and execute the task. 

In order to understand the input options to OlOAD, the 
user must understand Memory Management in CP-R. 

The availability of a memory IIIOp on Sigma 9 and use of 
virtual memory allows more flexibility in structuring over
laid pragrams. 

Figure 12 illustrates a program with a conventional tree 
structure and an alternate structure, non-overlaid in virtual 
memory. The latter structure, if loaded in real memory, 
preempts large areas of real space which may be required 
by other tasks when activated. Such a structure for real 
memory programs is therefore not desirable. 

Use of the linear tree structure is ideal.for reentrant pro
grams in virtual memory. Those segments that contain re
entrant code may exist in core only once, and may be 
shored by multiple tasks that are simultaneously active. 
The ACTIVATE and DEACTIVATE calls affect only the 
status of a segment with respect to the calling task. There
fore, each task has a unique list of segments that must be 
core resident and CP-R assures that it is only given execu
tion control when all its active segments are in real memory. 
The total real memory required for the cambination 01 tasks 
at any instant may be greater than available. In this case, 

5 6 

Figure 12. Tree Structure Options 
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the lowest priority task is made inactive and its MgIIIents 
are rolled out to free real memory pages. These pages are 
then available to satisfy the higher priority tasks' require
ments. When enough core is avai lable for the rolled-out 
segments to be returned, the inactive tasks are dispatched 
and allowed to complete. 

UIIUIS A PROSIWIII lEAL 
WRSUS VIRTUAL MEMORY . 

The utilization of memory addresses by a program is largely 
identical in real and virtual memory with the characteristics 
shown in Table 16. 

Table 16. Real and Virtual Memory Program linkage 

Real Virtual 

Range is 0 to lost real memory address. Range is o-12BK. 

Access beyond 12BK requires real extended addressing. Simultaneous access of over 12BK words is not possible. 

CP-R monitor and services use some portion of real CP-R monitor and services use some portion of virtuol 
memory which is only available to the user as "read" memory which is only available to the user as 'read' or 
or "read and execute". 'read and execute'. 

Real Public libraries load into fixed real addresses as Virtual Public libraries load into fixed virtual addresses 
established when PUBLIB is OLOADed. User must not as established when the PUBLIB is OLOADed. User must 
use this real space for any other purpose if he ever not use this virtual spoc:e for any other purpose if he uses 
executes with the PUBLIB loaded, even if he doesn't the PUBLIB. If he doesn't use the PUBLlB, he may use 
call it. the virtual space. 

Segments that are loaded into the some area in real Segments that are loaded in the some area of virtual 
memory cannot be simultaneously resident. The user memory can not be simultaneously in the map. The user 
is responsible for explicitly loading segments (by must continue to do explicit ACTIVATES and properly 
use of SEGLOAD) prior to using them and assuring structure logical flow and physical layout. 
that his logical flow and overlay structure are 
consistent. 

Segments that are loaded into unique real areas of real Segments that are loaded into unique areas of virtual 
memory can be simultaneously resident and are always memory can be simultaneously resident, i.e., will use 
available for use once loaded via SEGLOAD. unique real pages. Availability in real memory and pre-

sence of the pages in the mop are controlled via explicit 
system calls ACTIVATE, DEACTIVATE and ERASE. 

The memory required for a segment is always avai lable The core required for the segment must be acquired when 
since it is acquired at task initiation as a part of the the segment is activated, and is released when the segment 
contiguous space in the private partition. is erased or rolled-out. 

Segments cre reloaded fram the load module on Segments are rolled-out and rolled-in from the disk as 
SEGlOAD. they are DEACTIVATED and ACTIVATED; therefore, can 

be modified during execution. They are reloaded from 
the load module on ACTIVATES aft. ERASES. .. 

User tasks linked such that they overlap in real memory User tasks linked to overlapping virtual addresses can be 
cannot execute simultaneously. The user must carefully executed simultaneously on different tasks. That is, eac h 
plan his real memory utilization within the private task is completely independent of other tasks, except for 
partition. PUBLIB or shared segments. 
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lIIlllG A PROSRAM UIIiG IIMPUFIED 
MEMDIIY MAUSEMEIT 

Secondary tasks may not use the SEGlOAD service, and 
may not access memary addresses whi ch are not in on acti ve 
segment. However, the FORTRAN SEGlOAD subroutine 
uses the SEGLOAD service, as do many programs written 
for use under Xerox RBM, from which CP-R developed. R8.VI 
programs also could use memory beyond their active seg
ments. To support these as secondary tasks, a "Simplified 
Memory Management" (SMM) progrom structure has been 
provided. In this structure, the program, although secon
dary, is allowed to use the SEGLOAD function, and may 
access any address in a range determined when it is initiated; 
but it may not use any memory management services. 

For a background program, the accessible address range starts 
at the beginning of the program and continues for the num
ber of pages specified by the BMEM value. This value 
defaults to 32, but may be set bath at SYSGEN and by 
operator key-in. Certain low-core locations are set to 
paint at interesting locations in this range: K:BACKBG 
(X'l40') paints to the stort of the range, K:BCKEND 
(X'141') points to the end of the range, and K:BPEND points 
at the first word past the end of the program as linked. This 
means that K:BPEND and K:BCKEND define an area which 
may be used as scratch storage. 

For a foreground program, the range starts at X'6000' and 
extends for a number of pages defined in byte zero of cell 
K:FSMM (X'217'). This value may be set only by re
assembling the SYSGEN processor. 

A program with SMM structure is treated by memory man
agement as only two segments, which are always active. 
(The user, however, dea Is with the segment structure de
fined when the program was linked.) One of these segments 
covers the entire program as it was linked. The other covers 
the virtual addresses between the end of the program and 
the end of the accessible range described above. Since 
these segments are always active, the program will be rolled 
out whenever there is not enough secondary task memory 
for its entire accessible address range available at its 
priority. 

MEMORY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM CAu.s 

Memory management system colis may be made only when 
a user has been given control as follows: 

1. The background or foreground loader has transferred 
control to the user's start address. 

2. The user's centrally connected primary task hos been 
given control upa" the occurrence of the associated 
interrupt. 

The function calls are as follows. 

ACTIVATE This function call activates the specified 
segment. The coli has the format: 

CA L 1, 7 address 

where address paints to word 0 of the FPT shown below: 

word 0 

X '52' Segment number 

optional (PO in word 0) 

1'.10 01~10-----OI'71 
o I J, J i. j • :-li '9 II: ,.I 11 l.i I. 1 . .110 I; ., "iolt 21 1= ri.~} 2e; 2t ~ .... 

optional (Pl) 

optional (Pl0) 

\6 ~~c~~Ho.n.I~-,-, ,-,,-,;-,-,-.,-,-,-, -'-'-'3-1."-.-,-.. -)-. -----01 

where 

X'52' is the code for the ACTIVATE call. 

Po is the parameters presence indicotor (0 means 
absent; 1 means present). 

Segment number identification ofthe user's segment. 

Word Options 

is the error oddreS5 parameter presence indicator 
(0 meanS absent; 1 means present). 

P 10 is the completion code ".,ameter presence in-
dicator (0 means absent; 1 fritans present). 

is the abort override indicator. If set, control 
will be returned to calling instruction + 1 if errors 
are detected and no error address parameter has 
been provided. 
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&ror address is the location to return to if errors 
are detected. 

Completion code will be posted by the system 
indicating the outcome of the service. 

DEAcnVATE This function call deactivates the speci-
fied segment. It has the format: 

CAL 1 , 7 address 

where address points to word ° of the FPT shown below. 

word ° 
X'53' Segment number 

1 2 .. ,. " 19 
,21 , 31 

optional (PO in word 0) 

optional (P1) 

0----------------0 Error address 
o I 2 J ... $ • , • , 10 11 12 13 I. \5 .. 17 11 l' 2C 21 22 23 #I ~ J6 Z1 • 29 Xl Jl 

optional (P10) 

1.~om,S~le.;~on. ,10. : : I 
.., •• 16,,112" 14131." Ii .. I",,,» lin. S 26 vis,. Xi~i 

where 

Word ° 
X'53' is the code for the DEACTIVATE call. 

Po is the parameters presence indicator (0 means 
absent; 1 means present). 

Segment number identification of the user's segment. 

Word Options 

is the error address parameter presence indicator 
(0 means absent; 1 means present). 

P 10 is the completion code parameter presence in-
dicator (0 means absent; 1 means present). 

is the abort override indicator. If set, con
trol will be returned to calling instruction + 1 if 
erTOI'S are detected and no error address parameter 
has been provided. 

&ror address is the location to return to if errors 
are detected. 

Completion code will be posted by the system in-
dicating the outcome of the service. 
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EIASE This function call erases the specified segment~ 
It has the formot: 

CAL 1,7 address 

where address points to word 0 of the FPT shown below. 

word 0 

I 
6 1 1 ~.lo. ?I s ~ b I 

i6 hla Ii I. IJ , 17 11 8111-:78; .. n;:;,~ .. 56 31 

X'54' 
J JI .. i • 

optional (PO in word 0) 

optional (PI) 

optional (P10) 

10 C, F~,I.~t.io.n ,10. , : : I 
• • \6 Iii,! 13 ... 1510 6 II "III •• B b .. B • filS .. II ~, 

where 

Word ° 
X'54' is the code for the ERASE call. 

Po is the parameters presence indicator (0 means 
absent; 1 means present). 

Segment number identification of the user's segment. 

Word Options 

is the error address parameter presence indicator 
(0 means absent; 1 means present). 

P 10 is the completion code parameter presence 
indicator (0 means absent; 1 means present). 

is the abort override indicator. If set, con
trol will be returned to calling instruction + 1 if 
errors are detected and no error address parameter 
has been provided. 

Error address is the location to return to if errors 
are detected. 

Completion code will be posted by the system in-
dicating the outcome of the service. 

GETPAGE This function call gets pages of memory for 
the specified segment. If the segment is not octive, it is 
activated. The call has the format: 

CAL 1 , 7 address 

where address points to word 0 of the FPT shown below. 

• I 
I 

• 
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ward 0 

word 1 

optional (P1) 

I~ i i ill i • ,i. , IS illG IS .. ~L" Ii w:7.i2~:: 61. Ii i! J 
required (P6) 

required (P7) 

optional (Pl0) 

where 

WOld 0 

X'S7' is the code for the GETPAGE call. 

Segment number identification of the user's segment. 

P J is the errOl address parameter presence indicator 
(0 means obsent; J means present). 

P 10 Is the completion code parameter presence in-
dicator (0 means absent; J means present). 

F7 il the abort override indicator. If set, con-
trol will be returned to calling instruction + J if 
errors are detected and na errOl address parameter 
has been provided. 

WeKd Options 

ErreK address is the location to return to if errors 
are detected. 

VPN low is the virtual page number of the lowest 
page requested. This is the high order 8 bits of 
the 17 bit virtual memory address of the page. 
VPN low is set equal to VPN high + 1 on comple
tion of the service. 

VPN high is the virtual page number of the highest 
page requested. This is the high order 8 bits of 
the 17 bit virtual memory ocIdr .. of the page. 

VPN high I, set equal to VPN high + 1 on 
.COMpletion 01 the ..-vice. 

Completion cade will be pasted by the system in-
dicating the outcome of the service. 

IELJtAGE This function call releases pages of memory 
from the specified segment. If all pages eKe released, the 
~ment is erased. The call has the feKmat: 

CAL 1,7 address 

where address point5 to WCKd 0 of the FPT shown below: 

word 0 

word J 

t I~~I~I: I! I?I?I~~ hlG ij ~ at, " Ii wli! II B s:~ s. Si. 5 ~I:,I 
optional (pJ) 

required (P6) 

required (P7) 

optional (Pl0) 

where 

X'S8' i, the code far the RELPAGE call. 

Po i, the parameter. presence indicator (0 means 
abient; 1 Means present). 

Segment number .. ntificationaftheu.r'1 segment. 

PI i, the error addr_ pcwaillefer pr .. nce indicator 
(0 means absent; 1 IMCIns present). 

P 10 il the completion code parameter presence in
dicator (0 means absent; 1 means present). 
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,.., Is the abort 0W8IT1de .... lcaflDr. . If .t, c0n-

trol will be returned to calling 1nitructfon + 1 If 
errors are detected and no .-ror addr_ ,.._wter 
has been provided. 

WMd Options 

Error address is the location to return to if errors 
are detected. 

VPN low is the virtual page number, plus one, of 
the lowest page to be released. This is the high 
order 8-bits of the 17-bit virtual address of the 
page. VPN low is set to VPN low, minus 1, on 
completion of the service. 

VPN high is the virtual page number, plus one, 
of the highest page to be released. This is the 
high-order 8-bits of the 17-bit virtual address of 
the page. VPN high is set to VPN low, minus 1, 
on completion of the service. 

Completion code will be posted by the system in-
dicating the outcome of the service. 

LOCK This function call locks all octive segments in 
the task in core memMY inhibiting roll-out for the calling 
task. It has the format: 

CAll,7 address 

where address paints to word 0 of the FPT shown below. 

word 0 

I. i 5 ~'1~5~ • ,1:01,0. lila b .. GI .. 6 q wi. 51 B BI .. B. ,I. II Ii ~) 
optional (PO in word 0) 

optional (P1) 

optional (Pl0) 

I. ~~::7 ,I? • 1$ ilia i5 Ii al. 6 • wllJ Ii Ii Bill B. bls W Ii ~J 
where 

Word 0 

X'SS' Is the code for the LOCK call. 

Po is the parameters presence indicator (0 Means 
absent; 1 means present). 
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WfIId Options 

• PI· Is the error address parameter presence indicator 
(0 means absent; 1 Means present). 

P 10 Is the completion code parameter presence in-
dicator (0 means absent; 1 IHOns present). 

F7 is the abort override indicator. If set, con-
trol will be returned to calling instruction + 1, if 
errors are detected and no error address parameter 
has been provided. 

Error address is the location to return to if errors 
ore detected. 

Completion code will be posted by the system in-
dicating the outcome of the service. 

UlLOCK This function call unlocks all segments in 
the task and makes them candidates for roll out. It has the 
format: 

CAll, 7 address 

where address paints to ward 0 of the FPT shown below. 

word 0 

optional (PO in word O) 

optional (PI) 

optional (Pl0) 

where 

X ',56' is the code far the UNLOCK call. 

Po is the parameters pr-.ce indicator JP means 
absent; 1 meons present). .. 

Word Options 

PI is the .-for address pew=c .. fer presence indicator 
(0 means absent; 1 means present). 

P 10 Is the completion code parameter presence in-
dicator (0 means absent; 1 cneans present). 

I 



F7 II ... abort O¥err~ Indicator. If .t, c0n-

trol will .. returned to calling I~tlon + 1 if 
errors .. cMtected and no errOil .... _ .... ,.ter 
has been provided. 

E'!Tor address il the location to return to if ... 0lIl 

OIIe detected. 

Completion code wi II be posted by the system in-
dicating the outcome of the service. 

• IEFIIOOE This function call, available only to fore-
ground tasks, is Uled to control the availability of fore
ground preferred partitions. When the function call is 
executed, all pages in the specified preferred partition 
that have not been acquired by a task wi II be released 
(release mode) to the free page pool (STM memory) or ac
quired from the free page pool (recover mode). The call 
has the format: 

CAL 1,7 address 

where oddress paints to word 0 of the FPT shown below: 

word 0 

Partition base oddress 

opti ona I (PO in word 0) 

optional (P1) 

0---0 mor address 
• J • 7 • 9 10 II U I I. U Ie 17 It " 10 21 22 J3 l4 IS " XI , 

optional (Pl0) 

where 

Word 0 

X'SO' is the code for the PREFMODE call. 

'0 il the parameters presence indicator (0 means 
absent; 1 means present). 

MODE il 0 if operation is the recover STM pages 
and is 1 if operation il to release the partition 
to STM. 

P.'fition Base Address is the starting addr .. of the 
preferred partition that the operation is to affect. 
If this field il zero the operation will take place 
on all preferred partitions. 

WOld Optiora 

, 1 il the ... or addr ........... pr_nce i ndi cotor 
(0 meaN absent; 1 meON present). 

P 10 is the completion code parameter presence in
dicator (0 means absent; 1 means present). 

F 7 is the abort override indi cator • If set, con-
trol will be returned to calling i .. truction + 1 if 
errOlll are detected and no error address parameter 
has been provided . 

Error oddress is the locoti on to return to if errors 
are detected. 

Completion code will be posted by the system in-
dicating the outcome of the service. 

10 Ll-OUTIIOLl-II 
/ 

Roll-out and roll-in of mapped secondary tasks is performed 
automatically by CP-R as demand for memory resources 
varies. The roll-out process is controlled on a segment 
basis with selection of segments to be rolled-out based on 
segment state, number of tasks sharing the legment, and 
the priority of the using tasks. 

The selection algorithm is constructed alCh that there are 
nine distinct levels of roll-out. Within each roll-out level, 
selection of candidate segments is based strictly on the 
Uling task priority; that is, low priority segments will be 
selected before higher priority legments. 

The advancement of roll-out level is controlled by two 
factors: 

1. Roll-out will be stopped when a sufficient number of 
memory pages have been acquired to ICItisfy the highest 
priority memory request. 

2. Roll-out will be stopped when the highest priority 
memory request would require that active segments of 
a task of equal or higher priority be rolled out (with 
the exception of tasks on long-woit). 

The roll-out levels are presented in Table 17. When level 9 
is reached the message MMEM SATURATED" is output on the 
OC device and the system will wait for

4l
a chonge in memory 

status. 41 

Roll-in of segments that were active when rolled out is per
formed in priority Older. That is, highest priority seg
IIHtnts will be rolled in first. Roll-in of segments that were 
inactive when rolled-out is done when an ACTIVATE call 
is issued for the segment. In this case the roll-in will be 
done at the priority of the requesting task. 
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Table 17. IDII-Out Level. . 'lib'. 17. IDII-out ....,.,. (cont.) 

Level Segment Se'ection . a.wl Se..."t Se'.ction : 

1 Background inactive -.men". 5 Normal task'. Inactive _gments. 

2 Long-wait task'. inactive tegments. 6 Overlay pages. 

7 lackground active "gments. 
3 Long-wait task'. active .. gments. 8 Normal task', active segments .. 

4 leque.ting task inactive .. gments. 9 Memory .turated. 
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7. ASYNCHRONOUS OPERATION CONTROL 

Asynchronous operations consist of independent events that 
can talce place concurrently with taslc .. ecution. The 
cwailable asynchronous .. rvie. and their interface wtth 
an executina task are IIIOr8 fully defined In AppendIxes H 
n I, -Job Management- and "Task Management-. The 
monitor functions that may operate on these asynchronaus 
.rvices are described below. 

CHECK COMPL£11)N 

CHECK The CHECK function tests the type of comple-
tion of an asynchronous operation Initiated by a no-wait 
request. The user specifies addresses, which are entries to 
his routines, thot honcIle error and abnonnal conditions. 
At entry, register 10 contains the error or abnormal code 
as detailed in Appendix N. laclcground users may take 
advantage of the standard system handling of the error and 
abnonnal address in the FPT. The action talcen by the sys
tern in this case is also detailed in Appendix N. fore
ground users must provide both error and abnormal addresses 
when checking (CHECK, na-wait) requests. 

Users may specify a CHECK with no-wait by including a 
busy address in the FPT. This address is taken (with the 
address of the location following the CHECK CAll in 
register8), if the CHECKed operation is not complete. If 
na busy address is included in F PT, the ct£ C K function wi II 
walt for completion before toleing the appropriate action. 

The CHECK function {through its own FPT)addreaes a DCB 
or an FPT, depending upon whether the request was Type I 
or Type II. The FPT associated with a request is addressed 
If the request was Type II and the completion porameters 
were pasted in the F PT by the I/o syst.,... A DCB is ad
dressed if the request was Type I and the campletion param
eters were pasted in the DCB. 

For non-I/o operations, the CHECK request always ad
dresses an F PT • 

The CHECK function call is of the fonn 

CAll, 1 address 

where address points to ward 0 of the FPT shown below. 

.ani 0 

.ani 1 

optional (Pl) 

optional (P2) 

optional (P3) 

I~, .. 1. ; • ':i , . "Iii G ~L .. 17 q "Iii ~YS~::SSi1I. Ii i J 
where 

Word 0 

X'29' Is the code for the CHECK function. 

DCB or FPT address Is the address of the DCB of 
FPT where the completion status is pasted. Pl0 
cletennines whether this field contains a DCB or 
FPT address. 

Word 1 

P1 Is the en'Or address porameter pwence Indicator 
(1 means present; 0 means absent). 

P2 is the abnormal address parameter presence in-
dicator (1 means present; 0 means absent). 

P3 is the busy address parameter presence indica-
tar (1 means present; 0 means absent). 

Pl0 is a bit indicatina whether a DCB or FPT Is ad-
dressed (0 means DCB; 1 means FPT). 

FO is the 10nQ wait indicator; makes secondary task 
a prime candidate for roll-out. 

F7= 1 specifies an abort override (return to next in-
struction) if an error occurs. 

Word Options 

Error address is the address of the entry to the 
.. er'. routine that will handle.error conditions • .... .. 

Abnonnal address Is the address of the entry to 
the user', routine that will handle abnonnal 
conditions • 

Busy address 'S the address oJ the entry to the 
user'. routine that will handle the "request busy" 
conditions. 
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IELFPT (Del. a ......... Servf~) .. ,~ _-= -,~ • ., ~;.~ ":!,,;~.~,, ........ Icat. that if an optional error and abnormal 
., address II reached but WIll not provided, retum is 

- Thil function forces pNIIICIfure campletion ...vor aI.orts to the next I .. tructlon "!'IUS abort. " 
the request to the greatest paalble extent. Thil function 
il of the fonn 

CALI,7 address 

where add,. points to word 0 of the FPT Ihown below. 

word 0 

word 1 

optional (Pl) 

I~ I i ila i • ,I. , . hiD D ~Lu 6 • WI~7: :r:: 91*" II J 
optional (P2) 

optional (P3) 

where 

Word 0 

x'.g' Is the code 10 call OELFPT. 

DCB/FPT address II the location of the FPT (DCB 
In Type I I/O only) with which .rvice was origi
nally requested. 

Indica"s the error address II present. 

indica'" the abrDrmCIl address II present. 

P3 II the busy address parameter pretence Indicator 
(1 .. ans present; 0 .. ans absent). 

P10 Indica .... Ither the FPT or DCB address In 
word 0 (1 means FPT; 0 .. ani DCa). 
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Wurd options 

Error address Is the addr. wh .... 011 non-I/o 
errors IIKit, plus any J/O enors of the FPT error 
address class. 

Abnormal address II the return location for FPT 
abnonnal address J/O errors. 

Busy address II the address to retum to if the ser-
vice being checlced il not camp'ete. 

If the FPT or DCB address provided does nat have a service 
outstanding, the FPT or DCB is not altered if) any way and 
the lervice nannal, .rror, or abnonnal exit is token, based 
an the last completian In the FPT/DCB whose .. rvice is 
Mirv deleted. 

If the lervice illtill in process, It wtll be processed until 
a wait condition occurs. 

If P3 = 1, 0 busy address Is provided ond will be taken. 
The u .. r IllUst iSlUe another CHECK or DELFPT later. 

If P3 = 0 and the service being checked is nat one that can 
legally be waited for, the task Is aborted. Otherwise, the 
task will wait for the service to be campleted, at which 
time the tixits described below will apply. 

If the completion was normal (campletion code = 01), the 
status and any feedback data wi II be stored per the orig Ina I 
FPT, and the ftIIKt IMtrvctian IIKit wrll be toIeen. 

If the completian was In error (an J/O services, those con-
. -clitions taking the FPT error IIKit; an all other "MCes, any 

nonzero completion code), the status and f.edback data 
will be stored per the original request FPT. R8 will be set 
to the DELFPT CAL+l. Byte 0 of Rl0 will be set to the 
error code. Bytes 1-3 ofRl0 will be set to an address; to 
the DCB address if the request was for J/O; to the request 
FPT address if the request was another lervice. 

If an error address was provided on the DELFPT FPT, con
trol wi I I be ... tumed to it. 

If na error address was provided but ry = 1, the nannal exit 
wi II be taken. 

If na error address was provided and F7 = 0, thl!caIJers task 
will be trapped to the IADCAL trap (X'SO'). 

If an abnormal I/o completian oceunwd, the logic is as 
above uling the obnannal add,.. parameter. That ii, the 
original FPT il compl.ted, 18 and Rl0 are .t and the UIerS 

abnarmal address Is given control. If the abnonnal address 
Is nat present, .. tum Is to the ... truction rollowi~ the 
DELFPT call with 18,R10 unchanged. 
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-. 
, ...... t .. ~ • ..., ....... , on DELFPT of..mces 
«Dr which watt Is ...... 1. ...... .. without • ..., odd,.. 
a.y. e.k will cowe .... coller ID I.e trapped. 

fields In .... origInal request FPT -'lIeft will be .lDred on 
completion are .... completion cocN (optional) and data 
from .... data area (optIonal). 

ServIce requests should I.e deleted only once after they 
.. completed. If a busy address Is provIded andCP-Rexits 
ID It the .rvice is still In process. Once a normal, error, 
or abnormal exit Is laken, the .rvice has been deleted. 

Services can only bedeleted by the original requesting task 
or another task in the same lood module. The quiescing 
of the service and removal from the system will vary as 
a function of the activities in process. Waits may occur 
in order to bring the request to a eontrolled termination. 
The busy address will be used if provided when a wait 
is encountered. 

Muftiple, .imultaneous deletes of a service by more than 
one task cannot be allowed. This has the following 
sign; fj canee: 

• A CHECK or DELFPT an a .. rvice whieh was requested 
with wait wi" cause a busy return Of provided) or trap 
(no busy retum is provided). 

• A CHECK or DELFPT on a service which is in CHECK, 
DELFPT, or TEST processing by another task will cause 
a busy retum (if provided) or a trap (no busy retum 
provided). 

These conditions can be avoided by proper coding of 
CHECKs and TEST calls, or by only allowing one of the 
tasks to do all cheeks and/or tests. 

If a task does a service request without wait using an FPT 
In registers, the register content must be the same at check 
time as it was when the service was requested. 

• mALl This function call allows a task to wait until 
all previously requested no-wait services have completed. 
It he. the form 

CAll, 7 address 

where address points to word 0 of the FPT.own below: 

Word 0 

I~II , ~;~'. ,l:I~ iD "Ill ij .. aI, 6 • ,tIS" H H:" s. i71i Ii i ~I 

'optional (PO In MNd 0) 

optional (P1) 

optionol (P2) 

where 

Word 0 

X'''O' is the code identifylng"the WAITALL function. 

PO II the word-1 parameter presence indicator 
(1 indicates present). 

Word options 

P 1 indicates the error address is present. 

p 2 Indicates the abnormal address I. present. 

FO is a Iong-wait indicator, making a secandary 
task a prime candidate for roll-out. 

Error address II the address where all non-I/O errors 
exit, plus any I/O errors of the FPT enor address 
class. 

Abnormaloddress Is the return location for FPT ab-
normal address I/O errors. 

If any previously requested service il complete, a CHECK 
will be performed; that is, the campletion code and data will 
be moved to the originally requested FPT. WAJTALl will 
return only if it has checked and deleted all outstanding 
.rvices • 

Tasks cannot use WAJTALLIf any previously requested service 
cannot legally be woited upon. WAITAl,L will wait for all 
.rvices requested by any task in the caJr.r's load module. 

If any of the nchecked".rvices completed in error, registers 
8 and 10 will be .. t as shown In Appendix N and the retum 
will be to the specified enor or abnormal address in the 
WAITALL FPT. If any 0' the services campleted in error and 
the error address Is nat present, the task will be aborted. 
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W'ITAIIY thil function call allows a ... to walt for 
any preYlously ..... Ied ..",Ic:e to .......... _ WAlTAN.Y 
has the fomat 

CALl,7 address 

where ....... points to won:I 0 of the FPT.hown below. 

Word 0 

optional (PO in word 0) 

tt{ow j • ,I. , • lila is .. 0:" 17 Ii "h6 2' J2 ~I:I~ s Sl. w is ~J 
optional (PI) 

optional (P2) 

where 

Word 0 

X'41' II the code identifying the WAITANY 
function. 

Po is the word-1 porameter presence indicator. 

FPT or DCB address II the field where WAITANY 
returns the address of an original service-request 
FPT or DCB (for type I I/O) which heas been cam
pleted and checked. If FPT or DCB address is 
zero on return from WAITANY call, na outstand
Ing requests were found. 

Word options 

PI Indicates the error address is p-esent. 

'2 Indicates the abnormal acid ..... is present. 

FO II the long-wait indicator, making a .conc:lary 
task a prime candidate for IOII-out. 

Enar address Is the address where all non-I/o 
enon exit, plus any I/o etnH'I of the FPT error 
address class. 

Abnormal address Is the return location for FPT ab-
normal add .... I/o enon. 

If any .rvice II ClDmplete, a CHECK will be performed; 
that II, the completion cade and data will be IIICMtCf to 
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1M _Itlnal ........ FPT. WAITANY will then return to' the 
Cialler. -the acIdreII of the FPT that was checbd II stored 
1ft the WAnANY FPT. .. 

If the -checked" ..",ice completed in error, Ngisten 8 
and 10 will be .. t as shown In Appendix N and the return 
will be to the specified error ... abnormal address in the 
WAITANY ·FPT. 

If na .. rvic:es are complete, WAITANY will nat return con
trol until at least one .. rvice has completed. WAITANY 
will return contn:>llmmediately If na .. rvice requests are 
outstandi ng • 

Tasks may nat use WAITANY if all p-eviously requested 
services cannat legally be woited upon. WAITANY will 
wait for any .. rvice requested by any task in the caller's 
load modul e • 

Services originally requested using FPTs in Ngilten will 
give unpredictable results on WAlTA NY • • 

nST this function call allows a task to test if any p-e
viously requested .. rvices heave completed. TEST is like a 
WAITANY which never WAITS but alwoys returN contlOl to 
the user. This function call has the format 

CAL1,7 address 

where address points 10 word 0 of the FPT Ihown below. 

Word 0 

optional (PO in word 0) 

1~1·;to ill j • ,:. , .1II6.i" is: .. i7 ... 1&.,8 8:M S S 61& Ii i ~,I 
optional (PI) 

I: i i 51. j • ,I. , • illb b ~t: .. 6 Ii w:;~= 1715" is J 
optional (P2) 

I: I • SI. j • ,I. , "lib U ~L .. 1,.=~::::7:'. Ii in.! 

X'42' II the code to coli the TEST function. 

'0 II the word- t parameter presence indicator 
(1 indica ........ nt). 

• 
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. 
FPT or DCI...... h .... fI.1eI where TESt __ 

.... adcha of On orlglnallef'Vl-=- nq'" m or 
DCB (for Type I I/O) that has _n completed and 
checked. If FPT or DCB address II zero on return 
from a TEST call, none of .... outstandl,. requests 
ore compl.ted. 

Word options 

'1 Indicates the error adcha II present. 

'2 Indicates the abnormal address II present. 

Error address Is the address where all non-I/o .non 
pit, plus any I/O errors of the FPT error address 
class. 

Abnormal address Is the return location for FPT em-
norma I address I/O enors. 

. If. Ief'VI-=- Is comp .... , a CHECK will be perIQnried; that 
. h, .... completion code and data will be moved to the 

original requelt FPT and the address of the FPT that was 
checked is stored In the TEST FPT. If no service is com
pie .. , TEST wtll return control immediately and the FPT ad
dNa field In word 0 of TEST FPT will be zero. 

If the -checked service completed in enor, registers 8 and I 
10 wi II be set as shown In Appendix N and the return wi II be 
to the specified enor ar abnormal address in the TEST fPT. 

TEST will check any .. rvice requested by any task In the 
caller's load module. 

Services originally requested using FPTs in registen wi II 
glye unpredictable results on TEST. 
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; I. CP-R DEBUG SERVICE 
i . 

The CP-R Debug monitor .. rvice provides the fo,.round 
and background (batch Itream) user wltha v.natile set of 
commands that allow the user to modify, examine and con
trol the execution of a job. loth primary and sec:andary 
tasks may use the debug .rvice; however, anlyone task 
per lob can. have debug control at any given time. 

The Debug monitor .. rvice consists of a set of CP-R over
lays that are called to perform the requested Debug func
tions. Debug control of a task in a given job can be 
established by any of the following: 

• Debug system co II. 

• Debug Key-in. 

• Debug option on INIT system call, key-in or can
trol command. 

• Debug option on RUN system call. 

• Debug option on IRUN control command. 

Control of Debug is through a .t of operational labels as
ligned to the devices that will be used to input commands 
and output dumps, snapshots, etc. 

These operational labels are given default assignments at 
SYSGEN time but the user is Nsponsible for establishing 
the appropriate assignments in the JOB to be debugged. 

Debug has provisions for accepting an unsolicited interrupt 
or break function that allows the user to interrupt or break 
out of the task being debugged and to gi ve control to debug. 
Two methods ON provided for this feature. At SYSGEN 
time the user may associate an external interrupt with a key
board printer (TYxxx device type). When one of these 
Interrupts is received, Debug will associate the interrupt 
with a JOB using the specific keyboard printer and will 
cause any task that has Debug control to return to Debug 
for input. For primary tasks this control break function 
only occurs when the task is returning from a monitor ler
vice coli. For secondary tasks, control can be returned 
to Debug at any time. 

The second method of causing thisbreak function is from the 
operators console by using the 8R£AK key-in. 

DEBUG CALL 

The Debug monitor servi ce may be inyokecf by execution of 
the following monitor .. rvice coli. 
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.IUG This coli will establish Debug control in the 
named task. The coli has the following format 

CAll,7 address 

where address points to word 0 or the FPT shown below. 

ward 0 

ward 1 

I~I?I:I;I?;::~I:I:I~I~ IS a aI, & • ;12 Z, b sl~ B. bla W ~I:J 
optional (Pl) 

optional (P3) 

I. i i ,,. i • ,: •• 18 hid :0:::7::: .. lib Z. JJ B:" B. biB W i1 J 
optional (P4) 

optionat (P10) 

optional (PH) 

optional (P12) 

where 

Word 0 

X'6,5' Is the code to initiate the coli. 

Word 1 

is the error addN. parameter presence indicator 
(0 means absent; 1 means present). 



( 
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flrP" ...... taIIc ...... parame .. r ~e 
Indicator ~ __ lII.ent; 1 .... ....-t). 

'10 II the completion code F •••• t« "..,ce 
Indicator (0 iNCN abient; 1 ....... 1 ..... t). 

'11-P12 .. the fob name parame .. r ~ In-.oatora t» ..... absent; 1 ....,. present). 

f,-=1 il the abort override indicator. lI .. t, con-
frol will be returned to calling inltnlction + 1 If 
erron are detected and no error address parameter 
has been provided. 

Word ~tions 

Error address il the retum addr .. if erron are found. 

Task name is the name of the task to be Rln with 
DEBUG. The caller'l task is the defcallt name. 

Job nome Is the name of the JOB in which the 
named task is being executed. The caller's lob 
is the default name. 

METHOD OF OPWTI)N 

To make the most effective use of the provided Debug fo
cilities, the user should assemble, load, and RIft his lob 
with a knowledge of Debug functions. 

The Debug u.rvice allows the user to reference locations 
by uling symbols. These symbols may be defined by the 
user at debug time and need not be related to the symbol s 
In the user'l programs. If the user wants Debug to intercept 
trapI he Ihoufd not De hil own trap CALs. 

Alter the uterhas established the Job/console/operational 
label assignments, any INIT of a task with Debug will 
transfer control to Debug at the console assigned to that 
lob. This will couse the mesage TASK IS XVZ to be out
put where XVZ is the name of the task being initiated. 
Debug then prompts with a ":". At this time, the user can 
change the prompt if desired, using the NP command. The 
Uler can modify the task or start execution of the task. 

Debu; uses the following oplabell for c:omnunication: 

-DL 11 the oplabel for Debug log messages. ~e 
Include messages describing trap conditions, 
mesages from InOpShots and other control out
put. II not otherwise specified, Dl will be 
defaulted to the user'l debug coNOle. 

DI II the oplabel for Debug input. All on-line 
commands are read through OJ. 

DP 

DO 

Pl,P2 

II the opIa_1 used "r Mading patches. The 
Input NOd on DP il-.umed to bel" the for
IIIOt described in the -Debyg' Commands Used 
0.. Une and From Batch" IeCtion. 

Is one of the oplabell used for Debug output. 
This il normally assigned to the line printer 
and may be .... d by Debug for 'onger outputs. 

are the other oplabels used for Debug out
put. Eoch of these can be assigned to a 
devi ce and used for output from dump or 
InOpshot commands. 

DEBUG INPUT 

8ockaround jobs using Debug services i'orn the batch Itream 
can assign OJ to the control cammand input. When a lob 
Is to be debugged on-line, the OJ oplabel is assigned to a 
keyboard printer. There II onlyone keybocm:l printer allowed 
per job and this is designated the control console. Although 
Input and output may Ule other devices, all on-line control 
comes from the control console. The control console may be 
a debug console or the operators console. Input may also 
come from the OP (Debug Patch) oplabel via a P command. 

When a user il debugging on-line, all unsoIicitedmessages 
and requests for input are routed to the control console. 
An interrupt il provided at each control console to allow 
the user to initiate .... soIicited input. 

Debug il normally used from a debug console. This is 0 

standard keyboard printer, but it il distinct from the oper
aton console. It has an extemallnterNpt level available 
for .... solicited input. 

The operators console can be used as a control console. In 
this cose, the keyboard printer and the console interNpt 
will be shared between Debug and CP-R. All Debug output 
and ..-quests for input are easily discemable from CP-R out
put, lince CP-R messages start with II and Debug messages 
ltart with the user-specified prompt character. The user 
will immediately know whether to respond to CP-Ror Debug. 
If the uler wishes to do an unsolicited input to Debug he 
should do a key-In to CP-R as follows: CINT XX, where 
XX is the hexadecimal number of the interrupt allocated to 
Debug or use the BREAK key-in. Output messages from 
Debug and CP-R will be qu.,ed and will appear on the 
OC device. : 

• 

DEBUG OUTPUT 

Although a Iller can only have one control device for 
each lob, he can use multiple output devices. Each lep
auate dump can be lOuted to a different output device. 
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If no output _Ice Is .. dfled, .... output wfll ... e 
on .... conhDl COMO'. tDL) ~ce. 

A user C:a'I also output to any standard peripheral. The 
A command is used to auociote devices with oplabels. If 
InUltiple uteri .'ect the lllme output device from Debug, 
their output will be intermixed. Th. u.rs must do .... eir 
awn device allocation to avoid mixing output. 

DEBUG 1RAP CONTROL 

When a program is initiated wi .... Debug, it connects all 
traps (X'«l'-X'50') to an entry in Debug. When a trap 
occurs, Debug prints the following message: 

:TRAP XIV AT SYMBOL + VAlUE 

where 

Is the trapped tasIc u.r ~t character. 

x is the hexadedmal value of the trap. 

Y is the CC set by the trap lagi c. For traps 
«) and 42, CC identifies the type of trap. De
bug will then prompt and request input. If a 
trap occurs in DEBUG the message 

:TRAP XIV at DEBUG + VAlUE 

will be printed. ., this case the user's registers 
and the value of $1 will not be modified. Traps 
will occur in Debug if the user attempts to dump 
no~ccess memory or modify write protected 
memory. Any attempt by the user to connect 
traps will override DEBUG trap management. 

DEBUG COMMANDS 

Debug commands are provided to allow the user to modify, 
examine, and monitor the execution of his task. The com
mands and a description of their functions follow. 
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A Assign device to DEBUG oplabel 
C Control segments 
M Modi fy memory 
J hart code logically 
N Give a value to a name (tymbol) 
P t.ad patch cards 
B IfaoIch to the users code - move snapshot 
D Dump sel ected parts of core 
E Execution control (task) 
R Remove snapshot, insertion, or nomes 
L Look at memory lor a match 
Q Quit task(s) 
S Snapshot definition 

The .-qu'''' debug con.llOild formats are the same.whether 
commands ore read from a user's debug console or from the 
patch file. All patch cards must have a command identifier 
as the first dlOracter. When Debug il uaed in the patch 
1IIOcIe, all commonds are read and In • ..,. .ted by Debug 
Immediately. Debug uses monItor CAts to do Its input! 
output. Each command must be contaIned on one line. 
Multipl. blanlcs are treated as a .Ingle blank and blanks are 
u.d as field delimiters wh.,. shown In the commands. 

Each debug control card will be of the form: 

(Command IdenUto., options 

The Command Identifier must be delimited by one or more 
blanks. 

Each control conlOle command will be of the form: 

Command Identifier options e 

For debug commands the Iollowir.a definitions and conven
tions will be used: 

symbol 

\'Glue 

register 

loc 

From one to eight EBCDIC characters as 
_crlbed in the AP Assembler chc.ucter 
.t. One character must be an alpha
betic character. All Sigma machine 
mnemonics or. .... rwc:I to Debug. S Is 
the value of the current location counter 
(first location patched) for modifies and 
Inserts. SC II the current \'Glue of the 
condition codes. SF Is the current value 
of the floatin; controls. SI is the value of 
the instruction counter (the next loca
tion to execute). 

From one to ten numerals or hexadecimal 
\'Glues. If the number Is preceded by c 
• •• , the number will be ~ as hexa
decimal. A \'Glue may be preceded by 
a+or-.i8". 

1. A positive \'Glue S 15. .

• 2. A symbol whole wlue is S 15. 

J. A positive \'Glue. 

2. NAME, where NAME is a symbol de
fined in Debug. 

I 
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Ioc 
(cont. ) 

word 

" 
3. Sums or .ffe ...... of ...... of 1M 

abow twa forms. 

4. On. of the above forms preceded by 
an ."'. ··1 N ref.n to the location 
pointed to by register 1. 

1. A signed (plus sign (+) optional)hexa
decimal or decimal volue. 

bamples: -6, l00,.2A, -.Af. 

2. A name plus or minus an optional off
set. The offset can be either a hexa
decimal or decimal value. Address 
..solution for the name can be speci
fied by using the AP Assembler charoc
fer set notation: rr(name):toffset where: 

rr = SA, HA, WA, or DA 

Word resolution is assumed by default. 
Note that both BA(ALPHA) + 3 and 
BA(ALPHA + 3)are legal. If the name 
specified has not been defined some
where in the task, it will be flagged 
as undefi ned . 

3. An EBCDIC constant (limited to four 
characters contained in quotes). Trail
ing blanks will be provided. 

Examples: 'ABC', 'A'. 

4. A symbolic instruction. The mnemonic 
field of the instruction must be an 
EBCDIC operation code. The register 
and index fields can be any location 
in the proper range. The address field 
can be any location in the proper range. 

The following commands are provided by Debug: 

A The assign command is similar in function to the 
STDLB cal; it changes the assignment of a Debug oplobel 
on a job basis. 

The form of the A command is 

(,area] ,name 

opIabel is a Debug oplabel. 

area Is a RAD area if the label is being assigned 
to a lAD file. 

name specifies a physical device name, anum-
eri c zero, the name of a lAD file (if area is 
specified), or another oplabel. 

where 

CA activot. the desired segment. 

CD deactivates the desired segment. 

CE erases the desired segment. 

sag number If the unique number of any valid seg-
lllent in the task. A segment must be active be
fore any patching In a segment con be done. 

I The modify CCIftImClnd replaces one set of locations 
by another set. 

The form of the M command is 

( M I~""'/· .. /wonI.,l 

where 

loc Is the fint memory location to be modified. 

wordi Is the content ta be inserted in the designated 
location. The i th word is Inserted into loe + i. 

I The Insert command designates inrertion of one or more 
instructions logica"y before (18), after (lA), or replacing 
(IR) the instNction at the designated location. 

The form of the I command is 

where 

18 

IA 

IR 

designates Insert Befare. 

designat. Nert Alter. 

designates Insert Replace. 

1oc Is the location that insertion is done with re-
spect to is the I th change that is to be logic
ally inrerted. 

The information for the inrert is maintained 10 that 
an insertion may be removed if desired. 
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• n.. name COI,_,uid _dD'" a WOld (valu.) wIth 
a symbol in the currently open tasle or ewluat. an .... -
slon and ... turnl a he_ecimal value. Thh COi,A'iiGhd CG'I 

also change the Debug PR»mpt character for a task. 

The form of the N command is 

0~d [.ym!>oll!wonf] 

where 

N specifies associate a symbol with a word value. 

NP specifies the first character of the symbol as 
the new prompt character. 

NL specifies evaluate the word. 

Iymbol is any AP symbol. 

word is anyvalidexpreaion as described previously. 

P The patch command causes Debug to read patch cards 
from the DP oplabel. The form of the P command is 

where 

P c:ca.IleS a read from the OP devi ceo 

PE retums control to the 01 device. 

Debug will continue to read from the DP opI abe I until it 
encounters a PE command or an E 00. 

D The dump command allows selected areas of care to 
be output. 

The form of the D command is 

where each dump after the fi rst one rIIIlt be p ... eecled 
by a "/". 
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... - Is of the form -'t"n 

loc1 ~ I~~:~} (,formatL OPlabel]] 

where 

loc
l 

Is the start location of the dump in 
the currentfy open task. 

lo~ Is the last location to be dumped if 
the command is DL. If loc2 is not speci
fied, only loc

l 
will be dumped. 

size II the number of locations to be dumped 
in a D command. If not specified, thede
faultlize is 1. 

format ilone of the following: 

E for an EBCDIC format dump. 

o for a signed decimal format 
dump. 

8 for a binary format dump. 

F for a he)CQdecimol format 
dump. 

If no format character is present, the dump wi II 
be defaulted to huadecimol. 

oplabel Is one of the defined Debug 
oplabels. 

If no aplabel il present, the dumps will be 
output on the DL oplabel. 

If the 0 command has no arguments, the next sequential cell 
(following the last dumped cell) will be dumped. 

E The execution eontR»1 command allows the user to stop 
and start a task in his job. 

The form of the command is 

where 

EH 

task name 

designates execution halt "top). 1. 

This conwnand causes a STOP CAL to be done to 
the task. This will inhibit the named task from 
furth .. execution until a START il done. 

EB designates .. ecution begin (start). This will 
start a secondary tosIc via a START CAL. 

I, 
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• the NInO". function wtll """'e ...... IIIIIpIhots 
or Inl.-tionl cnf -.place the original oontents of the 
location (I). 

Ie form of the R commond is 

wh.e 

R specifies removal of any snapshots or insertions 
in locl through loc:n. 

RS tpecifies removal of all snapshots. 

Rl specifies removal of all insertions. 

RN tpecifies removal of all names. 

loc. are the locations where removal Is to be done. 
I When the removal is done, the location iaretumed 

to its original state and the patch il removed from 
the Debug work space. No locations are allowed 
for either RS or RI commands. Inserts may not be 
ploced over a location already accommodating an 
insert or .. ap. 

• 'The branch command is used to start execution at the 
specified location in IIle currently open task and to move a 
snapshot if desired. 

The form of IIle B command is 

where 

8 designates a branch to 1oc. If no arguments are 
present, III e task wi II continue from the current 
active snapshot or program start ($1). This aption 
al lows the user to continue from a snapshot or start 
at the entry of a newly initialized task. The snap 
1oc parameter will be ignored if present. 

8M designates branching to 1oc and moving the 
tnOpshot location. This command should be used 
only when control has been transferred via a snap
shot and breakpoint. The BM will move the snap
shot from its original 1oc (l) to the specified snap 
loc and execution will resume at the specified 1oc:. 
If 1oc is not specified it defaults to l. If neither 
argument is specified, loe defaults to the original 
loc (l) and .,ap loc defaults to l + 1. This gives 
the user a stepping function which allO'llt'S him 
to execute instructions line by line. This com
mand with no arguments will not allow the user 

eo ..., 0 t.ranch INlruction. H It II "ired to 
continue execution hm the canent InCIpIhot and 
Il10,,. the snapthot the command "aM snap loc" can 
be uted. . 

L The look command allows the uaer to HOrch memory 
for a certain pattem. 

The form of the L command is 

(L 100 I' 100/-,[/w""2 J 

The IeGrch will be conducted between loc, and loc2 for a 
match to word,. Each location will be masked Oogical and) 
by word2 before beillJ compared word,. If word2 is not 
present the default wi II be X'FFFFFFFF'. All locations that 
match and their contents will be printed on the control 
console. 

, The quit function allowsthe userto terminate a single 
task in his iob or to terminate the whole iob. 

The form of the Q command is 

name 

where 

Q terminates the named task. 

QJ terminates the entire iob. 

• The W command allows the .... to comprea debug 
workspace and make returned space available for extensions 
by name, insert, and snap commands. Should there be snaps 
or inserts Qa)ciated with canently nonexistent or protected 
lpOCe, the Iqueez:ing will be incomplete and wi" return an 
error report. 

__ IUPSHOT 

There are two types of InGpihats that can be specified. The 
snapshot and continue does the dumps If .r.equired, and con
tinues execution aft. the InClplhot. The _apshot and break
poi nt executes the ... hot CIS above and "'en goes to the 
control console for input. Either type of .. apshot can be 
specified in patch commands. 

I The S command inserts Gn the same manner as the com
mand IB) a snapshot at the designated location, 10 that when 



control paas through .... location, the followi .. trcnpir. 
prior to .-cuti .. the IlIIIruction that MIl at IDe: 

The following il output on the DL oplabel. 

:SNP AT 1oc 

where 

Ioc 

II the p'0rnpt character for the talk where the 
tnap il. 

is the locationspec:ified ina p'evioUi S command. 

The form of the S command is 

r~cl loe / ................ 

where 

S il ° r~uest to snapshot and transfer control (snap-
shot and breakpoint) to the control console for De
bug input. 

SC is a r~uest to snapshot and resume execution. 

loc is the location in the task where the snapshot 
is to be placed. The location cannot olready be 
allOcioted with an insert or snap. 

Dump requests .e the .... format IpeClfied in . 
the 0 (Dump) oo .... nand. fach dump .-cification 
Must be P'KeeIed by a -/". Only five .ch re
quem may be accommodated. 

DEBUG ERROR MESSAGES 

A message is output for all Debug errors. Debug will then 
request input from the Debug control console. The follow
Ing message is output to the control console. 

ERR N IN FIELD M 

where 

N is a hexadecimal value between 1 ond FFF. All 
.-rGrs in the range FFO to FFF are system errors and 
indicate a system malfunction. Other .-rors are 
user .-rors. 

M il a decimal value that indicates the field where 
the...-or was detected. The first .-ror found will 
abort the convnand. In reporting the field count, 
Debug considers the COIMlOnd Identifier to be 
field 1. Each subsequent delimiter, including 
blor*/+ - ()., 1* twmlnates a field. 

All ...-ors are detected before the command has 
been p'oceued except tho .. indicated below by 
an *. The indicated commands are processed up 
to the point of the error. The command is then 
aborted and fwtner input il requested. 

The Debug error numbers and their meaning are itemized 
in Table 18. 

Table 18. Debug &ror Messages 

.&ror 
Number DeICI'iption of &rar 

11 An empty field after a delimiter il invalid. 
12 A. followed by a nonhexadecimal value is illegal. 
13 The indicated field should be a number or a defined symbol. 
14 Invalid address rerolution has been used. 
15 An illegal left parenthesis has been used. 
16 A right parenthesis is followed by illegal syntax. 
17 An illegal EBCDIC constant has been specified. 
22 Illegal hexadecimal value has been specified. 
27 Undefined symbol. 
28 Illegal character. 
31 Regilter and addr .. field milling. 

~ 32 Register milling. • 
33 An * il illegal in the register field. 
34 A register designation must be followed by a blank. 
35 An empty address field is illegal. 
36 The index field is milling. 
37 An * is illegal in the index field. 
38 The specified index is too large. 
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, ... 18. .. o.IMig fInr M ,_ (cont.) 

mor " 

N~ De.:ription 

39 The IpeCTfied regilt. value il Illegal. 
41 No location hal been specified. 
42 No wards haYe been lpeCified. 
43 Too many modifies or i....-ts have been specified. 
51 Illegal format specified. 
52 Illegal lin in 0 D command. 
53 Illegal oplabelspecified. 
54 Illegal use of indirection. 
61 More thon two continuation recorda have been input. 
62 The command identifier is undefined. 
64 The input command il illegal from the Patch (OP) device. Delete snaps, or inserts to release 

lpOCe. 
71 No more work lpOCe available. 
81 The named location contains neither an insert nor a snapshot. 
82 ItS and Rl commands cannot have arguments specified. . 
83 R commands must have arguments Ipecified. 
89 Workspace already compact. 
SA Workspace has unidentified block. 
88 Snap or iNert linkage inacc:essible. 
8C Program link to InOp or insert is inappropriate. , 
91 Invalid leading delimiter in the Dump command. 
92 Invalid oplabel specified in a dump command. 
Al No segment specified. 
/Ia. Illegal segment. 
~ Illegal completion ItatUi from the CAL. 
81 An insert to a register is invalid. 

( 
82 An insert or snapshot is already present in the specified location. 
Cl A location must be specified for a snapshot. 
C2 A snapshot to a register is invalid. 
C3 The delimiter after the location il invalid. 
C4 A ~t or insert is already present. 
CS Too many dump requests. 
CE The Message option is not allowed. 
CF The condition option is not allowed. 
Dl The delimiter after the location il invalid in a 1M command. 
D2 No InCIpIhot is active. 
£1 Start, end, or word , are not present. 
E2 The delimiter after start, end, or word 1 is illegal. 
Fl Illegal character in the named symbol. 
F2 A value must be specified in an N command. 
F3 The delimiter after the symbol name is illegal. 
F4 An NL command must have an expr_ion. 
101 Illegal character in Task Name. 
102 STOP/START error. 
111 Illegal character in Task Name. 
112 SIGNAL Enor. 
121 Illegal character in Task Name. 
122 &ror in TERM call. 
131 Illegal Oplabel. 
132 Illegal Delimiter. .. 

~ 133 Illegal File Name. 
134 frror in STDLB call. 
1Ft Write &ror COL). 
lF2 Read Enor (01). 
lF3 Write &roc. 
FFt A patc:h element type il IDe) large. 
FF2 A IX'tch element size is 100 large. 
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... CP-R MEDIA SERVICE 

The CP-R MEDIA .,vice p'0vides the Of*ator facilities 
for performing media «·nver.ions ceor~urrent with the op
.-ation of foreground and background jobs, and foreground 
tasks the ability to submit permanent disk files for later 
p'inting on a line p'inter. 

KEY -It CONVERSI)NS 

The MEDIA key-In allows the operator 10 request conver
lions from 

I~;'I cords lfile ] 

~~ 10 

or from file 10 lceyboard printer. 

Multiple key-In requests may be made. Each .. quest will 
be queued for later processing. 

fOREGROUND CONVERSIONS 

For the foreground tasks, the MEDIA service call p'ovides 
a delayed printing mec:hanism. The task can output printer 
destined information to a permanent disk fi Ie, and request 
the MEDIA task to capy the file to the printer. Multiple 
requests can be mode by ohe or more foreground tasks 
causing the requests to be queued for Iat. prac_ing. 

Requests from a foreground task'. service call do not 
explicitly state the destination of the printed output. The 
destination is implicitly the tNJ operational label in the 
CP-R job. The default ossignment of the oplobel is deter
mined during System Generation (SYSGEN), but may be 
changed by the STDLB key-in. 

MEDIA PROCESSING 

MEDIA handles oplobels in a Ilightly nonstancbd manner. 
Oplabels .e converted to the device or file to which they 
are auigned. This is done by the key-in when the request 
il accepted and for a foreground .... vice request when it 
Is ready to be p'ocessed. This means that changing the 
aaignment of an oplabel during a MEDIA conversion has 
no effect on that conversion. This il done to protect the 
integrity of a MEDIA output. 
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MEDIA performs its con·"'lions as on independent task in 
the CP-R lob concurrently with other tasks in the system. 

Each conversion request, • It II entered Into the queue, 
II OIIigned on Identification nurnba-. This number is typed 
on the operator's console (OC) device for key-in requests, 
and il used to identify output for the request. Printer out
put will be identified by a break page containing the name 
of the requesting task (this will be "OPERATOR" for key-in 
requests) and the identification number. 

Queued requests ore processed in the following order: 

1. Key-In requests; 

2. Service requests, by priority. 

When the Symbiont praceuor Is In use for Background jobs, 
MEDIA will coordinate with the Symbionts for usage of 
devices conwnon to both. Any requests to use a device 
already in use by the Symbionts causes that request to be 
delayed until the device is free. All devices used by either 
processor .e freed at the end of each job or request to 
allow the other access. This Insures that a job'l or con
version's output will be contiguous and not int.mixed with 
other output. Outputs may alternate between MEDIA and 
Symbiont .. 

MEDIA IE.VlCE CAll 

MEDIA The Media .. vice call allows foreground 
tasks 10 tubmit permanent disk files to the CP-R Media tosk 
for lat. processing. The Media task, when proceuing the 
request, will copy the file to the MO operational label as 
defined in the CP-R job. 

Th. call for this function has the following format: 

CALl, 7 oddr_ 

where addreu points to word 0 of the FPT shown below 

word 0 

word 1 4f 

optional (Pl) 
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eptlonal (It") 

optional (P8) 

E , . Sh i • ':i , • IIIb b G oJ, " • Nla Si~I:~!~» WiS if a J 
optional (10) 

I. ~t.n ,1~ •• ilia b Gal, 6. "Ii ,. B S:S; 53» "'5 Ji i ~J 
o optional (14) 

II;I? i i/a i • ,I, , w"hi IS ~IB:' 6a;=~~ ::: ~;:5. J 

WO/:dO 

X'S9' is the code that tpeeifies the media call. 

DS Is the dowle lpOCe option that is meaningful 
only when NVFC = 1. If present (OS = 1) the 
printed output will be double lpDCed between 
eoch line of output. If OS is Z~ (0), then single 
lpOCing will occw. 

NVFC Is the wrtical format control option. If 
pr .. nt (NVFC = 1) tnen printer output will toke 
ploee os specified by the OS pcramet... If NVFC 
Is z .. o (0), then the first byte of eoch line imoge 
is inta-preted os a format control charact ... 

DEL is the delete file aft .. printing aption. If 
..... nt (DEL = 1) the lAO fi Ie specified to be 
... inted will be deleted aft .. the printing opW'a
tion hos successfully been completed. If DEL is 
z .. o (0), the lAO file will not be deleted. 

DCB oddress if pcramet .. P4 in word 1 is nat 
present (= 0), then this field is int«preted os 
the oddress of a DeB that is ossignecl to the lAO 
file that il to be printed. If the DeB il not as
signed to 0 lAO file, then on erYOI' condition 
Is generated. 

.pI is the optional .nor oddr .. pcrometer pr .. nce 
Indicator (0 means absent, 1 means pr .. nt). 

OM Is the pcrameter pr .. nce Indicator for the 
optional file nome and area oddr .. pcrarnet .. 
(0 means absent; 1 ftICIns pr .. nt). 

P8 Is the pcrarneter pr .. nce Indicator for the 
optionol priority<par-ameter (0 IMCIniabsent; 1 IMCIns 
..... nt). -

'10 II the pcna ...... r po_nee Indicator fOr the 
aptionol type ClDlllpl.tlon code parame"r (0 indi-

o 0 c:ateI no podt",,; 1 Indicates the cpmpletlon code 
Is to be poIfed). 

P14 is the occount name addr ... parameter presence 
Indicator (0 means ot.ent; 1 means pNl8nt). 

F7 Is the abort override Indicator. 

Word Options 

ErTOr Address II the return address to process any 
detected errors. 

Area and File Nome Address Is the address of a 
three word dota block that contains the area and 
file nome of the file to be Ii~ed. The fint word 
contains the area name in bib 16-31 in EBCDIC. 
The second and third words contain the file name 
In EBCDIC. 

Priority II the 16-bit priority which is to be os-
signed ta the printing operation. This priority is 
used to control the selection of files ta be printed. 
If nat specified, ... iority defaults to the callen 
priority. 

Completion Cade II the word where the system wi II 
post the ,..,Its of the service call. 

account name address Is the address of a two word 
dota block that contains the account name in 
EBCDIC, extended ta eight characten with trailing 
blanks. If the account name II all blanks or nu
... ric zero, It II treated as urwpecified. 

a. If neither account nome nor area nome i, spec
Ified, the calli"" task', occount II used, and 
the area may be any public area. This pro
vides the simplest specification, and the user 
need nat be concerned with the poaibility of 
nome conflicts other than within hi' own 
account. 

b. If the account nome I, specffied, but the area 
name Is not, the file may be In any public 
orea. This proyides far area-Independent file 
specification • 

c. If the area name Is specTfied but the account 
nome II not, the system a~nt will be used. 
Thil case proYldes compatibility for code 
-wrItten before the addition of file accaunt 
names. 

~ If a DCB oddress Is supplied In lieu of the area and 
fi Ie nome data block, the DCB will be dosed upon 
IUcceaful processing of the MEDIA service call. 
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lhe MEDIA leerln has two functions; It allows the operator 
to .,bmit requests for a Media conversion and it ,i.,. him 
control over the operation of the Media task. 

1he MEDIA by-in has the followi"8 ,e,.,al format: 

or 

MEDIA (Input lpeCification)[, (ihput option),==, 

LO(input option), ••• J, (output tpeCification~ 
Ll, (output option), (output option), ••• J 

MEDIA (controlipeCification[, (control----, 

Lspecification), ••• J 
where 

Input apecification may take any of the following 
forms: 

IN,device 
IN,oplabel 
FlLE,fid 

Device may be a card reader (CRxxx) or a magnetic 
tape (9Txxx or nxxx). Oplabel must be associated 
with one of these devices or a file. 

Input option may be one af the following: 

DEL 
ALL 

SFILE, n 
lEW 

UNLOAD 

The DEL input option i. applicable only to a file input 
lpeCification and indicates the file i. to be deleted 
after the copy i. IUCcessfully completed. 

The ALL option is applicable to tape and card input 
ipeCifications and indicates that all files from the 
ltarting file to the end-of-file (volume) or two con
MCutive lEeDs ore to be copied. 

The other options are applicable only to magnetic tape 
devices and specify processing as follows: 

SFILE, n space forward from the starting (current) 
position nn" files before starting the copy. 

lEW rewind the input tape after the copy 
operation i. completed. 

UNLOAD ..-wind the input tape ·off-line" 
after the copy operation i. completed. 

Output specificotions may be of the form: 

OUT,device 
OUT , oplabe I 
FILE, fid 
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DevIce may be a tape (9Txxx or nxxx), a prInter ~ 
(LPaaut), or a c:md punch (CPXXX). Oplabelmust be 
a.oclated wIth one of th... devIces or a file .. If a 
file I. specIfied as Input, then a keyboard printer may 
be specified as an output device (TYxxx). 

Output option may be one of the folJowi~: 

NVFC 
SPACE,n 
~DD 

SFILE,n 
WEOF,n 

lEW 
UNLOAD 

The NVFC ond SPACE,n options are applicable to 
printer destined files and have the folJowi~ meani~s: 

NVFC the fint byte of each NCOrd is not to 
be interpreted as a VFC byte; instead, it is 
to be printed as dato. The defoult is the 
fint byte is used as a VFC byte and the data 
.tarts in the second byte. 

SPACE, n this has meani~ only when NVFC 
i. specified and indicates there are to be 
"n tl blank lines between each output line, 
lSnS15. 

The ADD option specifies that the output file(s) is 
either to be an extension to an exi.ti~ disk file or to 
fo lIow the last fi Ie currently on a magneti c tape. 

The remaining options are applicable to magnetic tope 
and specify proeeain; as follows: 

SFILE,n space fofward Fn>m the ltarti~ (cur-
rent) position -n" files before .torti~ the 
copy. 

WE OF, n write "n" end-of-files after the copy. 
If WEOF is not specified, "n" is defaulted 
ta 2. 

lEW rewind the output tape after the capy. 

UNLOAD rewind the output tape "off-line" 
after the copy. 

Options which do not have meani~ for their associated 
Input or output specifications are accepted and ignored 
without an error notification. 

The control specification mgy be one of the following: 

S 
L 
I 
X 

where 

S causes an immediate IUlp8nsion of the cur-
rent copy operation. 

L will inhibit the initiation of any new copy 
operations but will allow the current copy to 
continue. 
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continue the curNnt copy If ..... ,,10 aft '. -_ - -;- . tpeclfylng an SFILE,n count greater than the number of 
•• • 9 •• \ •• -

·5", NmOVe the previous ·L" ...,.st, or . fil .. remaining on a tape will cause the outputfile(s) to 
aearch for a new copy 10 start. be appended as if an ADD had been lpecifiecl. 

x term inate the current copy. 

Multiple control optiON may be .. Iected in any -order 
In one MEOlA key-in. However, If on ·5" and/or "L" 
are selected in combination with an ",", processing is 
as follows: The "S" and/or "L" action requests are set 
(combined with the current status of the MEOlA task); 
then, if "S" is set, "'" resets it only; if "SOl is nat set 
and "L" is, "I" will reset "L". 

CONVENTIONS 

Input files are delimited by a IEOD from a card reader, 
an end-of-fi Ie from a tape, or the end-of-file from a 
disk. When multiple files are being copied in response 
10 the ALL option, double l£ODs or end-of-files are 
required 10 t.minate the input. Tapes being processed 
In response 10 ADD or ALL options must be ... minated by 
double end-of-fi les. 

Whenever one of the devices involved in a MEDIA copy 
requires operator intervention, a message indicating this 
condition will be output on the control console and the 
MEDIA task will enter the IUSpended operation ltate by 
simulating an ·S" control by-in. ThillMltClge may be: 

IlMEDIA: M:>UNT TAPE(S) FOR dddd 

10 indicate the tope or tapes for conversion request "dddd" 
are 10 be mounted; or 

llyyndd MANUAL 

to Indicate that the device is in the manual state; or 

Ilyyndd WRT PROT 

to indicate the output device il write-p"otected. 

The copy II cont;nued after the condit;an Is COrNCMd by 
entering the MEDIA "I" controlleey-in or aborted if the 
condi tion connat be correcMd by entering both the "X" 
CIftd "I" controlleey-In. Note that if the ·X" and "I" are 
not entered in one leey-in, the "X" Ihould be entered fint 
liD prewnt a reoccurrence of the condi tion. 

Multiple positioning options may be requested for magnetic 
tapes that might couse conflicts. If both SFILE and ADD 
are lpeCified for an output tape, the SFILE positioning is 
,.-formed first and then the ADD positioning. Whenev. 
both REWand UNLOAD are tpeeified, only the UNLOAD 
II performed. 

MESSAGES 

The acceptance of a valid key-in request and its entry into 
the MEDIA task's queue is indicated by the message, 

IIQUEUED AS 10 NUM dddd 

A key-in request that il rejected for any reason is indicated 
by the message, 

IIKEY-ERR 

and can be corrected by re-entering the correct key-in. 

The meaoge, 

I I MEDIA: MOUNT TAPE(S) FOR dddd 

II typed when the MEDIA task has begun processing request 
"dddd" and will wait until the operator Indicates he has 
IDOUnted the correct tape(s) on the correct drives. 

The message, 

J IMEDIA: ABORTED REQ dddd:yyyy(, xx] 

is output whenever a copy request cannot be completed 
normally and is aborted. The "dddd" gives the request's 
10 number, "yyyy. gives the reason for the abort, and 
the optional "xx" gives the ~ code returned in R10 by 
the service call reporting the fatal error. The meaning of 
the various "yyyy" cades may be one of the following: 

.:a:t1... 
BUFS 
DEY 

NOMO 

OPER 

OPNI 

OPNO 

PREP 

Meaning 

unable to get memory for buffers. 

unrecoverable ~ during the copy. t 

the MO operational label was not defined 
by SYSGEN time. 

the operator keyed in the "X" control 
oommond. 

unable to open the input file. t 
t 

unable to open the output file. 

fatal .-ror .. ing SFUrE or ADD pre-copy 
positioni~. ! 

SPEC on error in the request spec:ification that wos 
nat detected when request was accepted. 

tThese enon will have the optional "xx" displayed. 
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10. IYERLAY LOADER 

OVERVIEW 

The Overlay Loader is a two-poss processor tt.at creates 
programs In overlay form. Modules In .tandard abject 
language format are converted to overlays In absolute 
core image form in accordance wrth the Loader contral 
commands. The loader creates programs for execution In 
either foreground or background, prepares standard proces
sors for execution under the Job Contral Processor, and 
creates Public Ubraries. 

The Overlay Loader permits the user to assemble, 'oad to 
backgraund or foreground and execute programs with mini
mal control information. The default cases documented in 
this section for each contro' command will handle most nor
mal situations. 

The contral command structure permits the user to tailor the 
loading procedure for a wide variety of situations, and the 
contral commands add contral and flexibility by overriding 
default cases and adding options. 

The size of the program that can be loaded is a function of 
the size of the symbol table and avai lable core storage at 
load time, rather than the amount of core memory that the 
program occupies at execution time. Therefore, the Over
lay Loader moy load user programs equal in size to the max
imum available area in core at execution time, even though 
this area is not available at load time. 

The loading of mixed media is allowed, and all library 
looding wi 1/ be fram library fi les on disk. There are no 
constraints on the ordering of modules within a library. 

fUNCT10NAL FLOW 

The options specified on the 10LOAD contral command are 
scanned and those not specified are assigned their default 
values. A :ROOT or :SEG contral command is scanned to 
determine the lOurce of the binary object modulesfrom which 
the segment will be created, and to define its linkage. 

The Loader makes the first pass over the binary object mod
ules, al/ocating the segment's label/ed COMMON blocks 
(dummy sections) and control sections. It cancurrently bui Ids 
o symbol table of DEFs and unsatisfied REFs. Object mod
ules input from non-disk devices are lOved on a temporary 
disk file (Xl). 

Alter the 'ost object module for a segment has been input, 
the libraries are searched. Pointers to the selected library 
object modules are lOved and their DEFs and REFs are added 
to the symbol table. At the end of a path, segment symbol 
tables are written on temporary disk fi les. At this paint 
all the loader contra I commonds except :ASSIGN ond 
:LMHDR have been input. 
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During the second pass, each segment's binary object 
modules and .. Iected library modules are loaded. The 
absolute core Image of each tegment Is created and written 
on the program fHe. Part two of the ROOT (the DCBT AB, 
OVlOAD table, the temp stacks and any DCBs created by 
the lDader) is built at the end of the second pass. If a MAP 
has been specified, It is output. If an output file used by 
the lDader overflows, an attempt ts mode to output all pos
lible MAP information. The loader returns to the system 
by calling either the EXIT or ABORT function. 

IMTATDtS 

There are certain limitations in the use of the Overlay 
Loader due to the total system considerations or because the 
efficiency of the Loader could otherwise be degraded. 

1. No discontinuous segments will be output by the Over
fay loader. The SEGLOAD and ACTIVATE service 
functions read only contiguous core images. Since 
each discontinuity would result in at least ane addi
tional disk access, considerable degradation of the run
foad process for the foreground would result. 

2. The contents of reserve areas within a program wi" not 
be predictable at execution time unfess initialized in 
some manner (e. g., by DATA statements). labeled 
COMMON will be unpredictable unless initialized by 
a DATA statement. Blank COMMON is not written to 
disk and is not loaded as part of the program. 

3. Allocation of program and labeled COMMON within a 
program area is generally determined by the Loader. 

4. Only relocatable modules or those containing absolute 
origins falling within the limits of the segment currently 
being loaded wi II be allowed. 

5. No implicit loading of segments will take place at exe
cution time. Only explicit colis for Memory Manage
ment services will read in overloy segments. Thus, 
the overlay structure must be accurately defined at load 
time to coincide with eJCPliclt colis in the user's pro
gram. The user IIICI)' , however, specify a set of seg
ments to be loaded initially. 

OVERlAY LOAD IIODUlES 

An over'ay load module Is a file containing the absolute 
core Images of the segments of a program, ofong with a 
body of information ta contral the preparation of the pro
gram for execution. The absolute core image of a segment 

• 
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In .... load .... ,. II a ...... oonflnuaus .".. 1Iii"Sl, 
laeginning at a 1Ktar"" ndaly. Its length IslUCh that it 
Includes a" .... 01 the ....... t gene",,*, from IOMs and 
a"locations a'''''' by :MODIFY commands. It will stop 
thort of any areas at the end of a -ament that result from a 
:RES command if these areas do not have Ipecific initial 
contents (i ••• , If the,.. en no :MODIFY COIMIGIIds offect
Ing them). 

OVERLAY STRUCTURES 
An overlay program is generally composed of two root seg
ments, a Blank COMMON segment and several oyeriay 
segments; hawever, it can consist of as little as a single 
root with no other segments. The root and common segments 
are always resident during execution of the program. 
Residence of overlay segments depends on the explicit use 
of Memory Management calls by the program. 

Each segment is created from one or more binary object 
modules and associated library rautines. The segments are 
assigned arbitrary identification numbers (except for the 
root, which is always segment 0) that must be unique within 
the overlay program. Segment numbers are used by the 
Overlay Loader and the Memory Management fuctions. 

The overlay structure of the program is communicated to 
the lDader with the :ROOT, :SEG, and :COMMON con
trol commands. This structure defines all sets of segments 
that logically may be in memory together. Any such set 
of segments wi" be called a "path II of the program. The 
overlay structure af a program is commonly represented by 
a tree diagram, where the root (both segments) is the origin 
branch and each overlay segment is a branch. The diagram 
is drawn 10 that the paths of the program are the same as 
the lets of segments defined by the paths through the 
diagram. 

The overlay program example given in Figure 13 consists of 
a root (segment 0) and overlay segments 1 through 15. The 
segments (horizontal lines) are numbered in the order in 
which they were built by the Loader. There are nine paths: 

1. 0, 1,2 6. 0,5,9,10,11,-12 

2. 0,1,3 7. 0,5,9,10,11,13 

3. 0,4 B. 0,5,9, 10, 14 

of. 0,5,6,7 9. 0,5,9,15 

5. 0,5,6, B 

Normally, the allocation of memory to the segments of the 
program would correspond to the structure diagram above. 
Each segment would begin in memory at the end of the seg
... nt at which it is based in the diogram. This allocation is 
provided by the Overlay Loader when legment origins cre 
not specified explicitly. 
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Figure 13. An Overlay Program 

OVERLAY RESTRICTIONS 

Communication between segments by extemal DEF/REF link
ages is permitted with the following r.trictians: 

1. The Loader will satisfy a DEF/REF linkage only within 
a path. 

2. A segment in one path cannot Nference a segment in 
another path. For eJCamPle, segment 2 must not refer
ence any of segments 3-15. 

3. The user must ensure that ony segments that intercom
municate are in core. For example, if segment 5 ref
erences segments 6 and 8, then segments 6 and 8 must 
have been .xplicitly loaded. If segment B references 
legments 5 or 6, these segments must have been explic
itly loaded since the loading of segment 8 does not 
cause the impliCit loading of segments 5 and 6. 

of. Identical definitions cannot be used in segments that 
are in the 101M path. For example, segments 5 and 13 
cannot hove identical definitions .couse they are both 
In path (0,5,9, 10, 11, 13). ... 

5. Identical definitions and references may be used in seg
ments of diHerent paths that do not involve a cammon 
segment. For eJCarnple, If segments 7 and 15 reference 
Identical definitions In segments 6 and 9, the Loader 
will link the reference in 7 with the definition in 6 and 
the reference in IS with the definition in 9. 
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6. Identical f"eferences In ......... of .fNNnt pathI may 
be MOde to a definltian In a -ament cammon to both 
paths. for example, segments 6 and 9 can each Nfer
ence a definition In segment 5 because 5 Is a cammon 
tegment in the two paths (0,5,6, 7) and (0, S, 9, 10, 14). 

7. A tegment that is c:omrnon to two paths cannot reference 
Identical definitians In the diffe ... nt paths. for eJtam
pie, segment 10 cannot reference identical definitions 
In segment 12 and 13, even though segments 12 and 13 
are in different paths. 

Where possible, the Loader will warn the user about elTOrs 
In overlay structure and segment communication; however, 
it is the user', responsibi lity to attempt a reasonable, work
oble averlay construction. 

GVERLAY CONTROL COMMANDS 

The prime Overlay Loader command, JOLOAD, is read by 
the Job Control Processor (JCP) and couses the Overlay 
Loader processor to be read into the background and exe
cuted. All Loader subcommands are Identified by a leading 
colon (e. g., :SEG). They are read from M:C and logged 
onto M:Ll. Blank cards are passed aver without comment. 
When a CP-R control command is encountered, the loader 
completes the load process and exits to the JCP. 

Note that JEOD must occur only as a terminator for object 
module input; its use is illegal for terminating the Loader 
control command stock. 

mTax 

The syntax for Overlay Loader control commands is identi
col to IMt defined for fob-control cou.'lGlods (except for 
MODIFY). 

IIDER OF COITROl COIiMAIDS 

The control command stack is divided into major divisions 
or substacks, which must occur in the following order: 

:ROOT 
:SEG or :COMMON 

:SEGw :COMMON 
:ASSIGN or :LMHDR 

rOLOAD 

{
:PUBUB 

or :SEG 

The :UB, :INCLUDE, :IES, and :MODIFY comrilands may 
occur In any :ROOT or :SEG substack. :EXCLUDE and 
:lCOMMON may occur in a :ROOT substack, or in a :SEG 
IUbstack unless It follows :PUBUB. The :ASSIGN and 
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.LMHDR CO:_iG ...... follow all other COfi •• Ulds. A' : 
:COMMON CCMlliJjQid may occur (anly ance In .... COImiCInd 
1Iack) whereftr 0 :SEG .. tack Is legal, except (Ollowing 
a :PUBUB substack. Only a ainslIe :SEG "tack may 
foflow a :PUBUB substack. 

A ROOT or SEG substack has .... followlnsl order: 

:ROOT or :SEG 

:INCLUDE } 
:EXCLUDEt 
:LJB 
:lCOMMONt 

:RES 

Binary Object Module I 

Binary Object Module 
n 

:MODIFY 
• 

:MODIFY 

These commands moy OCcur 
In any order. 

Binary object modules ore in
cluded at this paint in the 
substock only If the input 
device tpecified on the 
preceding :ROOT or :SEG 
command is the same as the 
"C" device. 

The PUBLIB substack has the following order: 

:PUBUB 

:t-.lCLUDE I 
:EXCLUDE 
:UB 

Binary Object Module l 

Binary Obfect Module 
n 

:MODIFY 

:MODIFY 

These comtnaIids may occur 
In any order. 

Binary object modules ore 
Included in the substack 
anly If the Input device 
Ip8cified an the PUBUB 
command is the same as 
the "C" device. 

!DlOAD The 10LOAD control command signifies that 
the Overlay l.ooder Processor is to be executed in the back
ground areo. Any .lTOr on the 10LOAD control command 
couses the Loader to abort. Recovery consists of correcting 
the error and reloading .... entire fob. 

If an 10LOAD control command Is continued Another 
card, the continuation command InUIt have a colon (:) in 
colurm one instead of an exclamatian (I) character. 

tThese commands ore not pennitted in a :SEG .atack if it 
follows a :PUBLIB substock. 
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where the options cne 

GO .. cmes that the Loader Is 10 Input all object 
MOdules from the GO file and form a root. The 
only other control commands "cognized in this 
mode are :RES, :JNCLUDE, :MODIFY, and 
:ASSIGN. All other commands ore considered 
Illegal. This is considered the default input 0p

tion unless the first command followirw the 
OLOAD command is either :ROOT or :PU8LJ8, 
which provide their own input ip8cifications. 

GO,LlNKS speCifies that the Loader Is to form a 
link type overlay sfNcture from GO In the follow
ing manner: module 1 is identified as the root 
(segment 0); module 2 is identified as segment 1 
and is linkedto the root, ••• ; module n is iden
tified as segment n-l and is linked to the root. 

Module 2 (ident 1) 

Module 3 (ident 2) 

Module 1 (root) 

Module n (ident n-l) 

Libraries are Marched at the .nd of each legment. 
Only :MODIFY and :ASSIGN commands are hon
ored. The user must make explicit calls to load 
segments I, 2, ••• n. No implicit calls are built 
by the lDader. 

PUBLJ8,name 1 [,name2,name3,name,,] tpecifies that 
the nomed Public Libraries are to be resident when 
the looded program executes, and that the lDader 
Is to establish the appropriate linkage. Namei 
is the file name of a Public library in the fore
ground Programs area of the disk. The PUBLl8 
keyword may not be used when a Public library 
is being created. (i. e., one Public library can
not reference another Public library.) The class 
of the task(s) consti tuted by the program to be 
loaded must match that of the libraries referenced 
(i. e., primary or secondary). 

U8[,USER,SYSTEM) specify the libraries to be 
seorched following each segment. The order of 
the keywords USER,SYSTEM defines the order of 
the search. Jf the USER or SYSTEM keywords are 
omitted, and only the U8 keyword Is specified, 
the Ubrary search is suppressed. If the U8 option 
Is omitted, the Loader searches the System libraf)' 
after each segment. 

Note: The :U8 .control command overrides this 
option for the segment in which It appears 
(see beloW). 

{~} [[,REL),fwo,lwa) tpecifi. whether the 
pragram' bei.." loaded 

Is to execute In foreground or background. If 
the option Is omitted, the program will execute 
In the background. The ·fwa" and ·'wa" pa
rameters are hexadecimal values denoting the lirst 
word address (on a doubleword boundary) and last 
word address of the area within which the program 
will execute. If REL appears, "fwa" and "Iwa" 
denote word displacements of the program limits 
from the defoult first word address described 
below. 

For primary programs, the default fwa and Iwa 
values are the FWA and LWA of the first Fore
ground Private partition (defined at SYSGEN). 

For secondary programs, the default limits are the 
limits of task virtual memory. Note that "Iwa" is 
an indicator ofupperlimit. 'If the program exceeds 
this limit, the user is warned but loading is not 
inhibited (except when a Public Library is being 
created). If the program loods in less space, the 
shorter area wi II be output in the header. 

TASKS, value hos no effect but is accepted 10 as to 
.. toin c:ompatibi lily with RaM1Y'fem 'oader com-
IIICInd decks. . 

TEMP[,valuel[,value2]] specifies the decimal num-
ber of words to be allocated for the user temp 
stack (valuel) and the CP-R temp stack (va'ue2)' 
These stacks wi" be located in part two of the 
root. The user temp stack size defaults to 200. I 
The CN temp stack size defaults to 200 (225 if 
the symbionts ore assembled into the system). (Pub
lic Libraries do not hove temp stacks. Therefore, 
this option may not be specified when a Public 
Library is beirw created.) The "value" parameter 
Is a decimal ..,mber. 

FILE,fid specifies the CN file Identifier of the 
output file to which the loaded program is to be 
written (hereafter ,.ferred to as the Program File). 
The default aIIignment of the program file is OV 
In the Background Temp area. If the Background 
Temp area (8T) is specified, the file name must be 
OV. When a Public Library is bei~ created, the 
Foreground Programs area (FP) must be specified. 

r {PROGRAM} r {ALPHA }ll 
MAP tALL t ADDRESS J] specifies that 

a map of the 
program is to be output to M:LO. If no keyword 
follows MAP, a short map consisting of informa
tion about program allocation and overlays is 
output. If the PROGRAM keyword is given,exter
nol definitions and control section designations for 
each segment are listed without library definitions. 
For the ALL keyword, bath program and library 
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4eAnitions .. limtd. In .routt, no MAP II 
OUtput. (Diagnostics and unsatilflecl •• r ... .c.n 
.. sti II iii'" on M: LL ) 

If a PROGRAM or ALL map il tpeeifled, the user 
ilia)' further use the keyword ALPHA or ADDRESS 
to NqUeSt that symbol tables be sorted alphabeti
cally or numerically. If neither Iort il requested, 
symbols are lilted in the order of enc:aunter. 

BOUND,value sets the loading (and exeeution) ori-
lin for each object module to the next higher mul
tiple of the bound value (e. g., if BOUND = 100, 
then an origin would change from 3EF to 4(0). The 
"value" parameter must be a hexadecimal number 
less thon or equol to 1000 ond a power af 2. Sug
.geIted values are 10, 100, or 1000. The BOUND 
does not apply to library modules. If BOUND is 
not specifled, the Loader begins eoeh module on 
a doubleword boundary. 

UDCB,value specifies the number of unnamed DCBs 
to be allocoted by the Loader. (See "looder
Generated Items" for details.) The "value" pa
rometer is 0 decimal number. 

STEP speCifies a "WAfT" after loading each module 
from paper tape. Used in CP-R ATTEND mode. 

{
PRJ[MARY] } 
SEC(ONDARY] specifies task type, and affects 

segment definitions. Segment 
origins ore forced to poge boundaries for secondary-
task segments, but nat for primory-task segments. 
If not specified, SECONDARY is assumed. For 
bockground programs, only SECONDARY is valid. 
Either option may be specified for Public library 
creation. 

SMM specifies the Simplified Memory Management 
option. This optian provides for eampatibi lity of 
programs designed for the memory organization of 
background in Xerox RBM (unmapped) systems, 
ond is described in detoil in the chapter on CP-R 
Memory Management. (Note thot certain of the 
standard CP-R processors, eurrently including the 
service processors, must be loaded with SMM if 
they are loaded by the Overlay loader.) 

Example: form Root From GO File Modules 

rOlOAD GO,(TEMP,300),(MAP,PROG),(UDCB,3) 

This example specifies that the Loader is to form the root 
from object modules locoted on the GO fi Ie, allocote 
300 words for the user Temp Stack, output 0 PROGRAM 
mop, and allocate three unnamed DeBs. 
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IIDDT The lOOT control cammand Is wed to IpeCtfy 
the abi.c:t iIIOdules from whieh the root ..... nt is to 
.. created. The ROOT command inUIt precede aU SEG 
COIIIIna nds. ' 

The form of the command is 

(
input) (" input )] 

, option 1 , ••• 'option
n 

where 

ENTRY,def specifies the loeotion at which exe-
eution wi II commence after the fOOt is loaded 
at execution time. The def porameter must be on 
extemol definition (1-8 EBCDIC eharocters), not 
necessarily in the root segment. This entry point 
overrides all subsequent ,ntry addresses encountered 
in looding. The defouh entry address is the lost 
transfer address encountered in the object modules 
of the root. 

EXlOC[,REL],hexoddr specifies (subject ta bound-
ing) the origin of root part two. The volue hexoddr 
is 0 hexadecimal volue. If REL appears, hexoddr 
is treated as a word address relative to the de
fault FWA for the program (see option FORE for 
the OlOAD command). If REL does not oppeor, 
hexoddr is an absolute word address. If the EXlOC 
option is not used, the default address for root 
part two wi 1/ be the first bounded address past the 
last address used by any other segment. 

Input options are of the form 

IDEVlCE,type [,PAC K] } 
FilE, fid 
OPlB,label ~volue] 

NONE 

where 

DEVICE,type tpecifies the input device ;" the ior-
Il1O t yyndd. 

where 

yy 

n 

Is a .viee type code. 

il the lOP ta which the lvice is 
comected. 

del is the hordware device number of the 
device (e. g. # CRAOO,9TA81). 

PACK lpecifies that the input il from 7-track mog-
..tic tape with packed binary format. 

I 
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fiLE, fid .-em ..... eM ftl • ...,tlfl ... fDr on 
I~ fil.. If the ladcgraund Temp area (IT) 
Is .-cified, .... fll ...... IIIUIt be GO. Note 
that a fi Ie May be uMd • Input to IIIOft than one 
segment (In different paths). A named file Is re
wound.each time it Is Ip8cifieci; the GO file 
ls nat. 

OPLB,label .. cifies the operational label from 
which the object module(s) will be input. The 
-label" parameter must be a 2-character standard 
system operational label. 

value either a decimal number (1 ~ va lue ~ 8191) 
that speciFies the number of object modules to in
put from the specified device/fi Ie; or the text 
Itring, EOD, which means to input fram the speci
fied device/fi Ie until an IEOD is encountered. If 
value is omitted, one object module will be input 
from the speCified de vi ce/fi Ie. 

NONE indicates that no ROMS are explicitly re-
quested. The segment will be composed of any 
areas allocated in response to :RES or :LCQMMON 
commands, and any library ROMs necessary to 
satisfy references in :JNCLUDE command and the 
ENTRY option. If only :RES areas are Included, 
o "defined" segment is produced. 

If there are no input options on the ROOT control command, 
one object module will be input from the GO file. Note 
that the order of the subfields determines the order In 
which the object modules are loaded. 

Examp Ie: form Root fram Input fi Ie 

:ROOT (fJLE,01,8ET A,3),(ENTRY,START) 

This example specifies that the root is to be formed fram the 
three object modules in a fi Ie called BET A located in the 
01 disk area. After loading, execution is to commence at 
the location defined by the external deFinition START. 

Example: form Root Fram library Modules 

(ROOT NONE, (ENTltY,LmROOTJ 

this example specifies that the raet is to be formed fram 
only the library modules necessary to satisfy the reference 
UlROOT in the ENTRY aptian. 

:lEG The SEG conlTol command is used to define a 
segment', overlay linkage and to specify the object mod
ules fram which the segment is to be created. 

1M 10"" of the COil ... ewod il 

where 

UNK,ident1 specifies the Identification number of 
the segment being loaded. The ident, must be 
specified arod must be the some number used within 
the overlay program to reference the segment at 
execution time via memory-management services. 
The "identl" parameter must be a decimal number 
between 1 ond 32,767. 

ONTO,ident2 specifies the identification number 
of the segment (which must have been previously 
loaded when this control command is interpreted) 
to which this segment is link,d as an overlay. If 
ident2 is absent, ident) is'linked onto the root. 
The "ident2" parameter must be a decimal number 
between 0 and 32,767 (0 denotes the root). 

optioni Is either on input option (as described for the 
:ROOT command) or one of the following options. 

EXLOCLREL],oddress specifies on optional execu-
tion address for loading of this segment. The 
-address" parameter is a hexadecimal value. If 
REL appears, the "address" value is interpreted as 
o word displacement relative to the deFault lower 
limit for the program (see OLOAD commarod option 
FORE/BACK). If REL is omitted, the value is 
treated as an absolute word oddress. The obsolute 
oddress obtained in either case wi II be bounded by 
either the specified or default BOUND. If the 
EXLOC option is omitted, the segment will be 
located at the first bo""ded address following the 
segment that this segment is linked to. 

ENTRY,def Ip8cifies an entry paint for the segment. 
The "deF" parameter must be an extemal definition 
of the program; nat necessarily in the segment 
Itself. The value of the "def" overrides any trans
fer addresses encountered in loading of the seg
ment. The default entry address is the last transfer 
address encountered in loading nonlibrary ROMs. 

::J.:fl'l"'- ;.,-" :.;~\[.v\""" ~ (,h..<--
."F"\'t..- . J 

{MTEM} SHARE, JOB [. PRELOAD] tpecifies the group 
of tasks that can 

share the segment being linked·: either all tosks in 
the system (SYSTEM) or only the other tasks in the 
lame jab (JOB). If omitted" QP tegment sharing 
will be allowed. • 

The presence of the PRELOAD option causes the Overlay 
Loacbr to omit the load module image of the segment and 
.t a flag which indicates that the tegment must have been 
previously defined when the load moclIle is initiated. This 
con tove considerable file space when a large segment is 
lhared by severa! 10ad,~les._" _ .vorL r CL 
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forprlmary talks, CP-R1MI'nCWY ......... t .. not record 
aagment activity, _ the SHARE option acta .... what dtf
"'ently. PrImary IaIIc shared -.gments .. not cons~ered 
in determining the program "nca, _ primary programs 
may share a data area by specifying a shared segment at the 
tame address. (However, no P'09rClln may be loaded with 
.. y legment preceding Root part 1.) For primary tasks, 
there is no distinction between SYSTEM and JOB sharea
bility. PRELOAD cauleS omission of the load module image 
of the -sment but the Iller, not the system, must Insure that 
the segment is actually loaded. 

ACCESS,! ~O} 
ALL 

specifiesthememory-access control 
to be assigned to the legment. If 
omitted, All is assumed. For 

primary-task (unmapped) segments, this option is 
accepted but will have no execution-time effect. 
The meaning of the sub-optians are 

NO - No acc •• permitted. 

R - Read only. 

RX - Read c.\d execute only. 

All - Read, write and execute. 

FIX specifies that the tegment must be assigned 
. real memory such that its virtual and real addresses 
correspond 1:1. If omitted, reo I memory is as
signed wherever it is available. Asegment defined 
with the FIX option must r.ide in a Foreground
Preferred partition of real memory. 

!LOAD specifies that the segment is to be acti-
wted with the root segment when the task is ini
tiated. (After initial loading, the segment is 
IUbject ta the normal mernory-residence controls 
allowed by its other characteristics.) If omitted, 
the aagment must be explicitly activated. This 
option is invalid for p'imary-task _gments. 

The input options are the same as for the ROOT control 
c:ammands. If there are no input options on the SEG con
trol commc.\d, a single object module from tf1e GO file 
wi II be input. 

The ROOT and SEG control commc.\ds must be input in c.\ 
order determined by tf1e overlay structure of the program. 
The segments in the example given in Figure 13 have been 
numbered to illustrate tf1is order. Basically, segments are 
input one path at a time, with the restriction that segments 
cammon to -.ore than one path are Input only once. 

banple 1. 

The following control c:ammands define tf1e overlaystruc
ture of Figure 1... This eXCllnpie specifies that one object 
~Ie for each aagment will be Input frem the GO file. 

:ROOT 
:SEG (UNK, 1, ONTO,O) 

'0 

2 

1 

3 

.. 
--L 

7 

6 

8 

5 
11 I 

10 I 1 
1 .. 

9 

15 

Figure 1... Overlay Example 

:SEG (UNK, 2, ONTO, 1) 
:SEG (LINK, 3, ONTO, 1) 
:SEG (LINK, .. , ONTO, 0) 
:SEG (liNK,S, ONTO, 0) 
:SEG (lINK,6,ONTO,S) 
:SEG (UNK,7,ONTO,6) 
:SEG (LINK, 8, ONTO, 6) 
:SEG (LINK, 9, ONTO,S) 
:SEG (lINK, 10, ONTO, 9) 
:SEG (LINK, 11, ONTO, 10) 
:SEG (LINK, 12, ONTO, 11) 
:SEG (LINK, 13, ONTO, 11) 
:SEG (LINK, 1", ONTO, 10) 
:SEG (LINK, 15, ONTO, 9) 

Example 2. 

'. 

12 

1'3 

The following control commands define the overlay structure 
illustrated in Figure 15. This 8XC11nple Ip8cifies\iat one ob
feet module for each legment wtll be Input from the GOfile. 

:ROOT 
:SEG (UNK, 10, ONTO, 0) 
:S£G (LINK,S, ONTO, 10) 
:SEG (UNK,25, ONTO, 10) 
:SEG (LINK, 103, ONTO, 0) 

• 
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--~ I 

-. 
5 

10 

--2._ 25 

103 

Figure 15. Object Module from GO File 

BINARY OBJECT MODULES 

The Loader inputs binary object modules from mixed media 
according to the input files and devices specified on the 
ROOT, SEG and PUBLlB commands. Files may be blocked 
or unblocked. Non-disk input is written to a temporary 
disk file for Pass 2. Binary modules are read sequentially 
from each disk file. Each disk file, with the exception of 
GO, Is rewound each time that it is named as input on a 
control command. Therefore, multiple inputs from a fi Ie 
(other than GO) result in the file being reread from the 
beginning. 

In this example, 

:SEG (UNK,204,ONTO,0),(FILE,FP,PROG 1,2); 
:(FILE,BT ,GO,") 

:SEG (L1NK,205,ONTO,o),(FlLE,FP ,PROG 1 ,5); 
: (F lLE ,8T ,G 0,2) 

the first access to the PROGl file (in SEG 2(4) would 
result in the first two modules being loaded from the file. 
The second access (in SEG 205) would result in the first 
five modules of the file being loaded (not modules 3-7). 
The GO file is read contiguously throughout a pass, no 
matter how many accesses are made. In segment 204, the 
first four object modules from GO would be loaded. In 
segment 205, the next two modules (5 and 6) from GO 
would be loaded. 

:LII The LIB control command specifies the library 
search for one segment only (i. e., the segment identified 
by the preceding ROOT or SEG command). It overrides 
the library search specified by the LIB option on the 
OLOAD control command. 

The form of the command is 

rUB [(USER,sVSTEMI] 

where option keywords USER and SYSTEM are used to denote 
the libraries and order of search; e. g •• :L1B (USER) would 
cause only the USER library to be searched for that segment. 
If neither USER nor SYSTEM is lpeCified, library search 
(except for Public library) is suppressed for that segment. 

bample: 

In Figure 16, auume an overlay proQrom w~th four ROMs 
the GO file; with segmen" 0, 1, and 2 coded in ossembl 
longuage, and segment 3 coded in FORTRAN. 

Seg 1 

ROM 2 

Seg 0 Seg 2 

ROM 1 ROM3 

Seg 3 

ROM" 

Figure 16. :L1B Command Usage 

To speed up the lood process, the :UB command in thr 
ltack of commands given below would be used to speCify 
a search of the System Library in segment 3, and the 
no-library search option would be specified on the 10LO, 
command. 

10LOAD (MAP,ALL),L1B 

:ROOT 

:SEG (UNK,1) 

:SEG (LlNK,2) 

:SEG (L1NK,3) 

:UB SYSTEM 

:IIeLUDE The INCLUDE cantrol command allows rou' 
tines to be loaded from libraries when no reference to the 
routine has been mode in any module of the segment. 

The form of the command is 

(,INCLUDE (del I ~I 2' ... ,del nJ I 

where defi is the EBCDIC symbol of a definition contained 
in the library routine to be loaded. The symbol mey be 
one to eight EBCDIC characters. The defj must be avai 1-
able in a library specified In a preceding :UB command or 
the UB aptian on the 10LOAD command; any unfaund def 
results in an error diagnostic. INCLUDE also cancels a 
prior EXCLUDE for a given symbol. 

OverJayControl Commands 1 ... 
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Example: Load Two Routines from Library 

(INCLUDE I9SETUP .7SET) 

In this example, tn. routines 9SETUP and 75ET are to be 
included in the load from a library previously .-eified in 
the .. arch criteria. 

:EXCLUDE The EXCLUDE control command inhibits li-
brary search and linkage for the named definition(s) even 
though an external reference occurs in a module of the 
segment. 

The fonn of the command is 

where defi is the EBCDIC symbol of an external reference 
contained in a maellie of the ~ment. Hawever, defi must 
not occur as an external definition in a lower level seg
ment Qf the path. The symbol may be one to eight EBCDIC 
characters. I'Iote that EXCLUDE also inhibits linkage with 
the specified Public Library for the given symbols. 

Example: Exclude Search for Named Routine 

In this example, ffle tree structure illustrated in Figure 17 
shows a routine cal led SIN in segment 1 that has ffle same 
narne as a library routine, and is referenced in an earlier 
segment (See 0). The command 

.(,EXCLUDE (SIN) 

inhibits library search and linkage for the nomed routine 
only so that the TAN routine would be included in the root 
but ffle SIN routine would not. 

Seg 1 

DEF SIN 

SegO 

DEF A 
REF TAN,SIN 

$eg2 

REF TAN 

figure 17. :£XCLUDE Command \J5age 

W6 Overlay Control Commands 

.c.O. The COMMON contra' commu"d s,eci;ies 
that tn. Loader II to .. t the bose of Blank COMMON at 
tn. end 01 the segment Identified by the preceding ROOT 
or SEG control command, or at a 'ocation indicated in the,-/< 
:COMMON contra' command. It also allows specifcati' 
of the size of blank COMMON. If this control canvnanl 
Is not included, lIanle COMMON is set at the end of the -
longest path. Only one COMMON control command may 
be used in a control command stacie. 

The form of ffle command is 

:COMMON [(option), ••• , (option
n
)] 

where option. il one of the following: 
I 

£XLOC,hexloc specifies the base of Blank COMMON 
to be the address "hexloc", which is a hexadecimal 
number. If the option is omitted, the base of 
Ilank COMMON will be set at the end of the 
segment (or root) defined by the previous SEG 
(or ROOT) command. 

SIZE,hexwords specifies the word lize of Blank 
COMMON to be "hexwords", which is a hexa
decimal number. This lize will override any 
lize declared in a later ROM, and any smaller 
size in an earlier ROM, but will be ignored h 
a larger Blank COMMON size has already been 
declared. If the option is omitted, Blank COM
MON lize is let to the largest size declared 
In a previously loaded ROM. Whether the lize '1 .. t by the option or by an earlier declara
tion, if a later declaration requires a larger 
lize, a warning II i--' and the larger lize 
II not allocated. 

SHARE, e6~TEM} specifies the range of sharea-
bility of the Blank COMMON 

I8gment, as described for the :SEG command, 
for bath primary and .. condary load modules. 
PRELOAD is not allowed however, lince Blank 
COMMON il never included in a load module 
Image. 

fIX specifies 1:1 Yirtual-to~eal address correspon-
dance for the segment, 01 described.., the :SEG 
command. 

:IIE5 The RES control command ar/ows ffle user to re-
lerve and name one or more areas at the .nd of tne segment 
for lood-time or run-time debug purposes (see "MODIFY" 
control command for further comment). The areas are de
fined as DSfCTs and may be ,..f.renced by ROMs. 
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The fann of .... COI,.,;ond is 

where 

def creates on extemal definition whose value is 
the FWA of the reserve area. The definition must 
be unique within the path. 

. aize is a decimal value specifying the number of 
words in the reserve area. 

Example: Reserve Two Areas at Segment End for Debug 
Purposes 

(RES (PA TC H 1,5) ,(PA TCH2,IO) 

In this example, two areas are being reserved at the end 
of a given segment; the fint (PATCH!) comprising on 
area of five words and the leCond (PATCH2) an area of 
ten words. 

:LCO.ON The LCOMMON control command allows 
the user to determine the allocation of Labeled COMMON 
blacks (OSECTs) within the root and overlay segments of the 
program. (See "FORTRAN Interface-Labeled COMMON" 
for a discussion of restrictions conceming Labeled COMMON 
olloeotion and initialization. ) 

The form of the c:omrnand is 

where 

dsecti is either bloclcname,size or bloclcnome,OEFER. 

blocknome is the one- to eight-character EBCDIC 
name of the Labeled COMMON block or OSECT. 

t!lze Is a decimal value specifying the largest word 
size needed for the allocated block. If 'size' is 
omitted, zeft) is used. 

DEFER specifies that the Labeled COMMON black 
will not be allocated until it is mentioned again 
In either an :LCOMMON commandwithout DEFER 
or a :RES command. The size allocated will be 
the largest specified in either that command or 
any declaft)tions encountered in ROMs by that 
time. If a Labeled COMMON block is deferred, 

It II .... Uler's NIpOnIlbillty tD I,.,... that the 
following rules are obMNed: 

• The block may be deferred only once 
before it is declared in a ROM being 
loaded. 

• The block IIIUIt be allocated by one of 
the methods described, or on unsatisfied
reference erft)r will result. 

• If the block Is deferred in a segment 
common to several paths which declare 
it in ROMs, it must be allocated in a 
segment which is common to those paths. 
Otherwise, it will remain unallocated in 
lOIIIe paths, and will result in unsotisfied
... ference errors in those paths. 

• If the content of the block is initialized 
by assembled code, that code must be in 
the segment where the block is allocated. 

Examples: Specify Allocation of 0 Labeled COMMON 
Block 

In the overlay structure given in Figure 18, seg 0 references 
a Labeled COMMON block A of 50 words; seg 1 references 
a Labeled COMMON block A of 100 words; seg 2 references 
o Labeled COMMON bloclc A of 60 words. 

SesO 
References a 
Labeled COMMON 
block A of 50 words 

Seg 1 

References a Labeled 
COMMON block A 
of 100 words 

Seg2 

References a Lobe led 
COMMON block A 
of 60 words 

figure 18. DseCT Allocation Example 

Normally, the Loader would allocate block A with the size 
first encountered (50 words), and would output a diagnostic 
alarm when the second block of 100 words in seg 1 is 
encountered. 
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However, the :LCOMMON N"b II1Mi ....... n the deck 
structure 

IOLOAD (MAP,AlL) 

:ROOT (DEV,CRA03) 

:LCOM (A, 100) 

:SEG (LINK, l),(DEV,CRA03) 

:SEG (UNK,2),(DEV,CRAOJ) 

would let the lize of block A to 100 words. 

:.OIFY The MODIFY control command modifies core 
Iocotions of relocatable programs at load time. Core lo
cations in either root or overlay segments con be modified. 
Since the reserved area at the end of a legment {allocated 
with the RES command} is output to disk as part of the 
legment, that area con be used for "patches" tnat wi'" be 
read in with the legment at execution time. The MODIFY 
commands must be input at the sml of the ROOT, SEG, or 
PUBUB substack for the segment being modified. If the GO 
option is speCified, tne MODIFY commands must follow any 
RES or INCLUDE commands and precede any :ASSIGN 
commands. If the (GO, LJNKS) option is specified, the 
MODIFY commands must be ordered by legment number 
and follow the OlOAD command. 

Normally, the image of a legment in a load module does 
not include :RES areas, lince these areas need not be ini
tialized. If a :MODIFY command affects luch an area 
however, the load module image of the segment is extended 
to include the last modified word. 

The form of tne command is 

:MODIFY[(SEG,ident),] (lOC,address),ward 1[" •• ,word n) 

where 

SEG,ident speCifies the identification numbet of 
the segment to be modified. This option is only 
necessary when the (GO,lINKS) option has been 
specified. If this option is omitted, the segment 
Identified by the preceding ROOT, SEG, or 
PUBUB command will be modified. 

LOC,address speCifies the relative location of the 
fint 32-bit word to be modified. The address must 
be expressed as on extemal definition name plus 
or minus an optional hexadecimal or decimal off
set. Hexadecimal values are distinguished from 
decimal yolues by a period preceding the hexadec
Imal value 0. e., . A9B). 

1<48 Overlay Control Commands 

wordl .. em .. the word lID ....... rted (rIght-· 
lustiRed) at the Ith location. 1M word can be 
• .,.....ados: 

1. A signed (plus Ilgn (+: optional) hexadecimal 
or decimal yolue that cannot be enclosed in 
parentheses. Hexadechr,al ,talues are pre
ceded by a period. 

Examples 

-6, 100, .2A, -. AF 

2. An extemal name plus or minus an optional 
offset that cannot be enclosed in parentheses. 
The offset can be either a hexadecimal or 
decimal value. Address resolution for the ex
ternal can be specified by using the SYMBOL 
notation: rr{name) ~ offset ' 

where 

rr = BA, HA, WA, or DA 

Word resolution is assumed by default. Note 
that BA(AlPHA) + 3 is 'egol; BA(AlPHA + 3) is 
not. If the nome specified has not been de
clared an extemal IOmewhere in the overlay 
legment's path, it wi II be listed os an unsat
Isfied REF on the MAP. 

Examples: 

lABL +. F, TABL-l, TAIL, HA(TABl) 

3. A symbolic instruction that must be enclosed 
by parentheses. The mnemonic field of tne in
structian must be an EBCDIC operation code 
tnat Immediately follows tne left parenthe
lis. (The floating-aritnmetic, floating-shift, 
decimal, and byte string instructions have not 
been implemented.) The register and index 
fields can only be signed hexadecimal or 
decimal YO lues. The address field can be 
eitner a signed hexadecimal YOlue, a signed 
decimal YOlue, or an extemol name plus or 
minus an optional ofhet. 

Examples: 

(.MODIFY (LOC,MAP +. FO).(8 PATCH +~ 

:MODIFY (LOC,PATCH + 6), (U,6 BA(TABl»,~ 

L(LW,9 *WA(VAl) + 9,6),(8 MAP +. Fl) 

I 
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( 

:MODIFY (SEG,O),(LOC,U:PCI+.I«)~.3F,"'.F,2S0,-l 

:MODIFY (SEG,I),(lOC,CCI + • 80), (U,5 0), ---, 

L(8AL,15SERCHTAB),(MTW,-1 FLCHG),---, 

L (8LEZ*CCI + 5),(lB,6 0,5), -----, 

L (STB,6 -w'ACTABL) + 1,5),(LW,O .<lE) 

:MODIFY (SEG,3),(lOC,FPTLO),M:LO + .11000000,-, 

L • F0400090,ERRlO,ABNJO,8UF1,80,0 

In reporting MODIFY command errors, any EBCDIC string, 
decimal number, or hexadecimol number that is separated 
by a eommo, blank, plus lign, or minus sign Cignorin; pa
rentheses) is counted as an item. An example of items on 
a MODIFY command is given in Figure 19. 

:ASSIGN The ASSIGN control command is used to 
create, initialize, or modify DCBs at load time. If the DCB 
il in the program's DCBTAB table, it will be either initial
ized or modified. If the DCB is not nomed in DCBTAB, the 
loader will build the DCB from the porumeten on the 
:ASSIGN control command in an unnamed DCB's entry. An 
error diagnostic is output if an unnamed DCB entry is not 
available (see "Load Time ASSIGN"). 

The formot and optiansare identical to the Monitor IASSIGN 
control command. The :ASSIGN control COI"'IG(.cIs must be 
the last commands in .... control cao •• ,wscid stack. 

E-ple: AIIign a DCB at Load Time 

:ASSIGN (F:2,LPA02), VFC,(RECl, .~) 

In this elCDmple, the DCB F:2 Is asstgned to the line printer. \ 
Vertical format control II speCified, 10 that the fint byte in 
each recard controls the spacing on the line printer. Al
though 133 bytes ore output for each record, only the last 
132 bytes ore printed because VFC is specified. I 

:PUBLIB The PUBLlBcontrol CQlMlClnd is used to specify 
the object modules from which the Public Library is to be 
created. The order of the parameters determines the order 
of loading. 

The form of the command is 

P r{input ) (input \ (input )11 
: UBUBl\option ' optian/'···' option ~ 

where the input options ore the IOiIIe as for :ROOT. 

If there are no input options on the PUBUB control command, 
the fint object module on the GO file will be input. 

When the specified object modules have been input, the 
Loader IeQrches the libraries(specified on the OlOAD con
trol command or .... System library by default) to IOtisfy 
any unsatisfied primary references. If a COMMON, labeled 
COMMON block, or other DSECT is encountered in an object 
module of the Public Ubrary, the toad process is aborted and 
an error diagnostic is output. If the severity tevel exceeds 
zero in the lood process, the Public Library is not loaded. 
If anything was written on the Public Library file, the file 
is destroyed and on error diagnostic il output. 

I 

:MODIFY (SE G,2) ,(lOC,CCI + .F) ,(lW,6 *fWATAB - 1,6) ,(L1, 1 8A(T ABL) + .F) ,.FF 

1 I . i 'II ',' 1 

item 1 

item 3 item 7 item 9 item item 

Item 2 

item 5 

item 8 

' .... 4 .I .... 6 

11 15 

i .... l0 

item 
13 

item 
12 

Item 14 

Figure 19. :MODIFY Command Items Example 
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The following canwntfons concerning other oontn:d OONI .... 

Ihould be obl.rv.d when Uling the pa..ua CIDIWnOhd: 

1. The fORE option IIUt be tpeclfied on IOlOAD to de
fine the area that the Public Library Is to occupy at 
execution time. If the limits of this area are exceeded, 
the IAMlder aborts. 

2. The FILE option on IOlOAD must either lpecify the 
name of the Public Library file being created in the 
foreground area or omit the area name so that it de
faults to FP. 

3. The TEMP, PUBUB, GO, and TASKS options are 
illegal, and if used, the Loader will abort with an 
OlOAD contral command error. 

4. BOUND should be avaided unless a special debug ver
sion of a Public library is being created. 

5. :ROOT, :ASSJGN, :lCOMMON, oncI :COMMON 
contral commands connot be used in creating a Public 
Library. The :RES command cannat be used in the 
PUBUB command substack, but may occur in a SfG 
substack af a Public library load deck. 

6. A single :SEG command substack may follow a :PUBLIB 
command substack. This is intended primarily for de
fi_fling a context data area to be used by reentrant Pub
lic Libraries. The legment so defined wi II be acquired 
t~ separate real memory for each secondary task re
quiring the Public Library. It will not be subject ta 
memory management colis. The only parameter graups 
permitted for this :SEG conmond will be "EXlOC" and 
"input option" as described for the :SEG command, 
earlier. (Note that the LINK parameter graup, re
quired for other :SEG commands, is not allowed for a 
Public Library context :SEG command.) The substack 
for this command may contain only :RES, :MODIFY, 
:UB, oncI :INCLUOE commands. 

Example: Create Public Library Fram Specified Module 

(PUBUB (F1LE.sP.MODULf.l0) 

In this example, the Public Library will be created from the 
first 10 abject modules in the System library. 

Example: Create a Public Library with a Context Segment 

:RES (CONTEXT,l00) 
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In thll..ample, thePublic Library will be creot.d fromrhe 
first t.n ROMs of the System Library. The Public Library 
will Include a segment of 100 (decimal) words at loca-
tion 9000 (he_ecimel). ' 

zUIIOIl This cummand allows the user to specify values 
for certain task contral parameters when the load module for 
the task il linked. Th .. par .... eten do not affect the link
Ing operation In any way; they are mainly saved in the load 
module header for reference by the task initiation service. 
The commander any of its options may be omitted, in which 
case CP-R task initiation will provide values for the param
eters not specified. For most Use5, the default values pro
vided are appropriate, so the collWTland moy be omitted. 
When it is used, the :LMHDR coIIWTIQ"ld must appeor past all 
commands other than :ASSIGN commands. It may not appear 
during linking of 0 PUBLlB. 

The options which may appear on a :LMHDR command are 
described below. 

(LMHDR optIon(. optIon ••••• opt;on 1 

where option is ane of the following: 

(SECB,m) This option specifies that the task will be 
allowedna more than m asynclvonousservice calls. 
If the option is omitted, the system default val ue 
pertains. 

(RECB,m) This option specifies that the task will be 
allowed to service no more than m signals or other 
events. If the option is omitted, the system default 
value pertains. 

(ENQ,m) This option specifies that the task will be 
allowed no more than m limultaneous enqueues for 
resource availability. If the option is omitted, the 
system default value pertains. 

PROGRAM FILE 

The Program File contains the root and overlay segments in 
core image format and a one-granule header. The program 
header is located at granule 0 and contains information nec
essary to run-load the program. 

.OOTIESIlEm 

The root is divided into two parts (see "Core Layout at 
Execution Time" later in this chapter). Pa~e of the 
root always beings in granule 1 of the Program Fi Ie, 
and contains the PCB, root code, library code, lobe led 
COMMON, and RES area for the root. Part two contains 
the DCBTAS, OVLOAD Table, I.Dader-created DCBs, and 
the Temp Stacks. 

The Temp Stocks are not output on the program Fi Ie. Each 
part of the root is written as a continuous string of bytes. 

I 

, 
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Each ..,.tay ....... ' ... , .. an a ............ ., and II 
... ,'"" on the Program FU ... a cantinuaus string of bytes, 
Th. order of MgIIIents an the fiI. is unimportant, lince the 
granule displacement point. (in the OVLOAD table) for 
each legment specifically .termines its position. Load 
..... Ie images ohegments cannot be lorvet' than 16K wards 
(64K bytes); however, line. RfS areas are omitted from the 
load module, :RES commands may extend the size of a 
tegment beyond 16K wards. 

TEMPORARY DISK AlES 

The Loader uses lix scratch files in the Background Temp 
area of the disk (Xl,X2 •••• ,X6). If one of these files 
OwtrfJows, the Loader completes the pass over the object 
modules even though the load will be aborted. The Loader 
calculates the number of records (for sequential files) or 
granules (for direct-ac:cess files) required for all scratch 
files and lists this information on the Map. With this in
formation, the user can then allocate the Background Temp 
files with an IALLOBT command and reload the program. 

lOADER-GENERATm ITEMS 

All items discUlled in the following paragraphs are gener
ated by the Loader and located in the root segment of the 
ov.lay program (see Figure 22 in this chapter for a diogram 
of the care allocation). 

PROGRAM COITROl IlOCk 

The PCB is built by the Loader and located at the FWA of 
the overlay program area. 

lATA COlTlOllLOCI 

The loader automatically includes a copy of the M:SL DCB 
in any pragram that has overlay segments. (M:Sl is used by 
the memory management functions to read in overlay seg
Iftents ot execution time. ) 

Any extemal DEF/REF that begins with an M: or F: is de
fined to be either a system (M:) DeB or wer (F:) DCB. DCBs 
... f_anced by the program that are not satisfied at the con
clusion of the load process are either created or allocated 
by the l4ader. Copies of system and FORTRAN DCBs are 
created with their standard system parameters and opera
tional label assignments. Space for user DeBs il allocated 
at the rate of seven words per DCB. ... -
Parameten for wer or system DCBs may be defined by .ither 
IASSIGN control commands at execution time (for back

ground programs anly) or :ASSIGN control commands at 
load time. 

The ..., C8't CNOte his own DCII within the -.rca code 
end locate ..... In any .. ment of hi. ewer'ay program. 
Howew., If the ... r wish. to charve,.....eten in a DCB 
at e.c:utian H .... via an .ASSIGN ~d, .. must de-
clare the DCB as an .xtemo' clefinition(with a name that 
begins with an F:) and locate the DeB in the root legment. 
To utilize the FORTRAN capability of performing I/O 
by wing wriables al operational labels, the wer can 
specify (on the OLOAD control command) a number of un
named DC. to be allocated by the Loader. The user must 
name and define these DeBs before the program executes; 
.ither at load time (with :ASSIGN), or .xecution time 
(with IASSIGN). 

DeITAB 

The DCBT AB table is created by the Loader, and contains 
the EBCDIC name (if any) and location of each lDader
recognized or created DCB in the rqot of the overlay 
program. The EBCDIC name of an ·unnamed DCB is inserted 
when the DCB is given a name by either the IASSIGN or 
:ASSIGN control command. 

IVlOAD TAIU 

The OVlOAD table is built by the Loader and contains the 
information necessary for memory-management functians to 
access overlay Iegments at execution time. The OVLOAD 
table consists of one entry for each overlay segment, with 
a total of eleven words per entry. 

n.PIlAtIS 

The Loader allocates space for the overlay program's user 
and ep-R Temp Stacia either according to the number of 
words IpecTfied on the OlOAD control command, or by 
default. The Temp Stacks are located at the end of part 
two of the root segment and are not output on the Program 
Fi Ie (see "Core Layout of User Program at Execution" latef 
in this chapter). 

unMAl I£FIII1I015 

The l.J:Iader adds the extemal OfFs F4:COM, U:PCB, and 
P:END to all programs except for Public Ubraries. F4:COM 
is the name of FORTRAN's blank COMMON. The initiol 
lize is set to zero and changed to the largest size encoun
tered during the lood process. If thef'e.oCJre no references 
to F4:eOM, blank COMMON is alftaFated with 0 size 
of zera. The loader indicates the LWA + 1 (including 
blank COMMON) of the loaded averloy program by an 
.xternal definition, P:END. External references to P:END 
within the overlay program will be linked to this defini
tion. The external definition U:PCB has .. its value the 
fW A of the PCB. 
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The external D£F FP:MIOX II add.cf to prinay faregroWMf 
overlay .... _ by .... lAMIcIer only If on __ was allocated 

at SYSGEN time. fP:M80X II the name 01 the primary 
progran'l mailbox. External references to FP:M80X wi" 
be linked to this definition. Sec:andary Iasks cannat we..the 
mailbox fDr Intertask c:ammunication. ' 

... RARlES 

The Overlay Loader IUpplies the capability to search the 
System Library or the User library in ony order. The default 
candition is for the Loader to March a"ld load only from the 
System Library. Control COfTIma"lds and keywords enable the 
user to contral mare spedfi cally the search a"ld load options. 
Note that an attempt will first be made to satisfy all REFs 
with DEFs from the Public librory, if a Public Library has 
been specifi.d on the OLOAD control ccmmand. 

If any unsatisfied primary r.f.rences .xist aft.r loading the 
specified modul.s far a root or an av.rlay segment, the 
Loader search.s the library or libraries in the lpecifiedarder 
to IDtisfythase references. Thus, if an .xtemal REF is made 
to a higher I.vel segment, the name should not be the sane 
as a library definition. Cansider the fallowing: 

2 

3 

o 

If .egment 1 contains a primary refer.nce, 9SIN, it will 
narmally be satisfied by loading a Library at the completion 
of segment 1. Thus, If the definition 9SIN occurred in 189-
ment 2, it would be in error (a duplicate definition). The 
loading of 9SIN from the library can be suppressed by using 
the EXCLUDE command. In this case, the forward REF would 
be linked and no duplicate DEF wauld occur. However, if 
the definition 9SIN occurred in the root, or in the library 
loaded in the root, no search far 9SIN would be made in 
legment 1, and the occurrence ofthedefinition9SINin seg
ment 2 wauld be in .rror. Primary r.ferences can occur in 
two ways: As ext.mal ref.r.nces in a module, or by listing 
the primary referenc.s on the INCLUDE control command. 

IYITEM AID USER UlMIIY ~MRlES 

Crass-..ferences between System and User Libraries are al
lowed. How.ver, since each library is searched only once 
per segment, the order of search is important. 

If Library A contains ... ferences to be resol ... d by Library B, 
the search criteria :lIB (A, B) must be specified to guarant.e 
cross-r.fer.nce relOlution. If B also contained ... ferences 
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to A they would nat be resolved. (Note that these remarb 
do nat apply to craa-references ~ any lingle library). 

Generally, the System Ubrary should contain the k>RTRAN 
Math and Run-TIme Routin.s and should be independent. 
The llser Ubrar,. is a repository for user subroutines and al
"mate Math and Run-TIme routines that supenede the same 
IQUtines In the System Ubrary • 

The typical search order would be 

(,UB (USER,SYSTEM) 

where both libraries are referenced. In this case, all un
satisfied REfs from the User Library would be satisfied 
(where possible) from the System Library. 

ASSEMBLY LAIIGUAGE 

Library routines lnCIy be coded in AP or FORTRAN IV. 

UTRY ADDRESS 

Entry addresses in library routines are ignor.d. 

nmM AID USER UBMRIES 01 DISK 

The System Library and the User Library on disk are struc
turally identical. Each library consists of four fil.s: 

EBCDIC 

MODIR 

DEFREF 

MODULE 

The System library is located in the System Programs (SP) 
area. The Uter Library is located in the Foreground Pro
grams (FP) area. 

Only the MODULE fiI. contains the actual binary madules 
of the library. The oth.r files are tables constructed by 
the RADEDIT to facilitat. the rapid search of the library 
by the Overlay Loader without actually reading the madule. 
The library is structured an the principle that ac:c;.ss should 
be as fast as poaible, since it II performed frequently dur-
Ing an overlay loading proc:edure. • • 
The three fil.s: EBCDIC, MODIR, ... d DEFREF contain 
enough information to determine which IrIOdules from the 
actual MODULE Fil. are to be loaded without eJCaminins 
these modules directly. All four library files are conltructed 
and maintained by the RADEDIT. These short files contain 
coded infarmation about the external definitions and primary 
ref .... nces for each module In the library. 



To begin conshuction of a library, the .,..r allocates the 
EBCDIC, DEFREF, MODIR, and MODULE files with the 
RADEDIT, and then copies the library's binary object mod
ules anto the MODULE file. As each mocille is copied, 
the OEFs and REFs are lCCImed, and corresponding entries 
are built in the other files by the RADEDIT. Library rou
tines may be added or deleted by using the RADEDIT :COPY 
and :DELETE commands. 

PUBUC U8RARIES 

The Public Library is a file contoining a set of reentrant 
subroutines in core image format that can be shared in com
mon by all secondary or all primary programs. The re.,Itant 
saving in core can be considerable where library routines 
are shared. The Pub I ic library is created from input modules 
or library routines by the Loader (see "Forming a Public 
library"). The availability of the Public Library is deter
mined at execution time. 

CAlUfIIG THE PUBUC LIBRARIES 

When a user indi cates by the PUB LIB keyword on the OLOAD 
control command that Public Libraries are to be uled to sat
isfy references, the names are let in the program header for 
the Root Loader, and the Public Library Symbol tables are 
read from the Public Library files and added to the loaded 
program's Symbol table. The Loader will satisfy primary 
extemal references with Public Ubrary definitions at the time 
HIe external referenee is encountered in the object module, 
not at the end of the segment (as when the other libraries 
are searched). When the program is initiated, the header 
Is .arched to determine if the program contains the name of 
one or more Public Libraries. If so, and one of HIe named 
Public Libraries is not already in core, the Monitor deter
mines whether Public Library space is awilable. If awil
able, the Root loader reads in the named Public library or 
Libraries and the program executes. If HIe space is not" 
available for all Public libraries referenced, the program 
will be neither root loaded nor executed. 

Each Public Library file is designated at Public Library cre
ation time (see "Forming a Public Library"). All Public li
braries are located in the Foreground Programs area of the 
disk. Public libraries must be either primary or secondary; 
they may not be both. 

UlRARY PlOTECnOfil 

Secondary Public Library root segments are given read-and
execute protection, as they are shared. Contexhegments are 
writable, since they are differently mopped for each task. 

IIlLEASlfIIG A PUIUC lallARY 
; 

If no currently executing program Is utilizing a Public Li
brary it is released. 

..... A PIIlIC UIIAIlY 

It. Public Ubnny Is created by using the. :1\JBlIB control 
command in place of the ROOT command, and modules may 
be input and libraries searched and loaded in the same man
n. as for ltandurd loading. Because each Public Library 
has a unique name, more than one Public Library can exist in 
the system. Although no more than four Public Libraries can 
be called by anyone program, any number can be created. 

ROUTINES USED TO FORM A PUBUC UBRARY 

All routines uled to form a Public Library must be reentrant. 

If the Public Library is primary, the user Temp Stack may 
be used directly for context, or the method of moving local 
storage in routines ta the user Temp Stack on reentrance 
can be employed (e. g., Real-Time FORTRAN subroutines 
and FORTRAN Run-Time library). fORTRAN main routines 
are not reentrant and cannot be used. 

Secondary Public Libraries should use a context segment 
to achieve reentrancy. 

Routines aaembled in AP are acceptable provided the 
reentrancy requirements are met. 

No references to COMMON, labeled COMMON, or 
DSEeT. are allowed in any Public library routine. 

Since DCBs in the Public Ubrary could not be assigned and 
might not be reentrant, DCBs will not be allowed in any 
Public library routine. Note that it is not possible for the 
Loader to warn the user about DCBs that are not named 
according to the conventions and mode extemals. 

The fj Ie associated with eoch Public Library is in the FP 
area. This file contains the actual core image of the Pub
lic Ubrary and the corresponding Symbol table used by the 
loader. The name of the file must correspond to the name 
given with the FILE byword an the OLOAD control com
mand, ond the file must be previously allocated in the FP 
area by the user. If loading of the requested modules and 
libraries has been completed and there are no remaining 
unsatisfied primary references, the Loader writes the core 
image and the Symbol table to the file in the FP area. If 
unsatisfied primary references are found, the fi Ie in the FP 
area i. destrayed. A file nome of a previous Public library 
may be used, but at the risk of obliterating the old file if 
the new ane cannot be completed. 

MAP .... 
Three types of maps may be output to M: LO following Pass 2 
according to the MAP keyword on the 10lOAD control 
command: a shart map, PROGRAM map, or ALL map. If 
the MAP option is not specified, none is output. 

The short map is output when the MAP keyword appears 
alone. It consists of essential information about the over
lay shucture. 
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The PROGRAM Map consIlts of aUeI......,ts of the Ihort 
Map, plUl all external definitions and control teetlons con
tained in the input IIIOdulel (excluding thole fwom Ubrary 
ROMs). 

The ALL Map consilts of all elements of the PROGRAM 
map and Includes all definitionl and control Metions 
from Ubrary ROMs. A typical PROGRAM map IlillUl
trated in Figure 20. 

In Figure 20, the heoder keywords have the fallowing 
meaning: 

1. Program Header Keywords: 

FILE: Area and name of the program file. 

NUMBER OF SfGMENTS: Decimal number of each 
type of segment. 

UMITS: FWA and LWA of the Program area. 

BOUND: Hexadecimal value on which object module 
oddresses are bounded. 

BLANK COMMON BASE: FWA of blank COMMON 
with the SIZE specified in decimal wards. 

PUBUC UBRARIES: Names of the Public Libraries, if 
any, referenced by the program. 

TOTAL MEMORY SIZE: Sum of the memory sizes in 
words of all segments of the program (includes 
Root and COMMON segments; excludes Public 
Libraries), in hexadecimal/decimal. This would 
be the memory required by the program if it were 
nat overlaid. 

TOTAL FILE SIZE: The hexadecimal/decimal number 
of granules used in the load module file. 

LIBRARY SIZE: Total number of words Iooded fram the 
user and/or system libraries. 

PROGRAM ERROR SEVERITY: Set to one if ony kind 
of error is encountered; otherwise, set ta zero. 

2. looder-Supplied Structure Keywords: (All values are 
hexadecimal.) , 

OVLOAD: FWA of the OVLOAD table. 

PCB: FWA of the Program Control Block (PCB). 

ENlIY: Entry word address for the root. 

UTSFWA: FWA of the User Temp Stack. 

SIZE (fint occurrence): Size in words of the User Temp 
Stack. 

RTSFWA: FWAof the CP-R Temp Stack. 
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sm t-cand aCQ , •• ::.): 51_ In WOfds of the CP-R 
Temp Stack. 

DCBT AI: PH A of the DCBT AI. 

3. Segment Header Keyword: 

INPUT: Total number of hexadecimal words in the seg
ment loaded fram the ItOMs, RES, and LCOMMON 
contro I commands. 

LIBRARY: Total number of hexadecimal words in the 
segment loaded from User and/or System Libraries. 

MEM WL: Total hexodecimal length in words occupied 
by the legment in memory. 

LM BL: Total hexadecimol length in bytes of the Ieg
Ment image in the load module file. 

FWA: Fint word oddress of the segment. 

LWA: Lost word oddress of the segment. 

ENTRY: Entry oddress of the segment. 

ROMERR: Set to one if the error severity level is set 
on any ROM input for the segment; otherwise, it 
II .. t to zero. 

LOERR: Set to one If any looding errors are encoun
terecI for the segment; otherwise, It II set to zero. 

GRAN: The granule number (decimal) on'" pragrom 
file where the segment's care image beings. 

.c. Control Sections: 

Control sections input from the program ROMs are lilted 
with the following information: 

ROM ROM number 
oddress 
(hex. ) 

size 
(dec. ) 

Control sections input from user and/or system libraries 
are lilted with the following Information: 

{ULlB} 
SLIB 

5. ~ 

Recard displacement 
In the MODULE fi Ie 

oddress 
(hex. ) 

lize 
(dec. ) 

The user ond system DCBs are listed after the control 
.. ctlon of the ROOT with the following information: 

{SOCB} {name } address 
UDCB UNNAMED (hex.) 

r 
I 
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-IOLCW) (MAP,ftO.ALP).(POIl,6000."7000) .(l.II,SYS), (UDCB,5) ,ftI 
:100'1' (FIL, BT ,GO,4) 
:SEG (LIN,l),(FIL.BT.CO.3) 
:RES (ABC ,400) 
:ASSIGN (F:SO,LO) 
:ASSIGN (F:Sl.LO) 
:ASSIGN (F:S2,LO) 

PROGRAM HAP 
FOREGROUND PROGRAM 

FILE BT.OV 
IlUMBER OF SEGMENTS: 2 

1 
1 

ROOT 
COMMON 
OVERLAY 

0 PUBLIC LIBRARY 
LIMITS: F·.JA : 6000 L'.JA: 6903 
BOUND 2 
BLANK COMMON BASE 6686 SIZE 200 
PUBLIC LIBRARIES NONE 
TOTAL MEMORY SIZE: 904/ 2308 WORDS 
TOTAL FILE SIZE: 8/ 8 GRANULES 
LIBRARY SIZE 4A9/ 1193 WORDS 
PROGRAM ERROR SEVERITY 1 

OVLOAD PCB El.'TRY trrSF'NA SIZE RTSFOlA 
674E 6000 600E 67D8 64 683C 

ROOT PART ONE 

INPUT LIBRARY MEM WL LM BL FWA LWA 
35 405 43A l0E4 6000 6439 

CONTROL SECTIONS 
ROM 1 600E 20 
ROM 2 6022 4 
ROM 2 6026 2 
ROM 3 6028 4 
ROM 3 602C 2 
ROM 4 602E 4 
ROM 4 6032 2 

SDCB F :108 677B 
SOCB M:DO 6782 
SOCB M:OC 6789 
SOCB M:SL 6790 
SOCB F:50 6797 
SDCB F:51 679E 
SDCB F:52 67A5 
SOCB UNNAMED 67AC 
SOCB UNNAMED 67B3 

DEF 1M A 6022 0 
DEF 1M B 6028 0 
DEF 1M C 602E 0 

V REF 1M D 
DSCT 1M F4:COM 6686 0 

DEF 1M P:END 6904 0 
DEF 1M U:PCB 6000 0 
DEF 1M VIA 6026 0 
DEF 1M VIB 602e 0 

SIZE DeBTAB 
C8 67BA 

ENTRY ROMERR 
600E 1 

200 

WERR 
0 

fj~20. Twicar PROGRAM Map 

GRAN 
1 
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DEF 1M VIC 6032 0 

DEF 1M 4MAIN 600E 0 

ROOT PART TWO 

DmJT LIBRARY MEM WL LH IL l'WA LWA . ENTRY aoMERR u)ERR GRAN 
116 0 1B6 228 674E 6903 0 0 0 7 

COImlOL SECTIONS 

SEGMEt.'T 1 LINKED TO 0 

INPUT LIBRARY HEM WL Ui BL FWA LWA ENTRY ROMERR u)ERR GRAN 
lAS Nt 24C 2FO 643A 6685 0 0 0 6 

CONTROL SECTIONS 
ROM 1 643A 4 
ROM 1 643E 2 
ROM 2 6440 8 
ROM 2 6448 4 
ROM 3 644C 4 
ROM 3 6450 2 

DSCT 1M ABC 64F6 0 400 
DEF 1M OA 643A 0 
DEF 1M OB 6440 0 
DEF 1M OC 644C 0 
DEF 1M VIOA 643E 0 
DEF 1M VIOR 6448 0 
DEF 1M V#OC 6450 0 

BLANK C~ON 

INPUT LIBRARY HEMWL Ui BL PWA LWA ENTRY RDMERR WEIR GUN 
C8 0 C8 0 6686 674D 0 0 0 7 

CONTROL SECTIONS 
LOADING WAS COMPLETED 

FILE IT,av USED 8 GRANULES 

FILE BT,Xl USED 0 GRANULES 

FILE BT,X2 USED 2 GRANULES 

FILE BT,X3 USED 2 GRANULES 

FILE BT,X4 USED 2 GRANULES 

FILE BT,X5 USED 2 GRANULES 

flIZ 11',1:6 USED 0 GRANULES .. 
VAIlIIa:i: UMSATISFIED REF'S 

~ 

END OF MAP 
I FIN 

Figure 20. Typical PROGRAM Map (cont.) 
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-. 
DEn, IE", and DSECTI .. 
The externall are list.cl with the following Infor.atian: 

G. i ~ I 
b. DSCT 

DEF 

REF 

- unsatisfied, undefined, or 
unallocated 

- doubly defined or referenced 

c dummy sectian 

= definition 

C primary reference 

SREF - .candary reference 

c. Pl c Pub Ii c Ubrary 

UL = lJIer Ubrary 

SL = System Ubrary 

1M :: Input Module 

d. The symbol name In EBCDIC (one to 63 
characten) . 

e. If the definition is an address, it Is eJCpntued as 0 

word address and a byte offset. If the definition 

h a constant, It il expreaed 01 a hexad~clmal 
number followed by the letter 'C'. For undefined 
1)'IIIbo11, the odd,.. field II blank. 

f. The DSECT size in words (decimal). 

ERROR DIAGNOmCS 

The Overlay Loader outputs diagnostic messo;es to M:OC 
and M:LL. Duplication is suppressed if OC and LL are 
ossigned to the same device. 

If an operator response is requi red, the Loader wi" ca" the 
"WAIT" function. The operator lhould hit the console 
Interrupt and key in one of the following: 

C 

x 

COC 

Continue. 

Abort. 

Read the corrected command from M:OC 
and continue (used only in response to con
trot command erran). 

Note that the "WAll" routine aborts if an IA TTEN D 
contral command has not been encountered In the job stock • 
The dia;nostic messages in Table 19 are output by the 
Overlay Loader. 

Table 19. Overlay Loader Diagnostics 

Text Meaning Action 

BACKGROUND TOO SMALL lJIer'l program cannot be loaded Abort 
In the current size of the back-
ground. This is a function of 
the number of external symbols 
and forward references that a 
program has, not a function of 
the program length. 

BINARY CARD ENCOUNTERED INSTEAD OF CC A binary record was encoun- Wait 
tered on the C device 'nstead 
of a contral command. 

BOT ON{yyndd ~elCpected beginning-of-tape Abort 
area, nome 

has been encountered an the 
lpecified device/file. .-

BUF SMAlLER THAN DATA RECORD DCB x:xxxxxx SpeCified DCBhas been oaigned Abort 
to a record size larger than the 
I/O buffer ossoclated with the 
Read request. Either the user has 
ossigned inQ)rreetly or the Loader 
has a program error. 
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Table 19. Owrlay Loader Diagnostics (cont.) 

Text Meaning Action ", -. 
CC ERR: BACKGROUND AND PRIMARY The option PRJ appeared on an Abort. The op-

OLOAD commaud for a bacIc- tion FORE must 
ground program. appear If PRI is 

specified on the 
OlOAD command. 

CC ElR: DUP NAME IN ITEM xx Item number xx an the command Wait 
Is a duplicate of a name In 
the symbol table. 

CC ERR: DUP SEG IDENT Ident on :SEG command Is a dup- Wait 
licate of a previous segment's 
ident. 

CC ERR: FOLLOWING ITEM xx There Is an error following Abort if IOLOAD 
Item xx on the command (e. g. , CC. Wait if any 
a parameter has been omitted, other CC. 
an extra parameter has been 
Included, etc.). 

CC ERR: ILLEGAL CC SEQUENCE Loader commands have been Wait 
ordered incorrec!'y. 

CC ERR: ILLEGAL OPTION FOR PUBUB LOAD (PUBL, name) Option {pUBLlB,name)wos speci- Abort 
fied on IOLOAD and a :PUBUB 
command has been encountered. 

CC ElR: ILLEGAL OPnON FOR PUBUB LOAD (TASKS,wlue) Option (l'ASKS,wlue) was Abort 
lpecified on IOLOAD and a 
:PUBUB command has been 
encountered. 

ce ERR: ILLEGAL OPTION FOR PUBUB LOAD (TEMP, wlue) Option (TEMP, wlue) was speci- Abort 
fied on IOLOAD and a :PUBLIB 
command has been encountered. 

ee ERR: ILL OPeODE IN ITEM xx Specified operation code is Wait 
either illegal or unimplemented. 

ee ERR: ILL SEG IDENT See ident on the :MODIFY Wait 
command does not match the 
legment being modified. 

ee ElR: ITEM xx Item number xx on the command Abort if IOLOAD 
Is in error. ce. Wait if any 

other ee. 

CC Ell: MODIFY OUTSIDE SEG UMITS On. af the locations an the Wait"'4t 
:MODIFY command Is outside 
the limits of the segment. 

CC ERR: NEED (FORE, Iwa, lwa) omON FOR PUBUB LOAD Option (FORE, Iwa, Iwa) was not Abort 
specified on the IOLOAD com-
mand and a :PUBUB command 
has been encountered. 
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Table 19. Otwlay I.aader DiagnoatiCi (cont.) 

Text Meaning Action 

CC ERR: SEG JDENT "';OT 1ST OPnON Segment ident (UNK, ident1) is Wait 
not the Ant option on the :SEG 
command. 

ee ERR: SEGMENTS ORDERED INCORRECTLY :SEG commands hove been in- Wait 
put in the wrong order. 

ee ERR: SPECIFIED ~A FOR PUBUB LOAD NOT 'FP' Opti on (FI LE, area, name) on Abort 
10LOAD did not specify the 
Foreground Progroms area (FP) 
and a :PUBUB command has 
been encountered. 

ec ERR: STEP OPTION ILLEGAL WITHOUT ATTEND An IATTEND command must be Abort 
Included In the job when the 
STEP option is specified. 

CC ERR: UNDEFINED FILE area,nome Area and A Ie specified in the Abort if 10LOAD 
option (FILE, area, name) has not ec. Wait if any 
been defined by the lAD Editor. ather CC. 

CC ERR: UNDEFINED SYMBOL IN ITEM xx Symbol name in item xx on the Wait 
:MODIFY command has not 
been defi ned. 

DCB CANNOT BE A DSECT A DCB was encountered in the Abort 
( named segment that was as-

IULlBj 
sembled as a dummy section 

SEGxxxxx ROM xxx instead of being part of the 
SUB control section. 

DCB HAS BAD PARAMETERS Specified DCB has bod param- Abort 
DCB x:xxxxxx eten. Either the user hos as-

signed incorrectly or the Over-
lay Loader hos a progrom error. 

DCB HAS INSUFFICIENT INFO Specified DCB contoins insuffi- Abort 
DCB x:xxxxxx cient information to open a 

Reod or Write operation. Either 
the user has assigned incorrectly 
or the Loader has a program 
error. 

DCB NOT ASSIGNED Specified DCB has been assigned Abort 
DCB x:xxxxxx to the Hnull" device. Either the 

user hos assigned incon'ectly, or 
the Overlay Loader has a pro- ... gram error. 

DEFAULT ENTRY ADDRxxxxx SUPPUED FOR ROOT A transfer address was not en- Continue 
countered on any ROM in 
the loot and an entry address 
was not specified on the CC; 
therefore, a default hos been 
IUpplied. 
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'.1.19. Owrloy Loader Dlagnoattcs (cont.) 

T.xt Meaning Action \ 

DSECT'S IN PUrUB LOAD lab-tied· COMMON blocks Abort 
(OSECls) are iIIegoi in the r 

IULIBI 
Public Ubraries. 

SEGxxxxx ROM xxx 
SUB 

EOION{yyndd End~f-tape has been encoun- Wait 
area, name teredon the specifieddevice/fi Ie. 

EXLOC TOO LARG E The execution locations of the Abort 
SEGxxxxx specified segment will exceed 

131 K at the given EXLOC. 

ALE DESTROYED area, name Overlay LaocIer is aborting post Abort 
the point where data has been 
written on ttle specified pro-
gram file. The fi rst sector of 
the file has been zeroed out. 

ALE UNCHANGED area, name Overlay LaocIer is aborting at a Abort 
point where the program file is 
unchanged. 

WARNING: ILLEGAL LQ\D LOCATION xxxxx Specified "load location" origin Continue with 
has been defined with a value COMMON 

IUUBI 
that is either not an address or non-initialized. 

SEGxxxxx ROM xxx that lies outside the address limits 
SUB of the specified segment. (A 

labeled COMMON block must 
be initialized in the segment 
where the block is allocated. ) 

ILL SEG IDENT TERMINATED MODIFY'S The :MODIFY commands have Wait 
been ordered Incorrectly for 
the (GO, UNKS) aption. The 
MODIFY mode has been tenni-
noted at this point. If the user 
wishes to continue, all :MODIFY 
commands that follow will be 
ignored. 

LIB ROM'S EXCEED MAX Maximum number of library Abort 
SEGxxxxx ROMs that can be loaded 

is 2000. 

MEMORY CONFUCT INVOLVING PUBUBS USED There is an overlap in the mem- Abort 
ory areas used by a requested 
Public library and either another ... 
requested Public library or a user 
segment or lOOt. 

MONITOR CC ENCOUNTERED INSTEAD OF :looT or :PUBUB Monitor control conlftlOiod was Abort 
encountered on the C device 
Instead of a :ROOl or :PUBLIB 
command. 
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Table 19. oftrlay Looder Dlagnoatics (cont.) 

rext . . Meaning .. Action 

MOUNT PAPER TAPE 10M STEP option was lpecified on Wait. Operator 
IOlOAD and the next relacat- should load the 
able object module (ROM) b to be paper tope, inter-
Input from the paper tape reader. rupt, and key in 

·C". 

NOT ENUF UOCBS An ASSIGN command requires Continue. The 
that a DCB be built, and there DCB on the erring 
are no unassigned DCBs (UOCBs) ASSIGN com-
remaining. mand is not built. 

{CC! 1 
ONE 

PROGRAM ERR: TWO ADDR JDUUC Loader hos a program error in Abort. Operator 
MAP the nomed overlay at the speci- should get 0 core 
LIB fied address. dump. 

t
ULlB

} 
SEGxxxxx ROM xxx 

SLIB 

ICC! 1 
ONE 

PROGRAM ERR: TWO SB=xx, ADDR xxxx Specified error status has been Abort 
MAP returned from an Overlay Loader 
LIB call (in the named overlay) to a 

Monitor I/o routine. The ad-

( DCB x:xxxxxx dress of the CAL and the name 
of the DCB ore speCified. 

PROGRAM ERR: UNAlLOCATED CSECT Loader hos encountered 0 con- Abort 
trol section that has not been 

{ULIB/ 
ollocoted; either a Loader, 

SEGxxxxx ROM xxx campi ler, or assembler error 
SLIB 

PROGRAM FilE HEADER EXCEEDS ONE SECTOR Size of program file header was Abort 
found to be greater thon one 
sec:tor • 

RAD FILE TABLE FUll RAD Fi Ie Tobie size thotwas 0110- Abort 
cated at SYSGEN is insuffic:ient. 

READING AN OUTPUT DEVICE A DCB that the Overlay Loader Abort 
DCB x:xxxxxx reads with has been assigned to 

an OUT devic:e. Either the user 
has assigned incorrectly or the 
Loader has a progrom error. ... 

ROM ERR: BAD SEQ Sequence number of the binory Wait 
record does not equal xxx. I ULIB I . SEGxxxxx ROM xxx SEQNOxxx 

SLIB 
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Table 19. Overlay ...... r Diagnoatics (cont.) 

Text Meaning Action . 

10M ERR: EXPRESSION SIZE EXCEEDS MAX An object language expression Abort 
on the specified binary record 

IULIBI 
exceeds 120 bytes. 

SEGxxxxx ROM xxx SEQNOxxx 
SUB 

ROM ERR: ILLEGAL LOAD ITEM Object longuage on specified Abort 
binary record cannot be trans-

IUlIBI 
lated (assembler or compiler 

SEGxxxxx ROM xxx SEQNOxxx error). 
SLIB 

ROM ERR: NO MODULE END Module end was not encaun- Abort 
tered on the last binary recard 

IULIB I 
of the relocatable object 

SEGxxxxx ROM xxx SEQNOxxx module. 
SUB 

ROM ERR: NOT OBJECT LANGUAGE Specified binary record is not Wait 
in object language format. 

IULlB} SEGxxxxx ROM xxx SEQNOxxx 
SUB 

ROM ERR: NOT STANDARD BIN Specified record has a non- Wait 
standard binory format. 

rLlB 

I 
SEGxxxxx ROM xxx SEQNOxxx \ 

SLIB 

SMM OPTION ILLEGAL WITH FGD OR PUBLIBS Simplified Memory Management Abort 
is legal only for background 
progroms. 

SYMBOL DECLARED BOTH AS DEF AND DSECT: xxxx The symbol )(XXX occurred in Abort 
the same path with the hoo 
usag. indicated. 

TOO MANY ROM FILES The maximum number of ROM files Abort 
that can be loaded is 127 per 
segment. 

UNDEFINED FILE area, nome Specified DCB has been assigned Abort 
DCB x:xxxxxx to a disk file that has not been 

defined by the RAD Editor. 

UNDEFINED ORIGIN loader has encountered a "load Abort 

IULlBI 

location" origin with an expr.-

SEGxxxxx ROM xxx 
sion that cannot be resolved. 

SUB 

UNEXPECTED EOD ON {yyndd 
area,name 

l)Mxpected IEOD was encoun- Wait ijthe IEOD 
t8red on the speci fied devi ce/fi Ie. was e.-ountered 

Instead of a ROM; 
otherwise, Abort. 

UNEXPECTED MONITOR CC ON {yyndd ll-Iexpected Monitor control Abort 
area, nome command was encountered whi Ie 

Nading ROMs from the Cdevice. 
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Table 19. o,.,lay Loader Diagnostics (cant.) 

I Text Meaning Action 
\ 

UNRECOVERABLE RD ERR ON {yyndd Transmillion error has occurred Abort area, name 
while ,""ing from the .,-ci-
filed devic:e/fi Ie. 

UNRECOVERABLE WR ERR ON (yyndd Transmission error has occurred Abort 
area, name 

while writing on the specified 
deyi c:e/fi Ie. 

r 
I 

WARNING: DCB IN OVERLAY SEGMENT Specified DCB was declared an Continue • 
extemal OfF in a segment other 

IULlB

! 

than the Root. The DCB will 
SEGxxxxx ROM xxx SEQNOxxx not be included in DeBTAS. 

SUB 

DCB X:)OC)O()O( 

WARNING: DEF'D DCB NOT DEFINED Specified DCB was declorecl on Continue 
DCB x:xxxxxx extemal DEF and the DEF was 

neyer defined. 

WARNING: DUPUCATE DEF'S User's program contains dupli- Continue 
cate extemal DEFs. Map will 
Indicate the nome(s) of the DEFs. 

WARNING: DUPUCATE REF'S User's program contins dupli- Continue 
cate external REFs. Map will 

( indicate the nome(s) of the 
REfs. Occun when identical 
DEFs in different segments of 
different paths are referenced 
by the same REF (in a Ie9ment 
common to both paths). 

WARNING: ENTRY AODRxxxxx OUTSIDE SEGMENT Entry oddress for the specified Continue 
SfGxxxxx segment is outside the legment's 

oddress limits. 

WARNING: ILLEGAl DCB ADDR Specified DCB was declared an Continue 
DCB x:xxxxxx extemal OfF and the DEF has 

been defined with either a neg-
otiye oddress or a constant. 

WARNING: ILLEGAl DCB NAME Specified DCB name is illegal Continue 
and will nat be included in 

lUllS! 
DeBT AB. Monitor DeBs(M:) must 

SEGxxxxx ROM xxx have standard OPLB names. User 
SUB DC8s(F:) must nat exceed eight 

EBCDIC characten in length. 
~ 

0C8 x:xxxxxx .... .. 
WARNING: LCOM name OF SIZE xxxx GREATER THAN The named labeled COMMON Continue 

ALLOCATED block (DSECT) with the size 
.. cified in words is greater 

IULlB! . 
than the llze allocated. 

SEGxxxxx ROM xxx SEQNOxxx 
SUB 
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Table 19. OwerICI)' Loader Diagnostics (cont.) 

T.xt 

WARNING: NO ENTRy ADDRESS FOR ROOT 

WARNING: OVfRLAY 5fG GREATER THAN 16K 

WARNING: PROGRAM EXCEEDS SPECIFIED ADDR LIMITS 

WARNING: PROGRAM FILE RSIZE NOT EQUAL TO GSIZE 

WARNING: UNDEFINED DEF'S 

WARNING: UNDEFINED ENTRY ADDR 
SEGxxxxx 

WARNING: UNSATISFIED REF'S 

WRITING ON INPUT DEVICE 
DCB x:xxxxxx 

yyndd WRITE PROT 
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Meaning Action 
J 

Root does not hc:Iv. an .ntry 
address. 

Specified overJoy segment ex
ceeds .... e maxi mum si ze record 
that can be loaded by .... e Mon
itor SEGlOAD function. 

User's program .xce.ds the ad-
dress limits, .i ..... r specified on 
IOlOA[) or .... e defaults for 
background/foreground 
programs. 

Continue 

Continue 

Continue 

Record size of the program file is Continue 
differ.nt from .... e granule size. • 

User's program contains .xtemal Continue 
DEFs that .i .... er have not been 
defi ned or have been defi ned 
with an .xpression .... e Loader 
cannot resolve. Map will indi-
cate the name(s) of .... e un-
defined DEFs. 

Expression defining the entry ad
dress for the speCified segment 
cannot be resolved by the 
Loader. 

User's program contains unsatis
fied ext.mal REFs or unallocated 
DSEeTs. Map will indicate the 
name(s) of the REFs and DSECTs. 

A DCB that the Overlay loader 
writes wi .... hc:Isbeen assigned to 
an IN device. Either the user 
has assigned incorrectly or .... e 
Loader has a program error. 

Specified lAD is write-protected. 
Condition is brought abaut by 
system write protection or hard
ware write protect violation. 

Continue 

Continue 

Abort 

Wait and 

1. Reset RAD pro
tection switches 

or 

2. Interrupt and 
key in "SYC", .... 
or 

3. Interrupt and 
leey in "X" if 
the job is not 
allowed to write 
on protected 
areos of the RAD. 

I 



II:DCI AID f..DC1 

DC. Identified by extemol definItions InUIt exilt in the 
root for each unique reference to an M:DCB or F:DCB. 
These are either inserted explicitly by the user or built im
plicitly by the Loader. A user can change DCB ossignmentl 
In .veral ways: 

1. By modifying the DCB at execution time. 

2. By using a load-time :ASSIGN (foregro"",d and 
background). 

3. By using a run-time JASSIGN (used by bockground 
iobs). 

IUI·nIlE ASSIGIS 

Run-time JASSIGNs (by Job Control Processor) apply only 
to the bockground job step in which they are inserted. 
Chonge of assignment for foreground progroms is permitted 
only through STDLB operations, load-time :ASSIGNs, or 
DEVICE (set device/file/oplabel index) CAu. 

LOAD-nilE ASSIGNS 

Load-time :ASSIGNs are changes to the respective DCB at 
lood-time, 10 that the given assignment remains as a part of 
the program. This effectively allows assignmentl for fore
ground programs, and assignment of DCBs with nandefoult 
cases. 

FORTRAN INTERFACE 
System interface between FORTRAN-produced programs and 
CP-R is the shored responsibility of the FORTRAN campiler
Loader-CP-R camplex. This camplex enables the user to 
program real-time programs for foreground operation using 
Real-Time FORTRAN language without having to use sym
bolic coding to create the system interface (see FORTRAN 
lob examples in Chapter 12). 

Symbolic code and control information can be used to give 
the FORTRAN user aelded versoti lity in cases where compat
Ibility with other FORTRAN configurations is not a foctor. 
However, auch coding is nat required. That ii, the user con 
write and execute a program to service real-time interrupti 
without ony symbalic embellishment of the FORTRAN 
language and without destroying the real-time response 
required. 

caMMOI ALLDCA1101 

ILANKCOMMON 

By default, blank COMMet.I il allocated beginning at the 
end of the longest path as tllUitrated in Figure 21. 

1 

Root 
~ 

Blank Root 
Part 1 W- COMMON Port 2 

4 

F4:COM P:END 

Figure 21. Blank COMMON Allocation by Default 

The default size of blank COMMON is determined by the 
size of the largest blank COMMON encountered during 
the looding of all segmentl. 

An optional COMMON contral ca ... iOiid allows the user to 
specify the size and/or location of blank COMMON, or to 
force it to follow the segment defined most recently when 
the COMMON command appeared. In the following ex
ample, the COMMON convnond is used with no param
eters. The size then defaults to that in the first ROM that 
references blank COMMON, and the location is the first 
boundary (doubleword or specified) post the previous end
of -segment. Figure 22 diagrams the resulting memory 
layout. 

:ROOT .•. 

:SEG (UNK, 1) ••• 

:COMMON 

:SEG (UN K, 2) ••• 

:SEG (UNK,3) .•• 

:SEG (UNK,4) ••• 

Note that in Figure 22, tegment 1 sets ~e COMMON base 
10 that segments 1, 2, and 3, .. are all COMMON, but seg
ment 4 overlays a portion of COMMON. Thus, segments I, 
2, and 3, might operate on a Jarge array, leaving the results 
In upper COMMON for -ament 4, which con reclaim the 
remainder of the COMMON storage. However, a care
fully determined COMMON allocation in segment 4 would 
be necessary to align references to the upper partion of 
COMMON. 
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1 

2 
Root 
Part 1 3 

I 

Blank 
COMMON 

.. 
F":COM 

Root 
Part 2 

P:END 

Figure 22. Blank COMMON Option 

LABELED COMMON 

Labeled COMMON is allocated by the loadereitherbyde
fault in the segment in which the block is first encountered, 
or specifically, by the parameters on the lCOMMON con
trol command. All references to a labeled COMMON block 
must be in the same path as the definition. Note that la
beled COMMON in the root is available to all segments. 
A labeled COMMON block must be initialized in the seg
ment that is allocated. 

The :lCOMMON control command will allocate labeled 
COMMON in the segment specified by the preceding :SEG 
command, or wi II cause its a 1I0cati on to be deferred unti I 
a subsequent :lCOMMON or :RES command. The example 

:lCOMMON (A, 100), (8, 101), (XRAY, SO) 

:SEG (lINK,lOl, ONTO, 0) 

will allocate a labeled COMMON block IA! of 100 words, 
a block IBlof 101 words, and a block IXRAY/of SO words 
in segment number 201. 

COllECT 

The loader does not provide any facility for generating 
code to connect foreground programs to interrupts or to 
trigger int.rrupts. The CONNECT statement in FORTRAN 
plus the Monitar CONNECT call provides the necessary 
interface. 
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CAlL.a MIlAY •• MEm 

The Overlay Loader generates no Implicit calls fOr loading 
overlay segments, and generates no explicit code for such 
colis. FO'RTRAN programs to be Nn in overlay form must 
call the FORTRAN Nn-time routine SEGlOD (or its op
tional alternate name, SEGlOAO), which calls tne SEG
lOAD function of the Monitor. The identification numbers 
In tne argument list must correspond ta the identification 
number on tne SEG contral command. Programs tnat use the 
SEGlOAO function must be either background programs 
loaded with the SMM option on the OlOAD command, or 
primary foreground programs. 

The SEGlOAD function calls in the overlay segment and 
returns, e. "., 

CAll SEG lOD (I) 

CAll SUBROUTINE 

where I is the segment ident. 

MAil PROGIlAllIAIIE AID flTRY 

The entry point of a FORTRAN main program is not neces
IGri Iy the fi rst location of the program. The campi ler wi II 
output an external definition to identify it as a FORTRAN 
main program. The entry paint for that program is either 
the transfer address of the main program, or the value spec
ified with the ENTRY keyword on the :ROOT command. 

IA.ELED COMMOI lAMES 

Labeled COMMON blocks are identified as DSECTs, labeled 
with an external definition the lOme as the block name. 

lLAIK COMMDI lAMES 

Blank COMMON references are identified as DSECTs with 
the unique external definition nome F":COM. 

CORE LAYOUT AT EXECUTION TIME 

The core storage area allocations for a typi~men"d 
program are illustrated in Figure 23. 



( 

Program 
Area 

PCB 

Optional Space for BOUND 

Root Code (User Programs) 

Root Library Programs 

LCOMMON (root only) 

RES (optional) 

SEG 1 SEG2 

I SEG 3 
SEG" 

Blank COMMON 

OVLOAD Table 

Loader Created DCBs 

OCBTAB 

User Temp Stack 

CP-R Temp Stack 

-. 

SEG 5 

- FWA of Prugram 

Part one of root segment 
output to Program File 

- FWA Ov_lay Area 

" 

(BOUND and RES not shown\ 

_ LWA of Ov.lay Area 
- FWA of base of Blank COMMON (F":COM\ 

- FWA of part two of the root 

Part two of the root 

- LWA + 1 of Program (P:END) 

Figure 23. Standard Care Layout of a Program 
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11. RADEDIT 

RADEDIT is a background p'ocessor that performs allocation 
of disk oreos by sen_ating and maintaining directaries for 
all permanent files. Through commands input by the UMr, 

RADED]T performs the following functions: 

• Adds or deletes entries to the permanent fi Ie directaries 
that, in turn, allocate and release' permanent apace 
within a disk area. 

• Capies data fi les to and from disk. 

• Copies date files from device to device. 

• Appends records to the end of an existing disk file. 

• Compacts permanent file directories and permanent 
disk areas. 

• Truncates empty space from the end of disk fi les. 

• Maps permanent disk file allocation. 

• Maps library module allocation. 

I. Dumps the contents of disk files, areas, or tapes. 

• Copies permanent disk fi les. 

• Copies object modules contained in the libraries. 

• Saves the contents of disk areas on a magnetic tape 
device in a self-reloadable form. 

• Restores previously saved disk areas to their disk 
location. 

e Maintains library files on disk for use by the Overlay 
Loader. 

e Zeros out (clears) complete disk areas. 

I. Temporarily inhibits the use of bad disk sectors. 

OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS 

flU AU.OCAnofl 

RADWIT performs disk allocation for all permanent fi les. 
The name, size, and location of each permanent disk 
area are Indicated through the user of a Master Directory 

I -that is set up at system generation in the resident portion 
of CP-R. The permanent disk areas maintained by RAD
EDIT are 

Background programs CBP). 

Data (Dl-DF) and user defined a~. 

foreground programs CFP) contain User Library. 

System programs (SP) contoin System library. 

168 IADEDIT 

RADEDIT controls file allocation by generating and 
maintaining a directory entry for each file within the above 
permanent areas. Every perman.,t area has a directory thot 
begins in the first sector of its own area. A directory con
sists of entri. with the following information: 

• File nome (maximum length of eight alphanumeric 
characters). 

• Resident foreground program flag. 

• File type; blocked; unhlodced, or compressed. 

e Granule size in bytes (UMd far direct access). 

• File size (current number of records in file). 

• Record size (bytes per logicol record). " 

• Relative disk address of the Itnt sectar defined far 
the file. 

• Relative disk address of the lost .. ctar defined for 
the file. 

• Extension allocotion size. 

Before any permanent disk file can be written, apace 
must be allocated for the file by adding a new entry to the 
designated directory. Directory entries may be added or 
deleted by using RADEDlT commands. The following method 
is used to allocate files: 

1. Permanent disk files are allocated Mquentlally, begin
ning in the second sector of the area, with every file 
beginning and ending on a sector boundary. 

2. A new directory entry is added as the lost entry to the 
existing directory and the COiritpanding space for the 
file Is allocated. 

3. When all available apace in an area is exhausted, a 
camplete search of the file directory il made far un
allocoted areas made available through file deletions. 
The smallest area containing a sufficient amount of 
space to allocate far the file is selected. If sufficient 
space il not found "PC'" Marching the directory, the 
operation il aborted. Ta overcome thil problem, disk 
squeezing may be requested to recover the unused stor
age within a permanent area by compressing the direc
tory entries and files (see Figures 24 and 25). 

4. File deletion II accomplished by zeroing out the appro
priate directory entry. 

IIU"IIS lAD lECTORS 

~en a bod dilk sector(s) il discovered, it is the user's re
sponsibility to prevent it from being used by deleting the 
defective file, declaring the bod sector(s) with :8DSECTOR, 
and reallocating the file if it is to be regenerated. 
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.. 

identification entry 

Ftle , directory entry Fife 1 

Deleted directory entry Unallocated 

Fil. 2 directory entry File 2 

Deleted directory entry Unallocated 

Bad sector di rectory entry Bad sector 

Fife 3 File 3 

Figure 24. P.rmanent Disk Area Befor. Squeezing 

Identification entry 

File 1 directory entry file 1 

File 2 directory entry File 2 

File 3 directory entry File 3 

Bad sector directory entry Una II ocated 

Zeros Bad sector 

Unallocoted 

Figure 25. Pennan.nt Disk Area After Squeezing 

The method used to ~Ie bad lectors is as follows: the 
:BDSECTOR comm~d removes th.lectors m.m us. by plac
Ing a special entry in the file directory and allocating the 
space as a file. The :GDSECTOR c:omm~d returns the disk 
lpac. for use by del.ting the file directory entry. 

SYSTEM AND USER UBURY FILES 
System and User Library files are learched by the Ov.loy 
Loader to IGtisfy external references. These files are gen
.-cited and maintained by RADEDIT in a form that can be 
rapidly and easily learched by the Ov.lay Loader. The 
System library files must reside In the System Programs (SP) 
.... , and the User library fil.s .&IIt .... id. In the· Fore
.-ound Programs (FP) area. Each library consilts of ttne 
unblocked files: the Modul. Directory Fil. (MODIR), 
DEFREF Fil. (DEFREF), and EBCDIC File (EBCDIC), and 
one blocked file: Modul. File (MODULE). The user must 
define and aflocote these library fiI.s using the file names 
that appear within parentheses above and defining the fifes 

• Wocked or unblocked. As an aId In approximating the 
nle Ilus, the UNr can .. the algorIthms IIYen below. 

RADEDIT is the onl), p-ocessor that should write in the 
library files. The files are generated from information con
tained in the object modules read in by RADEDIT. Each 
module II identified within the library files by a DEF. 
The first DEF encountered In the modul. is considered the 
.adul. name, and no other DEF In a program will be 10 

recognized. Any modul. may be referenced b)' using the 
first DEF in a pt'Ogram, and modules may be copied or de
leted through its use. This module name may not be the 
lame 10m as a DCB name (i.e., beginning with "M:" 
or -F:,,). 

ALlO.IITHIiS fOR COIiPUll.' ",UIY fill IIZES 

Th. following algorithms can be IUd to determine the ap
proximate sizes of the four RI_ in a library. It II not cru
dal that the file liz_ be exact, linc. any unused apace 
can b. recovered via the :TRUNCATE command. The ap
proximate number of aectcn "'MODIR' required in the 
MODIR RI. il 

,",3 (I) 
nMODIR -.-

whwe 

II the IIUIIIber of modu I. to be placed in the library. 

I is the sector lize in words. 

3 words Is the length of a MODIR RI. entry. 

Th. approximate number of sectors (n
EBCDlC

) required in 
the EBCDIC RI. is 

2 (d) 
"EBCDIC c -1-

whwe 

d II the unique nun-r of DEFs in the library. 

I is the leCtor lize in words. 

2 words lithe overage length of an EBCDIC Rleentry. 

The number of records (n
MODULE

' required in the MODULE 
file Is 

n 

nMODULE = 1: C. .... 
I • 1 

where 

n II the total ~er of modul. in the library. 

C; II the number of card images In the Ith library 
routine. 
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n 

L 
1=1 

nDEFREF • I 

where 

" Is the totol number of routines in the library. 

d . is the number of DEn in the Ith librory routine. 

Is the number of REFs in the ith library routine. 

I il the lector lize in word$. 

DISK AIlEA "OnmON 

Updating or squeezing of permanent disk areas containing 
Information for real-time programs (foreground progromand 
foreground data oreas) must not occur wh ile the foreground 
il utilizing these permanent areas. The user must ensure 
that RADEDIT is not modifying a permanent orea at the 
same time a foreground program is using it. 

Software protect ion of the System and Foreground Data areas 
of the disk is provided by requiring the operotor to key in 
·SY" before any of these areas are modified by a back
ground processor. The only areas that can be modified that 
do not require a SY key-in are the Background and Public 
Data areas. 

CAl.LMG RADmlT 

When a IRADEDIT control· command is read from the C de
vice, RADEDIT is loaded into core memory from the disk. 
Control is transferred to the RADEDIT which reads com
mands from the C device that specify the functions to be 
performed. 

The form of the command is 

ItADEDIT Is twminated when a record with on I in column 
one is read from the C device (with the exception of 1£00). 
An IEOD indicates an end-of-data to RADEDIT when data 
is input via the :COPY command. 

When RADEDIT Is called from TJE, the commands SAVE, 
RESTORE, GD5ECTOR, IDSECTOR, and SQUEEZE ore not 
ovailable. 
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COIIIWID FOIIIATS 

All RADEDJT commands are input from the C'device and 
listed on LL. The general form for RADEDlT command- " 
identical .to the control command formot described in C 
tw 2, with the symbols below being used to aid in descrit-
1118 RAOEDlT commands in thil chapter. 

oa 

fid 

refers to a disk orea and must be one of the 
following: 

If I. the Background Programs area. 

01 through OF or user defined areas • 

FP is the Foreground Programs area. 

SP i. the System Programs area. 

8T is the BaCkground Temp area (can be used 
with :COPV, :CLEAR, or :DUMP). 

i. a CP-R file identifier, with standard defaults. I 
.. fers to any disk area. 

nnnnnnnn .. fers to a file name or library module 
(maximum name length of eight alphanumeric 
characters) • 

yyndd refers to a physical device name, where 

yy specifies the type of device: CR, CP, etc. 

n specifies the lOP ,."mber: A for JOPO, 
8 for JOP1, etc. 

dd specifies the device number: 03, BO, etc 

Of refers to on operational label: 81, 51, etc. 

RADEDIT COMMANDS 

,ALLOT The :ALLOT CO"WiGflCl adc:k 0 new entry to the 
IPIcified permanent file directory that allocate. space for 
a new file. After space has been allocated, file. can be 
written by either background or foreground programs. The 
IpOce allocated for the new entry is zeroed out. 

The form of the command is 

:ALLOT (FILE, fid) [, (option] ••• [, (option)) 

where 1M options are 

fORMAT, type lpecifies the file format where type is: 

U for "'Iocked. .. 

, for blocked. 

C for 0 compreaed file. 

The .foult .Iue is unblocked. 

FSIZE, .Iue tpecifia the decimal length of the 
fil. 1ft logical records. The default value is 1000. 



1S1Zf,..... .-em. .............. .,. ... 
,.. rec:anI. The logical rec:anI II. Is ... In __ 
....,.lally CICC*Ilng a file. Far a : tilt' file, 
record alze la _IH_ ...... Mona_ Wocb _
....... fil .. Into 256 •• d,.... lIoc1rec1 fll .. 
hove a .fault value equal to 128 ... per Me

ord. If the NCord alzela ...... than 128 wards, 
unblocked organtzation will be given. Unblocbd 
fiI .. hove a deJa"'t ... card al. equal to ... .,an
ut. alze. 

GSJZE,wlue .. cin ...... 1. alze In wards ond ia 
used for direct aCCOll only. The default size will 
be aqua I to the sector aize. 

IF Indicates that the file contoina a resident fcn-
ground program and is applicable only If the FP 
cna is specified. If RF Is ... iHad, the fil. does 
not contain a .... ident foreground ,. ... ah .. Any 
program flagged as .... ident foreground will be 
automatically loaded into care .,..., tlllle the sys
tem is booted from disk. 

ESIZE[,value] specifies the decimal le'1Jth of file 
extents in logical records. An extent is allocated 
and attached to the file anytime the file is out of 
apace. If the optional value is omitted, file ex
tents will be the lame size as the original file. If 
the ESIZE parameter is nat specified, no automatic 
file extension will toke place. 

FIX indicates that during a squeeze of the specified 
area, the fi Ie is not to be combined with its ex
tents. If fix' is not specified, the original file will 
be combined with all of its extents to form one file 
if the areo is squeezed. 

The FIX option is applicable only if the ESIZE 0p

tion is present. 

Examples: 

1. An unblocked file: 

:ALLOT (FlLE,03,TEST), (FORMAT .u), (FSIZE,50)'J 

L CRSJZE ,9O) 

This example allocates space for the unblocked file 
TEST in the 03 area of the disk, with a file size of 
SO records and a record size of 90 words. 

2. A J,locked file: 

:ALLOT (FILE,FP,TESTA),CFORMAT,I),~ 

L CFSJZE,50), (lSJZ(.25;6), IF 

This example allocates space for the blodted file TESTA 
in the FP area, with a record size of 2S6 wards and 0 

file lize of SO records. this is a resident foreground 
program. 

an the :COPY COI, .. cnd capies fiI .. of dota or 
....... (EBCDIC, llNAILY In Ifondard bhcry format, or 
.... candard bircry) from one .vice to onotl,er.t Files are 
copied until on 1(00 or tape marie la encountered, except 
when the CC aption Is Ip8dfied, which Is terminated when 
an :EOD il encountered. Individual records in the file moy 
lie as Iorge as 641( bytes if buffer apace is available. A 
logical file -=rk will be written onto the autput file. 

On 7-tradt tape, a copy frail a fil. to 0 ctevice assigned to 
an ap label will be In packed binary format. If a cleyice is 
IpOclfied, the Infannatian (data) will be written unpacked. 

When na.'undord binory (lIN) or control con.nonds (ee) 
... copied from the C device, the C deYice must be assigned 
to 0 and reassigned after the copy II completed. The as
aignment II IIICIde when the ......... 

IIKEYIN STOlB e,o 
is typed to the operator and reassigned when the message 

IICOPY ENDED, REASSIGN C' . 

appears. 

An IAnEND card must be used to force a pause for operator 
Intervention whenever the IINandCCoptions are specified. 

The general form of the command is 

FROM TO ----- ----

IFILE, fid I I FILE, fid I 
:cOPY ( lIB,oa,nnnnnnnn ), ( lIB,ao ) 

IN'{~ndd} OUT, {;;ndd} ('1 

[

[,VFCIADO][,UPD][,BIN][,CC][,FBCO]=:J 

[,(NFll, {~ld~ [,ASCI][,ASCO] 

FILE indicotes either a disk file or a whale disk , 
area. Areas CI( and XA ore only allowed as input 
files. 

LIB indicates a library abject module(s) in the SP 
or FP area. 

IN Indicates an input operation from a nan-disk 
device is to be performed. 

OUT indicates an output operation to a non-disk 
deyice is to be performed. 

VFC indicates verticol format contral is desired on 

printing. 1 
ADD Indicotes rec:on:Ia are to be added to the end 

of an already existing file. 

tFile-to-file copies should be between files with the same 
IlSIZE. 
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UPD Indicates ..................... 1. at 
.... CUITenf ,.itton of .... fil.. ~11r, the 
file would be ................. the...., ...... 

lIN .. cln. that nonstandard W'*Y W--"on 
.. to be copied ".. the .... reoder • to the .... 
punch. 

CC .-cifi. that control co",.au" .. to be 
copied from the C device. 

FICO lpeCifi. that ICD input il. be converted 
to EBCDIC. 

(NFIL, (~LL J) specifies that "",Itipl. fiI. or. to 
be copied. If n is lpeCified, n files 

will be copied; if All is specified, the copy will 
continue until a double EOF is read. The default 
is to copy one fi Ie . 

ASCI lpecifies that ASCII input illD be converted 
to EBCDIC. 

ASCO specifies that EBCDIC output il ta be con-
verted to ASCII. 

The following are exomples and explanatianl of the diff.r
.nt types of copies that can be performed. 

Examples: 

:copy (IN, (;~ndd}) ,(FllE,fid) 

This example copies a file of data onto the lpecified diSk 
file. 

:copy (IN, {;:ndd}) , (FllE,fid),CC 

This example copies a file of data containing control ~ 
IftOnds from the C device onto the specified disk file. 

:COPY (IN, {~ndd}) , (FllE,fid),ADD 

This exomple adds data to the end of an already existing 
disk file. 

(.copy (IN, I~}) ,(UI,oo) 

This example copies the library object modules 10 the lped
raed library. The library being copied will completely re
place an already existing library. 

:copy (IN, (~dJ) (UB,aa),ADD 
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.' 
.... • c .1 ....... ,..., -feet ......... to the "~i-

' ..... ,~ . 
( aCOPY. (FILf.IId), (fILE,IId) 

lhis .....,Ie copies the cant!"'ts of the flnt specified disk 
file to the ~ond specified disk file. 

:COPY (UB,aa,nnnnnnnn), (OUT, ~) 

This example copies one library obj.ct module to the speci
fied output devic.. the .......... "'. paraaweter is the name 
of the library -object a.adul. ta be copied. 

This • ....,1. lists the contents of on EBCDIC fiI. with 
wrtical fannat control. 

:COPY (FlLE,nd), (OUT'{;;ndd}) 

This example coptes the contents of the specified disk file 
onto the specified device. 

This .xampI. copi.s nonstandard bin.y from the specified 
disk file to the card punch. 

:copy (ALE,aa), (OUT,{~}) 

This .....,1. copi. the contents of the IOEX·access (XA) 
or Checkpoint (CK) ... to .... .-eire- output device • .. 
IIPCon 1he :DPCOPV coca.cld copies the contents 
of one dilk pack to another disk pock. 1M entire contents 
of the dislt is capied (except' ..... alternate taack-.o) 
unl .. athefwi .. tip8C;ned. 



( 

"0 

the .DPCOI"t' ~ = wi ... the form 

:DPCOPV (yyndd, yyndd) [,cICRD][,cICWT),---

L [,(sSEC",)] (,(NSEC ,1ft)] (, (OSEC, p») 

where 

yyndd are the physical device names of the disk 
storage devices. The first disk il the input device 
and will be copied to the IeCOnd device. 

CICIO indicates that read-check will be done when 
reoding the input device. 

CKWT indicates that a write-check will be done 
when writing the output device. 

(SSEC,n) specifies to begin the copy with sector n. 
The default is to Itart at sector O. Note that 
SSEC can apply to the input and output disk. 

(NSEC,m) specifies that m lectors should be copied. 
The default is to copy through the last user access
able sector. 

(OSEC,p) specifies that the output is to start at 
sector p. If this parameter is not given, the SSEC 
value is used. If it il used, P + m must be less 
than or equal to the last sector on the disk. 

:DELm The :DELETE command deletes either a file di-

r 

rectory entry and file from a permanent disk areo, or an ob
lect module from the designated library. The space formerly 
allocated is not used until a :SQUEEZE is executed. 

The forms of the :DELETE command are 

:DELETE {LIB, oa, nnnnnnnn} 
FILE,fid 

Examples: 

1. Delete a file: 

( ,DELETE (FIU,BP ,t( ST Al 

2. Delete on object lftOdule: 

( ,()£Ut( (LIB,SI',CSCN) 

Thil example specifies that on obiect lftOdule named 
CSCN is to be deleted from the Library In the SP area. 

:CLEAIl The :CLEAR command Zeral out the specified 
disk .... which ,.,Its in deletinS! all fiI. and file direc
tari. In the area. 

:the form of the CCIIftillGnd Is 

(-CUAR u. ...... 

...... ZZ Is any dille area. 

Example: 

(-CUAJ< DI,DF 

Thil example specifies that permanent areas 01 and OF are 
10 be zeroed out. 

:sQUEEZE The :SQUEEZE cammC:lI-d regains unused 
space within permanent disk areas resulting from file dele
tions and truncations and library module deletions. Unused 
space II r.gained by compressi"" file directory entries and 
their associated files, or library file entries and their as
lOCiated library tftOCIules. Within the libraries, the Module 
Directory File (MODIR) and the Module File (MODULE) 
entries and lftOdufes are compressed to regain the unused 
space. Space is regained in the remaining two nles, 
EBCDIC File (EBCDIC) and OEFREF File (DEFREF), by re
generating them campletely from the Module Directory and 
Module Files. Extreme care should be exercized to enlure 
there Is na file activity gai"" on In the area being squeezed. 

The fanna of the command are 

I. (,SQUEEZE ........... . 

2. (SQUEEZE ALL 

3. 
(,SQUEEZE (UB_1 

bamples: 

This exampl. r-eains unused IpCIce between files the 
SP area only, without affecting the internal structure 
of the SP Library. 
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This eJDIIIPle Ngai", ... UHd space bet •• .., all files 
in all permanent areas. Ubraries are nat IqUHzed. 

3. (SQUEEZE (LIB,SP) 

This example ragoins unused library space in the SP 
Library. 

ITIIUICATE The : TRUNCATE COINIICInd is used to trun-
cate empty space from the end of specified file(s). If the 
allocated disk space for a file il greater than the actual 
length of the nte, a considerabl e amount of space May be 
left empty. Thil command will set the allocated space 
equal to the actual length of the file. 

The fGrllll of the command are 

1. 
:TRUNCA TE (FILE, fid), (FILE, fid) ••• , (FILE, fid) 

2. 
('TRUNCATE oa, .. ,oa, ... 

Examples: 

J. Truncate allocated file: 

:TRUNCATE (FILE, BP, TEST) 

Thil example truncates empty lpace from the end of the 
allocated file TEST In the IP area by setting the alia
cated size equal to the adual size of the file. 

2. Truncate all files: 

rTRUNCATE IP, D2, 00 
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this ....,1. truncatelall.fli. in ...... 02. and D3 .... 
IllAP The :MAP command maps the specified permanent 
disk areas to the LO device (using the M:LO DCB). The 
map contains 

1. Information concerning the araa, consisting of the disk I 
address, write protection, araa identification, words 
per lector, lectors per track, and its beginning and end
Ing disk addresses. 

2. Information from the Permanent File Directories can
cerning each file in the area; file name, formot, 
iteginni"" me address, ending file address, file size, 
record size, granule size, and resident foreground p'O

gram indicator. 

The farms of the COINnond are 

I. (,MAP ............ 

bamples: 

1. Mcip specified permanent disk areas: 

(,MAP IP,1)4 

This example outputs a map of the permanent areas BP 
and D4 of the LO device. 

2. Mcip aff permanent disk areas: 

(~ALL 

Thil example outputs a Mp of all permanent areas to 
the LO device. • ... 
An example af a MAP SP output Is Illustrated in 
Figure 26. 

:SIIAP The :SMAP commai'd produces a special, short 
mop of the files in the apecified areas. the command has 
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Figure 26. MAP SP Output Example 

the same format as the :MAP command. The output on the 
LO device (using the M:lO DCB) for each orea specified 
consists of 

1. The nome of the area. 

2. The name of each file, its account, and number of 
.. cords; or, if there ore no files, the....sage -AREA 
CONTAINS NO FILES". 

ILIUP The :LMAP command IIDps the library files of the 
specified permanent directory to the LO device using the 
M:LO DCB. For each area (SP or FP), all library files in 
the area are mapped. The library IIDP includes infonnation 
about the abject modules in the library files that consists of 
the name of each module, Its .. locatable Ie"llth, and def
inition and .. ferences in the module. 

where aa .-em. the SP or FP area. 

Example: 

(UMP SP 
... .. .. 

Thil uample specifies the files in the SP area and its asso
clcrted I ibrary are mapped. 
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:CATALGG 1M :CATALOGoow,.,uid II ..... 10 get fll. 
size and organization Information .ither about a particular 
fll. orallout a In:IUp of fil .. in a particular account and/or 
cna. the two form. of the commond determine the type of 
processing. 

Fonn 1: a particular file. 

:CATALOG (fid)[, (fid), ••• J 

where fid is the standard fj Ie identifier. 

This fonn will display the file information for the named 
files. 

Fonn 2: for a group of files. 

:CA TAL OG (fid ') ~ ([F) [, t)l] 

where 

fid' is a standard fid with a null fjle name (e.g., 
.SP or .ACCOUNT or .). 

f is a starting sort key. Its fonnat is the same as 
the 'name' field of a fid. It need not be an ac
tua I fi Ie name. 

is an endine sort key in the some format as f above. 

This fonn will display all files in the area(s) and account 
specified. If an area is given explicitly, only that area 
will be displayed. If an account is given explicitly, only 
files in that account will be displayed. The account i. de
faulted to the user', account if it i. not specified. 

The information displayed consists of the filename, the ac
count name, the area the file is in, its organization, and 
the number of records in the file. The output is sorted al
phabeticolly by file name and account name. 

The "flO and -t" parameters allow the list of files to be 
limited to a particular range. Neither "f" nor lit" must be 
actual file names. If "f" ("t") is given, files with names 
alphabeticolly before (after) it will not be displayed. If 
"f" (lit ") i. not given, the first (last) possible name i. used 
as the defau It • 

:IUMP The :DUMP commond dumps, in hexadecimal, 
.... e designated random or sequential access file onto the 
LO device (using the M:LO DCB). All permanent areas 
plus the JOE>< Access area (><A), Background Temp area (Bn, 
and Checkpoint area (CI<) can be dumped. The ItADEDIT 
will sequentially access the designated fiI. or area to be 
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"'pecI. Fil .. ore dumped by records, areas by _cton'. 
The EBCDIC i. not given. 

The forms of the commond are 

I. 

:DUMP (FilE, fid)[, (SIEC, value»)[, (EREC, value)] 

where 

fid Is any allotted file. 

SREC,value specifies the startine record (in 
decimal) to begin the dump. 

EREC, value specifies the last , .. cord to be 
dumped. 

2. 
:DUMP zz[,(SREC,value») [,(EREC,valuel] 

J 

where 

zz is any disk area. 

SREC,value specifies the .tartine sector (in 
decimal) to begin the dump. 

EREC,value specifies the last sector to be 
dumped. 

Examples: 

I. Dump specified file: 

(,OUMP (FILE, BP, TEST) 

This example specifies that the TEST file In the BP area 
is to be dumped onto the LO device. 

2. Dump specified records: 

:DUMP (FIlE,BP, TES1), (SREC, I 0), (EREC,20) 

This example specifies that NCords 10 through 20 of 
the TEST file in the BP area are to be dumped onto 
the LO device. 



""_" - 0. __ " _ ~ o_~ __________ • __ _ 

3. Dump lpeCified secton: 

(DUM' IP. (SlEe.e. (Elfe. 9) 

This example specifies that sectors 6 through 9 of the 
IP area are to be dumped onto the LO device. 

... Dump all of specified disk area: 

(CUM' 6' 

This example specifies thot all of the BP area is to be 
dumped onto the lO device. 

;XDMP The :XDMP command dumps the specified input 
onto the lO device (using the M:lO DC B) in hexadecimal 
and EBCDIC. The input is read and edited according to the 
device specified: cords for a card reader; sectors far a disk; 
blocks for a tape. 

The form of the command is 

IYYnddj 
:XDMP( ~i:Z ) [, (FILE, value)][. (FROM, value}) 

[, (TO, value)] 

where 

yyndd is any valid input device. 

• zz is any area. The period is necessary to dis-

TO, value .-clfies the number of ttt. last record 
within the .. ctfied FILE to be :XDMPed. The de
IDuIt depends on what Is being :XDMPecI: for a file 
It II EOT; lor an -.a, EOA; for 8 disk device, the 
last sector; for other devices, the S2",287th record. 

The processing of the TO parameter, whether specified or 
defaulted, depends on the FilE parameter. If a FILE number 
Is IpeClfied, TO .. fen to records within that file only, and 
:XDMP will not process .. cords beyond the tape mark (EOF) ; 
for that file (that is, the moximum value of TO is forced to 
the number of records In the specified file). 

When FILE Is not specified, TO lpecifies the lost record to 
process, without regard to single tapemarks (EOFs). If 
double tapemarks (EOFs) are not found, TO-FROM+l rec
ords will be :XDMPed. Processing will never go be)'Ond 
double tapemarks. 

Examples: 

1. ("'OM' 9TABO 

The tape on 9TA80 will be :XDMPed from its current 
position to the double EOFs. 

2. ( "'DM' TO TO.S 

The device or file addressed by oplobel TO will hove 
the next S records :XDMPed • 

tinguish it os on area, not a file. 3. 

fid is any allotted file. 

op is any oplabel which paints to any of the 
above. 

FILE, value appl ies only to tape input devices and 
specifies the file in which the edit will start. 
:XDMP always assumes it is pasitioned at the be
ginning of file 1 and will skip value-l tape marks 
to position to the correct file. The default is 1. 

FROM, value specifies the number of the first rec-
ord {cord, sector or tape block within the speci
fied FlLE) to be ~DMPed. The default is 0 for 
disk de.,ices, 1 far all other cases. 

:XDMP TESTFIlE.D3 TO, 10 FROM,2 

File TESTFllE in area 03 will be :XDMPed from sector 2 
through 10. 

DPAFOTO,4 

Disk device DPAFO will hove its first five seeton 
:XDMPed. 
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diVE the :SAVE 1 lid ........ .-err.., .. hie 
__ (I) on the 10 ~Ice (usI. the M:IO OCI) Ior ___ 
quent ..afonItion. the 10 ~ice IIIUIt be a ...... tlc-lape 
.vice. the i ..... of the delignated a..,(I) and the CM 
bootstrap are wriHen on 80 in self-reloadoble format. the 
80 output contains a bootstrap loader, followed by .foe disk 
image of the CP-R bootstrap, and the "ignated --Ca). 
Secton containing all zentl are supp,. •• d. &ecuting the 
bootstrap loader CGUSe5 the disk image to be NOd into mem
ory and restored to the diskes) without CP-R control. The 
bootstrap 0110 types on TYAOI the date that the lOve was 
made, and any identifying text string included in the 
:SA VE command. the 80 output con 0110 be used to restore 
the disk via the :RESTORE command. The 80 device is re
wound and the dota lOved is verified. The message 

'SAVE TAPE OK' 

is output and the tape rewound off-line (unloaded) if the 
verification pass completes IUccessfuily. 

The form of the command ia 

:SA VE f ~~~l'] zz, zz, ••• } [, 'tape id'] 

where 

ALL specifies all allocated areas except BT, CK, 
IS and OS. 

con be any disk area. 

'tape id' is a message of up to 40 characters to 
identify the lOve tape. When the tape bootstrap 
is executed this message will be output to the op
erators console (TYAO I). 

Examples: 

1. Save specified areas on secondary storage: 

-
:SAVE SP,8P, 02, 'SAVE aACKGROUND PROGS] 

LAND DATA' 

This example specifies that the SP, 8P, and 02 areas, 
with a preceding bootstrap and an identifying text 
string, ore to be laved on the BOdevice for eubsequent 
.. loading. 

2. Save all areas on secondary storage: 

(~~ALL 
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thil exampl ... clfift that all cllsk areas except 8T, 
CK, IS Of' OS, with a preceding bootstrap, are to be 
lOved on the 10 device for albsequent ",'oading • . 

:IlUTDIlE" The :RESTO'E command restores the 'P"cified 
permanent disk areas that were lOved by the :SA VE com
IIICInd.t Input is read from the I. device (using the M:BI 
DCB), and the bootstrop is ignored. A. CHKWRT is em
ployed to veri fy the data restored. 

• The form of the command is 

( ,aESTORE n, n, ... 

Example: 

(,aESTORE 5P,8P,02 

This example specifies that the oreo~ SP, BP, and 02 (prf'
viously lOved with a :SAVE directive) ore to be restored. 

:IDSECTOR The :8DSECTOR cammand specifies a group 
of sectors on a disk that are not to be used by RADEDIT • 
Sector 0 of an area cannot be specified as it contoins the 
first directory lector for that area. 

The form of the command is 

:8DSECTOR dd {number-numberlfnumber-numbe~ .•• 
y~ , number Jlnumber J 

Example: 

('IOSECTOI DPAFO,300-311,401 

This .xample specifies that RADEDIT Ule of lectors 300 
through 311 and sector 401 of the disk on DPAFO is to be 
inhibited. 

'RESTORE must be performed on the lOme device type from 
which SAVE was performed, I ••• , the device must have the 
lOme sector aize and 101M number of .cto" per track. 

, 
r 

• I 

", 
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IIISECTOR 1M :GDSECTOR cousee .. d .-ctfl .. that 
IKfgn ..... Iy l ... ibiMd ." ... by a rIOSECTOR cam
ISland a,. to be made availabl. _ ._quent ute. 1M dllk 
and IKforIlIIUIt be the ...... In a.-vIGus rIOSECTOR. 

The form of the command is 

(nunDer ........ 1n~' :GOSECTOR Y)'ftdd, nunmer number 1"" 

Example: 

( :GDSECTOO OPAFO,.coI,3)6-311 

This example specifies that the previously inhibited lecton 
306 through 311 and sector <COl are to be made available. 

:PFIL, :PREC, :REWIND, :SFIL, :UNLOAD, are Identical to 
the corresponding JCP control commands (see Chapter 2), 
except for the leading calon. They permit tape position
ing to be done without leaving RAOEDIT. 

:EIID The :END eommanct may be used to terminate the 
RAOEDIT processor. The form of the command is 

:END 

1M error •• mges autput by the RADEDIT pncI their mean
Ings ... given in Tabl. 20. 

RADEOIT outputs .ror lNIa:Iges on the OC and LL de
vic... If OC and II ... a.igned to the tame device, 
duplication of sneuages on LL il suppressed. If on op
.otor retpOnse isrequired, RAOEOIT will call the "WAIT" 
routine. If the background is op.ating in the "attend" 
1iIOde, the operator will be allowed to initiate a console 
int.rupt and key in one of the following three commands: 

c 

X 

continue and read next record from the C device. 

abort RAOEOIT and return control to the system. 

COC continue and read a record from the OC cIe-
vice (used only in conjunction with the error 
..11098 -ERROR ITEM xx"). , 

Otherwise, IAOEOIT will take the action indicated in 
Tobl.20. 

If RADEOIT aborts because of an irrecoverable I/O error, 
the physical device name is included in the abort messoge. 

DISK RESTORATDt MESSAGES 

The messages itemized in Tobie 21 ore written on the 
keyboard/printer during disk restoration via the boot
strop loader produced by SAVE. Unless otherwise speci
fied, the computer will go into a WAIT after writing a 
meuage. 

Table 20. RAOEDIT mor Mes10ges 

Message Meaning Action Taken 

AREA xx CANNOT CONTAIN Illegal area specified. Only the FP area Operation is aborted. 
A RESIDENT FOREGROUNO con contoin a resident foregro&nt 
PROGRAM program. 

AlEA xx CKSM ERROR A checksum ...-or exists on the SAVE tope Operation is aborted. 
in the lpeCified area. 

• AREA xx CONTAINS NO FILES Specified area contoins na files. RAOEOIT continues." 

AREA r.x INCOMPATIBIUTY Attempting to restore ip8Cified area onto Operation is aborted. 
a different type of disk from which it was 
laved, or the area to be restored illoo 
large for the .. me area using the current 
Moster Directory. 
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Table 20. IADEDIT Error Meaag .. (cont.) 

~l _..ge M.anlng Action Talcen , 

AREA xx IS NOT ALLOCATED Specified area was not allocoted at Operation is aborted. 
SYSGEN. 

AREA XX DOES NOT CONTAIN An aNa other than SP or FP was IpKlfied Operation II aborted. 
A LIBRARY that does not cantain a library. 

AREA xx IS NOT MAINTAINED An attempt has been mode to ute area Operation Is aborted. 
BY RADEDIT CK, >CA, or BT which il not maintained 

by RADEDIT. 

AREA xx TRUNCATED Specified area being restored is larger Operation continues. 
than the same area using the current 
Master Directory, but the data that was 
lost contained all zeros. 

BUFFER SMALLER THAN DATA Data reocI exceeds the amount of avail- Operation is aborted. 
READ able buffer space. 

CKSM ERR ON SAVE TAPE A checksum error has been encountered Operation is aborted. 
while verifying the disk SAVE tape. 

CKSM ERROR Last record in the object module being If the operator response is C, RADEDIT 
NOd has a checksum error. reads the next record from the lped-

fied device. 

DUPLICA TE DEF JCXn!C)ClC)( Relocatable Object Module being RADEDIT skips to the end of the mod-
copied to the library contains clupli- ul ... A key-tn of C causes RADEDIT 

, cote definitiON. to read the next record from the lpeci-
fied device. 

DUPLICATE FILE An attempt has been made to allocate a Operation is aborted. 
~ file using a name which already existl. 

r~d 1 EOT on area, name Unexpected end-of-tape was encountered Operation II aborted • 
- OP = {yyndd 1 on the specified device or file. , area,name 

ERROR ITEM xx Item number xx on the command is in If the operator response is C, RADEDIT 
error. reads the next record from the C de-

vice. If the operator response is COC, 
the next record il read from the OC 
device. This will enable operator to 
rectify a directive errar. 

IllEGAL BINARY RECORD An illegal binary record (first byte not If the operator response il C, the 
X'lC', X'3C') has been read with an RADEDIT reads the next record from 
object module. the specified device. 

ILLEGAL FILE NAME An attempt has been made to allocate a Operation ilaborted. 
file usir~ GO, OV, or Xl-X9 01 a file ~ 
name. 

ILLEGAL LOAD ITEM xx Relocatable Object Module to the library RADEDIT skip' to the end of the mod-
contains an illegal Iood Item. ule. A key-in of C ClaIMS RADEDIT 

to read the next record from the speci-
fled device. 
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Tabl 20 IADEDIT Enar ~ e . lL...g .. cont.) '. 

Meslage Meanl~ Action Taken '. 

( ILLEGAL OPTION JDU( Option lpeclfled I. not pennltted on a Operation I. aborted • 
:C OP '( command. 

ILLEGAL USE OF :COPY 1M lpeCified CIOftIblnatlon of Input and Operation Is aborted • 
autput .vlces on the :COPY CIOIIImand 
I. prohibited. 

INVALID RSIZE. UNBLOCKED Maximum record .Ize for a blocked file IADEDIT continues. 
ORGANIZATJON GIVEN has been exceeded. Unblocked organ-

Ization given. 

NOT ENUF BCKG SPACE huffi cient baclcground IpGce to perfonn Operation II aborted. 
the requested operat ion. 

DISK OVERFLOW Allocating the amount of disk storage In- Operation il aborted. 
dicoted by ffle -FSIZ II parameter on the 
:ALLOT cammand would exceed the 
IpGce available In the area lpecified. 

IADEDIT I/O ERROR xx An I/o error has occurred at the Indicated Operation il aborted. 
AT LOC JCXXX location. 

WARNING: RECORD SIZES Record sizes differ on copying from disk Operation Is continued. 
DIFFER ON INPUT AND file to disk file. 
OUTPUT FILES 

REFERENCES TO F4:COM NOT An external definition or reference lADED IT skips to the end of the mod-

( 
-"-" 

ALLOWED F4:COM encountered in a Relocatable ule. A key-in of C causes RADEDIT 
Object Module being copied to the to read the next record from the lpeci-
library. fied device. 

ROM DOES NOT CONTAIN Relocatable Object Module being copied A key-in of C cau.s RADEDIT to 
A DEF does not contoin an external definition. read the next record from the lpeci-

fied device. 

SAVE TAPE OK Disk SAVE tape has been verified No action. 
correctly. 

SEQ ERROR last record In the object module being If the operator response Is C, RADEDIT 
Nod has a leqUence enor. reods the next record from the lpeci-

fied device. 

FILE '" '" x DOES NOT File does not exist in the lpecffied area IADEDIT continues. 
EXIST or account. 

SPECIFIED ROM DOES NOT "locatable Object Module does not Operation Is abarted. 
EXIST exist within the specified library. 

SREC VALUE GREATER THAN Parameter enor on the :DUMP command. Operation is aborted. 
EREe VAWE The last record to be dumped precedes 

the initial record to be dumped. .... 
AREA JCX NOT FOUND ON Specified area camot be found on the Operation fa continued. 
SAVE TAPE disk SAVE tape duri~ a :RESTORE 

operation. 

( ABOVE AREAS NOT The areas lpeeified by the precedi~ met"" lADED IT aborts. 
RESTORED lages were not on the SAVE tape. 
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'ab •• 2O. lADED IT &n.r Ai c •• (cont.) 

,,~ c • MeaN .. Action Taken -, ,. 

DATA IN SECTOR JCXXXX the Indicated lector(.) NpOrted enon Operation continues. 
, 

[TO SECTOR XXXJDC] MAo Y IE when being read from the disk. The 
LOST IN AREA zz data may nat be camtct on the SAVE 

tape. ~n the area i. lESTORED, 
these lecton thould be Inspected for 
the ,.peated .tring 'LOSTDATA' 
which was used to replace the data 
nat read. 

WARNING: ERRORS WRITING Self-explanatory • Operation continues. 
SAVETAPE. CHECK LISTING. 

FILE .. x· .. ·x DELETED The beginning of the named file is Operation continues. 
. included in the bod sector(s) ond was 

deleted from the di,.ctory. 

FILE XXXXXJOU( TRUNCATED The end of the named fi Ie is included Operation cont inues • 
in the bod sector(s) range, and WQS 

tNncoted at the lost good lector. 

yyndd WRT RESTRICTED Specified disk is software write-protected. Operator should toke appropriate ac-
tion: interrupt and key in "SYC". Or, 
if the iob is nat allowed to write on 
protected ONaS of the disk, interrupt 
and key in "X" to abort • 

Table 21. Disk Restoration Messages 

Message Meaning Resulting Action 

CKSM ERROR A checksum error has oc;urred in readi ng If the WAIT condition is cleared, the 
the SAVE tape. bootstrap loader continues and accepts 

the bad record. 
-

DISK RESTORED OK The disk restoration hos been successfully Control is transferred from the disk 
completed. bootstrap. 

TiK :J(XX)( Specifies the contents of the disk contral- If the data being written contains 0" 
DATA: ALL ZEROS I. address register in hexadecimal at the z.-os, this information is output. If 

time of a check write~. the WAIT condition is cleared, the 
bootstrap loader cantinues. ~ 

yyndd ERROR, A parity or trananiaion error hOI accur- n-. is no recovery. 
S8 : JOU(X red on device )'Yndd. 80th the device 

status byte and operational status byte are 
displayed following -58=-. 
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r~l. 21. 01 ...... allan M ,_ (oont.) 

~ .. .II , e M.anlrw 

JYftIId UNREOOG., k unrecognized IfatuI hell been ret .. ned 
51 =xxxx . from the Indicated device. loth the de-

vice ltutus byte and operational II'OtuI byte 
are ditployec:l followlrw ·SI=". 

JYftIId UNUS. END, An unusual end IfatUI has been returned 
TOV =xxxx from the lpeCified device. lath the TOV 

ltatus byte and operationallfatus byte 
are displayed following ·SI=". 

yyndd WRT PROT The disk is write-p-otected. 

.... Itirw Action . 
Upon cl ... irw the WAIT condition, 
the operation il retried. 

There II no recovery on a read opero-
tion. On a write operation, the write 
il tried again after the WAIT is cleared. 

Ptogram will attempt the disk write 
aft. un 5Y key-in. 

41 .. 
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12. PREPARING THE PROGRAM DECK 

The following .~Ies show lOme of the ways pog.om 
decks may be prepared for CP-R operation. Unless stated 
otherwise, standard default cases for devh:e aulgnments 
ore assumed. 

AP EXAMPLES 

ASSEMBLE IOURCE PROGRAM. LlSTIIIG OUTPUT 

In this example, the symbolic input is received from the 51 
device and the listing output is produced on the LO device. 

ASSEMBLE SOURCE PROGRAM, lISTlIG OUTPUT. 
LOAD AND GO OPERATIOIIS 

!ROV 
lPMD 

lOLOAD IMAP,PROGRAM),GO 

!JOB 

In this example, the binary object program produced from 
the assembly is placed in a temporary (GO) file from which 
it is later loaded and executed. The resultant file is always 
temporary and cannot be retained from one fob ta another. 
The Overlay Loader loads the program root into the ov file 
for execution. A postmortem dump is specified. 

184 Prepari~ the Program Deck 

AlSEIIIJ,E AID LOAD A PROGRAM WRmlII FOR U.MAPPEr 
,IIM) IACKGROUIID EXfCUnOIL 

This example is like the previous one, except that the pro
gram either uses 5EGLOAD calls, or uses memory outside its 
segments. The 5MM (Simplified Memory Management) op
tion on the IOLOAD command causes the program to be 
loaded in a manner that allows these actions, but can result 
in much less efficient real memory utilization. 

ASSEMBLE FROM COMPRESSED DECK WITH IOURCE 
AID UPDATES. umlG OUTPUT 

In this example, the compressed input (deck) is received from 
the CI device, listing output is produced on the LO device, 



and listing of the update .cIc II alto produced an the LO 
_ice. The update cleek Is endOled In the bracket. 

AIIEMILE IIUIICE PIOalWl. CGMPIIfISED 
IUTPUT II CAIIDS. UITIIIG IUTPUT 

Source Deck 

lAP 51, CO, LO 

IJOB 

In this example, the compressed card output is produced on 
the CO device. 

ASSEMBLE 10URCE OR COMPRESSED PROGRAM • 
laTCH MODE. USTING OUTPUT 

IEOD 

Source or Compressed Input 

lAP 51 (or CI), LO, BA 

IJOB 

In this example, lUCCessive assemblies are performed with 
a linsle AP command until a cIolhle EOD il read. The de
vice assignments and options on the AP command apply to 
all assemblies within the batch. A program is considered 
termirated when an END directive il pocessed. 

When llatch -...bli .. conIllt of IUCceaive updates from 
card Input lit oompressed pNUi Gil. from di. or tape, the 
updates en "",,inoted by a +END card and should not be 
.. parated by IEOD cords. There must be a one-to-one 
carrespr.ndence of update packets to compressed programs. 
End-of-Iob is lignaled by end-af-file conventions applied 
to the CI .... tce. 

ASSEMBLE SOURCE PlOGRAM. COMPRESSED 
IUTPUT 01 0111 fiLE. LImNG OUTPUT 

lAP 51, LO, CO 

I ASSIGN (M:CO,D 1 ,COMPRESS) 

:(RSIZE,30) 

:(F ORMA T ,8), (FSIZE, 300), ; 

:ALLOT (FILE,Dl,COMPRESS), ; 

IRADEDIT 

!JOB 

In this example, the CO device is assigned to a dilk file 
coiled COMPRESS in a background data area of the disk. 
The compressed output il written on tfte COMPRESS file. 

ASSEMBLE COMPRESSED DECIt fllOM Dill fiLE. I~URCE 
.PlATES flO. CMDS. UITIIG OUTPUT 

In this example, the CI (compessed input) device is as
signed to the COMPRESS file In a background data area of 
the disk. The lOUI"Ce update deck will be read from t~ SI 
device. In effect, this will update the cnaembly given in the 
previous example. 
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_E •• U .IICE PIO&IIAII. WIm CO .... UlED 
IUTPUT.I .. TIACI TAPE. as... IU1'PUT 

Source Deck 

lAP SI,CO,LO 

IREW 9TA83 

IASSIGN (M:CO,9TA83) 

!JOB 

In this example, the COdevice is assigned to the designated 
9-track magnetic tape unit to receive the carnpressed output. 

186 AP Examples 

.... LE COM ... EIIED PIOIUII flail 
I-TUCI TAPE. &mia, OUTPUT 

lAP CJ,LO 

IREW 9TA83 

IASSIGN (M:CI 9TA83 

IJOB 

In this example, the Cl device is ossigned to the desig
nated magnetic tope to read the compressed input to be 
assembled. This is the next logical job step to follow 
the previous example. 
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fORTRAN Ja. WIIPLES 
a.I.ED FOITIAII ClMPllA1'I»a. PLUS fOllTIAI COMPILE MD DEem 

In this example, tne first two source decks are compiled with mixed (source and object language) listed output. The next 
lOurce program (3) is compiled with a source listing (only) being output. The final source deck (4) will campile with the ob
iect module being output on both the BO ond GO files. The Loader inputs the object module from the GO file to form the 
Root and outputs the executable program to the OV file. The program (called OV) is executed via tne IROV command. 

-.. 
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_PI! AlII DECITE NITIU .ICE ........ WIllI lEAl-lIME LlllAIES 

FORTRAN Source Deck 
!FORTRAN SI,lS,BO,GO,RT 

! ASS) GN (M:BO, BP, BOFORT) 

:(FORMAT,B),(RSIZE,30),(FSIZE,SO) 

In this example, RADEDIT allots a file called BeFORT in binary format 10 the Background Program crea of tne disk. 
The specified record size is 30 words; the file size is 50 records. The IASSIGN command assigns the M:BO DCB (binary 
output) to file BOFORT. The IFORTRAN command specifies that symbolic input is to be read from the SI device, the source 
input is to be listed (lS would be redundant if LO was specified in addition to LS), and the binary output is to be written out 
on both the BO and GO files. The relocatable binary output on the file -BOFORT" may be used as input to the Overlay 
loader at a later date. Since the real-time option (RT) is specified, the linkage will be set up for real-time subroutines. The 
Overlay loader (fOlOAD) reads input from the GO file, outputs an ALL map, searches the System library (by default), and 
writes the executable progrom into the OV file. The program is run via the IROV (Run OV) command. Note that a progrom 
with real-time linkages can also run in the background in nonreal-time mode. 
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, 

~,. 

· .. PILE .. IIECInE ..... -. ...... AlLT IPTIRS 

In this example, the LS (list source' and 80 (binary output) are assumed by default on the IFORTRAN command. The System 
library is searched via the default option on the 10LOAD command. 
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,. 
CDllPILE A ...... _~ AlII 101. HI EIECU1aI • flMIIORD MEA 

FORTRAN Source Deck 

IFORTRAN lS, GO 

I PAUSE KEY-IN PGC 

IATTEND 

In this example, the IATTEND command will inhibit the system ABORT routine 10 thot corrective action con be token ot the 
console in case of error. The FORE option on the IOlOAD command gives the FWA of the progrom in the Foreground area of 
memory. 

... 
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~y LOADER EXAMPLES 

FORTRAN Source Deck 

I FORTRAN SI,GO,LO,LS 

:ASSIGN (F:2,LPA02),BCD; 

IOLOAD GO, (UDCB, 1), MAP 

FORTRAN Source Deck 

I FORTRAN 51, GO, LO, LS 

!JOB 

In this example, the GO file is rewound by the initial !JOB command for the first FORTRAN compilation. The Overlay Loader 
loads from the GO file to form a root and outputs on the OV file for execution. A SHORT map will be output. A postmortem 
dump is requested if the background abarts. The next IJOB command rewinds the GO file and three FORTRAN jobs are com
piled, with the binary object modules output on GO to form ROM1,ROM2,ROM3. The Overlay Loader loads the first ROM 
for the root, the second ROM for segment 1, and the third ROM for segment 2. Note that :SEG cards are not required. The 
programs are executed from the OV file. A SHORT IIIDp is output. A postmortem dump is specified in ca~n abart occurs . 

• 
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1IIIldid 1AC1l1O_ ... 

I RUNCBP ,CALCLOAO) 

Binary Object Module 

:SEG (UNK,l,ONTO, 0); 

Source Deck 

"" .... 
In this example, the JOB card rewinds the GO file, the FORTRAN source deck is compiled, and the binary obi,ct module 
is output on GO. The campressed lOurce deck is updated and the binary object module is output to file CALC2 in the 
05 area (previously allocated by RAOEDIT). The ROMs designated an the :ROOT and :SEG commands are loaded, and 
the loaded program is output to CALCLOAO in the BP area. The :ROOT command causes the ROM created by FORTRAN 
to be loaded from the GO file and creates the Root. The ROMs following the first :SEG command are loaded until IEOD is 
encountered and segment 1 is then created. The next :SEG command loads the ROM assembled by Macro-Symbol on the 
CALC2 file in the 05 area and creates segment 2. The last :SEG command loads one ROM from the CALC3 file in the 05 area 
(ROM previously created by an assembly or compilation). The I RUN command executes the loaded segmented program. 
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. . 
·nRESROUIID JOB EXAMPLES 

.. AD AID DECUTl fOllllQUID PRDlIWI 

Binary Object Deck 

:ROOT (ENTRY,INIT),(DEVlCE,CRA03) 

IOLOAD FORE, PRJ; 

:ALLOT (FILE,FP,FINT),(FSIZE,2S) 

!RADEDIT 

IMESSAGE LOADING FG TEST JOB 

!ATTEND 

IPAUSE KEY-IN FSC 

!JOB 

In this example, lADED IT allots a file, (FINn in the Foreground Frograms (FP) c: ... a of the disk. The Ov.lay Loader loads 
the binary object cleck in the fi Ie FINT in core image format. The I RUN control command causes execution of the foreground 
program as a primary task (PRI on OLOAD command) in the CPR lob. A PROGRAM map is specified. 
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.. AD MIt DECIf'IJ "W.mTEI ",_UI ... lUll 

. .. . - ~ . 

In this example, RAOEDIT allots space for a fil. called FSEG in the Foreground Program (FP) area of the disk. The Ov.lay 
Loader loads a root and two segments into FSEG in core image format. The ov .. laid program i. executed (as a primary task) 
via the IRUN control command. An All map is requested. 
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UIAD 1M ,... ... RCO.DAIY fIOIllIIS IIIA_ A lEAD MDDECm PlaCUI. 

:(SHARE, JOB), (ACCESS, RX),(EXlOC , A COO) 

:SEG (LINK, 1), (FIL, 01 ,CURVEFIT); 
:ROOT (FIL,Ol,FP1BI) 

IOLOAO MAP, FORE SEC 

!JOB 

This example causes two fcweground secondary programs to be loaded. All object code comes fram ntes in the 01 area, 
presumed to be generated by past assemblies/compilations. Both programs load the same object code as segment number 1 
(FIL,Ol,CURVEFIT). This segment is restricted to read-1:lnd-execute access (ACCESS,RX). If the programs both run in the 
same ;ob, and concurrently activate the segment, the same copy of the segment (i. e., the same memory map For the virtual 
memory concerned) will be mode available to both programs (SHARE,JOB). 

LOAD fOREGROUID SlCOlDARY PROGRAII WITH A IEGIIEIT fIXED • IlEAl. MEMORY 

: EXLOC, 10000),FIX 
:SEG (LlNK,l),(FIL,Ol,FP3SEGBI): 

:ROOT (FIL,Ol,FP3BJ) 

IOLOAD MAP, FORE, SEC, (FIL, FP, FP3) 

IJOB 

• 

Segment 1 i. defined with the FIX option. This fcwces It to be allocated real pages sa that the real address of ony location in 
the segment i. the same as its virtual address. Note that the real pages must lie In a foreground preFerred memory partition, 
and must not be auigned For other use. 
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:RES (SPACE,4096) 

:RooT DEVICE 9TA81 fOD 
IOLOAD MAP, FORE, SEC, (FIL, FP, FP.c) 

IJOB 

In this example, a foreground secondary program isloocled into file FP.c in the FP area. The object code for the root is obtained 
from tape drive 9TA81, up to the first tape mark. Segment 1 is composed of no object code; but a DSECT of size 4096 words 
is reserved, and is identified by the symbol 'SPACE'. Since the size of the segment is entirely due ta the :RES commond, its 
lood module image hos length zero. This means that the segment may be the subject of GETPAGE and RELPAGE CALs, which 
dynamically alter the part of the segment for which real memory is allocated. 
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13. LINE EDITOR IEDITJ 

CP-R Edit is a line al-a-time edilor lor on-line or batch 
creatian, lI'IOdification, and manipulation of files of EBCDIC 
text. Edit functions are conlrolled by a slream of single
line commands read through the M:SI DCB. The command 
language pr~vides for the following types of operation: 

1. Creating a sequenced EBCDIC file. 

3. Selective printing of lines or partial lines of a file. 

3. Inserting, reordering, and deleting of lines or groups 
of lines in a file. 

<t. Editing the content of lines or groups of lines, includ
ing character string insertion, replacement, shifting, 
and deletion. 

S. Resequencing or reordering by sequence numb. of 
who I e fif 81. 

6. Merging parts of several files, when assisted by cer
tain RADEDlT functions. 

Use of Edit invalves two files. The subject file is the 
.. urce of the data to be edited, but is not directly affected 
by editing. The scratch file is built from the subject file 
when editing is begun. It is an indexed direct-access disk 
file containing all of the information from the subject file, 
indexed by sequence number. All editing is done on the 
scratch file. The subject file may be rebuilt from the 
scratch file at certain well defined times in the editing 
session, or the session may be terminoted without altering 
the subject file. 

CAWNGmlT 

Edit is called by being named in either the batch conlrol 
slream or a TEL control stream 

EDIT 

SUBJECT FILE FORMAT 

kI Edit subject file is a file of EBCDIC data in fixed or 
variable length records of not more than 140 characters. 
It may be compressed, blocked, or unblocked. Each record 
is treated as one line of text. 

A line sequence number may be specified in the last eight 
bytes of a record. If these sequence numbers are to be used 
by Edit, they must appear in the last eight bytes of every 
record. The records need not be in sequence number order 
and more' than one record may have the same sequence 

number. Only the last record with a given sequence 
numb. wilf be retoined by Edit, if it uses sequence num
bers from the subject file. 

ROUEleE IUIiBEItS 

A sequence number is a positive decimal number which is 
less than 10000 and a multiple of .001 (i.e., no more than 
three decimal ploces). When specified in a subject file 
record, 0 sequence number occupies the last eight bytes of 
the record. It may include a decimal point, decimal digits, 
and leading and trailing blanks, but must include at least 
one digit. Special processing of sequence numbers is exe
cuted if the save file sequence made is set: When the Edit 
scratch file is built, if a record has a valid sequence num
ber in its last eight bytes, it is removed. When the scratch 
file is saved, the last eigt!t bytes of each saved record will 
be its sequence number. For fixed-length records, the last 
eight bytes will be overwritten by the sequence number. 
For variable length records up to 132 bytes, the record 
will be extended by the eigt!t bytes. If the record is over 
132 bytes already, bytes 133-140 wi II be the sequence 
number. . 

fIlE IDEIITIfIEItS 

In the commands involving a file identifier (EDIT GrId 
SAVE) the standard CP-R file identifier is used, with the 
restriction that it may not be of the 'area, name' fOrmat. 

.PUT /OUTPUT CONVENTI)NS 

The input/output conventions used in Edit are independent 
of whether execution is batch or on-line. Commands are 
read through M:SI and logged through M:LL if it is assigned 
to a different device than M:SI. Error messages and com
mand prompting will be written through M:LL always. Out
put other than error messages, command prompting, and 
command logging will go through M:LO • .: The results are: 

1. The COIl'II1'IOIlCilOurce need not be a user's CONDie. 

2. The medium oaigned to M:LL will contain a complete, 
non~edundant log of control octivity. 

3. If M:LO is auigned differently from M:LL, it will 
recei.,e text output fr .. of any conlrol messages. 
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On a terminal unit having an rm-em llne-width limit of 
less than 1-40 (e. g., Teletype models 33, 35, and 37), a 
single, multiline record may be entered into a file (using 
the IN command, for example) In either of two ways: 

1. Using the local carriage return key marked lOC CR, 
if present, to -break" the input line without releasing 
it to the systr. 

2. Using the limulated local carriage retU'n Mquence 
~e for the lOme purpose. 

Either method ~mits entering a record of up to 139 char
acters plus e on virtually any terminal unit. 

An example of a multiline record il presented in Figure 27. 

BREAK FUNCTION 

The BREAK key al~s causes an immediate int~ption in 
Edit activity, with any partially completed input being dis
carded and any waiting output being delivered to the ter
minal. Edit stops any command in progress and rev .. s to 
accepting command input from the user. 

If the command in progress when an int.,upt occurs is a 
display command (for example, TY), the display will stop 
within the next several lines after the interrupt is given. 

For commands that produce na display while operating on a 
range of records, the point of int.,upt is reported by a 
message which denates the sequence number(s) of the rec
ord(s) being processed at the time of the interrupt. Edit 
then types this message 

-x TO ABORT 

and prompts for a single charocter input. If the user enters 
an X, the operation aborts; if he enters any other char
octer, the operation continues. 

If a co".maud il being executed and the .eak key CoUles 

an interrupt during an VO operation ( •• g., READ, WRITE, 
OPEN, DELETE record), the VO operation il completed. 
After the VO il cnmpleted, the user may continue exe-
cution of the comuand to normal conclusion or may immedi- ~ I 

ately abort the command. With record or intrarecord com-
Iftands (see Command Structure), the current Edit file re-
mains open. If a file command il aborted, all files in use 
are closed. 

ERROR RESPONSE 

VO "01'1 other than EOF encounter cause Edit to abort. 
EOF on the M:SI DCB cause Edit to execute an END com
mand. Other .,on generally result in a message. In 
botch execution, a WAlT will then be executed (which 
results in an abort if unattended batch mode is in effect), 
followed by reading anather command. In on-line execu
tion, the WAlT is omitted. 

EDIT COMMANDS 

CO.MAID mUCTUIE 

Edit commands fall into the following three categories: 

1. Fi Ie commands: Commands that apply to an entire fil, 
These commandl may be given at any time. 

2. Record commands: Commands that act upon one record 
or a group of records within a file. These commands 
may be given only after a file has been selected for 
editing. 

3. Intrarecord commands: Commands that make changes 
within an individual record. These commands gen
erally manipulate character strings and may be given 
only after a specific set of records has been selected 
by a command of type 2, above (either the SE, SS, or 
ST command). 

Line number 4.000 is input as a multiline record in the following manner: 

4.000 THIS IS AN EXAMPLE OF A !lJLTILIRE @8 
RECORD. A RECORD CAN CONTAIN UP TO 140 ~ e 
CHARACTERS INCWDING mE CARRIAGE RETURN.8 

If this record were displayed by Edit, it would appear as 

4.000 THIS IS AN EXAMPLE OF A MlJLTILINERECORD. A RECORD CAN CONTAIN U 
P TO 140 CHARACTERS INCLUDING THE CARRIAGE RETURN. 

Note that the user did nat type a space after the word 'multiline' and that Edit did nat auume a space. Also, 
the system "folds" the record indiscriminately when the physical line width limit Is reached. 

Figwe 27. A Multiline Record 
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The fiI. ClMNftancis will be dilC~ In tlw IDllowlng order: 

EDIT Sel.d fil. for editing. 

SAVE $ewe the edited data. 

END Exit to .xecutive. 

SEQ Set save fife sequencing mode. 

BP S.t blank preservatian mode. 
• 

EDIT Select a Fil. for Editing 

The EDIT command initiates editing on a new file. Its 
format is: 

EDIT fid1 OVER fid2 [,start[,step]] 

or 

EDIT fid2 

where 

fid1 

fid2 

is the file identifier IDr the subject file, ond 

is the file identifier lor the scratch file. 

On receiving this command, Edit will first determine if there 
is an edit operation already in progress. If there is, the old 
subject file will be rebuilt from theold scratch fileand both 
files will be closed. Then, the new scratch file will be built 
from the new subject file. The sequence numbers for the 
lines of the file are determined by the "start" and "step" 
parameters. The default value for each is 1. If either is 
specified, the sequence number will start with "start." and ~e 
incremented by "step" for each record. If neither IS SpeCI
fied, Edit examines the last eight bytes of the first record of 
the file. If this is a sequence number, the sequence number 
for each record will be determined by its last eight bytes, 
and an error will be reported if any record does not have a 
valid sequence number there. If the first record does not 
end with a sequence number, "start" and "step" of 1 will be 
used. If the second form is used, "fid2" must identify a pre
viously-built scratch file or an empty file. The subject file 
ls not defined. 

If line numbers are taken from the subject File, and are not 
In order, they will still be indexed correctly. If more thal 
one line has the same number, only the last one is used. 
When the temporary file is finally saved, records are writ
ten in line number order. However the sequence numbering 
is determined, if the save file sequencing mode is on, any 
record containing a valid sequence number in its last .ight 
bytes will have these bytes truncated. 

SA YE Save the Scratch Fi I e 

Th. SAVE command allows the user ta explicitly request 
that the dota in the scratch file be saved. Its format is: 

SAVE [g~ER fid] 

If no options appear, the subfect fil. (if it is 'defined) is 
,.,tlt. I' the "fid" (file identifier) parameter appeors, the 
Identified fil. il built. If "ON" appears, the fil. "fid" must 
not .xllt, and will be allocated. If "OVER" appears, "fid" 
will be ollocated if necessary. If "fid" must be allocated, 
it will hove the same structure os the subject file, with ade
quote lize. If the File on which the lave il mode is estimated 
to be too small, two behaviors are possible: If "fid" was not 
lpecified, an error results, but the lubject file is unchanged. 
If "fid" il specified, the save operation is attempted. In the 
the case of 0 compressed save file, the estimate is intention
ally high so the lave operation may succeed. IFthe save does 
not fit, an error results. 

END Terminate Edit Control 

The END command causes Edit 10 close its files and release 
control. By default, Edit will rebuild the subject file from 
the scratch file at this time, if the subject file is defined. 
A keyword on the END command overrides this. The com
mand format is: 

END [NSJ 

If "NS" appears, the scratch file will not be saved over the 
lubject file. If IONS" does not appear, but the subject file 
is .timated ta be too small for a complete save, an error 
results and the subject file is unchanged. 

SEQ Set Save File Sequencing Mode 

The SEQ command sets the save file sequencing mode on or 
off. The SEQ command has the following format: 

*SEa{ON} 
- OFF 

When "ON", 0 sove operation (resulting from an EDIT, 
SAVE, or END command) will result in the sequence num
ber of each record being written in its last eight bytes. An 
EDIT command will result in truncation of the last eight 
bytes of any record which containsa valiCi sequence number 
there. When "OFF", all records are acquired and saved 
without alteration. The initial mode il "ON". 

IP Set Blank Preserwtion Mode 

BP sets the blank preservation mode ON or OFF. The BP 
command has the format shown below. 

When "ON", all strings of blanks are p1'eservedduring intra
record operations. When" OFF", bla"" stri ngs are compress<!d 
to a single blank or expanded as required to retain column 
alignment of nonblank fields. The default mode is "OFF". 

When a string il inserted or replaced in a manner that 
changes the number of characterl in a record, the record 
format is adjulted ~ follows. 
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When -ON" ,afllfrfngsofbfanb .. ,...,rveddurfng Intra
recardapemions. When "OFF-, blankstrf ...... COinpCACd 
to a single bionic or upancMd 01 r.qul .... to .. taln column 
alignmentofnanblank fields. The .fault'" fa -OFF". 

When a string is Inserted or replaced in a manner that 
changes the number of characters In a ... cord, the .. card 
format is adiUlted 01 follows. 

When the bfank preservation mode is off, the blanks be-
tw .. n two succ_ive strings are not pruerved. When a 
strIng operation causes the first of two strings to be ex
panded or contracted, the number of blanks between the two 
strings ore decreased or increased so that the second string 
stays in the same columnar position. (If the fint string 
expands, the number of blanks between the two strings de
creases; if the fint string contracts, the number of blanks 
increases.) At least one blank must be left between strings. 

When the blank preservation mode is on, the blanks be
tween the two strings are presel"'i/ed. That is, when tMfint 
string expands or contracts, the second string is moved to 
the left or right so that the same number of blanks remains 
between the two strings. 

For example, the following string substitution command 

yB/S/tINK/e 
substitutes the string "LINK" for the string "S" in the 
instruction 

S 10 BAl,S SUB 

adjusting blanks os indicated below: 

old $ 10 BAl,S SUB 
new (BP-OFF) 
new (BP-ON) 

$ 10 BAl,LlNK SUB 
$10 BAl,UNK SUB 

Although the BPcommand is discussed with the file commands, 
It may also be used when Edit is in the record mode. 

COMMA.D STREAM COITROL 

10 _RET Change the Source of Commands 

These commands allow the execution of a program of Edit 
commands from the file being edited. Additionally, RET 
allows conditional premature termination of a line of Edit 
commands being applied to a range of lines. The formats 
are 

GO 
RET 

where 

s 

"s" is a line sequence number. 

GO causes ~it commands to be obtained by read-
Ing the edited file sequentially, beginning with 
the fint line whose sequence number is greater 
than or equal to "s·. 

RET caUies immediate retum of control to M:SI, 
so may be used to break out of either GO mode, 
or 01 executing intrarecord commands on a .ange 
01 lines. 
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These COIlnnands may nat be UMd in step mode, but may be 
UIed In either record or Intnmtcord mode. If an. intrarecord 
range I. In effect, these commands do not change it. If they 
are conditionally specified in a line of commands acting on 
a range of records, the execution of the I ine of commands 
will be terminated wheney., GO or RET ir executed, even 
if there are more records in the range. 

Execution of commands from the file being edited termi
nates on 

- execution of RET; or 

- executing to the end of the edited file; or 

- an error in syntax or execution; or 

- BREAK signal, followed by an "X" keyin. 

Control then returns to M:SI. 

Example of executing from the edited file: 

-TV 1-99999 

1.000 A 

2.000 8X 

3.000 CXX 

4.000 D 

list the file 

9000.000 SE 91()()"9200; IP/DE/ 

9100.000 2 

9101.000 4 

9500.000 RET 

-GO 900018 

-
execute commands from 
It 

SE 9100-9200; lP/DE/ edit commands ta exe-

2 STRINGS CHANGED 

-

-
* 

cute next 

• 
execute commc:rnds (Ult 
built 
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RET return control 10 M:SI 

*TV 1-108 Ust results 

1.000 A 

3.000 cxx 

-
Example of ~emature termination of intrarecord processing 
on a range of records: 

-SE 1-5 '~J 

1.000 A 

2.000 ax 

3.000 CXX 

4.000 0 

- IP/Z/; 2/X/Y; RET f.'J 

3 STRINGS CHANGED 

-TY f,,; 

1.000 ZA 

2.000 zax 

3.000 ZCXX 

4.000 0 

-
RECORD EDIn.' COMMAIOS 

The record editing commands may only be given after a file 
has been selected for editing via the EDIT command. If the 
user does nat select a file for editing before giving a rec
ord editing command, Edit prints the meuage: 

-NO FILE NAMED 

The record editing commands will be discussed in the fol
lowing ord .. : 

IN} 
IS 

DE 

~I TS 

Insert records. 

Delete records. 

Type individual records. 

FD 

R.arder recardI within a file. 

o.lete recorda containing a specified char
acter string. 

FT list sequence numbers and contents of records 
containing a specified character string. 

FS 

RN 

CM 

SE 

SS} 
ST 

List sequence numbers of recorda containing a 
specified character string. 

R.number record. 

Insert commentary. 

Select a group of recorda i" character 
operations. 

Select records ilr step mode operatjon. 

II Insert New Recards 

IN causes Edit to insert new records info a file. The IN 
command has the format shown below. 

*IN(n[,i]] 

New recorda are inserted starting at the record with sequence 
number n, with each successive record being sequended&omn 
with increment i. If i is omitted, the increment size speci
fied in the mast recent insertion command is used. If no such 
commands hove been given, the value I is auumed by default. 
If n is omitted also the insertion is made at the most recent 
insertion line plus the increment value. If there were no 
prior insertions, the CIIIumed value for n is O. Commands 
which can set the default increment or the default next in
sertion line are MK, MO, IN, IS, and C. If a record with 
sequence number n exists in the file, it is replaced by the 
newly inserted record n. 

Edit prompts the user with the first sequence to be inserted, 
and repeats the prompt for each subsequent insertion, in
creasing the sequence number by the increment i. 

The insertion can be terminoted in one of three ways. If a 
null record (~.,only) is supplied, the insertion terminates. 
An equivalent action takes place if an incremented se
quence equals or exceeds a sequence existing in the file. 
In the latter case, the console bell is rung. The insertion 
is also terminated (and an error message is printed) if an 
attempt is mode to insert a record having a record number 
greater than 9999.999. 

Example: 

*EDIT SOURCEFllE b 

100.000 

100.100 

• 

10 A = 2. S '"; Replacevhe existing record. 

Record insertion terminates 
because sequence number 
100.200 existed previously; 
the contOle bell is rung. 
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IS 

The IS command il identical to the IN cO".halld in function 
and format except that Edit does not prompt with aequence 
numbers. The format of the 15 command is: 

,:IS[n [, ill 
Example: 

':EDIT SOMEFIlE ED 

-IS 100,.1 e 
10 A=2.S8 

B=08 

-
DE Delete Records 

DE couses Edit to delete all records whose sequence num
bers lie in a specified range. The DE command has the 
form shawn below. 

':DE n[-m1 

where 

n specifies the number of the first record to be 
deleted. 

m specifies the number of the last record to be de-
leted. If m is omitted, only record n is deleted. 

Example: 

TY 

':DE 508 

':DE 50-60. 5 e 
Deletes record 50.000 only. 

Deletes all records in the range 
50.000 through iIJ. SOO, inclusive. 

Type Records, Sequence Numbers Included 

TV causes Edit to write to the M:lO DCB the aequence 
numbers and the contents of specified columns of one or 
more records. In oddition, it causes Edit to enter the in
trarecord mode as though an SE command had been given. 
The TV command has the format shown below. 

:JY n[-m][,c :'d]] 

Edit types records in the range n to m, and types only the 
portions between columns c and d. If m is omitted, only 
record n is typed. If the values for c and d cre not given, 
c has a value of 1 and d has a youie of l-CO by default. 
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Example: 

-EDIT SOlaCEfllE ED 

:"TV 1-2,4,8 e 
1.000 EQU 

1.200 SVST 

1.-COO REF 

1.600 DEF 

1.800 PAGE 

2.000 ITlAl 

-
TC Type Compressed 

TC causes Edit to write to the M:lO DCB the sequence 
number. and the contents of specified columns of one or 
more records. Any nonblank strings within the columns are 
shifted to the left to compress each blank string to a single 
blank. This compression affects only the output; the rec
ords themselves cre not affected. TC is the same as TV with 
all blank strings compressed to a length of one. like TV, 
TC causes Edit to enter the intrcrecord mode as though an 
SE command had been given. The TC command has the 
format: 

:"TC n[-m][,c[,d]] 

Edit types records in the ronge n to m, and types only tne 
portions between columns c and d. If m i. omitted, only 
record n t. typed. If the values for c and d cre not given, 
c has a value of 1 and d has a value of l-CO by default. 

Example: 

-EDIT SOURCEAlE e 
':TC 1-2,1,7 ED 

1.000 A EQU 

1.200 SVS 

1.400 B REF 

1.600 C DEF 

1.800 PAGE 

2.000 -INITIA 

-



.. 
TI Type R.c:orda, Sequence Numb.r. Not Included 

TS c:ausea Edit 10 write 10 the M:LO DCI the contents of 
lpeCified colum .. of one or lIIOfe recorda, without accom
ponying sequence number.. In oddition, it cauaea Edit 
to enter the intrarecord mMle 01 though an Sf command 
had been given. The TS command has the format Ihown 
below: 

':T5 n[-m][, c[, d]] .. 
Edit types records in the range n to m, and types only the 
portions between columns c and d. If m ilomitted, only 
record n is typed. If the values for c and d are not given, 
c has a value of 1 and d has a value of 140 by default. 

Example: 

*EOIT SOURCEFJLE e 
':'TS 1-2, 1,8 ED 

A EQU 

5Y5 

B REF 

C OEF 

PAG 

*JNITIA 

* 

liD Move and Delete Records 

/tID COUIeI Edit to move records from one specified range 
10 another. The original records are deleted as they are 
moved. Records in the destinotion range are 0110 deleted. 
The /tItD command has the form shown below. 

':'MD n[-m],k[-p][, i) 

n specifies the lequence number of the first record 
that is to be moved and deleted. 

m specifies the sequence number of the last recard 
that is to be moved. If omitted, only n is moved 
ond deleted. 

k specifies the lower limit (i ... , sequence number) 
of the range of destination records that will be 
deleted. 

p specifies the upper limit of the range of records 
10 be deleted. If omitted, only k is deleted. 

o However, records from the range n-m are still 

...ved 10 record k and following until a record is 
encountered, that originally followed r.:cord kin 
the file. (When such a rec:ard is encountered, no 
lIICIre records are moved. ) 

specifies the increment value to be used for re
numbering recordl. IF omitted, the molt recent 
increment value specified in a record edit com
mand is used. If no such commands have been 
given, the defoult value is 1 • 

The first record (n) is renumbered as k. Successive records 
from the range n-m are renumbered consecutively higher, 
incremented by i. 

It is important to nate that the ranges n-m and k-p moy not 
overlap. 

As each record from the range n-m is moved, it is deleted 
from the original range (n-m). At the end of this operation, 
a message is printed specifying the new sequence number 
of the last record moved from the range n-m. 

Example: 

':'EOIT BETA e 
.:./tID 5-21, 100-101, .02 e 
-DONE AT 100.32 

If the increment is too large to permit all records in the 
range n-m to be moved into the space between k and the 
next record after p, a message is printed specifying the 
sequence numbers, from both ronges, of the last record 
maved. 

In this case the original contents of range k-p will be last, 
but only thOle records in the range n-m that have actually 
been moved will have been deleted. Thus, the user can 
perform another move (with a smaller increment) to move 
the remaining records in the range n-m. 

Example: 

*EOIT BETA"'~ 

.:./tID 10-30, 100-110, 1 ~o) 

--CUTOFF AT 110. (20.) 20 i, the number of the 
last record that was moved. 

11K I/ove ond Keep Records 

MJ( is identical to MD except that the records in the range 
n-m are not deleted 01 they are moved; thus a copy of rec
ords in the range n-m is made. The MK command has the 
form shown below. 

':'MX n[-m], k[-p][, i) 
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Fa Find and Delete .... 

FD causes Edit to ... ch for a lpeCified .... ing betwMn 
specified columns. If the string is found, the record con
taining it is deleted from the file. lhe fD command has 
the form -"own below. 

:!D n[-m) ,/string/[, c [, dJ] 

wh .. e 
II>-

n specifies the sequence number of the first record 
to be ... ched. 

m specifies the sequence number of the last record 
to be searched. If omi ttecl, only record n is 
searched. 

/string/ specifies the charact .. string identifying 
the record to be deleted. 

c specifies the lower limit (i .e., column number) of 
the field to be searched. The default value is 1. 

d specifies the upper limit of the field to be 
searched. The default value is 140. 

The specified string must be entirely contained within 
columns c through d to cause deletion. At 'the end of this 
operation, a message is printed telling how many records 
were deleted. 

*EDIT FILEA e 
:FD S-20.4,/DAT,6/, 10, 18 e 
--006 RECS DL TED 

If there are no records in the specified range containing 
the indicated string, Edit p'ints the following message: 

-NONE 

FT Find and Type Record and Sequence Number 

FT causes Edit to search for a specified string between 
specified columns. If the string is found, Edit writes the 
sequence number and the contents of the record to the 
M:LO DCB. (The string must be entirely contained within 
the specifiec columns.) The FT command has the format: 

:FT n[-m] ,/string/[, c [, d]] 

The parameter specifications are the lOme as those for the 
FD command. 

Example: 

':EDIT SOMEFILE e 
':FT l-l00,/LW/, 10 e 

- 5.000 LWcl DATA 

9.000 LW~ TABLEl 

21.4a) LW,10 LOC+S,8 

73.000 LW,9 FLAG 

* 

If there are no records in the specified range containing 
the indicated string, Edit p'ints the message 

-NONE 

FS Find and Type Sequence Number 

FS causes Edit to search a given range of records for a 
specified char-oct .. string between designated columns. 
Edit will write to the M:LO DCB the sequence number of 
each record satisfying the search criteria. The FS command 
has the format: 

:FS n[-m),/striftQ/[,c[,d]J 

The parameter specifications are the same as tho .. for the 
FD command. 

Example: 

*EDIT SOMEFILE e 
:FS lO-20,/BE/, 10, 11 e 
~ 

.l!:.QQ2. 

* 

If there are no records in the specified range containing 
the indicated string, Edit prints the following meaage: 

-NONE 

II Renumber Record 

RN causes Edit to renumber a specified record. The RN 
command has the form Ihown below. : 

':RN n,lt 

This has the ..... effect as deleting record n and then 
entering a new record with sequence number k with the 
same contents as n. Sequence number k must not already 
exist. 

- -- ) 
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CM causes EdTt to ;,..,tCOlftlMntarytnto IpeCtned columns 
ofeacluucc .. i.,. record beginning oto specified sequence 
number. The CM command has the format thown below. 

:"CM n" 
where 

n 

c 

il the record number. • 
il the column number. 

The sequence number of each record is typed ond then 
the user types in the data he wants inserted starting at 
column c. The data he types in is blank filled to the 
right tnrough column 140~ as required. A null record 
terminates the command. It is not neceSlCJry to delimit 
commentary ~i th sloshes. . 

Example: 

·EOn SOURCEFILE (. 

:CM 37.6, 40 e 
37.600 ,. COMMENT 1 ':. 

37.800 ,. COMMENT 2 ~ 

40. SOO ,. ::: 

,. 

SE Set Intrarecord Mode 

SE causes Edit to accept successive lines of intrarecord 
commands. The SE command has the format shown below. 

:SE n[-m] L c [, d]J 

Each input line of intrarecord commands is applied, in 
order, to columns c tnrough d of every record in the 
range n through m. If m is missing, only record n is pro
cessed. The default values for c ond d ore I and 140, 
respectively. 

If several commands are entered on one line, 011 comm~ 
on the line are executed on one record before the next rec
ord is processed. The first occurrence of a file or record
editing command terminates the effect of the SE commClrld. 
All string-matching operations in the intrarecord mode 
opply only to the strings lying entirely within columns c 
through d. 

SE may be used on the same input line witn other intro
record commands, but when 10 used, it mUit be tne first 
command an tne line. 

• . Set and Step 

SS causes Edit to start ot 0 specified record ~nd praceed to 
each record in IUCceuion, accepting one line of intra
record commands to update the current record. The S5 com
mand has the format shown below. 

:"SS n[,c[,d1J 

The fint record to be upcIoted has the sequence number n. 
Intrcrecord stringllotchingoperations will only be effective 
on strings tnot lie wholly within column c through d. The 
default yolu .. for c and d ore 1 and 1..a, respectively. 

Edit prompt5 for commands for each IUCcessive record with 
the sequence number, followed by a double asterisk. The 
SS command is terminated by typing a null record in ploee 
of on intrarecord command. 

IT Set, Step, and Type Record 

This command illimilar to SS except that the content of 
each record is written to the M:LO OCB along with its 
sequence number, prior to accepting a command. The ST 
command has the format ihown below. 

:ST n (, c (, d]] 

The parameters of the command ond the error meaages 
which Edit types ore the same as those for tne SS command. 

HlTMIlCDRD UITIII CDMMAIDS 

The intrarecord commands make changes within an individ
ual record. They generally manipulate character strings. 
These commands may only be given aft. the user .. Iects 
on intrarecord mode witn the SE, SS, or ST commands. 

The intrarecord commands will be discuaed in tne fol
lowing order: 

Yor N Conditional commClrld continuation. 

CL Change column limits for string matching. 

S Subltitute string. 

o 
P 

F 

o 
E 

R or L 

A 

C 

Delete string. 

Insert string prececling. 

Inswt string following. 

Overwrite string. • 

Overwrite string; blank fill. 

Shift string. 

Align columns by shifting. 

Copy with Cft»ther line number. 
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DE 

~} 
JU 

NO 
RF 

Delete ..... IYlduaI line. 

Type incIivkllla' recordI. 

Jump to new sequ~ce. 

No chJnge. 

Reverse blank pr • .-vation Rag. 

Commcr.ds in the intrarecord group may be linked together 
through use of tile semicolon (;). The itllowing comnand 
sequence would select a line, type .... original, edit, and 
type the new version: 

=:Sf 100; lY; /TEMP/S/8/;/JK/F/+BETA/;lY8 

After cr.y semicolon, the command may be continued on the 
sCl'T1e or the following line, with identical results. 

The following conventions are used with intrarec:ord c:ommcr.ds: 

1. j/string/x 

means that command x is to operate on the Jth occu .... 
rence of the indicated string found between columns c 
through d as specified by an SE, 55, ST, or Cl com
mand. IfJ=O, this means that the command is to oper
ate on all occurrences of the string between columns c 
and d. If j Is missing, the default Is 1. A single / 
may be included in the string by typing two slashes in 
success ion. 

2. k x 

means that command x is to operate on the character 
contained at column k, where k need not lie between 
columns c and d of the SE, 55, ST, or Cl commcr.d. If 
k is '999', the column following the last non-blcr.k is 
indicated. 

Whenever an 5, 0, P, F, 0, E, R, L, or A command is 
given, Edit responds in one of the following ways: 

1. A prompt alone indic:at. that either no choree or one 
change occuned as a r.u/t of the command. 

2. The messase 

x STRINGS CHANGED 

followed by a carriase retum and a prompt Indicates 
that x changes occurred as a result of the command. 

The following general error is possible: 

-MISSING SE No SE command was given. Either 
an SE, S5, or ST command rNlst be given in 
response to th is messase. 

Befor. reading the intrareeord command descriptions, it is 
Important to note the following information: 

Note: In any intrarecord command that seeks a match ins 
string in the imase, only those strings that Ue 
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totally within the tpeCiAed colurm bounds will be 
folMlCf. Partial match. to a colUlm bo""'y will 
'- Ignored. In sut.-wu~t examp/., references 
to columns c and d pertoin to the column bound
ari. given in the SE, 55, ST, orCl command. 

Continue if Yes and Continue if No 

These intrarecord commands provide for conditional execution 
of other intrarecord or branch commands. The format is 

t .. ;]n/string,lY(; ••• J or 

t .. ;]n/string/r-{i •• J 
where "n" is an optional nonzero occurrence count. 

Both commands affect the execution of any other commands 
which follow them on the lOme command line or its continua
tions. The commands which follow Y are eXecuted only if 
the string defined in the Y command is matched. The com
mands which follow N are executed only if the string is not 
matched. In the case where a range of lines is being edited, 
the decision is made independently for each line. 

fllClClmple: 

*TY 1-1000 e 
1.000 A 

2.000 BX 

3.000 CXX 

4.000 0 

~/X/Y; lYe 

2.000 ax 

3.000 CXX 

:J./X/Y; TV e 
3.000 CXX 

'yX/N; TV e 
1.000 A 

4.000 0 

,..,XIN; lY@) 411 

• 
1.000 A 

2.000 ax 

4.000 0 

* 
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CL Change String-Search Column U .. lts 

This intrcnconf c:ommcnl allows lIIOdificatlan of the column 
limits for Itring matching operationa. The.mat il 

[ ••• ;] CL [c[, d))} ••• ] 

Where 'c' II the new first column, cnI 'd' is the new last 
column for Itring-matchlng operations. If 'd' is omitted, It 
defaults to 1..a. If both 'c' and 'd' are omitted, the defaults 
are 1 and 140, respectively. The new column limits remain 
in effect until the next SE, 55, ST, or CL command. 

Example: 

s 

*TS 1 
NO CHANGE 
*CLl,4;/A/Y;/NO/S/ /;TS 
NO CHANGE 

. *CL5,8;/A/Y;/NO/S/ /;TS 
NO CHANGE 
*CLS, 8;/A/Y;CL1, 4;/NO/S/ /;TS 

CHANGE 

Substitute String 

S causes Edit to locate a specified Itring (string1) between 
columns specified by on SE, SS, or ST command and replacel 
it with another string (string2). The S command has the 
format shown below. 

liJ/stringlS/stringt' 

The image to the right of string 1 is adjusted right or left 
01 required, if the lengths of string 1 and string2 differ. 
String2 may extend past column d if d < 140. 

If j =0, all occurrences of string1 between columns c and d 
ore replaced by string2' Otherwise, only the Jth occur
rence il replaced. If j is missi"", the default value is 1. 

Example: 

Command Effect 

:!LW/S/CW/ LW,RS ALPHA+2 old 
CW,RS ALPHA+2 new 

Y10/S/5/ LW,R10 B old 
LW,RS 8 new 

.J110/S/ENTRY/ $10 LW,RS ALPHA old 
ENTRY LW,RS ALHPA new 

:!ALPHA!S/B/ LW,RS ALPHA+2.R6 old 
LW,RS B+2,R6 new 

:2/5/5/55/ 15 C=DISQRT(TEMP+2.5 
* BASE) old 

15 C=DSQRT(TEMP+2.55 
*BASE) new 

D Delete Siring 

D causes Edit to locate a given occurrence of an indicated 
Itring, betweem columns specified by an SE, SS, or ST 
command, and delete it. The D command has the format 
shown below. 

:OJ/string/D 

If j = 0, all occurrences of the string between c and d are 
deleted. Otherwise, only the jth occurrence is deleted. 
If j is omitted, the default value is 1. 

Example: 

p 

:EDIT SOMEFILE e 
*TY78 

7.000 STWA 

*SE 78 

:!ANSWER/08 

*TY7 e 
7.000 STW,.4 

Precede String 

ALPHA ANSWER 

ALPHA 

P causes Edit to start before the first character of a given 
occurrence of a specified Itring (string1) or column k and 
insert anather string (string2), pushing characters of the 
first string to the right as required to make roam. The 
P command has the format shown below. 

or 

String2 may legally extend beyond column d if d < 140 •. 
The first character of string2 will occupy the column va
cated by the first character of string1' etc. 

If j = 0, Edit will insert stri"92 before all occurrences of 
string 1 between columns c and d. However, after stringl 
has been found once and string2 inserted before it, scan
ning for the next occurrence resumes at the next character 
aft. string 1 , 01 adjusted by the insertion. If j il nat equal 
to zero, the command will only affect the jth occurrence 
of string1. If j ilomitted, the default value ill • 

Example: .. 
• 

':SE 17.69 e (let introrecord mode) 

':TS;O/AA/P/./;TS e (type; edit; type) 

AAAAAAA (original record) 

.AA.AA.AAA (edited record) 
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F follow String 

F causes Edit to start a"" the laat characl. af a liven 
occ~ce 01 a specified Itring (strin(u) or column Ie aMI 
insert another string (Itring2), pnhing everything from this 
colum, right as required to make room. The F command 
has the format shown below. 

':[j]/stringl/F/string2/ 

or 

':kF /string2r 
The j specilies that the jth occurrence 01 stringl between 
columns c and d (specified by an SE, 5S, or ST commond) 
is to be followed by string2. If j is omitted, the default 
value is 1. In the case where j = 0, Edit inserts .tring2 
at all occurrences of string) between columns c and d. 
Scanning for the next occurrence 01 string) resumes follow
ing the last character of string2' If a given occurrence of 
string) is shifted beyond column d due to previous inser
tions, it will not be scanned. 

String2 may legally extend past column d if d < 140. 

Example: 

Command Effect 

:JAB/F/+2/ lW,R6 A.B, R2 old 
lW,R6 A.B+2, R2 new 

o Overwrite 

o causes Edit to start at the column occupied by the first 
character of a given occurrence of a specified string 
(Itring) or column k and overwrite with another string 
(strin92). No blank preservation or other adjustment is 
done and all columns not overwritten remain unchanged. 
The 0 command has the form shawn below. 

:[n/stringlO/string2/ 

or 

':kO/string2/ 

String2 may overwrite beyond column d if d < 140. The j 
specifies that the jth occurrence of stringl between affected 
columns is to be overwritten by string2. If j is omitted, only 
the lirst occurrence is overwritten. If j = 0, all occur
rences are overwritten. In the case where j = 0, string2 is 
not scanned by Edit after string) is overwritten. Edit begins 
scanning with the column fol lowing string2' 

E Ov.-write and Extend Blanks 

E causes Edit to start at the column occupied by the lirst 
character ofa given occurrence ofa spec iii ed string (string) 
or column k and overwrite with another string (string2). The 
E command has the format shown below. 

.:vstring l f/string2/ 

or 
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Blanks en ., ... eeI from the end of string2 through col. 
umn d (wh.e d il the upper limit of the column range 
.Ieeted by an SE, 55, or 51 command). 5trins2 may 
ov.-write beyond column d if d < 140, but blank exten
sion only occurs through column d. 

The j lpeCilies that the jth occurrence of stringl between 
affected columns is to E.e overwritten by string2' If j is 
omitted, only the first occurrence is overwritten. The 
specilication j = 0 may not be lpeCilied, lince blank ex
tension precludes multiple substitutions within the lOme 

record. 

I .r L Shift Record lrnage 

R or l commands cause portions of the record image to be 
shifted right (R) or left (l). The R and l commands have 
the form shown below. 

or 

':1JJ(string/{~}s 

':k{~}s 

The string must lie wholly within columns c and d specified 
by the current SE, 55, or ST command. The specified sub
string may contain eriHldded blanks, but the string ta be 
shilted terminates with the first blank following the spec
ilied substring. 

The j JPeCilies that the jth occurrence of the specilied sub
string between affected columns is to be shifted, together 
with a" subsequent contiguous nonblank characters. II j 
is omitted, only the lirst such occurrence is shifted. Note 
that j = 0 may not be specified for this command. 

L Shift left 

The jth lield that begins with the indicated string (or col
umn k) is shifted left s positions. If blank preservation (see 
the BP command) is ON, all of the lields to the right of the 
string ore shifted left, intact, and the fields to the left of 
the string are overwritten (i. e., destroyed). If blank pres
ervation is OFF, blanks are inserted to the right of the jth 
field, and the fields to the left of the string are overwrit
ten. The shift may lega"y overwrite below column c. 

.. Shift Right 

The jth lield that begins with the indicated string (or col
umn k) is shifted right s positions. If blank p-eservation 
is ON, blanks are inserted to the lelt of the Iffing and a" 
of the fields to the right 01 the string are shift .. right, in
tact. If blank p-eservation is OFF, blanks are inserted to 
the left 01 the string and are removed to the right. With 
blank preservation OFF, the image area to the right 01 the 
string may be COIIIp'essed, but at least one blank will be 
left between each field; thot is, owrwriting does not occur 
in a shift right. The shift may legally push charact.s be
yond column d, if d is I .. than 140. 

I 

I 
! 
! 

I 
I 
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In the following ...... , blank ,,-erwtion Is OFF •• 

Command Effect 

. 
.:IVRI S10 -'LW, R6 I old 

S10 LW,R6 I new 

YVR9 S10 LW,R6 8 old 
LW,R6 8 new 

YVLl S10 LW,R6 8 old 

"" LW,R6 8 new 

A Align Specified Columns 

The A command causes either a right or I.ft shift of 0 part 
of the record being edited to align one specified column 
with another. The details of the shift operation are as de
scribed for the Rand L commands. The form of the com
mand is 

[ ••• iJcAd[; .. J 
where "c" specifies the column to be alignedand "dot speci
fies the column to which to align. The "c" ond "d" items 
can be ony of 

Ie 

an integer column number, 

/string/ 

specifying the first column of the first occurrence of the 
strihg, or 

n/string/ 

specifying the first column of the "n"th accurrence of the 
string. (lin" can not be zero for this conwnand.) 

Examples: 

:SE 1-3; TS 

-ONE 

XXXXX -TWO, TWO 

-THREE THREE THREE 

:'/-;' A 5; TS I ... , 

-ONE 

-TWO TWO 

-THREE THREE THREE 

Note the distinction between left-shift (TWO) and right
shift (THREE) behavior. 

:SE 20i TS (~~ 

*ONE *TWO *THREE 

:3/*/06. 2/*/; TS ' , 

*ONE *THREE 

c Copy Current Une 

Thil introline command cause the line being edited to be 
copied with 0 ipeCified or provided sequence number. The 
original line il unaffected by thil command. The format is 

[. 0 .;J C[s ][i • .• ] 

where "s" il a sequence number ot which to copy the line. 
If ''1" ii not specified, the current default increment is 
odded to the lequence number to which the last C applied, 
to provide the new sequence number. Commands which can 
set the defcallt increment or the defcallt next insertion line 
number are MK, MO, IN, IS, and C. 

Example: 

*TY 1-1000 ~'" 

1.000 A 

2.000 IX 

3.000 CXX 

4.000 0 

*IS J018 

.8 

~E 1-99; /X/Y;C 

*TY 1-1000 e 
t.ooo A 

2.000 BX 

3.000 CXX 

4.000 0 

101. 000 BX 

102.000 CXX 

DE Delete Current Record 

If used without a specified lequence number, DE becomes 
on intrarecord command, which specifies that the record 
currently open for editing be deleted. ""be form is 

[ •• oi] DE 

Note that it mUit be the lost command in a command 
line, since once it is executed, there il not anything 
left of the currently apen line. 
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Examp'.: 

-tV l-tOOOe 

1.000 A 

2.000 BX 

3.000 CXX 

4.000 ·0 

:'/X!Y; DE 

*TY9 

1.000 A 

".000 0 

TS Type Record, Sequence Number Not Included 

TS causes Edit to write to the M:LO DCB the content1 of 
the record currently open for editing under control of an 
SE, SS, or ST command. (Unlike the record-editing ver
sion, the intrarecord version of TS does not allow column 
specification. ) 

The TS command has the format shown below • 

.:~ • .;] TS ~ • • .] 

The three dots indicate that intrarecord commands may p-e
cede or follow the TS command. 

Example: 

*SE 5· TS e - ' 

Ll LW,5K 

':'90/KLB/i TS; 370/GET KLB/; TSe 

(overwrite, type, ov.-write, type) 

Ll LW,5 KLB 

L1 LW,5 KLB GET KLB 

Because all commands on a single input line ore executed 
for the first record before the second record is processed, 
etc., TS will type each line in turn aft. all editing up to 
the TS command has been done. 

Example: 

.:sf 10- 10.2 ® 
~A/F/,4/;TS e 

DATA,4 X'FF' (10.0) 

DATA,.. 0.5 (IO. 1) 

DATA," GQX, X'OB' (10.2) 
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1Y Type R.cord, Sequence Number Included 

. TV II the tame as TS, except that each line is written 
with itl sequence number. (Unlike the reeord-editing 
v.sion, the introrecord v.sion of TY do. not allow 
column specification. ) 

The TV command has the format Ihown below. 

.: [. • .;] TV (; • • .J 

JU Jump 

JU causes the SS or ST command to jump to a specified rec
ord and then continue stepping from that point. JU may 
only be used while in the "step" mode (I.e., while under 
the control of an 5S or ST command). The JU command has 
the form shown below. 

.:t··i]JUn 

Record n may be forward or backward from the current se
quence number at the time JU il given. The dots indicate 
that JU may be used on compound lines (i. e., a line with 
more than one command on it), but in such a CClle JU must 
be the last command on the line. 

10 Make No Change 

NO may be used only while in ftle -step- mode and speci
fies that no editing is desired on the current active line 
und. the set. The NO command has the format shown 
below. 

*NO 

Example: 

.:sT 27.5 e 

27.500 LW,6 ILK 

30.000 STW,6 ALT 

yALT/F/+19; TV; JU 34 @ 

30.000 STW,6 ALT + 19 

34.000 Al,F X'91' 

* 

, -
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IF causes .... current letting of the bla,. p'~on 
mode (Me the 8P command) to be revened temporarily. The 
IF command has .... form Ihown below. 

.:. [. • • ;] IF ; • • • 

.. 
:. ••• ; RF[i ••• ] 

The mode is reversed only for the duration of the Input 
line in which IF appears and only for those commands 
which follow the IF command, and blank p'eservation 
is restored 10 its initial setting when a new input line 
is entered (i. e., at the time a new p-ompt chcrocter Is 
given). Thus, 10 have any effect, IF must always be 
used as part of a compaunt input line and must be followed 
by other commands. 

Example: 

·Sf 10; lYe 

10.000 l5 LW," X GET CURRENMT ADDR 

':'IF;/NWS/N/; TY e 
10.000 l5 LW," X GET CURRENT ADDR 

Without using RF in this case (assuming that 8P OFF is the 
initial setting), one would get two blanks aft.- CURRENT. 
In all cases, the 8P mode is restored to the value it had 
Wore any IF commands were given. 

MESSAGES 

During the co""se of executing any command, Edit may 
communicate with the user through a variety of messages. 
These messages are directed to the LL oplabe I. 

PaIIibl. meaages cre IUIIImcrized in Table 22. The follow
Ing conventions cre used in regcrd to ~ formats: 

1. A message p'eceded by two periods is a comment on 
lOme system-:)Iiente~ operation. For example, 

•• COPY DONE 

2. A message preceded by two minus signs indicates the 
occurrence of some .vent (d""ing the execution of a 
command) of which the user should be aware; the com
mand is not aborted. For example, 

-£Of HIT AFTERxxxx.xxx 

3. A message preceded by a single minus sign is an error 
message describing a condition that aborts the current 
command and causes any others on the same line to be 
skipped. For example, 

-Pl:NO SUCH REC 

Such a message is particularized as to cause by the follow
ing prefixes: 

Prefix 

-Ck: 

-Pk: 

-CkPj: 

Cause of Error 

The kth command of the previous line caused 
the error. 

The kth po IOmeter of the fint command on 
the previous line caused the error. 

The jth parameter of the kth command of 
the previous line caused the error. 

EDIT COMMAND SUMMARY 

Table 23 is a summary of Edit commands. The left-hand 
column gives the command formats. The right-hand col
umn gives the command functions and options. 

Tobl.22. Edit Meaages 

Message Meaning 

-8AD COL. NO. PAIR The columns ipecified are not in the range 1 through 140, ar c > d. 

--en: 'ALL' IGNORED The value 0 was Ipecified for j. Since this value is not meaningful for the 
command, the value 1 has been assumed. 

-en: CMND ILGL HERE 
411 

Th. nth command of .... previous line is invalid and the intMrecord made 
has been t.-minated. 

-en: COL> UMIT Th. value ipecified for k is great. than d for the nth command. 

-en: COL< UMIT The value specified for k il 1_ than c for the nth command. 

-en:' ILGL SYNTAX Invalid command ayntax has been u.cI. 
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Table 22. Edit M.uages (cont.) 

Meaage Meani"" 

-Cn: NO SUCH REC TM record specified in a JU command (the nth command) does nat exist. 

-en: OVERFLOW The nth command of the previous line has caused characters to be shifted 
post column 140. Processi"" continues. 

-en: UNDERFLOW Characters were lost to the left of the record. . 
-en: UNKN CMND The nth command specified is nat one recognized by Edit. 

\ 

-CUTOFF AT x(y) A specified operation could nat be completed because of a conflict between 
on existing sequence number and a newone. The value x is tne current 
sequence number of the lost record affected (forrrwly record y). 

-DONE AT x A specified operation has been completed. The Wllue x is the current 
sequence number of tne last record affected. 

-EOF HIT AFTER xxxx. xxx One or both sequence numbers specified cre higher than the highest one in 
the file. xxxx.xxx is tne lost record in the file. 

-ILLEGAL LINE NR IN SUBJECT FILE Sequence numbers were being obtained from tne subject file records and a 
record was found without a correct sequence number in its last eight bytes. 

-LINES REORDERED Sequence numbers were being obtained from tne subject file records and 
they were nat in numeric order..:! They will be reordered numerically. 

-M/4X. SEQ. NO. EXCEEDED An attempt was mode to il'Mri a record with a record number greater 
than 9999. 999. 

-MISSING SE No SE, SS, or ST command is currently In effect. The specified introrecord 
task has been aborted. 

-NO FILE NAMED The convnond requires a file identification and nane was given. 

-NO SUCH FILE A specified file does nat exist. 

--NONE There cre na records in the specified range containing the indicoted stri~. 

-NOT Ot¥OFF A parameter other than ON cr OFF has been specified in a 8P or CR command. 

-NOTHING TO MOVE No records (to be moved) were found in the specified range. 

-OVERFLOW More than 140 chcracters hove been typed on a line or characters hove been 
shifted post column 1 or 140. Exc .. chcrocters cre lost. 

-PI: NO SUCH FILE A COPY command has specified that a nonexistent file is to be copied. 

-PI: NO SUCH REC A specified record does not exist. The command has been aborted. 

-P2: COL ERROR Coh".., c is greater than 140. 
l' 

-PI: FILE EXISTS Itt. SAVE ON command specified the nome of on existl"" file. 

-P2: REC EXISTS Itt. specified record already exists. The command has been aborted. 

-P3: NOT (NCR An inWilid Increment has been used In a BUILD command. 

-Pn: BAD FlO An (nWilid fid identification has been used. 
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Table 22. Edtt MIIICg" (cont.) 

MeslClge Meaning 

-Pn: ILGL SEQ' It. required Mquence number i. mi.ing or contains more than three frac-
tional digits. 

-Pn: ILGL STRG The specified string is too long. 

-Pn: IL&L SYNTAX An invalid syntox has been specified for a parometer. 

-Pn: NOTCNT An invalid occurrence count (j) has been specified in an intrDrecord 
command. 

-Pn: NOT COL' An invalid column number has been specified. 

-Pn: NOT SEQ' A required sequence number is invalid. 

-Pn: NOT STRG An invalid choracter string has been specified. 

-Pn: NULL STRG A null character string hos been specified. 

-Pn: PARAM MISSING A required paromet. hos nat been specified. 

-Pn: SEQ2<SEQl The second Mquence number is less than the first in a range specification. 

IOCXXXXX RECORDS DELETED xxxxxxx specifies the number of records deleted os the result of either a 
DE or MD command. 

( -REPEATED UNE NR ••• DELETED Sequence numbers were being obtained from the subject file records 
and a dupl ication was found. Only the last line is retained. 

-RNG OVERLAP Specified ronges of MqU8nce numbers overlap. The command hos been 
ignored. 

--SAVE FILE TOO SMALL: FSI = yyyy The estimated size needed to save is "yyyyM records. If the command wos 
SAVE without parameters, END, or EDIT, the save file is unchanged and 
the command had na effect. Otherwise, the save wos partially completed. 

-SCRATCH FILE OVERFLOW The scratch file is too small for the most recent command to be completed. 
Multiline comniands may have been executed on some lines. No I ines have 
been partly completed. 

x STRINGS CHANGED As the result of an Intrarecord command, x strings have been changed~ 

Tabl.23. Edit Command Summary 

Command Description • 
[ •• • i] cAd [i • •• ] Aligns the first specified column with the second. Columnl are specified 

by either the column number It, or as the fint column of the specified 
where c and dare string. 

k 
Option: 

or ) specifies the jth occurrence of the specified string. Default is 

[j]/strinp,! the fint occurrenc:e. . ' 
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[ ••• ;] C [sIi ..• ] 

Cl [c [,dJ) 

CMn,c 

[j]/str i ng,IO 

[ •• • i] DE 

DE n[oom] 

(j)lstring (E/string2/ 

or 

EDIT lid1 OVER fid2 [,start(, step]] 

or 

EDIT fid2 
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Table 23. Edit Command Sunwnary (cont.) 

Sets the blank preaervation mode. When ON, all strings of blantcs are 
praerved during intrarecord operations. When OFF, blank strings are com
pressed to a single blank or expanded CIS required to retain column align
ment of nonblank fields. The default mode is "oFr'. 

Copies the current edit line with another sequence number. 

Option: 

s specifies the sequence number for the copy. Default is the se
quence number used by the prior insertion command plus the incre
ment most recently specified in any prior command. If there WO$ 

no prior insertion command, s is zero plus the increment. If there 
is no prior increment, 1 is used. 

ChCl'tges the st,ing-search column limits for intrarec:ord commands. 

Options: 

c is the new first column number. If it is not specified, it defaults 
to 1. 

d is the new 'ast column number. If it is not specified, it defaults 
to 1..a. 

Causes Edit to insert commentary (given by the user) into speciFied columns 
(starting at column number c) of each successive record beginning at the 
spec med sequence number n. 

locotes a given occurrence of the indicated string. Between columns speci
fied by an SE, 55, or ST command, and deletes it. 

Option: 

I specifies that only a particular occurrence (the Jth occurrence) 
of the string in the specified columns is 10 be deleted. If j equals 
zero, all occurrences of the string in the specified columns are to 
be deleted. If j is omitted, the default value is 1. 

Deletes the current edit line. 

Deletes all records whose sequence numbers lie in a specified range be
ginning at n. 

Option: 

m indicates the number of the last record to be deleted. If m is 
omitted, only record n will be deleted. 

Starts at a column occupied by the first character of a given occurrence of 
a specified string (string 1) or column k and overwrites with another string 
(string2)' Blanks are extended from the end of string2 through column d 
(which is specified in an SE, SS, or ST command). 

Option: 

J specifies that the jth occurrence of string 1 between affected col
umns is to be overwritten by string2' If J is omitted, onl r..-the first 
occurrence is overwritten; J may not be zero. ... 

Prepare for editing the data in file "lid)- (if specified) using file "fid2" as 
the scratch file. 

Options: 

stort and step specify the sequence numbering. 
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. Table 23. EditCommand ~ (cont.) 

Command o.c:riptlon 

~----------------------~--------------------------,------------------END [NS] 

or 

FO n[-m] ,/strin9/[,c[,d]) 

FS n[-m],/strin9/[,c[,d)] 

FT n[-m],/strin9/[,c[,d]J 

[ ••• ;)GOs 

CIcIMS all active files and returns control to the terminal executive 
language (TEL). 

Option: 

No lOve of the edited data on the subject file. 

Starts after the last character of a given occurrence of a specified 
string (string 1) or column k and inserts another string (stri"92), pushing 
everything from this column right as required to make room. 

Option: 

j specifies that the jth occurrence of stringl between columns c 
and d (specified by on SE, SS, or ST command) is to be followed 
by string2' If j is omitted, the default value is 1. If j equals 
zero, string2 is inserted at all occurrences of stringl between 
columns c and d. 

Searches for the specified string between specified columns In a specified 
range of records beginning at record n. If the string is found, the record 
containing it is deleted from the file. 

Options: 

m specifies the sequence number of the last record to be searched. 
If omitted, only record n Is searched. 

c specifies the lowest column number of the field to be searched. 
The default value is 1. 

d specifies the highest column number of the field to be searched. 
The default value is 140. 

Searches for the specified string between specified columns In a specified 
range of records beginning at record n. Each time the string is found, the 
sequence number of the record is printed. 

Options: 

Same as for FO. 

s.arches for the specified string between specified columns in a specified 
range of records beginning at record n. Each time the string is found, the 
sequence number and the contents of the record are printed. 

Options: 

Same as for FO. 

• ... 

Begins using the Edit file as a command lOurce by reading sequentially 
starting at sequence number s. If executed 'n Intrarecord mode, causes 
the specified command to be accessed, whether the end of the edit range 
was reached or not, but does not change the edi t range. 
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IN[n(, il] 

IS[n[, il] 

( ••• ;] JU n 

MO[n -m],k[-p][, i) 

MK n[-m),k[-p][, i) 
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TaW.23. Edit Cue,w,uid Sue",_, (cont.) 

o.crlption 

InNrts new records Into a m. starting at record n. Edit prompts the user 
with the sequenc. number of each record to be interted. 

Options: 

n lpecifies the next record to insert. If omitted, the last insertion 
record plus the increment is used. 

i specifies an increment amount fDr lucc .. ive record numbas. If 
i is omitted, the increment size specified in the most recent record 
editing commcnf is used. If no such command has been given, the 
default value is 1. 

....,.. new records into a file starting at record n. Edit does not prompt 
with sequence numbers of the records to be inserted. 

Options: 

n- specifies the next record to insert. IF omitted, the I,ast insertion 
record plus the increment is used. 

i specifies an increment amount lOr successive record numbers. If 
I is omitted, the increment size specified in the most recent record 
editing command is used. If no such commc:.u:ls have been given, 
the default value i. 1. 

Causes the SS or ST command to lump to the specified record n and then 
continues .tepping from that point. 

Option: 

The dots indicote that JU moy be used on a line with more than 
one command on it, but in such a case JU must be the last com
mand on the line. 

Moves records within a file from a range beginning at n to a range be
ginning at k. The original records are deleted. 

Options: 

iii specifies the sequence number of the last record that is to be 
moved. If omitted, only record n i. moved. 

p specifies the upper limit of the range of records to be deleted. 
If omitted, only record k i. deleted. However, records from the 
range n-m are still moved to recofd k and following. 

i specifies the Increment \lUlue to be used for renumbering rec
ords. Jf omitted, the II'ICIIIt recent value specified in a record 
edit command is used. If no such c:onwnands have been given, 
the default value is 1. 

MK i. Identical to MD except that the records in the range n-m are not de
leted 01 they are moved. 

~tiON: 

Same as far MD. 



~ • • iIjVltring,!N(;. '. J 

--

NO 

or 

kO/stringt 

or 

kP/strlngt' 

( 

(j]/strirw'{~}s 
or 

[ •• • i] RET 

[ ••• ;] RF ; ••• 

or 

••• i RF(; ••• J 

RN n,k 

Table 23. Edit Co;I.naud Summary (cont.) 

Description 

CauMI the remainder of the commonds on the same commcmd line (and any 
continuations) to be executed only if the specified Itring il not found in the 
edit record. (Independently determined for each record in the edit range.) 

Option: 

J specifies the jth occurrence of the Itring. Otherwise, the first 
occurrence il IOUght. 

Specifies that no editing is to be performed on the current active line. 

Storts at the column occupied by the first choracter of a given occurrence 
of a specified string (string) or column (k) and overwrites with onother 
Itring (string2)' 

Option: 

J specifies that only a particular occurrence (the jth occurrence) 
of the Itring is to be overwritten. If j equals zero, all occurrences 
of the string are to be overwritten. If j is omitted, the default 
value is 1. 

Starts before the first character of a given occurrence of a specified string 
(string) or column k and inserts another string, pushing characters of the 
first string to the right CIS required to make room. 

Option: 

Same as for the 0 command. 

Shifts portions of the record right (R) or left (L) the number of positions 
Indicated by s. The field to be shifted begins with the Indicated string 
or column k. 

Option: 

J specifies that the Jth occwrence of the specified substring be
tween affected colurms Is to be shifted, together with all sub
sequent contiguous nonblank characters. If j Is omitted, only 
the first such occwrence is shifted. Note thot J = 0 may not be 
specified for this command. 

Returns immediately to M:SI for next command. If executed while in 
GO mode (that is, while obtaining commands from the edited file), GO 
mode is terminated. If executed as an Intrarecord command, the current 
command line will be discarded in favor of the next command from M:SI 
even If the whol. edit range has not been processed, but the edit range 
will not be changed. 

Causes the current setting of the blank preservation mode (~- or -OFF-) 
to be revened 'wnipOllarily (for the current line only). .. 

Option: 

The dots Indicate that other commands are present on the line. 

Renumbers a spec:rfled record from number n to number k. 
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Command 

SE n[-m][,c[,d]] 

SEQ{g~} 

SS n[, c[, d]] 

5T n(, c(, d]] 
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Tabl. 23. Edit Co::a,=od Summary (cont.) 

o.crlptlon 

Locates a tpeclfied string (string) between columns specified by an SE, 55, 
or 5T command and replaces It with another string (string2). 

Option: 

J specifies that only a particular accurrence (the jth accurrence) 
of string) Is to be replaced. If J equal5 zero, all occurrences of 
strlng, are to be replaced. If j il omitted, the default value ill. 

Forces lOving of the scratch file. 

Option: 

fidl specifies the file on which to lOve. Default is the Iub
iect file. 

CaUles Edit to accept successive lines of intrarecord commandl to be ap
plied to recordl beginning at record n. 

Options: 

m specifies the number of the last record to which the intrarecord 
commands are to be applied. If omitted, the intrarecord com
mandl are only applied to record n. 

c specifies the smallest column number of the range of columns 
to which the intrarecord commandl are to be applied. The de
fault value is 1. 

d specifies the largest column number of the range of columns to 
which the intrarecord convnandl are to be applied. The default 
value is 140. 

Sets the lOYe file sequencing mode. 

Causes Edit to start at a specified record (record n) and proceed to each 
record In succession, accepting one line of intrarecord conmandl to up
date the current record. 

Options: 

c specifies the smallest column number of the range of columns to 
which the intrarecord commandl are to be applied. The default 
value II 1. 

d specifies the largest column number of the range of columns to 
which the Intrarecord commands are to be applied. The default 
value Is 140. 

Causes Edit to start at a specified record (record n) and proceed ;; each 
record In succession, accepting one line of intrarecord commandl to up
date the current record. The sequence number and contents of each rec
ord are typed prior to accepting a cammand. 

Options: 

Same as far the 55 command. 



TC n[-m][,c[,dJ] 

.,. 

[ ••• ;]TS[; ••• ] 

TS n[-m][,c[,d]] 

( 

[ ••• ;] TY[; ••• ] 

TY n[-m][,c[,dJ] 

[ ••• [jj/stri nslY[; ••• ] 

Tabl. 23. EdIt c:o..'Atd 51 ... f (com.) 

Descrlptron 

Types the sequence numbers and the contents of specified columns of one or 
cnore records beginning at record n. Any nonblank strings within the columns 
typed are Ihifted to the left to c:ocnpr .. each blank string to a lingle 
blonk. 

Options: 

m specifies the number of the last record to be typed. If omitted, 
only record n is typed. 

c specifies the II'IIGliest column numba- of the range of columns to be 
typed. The default value is 1. 

d specifies the largest column number of the range of columns to be 
typed. The default value is 140. 

Types the contents of the record currently open for editing und. control of an 
SE, SS, or ST commartd. 

Option: 

The dots irtdicate that ofh. commands may be po .. nt on the line. 

Types the contents of specified columns of one or more records beginning at 
record n. 

Options: 

Same as for the TC command. 

Types the sequence number artd contents of the record CUT_ly open for editing 
urtd. control of an SE, 55, or ST command. 

Option: 

The dots irtdicate that oth. commands may be poesent on the line. 

Types the sequence numbers and the contents of specified columns of one or 
more records beginning at record n. 

Options: 

Same as for the TC command. 

Causes the remainder of the commands on the same line (and any continuations) 
to be executed only rf the specified string Is found in the edit record. (inde
pendently determined for each record in the edit range. 

Option: 
... 

J specifi .. the ,.h occurrence of the string. Otherwrse, the first 
occurrence is saught. . 
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14. TERMINAL liB ENTRY 

Terminal .Job Entry (T JE) provides real-time-sharecl computing 
service that allows multiple on-line terminals to be con
nected to the central computer. There are th,.. general 
categories 01 time-sharing service provided to on-line users. 
They are on-line file management, on-line multi-task exe
cution and debugging, and on-line entry of jobs into the 
batch stream. Some of these services are provided by pr0-

cessors that are Ii:ted in Table 24 and are discuued in mare 
details in the following poragraphs. 

Tab Ie 24. On-Li ne User Processors 

Processor Function 

TEL Executive language control of all terminal 
activities. 

EDIT Composition and modification of programs 
and other bodi es of text. 

MUST General file and peripheral utility. 

TERMINAL EXECUTIVE LANGUAGE 

The Terminal Executive l,gnguage (TEL) is the principol te,.. 
minal language for CP-R. Most activities associated with 
FORTRAN and assembly language programming can be 
carried out directly in TEL through requests that take the 
form of single-line commands and declarations. These ac
tivities include such major operations as composing programs 
and other bodies of text, batching the programs, initiating 
execution of one or more concurrent tasks, and debugging 
these tasks. They also include such minor operations as de
termining batch status and setting simulated tab stops. 

EDIT 

The Edit processor is a line-at-a-time context editor de
signed for on-line creation, modification, and handling of 
programs and other bodies of information. All Edit data is 
stored on disk storage in a structure of sequence-numbered 
variable length recards. 

Edit functions are controlled through single-line commands 
supplied by the user. The command language provides for 
insertion, deletion, reordering, and replacement of lines or 
grour- of lines of text. It 0110 provides for selective print
Ing, renumbering records, and conte.t editing operations 
of matching, moving, and substituting line-by-line within 
a specified range of text lines. 
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MUST 

MUST il a multi...,.. service translator which il a subset of 
RADEDIT and allows for file and peripheral maniPJlation. 
It may be used to allot, delete, tftlncate, dump, or map files 
and areas. It may also serve to copy files or devices to one 
anather. 

THE TERMINAL 

Under CP-R terminals are treated as devices in every sense. 
They may be assigned to operational labels, to DCBs, and 
by background control commands. Any job may assign to 
any terminal in any other job and communicate with it. 

TERMINAL OPERA11lNS 

The types of on-line terminals used with T JE may be: 

Xerox Model 7015 Keyboard/Printer. 

Teletype Models 33, 35, and :rJ. 

Any terminal compatible with any of the above. 

In addition to these remote terminals supported through use 
of Xerox communication equipment, local teletypes (e.g., 
TYndd) may be used with TJE. Since local terminals are not 
processed by the communications handler only these functions 
avaiable by the local teletype handler are available to the 
local teletype user. (See LOGON, CONTROL and BREAK 
key-ins.) 

The following sections describes the totality of remote ter
minalsupport (see Figure 28) without delineation of those 
functions not available to local terminals. 

Six focets 01 terminal operations are described in this sec
tion. They are 

1. Initiating and ending on-line sessions. 

2. Typing lines. • 
3. Typing commands. 

". Detecting and reporting errors. 

S. Interrupting CP-R. 

6. fl\:lper tape uni t. 
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An on-line user must .tablish a connection with C .... R and 
identify himself properly before he can use TEL or any of the 
processors. When a connection with CP-I is established, 
CP-R responds by typing 

XEROX CP-R AT YOUR SERVICE 
ON AT (time and dote) 
LOGON PLEASE: 

• 
The system then waih for user account and name to be en
tered in the following format: 

account ,name 

Account must be from one to eight charactell and the name 
must be from one to twelve charactell in length. Any of 
the following charactell may be used in user account and 
name: 

A-Z a-z 0-9 _ $ * % : , @ - backspace 

lhMncOies count as charactell and print as left-focing 
arrows (-). Commas are used as separatoll. After name 
is entered, the RETURN or LINE FEED key Is depressed to 
return the corriage to the left margin of the next line and 
to deliver the line to CP-R for examination. 

For terminals operated in fuJl-duplex mode, character echo
ing by the system is normally on but can be turned off (e.g., 
to suppress printing of passwords or other security-related 
information) by striking the e E keys. Striking the €) E 
keys a second time turns echoing back on. For terminal 
unih operated in half-duplex mode, character echoing by 
the system must be turned off, as above, to suppress dupli
cate printing of charactell. 

If the identification is valid and consistent with CP-R rec
ords, the user gives the job identification, TEL types ih 
prompt character (I) at the left margin, and then awaih the 
first command. The system sends an er1'Of message to the 
termina' and repeats the log-on request if the identification 
Is garbled or otherwise invalid. The error messages are 

? under the field in question 

account ,name?? 

It may not always be possible to log on. If an enor preYenh 
the Iog-on, the message LNxxx yy or TYndd yy (e.g., 
LN007 66) will be typed, where "yy" (i .e., 66) represenh 
a type campletion. Depending on the enor, the user may 
be logged off immediately or allowed to try again. The sys
tem tries Ii". time to log each user on before dismissing 
him. Note that an enor message of this type may appear 
anytime during a user's session due to various reasons (e.g., 
lack of space) causing an immediate log-off. 

Following a successful log-on, the user wi II receive the fol
'owi ng message: 

.. TERMINAL JOB {i~':;} account ,name ON 

222 Terminal OperatioN 

An on-line MIIion is ended by entering the OFF command. 
The system sends the follOWing information to tf\e terminal 
when a user logs off: 

IITERMII'1Al JOB {i=}account,name OFF 

Note that -lNxxx or TYndd- not only identifies the user's 
terminal, but also the user's ;ob. 

mliG UIES 

The rul. governing the typing of lines are concemed with 
operations such as erasing characters or lines, terminating 
lines, pagination, tabbing, and so on. These rules are com
mon to TEl, all subsystems, and programs that carry on a 
line-by-line dialogue with the user. 

PROMPT CHARACTERS
t 

When a connection is first established between a terminal 
and the camputer, a message is sent to the terminal request
ing the user to log on. As soon as the user has logged on, 
TEl types a prompt character at the left margin of the next 
line to indicate that requests may be entered. Thereafter, 
a prompt character is sent to the terminal following a cam
pleted request, an error, or an interruption by the user. If 
the services of a processor are requested, the pracessor iden
tifies itself with a different prompt character. 

The prompt charactell used by TEl and all on-line proceSSOf 
are as follows: -

TEl 

EDIT • 

MUST 

ECHOING CHARACTERS - ESC E 

For terminals operated in echaplex (full-duplex) mode, char
acter echoing - display on the terminal's output device of 
charactell typed in - by the system is narmally 'on', but can 
be turned off, and on again, etc., at the user's discretion 
(e.g., to suppress printing of passwords or other security
related information). Successive uses of the ESC E key se
quence toggles the echoplexing on/off state. For terminal 
units operated in local-printing (half-duplex) mode, charae
tell typed at the terminal are automatically ~inted by the 
terminal. When operating in local-printing ~ode, the user 
will need to tum echoplexing off to avoid r8ctndant echo
ing by the system. (In half-duplex, a direct electrical con
nection exists between the keyboard and printer, via the 
modem unit.) 

ts.. M:PC Service Call, Chapter S. 
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ERASING CHARACTERS -IUIOurOI ESC 1UIOU1' 

Depnaing the IUIOU1' key (or the ESC IUlOur 1IIqUeftCe) 
erases the last unerasecf charact.r. The system responds by 
'Yping a baclcslash (\) to indicate that it has .ff.ctively 
baclcspaced and erased. On terminals that con backspac., 
backspacing does not .rase. Thus, it is possibl. to ov.r
strike characters as w.1I as to erase them. 

ERASING ?HE CURRENT INPUT UNE - ESC X 

The current input message (one line or less) is .rased by de
pressing the two keys ESC and X sequentially. If an input 
operation is pending, the system types a left-facing arrow 
or underscore, returns the carriage to the position at the 
beginning of input on the next line, and returns control to 
the user without Nrther comment. The current message may 
then be .ntered. 

CANCELUNG ALL INPUT AND OUTPUT - CONTROL X 

Depressing the CONTROL and X leeys simultaneously will 
cause all input (including messages typed ahead) and all 
output to be deleted. If an input operation was pending, 
additional action is identical to that for ESC X above. 

RETYPING THE CURRENT UNE - ESC R 

~en the ESC R sequence is received, the carriage is re
turned to the position at the beginning of input on the next 
line and all characters accumulated will be retyped by the 
system. The u .. r is then allowed to complete the message. 

ENTERING MULTILINE RECORDS - LOC RET, ESC LINE 
FEED OR ESC RET 

On a terminal unit having an inherent line-width limit of 
I •• than 1«) (e .g., T.letype Models 33, 35, and 37), a 
single, multiline record may be entered in .ither of two 
ways: 

1. Using the local carriage retum key marked lOC RET, 
if present, to ~reak· the input line without releasing 
it to the system. 

2. Using the simulated local carriage retum ..... nc. 
ESC RET or ESC UNE FEED for the same purpose. 

TERMINATING UNES 

¥Aten TEL or a processor that carries on a line-by-line di
alogue is in use, an Mend-of-messoge n is signaled by de
pressing either the RETURN or LINE FEED key. ESC and 
then F signals "end-of-file". Each read operation at the 
terminal specifies a maximum number of characten to be 
read (never more than 140). If this number is reached, 
"end-of-message" is signaled. TEL read operations are re
stricted to a maxi".,m of 80 characters. 

TYPING AHEAD 

COC routines allow 'type-ohead' operati~. lCey strokes 
(or paper tape frames) that are input by the user before the 
system requires them will be retoined until an M:READ is 
issued. 

SIMULATING TAB STOPS - ESC T 

The user can .nter tabulation characters into his terminal 
input, either with the CONTROL and I key combination 
or ESC I sequence on teletypewriter units, or the TAB Icey 
on terminal units that have it. The system si".,Iates tabbing 
by typing (echoing) successive blanlc characters. Tab-stop 
values for this simulation can be set or changed by the TABS 
canvnand. This tab simulation is under the user's control: it 
is 'on' at the beginning of a terminal session and set 10, 19, 
'9, but the user can tum it off, and back on again, with 
the ESC T key sequence (i .e., IUccessive use of the ESC T 
sequence has a toggle-switch effect on tab simulation, each 
use reversing the previous on or off state). With tab simulo
tion on, any tab characters either .. nt from the terminal or 
received for transmission to the terminal are replaced at the 
terminal by an appropriate string of bIonics (in lieu of me
chanical tabulation). If na tab-stop values are .. t, each 
tab character is replaced by a single blank. The state of tab 
simulation does not determine whether or nat blanlcs are sub
stituted for a tab character in the input stream received by 
the processor or program requesting the input. 

SIMULATING TAB CHARACTERS-ESC I AND CONTROL I 

The ESC I and CONTROL I sequence are treated exactly as 
a tab character. This function is provided for terminals that 
are nat equipped with a TAB leey. 

SETTING THE TAB RELATIVE MODE - ESC C 

Normally tabs are considered to be physical carriage posi
tions. If the tab relative mode i. active, tabs on input are 
considered to be offset from the position of the carriage at 
the beginning of input. 

The tab relative mode is toggled on or off by the ESC C 
character sequ.nce. The tab relative mode is initially set 
to OFF. 

RESTRICTING INPUT TO UPPER CASE - ESC U 

~en the character pair ESC U is received, a flag that con
trols alphabetic characters is toggled. When set, all lower 
case letters rec.ived are translated to their upper case 
counterparts. "" .. 

INTERPRETING UPPER CASE AS LOVtfR CASE - ESC) 

Receipt of the ESC ) sequence causes 

1. All subsequent upper case alphabetic characters to be 
interp-eted 01 the corresponding Iow.r case alphabetic 
charact.rs. 
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2. The terminal charaeters @[\l"'_ to be Interpmed as 

• f:J-DfL ,...ctively. 

This remains in effect until the ESC {sequence II received. 
The parentheses are echoed, thus bracketing the characters 
that were interpreted as upper case. This feature il pr0-

vided to enable terminals that are upper ca. only to input 
lower ~ characters. 

EXITING THE LOWER CASE INTERPRET MODE - ESC ( 

The ESC (character sequence removes the effect of the 
ESC) s.quenee (described previoully). 

np.I' COIIUIDS 

Except for a r.w declaratives, commands take the form of 
imperative sentences. They consist of an imperative verb 
followed by a direct object or list of objects. Indirect ob
jects usually follow a preposition but may follow the verb 
with elision of the implied direct objects. Minor variations 
of this structure are expressed as encoded parentheticals 
following either the verb or one of the objects. Individual 
.Iements of a list of objects are set off from one another by 
commas. 

Common rules of composition are applicable to commands. 
Words of the language, numerals, object identifien, and 
other textual entities moy nat be broken by spaces. Other
wise, lpaces may be used freely. For purpales of scanning 
commands, both by mochine and by human eye, this rule has 
a simple interpretation. Leading spaces are skipped over in 
a left-to-right scan for the next syntactic element of a 
commond, and trailing spaces are treated as terminaton for 
words, numerals, and other textual entities. 

Dmenl' AID REPORnl' ERRORS 

The primary object of the error detection procedure is that 
user information should not be destroyed by an attempt to 
execute a command that cannot be carried through to com
pletion. To ensure that each command is at least formally 
valid, Tel and all subsystems that carry on a line-by-line 
dialogue always pane an entire command before starting an 
operation. 

Error messages sent to a terminal are as terse as possible 
linee the IIIOjority of errors are easily found once the 
fact that an error exists has been brought to the atten
tion of the Uler. 

The error messages and actions initiated by the erTOn are 
contained at the end of each chapter for the proc:ellOl 
to which they apply. 
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II1lRRUPTII& CP-I 

CP-. can be Interrupted whenever one of Its ~SIOrI or a 
user task is in control. Subsequent control depends on which 
ittterrupt keys are used and which processor or user prog"am 
b in contral. 

CONTROL Y, ESC y, OR ESC ESC 

Regardless of what program is in control of the keyboard, 
the operation can always be interrupted by simultaneously 
depressing the CONTROL and Y keys (or by typing the 
ESC Y sequence or the ESC ESC sequence). The system re
sponds by stopping the current operation as lOOn as there is 
a convenient breakpaint and tuming control over to TEL. 
All input received prior to this key-in that has nat yet been 
read by the program wi II be eraMd. 

If a processor or a task explicitly requests break contral, the 
task can be interrupted by depressing the BREAK key. This 
action gives control to the task that has explicitly asked for 
it (see M:INT). 

A succession of four or more BREAK signals always returns 
control directly to Tel. There are two reasons for this 
return to TEL. Fint, some actions can only be stopped at 
paints of convenience and othen have so much inertia they 
cannot be stopped at all. Second, machine or program er
rors may have disabled the program's response to the BREAK 
signal. However, it must be emphasized that depressing the 
BREAK key one time does not constitute a preemptive request 
for the services ofTEL as does depressing the CONTROL and 
Y keys (or the ESC Y or the ESC ESC sequence). 

The precise handling of interruptions by processors is defined 
by the processon. The handling of interrupts by object pr0-

grams is defined by the calls these. programs can make on 
system services. If the user does not have break contral, 
interruption of an object program always causes a return to 
TEL. In general, interruption of the system or ony of its 
pracesson results in termination of the current operation as 
lOOn as passible and return of control to the user after the 
appropriate prompt character has been typed. 

ESC Q 

Teletype usen may request acknawledgment from the system 
at any time by use of the ESC Q sequence. The system will 
respond by sending two exclamation points (II) to the termi
nal. No other action is taken by the monitor. ~ 

t 
See M:lNT Service Call, Chapter 5. 
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.APER TAPE _PUT 

Paper tape may be punched off-line on Teletype """",nail 
"nd subsequently read on-line after the user has logged on 

do ,xompt for data on the tape has been issued. The 
-lame charact.rs thai' are keyed in during on-line input may 

be punched into paper tape. The procedure for readi ng 
paper tape on-line il as follows: 

1. Insert tht paper tape in the paper tape reader. 

2. Depress the X-ON (Qc) key. This will ~ the 
reading of the tape by the paper tape reader under 
control of the comput~r. 

3. Depress the X-OFF (SC) key ta turn off the paper tape 
mode (read operation). 

Rubout characters are ignored during a paper tape read 
operation. This enables the user to use rubout characters 
to delete unwanted characters os in normal paper tape 
operation. 

The paper tape read mode is set when a DCl character 
(X-ON) is received from the Teletype. It is reset (to nor
mal processing) when a De3 character (X-OFF) is received. 
Characters that are input through the keyboard while the 
Teletype is in the paper tape mode are normally received 
ofter the reader reaches the end of the tape or the tape 
is removed from the reader. 

lIlestri cti ons: 

1. line feed (IF) characters received after any other 
activation condition is reached are ignored. 

2. The full duplex paper tape foci lity requires the X-ON, 
X-OFF option on the Teletype. 

HALF DUPLEX PAPER TAPE READING MODE 

A special mode is available for half duplex terminals that 
are reading paper tape. \\tIile in this mode, no attempt is 
made by the monitor to turn the tape reader off or on. Input 
is accepted until available buffer space is exhausted. No 
program output, prompt characters, or echoes are sent to the 
terminal because the mode renders the terminal incapable 
of accepting output. 

The half duplex paper tape mode is entered upon NCeipt of 
an ESC P sequence or upon receipt of an X-ON character 
while in the nonechoplex mode (controlled by ESC E). The 
mode il exited by a balancing ESC P sequence or by on 
X-OFf character if it was initiated by X-ON. 

SUIiMAIlY Of TELETYPE fUlrnDIS 

Table 2S summarizes the functions ofTeletype terminals. 

Table 25. Summary of Teletype Services 
. 

Function Key-in 

Get loron message BREAK 

Erase line ESC X 

Tab relative ESCC 

Suppress lowercase ESC U 

Uppercase shi ft ESC ( 

lowercase shift ESC) 

Era. last character RUBOUT 

Tab ESC I, CONTROL 1 

End of input Nl, RETURN 

line continuation ESC CR, ESC lF, lOC CR 

Retype ESC R 

Toggle tab simula- ESC T 
tion mode 

End of file ESC F 

Monitor escape ESC ESC, CONTROL Y, ESC Y, 
(to TEl) or" BREAKs 

Break BREAK 

Half duplex paper ESC P 
tape 

Toggle ECHO mode ESC E 

Acknowledge ESC Q 

Erase all input and CONTROL X 
output 

TtRMINAL EXECUTIVE LANGUAGE 

Once account verification and loron have been accom
plished, the user is in control of hilown foreground iobwhich 
contains one task, TEl. The nome of the job and the name 
of the terminal which has logged are identical. TEL initial
izes the tab settings to 10, 19, and 'Sl and assigns all appro
priate operational labels for the job to the terminal. Once 
prompted by TEL the user may begin his activities. These 
activities include: 

Mojor operations 

Composing program and data files. 

loading tasks and initiating ·execution. • 
Initiating debugging operations. .. 

Creating multi-task environment. 

Submitting batch Jobs. 
Calling previously submitted batch lobs. 

Intenupting, continuing, and te""inating execution. 
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Minor operatiON 

Logging off. 

Assigning operational labels. 

Setting simulated tab stops. 

Stopping and storting tosles. 

Terminating tosles. 

MAJOR OPERAnOIS 

An AP or FORTRAN program may be composed on-line by 
the Edit processor, which is called by the EDIT command. 
The resultant file may be submitted for assembly and loaded 
to the batch system. 

After successful batching the resultant load module may be 
executed by use of RUN or INIT. Both primary and second
ary may be created at any level, with or without time shar
ing. Thus a user may create and control any multi-tosk 
structure desired. 

Debugging activities are initiated by starting the execution 
of a load module under control of the debugging processor, 
DEBUG. DEBUG is most appropriately used for debugging 
Meta-Symbol programs but may be used for debugging any 
progrom. It may always be called into association with an 
executing program for aid even after execution has begun. 

An executing program becomes a static module whenever it 
is interpreted or whenever an error occurs. This static core 
module can then be restarted with the CONTINUE or GO 
command. 

IIIIOR OPERAnOIS 

The user may assign operational labels, stop and start tasks, 
previously created with INIT, or terminate these tosles. He 
may also set tab settings or terminate the entire job by log
ging off. 

ERROR UIDUI& 

Whenever a syntactical error occurs, TEL outp.lts a·?" un
der the offending field. If the syntax is correct but an .rror 
occurs subsequently, a "xx?" is output; where, ·xx" repre
sents the type completion. 

TEl CO .... UDS 

TAIS This command permits up to 12 simulated tabs, in 
ascendi ng sequence to be set. Whenever a tab character 
(Control I) is received from a terminal, spaces are sent to 
the terminal to position the carrier to the next stop. These 
spaces are also gIven to the reading program. 
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This command has the form 

TAIS 1[.s1 ••• [,I] 

where s is a calumn position where a tab stopisto be placed. 

OFF This command indicates that the user is done. All 
tosks associated with this terminal job will be aborted. 

IESSAGE This command causes a message to be sent to 
the machine operator. 

This command has the form 

MESSAGE text 

where text may be from 1 to SO characters. 

STOLl The assignment thus invoked is permanent for this 
terminal job. 

This command has the form 

\

deViee I 
STOLl label, fid 

oplabel 

where 

label specifies one of the standard operational 
labels as defined at SYSGEN. C and OC may nat 
be reassigned. 

device specifies a device name ta which the opera-
tional label is to be assigned Ce.g., 9TAB1). 

fid is a CP-R file identifier for a fil. to be assigned 
to the label. 

lEOlA This command will cause the file ta be listed on 
the list device presently assigned. 

This command has the form 

MEDIA fid 

where fid is a CM fil. Identifi.r. 

41 
lATCH This command causes the IIIe to be ",tered into 
the symbiont input queue of batch iobs to be run. 

This command has the form 

lATCH lid 

wh.re fid II a CP-R file ldentlfi.r. 

A batch fil. may conta'n only one back;raund lob. 

- ... ----------~-'.,.----- ---~-----------~- -
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.III 1MI command causes .... status of .... batch lob· to 
be output. 

thil commond has the form 

JOB identification 

where Identification il the hexadecimal volue returned by 
lATCH. 

• 
CAIICEL thil command causes the botch lob to be 
cancelled. 

this command has the form 

CANCEL identification 

where identification is the hexodecimal value returned by 
lATCH. 

SETNlME this command establ ishes or cancels a relation-
ship between a task name and a file name for the terminal 
job which uses it. Whenever an INIT service Is requested 
for the SET NAMEd task, the related file name is used as the 
load module name for the tosk. the number of relationships 
which may be established is limited by the JPT parameter of 
the SYSGEN :RESERVE command. 

this command has the form 

SETNAME taskname[, load module] 

where 

toslcname is a 1 to 8 character name. 

load module is a 1 to 8 character name. If omitted, 
the currently established relationship for 'taskname' 
II concelled. 

[.,.11] This command causes the load module to be loaded 
in core and if requested, gives control to DEBUG, and if 
not, gives cantrol to the program. Note that the c:ommand 
RUN need not be included and is t .... s implied. 

This cammand has the form 

[RUN] toskid[UNDER DEBUG] 

where 

taskid is a CP-R file identifier for the file which 
contains the desired load InOIiIle. It has the non
standard defoult of SYltem pocessor (or system 
processor alternate) area and system account, If 
neither area nor account are IpItclfied. Other 
c1efaulh are standard. 

DEBUG identifies the assembly language debugging 
system. 

Note that the RUN command always produces a synchronous 
stream of tasks. that II, all tasks run In the tame task in 
which TEL nlN. See INIT for asynchronous 'tasking. 

lIlT This command CCIUMI the load module indicated to 
be loaded In core and either It or DEBUG will be given con
trol. The task thus initialized runs asynchronous to the TEL 
task (I.e., It il independent of the TEL task). 

This command has the form 

[
PRIMARY 1 . r 

INIT SECONDARyJ taslCldLAT PRIORITY, value] ~ 

. L [UNDER DEBUG] 

where 

PRIMARY or SECONDARY defines the toslc being 
initialized as either a hardware dispatched talk or 
a software dispatched task, respectively. the de
foult is SECONDARY. 

toskid ilo CP-R file identifier for the file which 
contains the desired lood module. If no equiva
lence has been established via SETNAME, tasknome 
is the lood module nome. 

value is a 2 or .. character hexadecimal field for 
SECONDARY task initialization only. The first 
2 characters are the interrupt level minul X'''F' 
of the dispatcher level to be used. The last two 
characters represent the software level within the 
dispatcher level. Software priorityvaluesX'FO'
X'FF' are reserved. If the PRIORITY value il not 
Included, the task being initialized will run at the 
same level as that executing TEL. All tasks will 
be time sliced as are the TEL tasks. 

DEBUG Identifies the assembly language debugging 
system. 

DEIUG Thil command c:caIles the named task to be 
placed under DEBUG control. Only one task in the terminal 
lob may be associated with DEBUG. 

This command has the form 

DEBUG [toskname] 

where taskname i. a 1 to 8 character name associated with 
the task via IN IT • DEBUG may be used without the 0p

tional parameter to activate debug in a synchronous task 
(stated with RUN). '" 

EXIT thil command causes the TEL task to exit. The TEL 
tosk will nat be activated again until a TEL activation se
quence il executed from the terminal. This allows the other 
tasks in the lob to use the terminal input facilities in a non
ambiguous manner. An implicit exit il done for the DEBUG 
command or far on INJT command with a DEBUG option. 
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I1'OP ". ..... the .. COI_" IaIIc r.... fiwtMr .ucutlon. 

SlUT Allows. previously STOP· ...... to continue 
execution. 

The fonn of the STOP and START command II 

{
STOP} 
START taskname 

where taskname is' to 8 characters name associated with 
tfte secondary task vio INIT. 

EXTII This command causes the named task to be aborted. 

This command has the form 

EXTM taskname 

where tasknome is a 1 to 8 character rane CIIIOCiated with 
the task via RUN or [NIT. 

QUIT This command may be executed when Tel control is 
received from a task initiated via RUN (i .e., synchronous). 
I t causes the program to be aborted. 

cOllnilUE. GO These commands may be executed 
when TEL control is received from a program initiated via 
RUN (i.e., synchronous). They cause the program to con
tinue .ecution. 

IlTERRUml1i. RESUMllli. AID TERMIUnl' EXEconals 

Arry processor or user program running synchronously with 
the TEL task may be interrupted by use of Yc. Upon inter
ruption, all TEL commands are legal except RUN. Before 
another run may be entered, QUIT must be used. 

MUST OPERATIlNS 

MUST is a proper subset of RADEDIT. Only those commands 
inoppropriate for on-line use are unavailable. The follow
ing commands are avai lable: 

~LLOT 

,:.DELETE 

l,TRUNCATE 

5 LEAR 
:DUMP 

!,.XDMP 

~P 

!,.LMAP 

.:.SMAP 

228 MUST Operationa/I'JE Account Maintenance 

:CATALOG 

:copy 

:DPCOPY 

:END 

The c:onwnc.KI fonncrts may be fa&A'\d in the RADEDIT chapter. 

To ecae on-line usage, the user will have an optional syn
tactical variation available. All occurrenc. of '(', '), (', 
or ')' may be replaced by one or more spaces. For example, 

.:.ALLOT (FlLE,D3, TEST),(FSIZE,50) 

or 

.:.ALLOT FlLE,D3, TEST FSIZE,50 

are both acceptable. 

MUST is called by the RUN command by: 

I MUST 

TI ACCOUNT MAINTENANCE 

The system manager is responsible for maintaining the AI file 
in the SP area which contains all legal log-on accounts. 

The fi Ie must be blocked, tequential, and contains 8O-byte 
records. 

The fi Ie must be maintained with Edit and contain line num
bers in columns 73-al. 

The file must be arranged alphabetically with one record per 
account and multiple subaccount records per account record. 

An account record contoins the account number beginning in 
column 1 (e.g., 1(173021). 

A subaccount record, which must immediately fallow the ac
count record, contains the account and subaccount separated 
by a comma (e.g., 1(173021, A832). 

For example: 

Column 
1 2 J 4 5 • 7 • • 10 " 12 Q 

!A9S2 •••••••• 
fA 9 5 2 • C 3 2 105 • 
!A9S2.lIS6 •••• 
K 1 7 3 021 • • • • • • • 
K 1 7 302 1 • A • 3 2 • 
K 1 7 302 1 • X 9 • • 
K 1 7 302 1 • Z Z Z • 

73 74 " 7. 77 ,. "10 

~l 

• 2 
• •• 3 

• 4 
• 4 

• • • S 
1 0 

• 000 
• 000 
• 000 
• 0 0 0 
• 100 
.00 0 
.00 0 

- I 

.' • 
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STAJmARD SYMBOlS, CODES AND CORRESPONDENCES 

ITAIDAID IYIIIOU AID CODES 

The I)"IIbols listed here include two types: graphic symbols 
and control charocten. Graphic symbols are displayable 
and printable; control characten are not. Hybrids are ~p 
(the symbol for a blank space), and DEL (the delete code) 
which is not ~idered a control command. 

Two types of code are also shown: (1) Table 26, CP-R &-bit 
Computer Code, i.e., the Xerox Extended Binary-coded
Interchange Code (EBCDIC); and (2) Table Xl, CP-R 7-bit 
Communication Code, i.e., American Nationol Standard 
Code for Information Interchange (ANSCII). 

ITANDARD CIIARACTER sm 

1. EBCDIC (Table 26). 

S7-character set: uppercase letten, numerals, space, 
and & - / • < > ( ) + IS· : ; , 
% , @ I = 

63-character set: same as above plus' 1 _ ? . ..., 
89-character set: same as 63-character set plus lower
case lette n. 

2. ANSCII (fable 71). 

64-character let: uppel'CClle letters, ":'merals, space, 
and I • S % & I ( ) • + , - • /\ ; : = 
< > ? @ _[] " , I..., 

9S-character set: lOme as above plus lowerc:cue letters 

-U:-' 

COITROl CODES 

In addition to the standard character sets listed above, the 
Xerox symbol repertoire includes :u control codes and the hy
brid code DEL (hybrid code SP is considered part of all char
acter sets). These are listed in Table 28, C P-R Symbol-code 
Correspondences and Table 29, ANSCII Cantrol-Character 
Translation Table. 

SPECIAl CODE PlOPEmES 

The following two properties of all Xerox standard codes 
wi II be retained for future standard code exteMiens: 

1 • All control codes, and only the control codes, have 
their two high-order bits equal ta "00". DEL is not 
considered a control code • 

2. No two graphic EBCDIC codes have their leven low
order bits equol. 
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CI 

is 
C 
0 
u 

&; 

·c 
CI 

Vi -.. 
B 

...J 

Tabl.26. CP-I ~lit Cam,.". Codes (EBCDIC) 

Most Significant Digits 

Hexadecimal 0 1 2 3 4 S 6 7 8 9 A B C D E F 

0 

1 

2 

3 

4 

S 

6 

7 

8 

9 

A 

~B 

C 

0 

E 

F 

Binary 0000 0001 0010 0011 0100 0101 0110 0111 1000 1001 1010 1011 1100 110 I 1110 1111 

0000 NUL DlE IF ESC SP & SP 0 only F - -
0001 • SOH ~-ON FS CAN / 0 i \ 1 A J 1 

ESC I I 
0010 STX DO GS X b k I B K S 2 

0011 ETX X-oFF RS ESC I I I 
C L T 3 p c t 

0100 EOT DC4 ESC [ 
1 

US U d m u 0 M U 4 

0101 HT 
lF EM 

ESC 
] 

1 
Nl ( e n v E N V S 

ESC 
0110 ACK SYN / f ) 0 w F 0 W 6 

1\ ESC 0111 BEL ETB T g P x G P X 7 

1000 EOM 
CAN = ESC h H Q Y 8 8S S q Y 

CR ESC 1001 ENQ EM i I R Z 9 only E r z 

ESC Z ...... 1 
1010 NAK SUB EOl C ; I 

ESC , 1011 VT ESC BS LF . S , 

1100 FF FS ) *ON < * % @ 
[ , 

1101 CR GS HT ~ ( ) I 
] , 

-
1110 SO RS 

IF ESC 
only R + ; > = Lost' 

Data 

1111 SI US SUB 
IESC I Z ..,1 ? II , I .....,1 DEL 
CR 

... .. 
i i i 

The characte" " \ t I [] are ANSCJI characten that do not appear in any of the Xerox EBCDIC-based character sets, 
though they are shown in the EBCDIC table. 

2 The characte" i I..., appear in the Xerox 63- and 89-character EBCDIC sets but not in either of the Xerox ANSCJI
based sets. However, Xerox IOftware translates the characte" i I,into ANSCn characters as follows: 

EBCDIC = ANSCI) 

i ' (6-0) 
I : (7-12) 

-, - (7-14) 

3 The EBCDIC contral codes in columns 0 and 1 and their binary representation are exactly the same as fftose in the 
ANSCII table, except for twa interchanges: LF/NL with NAK, and HT with ENQ. • 

4 Characten endOled in heavy lines are included only in the Xerox standard 63- and 89-character EBCDIC sets. 

S These characters are included only in the Xerox standard 89-character EBCDIC set. 

6 The EBCDIC codes in column 3 are used by CCX: to perform special functiON. The EBCDIC codes in column 2 and 
positions AF and BC through IF are used by CCX: for output only. 
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. T.,.71. CP-. 7-I't Communication Codes (ANSCII) 

Most Sianificant Diaits 
Decimal 0 , 2 3 4 S 6 7 (rows) (cal'I.)-

J Binary xOOO xOOl xOl0 x011 x 100 x101 xll0 xlll 

0 0000 NUL OLE SP 0 @ P , 
P 

1 0001 SOH DCl I 5 1 A Q a q 

2 0010 STX DO • 2 B R b r 

3 0011 ETX DC3 
, 

3 C S C I 

4 0100 EOT OC4 S 4 0 T d t 

5 0101 ENQ NAK % 5 E U • u 
!! 
.0, 

6 0110 ACK SVN & 6 F V f Ci v 

C 
7 0111 BEl ETB 

, 
7 G W 0 g w 

u 
0: ·c 8 1000 BS CAN ( 8 H X h x DI 
v; - 9 1001 HT EM ) 9 I V i ... Y 0 

" -oJ 
IF 

10 1010 SUB * J Z j Nl : z 

11 1011 VT ESC + ; K 4 [ k f 
12 1100 FF FS < l \ 1 

I , I 

13 1101 CR GS - = M 4 ] m l 4 

SO 
4 ...... 4 

14 1101 RS > N n -
/ 

4 
15 1111 SI US ? 0 - • OEl 

~ • ... 
4 

, 
2 I 

Notes: 

Moat significant bit, added for Hit format, il either 0 or an e~n-parity bit for the remaining 7 bits. 

2 Columns 0-1 are control codes. 

3 Columns 2-5 correspond to the Xerox 64-choracter ANSCII set. 
Columns 2-7 correspond to the Xerox 95-character ANSCII set. 

4 On many current teletypes, the symbol 

" is t (5- 14) 
_ is-(5-15) 
_ is ESC or AlTMODE contral (7-14) 
J is ESC or ALTMODE control (7-13) 

• 

and none of the symbols appearing in calumns 6-7 are provided. Except for the four symbol differences noted above, 
therefore, IUch teletypes provide all the characters in the X.I'QI( 64-charact.r ANSCII set. (The Xerox 7015 Remote 
Keyboard Printer provides the 64-character ANSCII set also, but prints" as A. It also interpets the [) characters 
as 1-,.) -
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Tab I. 28. Cp..R S~I-code Cor .... pondences 

flCOICt 
He .. Dec. s,wMIol c:..d Code ANSCII" Meanin" a.-ta 

00 0 NUL 12~9-8-1 0-4 null 00 through IF are _frol codes. 
01 1 SOH 12-9-1 0-1 start 01 Nader 
02 2 STX 12-9-2 0-2 start of text 
03 3 ETX 12-9-3 D-3 end of text 
04 4 EOT 12-9-4 0-4 end 01 tramml.ion 
05 5 HT 12-9-5 0-9 horizontal tab 
06 6 .. ACK 12-9-6 0-6 odcnowledge ~ti"') 
07 7 IfL 12-9-7 0-7 bell 
08 8 IS ar EOM 12-9-8 o-a bodcspoce ar .... oIlWS1Oge EOM is UMd only on lCeyboarcl/ 
09 9 ENQ 12-9-8-1 0-5 -.,.iry Printen Models 7012, 7020, 8091, 
OA 10 NAK 12-9-8-2 1-5 negative oca-Iedge and 8092. 
01 11 VT 12-9-8-3 0-11 vwticol tab 
DC 12 FF 12-9-8-4 0-12 farm feed 
00 13 CR 12-9-8-5 0-13 carriage return CR outputs CR and IF. 
OE 14 SO 12-9-8-6 0-14 shift out 
OF 15 SI 12-9-8-7 0-15 shift in 

10 16 OLE 12-11-9-8-1 1-0 data link escape 
11 17 DCl 11-9-1 1-1 .vice _trol 1 On T.letype terminals, DC I is X-QN. 
12 18 DC2 11-9-2 1-2 .vice _trol 2 
13 19 Del 11-9-3 1-3 .yice control 3 Del jsRSon 2]411, X-OFFonT.I.types. 
14 20 DC4 11-9-4 1-4 .vice control 4 
15 21 LF ar Nl 11-9-5 0-10 line feed ar new line LF outputs CR and IF. 
16 22 SYN 11-9-6 1-6 sync 
17 23 ETI 11-9-7 1-7 .... of trammillion block 
18 24 CAN 11-9-8 1-8 conc.1 
19 25 EM 11-9-8-1 1-9 end oIlMdium 
IA 26 SUI 11-9-8-2 1-10 sWstitute Replaces choracten with parity error. 
11 27 ESC 11-9-8-3 1-11 escape 
lC 28 ·FS 11-9-8-4 1-12 n I. IepCItOtar 
10 29 GS 11-9-8-5 1-13 group separator 
IE 30 R5 11-9-8-6 1-14 recordseporator 
IF 31 US 11-9-8-7 1-15 unitseparotar 

20 32 LF only 11~9-8-1 1-5 line feed only 20 throv;h 2F are UIed by COC for 
21 33 FS 0-9-1 1-12 output only. These codes ore 
22 34 GS 0-9-2 1-13 duplicotes of the lobel entries 
23 35 RS 0-9-3 1-14 thot coUied activation. The 
24 36 US 0-9-4 1-15 20-2F entries output a sin"l. code 
25 37 EM 0-9-5 1-9 only and ore nat affected by any 
26 38 I 0-9-6 2-15 .. cia I COC functional ~in". 
27 39 t 0-9-7 5-14 
28 40 . 0-9-8 3-13 
29 41 CRonly 0-9-8-1 0-13 carriage return only 
2A 42 EOT 0-9-8-2 0-4 
21 43 IS 0-9-8-3 0-8 
2C .... ) 0-9-8-4 2-9 
20 45 HT 0-9-8-5 0-9 tab code only 
2E 46 LF only 0-9-8-6 1-5 line feed only 
2F 47 SUB 0-9-8-7 1-10 

30 48 ESC F 12-11~9-8-1 end of fil. 30 through 3F couse COC fa perform 
31 49 CANCEL 9-1 • '.te all Input and output special functions • 
32 50 ESC X 9-2 ., ... input line 
33 51 ESC P 9-3 toggl. half-dupl •• paper tape IIIOcM 
34 52 ESC U 9-4 toe"l. restrict upper COle 
35 53 ESC ( 9-5 upper cose shift 
36 54 ESC) 9-6 lower COle shift 
37 55 ESC T 9-7 toegl. tab simulation IIIOcM 
38 56 ESC 5 9-8 toggle space insertion ~ 
39 57 ESC E 9-8-1 toggl. echo IIIOcM • 3A 58 ESC C 9-8-2 toggl. tab relative IIIOcM 
31 59 ESC LF 9-8-3 line continuation .... 3C 60 X-QN 9-8-4 stort paper tape 
30 61 X-oFF 9-8-5 stop paper tape 
3E 62 ESCR 9-8-6 retype 
3F 63 ESC CR 9-8-7 line _tinuation 

tHexadec:I_1 and *1_1 notation. 

ttDeci_~ notation (coh_, .... ow). 



Tab •• 28. CP-R Symbol-Code Car"spolld.nces (cont.) 

EICDIC' , 
Hex. Dec. s,,-bol c.dCode ANSCn" Me.il", a-tcs -
«) ..- SP bionic 2-0 blanlo: 
41 65 12000-9-1 41, 43, .,., ond 47 _ -.ired. 
42 66 12-0-9-2 
43 67 12000-9-3 

"" 68 12000-9-4 
4S 69 12000-9-5 
46 70 12000-9-6 
47 .n 12000-9-7 
48 72 12000-9-8 
49 73 12-8-1 
4A 74 J 011' 12-8-2 6..() _t 011 _t .,0"-.. 75 12-8-3 2-14 period 
4C 76 < 12-8-4 3-12 leu than 
40 77 ( 12-8-5 2-8 left parentNsis 
4E 78 + 12-8-6 2-11 plUl 
4F 79 lor: 12-8-7 7-12 vertical bOlt or broken bar 

SO 80 & 12 2-6 + wad 
51 81 12-11-9-1 
52 82 12-11-9-2 
53 83 12-11-9-3 
54 84 12-11-9-4 
55 as 12-11-9-5 
56 86 12-11-9-6 
57 87 12-11-9-7 
58 88 12-11-9-8 
59 89 11-8-1 
5A 90 I 11-8-2 2-1 .xcl_tlon point 
58 91 S 11-8-3 2-4 dollOltS 
SC 92 • 11-8-4 2-10 asteri'" 
50 93 ) 11-8-5 2-9 right parenthesis 
5E 94 ; 11-8-6 3-11 _icolon 
SF 95 -or..., 11-8-7 7-14 tilde or logical not 

( 
60 96 - 11 2-13 IIIinus, dash, hyphen 
61 97 I 0-1 2-15 slash 
62 98 11-0-9-2 
63 99 11-0-9-3 
64 100 11-0-9-4 
65 101 l1-o-9-S 
66 102 11-0-9-6 63, 65, 68, ond 69 __ igned. 
67 103 11-0-9-7 
68 104 11-0-9-8 
69 lOS 0-8-1 
6A 106 " 12-11 5-14 cirCUMfI •• On Model 701S" is /I. (_I). 
68 107 , 0-8-3 2-12 -6C 108 " 0-8-4 2-S percent 
60 109 - 0-8-5 5-IS underline Underline is _ti_ called "break 
6E 110 > 0-8-6 3-1. ... Iet'than characlet'"; _y be printed along 
6F 111 ? 0-8-7 3-IS .-tion_1o: batlalll of chOitacter line. 

70 112 12-11-0 
71 113 12-11-0-9-1 
n 11. 12-11-0-9-2 
73 I1S 12-11-0-9-3 
74 116 12-11-0-9-4 73, 75, 77, ond 78 __ Ired. 
75 117 12-11-0-9-5 
76 118 12-11-0-9-6 
77 119 12-11-0-9-7 
78 120 12-1 I -0-9-8 
79 121 8-1 
7. 122 8-2 3-10 colon --71 123 ; 1-3 2-3 nuttIber .. 
7C 124 @ 8-4 4-0 at 

I 
70 125 · 8-S 2-7 apostrophe "ight singl. quote} 
7E 126 · 8-6 3-13 equals 
7F 127 " 8-7 2-2 quotati on -.10: 

tHexodecl_ 1 ond deci_1 natation. 

"Deci_1 notation (col.-.-r_). 
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'ab'.28. CM ~1-CocIe COhIlFC.nc:es (cont.) 

EICOlct . 
He •• D.c. SyMbol c-dCode ANSO," Me..1"" '-rb 

80 128 12-0-8-1 80 is _signed. 
11 129 a 12-0-1 6-1 11-89, 91-99, A2-A9 COIIIprise the 
12 130 b 12-0-2 6-2 1_ .. _ alphabet. Available 
83 131 c 12-0-3 6-3 CIfIly'" standard 89- ancI95-
84 132 d 12-O-C ~ character sets. 
85 133 • 12-0-5 6-5 
86 134 f 12-0-6 6-6 
87 135· 8 12-0-7 6-7 
88 136 h 12~ 6-1 
89 137 I 12-0-9 6-9 
SA 138 12~-2 SA .... ough 90 _ -.igned. 
81 139 12-0-8-3 
8C 140 12~-.4 
80 141 12-0-8-5 
8E 142 12-0-8-6 
8F 143 12-0-8-7 

90 144 12-11-8-1 
91 145 j 12-11-1 6-10 
92 146 Ie 12-11-2 6-11 
93 147 I 12-11-3 6-12 

'" 148 1ft 12-11"- 6-13 
95 149 " 12-11-5 6-14 
96 150 0 12-11-6 6-15 
97 151 p 12-11-7 7-0 
98 152 q 12-11-8 7-1 
99 153 r 12-11-9 7-2 
9A 154 12-11-8-2 fA .... ough AI __ Igned. 

91 155 12-11-8-3 
9C 156 12-11-8-4 
90 157 12-11-8-5 
9E 158 12-11-8-6 
9F 159 12-11-8-7 

AO 160 11-0-8-1 
AI 161 11-0-1 
A2 162 s 11-0-2 7-3 
A3 163 t 11-0-3 7..-
M 164 " II-O-C 7-5 
AS 165 v 11-0-5 7-6 
At. 166 w 11-0-6 7-7 
A7 167 x 11-0-7 7-8 
A8 168 y 11-0-8 7-9 
A9 169 z 11-0-9 7-10 
M 17'0 11-0-8-2 M through AE _ -'.-d. 
AB 171 11-0-8-3 
AC In 11-0-8-4 
AD 173 11-0-8-5 
AE 17" 11-0-8-6 
AF 175 I 11-0-8-7 logical ancI AF i. used by coe far output 01 

_ ANSCII 7-12 code only. 

10 176 
\ 

12-11-0-8-1 
11 In 12-11-0-1 5-12 bodeslash 
B2 178 t 12-11-0-2 7-11 left br-oc. 
13 179 12-11-0-3 7-13 right brace ... 180 [ 12-11-0-. 5-11 left braclcet On MocIeI7015, ~ is I. 
IS 181 ] 12-11-0-5 5-13 right llraclcet On Madel 7015, is-,. 
16 112 12-11-0-6 
17 183 12-11-0-7 10 ancI 16 thraugh II __ i ..... 

18 184 12-11-0-8 
19 185 12-11-0-9 
SA 186 12-11-0-8-2 
II 187 12-11-0-8-3 .. 
IC 188 [ 12-11-0-8-" left bracbt Be, 10, end IF _ ..., by CQC far 

10 189 ] 12-11-0-8-5 right bnlclcet output 01 ANSCD 5-11. 5-13, and 
IE 190 Ioat data 12-11-0-8-5 Ioat.ta 7-14 ........... ty. 
IF 191 .., 12-11-0-8-7 logical not 

tHeXDdeci_ 1 CIfId .ci_1 notation. 

tto.cilllOl notatlClfl (col_1'GW). 
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T.I.28. CM SymbOI<ode COli II; = .... nceI (com.) 
, 

£ICOlct .. 
Hex. Dec. SytnboJ C.d Code ANSell" ~'" .e-tn 

CO 192 SP 12-() 2-() blank Outpu, 01'11)1. 
CI 193 A 12-1 4-1 CI-C9, 01-09, £2-£9 COIIIprI ...... 
C2 19" • 12-2 4-2 ..,._ alphabet. 
C3 195 C 12-3 4-3 
C4 196 0 12 ... " ... C5 197 £ 12-5 4-5 
C6 198 F 12-6 4-6 
C7 199 G 12-7 4-7 
C8 200 H 12-8 4-8 
C9 201 I 12-9 4-9 
CA 202 12-()-9-8-2 CA through CF are _i""ed. 
CI 203 12-()-9-8-3 
CC 204 12-()-9-8'" 
CO 205 12-()-9-8-S 
CE 206 12-()-9-8-6 
CF 207 12-()-9-8-7 

DO 208 11-() DO is unassigned. 
01 209 J 11-1 "-10 
02 210 K 11-2 4-11 
03 211 L 11-3 4-12 
D4 212 M 11 ... 4-13 
05 213 N 11-5 4-14 
D6 21" 0 11-6 4-15 
07 215 P 11-7 5-() 

08 216 Q 11-8 5-1 
09 217 It 11-9 5-2 
OA 218 12-11-9-8-2 DA through OF ar. _igned. 
01 219 12-11-9-8-3 
DC 220 12-11-9-8'" 
DO 221 12-11-9-8-5 
DE 222 12-11-9-8-6 
OF 223 12-11-9-8-7 

EO 22" - 0-8-2 2-13 .. Inus Output OI'Ily. £1 Is unasal;ned. 
£1 22S 11-()-9-1 
E2 226 S 0-2 5-3 
E3 227 T 0-3 S-<t 
E4 228 U O-<t 5-5 
E5 229 V 0-5 5-6 
£6 230 W 0-6 5-7 
£7 231 X 0-7 S-8 
£8 232 Y 0-8 5-9 
E9 233 Z 0-9 5-10 
EA 234 11-()-9-8-2 EA through EF __ igned. 

EI 235 11-()-9-8-3 
EC 236 11-()-9-8'" . 
ED 237 11-()-9-8-5 
EE 238 11-()-9-8-6 
EF 239 11-()-9-8-7 

FO 240 0 0 3-() 
Fl 2"1 1 1 3-1 
F2 2"2 2 2 3-2 
F3 243 3 3 3-3 
F4 244 4 4 3 ... 
F5 245 5 5 3-5 
F6 246 6 6 3-6 
F7 247 7 7 3-7 
F8 248 8 8 3-8 
F9 249 9 9 3-9 
FA 2SO • 
FI 251 • FC 252 
FO 2S3 
FE 2S4 12-11-()-9-8-6 FE I. nat _igned. 
FF 2SS DEL 12-11-()-9-8-7 .1 ... Special-Mit ... graphic '* 

-.lra1."..1. 

tHexadeci_1 and Deci_1 notatiOl'l. 

"~Ci_1 notation (col_~). 
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Table 29. A~SCII Control-character Translation Table 

-1"PUt -. Output 

TTV Prog_ Receives Transmitted 
ANSCII Key Echoed (EBCDIC) PI'oce .. EBCDIC (ANSCII) 

NUL (00) pcs None None None NUL (00) Nothing (end of 
output message). 

SOH (01)t Ito AC SOH SOH None SOI:f (01) SOH 

STX f(2)t BC STX STX None STX (02) STX 

fTX (03)t CC ETX ETX None ETX (03) ETX 

EOT (04)t Dc EOT EOT None EOT (04) EOT 

ENQ (OS)t EC ENQ ENQ (09) None HT (OS) Space(s) if tab 
simulation on, or 
HT (09) if not. 

ACK (06)t FC ACK ACK None ACK (06) ACK 

BEL (07) GC BEl BEL None BEl (07) BEL 

BS (08) HC BS BS None BS (OS) BS 

HT (09) IC Space to tab stop if Spaces to tab stop, None ENQ (09) ENQ (OS) 
tab simulation on, or one space, or tab 
or 1 space if not. (OS) depending on 

space insertion mode. 

LF/NL (OA) NL CR and IF LF (15) Input Complete. NAK (OA) NAK (15) 

VT (OB) KC VT VT None VT (08) VT 

FF (OC) LC None FF ftQge Header FF (OC) Page Header 

CR (00) CR CR and LF CR (00) Input Camplete. CR (00) CR and LF (OA) 

SO (OE) NC SO SO None SO (OE) SO 

SI (OF) Oc 51 51 None 51 (OF) 51 

OLE (10)t pc OLE OLE None OLE (10) OLE 

OCI (11) QC OCI OCI None DCl (11) OCI 

OC2 (12) RC DC2 DO None DC2 (12) DC2 

OC3 (13) SC DC3 OC3 None DC3 (13) OC3 

DC4 (14)t TC DC4 DC" None DC4 (14) DC" 
~ 

NAK (15}t UC NAK NAK (15) None LF/NL (IS) CR and LF (OA) 

SVN (16)t VC 5YN SVN None SYN (16) SVN 

ETB (17)t we ETB ETB None ETB(1?) ETB 

tThese characters are communication control characters reserwcl for use by hardware. Any other use of them risles incom-
patibility w~th future ha.dwore developmen~ and il done 10 by the user at his own rialc. 
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Tabl.29. ANSCII ControI-ChcwacterTranalation Tabl. (cont.) 

Input Output 

I TTY Pros. Receives T ransm i tted 
ANSCn key Echoed (EBCDIC) Procea EBCDIC (ANSell) 

CAN (18) XC Back-arrow None Cancel inplt CAN (18) CAN 
and Clt/LF Or output 

• 
message . 

EM (19) yc Iock-arrow None Moni tor Escape/ EM (19) EM 
and Clt/LF Control to TEL. 

SUB (1A) ZC SUB SUB None SUB (lA) I (A3) 

ESC (lB) KCS None None Initiate escape ESC (lB) ESC 
ESC sequence mode. 
PREFIX 

FS (1C) LCS FS FS Input Complete. FS (tc) FS 

GS (10) MCS GS GS Input Complet •• GS (10) GS 

RS (1E) Ncs as RS Input Complete. RS (1E) RS 

US (IF) Ocs US US Input Complete. US (1 F) US 

J (70) ALT- lor None Jor None I if model 37;01 J(83) I (7E) 
MODE ESC if model 33, 

35, or 7015. 

-(7E) ESC -or None -or None -if model 37;01 -,(5F) -(7E) 
(7015) ESC if model 33, 

35, or 7015. 

DEL (7F) Rubout \ None Rubout lost DEL (FF) None 
character. 

All ANSCII upper and lower cose alphabetid are translated on input into the corre- Alphabetic and symbol output 
sponding EBCDIC graphics 01 shown in Tobles 26 and 27. All special graphics mop os translation is also os shown in 
shown, allowing for Table 26, Note 2, and the exceptions above for model 33 and 35. T ob I .. 26 and 27; for Mode Is 33 
Lower case alphobetics mop into corresponding EBCDIC upper COle if the ESC U mode and 35, and 7015 terminals, 
is set. Upper case alphabetics mop into corresponding EBCDIC lower case if ESC) is however, lower case alphabetics 
set. are automatically translated to 

upper case. 

Standard Syneol., Cod. and Co.. ndenc:.s U1 



15. SYSTEM GENERATION 

System gen .. ation adapts the CP-R system to the specific 
requirements of a user environment and configuration. The 
sys*" generation process consists of faur phases: 800T26, 
SYSGENLOAO, SVSGEN, and SVSLOAO. 

.. 
800T26 

Is a simple ROM bootstrap which only loads the SYSGEN
LOAD ROM from the sane device as the original bootstrap. 

SYSGENLOAD 

Is a more complex ROM loader wf,ich loads the SYSGEN/ 
SYSLOAD ROM. Setting ssm allows for the selection of 
a ROM source other than the bootstrap device. 

SYSGEN/SYSLOAD 
Is a dngle ROM, but runs as two sepat'ate processes. 

SYSGEN 
Reads control cards and constructs all s)'Stem tables. It may 
either go directl y into the SYS LOAD process, or it mayout
put a ntbootable memory image which contains the SYSLOAD 
processn the constructed tables. Setting SSW3 allows the 
operator to select the command input and listing devices, 
otherwise default device addresses and types will be assumed, 
(1M :SYSGEN description). 

SYSLOAD 
Reads the s)'Stem ROMs and forms the s)'Stem on the system 
disk. Optionally, a map of both memory and disk allocation 
may be printed, (see :SYSLO description). 

A sanple IIICIp output by SYSGEN is illustrated in Figure 29. 

Control Is transferred to SYSLOAD either fOllowin;! the 
completion of the SYSGEN operation or loading of the re
bootable SYSLOAD deck. 

Sense switch ~ttings affect the way SYSGEN operates. 
These effects wi" be described under "Input Parameters". 

238 Systwn Generation 
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MEMORY LAYOUT AFTER SYSGEN 

After SYSGEN has executed and befOre control is transferred 
to SYSLOAD, memory has the layout displayed as fallows: 

Interrupts, traps, etc. 

Unused interrupt locations used 
for monitor tables 

System flags and pointers 

CP-R tables (OCT, 100, RFT, etc.) 
and dynamic space 

Patch area 

CP-R ov.lay area (I page) 

· · · 
SYSGEN 

SYSLOAD 

Symbol table 

CP-R STRUCTURE 

320 Output in 
Rebootable 

350. Deck 

10K 

12K 

15K 

Output in 
Rebootable 
Deck 

The control program, or monitor, is assembled in several 
different modules, the largest of which consists of the fol
lowing nonOptional resident routines: 

1. CP-R Control Task. 

2. Control Ponel Task. 

3. Tasles to process the various traps. 

4. The following monitor functions: Dynamic space man
agement, overlay manager, entry and exit logic, and 
general CAL exit/entry logic and VO CC¥1trol. .. 

The other CP-R modules consist af the optional resident 
routines, the CP-R overlays, and the Job Control Processor 
(JCP). All CP-R is assembled as relocotable object mod
ules and loaded by SYSLOAD. 

The optional resident routines ore the floating-point sim
ulation routines and decimal simulation rautines; they are 
input during SYSLOAD as required. 



!50 •• DTnTY'( 1 C •• Don 
(MIOP,ii),("IOP,ll) 
( f4 1,lfl),('I,i7) 

.-

IS IT[ 
IPRoe 
,Pltoe 
IP!tr.C 
'''ONITO'' 

(~toP,O),(Mr"),CPI,",(CPU,5) 
CCOAE,6G" 

• • • 
I .-

• • I , , 
• RESFItVE 

UP'I,r-I)' 
UCC""~JT,FB)' 
([PAOli)' 
C80UN[), 
COLn(p,1000)' 
(eRU~) , 
eOtBlIG) , 
(RESOOT), 
(SSr.LH,LO'O), 
(ROLH,TIUPS) 
(FFPO("!L,i" 
(UP'CE,iOaO). 
(FUIl,ltl), 
(81UO.l O)J 
(ASOF,11,58(10), 
CFIOao1n), 
eeIOQ,iO), 
(,"'801(,lO" 
CAT,." 
,,,,PATCI1,i51t)' 
(TUKS,IS), 
(JOBS,lO)l 
eJPT,I~" 
CJE~Q,3', 
rTENQ,I' , 
(TUICS" .. " 
CLOMO.lO) 

FnDE/BACWGPOUND accou~TING 
fUCA LOGGING 
BOUND RESIOE~T ovtALayS 

CRaS'" UvIIliG 
DE~uG CA'A~ILITI[S 

TRAP ",nOULE AEsr~ENT 
FOREGACUN[) 8LOC~I~G POOLS 

USE FOR PRt"AAIES 
FOREGItOUIliO IOQ £NT~IfS 
AaCKGMOUNO IOQ t~TRIES 
'O.EGROU~O MAIL HOI(ES 
,ACKGROUND TEMD FILES 

MAXIMUM • OF TASICS 
MAXIMUM • OF Jn~s 

CDC (DE~ICE,A05),(Lr~fs,7),("ARn_rAE,I,O' 
to"''''ENT IIING AU~'E~ DEFAULTS TO 2*- OF LINES 
'CO"Mf~T COCAU~FEAa DEFAULT TO NUMBER OF LIN!! 
ICOM"ENT INTERRU'TI OEFAULT TO &ft AND &1 AS IN 
IC"'AN 

A~D OUT 

IDEVICE T'A01.a5~l 
le,",AN 
IDEVICE LPAOi.JG.~,CDfDltAT£,S) 
IC"'A'" 
'DEVICE CAAO),'lIO,(DEDtCATE,S) 
IC ... AN 
IDEvICE TVA08,a5'1 
• CM"" IDEVICE 
IDEVICE 
IDEVICE 
.DEVICE 
IC"'AN 
IDEVIC! 
I 
I 
I 
I 

• I 
I 

• I 
aDEvICE 
le"'AN 

'TUO,3H5 
'TUl,1],,5 
'U8l, un 
"All, H"5 

DPAEO,127O, 
UP,i!lOO)' 
(el(, 1£10)1 

(Dl, 1100 ,1), 
CIT,Z"OO)l 
(U,lO,50" 
(OI,50,iSO" 
,'P,1800)' 
UP,nOOH 
CDS. ALL, I) 
DPAEl, 'lTO 

'DEvrCE D'YCO,Jze' 
.DEvrCE D'YC1,JZel 
IDEVICE D,vC2,JzaJ 

Figure 29. SYSGEN Map Eaanpl. 
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IDFvrCE 
IDEvJC' 
• C .... '" 
.DFVICE 
,cw'~J 
.DfVICF 
,CNUi 
.DEVICE 

STDL!4 

U-VCI.Jl.] 
DCVCe,JZt • 

OP"'Fi.J~1t3 
CDC. l' VA ° t ) • 
CLP,L"UZ' , 

.. ,,1f,CII&Ol). 
(1'O,ClUI'O" 
(T1,~TU1)a 

(1'Z,~U"2) , 
CU,IITUl), 
(C,CIf" 
(LO,LP), 
(LL,L[lU 
(ClO,L")' 
(&O,Tl)1 
(SI,C~" 
(CI,CP), 
(81,T2)1 
('iI,U), 
(MO,LP), 
(or,OC)I 
(OL,LP), 
(SE, Tl ) t 
(EP,O), 
(Pl,LP), 
(P2,LP). 
(DP,CP) 

CTJ~T 
IINTLM 
I 
I 
I 

(tT,.,,),C~I,eq) 

(10,.2) , 
(Il,ft3), 
CIZ,U)' 
(U,&S)I 

• tALLOBT 
I 

(U,ft.) 
(Gn,10)' 
(OV,lO) 

I aVSLD 
I 
I 

(H.,IITU],31uS" 
(M'P.LP'02,lu.S" 
(v,COO), 

I (UPI') 

"TCM Jllihl)lCOO 
FM801( '"UOOOlll 
'GO. n.UOI5'~O 
ICK'. ''''.oeooe 

*._- CPR TaSLE 
Dcn aOOU 
DCTII .0082 

.tLOC'TIO~ _._
DellP anou 
I)tTOUCI.oon 

DCTS aoo,s 
OCTU aOOF. 
OCTU -OUi 
OCTDEI3UG.02.Z 
DCT"'OOI( aOZ'3 
DCTn"'l a020' 
DUCNWPsaOlF~ 
DUCCSFTaO}OE 
CHFUDDlla01ZI 
MD80' -Oll8 
II ISFsn.OOll 
CITt -OIiDt 
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The cp-a CNerlays (which may optionally be...a. .. ident) 
consist of the iWtasb of,... CP-R Control Task and 1M var
ious user services, which include: 

Kerin Processor 

laclcground Abort/Exit Routine 

Postmortem Dump 

Fcnground Root Loader 
• 

Iackgr1)Und Root Loader 

Foregrcund user services 

Background user se\'Vi ces 

MEMORY LAYOUT AFTER SYSlOAD 

After SYSGEN and SYSlOAD have executed, memory would 
hove the following typical layout: 

Write 
Lock 
11 

Write 
Lock 
01 

Write 
Lock 
00 

Interrupts, traps, etc. 

Unused interrupt locations uaecI for 
monitor tables 

System flogs and pointers 

CP-R tables and dynamic apace 

Patch area 

CP-R overlay area (1 page) 

Resident nonoptional rourines 

Resident optional routines 

Monitor expansion orea 

Foreground 
Private 

~---------
Foreground Mai lbox(es) 

-- ---- ---
Foreground Blocking Buffen 

Foreground 
PreferTed 

Secondary 

o 

3 20 

page 
boundaries 

Write 
Lock 

10 
Task l ... ____ Mem __ OIY ____ ... I ~ 512K (real) 
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DISK AREAS 

During SYSGEN, 1M permanently mounted disk space is 
divided into en as. The,.. is a maximum of 23stondord orem. 
The names of th .. areas, their common usage, and other 
Information is given below. Additional Uler defined areas 
ore identified by any unique twa-character na'TIe and are 
assigned space at the same time as the standard areas. The 
only restriction ploced upon names of user defined areas is 
that they may not match operational label na'TIes. The size 
and location of the areas cre fixed by SYSGEN and eon be 
chqed only by another SYSGEN. 

With the e.:eption of those files that contain the generated 
system, the definition of files on disle storage is nat a func
tion of SYSGEN. 

The standord SYSGEN areas, their na'TIes aIld their narmol 
order of allocation is as follows: 

Area Name Area M-Iemonic Write Access 

System Program SP SYSTEM 

Foreground Progrcrn FP SYSTEM 

Background Progrcrn BP SYSTEM 

Foreground and 01 through OF Foreground or Back-
8ocJcsround Data . ground as specified 

Input Symbiont IS Backgroc.nd 

Output Symbiont OS BacJcsround 

JOEX Access XA 100X 

aeckpoint CK SYSTEM 

Iockground Temp BT Background 

User Defined xx Aa specified 

The u .... can specify a given area to physicolly reside on 
ony disk in the system if the system contains more thCf'l one 
disk; however, eoch area must be wholly contained on one 
disk. The user must 0110 specify 0 disk 10 be the system 
disk, which will cantoin the SP area and receive the CP-R 
disk bootstrap. 

The System Progra'TI crea of the disk contains the monitor, 
service proc_ors (Overlay loader, RADEDJT)""system pro
ceuors (AP, FORTRAN, etc.), end the System Llbrary. 

The Foreground Program area of the disk should contain the 
user's foreground programs, the Public Library, and the User 
Library, if they exist. 

The Background Ptogrcrn area should contain any perman.,t 
user background programs. 

I 
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The 100X Accell area can lie written only by 100X and 
should normally be the only __ of the disk that 100X is 
allowed to accell. 

The foreground and background Data areas can be used 10 
ItDre the appropriate type of user data. Up 10 15 Data areas 
(Dl-DF) are allowed, to accommodate a U18f with multiple 
dislcs. If the Accounting log fiI., AL il used, it mud be 
allocated on the 01 area wi~ a t.adCground-wrlte protect 
code. 

The Input Symbiont area contains baclqaround jobs waiting 
to run (or running)while the Output Symbiont area contains 
output from those jobs. 

The Checkpoint area is used to soye the contents of rolled
out segments. The Baclqaround Temp area can be allocated 
to a maximum of nine scratch files (X1-X9) plus the GO and 
OV files. 

If a user does not choose to specify the sizes for the differ
ent disk areas, SYSGEN will attempt to allocate, on the 
system disk, the default sizes given in Table 30. If there 
is not enough system disk space to allocate default lizes, a 
disk OVERFLOW message will be output. 

Table 30. Disk Area Default Sizes 

Area Default Size Comments 

System 1500 Large enough to contain 
Program lectors all system processors, one 

per file, in load-module 
form; the system library 
format; and the manilDr 
:. *solute format • .. 

Foreground 0 User is required to lpecify 
Program number of tracks for all 

areca not used by system 
programs. 

Background 0 
Prograrn 

Foreground/ 0 
Background 
Data 

Input 0 A nominal area size is 
Symbiont ~oximate Iy 250 sectors 

(256 words per sector). 

Output 0 A nominal area size is ap-
Symbiont proximately 1000 sectors 

(256 words per sector). 

IOEX Access 0 

Checkpoint n sectors Wh •• n =the size 01 real 
memory in sectors. 

Background m .. cIOn Wh.e m zremaind. of 
Temp disk. Disk size is deter-

- mined from the ENnACK 
pGrarneter on the :DEVICE 
command. 

Th. areas will be physically located on disk in the same 
order GI th.y wer. Input durina SYSGEN. The System Pro
gram area will be the first area on the syst~ disk unless 
the user inputs the SP area in a differ.nt order. All disk 
areas required by the user must be specified except those 
areas that SYSGEN automatically allocates by default. 

Beginning at the starting sector input on the :DEVICE com
mand, SYSGEN will allocate the number of sectors for eoch 
area without leaving empty spaces between areas. A bad 
areo on a user's disk can be skipped via an input to the 
RADEDIT at the time the user's files are defined. The sys
tem disk will include the CP-R Bootstrap and therefore the 
actual space available wi II be one sector less. 

BACKGROUND TEMP AREA 

The scratch files (XI through X9) of the Background Temp 
area of the disk will be automatically allocated and defined 
by the Job Control Processor prior to execution of a back
ground program, unless the user wishes to override these de
faults via an IALlOBT control command. Ouring SYSGEN, 
the user will not specify any standard sizes for the scratch 
files, XI-X9. The XI-X9 files are reallocated before exe
cution of each background jab step. 

The GO and OV files are also in the BT area of the disk. 
These fi les are more permanent than the X 1-X9 fj les and are 
maintained throughout an entire job. The user has the 0p

tion to override the defoult permanent size of GO and OV 
at SYSGEN time via the :ALLOBT command. The perma
nent size, determined at SYSGEN, of either file, can be 
altered through the background lob stack via an tALLOBT 
control command. 

An example of allocation ofa s~tem disk is given in Figure 30. 

Bootstrap 

SP kea 

FP kea 

8P Area 

01 kea 

D2kea 

XAkea 

eK Area 

BT kea 

(One) } 1 SO 1 sectors 
sector (default 

size) 

Size must be 
spec ifi ed by user or 
area is not allocated 

Size 3 r.,I-memory 
(defaul t size) 
Remainder of disk 
(default size) 

Figure 30. Disle Allocation Example 
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Tabl. 31 8'"' the d.fault slz. and typ. far GO, OV, and 
X1-X9, and the order In whtchthe fil. cr. allocated. Note 
that X1-X9 ere at the front of the IT area, and GO and OV 
are at the opposite end. 

TAlLEI AllOCATED UD In BY IYS&EI 

DEVICE CONTROL TABLE (OCT) 

The OCT table is allocated by sYSGEN and several of the 
entires in the table are set by SYSGEN (i .e., device type, 
device number, dedicated to foreground bit, etc.). The 
OCT contains one entry for each device input by the user 
on the :DEVICE command, and the order of the entries is 
the some as the order of the :DEVICE commands. Note that 
..... re will be only one entry in the OCT for each disk. 

lAD FILE TABLE (RFT) 

The RADfiletable is allocated by sYSGEN from the FRAD 
and BRAD entries on the :RESERVE command, and should 
contain sufficient entries ta reflect the maximum number of 
open disk files that con exist simultaneously. The user will 
input the number of RFT entries to be reserved for foreground 
1M"'" catlS and the number to be relefYed for background pr0-

grams. The background is not allowed to use more thon the 
number of RFT entries allocated for the background. How
ever, the foreground can use all RFT entries if they are 
needed. The rationale for having foreground;bockground 
disk fiI .. as opposed to a single pool of files is that a back
ground program could erroneausly use all the file entries, 
thus preventing the operation of a foreground program. 

MASTER DIRECTORY 

The Master Directory is entirely set up by sYSGEN in the 
resident monitor portion of memory and contains the fal
lowing information about each area on disk: the sector 
address of each area, the disk to which the area Is assigned, 
the sector size and number of sectors per track; a bit that 
ltates if on area has been allocated; and the write protec
tion code for the area. 

OVERLAY INVENTORY (OVI) 

Th. Overlay Inventory table is entirely set up by SYSLOAD 
and contains the information the monitor needs to load a 
CP-R ov.rlay. This information consists of on overlay iden
tifier, the seek addreu of the overlay, the real memory ad
drea, the use count, and the number of bytes in the overlay. 
The overlays are put on a page boundary during the genera
tion of the system • 

Vo QUEUE TABLE (IOQ) 

The JOQ table is allocated by sYSGEN from the FIOQ and 
BIOQ entries on the :RESERVE command. The user inputs 
the maximum number of Vo operations that con be queued 
at one time for the foreground and background. The restric
tions on the use of the foreground IOQ table are the same 
as for the RAD File Table. 

LOAD MODUlE INVENTORY (LMI) 

The Load Module Inventory contains an active entry for 
each foreground program loaded into memary. Requests to 
Iood a foreground program CCM'l be mode from either onather 
foregralA'ld program or by the operator. Space for this table 
Is allocated by SYSGEN from the FRGD entry on the 
:RESERVE conwnond. 

Tobie 31. GO, OV, Xl-X9 Default Sizes 

Fil. Name File Type Default Size Comments 

Xl 
X2 
X3 
X" 
X5 Unblocked Determined by Job Fi I. type ond record sizes con be changed through 
X6 Con tra I Processor at a Device Made function coli or through an IALLOBT 
x:J execution time. command. 
X8 
X9 .. 

-
OV Unblocked 128 sectors Defoult output for Overlay Loader. Used mainly 

to test a program that has no permanent file de-
fined, or to test a new version of a program with-
out destroying the current version. 

GO Blocked (120 bytes! 128 sectors Used by FORTRAN and AP for "assemble and 
logical record) go. type operations. 
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SYSTEM JOI INVENTORY (5JI) 

The System Job Inventory contains on active ~try for each 
job in the system. Requests to start a new jab or ta stop an 
existing one can be made.ither by a foreground program or 
by the apera~or. Space for this table is alJocat.d by 
SYSGEN from the JOIS entry on 1M :RESERVE COIMIQnd. 

SYSTEM TA~K INVENTORY (STI) 

The System Task Inventory contains an active entry for each 
task in the system. Requests to connect a new task or to 
stop an existing one can be made either by a foreground 
program or by the operator. Space for this table is allo
cated by SYSGEN from the TASKS entry on the :RESERVE 
command. 

OPERATIONAL LABEL TABLE (OPLBS) 

The OPLBS table is built by SYSGEN from the information 
input on the :STDLB command. The table has a minimum 
of eleven entries that contain the standard system opera
tional labels. Since operational labels are referenced via 
an index value in the DCB, each of the eleven standard 0p

erational labels have a fixed index value. If the user adds 
his own operational labels to the table, the user operational 
labels are assigned an index value, starting with 12, in the 
order in which they are input on the :STDLB command. The 
standard operational labels ond index values are 

Op Label Index Value 

C 
OC 
lO 
LL 
DO 
CO 
10 
CI 
SI 
II 
SO 

xx 
yy 

SE 
ER 

DI 
Dl 
DP 
PI 
P2 

1 
2 
3 .-
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 

12 
13 

User + 1 
User + 2 

User + 3 
User +.-
User + 5 
User +6 
User +7 

} 
} 

I 

Standard aperationai 
labels 

User-defined operational 
labels; (index 'value de-
pendent upon order on 
:STDLB command). 

Generated after user ap-
erational labels if ALARM 
and ERROR LOG are 
specified. 

Generated if DEBUG is 
specified. 

INTERRUPT LABEL TABLE ONTLB) 

The INTLB table Is set up by SYSGEN ~ Information 
contained on the :INTlB command. The table contains the 
name of each interrupt and the location to which the inter
rupt is aaigned. 

.IPUT 'AUlimRS 

After SYSGENand SYSlOADare loaded by SYSGENLOAD, 
Control is tronsferred to SYSGEN. SYSGEN types out the 
message 

CP-R SYSGEN 

If Sense Switch 3 is set, SYSGEN will type the message 

IN, OUT DEVICES 

and request input from TYAOI. The operator must then type 
in a valid :SYSGEN command. 

:SYSGEN (IN,yyndd,nwnmm)[,(OUT,yyndd,mmmm)] 

where 

IN specifies the device in the format yyndd fram 
which the remainder of the SYSGEN control com
mands wi II be input. 

yy is a device type code and must be either 
CR, or TV (see below for a description of 
the codes). 

n Is the lOP; legal values are A-H correspond-
ing to lOP's 0-7 • 

dd is the hardware device number of the device. 

mmmm is the hardware model number. 

OUT specifies an optional output device on which 
the input commands are to be logged or the map, 
if requested, is to be output. The device type code 
must be either the TV or lP. 

If Sense Switch 3 is r.et, default IN, OUT devic. will be 
used. The default comrnancl is 

• 
:SYSGEN (IN,CRA03,712D),(OUT,lP~2,7440) 

Following input of the :SYSGEN conwnand, the SYSGEN 
control commands en input through thespacified device. 
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The following device types are ltandard __ CP-R ... 
should be Input In the yy portion of 0 yyndd poraneter In 
011 SYSGEN control ClDlNftands: 

Device Type Code 

NO 

TV 

LP 

CR 

CP 

9T 

7T 

DC 

DP 

PL 

LD 

Device 

Not 0 stnerd device. A 
special purpose device for use 
with IOEX. 

Ltne printer 

Card reader 

Card punch 

9-track magnetic tape 

7-trock magnetic tape 

RAD 

Disk pack 

Plotter 

Log i cal Dev ice 

SYSGEN CONTROl. COMMANDS 

The SYSGEN contral commands ore given below. SYSGEN 
control cords follow the same syntax rules that apply to other 
control commands. The general control card syntax is de
scribed at the beginning of Chapter 2. The :MONITOR and 
:RESERVE commanc:ls{in that order) must be inWt prior to the 
:DEVICE command. A :D~VICE command must precede a 
:STOll command that references that device. 

:PROC This command defines the processors in a 
Xerox 550 system. 11: is not used on Sigma systems. The 
information from this command is u.d to place a record of 
the system configuration in the El'1'Or log file. It allO drives 
the processor polling activity subsequent to certain fault 
situations. 

The :PROC command has the form: 

:PROCESSOR (option), (option) ••• , (option) 

The options ore: 

MIOP, value 
HSR, value 

PI, value 
MI, value 

SU, value 
CPU, value 

The values ore the hexadecimal processor oddresses. The 
keyword is the processor type. 
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.. 

bllmple: 

:PROCESSOR (HSR. .) 

defines cluster 1 unit 3 ca a high speed RAD lOP. 

~ The MJOP containing the console teletype must be 
unit 0 in cluster O. 

:IOILITOIl The :MONtTOR commalld specifies monitor 
and CPU options. The :MONtTOR command must precede 
the :RESERVE command and must precede the :DEVlCEcom
mand for the system disk. 

The command has the form 

:MONITOR (option) [,(option) ••• ,(option)] 

wh .... the options are 

CORE, size specifies the real memory size, in deci-
mal units of K (where 1K = 1024 words), of the 
target computer (computer for which the SYSGEN 
II being Nn). The default value for CORE is 32K 
words. 

FPSIMt specifies that "'e noating-point simulation 
package il to be looded by SYS LOAD. If th is pa
rometer is absent, either the noating-point hard
ware existl or floating-point il not needed for the 
target computer. 

DECSIMt specifies that the decimal instruction 
simulation package Is to be loaded by SYSLOAD. 
The absence of this parameter indicates "'at either 
the decimal instruction hardware exists orthe dec
imal package is not needed tOr the target computer. 

8YTSIMt !peclfies the byte string instruction simu-
lation package is to be loaded by SYSLOAO. 

CVSIMt specifies the convert instruction limulation 
package is to be looded by SYSLOAD. 

ALLSIMt specifies that a II software instruction lim-
ulation packages are to be loaded by SYSLOAD. 

REBOOT specifies that the default action taken 
following a system alarm will be a Re-lloot and 
Initialization. 

ALARM specifie,that all cod. aaociatedwith han-
dling system alarml will be included in the gener
ated Iystem. 

t 
Standard CP-R allows the use of Instruction simulators when 

the hardware will not handle a given instruction. If an in
struction simulator is not loaded during SYSGEN and that 
type of instruction is execu~, CP-R will limulate a TRAP 
to location 40. 



( 

. 
ERRORLOG specifies that aI' code call)ciated with 

handling error logging will be Inc'uded in the 
generated system. 

DEBUG specifies that all code anociated with 
DEBUG will be included. 

LPP,wlue is nun'lber of lines per printer page. The 

v 

default is 37. This wlue is used by processors 
that perform their own .,.rtical format control of 
the. printer. 

ACCT specifies that the monitor is to perform job 
accounting. Absence of the ACCT parameter indi
cates that no job accounting is to be kept. 

OLAYEP,value Is the number of entry point and 
exit point locations in the system. The volue de
faults to an assembly parameter (see PROGRAM 
AllOCATION section of mop for a list of entry 
and exit points). 

ROLAY,name specifies that the named overlay 
modulet is to be included and be made iesiclent. 

NROLAY,name specifies that the named overlay 
modulet is to be included (as nonresident). 

BOUND specifies that resident overlays are to start 
on even X'10' locations. 

SPAI, xx specifies that disk area "xx" is the system 
processor alternate area, which acts CII an exten
sion to area SP for the lacation of programs called 
by the JCP processor narne commands or TEL RUN 
commands. -

:IIESERVE The :RESERVE commond allocates areas of 
memory and the various variable-length monitor tables. The 
:RESERVE command must precede the :DEVlCE command for 
the system disk. 

The :RESERVE command has the form 

(RESERVE (option) [,(option) ••• ,(option») 

where the options are 

TSPACE,size specifies the number of words to be 
allocated for the CP-R d~~ic-space pool. The 
default number is fOrmulated as follows: 

each loa entry 
each TASK entry 
each JOB entry 
each JPT entry 

8 words 
192 words 
32 words 
4 words/job 

The SYSLOAD map value S:TEMPN may be eXCll'ft
ined to determine the resultant w'ue. 

tThe named module and its size (nonresident) ar baae address 
(resident) may be found in the SYSGEN map under "CP-R 
PROGRAM ALLOCATION" as the first entries. The user may 
ehoosesizeorperformancetrade-ofFsby UleO' th .. options. 

RSDF,size[,start] specifies the size and sta~ing ad-
dress of a foreground-private memory partition, to 
be reserYed for the pclusi.,. use of primary tasks. 
(Severa' such partitions may be declared by mul
tiple uses of this option.) "Size" is the decimal 
number of contiguous real pages to be reserved; 
"start" is the hexadecimal starting address of the 
partition, which must be on a page boundary in the 
first 128K of memory and may not fall within any 
other defined partition. The default for "start" is 
the first page boundary above the resident monitor. 
If the option does not appear, no foreground
private partition is allocated. 

This space is available for all primary foreground 
programs on 0 fint-come, fint-served basis. A 
program is given ih predetermined memory space 
(determined when it is linked by the Overlay 
Loader) when loaded for execution. No other pro
gr~ con Ute this space unt\1 the program is 
unloaded. 

MPATCH,size specifies the decimal number of 
word locations to be reserved for modification 
to and expaMion of the monitor. The defoult size 
is zero. 

FFPOOl,size[,start] specifies the number of fore-
ground blocking buffers ta be reserved, for use by 
primary tasks only, either as a separate foreground
private partition or as an area within the first 
partition defined via RSDF. "Size" is the dec
imal number of 2.56-word buffers to be allocated; 
"start" is the hexadecimal starting address of the 
blocking-buffer partition, which must be on a 
page boundary in the first 128K of memory and 
may not fall within any other defined partition. If 
"start" is omitted, the blocking buffers wilHarm 
an area at the end of the first-defined foreground
private partition such that the starting address will 
defoult ta the upper bound of RSDFO less the size 
(in words) of the allocated buffer pool. If the 
FFPOOL option does not appear, no blocking 
buffers are allocated; one buffer, hawever, is 
required to initiate a foreground primary load 
lnOdule. 

LDMD,value tt .. em. the maximum number of 
foreground load modul. that can reside in mem
ory at ony one time. This parameter will be used 
to allocate 1pCIC8 for the load module inventory 
that is used to manage the foreground private area. 
The default size is zero. Maximum allowable 
wi. is 250. 

TASKS,va'ue
tt 

.. cifi_ the""";' of entries to re-
.rve in the System Task Inventory. This number 
must be adequate to meet the peak requirements 
af all fareground tasks. The default size is zero. 
The maximum allowable wlue is 250. ---

ttSYSGEN will add entries for the CP-R job and the back
ground lob. 
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JOIS,valuet specifies the number or .. tries to .. 
·reserved In the S)'INIn Job InvertlDry. 0.. entry 
•• hts for each activ. fob. The .~It sf_ Is 
UfO. Th. maximum aliowabl. value Is 30. 

JPT,value specifies the number of .. tries to ....... 
served in Job Program T abl. far each fob (s .. the 
SETNAME ..,vice coli). Th. default slz. is zero. 
The maximum allowabl. value is 63. 

FRAD,value specifies the number of entries to ..... 
serve in lI:.e RAD File Table for ~reground disk 
files. This number should reflect the maximum 
number of foreground disk fiI es that could be open 
srmultaneously. Note thot the back;round disk 
pool is also available to the foreground. The de
fer.,1t value is zero. 

BRAD, value 'Peclfies the nuner of entries ID re-
serv. in the RAD File Table for background disk 
files. Thi! number should renect the maximum 
number of background disk files that can be opened 
simultaneously. The defeallt value is S, which is 
.ufficient to accommodate the requirements of the 
s)'Itern processors. The value indicated should not 
include the files in the BT area of the disk. 

Floo, value specifies the maximum number of fore-
ground I/O operations that can be queued at any 
one time. This parameter determines the spoee 
allocated for foreground entries in the I/O queue 
toble. Note that the bock;round queue table is 
also available to the foreground. The default 
value is zero. Note that this must include queue' 
entries far coe input and output ~uests.-

IIOQ,value specifies the maximumnumber of back-
. ground I/O operations that can be queued at any 

one tfm.. This parameter determines the space 
allocated for background entries in the I/O queue 
table. The default valu. allows three entries to be 
placed in the queue table. 

Note thot the sum of Floo and BIOQ must be less 
than 256, or an error indication will be given. 

FMBOX, size[, start] specifies a foreground mailbox 
area to be reserved, for use by primary tasks only, 
either as a separate foreground-private partition 
or as an area within the first partition defined via 
RSDF. "Size" is the decimal number of words to 
be allocated for the mailbox; -stort" is the hexo
decimal starting address of the mailbox partition, 
subject to the some rules as given for RSDF and 
FFPOOl. If "start" is omitted, the mailbox will 
form an area at the end of the "mt-defined 
foreground-private partitian but preceding the 
default blacking-buffer area, if any, such that 
the starting address willdefault to the upper bound 
of RSDFO less the size of the buffer-pool area, if 
any, and the size of the mailbox area. If the 
FMBOX option "S not appear, no ~reground 
mai I box is r .. rved. 

tSYSGEN will odd entries for the CP-R job and the back
ground job. 
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JENQ, value wh .. added ID the number of fob.x-
clusiy. clevic., speei,. ... the maximum number of 
ENQs allowed within a job for a s)'ltem I.,el con
trolled item. This parameter determines the size of 
the AfT which is linked to a job. 

TENQ,Yalue specifies the maximum number of ENQs 
allowed within a load module lOr a fob-Ievel
controlled item. This parameter determines the size 
of the AfT which is linked to a load modul •• 

IT, value specifies the maximum number of Baclcground 
Temp files (Xl-X9) that will .ver be used. The 
default value is 6,· that is, files Xl, X2, X3, X4, 
XS, X6. Six files are ... fficient for the System 
Processors. The files defined are Xl-Xn, where n 
is the input value. The value must be less than 10. 

r PMEM, size, start specifies the size and starting ad-
dress of a foreground-preferred memory partition, 
to be reserved for the use of primary ar secondary 
tasks. (Several such partitions may be re.rved 
by multiple uses of this option.) ·Size" is the 
decimal number of cantiguous real pages to be 
reserved; "start· is the hexadecimal starting ad
dress of the partition which must be an a page 
boundary in the first 128K of memory and may not 
foil within any other defined partition. If no 
PMEM options appear, no foreground-preferred 
partitions are allocated. 

8MEM, size specifies the maximum number of pages 
of .condary-task memory that may be allocated 
to the bockground. This value defaults to 32 if 
BMEM does not appear. It may be altered by 
the BMEM ~rator key-in. 

:CHAI This command groups peripheral devices (see 
:OEVICE below) according to channel controller. All 
:DEVICE commands following a given :CHAN command are 
assumed to be part of that channel. At least one :CHAN 
command must be used, and each :CHAN command must 
precede the :DEVJCE command (ar commands) to which it 

, applies. 

The :CHAN command has the form 

... 
where DUAL,nldl0,ft2d~ specifies that this chdhnel has 
dual-access capabilities, and that any following device 
command that has n3d3 (as in yyn3dJd), which matc~.es 
nIdI ar n2"2, will be cons!d.ed 0 cIuol-occess device. 
(Note that since all dual-acce. devices ore also multiunit 
controller devices, n3 and d3 ore, in effect, lOP and chan
ne' respectively.) This clIal feature allovn the device to 
be r.f •• nced as either YY"ldldar YY"~2", thus improv
ing throughput and reliability. 



The :CHAN conwnand has the farm 

where DUAL, n ,d, 0, n2CI~ tpecili es that tft is channe I has 
clual-acc .. capabilities, and that crly following device 
cornmcrld that has n3d3 (01 in yyn3d3d), which matches 
nIdI or n~2' will be considered a dual-ace .. device. 
(Note theft since all dual-acc .. devices are also multiunit 
controller devices, n3 and d3 are, in effect, lOP and chan
nel respectively.) This clIal feature allows the device to 
be referenced 01 either YY"ldldor yyn~~, thus improv
ing throughput and re Ii abi lity. 

:DEYICE The :OEVlCE command introduces peripheral 
units into the system. One :OEVlCE command is required 
for each peripheral unit to be used. The order of the 
:DEVICE commands determines the Device Control Table 
index value that the device will receive. If an error is 
made in CIrIy field of the command, the entire command must 
be input again. 

'The :DEVICE command hCII the form 

:DEVICE yyndd,mmmm [,S) [,(option)] [,(optian») ••• 

Where 

yyndcl specifies the device name (see the :S'r'SGEN 
command for a description of y)lftdcl). The device 
name must be the first field after :DEVlCE. 

mmmm is the madel n\Mllber. Table 32 shows the 
model numbers for all supported devices. Table 33 
shows the model numbers and structural parameters 
for all disk devices. Model numbers of NO or 
NONE are allowed for special devices which are 
going to be used with JOEX access only. 

S specifies (for a disk device only)this as the s)'ltem 
disk. The system disk receives the CP-Rbootstrap, 
SP area, and any default allocations. If a SP area 
is defined, then that disk will become the s)'ltem 
disk and this option is not required. 

The options are: 

DEDICATE,value speciFies various forms of restricted 
use declared for the device. 

A value of "S" specifies the device is a symbiont 
device. The device must beaen reader or a line 
printer. Note that symbiont devices may be used 
like nonshareable devices (s .. "J" value)when not 
In use by symbiont. 

A value of "F" specifies that the device may only 
be used by foreground prograns. 

A value of "J" specifies that the device "* may 
not be shared by IN)re than on. Job. 
A value of "X" specifies that the device may only 
be used by 10EX, without request queuing. 

DEBUG,xxx lpecifies the hexadecimal address of 
an .xternal Intwrupt level to be associated with 
the device when it is used CII a DEBUG control 
console; meClrllngful only if device Is TYndd. 

~ The Jollowing options are appl icabl. only Jor a disk 
device. 

SSEC,value specifies the decimal absolute secto; 
number of the begiming of the disk space used by 
CP-R. Sectors are numbered consecutively starting 
with O. The SSEC value must be less than the 
ENSEC value. The default SSEC value is O. 

ENSEC,volue specifies the decimal absolute sector 
number of the 'ast sector number of the space used 
by CP-R. The ENSEC value must be greater than 
the SSEC value and less than or equal to the default 
value. The default value is shown in Table 32 and 
depends on the disk model number. . 

NSPT ,value speeifies the decimal number of sectors 
per track. 

NWPS,value specifies the decimal number of words 
per sector. 

NTPC,value specifies the decimal number of tracks 
per cyl inder. (In the ease of fixed-head disks, it 
is the total number of tracks.) 

NCYl,value specifies the decimal number of cylin';' 
ders available for use. (In the case of fixed-head 
disks, there is just one cylinder.) 

SSFT,value specifies the decimal value for a left 
shift which positions the sector number (right justi
fied in a word) to the correct position for a seek 
addr ... 

TSFT,value specifies the decimal value for a left 
shift which positions the track number (right Justi': 
fied in a word) to the correct position for a seek 
address. 

CSFT,value specifies the decimal value for a 'eft 
shift which position the cylinder number (right 
ius.ified in a word) to the correct position for a 
leek addr ... 

area,value specifies the decimal number of secton 
to be allocated to the designated area. 

If the remainder of the disk is to be allocated to an 
area, HAll" Ccrl be input instead of a decimal 
value. 

The various forms in which this o~n can be written 
are: 

System areCII 

SP,value 
FP,value 

BP,value 
CK,va'_ 

XA,value 
BT,value 
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Table 32. ~ Device Nodel Numbers ... d Parameters 

NoeIel T)Ipe CUST 
Number MoIemonic Number Size Devic. Type 

7202 DC 7 8 90 word RAD - 128 trodes 
7203 DC 7 8 90 word RAD - 2.56 trodes 
72G4 DC 7 8 90 word RAD - 512 troclcs 
7212 DC 7 8 High speed lAD 
7232 DC 7 8 256 word RAD - 512 tracks 
3214 .. DC 7 8 NS RAD 
7242 DP 12 14 tbubl. spindle disk pock 
72~ DP 12 14 Single spindle disk pack 
7270 DP 12 14 406 CYL 7242 
7715 DP 14 14 Disk 33 
7261 OP 14 14 45M byte disk pock 
7266 DP 14 14 90M byte disk pock 
7251 DC 7 8 DIABLO removable disk 
7252 DC 7 8 DIABLO fixed disk 
3242 DP 14 14 Cartridge disk 
3243 DP 14 14 Cartridge disk 
3277 DP 14 14 3333 disk 
3283 OP 14 14 6660 disk 
7362 7T 9 6 7T tape (37 IPS) 
7372 7T 9 6 7T tape (75 IPS) 
7322 9T 8 B 9T tape (75 IPS) 
7323 9T 8 8 9T tape (150 IPS) 
7332 9T 8 8 9T Potter 
7333 9T 8 8 9T Potter 
3325 9T 16 8 9T550 
3335 9T 16 8 9T550 
3344 9T 16 B 9T550 
3345 9T 16 8 9T 550 
3346 9T 16 B 9T550 
3347 9T 16 8 9T 550 
7440 LP 6 4 LP 
7441 LP 6 4 LP 
7445 LP 6 4 LP 
7446 LP 6 4 LP (BOP) 
7461 LP 6 4 LP 
7462 LP 6 4 LP 
7463 LP , 6 4 LP 
7464 LP 6 4 LP 
7465 LP 6 4 LP 
7466 LP , 6 

/' 
4 LP 

3461 LP 6 . 4 NS LP 
3462 LP 6 

....... 
4 NS LP 

3463 LP 6 t 
/4 NS LP 

3464 LP 6 / 4 NS LP 
3465 LP 6 4 NSLP 
3466 LP 6 4 NS LP 
7450 LP 6 4 LP (low Cost) 
7020 TY 1,- 10 TTY 
7012 TY 1 ~ 10 TTY .. 

~ 

4591 TV /' 
1 r- IO KSR 35 • 

4592 TV 1 10 DIABLO HYTYPE 
7120 CR 4 2 CR 
7121 CR 4 2 CR -
7122 CR \ 4 2 CR 
7140 CR ~ 4 2 CR 
3132 CR 4 8 NS 300CPM CR 
3134 CR 4 8 NS 600 CPM CR 
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Tabf.32. S)'Item Device Modef Numben and ParClll'leten (cont.) 

Modef Type CUST 
Number Mnemonic Number Size Device Type 

3130 CR 4 8 NS 1000 CPM CR 
7160 CP 5 39 CP 
7165 CP 5 2 CP (Low Cost) 
7062 PR 2 8 PR 
7020 PR 2 8 PR 

"';060 PR 2 8 PR 
7063 PP 3 8 PP 
7020 PP 3 8 PP 
7060 PP 3 8 PP 
7530 PL 13 2 PL 
7531 PL 13 2 PL 
NO NO 0 0 No device (lOEX) 
NONE NO 0 0 No device (lOEX) 
LOEV LO 19 o logical deVice 

Table 33. Disk Device Model Numbers and Parameters 

Model 
Number NSPT NT PC NCYL 

7202 16 128 1 
7203 16 256 1 
7204 16 512 1 
7212 82 64 1 
7232 12 512 1 
3214 11 256 1 
7242 6 20 200 
7246 6 20 200 
7770 6 20 .we 
7775 11 19 404 
7261 11 20 200 
7266 11 20 404 
7251 16 407 1 
7252 16 407 1 
3242 7 2 .we 
32.43 7 2 .we 
3m 12 19 .co4 
3283 12 19 808 

S)'II'Ibiont areas 

IS, value [, fsize] 

OS, value [, (size] 

where Nfsize" defines the size of symbiont 
area files In records. The default NlSiu" is 
2S records for the input area and 200 records 
for the output area. Note that the maximum 
number of files allowed for a job in either the 
IS or OS area is 256, therefore, Isize should 
be selected 10 that this maximum will never 
be exceeded "r a single lob. 

NWPS Description 

90 90 word RAO - 128 tracks 
90 90 word RAO - 256 tracks 
90 90 word RAD - 512 tracks 

256 High Speed RAO 
256 256 word RAO - 512 tracks 
256 NS RAO 
256 Double spindle disk pock 
256 Single spindle disk pack 
256 406 CYL 7242 
256 Disk 33 
256 45M byte disk pack 
256 90M byte disk pack 
90 DIABLO removable disk 
90 DIABLO fixed disk 

256 Cartridge disk 
256 Cartridge disk 
256 3333 disk 
256 6660 disk 

User areas 

[ I:]] where uu is a two-c:haracter 
w, value , F name of the user defined 

S area to W allocated • .. 
Note that for the data enos w, a type may 
be giv.n to specify usage and write protection. 
This may be one of 

P public 
B bacJcsround (this is the default). 
F fOr-vround 
S ')'Item 
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Public __ have no IOAware .it. protection;' 
any task may wrfte to them. They provide a 
pool of space for file operatlona which omit 
the tpecification of a disk area name. 

The remaining th,.. areas are prot.eNd from 
accidental acc .. by requiri~ that the area 
name be given e.licitly. 

Background areas have no other protection; 
any task may write to them • .. 
Foreground areas are protected from the bacle
ground unless the "SY" key-In Is in effect. 

System areas are protected from both back
ground and foreground unless the "SY" key-in 
is in effect. 

The SP, CK, and BT areas will be ollocated by de
fault if not specified. The CK and BT areas may 
be removed by specifying a size 01 zero seeton. 

Inclusion of either a [,S] option or a [Sp,volue] 
defines the device os a system disk and any of the 
above default allocations wi II be made on thlsdislc. 

The default size allocated for the SP area is 1500 
seeton. The defoult size allocated for the BT area 
i. 'ALL'. The default .ize allocated for the CK 
area is large enough to hold all of memory. 

Exanples: 

(DEVICE CIA03.7121l 

Higher performance card read., device number 3, on lOP 
number 0, undedicated. 

:OEVICE LPA02,7450,(OEOICATE,F) 

Lower performance line printer, device number 2, on lOP 
number 0, dedicated to the for-around. 

(DEVICE NOC09,NO 

Nonstnard device, device number 9, on lOP number 2, 
dedicated to IOEX. 

:DEVlCE OCB90,7202,S,(FP, 15),(01, 10,f),(02, 10,B) 
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Ii. 7m2 RAD, .-vIce .......... 90, on lOP number 1, to be 
used CII the.)'Stem disk ltarting on sector zero, with default 
Ilzes for the SP, CtC, and 8T areas, and the input sizes for 
the fP, Dl, and 02 areas. 

:ALLDIT The :ALLOBT command ... tablishes the p~a
n ... t .izes of the GO and OV files contained in the back
ground temp area, I. e., the s)'ltem default sizes of these 
files at execution time. 

The :ALLOBT command has the form 

:ALLOBT (file name,size)[, (file name,size») 

where 

file name specifies the name of the file, which must 
be either GO or OV. 

size specifies the decimal number of secton to be 
allocated fOr the specified file. TlIe size input 
becomes the permanent size for the specified file 
and overrides the SYS GEN default sizes given in 
the "Background Temp Area" subsection. 

:MDEf The :MDEF command defines new models of 
peripheral devices. This allows SYSGEN to accept :OEVlCE 
commands fOr types ° fdev ices not included in Tabl. 32 and 33. 

The :MDEF command has the fOrm 

:MDEF mmmm [,(option)][,(option)] ••• 

where 

mmmm lpecifi. the model number. Redefinition of 
model numben is allO aI lowed. 

The opt ions are: 

MNEMONIC, yy !pecifies the two-character mne-
monic loUd in the y)'ndd format. 

SIMILAR, mmmm specifi. a similar model number 
from which all characteristics are copied. Addi
tional options may then be used to modify selected 
characteristics. 

TYPE, n specifi. the decimal type nurfltler placed in 
DCT". (S .. CP-R Technlcol Marlual SK) 30 88.) 

SOBUf, n specifies the decimal number of words 
allocated CII a buffer. this Is only valid when the .tem Is GIIembled. with 'SIOEBUF set. 

DCT3, x specifies the hex value to be placed in 
DCT3. (S .. CP-R Technlcol Marlual 90 30 88.) 

) 



CUST,n specifies the decimal number of ..". 
allocated as a command list buff .... 

PREHAND,........ speciRe theEBCDICnane of 
the I/O pre-handler to be uted for this device. 

POSTHAND, ee...... specifies the EBCDIC nc.ne 
of the VO post-hanc:ller to be used for this device. 

IOTX, n specifi. the decimal value of the intemal 
5~GEN VO table ind.x. (S .. CP-R Technical 

. Mc.\ual 90 30 88.) 

The following options are valid only for disk devi~. 
(M1emonic = 'DC' or 'DP'.) They establish default dislc 
characteristics, and are identical to the disk options on the 
:DEVICE cammand. 

NSPT,n 

NTPC,n 

NCYl,n 

NWPS, n ... :DEVICE command 

5SFT,n 

TSFT,n 

CSFT,n 

:MOD The :MOD commands allow patches to be mode 
to SYSGEN itself. 

The :MOD command has the form 

:MOD (SYSGEN,addr)[, JOuucxxxx][, xxxxxxxxx] 

where 

addr is the absolute hex address of the start of the 
patch. 

JCXXXXXXX is the absolute hex value to be stored 
starting at oddr. Successive value are stored in 
successive address •• 

:coc The :COC command specifies the characteristics 
associated with the COC devic.. The:COC ccmmond has 
the form 

( .cOC (opt; ... 1 {optkm1 ••• 

Th. options are: 

DEVICE, ndd specifies in hellllCldecima'l the add .... 
of the COC devic •• 

OUT, value specifies the hexadecimal address of the 
COC output interrupt. The default is 61. Output 
InUst haYe a lawer priority than input. 

IN,VC"ue specifies the hexadecimal oddrea of the 
C.OC input interrupt. The default is 60. Input 
must haYe higher priority than output. 

LINES, value specifies the decimal number of lines. 
The default is 8. 

BUFFE RS, value specifies the decimal number of 
4-word buffers necessary for COC I/O usage. The 
default value is the number of lines times 3. The 
recommended value is the number of users times 3. 

RING, value specifies the decimal nwnber of words 
for the COC input buffer. The default is 2 bytes 
per line for the first 30 lines plus 1 byte per line 
above 30. 

33, value,..... specifi. the decimal line numbers 
that are attached to Model 33 Teletypes. 

35, value, ••••• specifies the decimal line numbers 
that are attoched to Model 35 Teletypes. 

37, value,..... specifies the decimal line numbers 
that are attached to Model 37 Teletypes. 

7015, value,... specifies the decimal line numbers 
that are attached to Xerox Model 7015 keyboard 
printers. 

Model 33 is the default terminal. 

HARDWIRE, value,.. specifies the decimal line 
numbers that are hard wired to terminals. Lines 
which are "hardwired" will not be timed out nor 
will they be fogged on automaticc:llly. 

RATE, rate, varue,. specifies the "rote" in decimal 
charocters per .cond and value specifies the line 
numbers in decimal associated with the "rote". 
The rate must be in the rc."lge 1 to 255. One RATE 
option is used for each terminal speed on the COCo 
The default "rate" is 10. 

NONTJE,value,... specifi.the decimal line nwn-
ben thatore not to be logged on CIS TJE lines. This 
allows the user to declewe lin. whose only purpose 
wifl be to be read or written • 

• 
The following restriction. apply to multiple :COCcommands. 
All COC input interrupts must be higher than ~ COC out
put interrupts. All COC input interrupts must fall within 
an. interrupt group and all COC output interrupts must fall 
within one group. The :COC cammc."lds mu.t be ordered 
and sequential with respect to the DIO addressing logic 
and must begin with zero. COCO input interrupt must be 
the highest af all COC interrupts. 
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~ITDLI 1M :STDUcommand deftnes allltclndard I)'INm 
op.,Gi1Ona1 label msignmenfl i>r the generated l)'Item G'KI 
all IfaoIdard us .. operational labels G'KI th.ir msignmenfl. 
Note "'atoperationa' labels camot be CllSigned to disk files 
during S'fSGEN. Th. STDUcommandmsat be input follow
Ing the :DMCE COhlfliGllds. 

The :STDU commG'KI has the form 

:STDU (Iabel ... name) [,(Iabel,name) ••• ] 

wh ... 

label specifies a system operational label or a user 
operational lab. I • AI I user operational labels must 
consist of two alphanumeric characters. Arty sys
tem operational labels nat specifi.d on a :STDLB 
command will rec.iv. by default a permanent as
signment of zero. The order of the user's labels 
det.rmin.s a lab.I's position in .... operational 
label tabl., and .... refor. d.termines .... OPLB 
value that might be present in a user DCB (see the 
table in the .xample below). No label will be 
allowed "'at is the lam. as a BackgrOU'ld Temp 
fil. name (GO, OV, Xl-X9) or the same as a 
disk area. 

name specifies a physical device name ta which 
the operational label is permanently CllSigned, a 
numeric zero, or a pr.viously assigned operational 
label. In the latter case, the operational label' 

- will be assign.d to "'e same device as the label 
ta which it is assigned. If "0" is specified, the 
permanent assignment is zero. 

The :STDLB command exampl. 

:STDLB (C, TV AO 1 ),(OC,C),(LO,LPA02),( LL, LO),--, 

L (BI, CRADS), (51, CRADS),(SO, CRA06),(XX, CRADS), 

L(Z~,LPA02) , 

would set up the operational label tabl. giv.n i*ow. 

OPLB P.rmanent 
Laber Index(10) Assignment 

C 1 TVAOl 
OC 2 TVAOI 
LO 3 LPA02 
LL 4 LPA02 

Standard DO 5 0 
5ystem CO 6 0 
Oplab.ls BO 7 0 

CI 8 0 
51 9 CRAOS 
81 10 CRADS 
50 11 

User { XX 12 CRAOS 
Oplabels ZZ 13 LPA02 
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ICTIIT The :CTlNT command specifies .... int.rrupts 
ta which the CP.R Dispatchers and Control Task is to 
be connected; the hiphest address used for interrupts; and' 
the interrupt that will be used for deferred I/O int.rrupt 
proc.-ing. 

The :CTINT command has .... form 

:CTINT[(CT,address), ••• ,(HI,addrea>][,(IO,address>] 

where 

CT,address specifies the hexadecimal address of tt.e 
higher-priority one of a pair of adjacent interrupts 
to be used by CP-R for dispatching secondary tasks. 
As mony of these pairs as desir.d may be specified 
(within the constraints of the .xisting interrupt 
I.v.ls). The lowest-I.vel dispatcher (for "'e CP-R 
Control Task) will use the low.st-l.v.1 int.rrupt 
specifi.d and a 'null' I.vel below it, i.e., the 
lowest-l.v.1 "pair" defines only one actual inter
rupt /ev.I. This lev.I will Nn the Control Task and 
the background task. If "address" has the value zero, 
no interrupt is availabl. for "'e Control Task. In 
this case, SYSGEN will specify the Control Panel 
interrupt and its use wi" be shared by- tt.e mon i tor. 
The default value for the Control Task Int .. rupt is 
location X'611. Note that if multiple CT param.ters 
are input, then they must input in priority order 
(i ••• , highest dispatch .. first). 

HI,address specifies the highest address, in hexa-
decimal, needed for an interrupt. SYSGEN wi" 
assume that all memory locations greater than HI 
are unused as int.rrupts and will attempt to allo
eat. monitor tables in this area. The d.foult 
value is X'13F'. Normally, CT and HI would 
have the same value. 

10,address specifies the absolut. hexadecimal in-
terrupt location ta which the bookkeeping ass0-

ciated with an VO interrupt will be deferr.d 
(clean'ng up the interrupting operation and g.t
ting something .Ise going). If "address" is 0, the 
highest CT interrupt level will be used. The wlue 
of addre. in all other cases must be equal ta or 
less than the CT addr.... If the 10 parameter is 
not present, the aforementioned bookkeeping will 
tab plac. at the I/O interrupt lev.i .. 

By using "'is parameter, a user mar defer I/O 
processing ta an external lev.1 below that of his 
laskes) which require this high ~. 

:lInl The :INTLB command provides "'e capobility of 
aaaciating a label with an int.rrupt location. The label 
may then be used in system service calls in lieu of an ac
tual Int.rrupt address. 
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The :INTlB commanc:I hal the farm 

:INTLB (label,loc)[,(I~bel,Ioc),. •• ,(label,loe)] 

where 

• label specifies atwo-charoct.alpha\umeric label. 

Ioc specifies the absolute hexadecimal Interrupt 
location to be casociated with the label. 

Duplicate labels are diagnosed as errors. The key-in INTlB 
may be used to chalge the assi9l'lment of the label from ane 
interrupt location to CI1other. 

:PUICH The :PUNCH comrnc.1Cf specifies thata reboot
able version of SYSlOAO is to be punched after SYSGEN 
has reac:l its last control command. 

The :PUNCH commCl1d has the form 

I ( ,PUNCH y,ndd, ........ 

where yyndd,mmmm specifies the device (e.g., CPA(4) on 
which the rebootable copy of SYSlOAO is to be punched. 

:F.I The :FlN command signals the end of the control 
c:ommCl1ds for the SYSGEN phase. Upon ,.ading the :FIN 
commald, SYSGEN will punch a rebootable version of 
SYSlOAO, output the SYSGEN-phase map if requested, 
and continue to SYSlOAO. 

The :FlN commCl1d has the form 

(d'IN[MAP] 

wh.e 

MAP specifies that a MAP is to be output on the 
same device being used to log the SYSGEN con
trol commCl1ds. If no output device WGi speci
fied on the :sYsGEN commCl1d, the MAP is output 
on TYAOI. 

:SITE The :SITE command, if ."..ent, is used In fob 
heac:ler identification and lor enor lOSlSirv purposes. 

The :SITE COllWlland has the form 

where 

SITE 

text is up to 56 bytes of text which is used to 
uniquely identify the site for which the SYSGEN 
was made. 

:COMMENT The :COMMENTcommald allows insertion 
of comment lines into a SYSGEN control deck on command 
lines which have no other effect. 

The :COMMENT commald has the Ibrm 

(.cOMMENT ..,y ••• "'i ....... ",I ...... 80 

:SYSLD The :SYSlO commald allO signals the end of the 
control commCl1ds to SYSGEN. The :SYSLD command causes 
SYSGEN to output the rebootable deck of CP-R, if re
quested, CI1d then exit to a SYSLOAO entry where no fur
ther control command input is required. 

The :S YS lO commCl1d has the form 

:SYSLO[(JN,YYndd,mmmm)J[,(OUT,YYndd,mmmm) ~ 

9{~k}]r~, ... ~ ~ (MAP[,.,...,,-.]l] 

IN specifies the device to be used for loading the 
cantrol-program modul.. The device must be 
eith. CR, 91, or n. See the SYSGEN command 
for the yyndd and mmmm definmons. The default 
Is the bootstrap device. . 

OUT Ip8cifi. the device to receive a hard copy 
of the CP-R disk bootstrap. If the system disk 
allocation starts On sector zero, this field is 0p

tional; otherwise, an output device must be speci
fled. The output device must be either C P, 
91, arn. 
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ALL} FAST 
UPO 
OVR 

specifies the SYSLOAD mode of operation. 
The "ALL It and "FAST" parcrneters Indicate 
that all defined creal of the disk are to be 

Initialized to zero. The "UPO" parameter Indi
cates that existing data an the disk must b. saved 
and only the new version ofCP-Rshould be output 
to the disk. Th. "OVR" parameter Is identical to 
"ALL" and "FAST", except that no clearing or 
referencing of any area will toke place. See 
·SYS LO).O ", below, for a further description of 
these options. The defwlt value for this pcrcrn
.ter is "UPO". 

V specifies the venion number of the system being 
loaded. Up to four alphanumeric chcracters can 
be input for the version. The version will be 
logged on LL at the start of each job and logged 
with each postmortem dump. 

MAP specified that a MAP is to be output at the 
completion of SYSLOAO on the yyndd device and 
on the file CPRMAP which will be created for it 
In the SP area. The device type specified must 
be either LP or TV. The defoult is the 'OUT' de
vice defined on the :SYSGEN command. 

S .. the SYSGEN control command for a detailed descrip
tion of )')'ndd,mmmm. 

SYSLOAD 

When the SYSGEN phase has been completed, or when the 
rebootable SYSLOAO deck punched by SYSGEN has been 
loaded, control is transferred to SYSLOAO. SYSLOAO loads 
the required CP-R modules as determined by the SYSGEN 
input pcrcrneters and outputs these to the disk. It then out
puts the disk bootstrap and the System Program area directory 
to the disk. When SYSLOAO terminates it enters an idle 
state. If neeenary, the user can now load the system and 
user programs on the disk by following the sequence outlined 
later in this chapter. If a :SYSLO command was not input 
to SYSGEN or input after rebooting the SYSLOAD deck, 
SYSLOAO will initially output the following messages an the 
TYAOl .vice: 

CP-R SYSLOAO INPUT OPTIONS 

The options Input on the TYAOl device must be made via 
the :SYSLO command. 

All writes made on the disk during the SYSLOAO phase will 
be checbd to .. ure that the data was correctly recorded. 
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The MAP option allows the listing of a map of both memory 
and disk allocation. The memory allocation Is displayed as 
two portions. The first is titled 'CP-R TABLE ALLOCATION'. 
It is aaain divided into two parts. The fir..t is a listing of 
tables allocated during the SYSGEN process itself. The 
second is a listing of the symbols defined in the permanently 
resident modules of the system. The second major part is 
titled 'CP-R PROGRAM ALLOCATION' and is a listing of 
the ov.rlay entry and exit points. 

The disk allocation lists the area name, number, stcrting 
sector number, ending sector number, size and protection 
for all areas included in the SYSGEN. 

SYSLOAO loads three groupsofCP-R modules in the folIo_ 
ing sequence: optional resident routines (FPSIM, OECSIM, 
CVSIM, BYTSIM); mandatory resident modules; the overlays 
and JCP. 

The three groups of modules must be loaded in the stated 
order, but (for example) individual CP-R overloys need not 
be in any special order. All these routines can be input as 
one pockage and SYSLOAO will select and load only the 
routines that were requested during SYSGEN, making it un
necessary to rearronge the decks of modules if requirements 
change. 

Each monitor module, in absolute abject form, is identified 
to SYSLOAO via a OEF item, and any module not required 
is possed over. EOOs are allowed between modules, and 
the final module in a group must be followed by an EOO. 
If a" the required modules are not present in a group, 
SYSLOAO outputs the following alarm on TYA01: 

MISSING 10 nome 1 ,name2, ••• 

where namen is the name of the missing routine, the nome 
beins Indicated by the single OEF item in the module. 
SYSLOAO OIII.IIMS the missing routines are not required and 
continues. 

SYSlOAO writes the required overloys on the disk as they 
are loaded and sets up the information needed to enter the 
overlays in the OVI table. Modules that are not overlays 
will be loaded directly into the resident-monitor memory 
Image and later written out with the resident portion. 

When the SP-area directory is written on the disk by 
SYSlOAO, it will contain entries for four files named 
CPRFILE, JCP, CPRMAP, and RAOBOOT. RAOBOOT is 
the fil_ that contains a capy of the disk bootsh!p, the op
erotionol version of which be'ng the only program on the 
disk not eontoined within a disk area. Therefore, it cannot 
be accessed if a disk dump or sav. is required, and for this 
reason a copy of the bootstrop is kept in an SP-area fi Ie. 

The CPRFIlE, JCP, CPRMAP, and RAOBOOT files will be 
the first four files in the SP area. The CPRFILE will include 
any patch or expansion area that the user has requested. 

/ 
/ 
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After CP-R and the SP directory are output' to the disk, 
SYSLOAD sets up the appropriate command list in the boot
strap to enable the bootstrap to relood CP-R from the disk. 
The bootstrap is then written both into the RADBOOT file 
and onto the starting sector of the system disk (STTRACK 
option on :DEVICE command). 

If the system disk allocation starts atotherthan sector zero, 
a copy of the bootstrap is written on the device specified 
by the OUT keyword on the :SYSLD command. The user 
can then boot in CP-R by looding the "hard" copy of the 
bootstrap. This permits having more than one monitor sys
tem on disk and still being able to boot in CP-R by reading 
in a hard copy of the bootstrap. 

AU OmaN 

The ALL option specifies that a complete system load is to 
occur and that all disk areas should be initialized. The ALL 
option is necessary for the initial SYSLOAD or if the disk 
allocation has changed so drastically that all areas on the 
disk have moved. SYSLOAD will zero out all defined areas 
of the disk. 

fAST OmON 

The FAST option is identical to ALL except that only the 
first sector of each area is cleared to zeros. For disk packs, 
this will provide a considerable saving in the time required 
for SYSLOAO. The RADEDIT may be used subsequently 
to clear any areas that the user specifically requires to be 
cleared to zeros. 

OVERRIDE OPTION (OVR) 

The override option is identical to the All and FAST options 
except no disk area referencing or clearing takes place. 
Only area SP will be written to. This permits the user to 
add new disk areas while leaving other areas intact, and 
also permits one CP-R installation to generate a system for 
another CP-R installation with different disk areas and/or 
different secondary storage devices (only the SP areas must 
match) . 

UPDATE OmON 

The UPD option can be used whenever there Is an existing 
system on the disk, and the user wishes to load a new ver
sion of the monitor or change some of the SYSGEN parmn
eters. It is nat necessary to go through a SYSGEN to load 
a new version of the monitor. It is only necessary to load 
the rebootable SYSLOAD deck and go through a narmal 
SYSLOAD, specifying the ·UPOIO option on the :SYSLD 
command. 

To change any SYSGEN-defined parameters, it is ~ecessary 
to input the complete set of SYSGEN control commands. 
That is, there is no attempt to merge the new version of the 
monitor with the existing version on the disk. 

If the user does not want to disturb any of the disk areas, 
the areas must be input with the same size and in the same 
order as the initial SYSGEN. If the size of a disk area has 
to be changed or a new disk area has to be added, all disk 
areas (except CK or 8T) must be reloaded from the first 
changed area to the end of the disk. Therefore, the areas 
most subject to change in size should be allocated to the 
end of the disk so that the minimum number of areas are af
fected by a change. An area that must be moved can be 
saved and restored intact by using the RADEDIT Save and 
Restore functions. It is normally to the user's advantage to 
take the defoult size and allocation for the CK and BT areas 
since these are automatically allocated at the end of the 
disk and may be changed without affe~ting any other area. 

To inform the user as to which areas on the disk have moved, 
SYSLOAD reads in the disk bootstrap from the existing ver
sion, determines where the monitor is located on the disk, 
and then inputs the Master Directory from the existing ver
sion. If the disk address is changed for any of the SP, FP, 
BP, XA, or On areas, sYSLOAD outputs an appropriate 
alarm, requests permission to continue, and then zeros out 
the first sector in each area that has moved, thus effectively 
erasing all data in the area. 

The old system is examined to determine which disk areas 
have changed their allocation. If the size, location, or 
device have changed, an alarm is output and the operator is 
requested to indi cate that the process should continue or not. 

The size of the old CP-R file is exmnined to determine if it 
has grown larger than the previous system. If it has, then 
the SParea must be completely reloeded in the same manner 
as a FAST or ALL option. This is because the CP-R file is 
the first file in the area. 

If the first word address of bockground is different in a new 
version from that of the existing version, the alarm 

RELOAD, BGKG, PROGRAMS 

is output. All programs that execute in the background, 
both system processors and user background programs, would 
then have to be reloaded and absolutized for their new core 
execution location. 

1f SYSLOAD detennines that the new version is completely 
compatible with the existing version, thIl message 

RELOAD, NOTHING 

is output. 

After typing the necessary RELOAD alarms, sYSLOAD 
loods the optional resident routines, the mandatory resident 
modules, and the overlays as described under the ALL option. 
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When SYSLOAD has executed, the Systems Program area of 
the disk will have the following layout: 

SP Directory: 
Entries for CPRFllf, JCP, 
CPRMAP, RADBOOT 

CPRFILE 
(Resident monitor and CP-R 
Overlays) 

TEl File (if T JE is included) 

JCP File 

CPRMAP File 

RADBOOT Fi Ie 

Unused SP AREA 

Relative to sector 0 

Sectors 1 to m 

I Sectors m+ 1 to n 

Sectors n + 1 to P 

Sector p+ 1 

Sectors (p + 2) to q 

SYSGEN AND SYSlOAD ALARMS 
All a'arm messages that can be output during SYS GE N and 
SYSlOAD are defined in Table 34. 

LOADING SYSTEM PROCESSORS AND 
. USER PROGRAMS 

After SYSlOAD completes its operation, it will read CP-R 
into memory from secondary storage and transfer control to 
the CP-R initialization routine. 

CP-R will type the massa;e 

XEROX CP-R VERSION xxxx 

and execute a WAIT instruction. The operator should then 
place his job stack in the C device to lood the appropriate 
programs, perform an interrupt, and key in a "C". Control 
will be transferred to the Job Control Processor to reod the 
first control command. 

If one of the ALL, FAST, or OVR options is specified to 
SYSlOAD, the system processors must be rebuilt. Addition
ally, if the UPD option is specified, but a message indicates 
the need to relood the SP area or system processor alternate 
area, or reI ink background programs, port or all of the sys
tem processors must be rebuilt. 

The CP-R initialization routine provides the files in which 
the OlOAD and RADEDIT processors will reside, in the SP 
area (or system processor altemate ~ea, if one is defined). 

First, the OlOAD processor is linked by the JCP Looder, in 
a single-level overlay structure. OlOAD is then used to 
link the more complicated overlay structure of RADEDIT. 

These two processors are then used to allot and link other 
processors and utility files. 

Figure 31 shows an abbreviated control deck for 'inking the 
system processors from RONG on oplabel TO. 

Table 34. SYSGEN and SYSLOAD Alarm lI.1essages 

Alarm Meaning Recovery Action 

Non-I/O Alarms 

BI CKSM ERR A checksum error has occurred in the The message 'CONTINUE?' will be output. The 
object module being input. operator should type 'YES' or 'NO' to indicate 

what to do. If he types 'YES', the problem will 
be ignored and the process will continue. If he 
types 'NO' the process will be aborted. 

BI SEQ ERR A sequence error has occurred in the The message 'CONTINUE?' will be output. The 
object module being input. operator should type 'YES' or 'NO' to indicate 

what to do. If he types 'YES', the pro"'em will 
be ignored and the process will continue. If he 
types 'NO' the proc .. will be aborted. 

BT AREA TOO SMAll The space allocated to the BT area There is no recovery from this condition except 
is insufficient to hold the default to rerun the SYSGEN to either allocate more 
sizes of the GO and OV files. disk space for the BT area, or reduce the default 

size of the GO and/or OV file. 
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Table 34 S'VSGEN and SYSlOAD Alarm Messages (cont ) . 
Alarm Meaning Recovery Action 

Non-I/O Alarml (cont.) 

CK AREA TOO SMAll The amount of disk space allocated Either the disk areas must be reallocated (requirfl 
for the CK area is not sufficient to a rerun of SYSGEN) or a checkpoint cannot be 
hold the initial size of background. done with the initial size of bockground. 

DUP. DEF, xxxxxxxx The same DEF has been encountered The message 'CONTINUE?' will be output. The 
in two object modules, probably indi- operator should type 'YES' or 'NO' to indicate 
cating that two copifl exist of the what to do. Ifhe types 'YES', the problem will 
same object module. be ignored and the process will continue. If he 

types 'NO' the process will be aborted. 

EOF BEFORE END ITEM During the loading of an object mod- The message 'CONTINUE?' will be output. The 
ule, SYSlOADhas encountered a mis- operator should type 'YES' or 'NO' to indicate 
placed EOD or EOF. what to do. H he types 'YES', the problem will 

be ignored and the process will continue. If he 
types 'NO' the process will be aborted. 

ERR,CONTROl BYTE = xx The xx control byte in the object mod- The message 'CONTINUE?' will be output. The 
ule being loaded cannot be processed operator should type 'YES' or 'NO' to indicate 
by SYSLOAD. what to do. If he types 'YES', the problem will 

be ignored and the process will continue. If he 
types 'NO' the process will be aborted. 

ERROR ITEM xx An error has occurred in item xx of Control will be tranlferred to TYAOl to allow the 
the last control command input. Every user to correct the error. Unleu stoted otherwise 
item (except the :), followed by a (where the individual commands are delcribed) 
blank or a comma, is counted in deter- 0" items preceding the incorrect one have been 
mining the one in error, If xx is one processed, and only items starting with and fol-
greater thon the last item input, a lowing the incorrect one need by input. If the 
nonoptional item was not input. user desires to input nothing from TYAOl and to 

transfer control back to the original input de-
vice, a single colan (:) should be input on TYA01. 
If an error occurs an a continuation card, a card 
containing a control command must follow. 

Ill. DE F, xxxxxxxx The specified DEF or REF is not rec- The message 'CONTINUE?' will be output. The 
Ill. REF,xxxxxxxx ognized by SYSlOAD during the operator should type 'YES' or 'NO' to indicate 

loading of an object module. what to do. H he types 'YES', the problem will 
be ignored and the process will continue. If he 
types 'NO' the process will be aborted. 

INPUT ORDER ERROR The :MONlTOR, :RESERVE, or Catastrophic error. Rerun SYS GE N from the 
:DEVICE command for the system disk start. 
has been input in the wrong order. 

MISSING ID See All option. See All option. 

NO SYSTEM DISK No disk has been designated as the Catastrophic error. SYSGEN must be rerun from 
system disk. the start. ~ 

OBJ. MOD. NOT RECOG. The current object module being The message 'CONTINUE?' will be output. The 
loaded by SYSlOAD is not recog- operator should type 'YES' or 'NO' to indicate 
nized by SYSlOAD. what to do. If he types 'YES', the problem will 

be ignored and the process will continue. If he 
types 'NO' the process will be aborted. 

OC LABEL NOT ASSIGNED The OC operational label has not been There is no recovery from this error. The OC fabel 
assigned to a typewriter device. must be assigned in order for the system to function. 
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Tabl. 34. S~GEN'" SYSLOAD Alarm Messages (cont. ) 

Alarm M.c:ning Recov.-y Action 
I 

Non-I/O 1,larms (cant. ) 

DIS K OVERFLOW The total number of tracks input on Th. :DEVlCE command must be completely re-
the :DEVlCE command have exceeded input, with the sizes of the «805 appropriately 
the total available size. changed. 

RELOAD XX AREA These messages are output when an The message 'CONTINUE?' will be output. The 
RELINK BACKGROUND update option was used on the operator should type 'YES' or 'NO' to indicate 

PROGRAMS :SYSLD command. They indicate what to do. If he types 'VES', the problem wi" 
RELOAD NOTHING various incompatibilities between be ignored and the process wi" continue. If he 

the new and the old systems. types 'NO' the process will be aborted. 

UNABLE TO FIND OLD During an update Nn, SVSlOAD was The message 'CONTINUE?' will be output. The 
CP-R unable to locate the old version of operator should type 'VES' or 'NO' to indicate 

CP-R on the disk. what to do. If he types 'YES', the problem will 
be ignored and the process wi II continue. If he 
types 'NO' the process will be aborted. 

I/O Alarms 

yyndd BUS-Y The indicated device or lOP has re- SYSGEN will keep attempting the 1/00pera-
lOP n BUSV turned a busy status. tion. Probably indicates a hardware problem. 

yyndd ERROR,SB =xxxx A transmission error has occurred with SYSlOAD continues attempting the 1/0 opera-
yyndd PARITY,TRK =xxxx the indicated device. SB =xxxx indi- tion, unless a parity has occurred while clear-

cates the contents of the TlO status ing the disk. In this ease, this alarm and the 
bytes in hexadecimal. If a parity oc- parity alarm will be logged and the disk clear-
curs while clearing the disk, the bad ing will continue. 
track, as returned in the sense order, 
is also logged in hexadecimal. 

yyndd FAULT, A hardware fault has occurred on the SYSGEN continues attempting the I/o opera-
TDV =xxxx indicated device. The TDV status tion. Repair and ready the indicated device. 

byte is also output in hexadecimal. 

yyndd MANUAL The indicated device is in manual Ready the device. 
mode. 

yyndd UNRECOG The device indicated by yyndd is un- SVSGEN will enter a "WAIT" state. Probably 
recognized by the system. an invalid device number was input, and the 

SYSGEN will have to be rerun from the start. 
If the "WAIT" state is cleared, SYSGEN will 
retry the I/O operation. 

yyndd UNUS. END, An unusual end status has been re- SYSGEN continues attempting the I/o 
TDV =xxxx turned from the indicated device. operation. 

The TDV status byte is also logged .I 
in hexadecimal. 

yyndd WRT PROT The indicated magnetic tape or disk For a magnetic tape, insert a write ring and 
is hardware write-protected. ready the tape. For a disk, reset the hardware 

Write Protectswitch and then clear the "WAIT" 
state so SVSlOAD can retry the I/O operation. 
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fJGb ELD,fROCESSORS. 
fA'IUND 
fSIDLS (1l1,TO) 
IPAUSE KtYIN SIC 
IALLOET (FILE,GO),(FSI,O),SAV~ 
fALLOET (FILE,OV),(FSI,O),SAVt 
IALLOfI (FILE,X1),(FSI,bOO),(RSI.30).(FOH,B),SAV£ 
rLCAD (OUT,Sf,OLOAD),(SEGS,6),MAP 
rOLOAD (FILE,SP,RADEDIT),(TE~P,50),(MAP,PROG),LIE,FO~E 
:ROOT (OPLS,BI,EOD) 
:S~G (LINK,999),(EXLOC,10000),NONE 
:RtS (XBPEND,20000) 
:StG (LlNK,1000,ONTO,999),(EXLOC,8000),(OPLf,EI,ECD); 

(SHARE,SYS),(ACCESS,RX),ILOAD 
:SEG (LlNK,1001,ONTO,1000).(OPLE,Bl,EOD),(SHARE,SYS),(ACCESS,RX) 
:SEG (LINK,1002,ONTO,'OOO),(OPLB,BI,EOD),(SHARE,SYS),(ACCESS,RX) 
:S~G (LlNK,1003,ONTO,1000),(OPLE,El,EOD),(SHARE,SYS),(ACCESS,RX) 
:SEG (LINK,100~,ONTO,1000),(OPLE,SI,EOD),(SHARE,SYS),(ACCESS,RX) 
f RADHlT 
:ALLOT (FILE,SP,CRASH),(RSIZE,256),(FSIZE,51~) 
:ALLOT (FILE,SP,ERHFILE),(RSIZE,16),(FSIZE,100),(FORHAT,B) 
:ALLOT (FILE,Sf,AI).(RSI,20),(FOH,S),(FSI,100) 
:ALLOT (FILE,D1,AL),(HSI,B),(FOR,B),(fSI,500) 
:ALLOT (FILE,SP,EDIT),(FSI,100).(RSI,256) 
.OLOAD (FILE,SP,tDIT),(TEHf,25)t(LIB),(~AP,PRO),FOR 
:~OOT (OPL,EI,EOD) 
:SEG (LIN,1066),ILOAD,(OPL,EI,EOD),(SHARE,SIS),(ACC,RX) 
r U DEI: IT 
:ThuNCATE (FILE,SP,tDIT) 
:SOUEEZE Sf' 

Figure 31. Linking the CP-R System Processors (abbreviated) 
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16. HARDWARE CONFIGURATION GUIDEUNES 

lNTRQDucmN 

This chapter is intended as an aid to the system manager in 
selecting the proper hardware for his CP-R system. A 
reasonable selection of hardware can be made only on the 
basis of a thorough understanding of the particular appli
cation's requirements. Requirements that must be evaluated 
include the number of discrete interrupt levels required, the 
amount of secondary storage required for programs and data, 
memory requirements to satisfy resident foreground needs 
and concurrent batch (if desired), and peripheral equip
ment requirements for the data media desired. Figure 32 
illustrates the lowest-cost minimum CP-R configuration. 
Figure 33 illustrates a more typical CP-R configuration. 

HARDWARE INTERRUPT REQUIREMENTS 

The maximum number of primary foreground tasks that are 
expected to operate concurrently determines the number 

16K 
Memory 

Xerox 550 
Central Processing Unit 

of hardware-interrupt levels required, in addition to those 
needed by CP-R itself. The association of an interrupt level 
with a task establishes the priority of the task. The task's 
worst-case response time (to an external stimulus) is depen
dent upon the maximum CP-R inhibit time and the possible 
activity of higher priority tasks. Tasks that are prioritized 
above the Vo interrupt task must contend only with the 
CP-R typical inhibit of 100 .,..C and possible interference 
among themselves. (With error losging, the worst-case in
hibit time is 400 j.lSec.) 

Tasks associated with an interrupt priority higher than I/O 
cannot uti I ize any CP-R services that involve VO; thus 
these higher interrupt levels are typically associated with 
high priority tasks that utilize the Direct VO interface 
with SIU5 and defer CP-R services to related, 'lower-priority 
tasks. 

Tasks that operate at a priority lower than the I/O interrupt 
level can utilize all CP-R services including VO. Any 
number of these tasks may operate concurrently up to the 

r------------,. See Product Description 

J 

16K 
Memory 

Multiplexer vo Processor 

I 

Disk Control 

for Memory Port 
Req ui rements 

(1) 

l..---

~4591 

Nate.: 

(1) System operates in 32K. (Supports up to 256K.) 

(2) 3332 Magnetic tape units. 

Disk 

Figure 32. CP-R Lowest-Cost, Minimum Configuration 
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..... ~ 
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Plus 8771 Four-Byte Interface Card Reader 

Keyboard Printer Control 

@ Magnetic 
Tape 

L..---
niP 

7012 

® Magnetic 
Tape 

Figure 33. Typical Configuration 

number of available lower-priority hardware interrupts mi
nus two for each CP-R dispatcher level. (Each CP-R 
dispatcher requires the two hardware interrupt levels.) A 
dispatcher may be connected to the lowest interrupt level, 
in which case, the other interrupt level is null. For tasks 
below the VO level, the VO interrupt can cause an inter
ference of up to approximately 500 microseconds. 

There is an option in CP-R to allow I/O end-action and 
VO cleanup to be postponed to a level lower thon the I/o 
level. The user specifies this hardware level, if desired. 

',,-_ Primary tasks between this level and the VO level have 
less interference (due to VO interrupt activity). 

If 7611 (COC) equipment is available for the terminal job en
try system, two extemal interrupts are required for each 7611. 

Although extemal hardware-interrupt groups on aSigma sys
tem can be arranged in any priority order the user desires, 
CP-R requires of a Sigma configuration~(and assumes) thot 
group 2 is higher than group 3, group 3 h'gher than group 4, 
and so forth. Therefore, if anyone group is to be above the 
I/O level in priority, it must be group 2. 

The same hardware interrupt can be used "serially" by dif
ferent tasks, but only one can be connected to a given 
interrupt at anyone time. Table 35 gives a summary of the 
Sigma 9 and Xerox 550 interrupt structures. 
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Table 35. "'terrupt-Structure Summary 

Maximum Number of External "'terrupts Clockst Priority Levels> I/O Priority Levels < I/ott 

Sigma 1: 2 standard 208 optional 224 optional 
224 standard and optional combined. 2 optional 

Xerox 550: 4 standard 12 optional 36 optional 
48 standard and optional combined. 

tCIock 4, set at a frequency of 500 Hz, is dedicated to provide CP-R services relating to I/O timeouts, lob 
accounting, and background-e.cution-time limit. 

ttCP_R requires that two hardware interrupt levels be dedicated to each CP-R dispatcher. 

MAIN STORAGE (MEMORY) REQUIREMENTS 

IIEMORY SPACE REClUIREMEITS FOR C'-R 

The minimum CP-R configuration which would include 
keyboard/printer, magnetic tape, and disk I/o routines 
only, and provide a minimum number of disk device-files and 
operational labels, requires about 12,00010 cells for the 
monitor and its tables. This minimum memory space re
quirement would increase as handlers are added for addi
tional peripherals, as optional software routines are chosen 
during SYSGEN, and as additional files, operational labels, 
or user tasks are allocated during SYSGEN. The residence
space requirements for CP-R will vary from 12,000 to 
22,000 cells, depending upon the user's configuration. 
If background processing is desired, the user must allow an 
additional minimum of 9,000 cells for background spoce 
in order to accommadate the CP-R Job Control Processor, 
the standard CP-R subsystems, and the Assembly Program 
(AP). See the "System Generation" chapter for infor
mation on the space requirements of the various monitor 
options. 

IIEIIORY SPAC( REQUIREIiEm FOR CP-R PROCESSORS 

The memory space required for concurrent background pro
cessing is a function of the longest overlay path of the set 
of processors in question, plus the maximum work-space 
and blocking-buffer requirement of that set. The standard 
CP-R language processors (FORTRAN IV and AP) require 
resident work space for symbol-description tables during 
compilation or assembly. Thus, the number of source state
ments that can be processed in a single compilation or as
sembly is directly proportional to the amount of background 
memory available over and above the longest-overlay-path 
requirement. 

All of the CP-R processors are designed to utilize memory 
efficiently and will take advantage af any excess space that 
may be avai lable. 

Table 36 shows the various combinations of processors that 
are operable in the context of several IOmple CP-R/memory 
confi gurati ons. 

Table 36. Processor Availability in Sample Configuration 

T ota I Memory in System 

Configuration 32K 48K 64K 

12K CP-R plus 8K resident 9K BKGND 17K BKGND 25K BKGND 
(pimary) foreground, no 
secondary foreground, no All CP-R Processors except All Processors (AP assembly All Processors 
PUBLIB. FORTRAN IV and Sl-1 of about 10,000 lines) 

12K CP-R, 1 K resident 16K BKGNDt 24K BKGNOt or 32K BKGNOt or 
(pimary) foreground, 

All Processors t 
8K BKGNOtt 16K BKGHDtt 

161< secondory foreground, 
All Processorst no primary PUBLlB. All Processors 

t Only when secondary foreground is inactive and rolled out. 

ttConcurrent with secondary foreground (real-time). 
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.EMORY SPACE IEQUlliEMEm FOil 
IIER-fOIE&IIOUIO PIIO&RAIIS 

The arnountofmemory required for user's primary foreground 
programs is the total size requirements for all concurrently 
resident primary programs and their blocking buffers, plus 
the size of the nonresident foreground orea if any. 

The overhead for centrally-connected primary tasks is 
26 words per interruptible task, for the task control block 
and the task's PSD, plus temp space as follows: 

Monitor Services 
Requirements 

None 

All services 

Amount of System Temp Stack 
Required 

o 

150 

More detailed information is given under "Overlay Loader" 
and "System Generation". 

The user temp stack size is dependent upon the routines used. 
See the FORTRAN IV reference manual for'-library sizes. 

Blocking buffers are required for each operational label (or 
FORTRAN device number) that is associated with a blocked 
disk file. The blocking buffer size is always 256 words. 

SECONDARY STORAGE REQUIREMENTS 

The optimal type of secondary storage for 0 CP-R system is 
dependent upon the requirements of the installation. The 
storage capacity required may dictate the use of disk pocks, 
or perhaps where access time is very important and the 
majority of tronsfers are small, a fixed-head disk would be 
appropriate. (Note that for small average-transfer sizes on 
the order of 500-1000 bytes, access time is more critical 
than transfer rate. ) 

CP-R requires one magnetic tape unit; which also provides 
an optimum backup capability for CP-R and disk packs. 
Table 37 gives a comparison of the occess time, capacity, 
and other pertinent characteristics of the various secondary 
storage devices supported by CP-R on Sigma 9 hardware. 

Table 37. Comparison of Secondary Storage Devices 

MIOPBandwidth2 Requirements 
Device or 

C . 1 
Average Maximum 

Device/Controller opaCity Access Time Tronsfer Rate Sigma 9 Add if thru 
Combination (in megabytes) (in milliseconds) (in kilobytes) MIOP an20 

7202 .75 mb 16.9 ms 187.5 kb 37% 7% 

7203 1.5 mb 16.9 ms 187.5 kb 37% 7% 

7204 3.0 mb 16.9 ms 187.5 kb 37% 7% 

7212 5.3 mb 16.9 ms 3000.0 kb NAil NA 

7232/7231 6.3 mb 16.9 ms 384 kb n% 16% 

7232/72363 6.3 mb 16.9 ms 384 kb 34% 5% 

72464 24.5 mb 87.5 ms 312 kb sao", - 29% 13% - 3% 

7251 5 2.3 mb 50.5 ms 312 kb 50% - 29% 13% - 3% 

7260 45 mb 42.5 ms 512 kb 51% - 39% 4%-5% 

7270 49 mb 47.5 ms 312.5 kb SO% - 29% 13% - 3% 

7275 86 mb 42.5 ms 806 kb n%-65%6 7% 

7315/16 23 mb@800bpi7 5 ms 60 kb 14% 3% 

7332 46 mb@ 1600 bpi7 5ms 120 kb 22% - 13% 6%-1% 

]3338 46 mb@ 1600bpi7 3.25 ms 240 kb 25% 2% 

7362 16 mb@S56bpi7· 10 ms 20 kb 9% 1% .. 
7372 23 mb@800bpi7,9 5ms 60 kb10 13% ~ 3% 

Notes: 1. CP-R requires approximately .5 megabytes for system starage, including standard processors. 

2. CP-R does not manage bandwidth control, thus the installation must be properly configured to ovoid 
data overruns. When two figures are shown, the second figure indicates bandwidth requirements when 
the four-byte interface is included; this figure is not shown if not applicable. The user can combine 
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Table:rl. Comparison fA Secondary Storage Devices {cont.} 

Notes: 
(cont. ) 

several devices on a logical channel (using the CHAN command at SYSGEN) even though they are on 
separate physical channels. 

3. CP-R requinn the 7236 controller if the extended-width interface is desired. The 7231/7235 combi
nati on may not be used. 

4. CP-R treats each 7242 as two 7246 disk packs. All disk packs except the system-residence pack may 
be declared to be removable. 

5. CP-R treats each 7251 as a 720x type device. Each 7252 is treated as two 7251 devices. The remov
ability feature of the 7251/52 is not managed by CP-R. A restricted form of removability for 725x 
cartridges is available (see "Removable-Disk Devices"). There is no suppart for flawed tracks under 
CP-R for this device, unlike for other disk devices. 

6. The 7275 uses the burst-mode feature of the Sigma 9 MIOP, which is included with all systems con
figured for Model 7275. The second figure reflects the bandwidth requirement when using burst mode. 

7. Assuming 2400-foot reels and no interrecord gaps. Reduce this figure by the percentage of the tape 
required for interrecord gaps. This value is a function of record size since gap is fixed (0.75 inches 
for 7302/72; 0.5 to 0.75 inches (average 0.6 inches) for 7315/16). 

8. Model 7333: only with extended-width interface (1039). 

9. Model 7372 transfers six bits of information per byte. 

10. Model 7372: reduce transfer rate by 25 percent for packed binary mode. 

11. Requires Sigma Selector lOP (SlOP) with Model 7211 controller. 

The amount of secondary storage required for a CP-R system 
is a function of the secondary storage requirementsofCP-R 
itself, plus user requirements for program and data storage, 
pi us background temporary fi Ie space. 

IT AREA STORAGE REQUIREMEITS 

If a user wants to allocate enough Background Temp area 
to assemble an average 5OOO-line source program, approxi
mately 200 kilobytes of disk storage would be needed. (The 
smallest Xerox disk unit, Model 7202, has a .75 megabyte 
storage capacity. 

USER SECOIDARY STORAGE REQUIREMEITS 

Figure 34 illustrates the hierarchy of CP-R file manage
ment. It is important to note that since a file may not span 
physical device boundaries, the capacity of secondary 
storage devices at an installation may limit the maximum 
file size. Furthermore, the maximum size of any file or 
area is 32 megabytes, independent of device capacity. 

REMOVABLE DISK PACKS AID CARTRIDGES 

DISK AREA DEFINITION AND PACK INITIAUZATION 

Each disk drive provides from 24 to 86 megabytes of stor
age, which can be divided into from 1 to 21 areas. (The 
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total number of areas in the system may not exceed 21.) An 
area can be up to' 32 mb in size. 

Also, part or all fA a pack can be used as a direct (random) 
file with no area limitations, by means of a device-access 
type of assignment. 

7244 PACK COPY 

The RADEDIT command DPCOPY may be used to create a 
backup copy of a pack on another pack~ The us.er must first 
assign a DeB to each device, with a device-type assignment, 
and then execute RADEDIT. 

7251/52 DISK AREA DEFINITION 

All areas for the removable 7254 disk cartridges (for 
Model 7251 or 7252 Cartridge Disk Systems) must be en
tirely defined at system generation time (SYSGEN). Any 
cartridge mounted on a given spindle will automatically 
assume the attributes of that spindle as defined at SYSGEN. 
If areas must be reclefined, a camplete 'AlL''"§t(SGEN must 
be performed. 

7254 CARTRIDGE INJTlAUZATION 

SYSGEN will automatically initialize the fint and second 
sector of each area defined on any cartridges mounted at 
SYSGEN. When interchangeable cartridges are to be 
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Figure 34. CP-R Disk Fi Ie Management 

initialized subsequent to SYSGEN, they must be mounted 
on the appropriate spindle and a RADEDIT CLEAR com
mand given for each area associated with that spindle. This 
must be done prior to using a RADEDIT MAP or ADD com
mand. Files subsequently defined will be available when
ever that cartridge is mounted. 

7254 CARTRIDGE MOUNTING 

Any cartridge mounted on a spindle automatically assumes 
the area definitions defined at SYSGEN for that spindle; 
therefore, interchangeable cartridges may only be mounted 
on a spindle compatible with that cartridge. The cartridges 
are compatible only when they have been initialized with 
the exact area allocatians as were defined at SYSGEN for 
that spindle. Cartridges must be initialized, as described 
previously, prior to U5e. 

n54 CARTRIDGE REMOVAL 

Cartridges may not be removed unti I all files contained on 
that cartridge are closed and the device-file numbers are 
released. Cartridges used exclusively by background should 
only be removed or replaced between sequences of jobs, i.e., 
following a FIN command and preceding a JOB command. 
Cartridges used by foreground tasks can be safely removed 
only on the basis of a thorough understa!]!:ling of the fore
ground application. It is recommended that the foreground 
tasks communicate to the operator when C!'II file activity has 
ceased (files closed and device-file numbers released). 

Special precaution must be taken for nS2 Cartridge Disk 
units. Since the fixed disk as well as the removable disk is 
stapped when replacing the cartridge, all file activity must 
be quiesced for both the fixed and removable portions of 
the device (which are independently addressable). If the 
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SP area resides on the fixed disk, the computer must be 
placed in a completely idle state (no active background 
or foreground, no key-ins pending). Failure to do so will 
rr.sult in an ALAfM when an attempt is made by CP-R to 
a.:cess an overlay. Foreground tasks that access fj les on 
the fixed portion of a 7252 drive may also require the com
puter to be in the idle state to avoid the 'nan-operational' 
condition. ~viously a critical real-time envirorvnent can
not tolerote the computer being in 'idle', therefore, proper 
allocation of areas and spindles is essential (e.g., two 7251 
devices may be required rather than a single 7252). 

7254 CARTRIDGE COPIES 

In order for 7254 back-up cartridges to be created, two 
'removable' spindles should be available with identical 
area-size definitions but with different area-name assign
ments. As indicated previously, the cartridge to be copied 
to must have been previously initialized. RADEDIT may 
then be used to provide an area-to-area copy. 

If an installation has only two spindles with one being the 
system-residence device (i. e., 'nonremovable') and desires 
to create backup cartridges, the cartridges to be copied 
must themselves contain a copy of CP-R. The cost of this 
is approximately 10 percent of the cartridge capacity. Al
though it is possible to perform a cartridge copy on a single 
7252 unit (i. e., a copy of the fixed-disk portion to the 
cartridge), the procedure would be cumbersome and error 
prone. It is therefore recommended that two 72515 be 
utilized instead of a single 7252. (Multiple 7252s or a com
bination of 7252 and 7251 are equivalent to multiple 725ls 
in this respect, of course, ignoring the cost factor.) 

PERIPHERAL mUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS AND OPTIONS 

KEYBOARD/PRINTER - REQUIRED 

CP-R requires that the minimum configuration include a 
keyboard/printer for operator control. This must always 

be located on MIOP 0, device address 01. (All other 
device addresses are determined at SYSGEN time.) 

CHARACTER-ORIENTED COMMUNICATIONS (COC) -
OPTIONAL 

• One buffered input/output channel dedicated to a 
7630 Controller, with eight lines. 

• External DIO interface feature. 

• Two external interrupts dedicated to the COC controller. 

The COC software support requires approximately 2K words 
of resident memory space, including some line-buffer space. 

ADDmONAL PERIPHERAL OPTIONS 

Consult the "System Generation" chapter for information 
about other optional peripheral devices supported by CP-R. 

MlSCEUANEOUS HARDWARE OPTIONS 

1E61rnlilLOCIS 

Additional register blocks can be used by primary real-time 
tasks to reduce context-switching time on task entry and 
exit. If terminal job entry is selected, register block one 
is required. 

POWEll ai/OFF 

Although this feature is standard in Sigma 9 hardware, CP-R 
software does not provide a generalized support for it, since 
recovery sequences are so application-dependent in a real
time system. Users interested in a power fail-sofe capability 
can handle these interrupts by means of a primary task that 
provides for the installation's specific requirements in this 
regard. 
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APPENDIX A. SYSTEM CP-R 

System CP-R is written for use under the AP (level A01 or 
greater) assembl.!r. 

SYSTEM CP-R PROCmURE REFERENCES 

For any CAL that requires a function Parameter Table (FPT), 
System CP-R provides a procedure that can generate four 
different CAL and FPT combinations. The combination is 
chosen by a Iceyword in the procedure Cf(2) field. 

DEFAULT FORM 

The default format is used when the CF(2) field of the pro
cedure is absent. It has the form 

LABEL 1, LABEL2 M:CAL paramete~ 

In this form, the CAL imtruction is generated at the posi
tion of the procedure reference. The FPT is generated in 
the next available space of a separate CSECT, which is al
located by the fi~t use of a procedure of this form. The 
paramete~ define the size and content of the FPT. LABEL 1, 
if it exists, is defined as the address of the CAL. LABEL2, 
if it exists, is defined as the address of the first word of the 
FPT. Further labels are ignored. 

'I-UlE FPT FORM 

Another form is provided to avoid generating a separate 
CSECT. It is similar to the default form, but generates the 
FPT preceded by a branch imtruction following the CAL. 
The branch address is the fi~t word after the FPT. It has 
the form 

LABEL 1, LABEL2 M:CAL, ]NLN paramete~ 

The Iceyword "]NLN" in the CF(2) field specifies the in-line 
FPT form of the procedure. The labels and parameters are 
used in the same way as for the default form. 

FPT-OILY FORM 

This form generates only the FPT, at the position of the pro
cedure reference (with no branch imtruction preceding the 
FPT). It has the form 

LABEL 1, ••• , LABELn M:CAL, FPT paramete~ 

The keyword "FPT" specifies this form of the procedure. 
The parameten are treated as in the default form, but all 
labels are defined as the fint word address of the FPT. 

CAL-OILY FORM 
J 

The last form generates only the CAL, at the position of the 
procedure reference. It has the form 

LABEL 1, ••• LABELn M:CAL,CAL address 

The keyword "CAL" specifies this form of the procedure. 
The labels are all defined as the address of the CAL. The 
"address" field is the word address of an FPT, optionally 
with indexing or indirection. 

PARAMETER FIELD 

In the first three procedure forms above, the argument field 
is a list of paramete~ defining an FPT. With a few excep
tions, each parameter in the list is a parenthesized group 
comisting of a keyword, possibly followed by a value. Cer
tain keywords ("flags ") indicate only a single bit of infor
mation by their presence or absence. If a value follows one 
of these flags, it is considered an extra value. Other 
keywords normally are followed by a value. If the value 
is omitted, zero is assumed. 

If a parameter group specifies a value for an FPT field, a 
label may be defined as the address of the word containing 
the field. This is done by including the label as the third 
item in the parameter group. For example, 

M:INIT (TASK, 'ABCD', HERE) 

Defines the label 'HERE' as the address of the task name 
field in the INIT FPT. Flag paramete~ which signify the 
inclusion of a full word (i.e., 'TYC' or 'TYPE2') may label 
that word by including the label as the second item in the 
parameter group. 

Two prominent exceptions to the "(keyword, value)" format 
for paramete~ are the DCB address for the I/O CALs and the 
file identification for several other CALs. The former is a 
single unkeyed value, which must be fint in the parameter 
list (this provides compatibility with System BPM). The 
latter is the keyword "FILE" followed by either one or two 
text wlues. If two wlues follow, they are assumed to be 
the area name and the file name, in that order. If only one 
wlue follows, it is assumed to be the file name. ]n either 
case, a label may follow the last parameter. It will take 
the address of the file name field as its value. .. 
In any case where a parameter is a single item rather than 
a group of items, the parentheses may be omitted. 

If an FPT word is optiontll, it is generated only if a param
eter is referenced which affects that word. The parameter 
presence bits are set accordingly. 
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IYITEM CP-Il EIIlOILS 

Generally, the procedure s)'Stem generates as much as it can 
determine from the procedure reference, notifying the user 
with error messages that certain information was unusable. 

Extra items in a parameter group are unused. If a value 
item is in error, a zero value is used. If a keyword is in 
error, the parameter group which it heads is ignored (which 
may cause an FPT optional word to be omitted). 

CAL-PARAMET£R GROUPS 

The s)'Stem CP-R CAL procedures each translate a set of 
parameters for a group of CAls with similar FPTs. Within 

INDEX IIY 

SERVICE CODE GROUP SFRVICE 

ABORT X'03' 2 ACT 
ALLOT X'5A' II ARM 
BIOSTP X'OE' 20 BIOSTRT 
CHECK X'29' I CLOSE 
CORRES X'2P' 7 OCB 
DEBUG X'65' 11 DELETE 
DEO X'JiD' 11 DFMODE 
DISARM X'03' 12 DISCON 
ENABLE X'02' 10 ENO 
ERSEND X'66 ' I EXDA 
EXTM X'49' II GFTASN 
GETTIME X' 61 ' 5 HIO 
INT X'OE' 3 IOACT 
JOB X'67' 15 JTRAP 
LOCK X'55' I I MASTER 
MODIFY X'4F' II OPEN 
PFIL X' IC' I POLL 
PREC X'ID' I PRECORD 
PRINT X' 0 l' 6 READ 
RELPAGE X'58' 11 REW 
RUN X'OC' 8 SEGLOAD 
SIGNAL X'.3' II SIO 
SIOSTRT X' 11 ' 20 SJOB 
START X'JlA' 1\. STATUS 
STIMER I'Jl4' 11 STOP 
TERM X'08' 2 TEST 
TIME X' 10' 3 TIO 
TRIGGER X'OO' 10 TRTN 
TRUNC 1'5C' 11 TIPE 
UNLOCK X'56' It VFC 

. WUTALL 1'40' 11 WAITAMI 
WRITE I' 11 ' I XXX 

'>IUCh a grOup, any parameter will be accepted for any CAL, 
.ven though the parameter might be meaningless Or illegal 
for that CAL. It is the user's responsibility to know which 
parameters are necessary for the CAls used. 

SPEClf1C CAl.-PARAMETER GROUPS 

listed below in Figure A-I are the CALs in the groups for 
each procedure in system CP-R, followed by the parameters 
processed by that procedure. 

SERVICE NAME 

CODE GROUP SERVICE COOF GROUP 

1'52~ II ALARM X'6A' II 
)('OJi' 12 ASSIGN X'08' 17 
X'OF' 20 CALRTN X'60' JI 
X' 15' I CON X'OJl' 12 

22 DEACT X'53' 11 
X'5E' II DELFPT X'II7' I 
X'22' IQ DISABLE X'D I' 10 
X'('I3' 12 DRC X'OB' 19 
X'JiC' 11 F.RASE X'54' 11 
X'OA' 2 EXIT X' 0 I' 2 
X'Oq' 17 GFTPAGE 1'57' 11 
X' 15' 21 IN IT X'Jl8' II 
X' 17' 20 IODEACT X' 16' 20 
X'5D' q [JOB X'64' II 
X'08' JI Jl4EDIA X'59' 17 
X' PI' I PC 1'2C' 3 
X'~5' 11 POST 1'.6' 1 I 
X'ID' I PREFMOD 1'50' 16 
X' 10' 1 RECALH 1'69' 11 
X' 0 I' I RLS I'OB' 8 
X '0 I' 13 SETNAME I' 51 ' 11 
X, 12' 21 SIOSTP 1'10' 20 
X'63' 11 SLAVE X'07' • X'IIE' 11 STOLB X'62' 17 
X'JlP' 11 TOV X' 14' 21-
X'1I2' 1 I TEUT 1'5F' 11 
X'13' 21 TRAP I' IJi' 9 
'1.'05' 2 TRTY 1'5E' II .. 
X'02' 6 UNLO .1' 03' 1 ... 
1'05' 19 WAIT I'OCJ' ~ 
X' 41 ' II WFOF 1'02' 1 
1'03' 2 

Figure A-l. Specific CAL-Parameter Groups 
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• • • • • • • • • • I • I I • I CROUP 
• • • I • I I • I • • • • • • • 

HAt~J:" CIIL 1:'pT COD~ 

~:CP.f.CK CAL I, I Y'20' 
t.l:CLCSF CAL I, I Y'I5' 
,.':DELFPT CA L I ,7 Y'47' 
~': J;'f;~F~D r:IIL 1,7 Y'66' 
~:oprf.j C'L I, I X' 14' 
~':PF'IL CHI,I X'IC' 
M:P~F'C C 'LI , I )r' In' 
~:PFit:CORD CAL I, I Y'ID' 
t~: ~ F AD CAL I, I lC'IO' 
t~:RFI.,' CAL I, I Y.' 0 I ' 
M:UNLD CAL I, I Y'OV 
M:WF'OF C.'L I, I X'OZ' 
~': wflIT~ CAL I, I X' II' 

KEY~O~D rEANING A~D SAMPL~ 
(WITH ALTf.R~ATf.~) 

(NO HUORD) 

.'BN 

BBA 

BLOCK 

BTD 

EUF,BUFFER 

DUSY 

CKWRT 

DCP 

DIIIG 

EAADDR 

EACSA 

EAI~TLI3 

EAINTNfl 

[RR,ERROR 

FPT 

FUNC 

FWD 

IGNERR 

10012 

LWAIT 

DCB AOD?~SS (RECUIRED TO ~F, ~IRST) 
pot: PEAD DCE 
ABNORMAL RETijPN ADDRESS (~AY BE INDIRECT) 
~:READ DC9,(ABN,XXXX) OR (ARN,IJXXX) 
BLOCrING BUFFER ADDRFSS FOP. OPENING FILE 
(MAY FE INDIRECT) 
~:READ DCF,(PEA,XXXX) OR (BBA,.XXXX) 
~RANULE ~R FOR nIR~CT RF4D, OR ADnF.ESS OF SAME 
M:PEAD DC~,(BLOC~,N) OR (FLOCK,.XXXX) 
BYTE IN WORD TO ~TART, OR ADDRESS OF SA~~ 
M:PFAD DC3,(~TD,N) OR (BTD,.XXXX) 
BU~FER At-DFeSS (MAY BE INDIR~CT) 
~:READ DCB,(~UF,XXXX) OR (BUF,.XXX1) 
BUSY RETURN ADDPESS 
H:READ DCE,(BU~Y,IXXX) 
WRITF. WITH CHFCKREAD TO DISK 
M:~RITF DCE,(C~WRT) 
INDICATF'S DCB BEING CHECKED 
M:CHECK DCB,(DCF) 
OPFRATION \-.'ILL ~E VALID ONLY IF DEVICE 
IS IN DIAGSOSTIC MODE 
M:READ DCe,DIAG 
END ACTION ADDRESS 
M:READ DCB,(EAADDR,XXXX) 
END ACTION COMPLETION STATUS ADDRESS 
M:PEAD DCE,(F.ACSA,XXXX) 
FHD AC~ION I~TERRUPT L~BFL 
M:READ DCB,(EAINTL~,'I3') 
ENn ACTIO~ INTERRUPT NUMBER 
M:READ DCB,(FAINTNR,X'65') 
ERROR RETURN 4DDRESS (MAY BE INDIRECT) 
M:READ DCB,(ERR,XJXX) OR (ERR,·XXXY) 
INDICATES FPT ~EINC CHECKED 
M:CHECK DCB,(FPT) 
FUNCTION CODE FOR SPECIAL DEVICE HANDLER, 
OR ADDRESS OF SA~E 
M:RFAD DCB,(FUNC,X'12') OR (FUNC,.XXXX) 
READ OR SPACE FORWARD 
M:READ DCB,(FWD) 
IGNORE ERRORS (ABORT OVERRIDE) 
H:READ DCB,(IGNFRR) 
DATA TO BE PASSED TO SPECIAL D~VICE HANDLER 
IN 10012 TABLE, OR ADDRESS OF SAME 
~:READ DCB,(IOOI2,X'1234') OR (IOCI2,.IIIX) 
LONG WAIT I~DICATOR (PRIME ROLLOUT CANDIDATE) 
M:READ DCB,(LWAIT) 

Figure A-l. Specific CAl-PalOmeter Groups (cont.) 
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J 

GROUP 1 : 

!J 

NOCK 

PROMPT 

PTRI 

PTRD 

REV,EAC;': 

SIZf.,~ 

SKIP 

TIMF: 

TYPE I 

WAIT 

WFPT,TYPE2 

(CO:-JTINUfD) 

rJlH'FF.~ OF U"ITS TO snp OR ADDRESS C01JT,o,INING SAtJ.F 
~:PREC nCP,(N,2S) or (Nt·XXXX) 
NO CHECK ON O?FRATION (nfLFTF ON PO~T) 
Y:RFAD nCB,(HOrK) 
PRot'Pi C4AQAC''''R TO 8E WRITTE:-J BEFORE 0, RFAD FRO~ 

A KEYBOARn-p~INTER DEVICE, OR ADD~ESS OF SAME 
~:RFAD DCR,(PROMPT,'-') OR (PROMPT,·ADDR) 
PAPER TAPE READ I~MFDIATE 
M:RFAn nCR,(PTRI) 
PAPER TAPE READ DIRECT 
M:READ CCP,(PTRD) 
READ OR SPACF REVERSE 
~:READ DCB,(REV) 
PYTE LStJGTP OF TRA.NSJ;'ER, OR ADDFESS OF SA!1E 
~:READ nc?,(qECL,N) OR (RECL,·XXXX> 
SPACE PAS7 E~~ ON SrIP OPERATION 
M:PREC 0CB,(SKIP) 
TIMEOUT COUHER 
r. : R F: AC DC F • ( TI "1 E, 1 0 ) 
INDICATfS TYPF I IIC 
M:RE~D DCB,(TYPE1) 
WAIT POR CO"'P\'FTIO~ OF OPERATION BEPORE RETURN 
M:REAn nCR,rWAIT) 
I~DICATES TYPE II 110, FORCES PRESENCE OE POST WO~D 
M:READ DCP,(TYPF2) 

• • • I • • • • • • • • • • •• GROUP 2 • • • • • • • • I • • • • • • • 

NAME 

M:ABORT 
~~: EXDA 
~: FXIT 
M:TERM 
M:TRTN 
M:WAIT 
I' :XXX 

CAL 

CAL 1 ,9 
CAL 1,9 
CAL 1,9 
CAL 1,9 
CAL 1 ,Q 

CAL 1,9 
CAL 1,9 

X'03' 
X'OA' 
X' 01' 
1'08' 
X'05' 
X'09' 
X'03' 

THE ABOVE CALS HAVE NO PARAMETF.RS 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • GROUP 3 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

'Il6 ~endix A 

NAME 

M:INT 
M:PC 
M:TH'E 

CAL 

CAL 1,8 
CAL'. 1 
CAL 1,8 

FPT CODE 

X'OE' 
X'2C' 
X' 10' 

THESE CALS EACH HAVE A SINGLE UNKEYFD PARAMETER: 
THE TIME RETURN ELOCK ADDRESS FOR M:TIME t 

THE BREAK PROCESSOR ADDRESS FOR M:INT, 
AND THE NEW PPO~PT CHARACTER FOR ~:PC 

"1:TIHE XXXX 

Figure A-I. Specific CAL-Parameter Groups (cont.) 
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• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • GROUP II • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
fUME CAL FPT CODE 

"':CALRTN CAL 1,7 J'60' 
B: "~ASTER CAL 1,8 X'oS' 
tl:SLAVE CAL I, B 1'07' 

THE ABOVE CALS HAVE NO PARAMETERS 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • GROUP 5 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • I 

KEYWO~D 

UTP1E 

NA ... F 

M:GETTI~E 

CAL 

CAL 1,7 

~~ANING ~qD SAMPLF 

FPT conE' 

prTl.;iW n~TE'~ CLocr V/.LUE (~ECOND~ SHJcr ~~IDNIGPT) 
1":r.l:'77Irr (TI"E) 
RFTU~~ USER CLocr VALUF (SECONDS SINCE SYSTEM BOOT) 
M:CETTIME (UTIME) 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • GROUP 6 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

KEYWORD 

MESS 

TUIE 

WAIT 

NAME CAL FPT CODE 

M:PRINT 
M:TYPE 

MEANING AND 

CAL 1,2 
CAL 1,2 

SAMPLE 

X' 0 I' 
X'02' 

ADDRESS OF THE HESS AGE IN TEXTC FORMAT 
INDIRECT) 
M:PRINT (MESS,XXXX) OR (HESS,'XXXX) 
TIMEOUT COUNTER 
M:TYPE (TIME,20) 
WAIT FOR COMPLETION BEFORE RETURNING 
M:PRINT (WAIT) 

(HAY BE 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • GROUP 7 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
NAME CAL FPT CODE 

H:CORRES CALI,I X'2B' 

KEYWORD MEANING AND SAMPLE 

DCB II 
DCB2 

THE ADDRESSES OF THE DCBS TO COMPARE (MAY BE INDIRECT) 
M:CORRES (DCBI,tXXX) OR (DeBlt'XXXX) • 

figure A-l. Specific CAL-Parameter Groups (cont.) 
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• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • GROUP 8 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

IEYWOPD 

FILEN 

INTLB 

INTNR 

ISP 

PRIO 

SIC 

NA~~ CAL FPT COOE 

M:~LS CALI,5 X'OB' 
M:RUN CALI,5 I'OC' 

MEANING AND SAMPLE 

FILE NAMF F~OM WHICR TO LOAD. 
M:RUN (FIL~N,'HORSE') 
INTERRUPT LABEL TO TRIGGER ON COMPLETION 
M:RUN (INTLB,'I3') 
INTERRUPT NUMBER TO TRIGGER ON COMPLETION 
~:RUN (INTNR,X'6S') 
SUPPRESS STORAGE OF CO~PLETION CODE 
M:RUN (ISP) 
PRIORITY AT WHICH TO CUEUE THE RUN 
M:RUN (PRIO,X'8000') 
ADDRESS TO STORE COMPLETION CODE 
M:RUN (SIG~XXJX) 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • GROUP 9 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

KEYWORD 

(NO IEYWORD) 

A~ORT 

IGNORE 

PERMIT 

TRAP 

CAL 
DEC 
FP 
FX 
NAO 
PS 
UI 
WDG 

278 Appendix A 

NAME CAL FPT CODE 

M:JTRAP 'CALI,7 X'SD' 
M:TRAP CALI,8 X'I4' 

MEANING AND SAMPLE 

TRAP RECEIVER ADDRESS (IF INCLUDED, MQST BE FIRST. IF 
OMITTED, FIRST PARAMETER MUST NOT BE A SINGLE ITEM) 
M:TRAP XXXX 
THE TRAPS INDICATED BY THE FOLLOWING CODES 
WILL CAUSE TASK ABORT 
M:TRAP (APORT,AA,BB,CC,DD) 
RESET THE PERMIT BIT IN THE PSD POR THE 
TRAPS INDICATED BY THE FOLLOWING CODES 
M:TRAP (IGNORE,AA,BB) 
SET THE PERMIT BIT IN THE PSD FOR THE 
TRAPS INDICATED BY THE FOLLOWING CODES 
M:TRAP (PERMIT,AA,BB) 
TRE TRAPS INDICATED BY THE FOLLOWING CODES 
WILL CAUSE TRANSFER TO THE TRAP RECEIVER 
~:TRAP XXXX,CTRAP,AA,BB,CC,DD) 
CODE FOR THE CAL ERRO~ SIMULATED TRAP 
CODE FOR THE DECIMAL ARITRMETIC ERROR TRAP 
CODE FOR THE FLOATING ARITHMETIC ERROR TRAP 
CODE FOR THE FIXED ARITHMETIC ERROR TRAP 
CODE FOR THE NON-ALLOWED OPERATION TRAP 
CODE FOR THE STACK LIMIT TRAP 
CODE FOR THE UNIMPLEMENTED INSTRUCTION TRAP 
CODE FOR THE WATCHDOG TIMER TRAP 
H:TRAP HANDLER,CABORT!WDG,CAL,PS,FP,rX),; 

(TRAP,NAO,UI),{PER~IT,FI),(IGNORE,DEC) 

Figure A-1. Specific CAL-Parameter Groups (cont.) 
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• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • CROUP 10 • • • • • • 
NAI-!E CAL FPT COD~ 

M:DISABLE CALI,5 X' 0 .' M:ENABLE CAL 1,15 X'02' 
M:TRICGER CAL 1,5 X'OO' 

KEYWORD MEANING AND SA~PLE 
(WITH ALTERNATES) 

ERR,ERROR 

INTLB 

INTNR 

ADDRESS FOR ERROR RETURN 
~:TRIGGER (ERR,XXXX) 
LABEL OF THE INTERRUPT TO AFFECT 
M:TRIGGER (INTLB,'I3') 
ADDRESS OF THE INTERRUPT TO AFFFCT 
H:TRIGGER (INTNR,X'70') 

• • • • • • • • • • 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • GROUP •••••••••••••••••• 

NAMF CAL FPT CODE 

H:ACT CAL 1,7 X'52' 
M:ALARM CAL 1,7 X'6A' 
M:ALLOT CAL 1,7 X'5A' 
H:DEACT CAL',7 X'S3' 
H:DEBUG CAL 1,7 X'6S' 
M:DELETE CAL 1,7 1'5B' 
H:DEO CAL 1,7 X'IID' 
H:ENO CAL 1,7 X'IIC' 
M:ERASE CAL 1,7 X'5'" 
H:EXTM CAL 1,7 1'119' 
M:GFTPAGE CAL 1,7 X'57' 
M:INIT CAL 1 ,7 X'IIB' 
M:KJOB CAL 1,7 1'611' 
M:LOCK CAL 1,7 X'55' 
M:MODIFY CAL I ,7 X'IIF' 
M:POLL CAL 1,7 X'II5' 
M:POST CAL 1 t 7 X'II6' 
~:RECALM CAL 1,7 X'69' 
M:RELPAGE CAL 1,7 X'58' 
~:SCHED CAL 1,7 X'6B' 
M:SETNAME CAL 1,7 X' 5' ' 
H:SIGNAL CAL 1,7 X'1I3' 
M:SJOB CAL 1,7 X'63' 
M:START CAL 1,7 X'IIA' 
H:STATUS CAL I ,7 X'IIF.' 
M:STIfo'ER CAL 1,7 1'l1li' 
M:STOP CAL 1 t 7 X'4B' 
H:TEST CAL 1,7 1'112' 
H:TEXIT CAL 1,7 X'5F' 
~: TRTY CAL',7 I'SE' 
fI::TRUNC CAL' ,7 I'5C' 
H:UNLOCK CAL 1,7 1'56' 
M:WAITALL CAL',7 1'110' 
H:WAITANY CAL It 7 X'II" '"' 

Figure A-1. Specific CAL-Parameter Groups (cont.) 
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GROUP II: (CONTINUED) 

tEYWORD MEANING AND SAMPLE 
(WITH ALTERNATES) 

ABORT 

ACNTPTR 

ALADR 

ALMSG 

AREA 

CLASS 

DEBUG 

DEL 

llADDR 

EACSA 

EUNTLB 

EUNTNR 

ERR,ERROR 

EXCL 

FILE 

FSI 

GO 

CSI 

IGNERR 

IMHED 

INTV 

INTVL 

JOB 

JOBL 

LWUT 

NOCK 
ORG,FOR 

PRI 

PRIO 

ABNORMAL EXTH INDICATOR 
M:EXTH (ABORT) 
ADDRESS OF 2-WORD BLOCK CANTAINING A 
FILE ACCOUNT NAHE. MAY BE INDIRECT. 
M:ALLOT (ACNTPTR,XXXX) OR (ACNTPTR,-XXXX) 
ALARH RECEIVER ADDRESS (HAY BE INDIRECT) 
M:ALMREC (ALADR,DOWNER) OR (ALADR,-':CRSH) 
ADDRESS OF MESSAGE FOR ALARM CAL 
(HAY BE INDIRF.CT) 
H:ALARM (ALMSG,MESS) OR (ALMSG,-ADDR) 
FILE AREA MAME 
M:INIT (AREA,'FP') 
ASYNCHRONOUS EVENT CONTROL CLASS MASK 
M:SIGNAL (CLASS,X'FFFF') 
INITIATE TASK UNDER CONTROL OF THE CP-R DEeUGGE~ 
H:INIT (DEBUG) 
DELETE THE TASK FROM THE SCHEDULING LIST 
M:SCHED (DEL) 
END ACTION TRANSFER ADDRESS 
M:INIT (RAADDR,XXXX) 
END ACTION COMPLETION STATUS ADDRESS 
M:INIT (EACSA,XXXX) 
END ACTION INTERRUPT LABEL 
~:INIT (EAINTLB,'I3') 
END ACTION INTERRUPT NUMBER 
H:INIT (EAINTNR,X'65') 
ERROR RETURN ADDRESS (MAY BE INDIRECT) 
M:INIT (ERR,XXXX) OR (ERR,-XXXX) 
ENOUEUE FOR EXCLUSIVE ACQUISITION 
M:ENO (EXCL) 
FILE NAME, OR FILE AND AREA NAMES 
M:ALLOT (FILE,'BP·.'TEST') OR 
M:ALLOT (FILE,'TEST'),(AREA,'BP') 
FILE SIZE IN RECORDS (OR ADDRESS OF SAME) 
M:ALLOT (FSI,20) OR (FSI,.XXX) 
INIT WITH START 
M:INIT (GO) 
GRANULE SIZE IN VOROS (OR ADDRESS OF SAME) 
M:ALLOT (GSI,128) OR (CSI,.XXX) 
IGNORE ERRORS (ABORT OVERRIDE) 
H:START (IGNERR) 
ENQUEUE FOR IMMEDIATE ACQUISITION 
M:ENO (IMMED) 
INTERVAL TIME FOR SCHED SERVICE 
M:SCHED (INTV,50) 
STIMER VALUE IS AN INTERVAL 
M:STIMER (INTVL) 
JOB NAME 
M:SIGNAL (JOB,'JOB2') 
JOB LEVEL ENOUEUE 
M:ENO (JOBL) 
LONG WAIT INDICATOR 
M:GETPACE (LVAIT) 
NO CHECK REOUIRED ON CAL WITHOUT WAIT (DELETE ON POST) 
FILE ORGANIZATION (OR ADDRESS OF SAME): U (UNBLOCKED), 
B (BLOCKED), OR C (COMPRESSED) • 
M:ALLOT (FOR,B) OR (FOR,-XXI) 
INIT A PRIMARY TASK 
M:INIT (PRI) 
PRIORITY AT WHICH DISPATCH IS TO BE DONE 
(OR ADDRESS OF SAME) 
M:INIT (PRIO,X'FFFF') OR (PRIO,.XXXX) L-________________________ ~ _________________________________ _ 

Figure A-l. Specific CAl-Parameter Groups (cant.) 
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I 

\ 

GROUP / / : (CONTINUED) 

R!>ATA 

REBOOT 

RESFGD 

RNA~E 

RSI 

SDATl 

SEC 

SEC 

SHARE 

STOP 

STRTPTR 

SYSL 

TASK 

THRESH 

TIME 

TS 

TYC 

VPNL 
VPHH 

WAIT 

• • • • • • • • • 

~SYHCHRONOUS fVFNT CONTROL RECEIVED DATA SIZE 
AND ADDRESS 
":POLL (RDATA,16,IIIX) 
REINITIALIZE SYSTEM AFTER ALARM PROCESSING 
M:RECALM REBOOT 
ALLOT A RESIDENT FGD PROGRAM FILE 
M:ALLOT (RESFGD) 
RESOURCE NHIE 
M:ENO (RNAME,'THING') 
RECORD SIZF IN WORDS (OR ADDRESS OF SAME) 
M:ALLOT (RSI,20) OR (RSI,.XXX) 
ASYNCHRONOUS EVENT CONTROL SIGNAL DATA ADDRESS 
M:SIGNAL (SDATA,XIXX) 
INIT A SECONDARY TASK 
M:INIT (SEC) 
SEG~ENT NUMBER FOR "EMORY MANAGEMENT CALS 
M:ACT (SEG, J) 
ENOUEUE FOR SHARED ACOUISITION 
M:F.NO (SHARE) 
IN IT WITHOUT START INDICATOR 
M:INlT (STOP) 
ADDRESS OF 2-WORD BLOCK CONTAINING A 
SCHED SERVICE START TIME. MAY BE INDIRECT. 
H:SCHED (STRTPTR,XXXX) OR (STRTPTR,.XXXX) 
SYSTE~ LEVEL ENOUEUE 
M:ENO (SYSL) 
TASK NAME 
":INIT (TASK,'FSEG') 
STIMER VALUE IS A THRESHHOLD TIME 
M:STIMER. (THRESH) 
TIMEOUT COUNTER 
M:POLL (TIME,50) 
INITIATE TASK FOR TIME-SLICED EXECUTION 
M:INIT (TS) 
INCLUDE A COMPLETION POSTING WORD IN THE FPT 
M:INlT (TYC) 
LOW VIRTUAL PAGE NUMBER (MEHORY HGT) 
HIGH VI~TUAL PAGE NUMBER (MEMORY MGT) 
M:GETPAGE (VPNL,32),(VPNH,34) 
WAIT FOR COMPLETION BEFORE RETURN 

·M:INIT (WAIT) . 

• • • • • • • GROUP /2 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
NAME CAL ~PT CODE 

M:ARM CAL 1,5 I'O!;' 
M:CON CAL I ,5 1'04' 
M:DISARM CAL /,5 1'03' 
M:DISCON CAL 1,5 1'03' 

KEYWORD MEANING AND SAMPLE 
(WITH ALTERNATES) 

AI 

AM 
CI 
DE 
01 
OM 
EI 
II 

ADDRESS INCREHENTATION OPTION ON A CAL CONNECTION 
M:CON (AI) 
ENTER CONNECTED ROUTINE WITH FIXED ARITHMETIC MASK ~T 
ENTER CONNECTED ROUTINE WITH CLOCK GROUP INHIBITED 
INTERRUPT TO BE DISABLED 
DIRECT CONNECTION 
ENTER CONNECTED ROUTINE WITH DECIMAL MASl SET 
ENTER CONNECTED ROUTINE WITH EXTERNAL GROUP INHIBITED 
ENTER CONNECTED ROUTINE WITH 1/0 GROUP INHIBITED 

Figure A-I. Specific CAl-Parameter Groups (cont.) 
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GROUP 12: (CONTINUED) 

HS 

ERR,ERROR 

IGNERR 
INTLB 

INTNR 

JOB 

HTW 

NR 

RBLK 

START 

TASK 

TCB 

TIC 

IPSD 

ENTER CONNECTED ROUTINE IN SLAVE MODE 
M:CON DE,DI,CI,II,EI,MS,D~,AM 
ERROR RETURN ADDRESS (HAY BE INDIRECT) 
H:CON (ERR,XXXX) OR (ERR,.XXXX) 
IGNORE ERRORS (ABORT OVERRIDE) 
INTERRUPT LABEL OF THE INTERRUPT TO AFFECT ~ 
H:CON (INTLB,'I3') 
INTERRUPT NUMBER OF THE INTERRUPT TO AFFECT 
H:CON (INTNR,X'65') 
JOB NAME FOR CONNECTION 
M:CON (JOB,'THATJOB') 
HTW INSTRUCTION OR CLOCK VALUE 
H:CON (MTW,X'33FOOOOO'+XXXX) 
NUMBER OF REGISTERS TO SAVE 
H:CON (NR,8) 
REGISTER BLOCK NUMBER 
H:CON (RBLK,2) / 
START ADDRESS FOR CENTRAL CONNECTION 
H:CON (START,XXXX)_ 
TASK NAHE FOR CONNECTION 
M:CON (TASK,'THISTASK') 
TCB ADDRESS 
H:CON (TCB,XXXX)V 
COMPLETION WORD TO BE RESERVED IN FPT 
~:CON (TYC) 
XPSO ADDRESS FOR DIRECT CONNECTION 
H:CON (XPSO,XXXX) 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • GROUP 13 • • •• • • .' ••••••••• 
NAHE CAL FPT CODE 

H:SEGLOAD CALI,e X'OI' 

IEYWORD MEANING AND SAHPLE 
(WITH ALTERNATES) 

EUDDR 

EACSA 

EAINTLB 

EUNTNR 

ERR,ERROR 

SEG 

T 

282 Appendix A 

END ACTION TRANSFER ADDRESS 
H:SEGLOAD (EAADDR,XXXX) 
END ACTION COHPLETION STATUS ADDRESS 
H:SEGLOAO (EACSA,XXXX) 
END ACTION INTERRUPT LABEL 
H:SEGLOAO (EAINTLB,'I3') 
END ACTION INTERRUPT NUHBER 
H:SEGLOAD (EAINTNR,X'65') 
ERROR RETURN ADDRESS 
H:SEGLOAD (ERR,XXXX) 
SEGMENT NUMBER TO LOAD 
H:SEGLOAD (SEG,12) 
TRANSFER TO SEGMENT WHEN IT IS LOADED 
H:SEGLOAD T 

Figure A-I. Specific CAL-Parameter Groups (cont.) 



• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • CROUP 15 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
NA~E CAL FPT CODE 

M:JOB CAL1,7 1'67' 

KEYWORD MEANING AND SAMPLE 
(WITH ALTERNATES) 

DEF 

DEL 

ERR,ERROR 

FILPTR 

IDNR 

ICNERR 

IN 

OUT 

PRIO 

QNR 

SFILPTR 

STAT 

STATCK 

TYC 

INDICATES A SYMBIONT FILE MUST BE DEFINED 
FOR THE INDICATED JOB 
M:JOB (DEF) 
INDICATES THAT ALL SYMBIONT FIL~S ASSOCIATED WITH 
THE GIVEN JOB ARE TO BE DELETED 
M:JOB (DEL) 
ERROR RETURN ADDRESS (MAY BE INDIRECT) 
M:JOB (ERR,XXX) OR (ERR,.lXX) 
ADDRESS OF DATA AREA CONTAINING NAME OF FILE TO SUBMIT 
FOR BACKGROUND EXECUTION (MAY BE INDIRECT) 
M:JOB (FILPTR,XXX) OR (FILPTR,.XXX) 
THE JOB IDENTIFICATION NUMBER OF THE SYMBIONT 
JOB CONCERNED, OR A POINTER TO SAME. 
M:JOB (IDNR,30) OR (IDNR,.XXX) 
INDICATES THAT ERRORS ARE TO BE IGNORED 
(ABORT OVERRIDE) 
M:JOB (IGNERR) 
INDICATES THAT AN INPUT SYMBIONT FILE MUST BE DEFINED 
M:JOB (IN) 
INDICATES THAT AN OUTPUT SYMBIONT FILE MUST BE DEFINED 
M:JOB (OUT) 
PRIORITY OF THE SYMBIONT JOB CONCERNED, OR 
POINTER TO SAME 
M:JOB (PRIO,5) OR (PRIO,.XXX) 
RETURNED NUMBER OF SYMBIONT JOBS OUEUED 
AHEAD OF THE ONE CONCERNED, OR POINTER TO SAME 
M:JOB (ONR,O) OR (QNR,.XXX) 
ADDRESS OF DATA AREA IN WHICH A SYMBIONT 
FILE NAME WILL BE RETURNED (MAY BE INDIRECT) 
M:JOB (SFILPTR,XXX) OR (SFILPTR,.XXX) 
THE RETURNED STATUS OF THE SYMBIONT JOB 
CONCERNED, OR A POINTER TO SAME. 
M:JOB (STAT,O) OR (STAT,.XXX) 
INDICATES THAT THE CAL IS ONLY TO CHECK THE STATUS 
OF THE SYMBIONT JOB CONCERNED 
M:JOB (STATCK) 
INDICATES THAT A WORD IS TO BE RESERVED IN THE 
FPT FOR RETURNING THE CAL TYPE COMPLETION CODE 
M:JOB (TYC) 

Figure A-l. Specific CAL-Parameter Groups (cant.) 
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• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • GROUP 16 • • • • • • • ••••••••• 
NAME CAL FPT CODE 

M:PREFHOD CAL1,7 X'50' 

KEYWORD MEANING AID SAMPLE 
(WITH ALTERNATES) 

ERR,ERROR ERROR RETURN ADDRESS (MAY BE INDIRECT) 
M:PREFMOD (ERR,XXXX) OR (ERR,·XXXX) 

IGNERR IGNORE ERRORS (ABORT OVERRIDE) 
M:PREFMOD (IGNERR) 

PBA PARTITION BASE ADDRESS 
M:PREFHOD (PBA ,XXXX) 

REL RELEASE PARTITION FROM ITS CURRENT CLASS 
M:PREFHOD (REL ) 

RES RESTORE PARTITION TO ITS FORMER CLASS 
M:PREFMOD (RES) 

TYC COMPLETION STATUS WORD TO 8E RESERVED IN FPT 
H:PREFMOD (TYC) 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • GROUP 17 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
NAME CAL FPT CODE 

H:ASSIGN CAL', I X'08' 
M:GETASN CAL I , I X'09' 
H:HEDIA CAL',7 X'59' 
M:STDLB CAL 1,7 X'62' 

KEYWORD MEANING AND SAHPLE 
(WITH ALTERNATES) 

(NO KEYWORD) 

ACNTPTR 

BOT 

DCTX 

DEL 

DEYCPTR 

DEVPTR 

DS 

EUDDR 

EACSA 

EUNTLB 

EUNTNR 

FOR H:STDLB, THE LABEL TO BE AFFECTED. 
FOR H:ASSIGN OR M:GETASN, THE DCB CONCERNED. 
FOR M:MEDIA, A DCB FOR THE FILE TO LIST 
(HUST BE FIRST PARAHETER. RECUIRED EXCEPT FOR MEDIA) 
M:STDLB 'LO' 
H:ASSIGN DCBADDR 
ADDRESS OF 2-WORD BLOCK CANTAINING A 
FILE ACCOUNT NAHE. HAY BE INDIRECT. 
M:ALLOT (ACNTPTR,XXXX) OR (ACNTPTR,.XXXX) 
FIRST SECTOR OF FILE, OR ADDRESS OF SAME 
M:GETASN DCB,(BOT) OR (BOT,.XXXX) 
DCT INDEX OF DEVICE CONCERNED, OR POINTER TO SAME 
M:GETASN (DCTX,O) OR (DCTX,.XXX) 
DELETE SOURCE FILE AFTER MEDIA LISTING 
H:HEDIA (FILPTR,XXX),DEL 
ADDRESS OF 3-WORD BLOCK FOR DISK TRACKS PER 
CYLINDER, SECTORS PER TRACK, AND WORDS PER 
SECTOR. MAY BE INDIRECT. 
M:GETASN (DEVCPTR,XXXX) OR (DEVCPTR,.XXXX) 
ADDRESS OF A 2-WORD BLOCK TO CONTAIN AN EBCDIC 
DEVICE NAME (MAY BE INDIRECT) 
H:STDLB 'LO',(DEVPTR,XXXX) OR (DEVPTR,.XXXX) 
DOUBLE-SPACED MEDIA LISTING 
M:MEDIA (FILPTR,XXX),DS 
END ACTION TRANSFER ADDRESS 
H:STDLB 'LO',EAADDR,XXXX) 
END ACTION COMPLETION STATUS ADDRESS 
M:STDLB 'LO',(EACSA,XXXX) 
END ACTION INTERRUPT LABEL 
M:STDLB 'LO',EAINTLB,'I3') 
END ACTION INTERRUPT NUMBER 
H:STDLB 'LO',EAINTNR,X'65') 

Figure A-l. Specific CAL-Pararneter Groups (cont.) 
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GROUP 17: (CONTINUE) 

ENO 

EOT 

ERR,ERROR 

FILPTR 

FOR,ORG 

IGNERR 

HODLPTR 

NVFC 

OPLB 

PRIO 

REL 

RSI,GSI 

TIME 

TYC 

WAIT 

WP 

ZERO 

• • • • • • • • • 

ENOUEUE ON THE qEFERENCED DEVICE IN STDLS 
H:STDLB 'LO',(DEVPTR,XXXX),ENC 
LAST SECTOR OF FILE, OR ADDRESS OF SAME 
M:G~TASN DCB,CEOT) OR (EOT,.XXIX) 
ERROR RETURN ADDRESS (~AY BE INDIRECT) 
H:STDLB 'LO',(ERR,XXXI) OR (ERR,.XXXX) 
ADDRESS OF A 3-WORD RLOCK TO CONTAIN AN AREA NAME, 
RIG~T-JUSTIFIED, IN THE FIRST WOPD, AND _ FILE NAME, 
EXTENDED TO 8 BYTES WITH TRAILING BLANKS, IN THE 
SECOND AND THIRD WORns (~AY BE INDIR~CT) 
H:STDLB 'LO',(FILPTR,XXXX) OR (FILPTR,.XXXX) 
FILE ORGANIZATION OF FILE CONCERNED, OR POINTER 
TO SAME 
H:GETASN (FOR,O) OR (FOR,.XXX) 
IGNORE ERRORS (ABORT OVERRIDE) 
H:STDLB 'LO',IGNERR 
ADDRESS OF A WORD TO CONTAIN AN EBCDIC HODEL NU~BER 
(HAY BE INDIRECT) 
M:GETASN DCB,(MODLPTR,XXXX) OR (HODLPTR,.XXXX) 
NO VERTICAL FORMAT CONTROL INTERPRETATION 
FOR HEDIA LISTING 
M:HEDIA DCB,NVFC 
OPLABEL TO BE REFERENCED, OR ADDRESS OF SAME 
H:STDLB 'LO',(OPLB,'LL') OR (OPLS,.XXXX) 
PRIORITY AT WHICH OPERATION IS TO BE DONE 
(OR ADDRESS OF SA~E) 
M:MEDIA (PRIO,X'FFFF') OR (PRIO,.XXXX) 
RELEASE THE CURRENT ASSIGNMENT OF AN OPLABEL 
M:STDL~ 'LO',REL 
RECORO OR GRANULE SIZF (RESPECTIVFLY FOR £LOCKED OR 
UNBLOCKED FILES) OF THE FILE CONCE~~~t, 
OR POINTER TO SA~E 
~:GETASN (OSI,O) OR (GSI,.XXX) 
TIMEOUT INTERVAL 
H:STDLB 'LO',CTIME,50) 
RESERVE A COMPLETION STATUS WORD IN THE FPT 
H:STDLB 'LO',TYC 
WAIT FOR COMPLETION BEFORE RETURN 
M:STDLB 'LO',WAIT 
WRITE RESTRICTION CODE FOR DISK AREA, OR 
ADDRESS OF SAME. 
H:GETASN (WP,O) OR (WP,.XXXX) 
EXPLICIT ZERO ASSIGNMENT OR STDLB 
M:STDLB 'LO',ZERO 

• • • • • • • GROUP 19 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
NHIE CAL FPT CODE 

M:DFMODE CAL 1 , 1 X'22' 
M:DRC CAL 1, 1 X'OB' 
M:VFC CAL 1,1 X'05' 

KEYWORD MEANING AND SAMPLE 
(WITH ALTERNATES) 

(NO KEYWORD) 

ASC 

BCD 

SIN 

DCB CONCERNED (REOUIRED FIRST PARAMETER) 
M:DFMODE DCBADDR 
TAPE DRIVE PERFORMS ASCII TRANSLATION 
M:DFMODE DCEADDR,(ASC) 
BCD MODE DATA 
M:DFMODE DCBADDR,BCD 
BINARY MODE DATA 
M:DFMODE DCBADDR,BIN 

Figure ,6.-1. Specific C,6.l-Parameter Groups (cont.) 
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GROUP 19 : 

DRC 

D800 

D1600 

EBC 

GSI 

NODRC 

NOVFC 

NRT 

ORG,FOR 

PACK 

RSI 

UNPK 

VFC 

(CONTINUED) 

DIRECT RECORD CONTROL ON KEYBOARD-PRINTER 
M:DRC DCBADDR,DRC 
TAPE DENSITY IS 800 CPI 
H:DFHODE DCBADDR,(DSOO) 
TAPE DENSITY IS 1600 CPI 
H:DFMODE DCBADDR,(DI600) 
TAPE DRIVE PROVIDES EBCDIC TRANSLATION 
H:DFMODE DCBADDR,(EBC) 
FILE GRANULE SIZE IN BYTES (OR ADDRESS OF SAME) 
M:DFHODE DCBADDR,(eSI,30) OR (GSI,.XXX) 
NORMAL RECORD CONTROL ON (EIBOARD-PRINTER 
H:DRC DCBADDR,NODRC 
DO NOT INTERPRET VERTICAL FORMAT CONTROL 
M:VFC DCBADDR,NOVFC 
NUMBER OF RETRIES <OR ADDRESS OF SAME) 
H:DFMODE DCBADDR.(NRT,5) OR (NRT,.XXX) 
FILE ORGANIZATION (OR ADDRESS OF SAHE): U (UNBLOCKED), 
B (BLOCKED), OR C (COMPRESSED) 
M:DFMODE DCBADDR,(ORG.C) OR (ORG,.XXX) 
PACKED DATA FORMAT 
M:DFMODE DCBADDR,BIN.PACK 
RECORD SIZE IN WORDS (OR ADDRESS OF SAME) 
M:DFMODE DCBADDR,(RSI.30) OR CRSI,.XXX) 
UNPACKED DATA FORHAT 
M:DFMODE DCBADDR,BIN.U~P 
INTERPRET VERTICAL FORM CONTROL 
M:VFC DCBADDR.VFC . 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • GROUP 20 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
NAME CAL FPT CODE 

M:BIOSTP CAL 1.5 X'OE' 
H:BIOSTRT CAL 1,5 X'OF' 
H:IOACT CAL 1.5 X' 17' 
H:IODEACT CAL 1.5 X' 16' 
M:SIOSTP CAL 1.5 X' 10' 
H:SIOSTRT CAL 1.5 I' 11 ' 

KEYWORD HEANING AND SAMPLE 

DCB ADDRESS OF DCB ASSIGNED TO THE DEVICE CONCERNED 
M:SIOSTP (DCB,XXXX) 

DEV AFFECT ONLY THE DEVICE, NOT ITS CONTROLLER 
M:SIOSTP DEV 

DEVX OCT INDEX OF DEVICE CONCERNED 
M:SIOSTP (DEVX.5) 

HIO ISSUE AN HIO TO THE DEVICE CONCERNED 
H:SIOSTP RIO 

lOP AFFECT THE lOP. NOT JUST THE DEVICE OR CONTROLLER 
M:SIOSTP lOP 

OPLBX INDEX OF OPLABEL ASSIGNED TO DEVICE CONCERNED 
H:SIOSTP (OPLBX,") 

PRADDR 1/0 PREEMPTION TRANSFER ADDRESS 
H:IODEACT 'LO'.(PRADDR,XXXX) .. 

41 PRCSA 1/0 PREEMPTION COHPLETION STATUS ADDRESS 
H:IODEACT 'LO',(PRCSA,XXXX) 

PRINTLB 1/0 PREEHPTION INTERRUPT LABEL 
H:IODEACT 'LO',(PRINTLB,'I3') 

PRINTNR 1/0 PREEMPTION INTERRUPT NUMBER 
H:IODEACT 'LO',(PRINTNR,X'65') 

Figure A-l. Specific CAL-Parometer Groups (cont.) 
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• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • GROUP 21 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

rEYWORD 

DCB 

DEVX 

DIAG 

EUDDR 

EACSA 

EUNTLB 

EUNTNR 

OPLBX 

SIO 

TIME 

lAME CAL rPT CODE 

M:8IO CAL 1,5 X' 15' 
M:SIO CAL I ,5 X' 12' 
M:TDV CALI,5 I' I'" 
M:TIO CAL I ,5 X' 13' 

MEANING AND SAMPLE 

ADDRESS OF DCB ASSIGNED TO THE DEVICE CONCERNED 
M:SIO (DCB,XXXX) 
DCT INDEX OF DEVICE CONCERNED 
M:SIO (DEVX,5) 
OPERATION VILL BE VALID ONLY IF DEVICE 
IS IN DIAGNOSTIC MODE 
M:SIO DIAG 
END ACTION TRANSFER ADDRESS 
M:SIO (EAADDR,XXXX) 
END ACTION COMPLETION STATUS ADDRESS 
M:SIO (EACSA,XXXX) 
END ACTION INTERRUPT LABEL 
M:SIO (EAINTLB,'I3') 
END ACTION INTERRUPT NUMBER 
M:SIO (EAINTNR,X'65') 
INDEX OF OPLABEL ASSIGNED TO DEVICE CONCERNED 
M:SIO (OPLBI,") 
lOCO ADDRESS 
M:SIO (SIO,XXIX) 
TIMEOUT INTERVAL 
M:SIO (TIME,50) 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • GROUP 22 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
M:DCB GENERATES A DCB AT THE POSITION OF THE 

PROCEDURE REFERENCE 

IEYVORD MEANING AND SAMPLE 
(VITH ALTERNATES) 

ABA,ABN 

ACNT 

AREA 

AREAX 

ASC 

BIN 

BTD 

BUF 

DEV 

DEVX 

DFAREA 

ABNORMAL ADDRESS 
M:Dce (ABN,XXIX) 
FILE ASSIGNMENT; FILE ACCOUNT NAME IS PARAMETER 
M:DCB (ACNT,'ACC 123') 
FILE ASSIGNMENT; AREA NAME IS PARAMETER 
M:DCB (AREA,'FP') 
FILE ASSIGNMENT; AREA INDEX IS PARAMETER 
~:DCB (AREAX,L),(FILEN,'NONZERO') FOR FILE; 
M:DCB (AREAX,l),(FILEN,O) FOR VHOL~ AREA 
TAPE DRIVE PERFORMS ASCII TRANSLATION 
M:DCB (ASC) 
BINARY MODE 
M:DCB (BIN) 
BYTE DISPLACEMENT OF FIRST BYTE IN FIRST VORD OF BUF 
M:DCB (BTD,3) 
BUFFER ADDRESS 
M:DCB (BUF,XXXX) 
DEVICE ASSIGNMENT; DEVICE lAME IS PARAMETER 
M:DCB (DEV,'LPA02') 
DEVICE ASSIGNMENT; DCT INDEX IS PARAMETER 
M:DCB (DEVX,5) 
FILE ASSIGNMENT VITH DEFAULT AREA INDICATED. 
HAS NO PARAMETER. 
M:DCB DFAREA,(FILE,'FILENAME') 

.. 

Figure A-l. Specific CAL-Parameter Groups (cant. ) 
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DRC 

D80P 

DI600 

EBC 

ERA,ERR,ERROR 

FILE 

FILEN 

LIST(L 

NRT,TRIES 

OPLB 

OPLBJ 

PAcr 

RSZ,RECL 

TTL 

VFC 

ZERO 
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(EYBOlRO.PRINTER 1/0 WITH DIRECT RECORD CONTROL 
H:OCB (DRC) 
TAPE DENSITY IS 8co CPI 
M:DCB (0800) 
TAPE DENSITY IS 1600 CPI 
M:DCB (DI600) 
TAPE DRIVE PROVIDES EBCDIC TRANSLATION 
M:Dce (EBC) 
ERROR ADDRESS 
M:Dce (ERR,XXXX) 
FILE ASSIGNMENT: FILE IND OPTIONAL IREA 
NAMES ARE PARAMETERS 
M:DCB (FILE,'FP',tFILENAME') 

OR 
(FILE,'PILENAME') 

FILE ASSIGNMENT: FILE NAME IS PARAMETER 
M:DCB (FILEN,'GIRAFFE') 
LISTING DEVICE 
M:DCB (L) 
NUMBER OF RETRIES 
M:DCB (NRT,3) 
OP LABEL ASSIGNMENT; OP LABEL NAME IS PARAMETER 
M:DCB (OPLS,'LO') 
OP LABEL ASSIGNMENT; OP LABEL INDEX IS PARAMETER 
M: DCB (OPLBX ,1) 
7-TRACK BINARY TAPE< PAcrED FORMAT 
M:DCB (PACK) 
RECORD LENGTH IN BYTES 
M:DCB (RECL,80) 
LENGTH OF DCB IN WORDS 
M:DCB (TTL,1) 
INTERPRET VERTICAL FORMAT CONTROL CHARACTERS 
H:DCB (VFC) 
EXPLICIT ZERO ASSIGNMENT 
M:DCB (ZERO) 

Figure A-l. Specific CAL-Parameter Groups (cont.) 



APPENDIX B. . XEROX STANDARD COMPRESSED LANGUAGE 

The Xerox Slandord Compressed Language il used ID represent Six~it 
1Ourc4t EBCDIC Information In a highly compressed fonn. Decimal 

Item Function 

Several Xerox proc8l1OR will accept thll fonn as Input or 11 3 
output, wi II accept updates to the compressed input, and 12 " wi II regenerate source when requested. No information is 13 5 
destrayed in the compression or dec:ompreuion. 1" 6 

15 7 

Records may not exceed 108 bytes in length. Compressed 
16 8 
17 9 

records ore punched in the binory mode when represented on 18 A 
c::ard media. Therefore, on cords, columns 73 through 80 19 B 
ere not used and are available for commentoridentification 20 C 
information. This form of compressed language should not 21 0 
be output to "compressed" fi les since the VO compression 

22 E 
may cause loss of data. 23 F 
The firstfour bytes of each record are for checking purposes. 24 G 
They are as follows: 25 H 

26, I 
Byte 1 Identification (001..11000). l = 1 for each 27 J 

record except the lost record, in which case 28 K 
l = O. 29 l 

30 M 
Byte 2 Sequence number (0 to 255 and recycles). 31 N 

32 0 
Byte 3 Checksum, which is the least significant 33 p 

( 
eight bits of the sum of all bytes in the rec- 34 Q 
ord except the checksum byte itself. Carries 35 R 
out of the mast significont bit are ignored. 36 S 
If the checksum byte is all l's, do not 37 T 
checksum the record. 38 U 

39 V 

Byte " Number of bytes comprising the record, in- 40 W 
eluding the checking bytes (~108). 41 X 

The rest of the record consists of a string of lix-bit and 42 y 
43 Z 

eight-bit items. Any portial item at the end of a record 

"" II ignored. -45 < 
The following lix-bit items (decimal number assigned) com-

46 ( 
47 + 

prise the string control: 
48 I 

Six~it "9 & 

Decimal 50 S 
51 * Item Function S2 

0 Ignore. 53 
1 Not currently assigned. 54 --. 
2 End of line. 55 
3 End of file. 56 10 
4 Use eight-bit character which follows. 57 

.-, 
5 Use n + 1 blanks, next lix-bit item is n. .58 % 

.. 
6 Use n + 65 blanks, next six-bit item is n. 59 W 
7 Blank. 60 > 
8 0 61 

I 9 1 62 
\ 10 2 63 
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" . -APPENDIX C. lEAL-TIME PERFORMANCE DATA 

The following timing data was determined fo'; Sigma 9 
hardware. Xerox 550 hardware is IOIMwhat slower. 

RESPONSE TO INTERRUPTS BY CENTRALLY 
CONNECTED TASKS 

The time used by the system to lOve the interrupted context 
and establish the interrupting task context is approximately 
45 .-ec assuming that 16 registers are being lOved. This 
time includes the XPSD in the interrupt location context 
and represents the total time between the interrupt be
coming active and the start of execution of the first in
struction in the task (assuming no interruption by a higher 
priority task). 

I/O INTERRUPT 

Following successful completion of an I/O device access, 
the I/o interrupt will remain active for approximately 
ISO .,.sec, assuming that no higher priority interrupts have 
become active during this period and that cleanup is de
ferred to an interrupt level other than I/O. Upon clearing 
the I/o interrupt, the system proceeds at the priority level 
of the interrupted task or at the cleanup level if its priority 
is higher than that of the interrupted task. 

If I/O cleanup deferral was not requested at SYSGEN, 
the I/o request will be cleaned up at the I/O interrupt 
level. 

ImRRUPUIHIBITS 

At times CP-R must inhibit the interrupt system. The inhibit 
time is typically less than 100 ... ec. 
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IECD.DARY TAlI DISPATCH n. 
The amount of time required for the system to dispatch a sec
ondary task is approximately given by 

time (in .-ec) = 1ST + 198 + t (44 + .98 Pn) 
n=1 

where \ 

T is the number of tasks in the dispatcher queue 
that are higher in priority than the task being dis
patched but which are not currently dispatchable. 

k is the number of segments in the task being 
dispatched. 

p 
n 

is the number of pages in the nth segment. 

CONSOLE INTERRUPT 

The Console Interrupt remains active for less than 30 .,.sec. 
During this time, a flag in the Control Task is set to indi
cate the occurrence of the interrupt and the Control Task 
interrupt is triggered. 

OVERLAY LOADING 

Overlay loading is accomplished with a negligible percent
age of total time devoted to non-I/o system activity. For 
example, on the Model 7202/'7204 RAD, a 1400-word over
lay requires appraximately 50 msec, assuming average la
tency (17 mils) and I/O transfer time of 34 msec. To this 
must be added the time waited to gain access to the RAD 
(time of request, if any in progress, plus the time of any 
higher priority requests). 

• • 
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APPENDIX D. COOPERATIVES AND SYMBIONTS 

In CP-R the routines to perform card reader and/or line 
printer operations operate concurrently with the jobs being 
run. The peripheral system is composed of a "cooperative" 
and a "symbiont" or symbionts. The cooperative is a mon
itor routine called as a result of a user's VO request, 
whereas a symbiont is a monitor routine that is initiated 
either by the action of the cooperative or by operator com
mand from the s)'Stem console. The cooperative is used to 
transfer information between the user's program and secon
dary (disk) storage, and symbionts are used to transfer in
formation between secondary storage and peripheral devices 
(see Figure 0-1). 

The symbiont-cooperative s)'Stem provides for complete buf
fering between VO devices and the user's program. There
fore, a user's program never has to wait for an VO device 
to complete an action. Also, the current job may be run
ning while the output of the previous job and the job 
file for the following job are being handled by symbiont 
operation. 

COOPERATIVE 

A single cooperative is provided for handling both user in
put and output files. It is reenterable and can handle any 
number of device-type files (printer, card reader) per job. 

SYMBIONTS 

Symbionts execute as a mopped task in the CP-R job and 
control the action of a symbiont dedicated VO device 
having a lower transfer rate than secondary storage. Core 
storage as well as secondary storage will be used by the 
symbiont to produce a continuous flow of information to or 
from these devices. Symbionts will transfer information 
from a peripheral device to the disk and from the disk to a 
peripheral device. 

Unlike the user's program, which is directed primarily by 
control commands, symbionts - once initiated - receive 
all their control from the operator's console. An input 
symbiont device can be initiated only by the console op
.. ator, while an output symbiont device can be initiated 
either by the operator or the cooperative. 

. For each device, the symbionts perform one operation at a 
time with no wait. When no more operations can be ini
tiated, the symbiont task goes inactive. When any of the 
initiated services is completed, the symbiont task TESTS 
(CHECK) the completed service and resumes execution fol
lowing the call that was completed. 

Since symbionts are r .. nterable, a single symbiont may 
drive several types of devices. For example, the same 
symbiont may be used to drive many printers and card 

readers. All the peripheral-dependent information is 
contained in monitor tables. 

A single symbiont is provided in the monitor which handles 
all standard line printers, card readers, and magnetic tapes. 

SYMBIONT -COOPERATIVE HOUSEKEEPING 

Two monitor subroutines are provided for automatic main
tenance of core storage. One is used to release a blocking 
buffer after use by the symbionts, and the other is used to 
obtain a blocking buffer. If a blocking buffer is requested 
by a symbiont and none is available, the symbiont waits for 
five seconds and requests again. When one becomes avail
able, normal symbiont activities continue. As each buffer 
is emptied, either by ~eading from or storing into secondary 
storage, it is released. This procedure allows for efficient 
utilization of blocking buffers. 

The symbiont routines consist of a pe~manently residentpor
tion in monitor space and a nonresident portion which exe
cutes in the monitor overlay area. After starting an VO 
ar selected operation on every applicable symbiont device, 
the symbiont rei inquishes control to the monitor. 

Two disk areas are used to separate input from output sym
biont data; the Input Symbiont (IS) area and the Output 
Symbiont (OS) area. The sizes are installation dependent 
and are set up at SYSGEN. Each area contains compressed 
format files which are fixed in size, the size being a SYS
GEN parameter. 

When the input symbiont reads a UOB card, a file is cre
ated in the IS area. The file name is based on an internal 
sequential number, job ID, which is used for the symbiont 
key-ins. Input from the device to the file continues until 
a IJOB or IF IN card is read at which time a new file is 
created or the symbiont is suspended. If the fife size is 
not large enough to contain all the records for a job, a 
continuation file is allotted which is readily identifiable 
as a continuation of the previous file. 

A file is created in the OS area by the output cooperative 
when a user writes to a symbiont device. The file name is 
based on the executing job's number. Output to the file 
continues until the file is out of space or a new job begins 
to execute. When a file has run out of space, a continu
ation file (still based on the executing job's number) is de
fined. If a new job has begun to execu., a file with a 
new identifying job number i. defined. .. 

A file in the IS area is deleted by the input cooperative 
when a read results in an end-of-fife indication from file 
management. Files in the OS area are deleted by the 
output symbiont. The files will normally be deleted all at 
once at the end of the job. This allows backspacing of 
printer output. However, If the DO key-in is in effect, 
the files will be deleted as they are output. 
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APPENDIX E. .lCP LOADER 

In addition to loading the Overlay Loader and RADEDIT 
Into their respective flies In the SP area at SYSGEN 
time (see ILOAD command in Chapter 2), the JCp loader 
can be used to load some user programs. Within the restric
tions given below, botn nonsegmented and .. gmented pro
grams can be loaded onto the disk for subsequent execution. 

LOADING NONSEGMENTED PROGRAMS 

1. The last object module in the program being loaded 
must be terminated by an IEOD commond. Any num
ber of object modules can be loaded. 

2. The object module cannot contoin any of the following 
load items: declare dummy section, declare secondary 
external reference nome, forward reference definition, 
or add or subtract absolute section. The field (in a 
define field lood item) cannot cross a ward boundary. 

3. FORTRAN compiled programs or programs assembled 
with basic Symbol, or programs using the LOCAL di
rective cannot be loaded with this Loader. 

4. The JCp Loader creates the OVLOAD and DCB table 
and the M:SL DCB. The user must code the complete 
PCB except for tne OVlOAD toble address, the DCB 
table address, and the M:Sl DCB address. The user 
must also code all DCBs (exceptM:Sl), the Temp Stack 
and all other tables referenced in the PCB. 

5. The PCB must be the first data loaded in tne root. 

6. Simplified Memory Management is assumed (see the 
·Overlay loader" chapter, in the paragraph concern
ing the SMM option on the IOlOAD command). 

Example: 

Load a nonsegmented background program onto its perma
nent file: 

:LOAD ON,9T A82),(OUT ,BP ,FCOPY),(EXLOC,6100) 

This example IDads a background program from a 9-track 
tape onto the FCOPV file in the IP area. The program 
will be loaded to execute at 6100

16 
(EXLOC,6100). The 

program can consist of any number of object modules, but 
the lost object module must be followed by an EOF. The 
object modules must obey the restrictions specified for the 
JCp Loader (see above). 

LOADING SEGMENTED PROGRAMS 

For loading a program with overlay segments, the above 
restrictions plus the following restrictions apply: 

1. The only overlay structure allowed is a root plus one 
level of overlay. 

2. The root must be the first group of object modules 
loaded and must be terminated by an IEOD command. 
Each group of object modules loaded ofter the root and 
terminated with an IEOD command will consist of one 
overlay segment and will be attached to the end of the 
root. Each overlay segment will be assigned a segment 
identification of 1 to n, where 1 is assigned to the first 
segment loaded, 2 assigned to the second segment 
loaded, etc. The segment identification is used in 
calling in an overlay segment at execution time. 

3. The number of overlay segments must be correctly stated 
on the !lOAD commond. 

For multi segment programs, the JCP Loader builds the 
OVLOAD table at the end of the root and allocates seven 
words for the M:SL DCB. The entry address for each over
lay is taken from the last encountered start item and placed 
in the OVlOAD table along with the load address, byte 
count, and segment identification. 

The JCP Loader writes the program in core image format 
onto the appropriate file. The addresses and nomes of 011 
M: or F: DEFs will be used by the Loader to create the DCB 
table. The loaded program can be executed via the RUN, 
ROV, or Name command, depending upan which disk file 
the program was loaded on. Note that the Loader never 
loads a program directly intO core memory • 

... 
• 
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APPENDIX F. SYSTEM INITIALIZATION AND PATCHING 

Modification of the resident CP-R system (including all 
system tables), CP-R overlays, and Job Control Processor 
can be performed at system boot time through patches de
fined on IMODIFY control commands. Any number of 
IMODIFY commands can be input, and the stock is termi

noted by a single lEND command. The system is notified 
that patching is to take place by sense switch settings that 
are set prior to CP-R initialization. 

During CP-R initialization, the Control Panel interrupt is 
inhibited so that a premature key-in will not prevent the 
completion of initialization. 

At the end of initialization, the message 

PLEASE KEYIN DATE AND TIME 

wi II be output on the OC devi ce. The operator must re
spond with the DT key-in. Any other key-in is considered 
to be an error. 

As each IMODIFY command is processed, the overlay is 
read into core, modified, and written out to the system 
disk. Note that unused disk space between the end of 
an overlay and the end of on overlay's file (that is, unused 
space on the last sector of an overlay) can be used for a 
patch area. 

INPUT OPTIONS 

Sense switch (SSW) settings are used to select initialization 
options following a system boot. Because SSW's are used in 
SYSGEN also, care must be token to allow for the system 
boot which follows the SYSGEN process. 

Foreground programs which are designated resident are 
normally loaded during the initialization process. The 
periodic scheduler is also normally reactill'Oted to resume 
these tasks. Both may be prevented by setting SSW4. No 
other functions are affected by the setting of SSW4. 

Modify control commands and quick patch commands are 
input depending on the settings of SSW1, SSW2, and 
SSW3. 

Setting SSWl selects the C device for MODIFY command 
input. Setting SSW2 selects the OC device for MODIFY 
command input. Setting SSWl and SSW2 causes the ini
tialization process to hang following a WAIT instruction 
before any processing has been done. This allows the sense 
switch settings to be changed or any critical hand patching 
to be done before MODIFY or quick patch commands are 
read. 
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SSW3 set causes quick patch commands to be read from the _. 
same device as the MODIFY commands. If SSW) and SSW2 
are reset, the setting of SSW3 is ignored. 

Meaning 

XXXO load Resident foreground programs 

XXXI Don't load resident foreground programs 

llXX Hang at the stort of initialization 

OOXX Read no MODIFY or quick patch commands 

l00X Read MODIFY commands from C device 

OIOX Read MODIFY commands from OC device 

101X 

Ol1X 

Read MODIFY and quick patch from 
C device 

Read MODIFY and quick patch from 
OC device 

QUICK PATCHES 

Quick patches may occur at the beginning of the initializa
tion process and use none of the system services. Because of 
this, they may be used to patch portions of the system 
used during the reading and processing of MODIFY com
mands. Also modifications to the early portions of the 
initialization processor may be made. 

SSW3 set selects the reading of quick patches from either 
the C or OC device. SSW1 and SSW2 are used to indicate 
which device. Unlike the MODIFY commands, quick 
patches assume that the C device is a card reader and that 
the OC is a TTY type device. The reading of quick patches 
is always followed by the reading of MODIFY commands. 

The format for quick patches is: 

value[+] 

where 

loc specifies the hex location of the location to 
be patched. A trailing + indicatef'that CP-R 
relocation bias is to be added. 

value specifies the value to be stored in that loca-
tion. A trailing + indicates that CP-R relocation 
bias is to be added. 

Qui~k patching is terminated by a blank card when reading T 
the C device, and a NL when reading from the OC device. 



PATCH ClllMAND FORMATS 

In tfte ,MODIFY confn:ll commands listed below, the 
brackets only indicate options tntailable in tfte specifica
tion field and are nat actually used in the MODIFY state
ments; the indicated parentheses and commas are required. 
The general format for .MODIFY commands Is 

.MODIFY ({=~~:I'=}),[x]value[,[xJvalue ••• J 

where 

symbol specifies either a table name or a resident 
overlay name. 

module specifies one of the modules described be-
low to be patched. 

loc specifies the initial hexadecimal location to be 
modified and is relative to the beginning of the 
named module (for ABS, loc is relative location 0). 

value specifies the hexadecimal value to be in-
serted in the location. Successive values go in 
successive locations. The value field may be 
repeated and has an alternate form. 

(value,symbol) 

where symbol is either a table name or an overlay 
name, whose value will be added to the value 
field. This alternate form for the value field is 
also valid for all the examples shown on tf1is page. 

x is the relocation flag indicating the address field 
of the value is to be relocated by adding the be
ginning address of any of the following: 

is the Decimal Simulation start address. 

J is the JCP start address. 

L is the Floating-Point Simulation start 
address. 

M is the Monitor start address. 

0 is the CP-R Overlay start address. 

p is the Patch area start address. 

R is the named module start address. 

V is the COI'lYert Simulation start address. 

Y is the Byte-String Simulation start 
address. 

Z is tne· module preceding the cUlT8nt 
module. 

'ATCH IYSTUI OVERLAY DR JCP 

,MODIFY (OLAY ,name,loc),[x] value[,[x] value, ~ 

L ... [x] value] 

where name is defined in the SYSGEN map under "CP-R 
Program Allocation" as the first entries. The size (non
resident) or base address (resident) of each overloy accom
panies its name. 

'ATCH SIMULATION ROUTINE 

,MODIFY (SROU,name,loc),[x]value[,[x]volue, ••• '~ 

L[x]value] 

where name = FPSIM, DECSIM, BYTSIM, or CVSIM. 

'ATCH CP-R IIOIITOR 

IMODIFY CCPR,loc),[x]value[,[x]value, ••• [x] val ue] 

'ATCH SYSTlM TAILES 

,MODIFY (ABS,loc),value[,value, ••• value] 

IIODIFY 'ATCH AREA 

(MODIFY (f'ATCH)oe ),val ue 

TRACE COMMAND FORMATS 

In the .MODIFY control commands listed below, the 
brackets only indicate options available in the specification 

. field and are not actually used in the madify statements; 
however, tne indicated parenthesis and commas are required. 
The general format for the IMODIFY command is 

!CSETRACE,taSkLbUffer(,events]) 

IMODIFY {ON I ~ . (TRACE, OFF )(,entrypollllt,entrypo,nt,etc.] 

where 

SETRACE changes the three trace parameters that 
follow. It does not activate or deactivate CP-R 
tracing. 
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task may be used to selectively trace a single task. 
The value is the value in the first byte of word 7 
of the user's TCB. The default is zero, which 
traces all tasks. 

buffer is an area to be used by the trace. This area 
should be large enough for the trace routine, entry 
pointt symbol table, and 24 words for each event 
traced; thot is, == (179210+(24* events». The de
foule is the foreground private area. 

events if the hexadecimal number of entries to trace 
before cycling over the oldest entry (this is a cir
cular trace). The default is X'lOO' events. 

TRACE activates (ON) or deactivates (OFF) the 
trace. If no entry point parameters exist, "ON" 
traces all entry points and "OFF" turns the trace 
completely off. t 

ON or OFF are described in TRACE, above. 

entry point activates (ON) or deactivates (OFF) 
each entry point listed. t 

The user may obtain the circular trace stack by dumping 
memory beginning at "buffer". The EBCDIC option (if using 
the OM key-in) should be used to provide readable entry 
po ints and overlay namest • The format of memory is as 
fallows: 

ENTRY POINT 
(2 words) 
(16 registers) 

OVERLAY 
(2 words) 

PSD 
(2 words) 

4E & 4F 
(2 words) 

Four words of EBCDIC Xs will follow the lost event traced. 
If the circular stack hos been fully used, the Xs will also 
appear at the end of the stock. 

tSee "SYSGEN" for a discussion of entry points and ollerlay 
nomes. 

ClEAR COMMAND FORMAT 

The CLEAR command is provided to initialize file area 
directories to contoin no files. It may be of porticular use 
to clear the symbiont areas when an IS/OS inconsistency if> 
reported at boot time, or to initialize areas SYSGEI\:ed but 
not saved when booting a SAVE tape. It is important to be 
aware that this command only zeroes the first sector of the 
area, to give an empty file directory. It does not zero the 
whole oree. 

The form of the command is 

(CLEAR AA[, AA, •.. ] 

where AA is the nome of an area to be given an empty file 
directory. 

!END COMMAND FORMAT 

The IMODIFY control command(s) must be followed by a 
terminating lEND command with the farm 

(lEND [CPR] 

where CPR indicates that the copy of the CP-R resident on 
the system disk is to be replaced by the current version of 
CP-R in core. 

SYSTEM PATCHfiG AND TRACING DIAGNOSTICS 

The diagnostic messages in Table F-l will be output on 
the OC device for a corresponding error in sense switch 
settings or IMODIFY commands. 

Table F-1. System Patching Diagnostics 

Message Meaning Action 

IIERROR ITEM XX-CORRECT I If this is OC, only the message portion If this is OC, input next 

LAND CLEAR B S 
preceding the hyphen is output. If not command. If not OC, 
OC, the entire message is output. idle machine, increment 

address, and RlJI'.J. 

lIPATCH LOC ERR-CORRECT, If this is OC, only the message portion If this is OC, input next 
preceding the hyphen is output. If not command. If norOC, 

LAND CLEAR B S OC, the entire message is output. idle machine, i~crement 
address, and RUN. 

IINO PATCH AREA - CLEAR I If this is OC, only the message portion If this is OC, input next 

I B S IGNORES MODIFY I 
preceding the hyphen is output. If not command. If not OC, 
OC, the entire message is output. idle machine, increment 

I COMMAND 
address, and RUN. 
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APPENDIX G. CHARACTER-ORIENTED COMMUNICATIONS ROUTINES 

The COC Support Package provide on-line terminal 
communications capability to CP-R users via a lingle 7611 
communications controller. The package is open-ended, 
and can be tailored to fit a user's particular application 
c extended to lupport other terminal types. It is also 
'apable of supporting other character-oriented communi
cations activiti., such as store-and-forward message 
switching. 

The set of reentrant subroutine that comprise COC can be 
included in a Public library or loaded with user progrom(s) 
that call for COC suppart. In either case, the Overlay 
loader is used to link the package with the calling pro
gram (5). The package is only avai lable ta foreground user 
progroms. 

The COC Support Package is copable of handling up to 64 
character-oriented terminals. The following device can 
be supparted: 

Device Xerax Model Number 

KSR-35 7015 or 7025 

RO-35 7016 or 7026 

ASR-35 7017 or 7027 

KSR-37 7018 

COC handles the following closses of communication made 
ond terminal device: 

• Simplex, capable of one-way communication only. 

• Half-duplex, capable of one-way transmission, but 
reversable. 

• Full-duplex, capable of simultoneous tronsmission in 
both directions. 

• Echoplex, a special case of full-duplex, where a 
character received from a terminal's keyboard must be 
sent bock O. e., "echoed") to the terminal to cause 
printing or display of the character. 

The package provides for input/output handling of mes
sages or arbitrary strings of characters. The input rou
tines wi II accept requests for input on specified lines, 
accumulate input characters into messages, and deliver 
the messages to the user program upan request. The out
put routines deliver a mesage to a specified device. 
The package also provides for conversion between the 
EBCDIC character set used intemally, and the external 
character set generated and/or recognized by the individual 
terminal device. Special characters are recognized and 
can cause special actions to be performed, such as message 
termination. 

COC uses a pool of buffers fOr I/O operations and input 
messages are accumulated in these buffers as they are 
received. Output messages are transferred to the buffers 
elIring code translation. The buffers are dynomically allo
cated to the various lin., as needed. The size of the buf
fer pool is an assembly parameter that must be set large 
enough to accomodate the number, nature, and speed of 
the devices lupported. 

To a great extent, the COC Suppart Package is parameter
ized, and is driven by tables that define the characteristics 
of each device, the optional functions to be performed, and 
the code translation tables to be used. Special handling is 
provided for keyboard/displays operating either in charac
ter mode or in the optional message mac\e. Anyone of three 
different control character modes may be selected, enabling 
the user to exercise greater control over the user-system 
dialague. 

The COC Suppart Package is organized into three main 
groups: 

1. I/O command routines that accept user program calls 
for input, output, and status checking. 

2. I/O interrupt routines that service the external interrupt 
pair connected to the COC, and perform input character 
translation and buffering, special action checking, 
output character transmission, and end-of-message 
action; end-action includes posting of status and, op
tionally, triggering of a specified external interrupt. 

3. COC database that includes COC parometers, line 
control tables, and code translation and special 
action tables. 

SYSTEM INTERFACE 
The package provides the input/output interfacing between 
the computer and the 7611 COC controller and its associated 
terminal devices. The COC Suppart Package requires 1,226 
words of core memory, plus nine words per communication 
line and four words per Buffer Poal block (see "Buffer Pool" 
later in this Appendix). 

The 7611 COCrequires an adjacent pair of extemal interrupts 
for signalling input and output events, respectively. The 
input (extemal) interrupt must have the higher priority of 
the two. The COC Support Package causSS them to be 
centrally connected by executing a cannect CAL for each, 
during execution af the initialization routifle. 

Input from the COC equipnent is through a single lOP chan
nel and is started by the initialization routine, CST ART. 
Data chaining is employed to cause the input to flow into 
a single ring buffer. The I/O interrupt is not used. An 
external interrupt pulse is generated each time a data char
acter (along with line identification number) is input. 
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Output to the COC ~ipm.,t is via the direct I/O Iyst.m~ . 
Each data character is output (along with line identification 
number) by a Write-Direct instruction. When a transmitter 
in the COC is ready to send another character on a given 
line, an external interrupt signal is generated, and it 
remains set until a Write-Direct either sends another char
acter on the line or turns off the transmitter. 

USER PROGRAM INTERFACE 

The COC Support Package is first assembled to fit the 
requirements of the local installation and then linked to 
user programs. The package may be loaded and stored in 
executable form in a Public Library (generally the case if 
it is called by more than one user program) or it may be 
loaded with the calling program(s) and stored in a User 
Library. 

The interface between COC Support Package and user pro
gram is defined in three general oreas: 

1. Assembly-time parameters supplied by the user to 
define his particular configuration. 

2. Line Control and other tab les, available to the user 
program through DEF directives in the COC source 
deck. These describe the state of each line, its mode 
of operation, code conversion to be performed, etc. 

3. I/O commands issued in the form of subroutine calls. 
Since standard FORTRAN IV calling sequences are used, 
the user programs may be coded in AP or FORTRAN IV. 

PREPARATION AND USE OF coe 
Since the COC Support Package supparts communications 
with many different devices in several different communi
cation modes, the package is highly parameterized, table 
driven whenever possible, and assembled specifically for 
each instal lotion. The steps that must be performed to 
obtain an operational COC capabi lity cre as follows: 

1. Assemble the standard COC routines using the AP as
sembler, specifying the number of lines, types of ter
minals, size of buffer pool, conversions desired, etc. 
(see Table G-2). The Relocatable Object l'I.odule 
(ROM) generated may be stored in a System Library 
but this is not required (see Chapter 6). 

2. Create a load module containing the COC Support 
Package and user program(s) that will interface with 
it. The 10LOAD command must specify the number 
of tasks included; two for the COC interrupts, plus any 
required by the user program(s). The load module must 
be stored in the foreground program area of the disk 
file (see Chapter 6). 

An alternative form of step 2 consists of loading the 
COC Suppart Package by itself and storing it in a 
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Public Ubrcry. Separate calling programs may then 
be loaded onto RAD (in the FP orea), with the COC 
Support Package identified in a PUBLIB option on each 
of the !OLOAD commands. 

3. load the program roat into core memory and initiate 
execution of the user program (see Chapter 5). 

.... Execute (within the user program) the COC Initialize 
command CALL CSTART. Upon successful completion 
of this cammand, the COC Support Package and the 
7611 equipment will be ready to accept input/output 
commands. 

CDC COMMANDS AND CALLING SEQUENCES 

The I/O calls available to user programs are summarized in 
Table G-I. They all operate on a "no-wait" basis. That is, 
a call is accepted, the operation is begun and if the op
eration cannot be completed immediately, control is re
turned to the call ing program. 

Table G-1. COC I/O Commands 

Command Function 

CALL CSTART Initiate COC activity. 

CALL CSET S;t line table parameters. 

CALL CWRITE Write output to a terminal. 

CALL CREAD Accept input from a terminal. 

CALL CMOVE Move input to user area. 

CALL CHECK Check I/O line status. 

CALL CSTOP Terminate COC activity. 

Table G-1 is intended for ready reference: more detai led de
scriptions of the commands, their functions, and the calling 
sequences for both FORTRAN and AP are given below. 

CALL CSTART (hlitiate coe Aetivityl 

This command initializes the COC Suppart Package, the 7611 
equipment and associated external interrupts~nd prepares 
the associated lOP channel for input. Optionally, CSTART 
may be called on to initiate activity on a single line, with
out affecting any of the others. Initialization and startup 
of the COC routines will be accomplished by the fol
lowing call: 

From FORTRAN programs, the call is 

CALL CSTART (line, status) 

-



From assembly language programs, the call is 

U,l'" 2 

BAl,15 CSTART 

address of line-number variable (see 
below). 

address of location where status is to be 
returned. 

TURN ON All LINES 

If line number = 0, CST ART performs the following functions: 

1. Initializes the COC input buffer, the COC tempor
ary blocking buffers, and all pointers associated with 
them. 

2. Storts input on the lOP channel to which the COC is 
connected. 

3. Executes CONNECT CALs thot centrally connect, arm, 
and enable the external interrupts to which the COC 
is attached. 

4. Turns on all receivers. 

5. Types out error notifications on the operator's console 
if any receivers have not been successfully turned on. 

6. Returns control to the user program with status infor
mation stored in the indicated location, and coded as 
follows: 

Code 

o 
1 

2 

Status 

Normal return. 

One or more receivers not turned on. 

COC already active: request ignored 
unless any lines were out of service. 

4 Unable to start COCo 

If the status code indicates that one or more receivers 
were not turned on, the user moy issue the command 
CAll CHECK recursively to determine the actuol 
status of the I ines of interest. 

This form of the call may also be given when some of 
the receivers hove already been turned on. In this 
case, only steps .. and 5 are executed, as appropriate. 

TURN ON SPECIFIC LINE 

If a user program must initiate I/O activity with a speci
fic fine, the line number variable is set equol to the 
number of the line to be started and the above calling 
sequence is executed. 

This form of the calling sequence performs the following 
functions: 

1. Steps 1 through 3 under the MTurn On All lines" 
procedure above, are executed only if th;s is the first 
call for COC initialization. 

2. Only the specified receiver is turned on (the appro
priate error notice is output if turn-on is unsuccessful). 

3. The status variable is updated as shown above. 

CAU CSET eSlt u. T .... Par. .. tln) 

This command is used to alter poramet~ describing the type 
and mode of operation of the terminal connected to a speci
fled line. To chonge the mode and/or terminal type for 
a specific line, the following call may be executed: 

From FORTRAN programs, the call is 

CAll CSET (line-number, mode, terminal type) 

From assembly language programs, the call is 

U,14 

BAl,15 

ARG
1 

ARG . 
2 

ARG
3 

3 

CSET 

address of line number variable. 

address of mode variable. 

address of terminal-type variable. 

The mode variable may have the following decimal values: 

Made Value 

2 

3 

4 

16 

132 

>255 

Meaning 

Simplex (input only). 

Simplex (output only). 

Full-duplex. 

Half-duplex 0. e., local-printing, 
no echo). 

No-translate mode (neither input 
nor output characters are to be 
translated). 

. .. 
Echoplex (i. e., Full-duplex, sim
ulating ha I f-dupl ex) . 

No change. 

Note that the no-translate value must be added to one or 
the ather valid mode values. 
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The terminal t)'pe variable may haYe the following valu.: 

Type Value Meaning 

o Model 33 Teletype. 

Mode 35 Teletype. 

2 Model 37 Teletype. 

>255 No change. 

The above values are identical to tnose contained in the 
line control table COCTERMN. New values may be 
created to handle new terminals, but tne Input and Output 
Translate Pointer Tables (COCIl and COCOT, respectively) 
must be _expanded accordingly. 

This command is used to perform the following functions: 

1. Convert the indi cated character string from the intern a I 
EBCDIC representation to the code set recognized by 
the specified terminal. 

2. Store the converted character string in the COC buf
fer poo/. 

3. Update the appropriate line control data. 

4. Start output to the terminal if it is not alreody in 
progress. 

5. Return control to the user program. 

Output will be started or continued by executing the fol
fowing call: 

fTom FORTRAN programs, the coli is 

CAll CWRITE (line, data, displacement,byte-count,-, 

L ltatus [, end]). 

fTom CBlembly language programs, the coli is 

U, 14 5 (or 6). 

BAl,15 CWRITE 

address of line number variable. 

address of data string to be output. 
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ARG
3 

ARG4 

ARG
5 

ARG
6 

(optional) 

address of byte displacement variable. 

address of the byte-count varioble. 

address of the C?ptions/status word. 

address of the end-action interrupt 
specification. 

where 

line is an integer variable that identifies the 
terminal's line number (1 - Nmax). 

data indicates the starting location of the area 
from which data is to be output (word address 
resolution). 

displacement is an integer variabl~ that gives the 
location of the first byte to be output, relative to 
the starting location (i. e., the number of bytes 
from the start of the data area). 

byte-count is on integer variable that specifies the 
number of bytes to be output. 

status is on integer variable that is to contain 
a code describing the options affecting execu
tion of the WrVe (set prior to executing the 
call), and into which is stored a code giving 
the status of the request when returning to the 
colling program. 

end-action (optional) indicates that an external 
interrupt is to be triggered at the completion of the 
output operation. The argument may be a constant 
or on integer variable having one of two forms: 

2Hao, where aa is the two-character label 
for the interrupt. 

3Znnn, where nnn is the hexadecimal address 
of the interrupt to be triggered. 

Each ARG has the ltandard colling aequence format de
acribed in the Extended FORTRAN IV Operations Reference 
Manual, No. 90 11 43. 

Execution of the CWRITE routine causes the following 
sequence of events: 

1. Validity checks are made on the arguments: if any are 
found to be invalid, control is returned to the colling 
program with the status retumed in the '"\pcation indi
coted (i.e., pointed to by the address of argument 5). 

2. The specified output string is moved from the user pro
gram area into temporary blocking buffers maintained 
by the COC routines. The characters are then trans
lated into external form as they are moved, and the 

. buffers are chained together as they are allocated, with 
the first being linked to the output pointer UNKO for 

, 



the specified line. If output is currently In progress, 
the new output string will be chained to the data 
already queued for output (lee the description of 
Buffer Pool operations later in this Appendix). 

3. If output is not alreody acti .... , the first character is 
prepared and sent to the COCo 

.t .. Control is returned to the colling program with an in
dication that the request was accepted and that output 
is in progress. The calling program may periodically 
monitor the progress of the output by execution of a 
CHECK command (i. e., CALL CHECK) for that line. 

The options/status wriable may have the following legal 
wlues upon entry to the Write routine: 

Option Code 

o 

2 

Option 

Normal output operation. 

Abort input if operation is in pro
gress on the specified line, or 
awaiting completion of a currently 
acti .... output. 

Abort output if operation is in pro
gress on the line (a carriage return 
and line feed will be sent to the 
terminal). 

Combinations of the above ore indicated by the arithmetic 
sum of the corresponding codes. 

The options/status word will have the following wlues 
upon return to the calling program: 

Status Code 

o 

2 

8 

Meaning 

Normal Transfer; request accepted, 
data mo .... d, and output in progress. 

Insufficient buffer space; request 
ignored. 

Invalid line number; request 
ignored. 

Invalid line state; request ignored. 

Break signal has been received (for 
information only): request will be 
processed as specified. 

The presence of ARG6 in the assembly language calling 
sequence is optional, but the number of arguments con
tained in register 1 .. must be adjusted accordingly. The for
mat of the word containing the interrupt specification is as 
follows: 

If interrupt address is given: 

0------------0 Hex inte""pt lac. 
012.". 11 1 13 W 1$ 16 17. .. 

If Interrupt label is given: 

o I 2 1 .. S • 1 i 9 to 11 12 J) '4 U Wi 17 I '9 20 21 22 2l 2. 25 26 27 21 ~ ~ ~\ 

where 

C1C2 is the Hollerith label assigned to the inter-
rupt at SYSGEN time. 

A indicates a Hollerith space character. 

The priority of the end-action interrupt, and priority of any 
external interrupts associated with the user program, must 
be lower than the interrupt pair connected to the COc. 

The end-action interrupt must be connected and enabled by 
the user program 0. e. ,through Monitor CALs or FORTRAN 
CONNECT statements). 

CAll ClEAD (Aae,t ..... tre. • t ..... I) 

This command is used to perform the following functions: 

1. Mark the input line status as active. 

2. Initialize the pointers and counters necessary to begin 
accepting and saving input from a specified line. 

3. Return control to the user. 

Input from a terminal may be enabled by execution of the 
following co": 

From FORTRAN programs, the call is 

CALL CREAD (line,byte count,status (,endJ) 

From assembly language programs, the call is 

U,l" 3 (or "). 

BAL,15 CREAD. 

ARG 1 address of line number variable. 

ARG2 address of the byte count wriable. 

ARG3 address of status word. 

ARG.. address of end-action interrupt specification. 
(optional) • 

where the arguments are all Integer variables (or elements 
of integer arrays), with the following assignments: 

line is the communications line number. 

byte count is the maximum number of characters to 
accept with this call. 
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status is a variable into which will be stored a code 
Ii ving the status of the request. 

end (optional) is the end-action interrupt specifi-
cation, as described previously. 

When CREAD is executed, preparations are made to accept 
characters received from the specified input line. No tem
porary buffers are assigned until needed. Control is re
turned to the calling program (with the status of the request 

·stored in the status variable), and the input operation may 
then proceed in parallel with program execution. 

Input will be terminated upon: 

1. Receipt of a character defined as an end of message 
code (including the Break signal). 

2. Receipt of the specified number af bytes. 

3. Execution of a Write, or Move Input command with 
the abort-input option speci fied. 

Note that this call signals only that input is to be accepted, 
translated to internal form, and echoed if appropriate. It 
is the responsibility of the user program to effect any pre
liminary positioning of cursor, carriage, or paper, and 
clearing of display screen, etc. The Write call is adequate 
for this purpose. When an input message is complete, the 
user program must also issue a Move Input call to copy the 
message from the COC buffers into its own buffer space. 
The status argument has the following values when control 
is returned to the caller: 

Status Code 

o 

2 

Meaning 

Normal; request has been accepted 
and input may proceed. 

Invalid line number; request ignored. 

.. Invalid line state; request ignored. 

8 Break signal received; request 
ignored. 

CAll CMOVE (Move ..... te • u.r AmI) 

This command is used to copy the converted input charac
ters that have been received on a specified line into the 
specified user area. As the data is moved, the allocated 
buffers are released to the pool. When an input message 
has been received (whether complete or not), It may be 
moved from the COC Buffer Pool into the user's program 
area by execution of the following call: 

From FORTRAN programs, the call is 

CAll CMOVE (Iine,buffer,displacement,caunt,--, 

Lstatus) 
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From a.embly language programs, the call is 

U,l" S 

BAl,15 

ARG
1 

ARG2 

ARG3 

ARG .. 

ARG
5 

CMOVE 

address of line numb .. variable. 

address of user's buffer area. 

address of byte displacement variable. 

address of byte count variable. 

address of options/status word. 

'MIen this call is executed, the input received from the 
specified line is moved into the specified area. Control 
is returned to the calling program when: 

1. An error is dectected in the calling sequence. 

2. All received input has been moved. 

3. The specified number of bytes have been moved. 

'MIen control is returned to the calling program, the fol
lowing modifications will have been made to the call ins 
sequence: 

the byte displacement variable now paints 
to the byte following the last byte maved 
(relative'to the user buffer address). 

the byte count variable contains a count 
of the input that has been moved, ~ that 
is yet to be moved (see description of 
"status", below). 

the options have been replaced by the 
status of the operation. 

The following options may be specified in the option/status 
variable: 

Option Code 

o Normal operation. 

Terminate input if not already in
acti ve (end-action interrupt wi II 
not be triggered). 

If input is still active, or if all data received has not yet 
been moved, the next Move Input operation wi II begin where 
the current operation stops. It is not necessary that input be 
complete when lhis call is executed, or that~tion 1 be 
specified if input is active (see below). 

The status returned in the ARGS location is as follows: 

Status Code Meaning 

o Normal operation; all input moved 
(ARG4 location contains count of 
bytes actually moved). 



Status Code 

2 

8 

Meaning 

Normal operation; not all input has 
been moved (ARG", lacation con
tains a count of the number of bytes 
remaining to be moved). . 

Invalid line number; r.~est ignored. 

Input is acti ve (for i nformati on on I Yi 
does not affect this operation). 

Break si gna I has been recei ved (for 
information only; does not affect 
this operation). 

Combinations of the above conditions are indicated by the 
arithmetic sum of their corresponding codes. 

Note that the Move Input routine is responsible only for 
moving on input message from the linked buffers into a 
single set of contiguous locations specified in the colling 
se~ence. The user program is responsible for any editing 
that must be performed on the message. 

This col I may be executed whether or not input is sti II acti ve 
on the line. When executed, the call will move all char
acters that have been received -in the current "message" 
into the specified area, up to the specified byte count. 
The temporary buffers are released as data is moved out of 
them. The byte count variable (ARG ",) is updated accord
inglyas follows: 

1. If all characters so far received have been moved 
"tat us code = 0, 4, 8, or 12), the byte count variable 
will be set equal to the number of characters that were 
actually moved. 

2. If all characters have not been moved; that is, if the 
specified byte-count was less than the actual number 
of characters received (indicated by status code = 1,5, 
9, or 13), the byte count variable wi II be set e~al to 
the number of received characters remaining in the 
COC buffers at the completion of this call. That is, 
upon return to the co IIer, byte count ::: actual number 
of characters recei ved less the sped fi ed byte count. 

The COC Une Tables are updated so that the next 
Move Input call for the line will begin where the pre
ceding call left off, regardless of whether the coli was 
terminated because the specified byte count was satisfied 
ar becouse all data was moved that was received up to 
that point. 

The line STATE table is also updated if STATE = 8 (input 
complete), and all characters have been moved. In this 
case, the input complete state is cleared, thus permitting 
subsequent CREAD and CWRITE calls to be accepted for the 
line. However, if not all data has been moved, the input
complete state will remain set, causing subse~ent CREAD 
and CWRITE calls to be rejected. 

CAll CHECI (CIlIA 110 U. ...... ) 

This command is used to determine the mod.e and status 
parameters associated with the specified line. It is used 
principally by programs that must monitor the progress of 
an I/O operation, rather than waiting to be interrupted 
upon completion. 

When a FORTRAN program must monitor the progress of on 
I/O operation or check the status of a line, it can issue 
the following call: 

CAll CHECK (line,mode,state,byte count) 

where the arguments are all integer variables (or elements 
of integer arrays), and have the following meanings: 

line contains the fine number when the call is exe-
cuted (i. e., suppli ed by the ~er). 

mode will contain the current terminal operating 
mode upon return to the calling program (see 
below). 

state wil I contain the current line state upon re-
turn to the colling program (see below). 

byte count will contain a count of the number of 
characters that have been recei ved from the ter
minal (if ony). 

The values returned in the mode and state argument loca
tions are identical to those contained in the corresponding 
entries of the MODE and STATE line control tables. These 
tables are described later in this Appendix. 

The assembly language calling se~nce is not described 
since assembly language programs have easy, direct access 
to the line Control tables. 

CAll eSTOP (T-_te CDC ktiwity) 

This command is used to terminate COC operation, halt 
input on the associated lOP chonnel, and disarm the 
associated external interrupts. Optionally, CSTOP may 
be called on to terminate a single line without affecting 
operation of the others. 

TURN OFF All LINES 

When all operations have been completed with COC equip
ment, the following call shauld be executed: 

41 

From FORTRAN programs, the coli is • 

CAll CSTOP 

From assembly language pragUJrIlS, the call is 

U,l'" 0 

BAl, 15 CSTOP 
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This routine CfOHS out all I/O activity in the following 
Ina,..er: 

1. Disarms the external interrupt pair assigned to the 
COc. 

2. Halts input on the lOP channel assigned to the COCo 

3. Tums off all receiven. 

Control is then returned to the calling program, which 
is responsible for issuing the RLS (release foreground 
task) CAll. 

TURNS OFF SPECIFIC UNE 

If a specific line is to be turned off (i. e., the receiver 
turned off, and the Line STATE marked "out of service"), 
the following call should be executed: 

From FORTRAN programs, the call is 

CALL CSTOP (Iine-number) 

From assembly language programs, the call is 

U,14 

BAL,15 CSTOP 

ARG address of line number variable 

This call turns off only the specified receiver. No change 
is mode to the lOP activity or to the external interrupt pair 
connected to the COCo 

I/O INTERRUPT ROUTINES 

_PUT INTERRUPT PROCESSING 

The external interrupt pulse associated with COC input 
is generated each time the COC sends a character/line 
number pair to the lOP. The routine that services this 
interrupt performs the following functions: 

1. Fetches the pair from the lOP ring buffer. 

2. Identifies the source. 

3. Converts the character via the translation table 
assigned to the line. 

4. Examines the character to see if it requires special 
handling (e. g., end-of-message). 

s. Stores the character in the buffer assigned to the 
line, allocating an additional buffer when necessary. 
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6. Marks the input complete if the specified number of 
characten have been received or if the received char-
acter calls for end-of-message activation. . 

7. TriggeB the (optionally) specified external interrupt 
if end-of-message action is call ed for. 

8. Checks for any additional character pain (e. g., from 
other lines) received during the time that the first pair 
was being processed. 

9. Exits. 

OUTPUT IllTERRUPT PROCESSING 

COC generates an interrupt whenever a transmitter indi
cates it is ready to send another character. The routine that 
services this interrupt performs the following functions: 

1. Determines which line caused the interrupt. 

2. Determines whether any data is left to sendon that line. 
If data is left, the next character is sent; if not, the 
transmitter is turned off, line status is updated, and the 
(optionally) specified end-oction interrupt is triggered. 

3. Exits. 

END·ACTION PROCESSING 

Once started, an input or output operation will proceed in 
parallel with user program execution (by means of the COC '
I/O interrupt routines). The user program may determine 
when an I/O operation is complete by periodically checking 
the line status. Alternatively, the user program may request 
that a specific external interrupt be triggered when an op
eration is complete. The COC CREAD and CWRITE com
mands permit this interrupt to be specified in the respective 
calling sequences, and a different interrupt may be speci-
fied for each. Completion of output on a line accun when 
the specified number of characten have been transmitted or 
when a "break" signal is received on the line (see below). 

Input completion on a line occun under the following 
circumstances: 

1. When the byte count equals the specified maximum. 

2. When a "break" signal is received. 

3. When a character is received that is designated as an 
end-of-messoge or "activation" character., the trans-
lation and/or special action tables. .. 

.,ECW ACTlOIL PROCESSING 

Special actions are performed by the input interrupt rou
tine when certain control characten are received. After 



( 
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, 
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translation, these characters are identified by their code 
value being in the range 

0016 - 3F16 

When a translated charact~r is found to fie in this range, 
it is used as an index to a branch table. The entries in 
the table point to the individual subroutines that perform 
the indicated processing. About half of these special 
action codes are assigned; the remainder are available to 
users who wish to tai lor the special action processing to 
suit their own nee~. 

Special processing is also performed by the output routine, 
C~ITE. After a character is translated for output, it is 
tested for a value in the range 

that has odd parity. As with the input interrupt routine, 
such a charocter is used as an index to a special action 
branch table. The special action characters are defined 
toward the end of this Appendix along with the transla
tion tables. 

IREAI SIGIIAL HAIIOUNG 

The special line signal "break" (also called "long space") 
is recognized and recorded regardless of line state or con
dition of transmission. The signal is transmiHed from a 
terminal by depression of the BREAK key on a TTY. When 
a break signal is received, a bit in the line control table 
associated with the sending terminal is set. The condition 
of this bit is reported to the user in the status returned from 
an I/O command call O. e., after initiation of a Read, 
Write, Move, or Status Check command}, and the bit is 
deared. During input from the terminal, the receipt of 
a break signal is also reported by placing the character 
EOT in the input buffer and setting the end-of-messoge or 
"activate" condition. If the program using the coe rou
tines wishes to exomine the break condition without doing 
an I/O commond, it may examine the bit directly {see 
"Une Control Tables lt

}. 

ESCAPE SEQUENCE PROCESSING 

The eoe Support Package provides the capabi lity to 
handle twa-character escape sequences. That is, the user 
may couse special processing to occur when on€) is re
ceived, followed by one of a user-designated set of Itfol_ 
!,ower lt characters. The user must supply the set of routines 
to handle the escape sequences when the cac Suppart 
Package is assembled or loaded for his installation, (0 de
scription of the required tables is given later in this chap
ter). Note that the rautines will be entered with the coe 
input interrupt "high", hence the processing must be of 
very short duration. 

CDC DATABASE 

COC PAlWlmRS 

The parameters itemized in Tobie G-2 define the configura
tion of the coe equipment and the COC Support Package as 

Table G-2. COC Parameters 

Label Directive 

COCNB EQU 

COCDN DATA 

COCNO EQU 

COCNl EQU 

eoclI .EQU 

cocro EQU 

Description 

Number of "-word buffers 
to be provided (see discus
lion in subsequent chapter l. 

Device number of attached 
COC (lOP assignmentl. 

coe number (010 oddress). 

Number of lines; 64 lines 
are the maximum number 
that may be connected to 
a 7611 coe controller.t 

location of input external 
interrupt (hexadecimal 
address). 

Output external interrupt. 

tThe COC input/output commands (i. e., CAll 
CWRITE, etc.) assume the lines to be numbered 
from 1 to eOeNL However, when assembly lan
guage coders are referring directly to the Une 
Control Tobles, they must decrement the line num
ber before using as an index value. 

a whole. The parameters must be inserted into coe source 
deck (or inc luded CIS updates to a compressed deck) by the user 
prior to assembly of the package for a given installation. 

UNE CONTROL TABLES 

The items listed in TobIe G-3 ore maintained for each line 
supparted by the coe. Each item is contained in a separate 
table of similar items indexed by the line number. All of 
the items are available to the user program loaded with the 
coe Support Package (i.e., each item is declared in a DEF 
directive). The user must declare each item to be accessed 
with a REF directive in the source code. 

In Table G-3 the given label corresponds to the first entry in 
the toble (i.e., to the table entry that applies to line 1). 
The size given is for each entry in the table. The table 
contains os many entries as there are lines connected to the 
COC, as defined by the parameter COCNl. 

.. 
UlE ITATE TAiLE fORMAT 

This table contains the current operational state of each 
line. The table is maintained dynamically for each line. 
The algebraic sum of any of the items below is valid except 
where the states represented by the sum are incompatible 
(e.g., a line cannot be accepting input and have input 
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label 

STATE 

MODE 

COCTERMN 

COCOT 

COCIT 

UNKO 

COCBAI 

COCBAO 

COCMC 

ARS 

COCENDI 

COCENDO 

FLAG 

Size 

Byte 

Byte 

Byte 

Word 

Word 

Halfword 

Halfword 

Word 

Word 

Halfword 

Halfword 

Word 

Word 

Byte 

Table G-3. line Control Table Items 

Contents 

Une State 

Une;rerminal mode 

Terminal type 

Location of Output 
Conversion Table 

location of Input 
Conversion Table 

Input buffer address' 

Output buffer address 

} 
} 

Input character address } 

Output character address 

Input character limit 

Input character count 

Input end-acti on 

Output interrupt
lpecification 

Output sequence flag 

} 

Comments 

Initialized by CST ART (described in 
Une State Tabl. format below). 

Initially supplied at assembly time. May 
be modified by Special Actions, by 
CSET routine or by user program (described 
in Terminal Mode Table format below). 

Initially suppliedat assembly time. May 
be changed by CSET routine (described 
in Terminal Type Table below). 

Supplied at assembly time and may be 
changed by user program (see below for 
stondard table format). Note: these 
tables are indexed by terminal type code 
rather than line number. 

Relative address in buffer pool of first 
buffer in chain. Initialized and main
tained by COC support routines. 

Byte address of next character to be 
transmitted or stored. Initialized and 
maintained by COC routines. 

Number of characters to be accepted 
from terminal during current input. 

Count of converted input characters con
tained in current message. 

Contains FPT pointed to by the CAL 
executed when end-action interrupt is 
triggered. Initialized and maintained 
by COC support routines. 

Initialized and maintained by COC sup
port routines. Controls sequence of out
put actions resulting fram input. 

waiting; therefore, the code 5 is invalid). The codes as
signed are as follows: 

time, and is normally unchanged during operation except 
for the break flag and the escape-sequence flag. 

Decimal 
Code Mode of Terminal (One Byte Per Line) 

00 
1 
2 
4 
8 

64 
128 

Inactive. 
Accepting input. 
Transmitting output. 
Input waiting; enable when output complete. 
Input complete. 
&ror in message. 
Out of service (i .e., receiver is not on). 

TEIlMIW MODE TABLE FORMAT 

This table contains the current operating mode of the ter
minal connected to each line. It is specified at assembly 
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The codes assigned are as follows: 

Decimal 
Code 

2 

3 

Mode of Terminal (One Byte Per line) .. .. 
Simplex - input. 

Simplex - output. 

Full-duplex (i. e., independent simul
taneous I/O). 

Half-cluplex. 



Decimal 
Code 

16 

32 

128 

Mode of Terminal (One Byte Per Une) 

No-translate mode; neither input nor 
output characters cre ta be translated. 

• eak flag; long space has been 
received. 

Escape lequence (ESC chcrocter has 
been received; follower chcrocter il 
awaited. 

Echo flag (Half-duplex mode lhould 
also be let). 

TERMIIll TYPE TABLE (COm.l, 

This table contains a code byte that specifies, for each 
line, the type of terminal connected. This code is used 
as on index into the COCIl and COCOT tables when 
translating input ond output characters respectively. If 
the user wants to add new terminal types or introduce 
different modes of handling a single terminal, he can 
accomplish this by assigning unused type code$, adding 
new translation tables, and expanding the COCOT and 
COCIT tables accordingly. 

The terminal type codes assigned are as follows: 

Code Terminal Type 

o Teletype, model 33. 

Teletype, model 35. 

2 Teletype, model 37. 

BUFFER POOL 

Input from, and output to, user terminals is buffered in 
linked chains of four-word blocks maintained by the COC 
Support Package. Each bu ffer b lock has the format shown 
and consists of a halfword link, followed by (up to) 14 
data characters. 

Bu ffer Format 

ward 0 Link C1 
C

2 

ward 1 C
3 C .. Cs C

6 

word 2 C7 Cs C9 C
10 

word 3 C ll C
12 C

13 
C

14 

where 

link contains the oddress of the next buffer in the 

C. 
I 

chain (relative to COCBUF, the buffer pool bose 
address). 

II the I/O message character . 

The number of buffers in the paol is lpecified by the user 
in the assembly time parameter, COCNB. The buffers are 
initially chained to the head of buffer pool, COCHPB. 
That is, the location COCHPB contains the relative address 
of the first available four-word buffer in the pool. The link 
halfword of this buffer contains the relative address of the 
next available buffer, and 10 on. The end of the chain is 
signified by a zero link in the last buffer of the chain. 

When a message is to be transmitted to a terminal, the mes
lOge characters are translated to extemal code, and moved 
fram the user area into the buffer pool. Buffers are re
moved from the chain of available buffers os needed, and 
assigned to the specific output line. The assigned buffel'$ 
ore linked together, and the relative address of the first 
buffer il stored in the UNKO Table in the entry position 
corresponding to the lpecified line number .. After ~II char
acters contained in a buffer have been transmitted to the 
terminal, the buffer il released and linked bock inta the 
chain of available buffers. 

Buffering of input messages is handled in exactly the 
same way. The relative address of the first buffer in 
the chain for each terminal is stored in the UNKI Table. 
The buffer pool may also be used for other dynamic Itor
age requirements. 

ITUDARD .IPUT/OUTPUT TIIAISLATIOI TABLES 

Tables G-4and G-S show the equivalence between the 
internal EBCDIC character set and .... e external cades 
generated/recognized by the standard Xerox Teletype. 
In the present implementation, one input and one out
put translation table serve for .... e TTY. Variations in 
control character handling for the terminal is resolved 
within the suppl ied special action routines described in 
.... e following tobles. 

_PUT SPECIAL ACTIOI TABLE 

Translated input characters with values in~erongeOO-3F16 
ore handled by special routines that perfol'lP the actions 
listed below in Table G-6. Users may add new entries to the 
toble in the range 2116-3F16 (except for the parity error 
code, 38 16" The input tranllation table must be modified 
(or another table supplied) to cause conversion of input 
characters into the new lpecial character cades. The pa
rometer SPEC must also be altered to give the new limit to 
the Special Action Table. 
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Tabl. G.... Input Translation Table 

AScnt EBCDIC ASClrt EBCDIC 

Code Character Code Character Cede Character Code Charactt!r -" 
0 NULL 00 20 blank 40 blank 
1 SOH 01 21 I SA ! 
2 STX 02 22 " 7F II 

3 ETX 03 23 I 7B 
, 

4 EOT 04 24 S 5B S 
5 ENQ 09 25 % 6C % 
6 ACK 06 26 & 50 & 
7 BEL 07 27 I 7D I 

8 BS 08 28 ( 4D ( 
9 HT 05 29 ) 5D ) 
A Nl 15 2A • 5C * 
B VT OB 2B + 4E + 
C FF OC 2C , 6B , 
D CR OD 2D - 60 
E SO OE 2E 4B 
F SI OF 2F I 61 I 
10 DLE 10 30 0 fO 0 
11 DC 1 (XON) 11 31 1 Fl 1 
12 DC2(TAPE) 12 32 2 F2 2 
13 DC3(XOFF) 13 33 3 F3 3 
14 DC4(T APE) 14 34 4 F4 4 
15 NAK OA 35 5 F5 5 
16 SYN 16 36 6 F6 6 
17 ETB 17 37 7 F7 7 
18 CAN 18 38 8 F8 8 
19 EM 19 39 9 F9 9 
lA SS lA 3A : 7A : 
IB ESCI lB 3B ; 5E ; 

lC FS 1C 3C < 4C < 
lD GS lD 3D = 7E = 
IE RS IE 3E > 6E > 
IF US IF 3F ? 6F ? 

tThe ASCII code shown is the 7-bit code without the parity bit setting. The Input Translation Table, as contained in 
the program, is coded for even parity ASCII. All odd parity positions in the table contain a hexadecimal 38, indi-
cating a parity error to the Support Package. 

Table G-S. Input Conversion 

ASCII EBCDIC ASCII EBCDIC 

Code Character Code Character Code Character Code Character 

40 ~. 7C @ 4A J Dl J 
41 A Cl A 4B K D2 K~ 
42 B C2 B 4C l D3 l 
43 C C3 C 4D M D4 M 
44 D C4 D 4E N D5 N 
45 E C5 E 4F 0 D6 0 
46 F C6 F 50 P D7 P 
47 G C7 G 51 Q D8 Q 

48 H C8 H 52 R D9 R 
49 I C9 I 53 S E2 S 
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Tabl. G-5. Input Convenlon (cant.) 

( 
ASCII EBCDIC ASCII EBCDIC 

Code Character Code Charxter Code Character Code Character 

S4 T E3 T 67 9 87 9 
55 U E4 U 68 h 88 h 
56 V E5 V 69 i 89 i 
57 W E6 W 6A j 91 j 
58 X E7 X 6B k 92 k 
59 V E8 V 6C I 93 I 
SA Z E9 Z 60 m 94 m 
5B [[ 4F I 6E n 95 n 
5C 4A ¢ 6F 0 96 0 

50 ]--[ 5F ~ 70 p 97 P 
5E A;o,. t 6A A 71 q 98 q 
SF - -- 60 - 72 r 99 r 

t 73 s A2 s 
mostTIVs 74 t A3 t 

75 u A4 u 

XOS 7015 76 v A5 v 
n w A6 w 

68 ASCII 78 x A7 x 
60 7C @; 79 y A8 Y 
61 a 81 a 7A z A9 z 
62 b 82 b 7B f 42 1 
63 c 83 c 7C I~ 5F --, 

64 d 84 d 7D I l 52 J 
6S e 85 e 7E I 4F I 
66 f 86 f 7F RUBOUT 20 I 

Table G-6. Special Action Table 

Hex EBCDIC End-of-
Value Name Message Special Actions 

00 Null --- Ignore. 

01 SOH 000 Process normally. 

02 STX --- Process normally. 

03 ETX --- Process normally. 

04 EOT --- Ignore. 

05 HT --- Process normally. 

06 ACK --- Process normally. 

07 BEL --- Process normally. ... .. 
08 as --- Process normally. 

09 ENQ -- Process norma II y. 

OA NAK Yes Do input-complete processing and store EOT character in input buffer. 

OB VT --- Process normally. 
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Table G-6. Special Action Tabl. (cont.) 

Hex EBCDIC EncI-of-
Value Name Message Special Actions 

) 

OC ff -- Process normally. 

00 CR Ves Echo If, put X'OD' in input buffer, do input-complete processing. 

OE SO --- Process normally. 

OF 51 --- Process normally. 

10 OLE --- Process norma II y. 

11 DCI --- Process normally. 

12 DC2 --- Process norma II y. 

13 DC3 --- Process normally. 

14 DC4 --- Process normally. 

IS LF(NL) Ves Echo CR. Put X'IS' in buffer: do input-complete processing. 

16 SVN --- Process normally. 

17 ETB --- Process normally. 

18 CAN --- Delete line from input buffer. Send "back arrow" character then If, CR. 

19 EM --- Process normally. 

lA SU8 --- Process normally. 

18 ESC --- Set escape flag in MODE byte. Next input character will be treated as a 
follower in 2-choracter ESC sequence. 

1C FS --- Process normally. 

10 GS --- Process normally. 

IE RS --- Process normally. 

IF US --- Toggle Echo Mode; i. e., turn off if now on, and vice wrsa. 

-
20 DEL --- Erose last character from input buffer. Send "backslash" to nv. -

'38 Parity error --- Send ",,, to terminal. Put 2F in buffer. I 

Note: All translated characters in the range 2116-3F16 will be treated as a parity error, The lower limit is defined 
by the value of SPEC, which the user must change when adding to the Special Action Tables. 
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DCAPE IEIWEICE ,AILES 

The COC Support Package includes the provision for 
handling 2-choracter ESCAPE sequence by use of routines 
supplied by the user. In such a sequence, the first of two 
characters is usually on ESC character. Alternatively, 
the user may supply a translation table that can cause any 
desired character to be translated into the ESC cade (1816). 
The second ESCAPE sequence is called a follower char
octer. The ESCAPE sequences are handled by two tobles. 

FOLLOWER CHARACTER TABLE 

This table has one byte for each designated follower char
octer that contains the EBCDIC code for the character. 
The characters do not have to be stored in numeric 
Hquence. 

Follower Character Table 

CESCNR 

N+l 
-- words 

4 

where 

N 

C4 

C
1 

Cs 

N is the number of entries. 

C
2 

C3 

C6 C7 

. 

C. is the EBCDIC code for one follower character. 
I 

ESCAPE BRANCH TABLE 

This table has one word for each designated follower char
octer that contains a branch instruction to the routine that 
performs the desired functions. The position of an entry in 
the follower character toble defines the position of the cor
responding branch instruction in the ESCAPE Branch Table. 

ESCAPE Branch Table 

CESCNR 
Branch instruction to routine that 
handles follower character C1. 

Branch to routine that handles 
character C2. 

N words 

Branch to routine that handles 
character CN. 

The COC Support Package is supplied with a set of dummy 
entries. The user may replace these, delete them, or 
expand the table, as necessary. 

OUTPUT CONVERSIOI (EBCDIC..uWCIII 

In Table G-7 all empty squares are coded Fl, and no char
acter is sent to the terminal. 

The upper character in each square represents the graphic(s) 
or the name of the character and the lower characters repre
Hnt the hexadecimal value of the character to be trans
mitted, minus the even-parity bit which is included in the 

. supplied table. 

In special cases, the output conversion table contains 
an F, followed by the code number of a special handling 
routine. 

The usable F codes are those with bad parity (Fl, 2, 4, 7,8, 
8, 0, ond E), since other F codes represent correct parity
checked characters. 

The assigned codes are: 

Fl 

F2 

F4 

Null. No character is placed in the 
output buffer. 

CR and LF are placed in the buffer. 

Output message is complete. 
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Tabl. G-7. OutpUt Conwnion (EBCDIC -UsASCII) 

Most Significant Digits (of EBCDIC) 

0 1 .. 5 6 7 8 9 A 

NUL OLE SP & -0 00 10 20 26 20 

1 
SOH OCI I a j 
01 11 2F 61 6A 

2 STX OC2 b k I 

02 12 62 6B 73 

3 ETX OC3 c 1 t 
03 13 63 6C 7 .. 

.. EOT DC" d m u 
0.. 1 .. 64 60 75 

I-IT NL 
5 09 LF e n v 

65 6E 76 
Q OA 
0 

ACK SVN f u 6 0 w 
CIO 

06 16 66 6F n w 
.... .s 
~ 7 8EL ETB 9 P Ie 
.0, 07 17 67 70 7B 
l5 - EOM CAN c 

h 8 8 8S 18 q Y 
r: 68 71 79 
i, 08 

Vi 

8 9 
ENQ EM i r z 

• 05 19 69 72 7A 
-J 

A NAK SUB ,.. 
! I 1 A....., : 

15 lA 60 21 5E 3A 

VT ESC S , , 
8 OB 18 2E 2 .. 2C 23 

FF FS < .. % ~ 
C OC lC 3C 2A 25 .. 0 

CR GS ( ) - I 

0 00 10 28 29 5E 27 

SO RS + , > = E OE IE 2B 38 3E 3D 

SI US I: .....,- ? N 

F OF IF 7C 7E 3F 22 
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8 C 0 

\ A J 
5C .. 1 <fA 

f 8 K 
7B .. 2 "B 

J C L 
7D .. 3 "C 

[~ 0 M 
5B .... .. 0 

] ! E N 
50 .. 5 .. E 

F 0 
46 .. F 

G P 
.. 7 50 

H Q 
-48 51 

I R 
.. 9 52 

E 

S 
53 

T 
54 

U 
55 

V 
56 

W 
57 

X 
58 

V 
59 

Z 
5A 

• • 

F 

0 
30 

1 
31 

2 
32 

3 
33 

.. 
34 

5 
35 

6 
36 

7 
37 

8 
38 

9 
39 

DEL 
7F 



~ ,APPENDIX H. JOB MANAGEMENT 

CONCEPTOFlJ)B 

A job is a collection of related primal)' or .condol)' tasks 
wherein each task is a body of procedural code, and the 
lob is the unit of work that is scheduled and initialized •• 
Tasks are the subunits of work that are executed. Each ,ob 
has a system Job Control Block associated with it containing 
the data that is sharable or cornmon across all tasks within 
the fob. The Job Control Block resides in system apace. 

Externally, a job is identified by a unique eight-cha~cter 
EBCDIC name. Internally, a job is identified by a unique 
number assigned by the system. There are two permanent 
jobs in CP-R; the CP-R job (which Is the system itself), and 
the BKG (background) job. Additionally, there may be any 
number of foreground user jobs active at a given time, up to 
the SYSGEN set limit on the number of jobs allowed. 

The foreground programs of existing CP-R installations will 
run as tasks in the CP-R job. User lobs may contain any 
number of tasks. 

An important concept of a job in CP-R is that all resources, 
files, devices, or user defined resources are job-related 
and can be used by any task in the job. Devices may be 
designated at SYSGEN as sharable (across jobs) or allocat
able (nonsharable acrau jobs). 

To create a foreground job, the C P-R service SJ08 is used. 
It is available either as a key-in or as a CAL. SJ08 does 
not initiate any task in the job; instead, it sets up job con
trols and builds a Job Control 810ck in the system area of 
memory. A RUN key-in or CAL, or an INn key-in or CAL 
may be issued to start tasks in a job as follows: 

• A RUN key-in initiates a task in the CP-R job. 

• A RUN CAL initiates a task in the CP-R job • 

• An INn key-in or CAL initiates a task in the spec
Ified job. 

To terminate a foreground fab, the CP-R service KJOB is 
used. KJ08 is available as a key-in or as a CAL. It 
terminates the specified job by terminating evel)' task 
within the job and deleting the jab controls. 

To facilitate the initiation of toslcs in a job, a job level table 
called the Job Program Table (JPT) is maintained in the Job 
Control810ck. The JPT allows the user ta specify the name 
of a load module to be used for execution ofa task. It is 
camposedofdoubleword pairs ofE~CDICtask nameAoad 
module name equivalences. Tobie loak~p on the task name 
determines which 'oad module will be ,loaded as the task 
lpecified on a RUNorlNIT request. 'Tentries are made 
via the SETNAME system function call. SETNAME speci
fies a task name/1oad module name Pair that ore entered 
in the.JIT of the specified job. Task initiation uses the.JlT 
10 determine which load module to load. If na.JIT entry is 
found for the specified task name, the task name is used for 
the load module name. SETNAME may also be u.d to de
lete previously established .JIT entries. 

CP-R interjob communication may occur either because it is 
not prevented, such as in the unrestricted use of memory by 
foreground tasks, or because system services are invoked. 
Permanent disk files may ,be shared by tasks regardless 
of job designation. Access to disk files is controlled via 
Open/Close requests. Public libraries are shared between 
all jobs. Foreground mailboxes may be used by foreground 
tasks for interjob communication. 

CP-R services SIGNAL, POll, and POST may be used 
to communicate between fobs. Services ENQUEUE and 
DEQUEUE may be used for system Independent resource 
management between jobs. 

.... 
• 
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APPENDIX L TASK MANAGEMENT 

Each centrally or directly connected interrupt in CP-R 
defines a new task. Eelch program loaded inta memory by 
the Foreground or Background Loader defines a load mod
ule. In the case of foreground, a load module may CONist 
of one or more tasks. The background load module consists 
of one task that runs when no hardware interrupts are 
active. Each secondary load module also defines a single 
task entry. Two additional permanent tasks exist, which 
are the CP-R Control Tasks. 

The background activity is controlled by the JCP and runs 
a sequential stream of job steps within jobs. 

Foreground primary and secondary activity is controlled 
by CP-R task management as directed by user service calls, 
key-ins, and control commands. 

Upon receiving a request to run a primary load module, the 
Foreground Loader portion of the Contra I Task becomes 
active and loads the program into memory when the required 
core is available. The initialization required by the pri
mary load module can be accompl ished by operations per
formed when the program is given control at its entry point. 
This code runs as an extension of the CP-R Control Task 
and therefore blocks all Control Task functions until it 
EXITs or TERMs. 

The tasks connected to interrupts in the foreground program 
became active when the interrupt becomes active and re
main active until they EXIT or TERM. The interrupt can 
be triggered fram external sources as an end-action to a 
previously requested service or by a user TRIGGER CAL. 

Secondary tasks are created by use of the IN"IT service call. 
Upon receipt of the service call, a task and load module 
entry is created and the secondary task is loaded at the dis
potcher level and software level specified in the INIT ser
vice call. Unlike primary load modules, secondary load 
modules are initialized at their own priority and therefore 
many such initializations may occur concurrently. There is 
thus no reason for special initialization code as is required 
for primary load modules. 

DISCONNECTItG PRIMARY TASKS FROM INTERRUPTS 

The user can disconnect a primary task from an interrupt 
through the use of a DISCONNECT function call. The in
terrupt will be left disarmed and available for connection 
to another progrom prior to the termination of the currently 
connected program. 

EVENT MANAGEMENT 

Services requested by tasks via CALJ are classified as im
mediate, synchranous, or asynchronous, as described below. 
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1w",\EDIATE 

All .. rvices are classified as Immediate if they are fully 
satisfied by the time CP-R returns control to the user and 
require no woits or delays for on event to occur. The ser
vices that are immediate are as follows: 

DEVICE 
PC 
DEBUG 
ERRSEND 
MEDIA 
POST 
SCHED 
INT 
TRIGGER 
ENABLE 
MASTER 
RLS 
STOPIO 
STARTIO 
IOEX 
TIME 
TRAP 

SYNCHRONOUS 

JTRAP 
STATUS 
ERASE 
RELPAGE 
DISABLE 
ARM 
CONNECT 
TEXIT 
TRTY 
EXIT 
ABORT 
TRTN 
TERM 
EXDA 
START 
MODIFY 
LOCK 

DEQUEUE 
DISARM 
DISCONNECT 
SLAVE 
TEST 
EXTM 
SET NAME 
ALARM 
RECAL'ARM 
CALRTN 
GETTIME 
SJOB 
KJOB 
STOP 
DEACTIVATE 
UNLOCK 

Some services involve a woit while processing and become 
synchronous ei.ther implicitly (a woit option wos not pro
vided) or explicitly (user selected woit option in his FPT). 
These services initiate the action, woit for it to complete, 
execute retry paths as required, and finally retum to the 
coller after posting the successful or unsuccessful type cam
pletion data. Services thot are implicitly synchronous are 
as follows: 

DEVICE 
OPEN 
CLOSE 
CORRES 
ACTIVATE 

WAIT 
WAITALL 
WAITANY 
GETPAGE 
TEXT 

ALLOT 
DELETE 
TRUNCATE 
PREFMODE 
JOB 

Services thot may be explicitly mode synchronous by speci
fying a woit option are as follows: 

REW 
WEOF 
lNLOAD 
READ 
WRITE 
PFIL 
PREC 
ENQUEUE 
INIT 

CHEC K (no busyaddressr" 
PRINT .. 
TYPE 
SEGLOAD 
STIMER 
DELFPT (no busy address) 
STDLB 
POLL 
SIGNAL 



( 

( 

( , 

ASYNCHRONOUS 

Some services involve a wait while processing and become 
asynchronous when the user specifies 'no-wait' in his FPT. 

Upon execution of the service call, CP-R initiates the 
.rvice and returns to the caller. Services that may be 
requested asynchronously are as follows: 

REW 
WEOF 
Lt-ILOAD 
READ 

WRITE 
PFIL 
PREC 
ENQUEUE 
IN IT 

CHECK (with busy address) 
PRINT 
TYPE 
SEGLOAD 
STIMER 
DELFPT (with busy address) 
STDLB 
POLL 
SIGNAL 

In order to control asynchronous and synchronous .. rvices, 
CP-R creates temporary Event Control Blocks (ECBs) in which 
it retains information IUch as type of service, priority of the 
caller, calling program's identification, caller's FPTorDCB 
address from the original service request, end-action re
quested, and type completion when the service is done. 
These ECBs are automatically deleted by CP-R prior to re
turning to the calling task if a synchronous service request 
was made. If the request was asynchronous, the ECB will 
not be deleted until a service checking call is issued by 
the user, resulting in the posting of type completion and 
exit to the user via the normal, error, or abnormal return. 

Therefore, when an asynchronous service request has been 
lIDCIe, the user must ensure that this temporary control 
InFormation Is deleted by issuing a CHECK, DELFPT, 
WAITANY, WAITALL, or TEST service call until the FPT! 
DC8 is posted as complete. ' 

Some service calls have individual characteristics that vary 
from those described above. These are as Follows: 

RUN 

The RUN service call is implicitly asynchronous in that the 
RUN request is initiated when the RUN call is executed but 
program loading is actually performed at some later time by 
the Foreground Loader. The Foreground user can optionally 
request status posting into a signal address and/or an end
action interrupt. No event controls are created and CHECK 
class calls do not address themselves to previously requested 
RUNS. 

SEGLOAD 

A SEGLOAD service call from the background has implicit ' 
wait r890rdless of FPT options. A SEGLOAD service call 
from the foreground can be with or without wait. A CHECK 
on a SEGLOAD call that contains the OVLOAD Table ad
dress corresponding to the read FPT for the segment loaded 
may be used. IF no check is issued, the system will auto
matically delete the event controls for the user. 
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APPENDIX J. RESOURCE MANAGEMENT 

All CP-R resources are job-related and can be used by 
any task ill the job, within the restrictions governing the 
specific type of resource. Resources include files and 
devices. 

CP-Rallowsthe user to control hisfile and device resources 
by not placing unnecessary system use restrictions on them 
and by providing the system services with which the user 
may superimpose his own controls. 

Permanent files may be shored by tasks from different jobs 
without restriction. Within a job the only restriction is 
that a user cannot read sequentially from a file that was 
previously OPEN. 

DCB-fi Ie correspondence for tasks in foreground jobs can 
be made via load time ASSIGNs, user DCB manipulation, 
and the CP-R services DEVICE and STDLB. 

File service routines are provided to dynamically define 
(ALLOT), delete (DELETE), or truncate (TRUNCATE) per
manent disk files. Service calls are provided to dy
namically modify DCB parameters (DEVICE), inspect DCB 
parameters (DEVICE), acquire or release a file via its op
erational label, and alter an operational label assignment 
(STDLB). These service routines provide job-level fi Ie re
source management under user control. 

In CP-R, devices may be acquired for a job via explici.t 
OPEN requests, implicit OPENs resulting from READ re
quests, or explicit STDLB service requests. As for files, 
DCB-device carrespondence can be made via load time 
ASSIGNs, user DCB manipulations, and DEVICE and STDLB 
services. 

Device use is specified at SYSGEN and via a STOPIO ser
vice call as available for foreground, all callers, no callers 
(in which case user requests are queued by the system), and 
diagnostic (down). The device is further designated at 
SYSGEN as sharable or for exclusive use only. An OPEN 
request on a device designated for exclusive use will result 
in the device being acquired by the job for exclusive use 
if the device hos not already been acquired by a previous 
job. 

Dynamic device assignment may be made via the service 
functions DEVICE and STDLB. 

Memory is considered a resource and is managed for tasles 
in foreground jobs and the background job. Segments con
taining reentrant code (such as Public Libraries) may be 
considered as resources and shared by foreground and back
ground tasks. 
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The background job may use all the CP-R services for fi Ie 
and device management. Background may be excluded from 
use of specific devices dedicated to foreground use. The 
background job takes the lowest priority in the system but 
may nat be preempted from use of a device for which it has 
obtained exclusive use. 

A background job may specify DCB-fi Ie and DCB-device 
correspondence via run-time ASSIGN, load-time ASSIGN, 
user manipulation of DCBs, and CP-R services DEVICE and 
STDLB. 

The STDLB system function call allows tasks to acquire or 
release exclusive use of an allocatable device in addition 
to STDLB operational label assignment. The STDLB service 
is provided to acquire, release, or reassign a deviee or file 
and to reassign an operational label. STDLB operates on 
the operational label table in the Job Control Block (JCB) 
of the job containing the requesting task. If specified and' 
if possible, it also reserves the device for the job. 

At job ereation, all jobs get the CP-R job (system permanent 
values) operational label assignments. Tasks in the job may 
use STDLB calls to alter these assignments for their own job 
only. These alterations apply for the duration of the job 
for all tasks in the job or until a task in the job issues an
other STDLB request. STDLB calls may be used as often as 
required by the job. 

The I STDLB control command applies to background use only 
and is processed by the JCP. 

The STDLB key-in is accepted by the key-in processor and 
processed by the STDLB CAL. A STDLB request generated 
by a key-in or by a task in the CP-R job is recognized by 
the STDLB CAL. \'Aten so recognized, the CAL processor 
chonges the operational label assignment in the CP-R job, 
and changes the operational label assignment in all jobs 
currently using the CP-R default wlues. 

The STDLB CAL processar uses standard OPEN/CLOSE calls 
to set up assignments for files and sharable devices and to 
reserve exclusive devices for STDLB requests. 

CLOSE checks the operational label assignments in a re
questing job to ensure that a file or device is not released 
prematurely. A STDLB request to release a file'or device 
wi II alter the job entry before requesting a clost!' so that 
CLOSE will not find the file or device and will thus allow 
the resource to be released. 

The use of STDLB does nat preclude use of OPEN/CLOSE 
by tasks, but provides assurance that if STDLB is used to 
acquire a resource for a job, either a STDLB is required 
to release the resource or it will not be released until job 
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twmlnation. If STOLl were not UNCI to ocqulN"o :,.."ce 
for a lob, then OPEN/CLOSE pairs would acquire/rei ... 
the resource as awilable. 

File or device acquisition il accomplilh,ci by specifying the 
operational label and resource name (operational label, nu
meric zero, disk file name, device name) in the FPT. If 
the enqueue option was not specified, the rMOUrce will be 
acquired exclusively for the job if the resource II -alloca
tab Ie ", and Ihared by the lob if the resource Is "horab Ie " • 
An error completion code will be returned if it was not 
passible to acquire the resource. If the enqueue option was 

lpecffied and the resource was not available, STOLl will 
retum to the user with the FPT BUSY bit set. In any case, 
the user must CHECK at lOme point to obtain completion 
ltatus and force completion of the STOLB request. The 
ltandard rules for using CHECK apply. If a time was speci
fied in the FPT, the enqueue will be timed out; otherwise, 
no time-out will be performed and the request will not dis
appear ""less a specific delete FPT request is made, the job 
terminates, or the resource II acquired. 

Release of a resource (one previously acquired by an STOLB 
coli) occurs when the release option il specified. 
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APPENDIX K. PERIODIC SCHEDULING 
· ,! 

The periodic scheduling feature ;,f CP-R allows the user to 
specify a task which CP-R should initialize at user requested 
intervals. The user may establish such a request via the 
monitor service call or key-in. The request ma'y, be deleted 
using either service call or key-in. 

The periodic scheduler executes as a control task overlay 
and keeps its requests for initialization in the file SCHED 
in the SP area. The SCHED file is automatically alloted 
as an extensible file, when the first request for the periodic 
services is received. The user may override the automatic 
allotment by alloting the file before executing a periodic 
scheduler request. This allows the user to set an upper 
limit on the number af such requests outstanding. The 
SCHED file must be unblocked and have a granule size 
of 256 words. Each granule holds up to 18 periodic sched
uler requests. 
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The start time specified by the request will be rounded up 
to the next five second start time. Any Interval specifica
tion will be rounded up to the next five second quantity. 
If the period specified proves to be less than the time re
quired for task execution, the number of cycles missed will 
be logged when the task is next initialized. 

The entry will be automaticall y deleted for any error received 
on the INlT. Exceptions are if the task already has been 
INITed or if there is not enough table space. Requests with 
zero intervals will, of course, be deleted upon their singular 
INIT. 

A full description of all variations of periodic scheduling 
exists under the SCHED monitor service call Qnd SCHED 
key-in. 



APPENDIX '- ERROR LOGGING 

Error logging is provided as an CP-R option that may be 
invoked by using the ERRORlOG option on the :MONITOR 
card during SYSGEN. 

As error and other log records are produced, temporary 
lpCICe is obtained for each record and the record filled in. 
Pointers to each record are pushed into a stack and a count 
of the records incremented. The ContTol Task Is then tTig
eared to copy the records out to the ER oplabel. As the 
records are written out, the temporary !pace is returned to 
the common pool and the pointer is pulled from the stack. 
The records are 16 words long and may be written to a 
blocked or unblocked file, a magnetic tape, a card punch, 
or NULL, depending upon the ER oplabel assignment. 

If a log record is lost for any reason (i. e., no more room 
in the stack or no temporary space available), a count of 
lost logs will be incremented. 

The following error messages moy be output by the Control 
Task during error logging: 

IIERROR LOG FILE IS FULL 
I I l,t,J RECOVERABLE ERROR ON ERROR LOG FILE 
IIl,t,JABLE TO OPEN ERROR LOG FilE 

The number of VO accesses, errors, the error rate by de
vice and the error log counters may be interrogated using 
the ESUM key-in (see Chapter 3). 

Error logging may be turned off or on by the use of the 
following key-in: 

Turning error logging off this way lOveS the majority of the 
execution time overhead associated with errOr logging but 
retains the maintenance of VO statistics displayed by ESUM 
key-in. 

Text entries may be put in the error log by using the 
ERRSEND key-in. 

Date/time key-in causes a series of stQrtup, time stamp and 
configuration entries to be placed in the error log, 

If the error log is maintained on a file, it can be emptied 
and reinitialized with the time-stamp and configuration 
entries by the following key-in: 

ElOG PURGE 

The purge will not take effect if the error log file is being 
used by any process other than errOr logging (such as ELLA, 
the Error Log Listing and Analysis program) at the time of 
the command. 
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APPENDIX M. SYSTEM ALARM PROCmURES 

CP-R has a nU'1lber of software checks that will Indicate 
when an irre<X/verable software or hardware fault has oc
curred. When such a fault is detected, an immediate and 
controlled system shutdown will be forced and the sequence 
of events listed below will follow: 

1. All Inhibits will be set and all registers saved. 

2. A 118Cond wait will occur, during which a descend
ing tone will be output on the console speaker to per
mit current VO to run down. 

3. All VO devices will be HIOed through their primary 
device address. 

4. The l-Khz alarm will be turned on. 

5. An alarm message in the form of "!!ALARM text" will 
be output on OC. 

6. If there is a CK area present inthe system, memorywill 
be saved on the CK area until either the end of mem
ory or end of area is reached. l024-byte blocks will 
be used and a "CORE SAVED" message will be output 
on OC when end of memory or C K area is reached. 

7. The a larm will be turned OFF. 
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8. One of three final actions will then be done based on 
the content of the s)'Item alarm receiver control word 
ALARMREC. 

a. The system will hang in a one instruction loop 
with all interrupts inhibited if the ALARMREC 
cell is zero. This is the normal default case. 

b. The s)'ltem will reboot from the system disk if the 
ALARMREC cell is negative. This may be set as 
a default by use of the REBOOT option on the 
:MONITOR card during SYSGEN. It may also 
be set by a foreground user using the ALARMREC 
CAL. 

c. The system will branch to a user alarm receiver lo
cated in real memory. The s)'Item state will be as 
if a system reset hadoccurred and the user's alarm 
receiver will be entered in Master-unmapped mode. 
All interrupts will be disarmed and disabled and 
all inhibits will beset. All VO will have been 
stopped. No CALs should be done in the user 
alarm receiver. 

This option Is selected by a user task setting 
ALARMREC to the address of his alarm receiver 
by use of the ALARMREC CAL. 

The core saved on the CK area may be interrogated by using 
the CKD, CRS, or CRD key-ins when the system is brought 
back up (see Chapter 3). 

Note: The first ROll-OUT operation will overwrite the 
CK area and the core image will be destroyed. 

.. 
• 



APPENDIX N. CP-R SERVICE CAU.S 

Requests for CP-R services are made via CAll instructions 
that cause a Monitor trap, thus allow-in; CP-R to perform 
the requested .... vicet • CAL2, 3, and .. may be UIed sim
ilarly for user-dependent services. 

CALl instructions may be immediate, as in the form 

CAll,x wlue 

tRefer to the inside front cover of this manual for a list of 
the available CP-R services. 

or contoin an FPT (Function Parameter Table) address, as 
In the form 

CAll, x [*) address[,lndex) 

An FPT contoins one or more words with p2rameters to fur
ther define the exact CP-R function to be performed. 

CAll calls may be executed out of the registers, via the 
EXU instruction, or cascading EXU instructions. The FPT 
also may reside in the registers, as may any directly or in
directly referenced p2rameter within the FPT (unless other
wise specified in the CAL description). 
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APPENDIX 0.' ERROR -AND ABNORMAL CODES 

TYPE COMPLETIONS (TYC) 

A Type Completion Code (TyC) is an indicator that shows 
the type of completion for a service coli. The routine that 
processes the service request or on associated routine de
tects normal or abnormal completion of the service and 
notifies the user by posting the lYC in the lYC field of 
the user's FPT or DCB. The Type Completion Codes are 
listed in Table 0-1. 

ERROR CODES 

An error code is returned to the user via the provided error 
or abnormal return address if normal completion of the re
quested service is not possible. At entry to the user's 
Error/Abnormal routine, the error code is contained in 
byte 0 of register 10. For I/O requests, the DCB address 
is contained in the address field (low order 17 bits) of reg
ister 10. For non-I/O requests, the FPT address is contained 
in th~ address field of register 10. Register 8 contains the 
address of the location following the CAL 1 instruction. The 
previous contents of registers 8 and 10 are lost. The Error 
Codes are listed in Table 0-2. 

If an error condition is detected in the servicing of a re
quest and the user has not provided on error return address 
in the request FPT/DCB, processing wi II terminate and one 
of the following wi" occur: 

1. If the Abort Override bit is set in the FPT, register 8 
and 10 are modified as if on error return address was 

provided and control is returned to the user at the in
struction following the CAll. 

2. If the Abort Override bit is not set, control wi" be 
turned over to the TRAP handler (0 pseudo trap, TRAP50, 
occurs). The user's trap handler wi II be entered if 
present; otherwise, the user wi II be aborted. 

If on abnormal condition is detected in the servicing of 
a request and on abnormal return address has not been 
provided,· registers 8 and 10 wi" not be altered and the 
CAL processor wi II return to the instruction following 
the CALL In this case the contents of the TYC field 
wi" be unpredi ctable. 

Note that in order to handle on FPT abnormal condition 
the user's FPT must contain on abnormal return address; to 
handle on FPT error condition the user's FPT must contain an 
error return address. Simi lady, if the user wishes to handle 
DCB abnormal conditions, the DCB must contain on abnorma I 
return address; in order to handle DCB error conditions, the 
DCB must contain on error return address. 

Abnormal conditions (DCB or FPT) apply only to I/O service 
requests. 

Table 0-3 illustrates the settings of TYC, BUSY, and Rl0 
for various types of calls and error conditions. 

Table 0-1. Type C~pletion Codes 

Service RIO, byte 0 Settings 
Category TYC (Hex) Description From Table N-2 

All 00 If Busy = 0, immediate error occurred on an I/O request. One of the DCB error 
or abnormal codes. 

If Busy = 1, service is in process. Unchanged 

All 01 Normal completion. Unchanged 

I/O 02 Lost data (user's buffer was shorter than data record read). 07 

I/o 03 Beginning of tape. 10 ... 
VO 04 Foreground I/O request would have required operator 30 

intervention to complete. Instead, the request was 
errored. 

I/O 05 Physical end of tape, area, or file space. lC 

I/O 06 End of data (lEOD). 05 
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Table 0-1. T)'IM Completion Codes (cont.) 

Service R 10, byte 0 Setti ngs 
CJtegory TYC (Hex) Description From Table N-2 

VO 07 End of file (tape mark on tape). 06 

VO 08 Irrecoverable Vo error. 41 

VO 09 Reserved. -
VO OA Write protection violation. 42 

VO OS-OF Reserved. -
VO 10 Une printer loss of position. 4B 

VO 11 Inconsistent status or position detected during J/O. 4C 

VO 12 Request aborted. 40 

J/O 13-18 Reserved. -
VO 19-60 Reserved. -
Non-I/O 61-FF See Table N-2 for meanings. Same as TYC 

Table 0-2. Monitor Error and Abnormal Codes 

Service R10 Hex 
Category Code Description Return Address 

Vo 01 A DCB has been opened with incorrect parameters. DCB Abnormal 

J/O 03 The assigned disk fi Ie does not exist or the assigned device DCB Abnormal 
is down or unavai lable. 

VO 05 kt end-af-data or end-af-file (tapemark) has been FPT Abnorma I 
encountered (lEOD). 

J/O 06 The end of inpvt has been encountered (i. e., a control FPT Abnorma I 
command has been read on the C device). 

VO 07 The buffer speCified is smaller than the data read. FPT Abnorma I 

J/O OA An attempt has been made to close a DCB that is already DCB Abnormal 
closed. 

VO 1C The end-af-tape has been encountered. FPT Abnorma I 

VO 10 The beginning-af-tape has been encountered. FPT Abnorma I .... 

I/O 2E An attempt has been made to open a DCB that is already DCB Abnorma I 
open. 

VO 2F OED DPndd, R key-in in effect. DCB Abnormal 

J/O 3) The request resulted in a condition which the operator can FPT Abnorma I 
correct if the proper message has been output on OC. 
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Tabl. 0"'2. Monitor Error and AIInonnaI Codes (cont.) 

5.Jrvic. 110 Hex 
Category Code Description Return address 
~ 

l'O 40 A request has betm tnIIde to read an output device. DCB Error 

vO 41 An Irrecoverable error has occurred. FPT Error 

lIO 42 A RAD write protection violation has occurred. fPT &ror 

lIO "" A request has been mode to write on an input device. DCB &ror 

vO ~ The DCB contains insufficient information to open a DCB &ror 
closed DCB on a read operation. 

1.0 47 The DCB contains insufficient information 10 open a DCB Error 
closed DCB on a write operation. 

1'0 48 A non-real-time request was made on a busy DCB. DCB &ror 

VO .fA The user buffer address or byte count is invalid • DCB &ror 

1/0 4B Hard copy or format error on BOP Printer. Paper position FPT &ror 
is indeterminate. 

liO 4C Inconsistent status or position detected during VO. FPT Error 

flO 40 The request has been aborted by the system or the user. FPT Error 

I/O 4E An error has occurred from which the cooperative FPT Error 
cannot recover. 

VO 54 More than one attempt has been made to read a control DCB Error 
message from the C device through the same DCB. 

VO 55 The DCB connotbe opened becausetheRFTisfull, theRAD DC8 Error 
ii down, or no buffer could be found forthedirectoryaearch. 

VO 5~ A foreground request was made to the C device. DCB Error 

VO 59 DC8 has changed since being OPENed. DC8 &ror 

VO 5B nlegal job identification for a RAD fi Ie close request. DC8 Error 

VO 60 Input request on a shored device or fi'e. DC8 Error 

All 61 Interrupt Label is undefined. Interrupt Address is outside FPT &ror 
valid range or is not valid for call. 

All 62 Task Name illegal or invalid. FPT Error 

All 63 Job Nome illegal or Invalid. FPT Error 

All 64 End Action UMd is not legol for coller. fPT Error ..... 
All 65 Conflict with lower priority task. fPT Error 

All 66 Space was not available in a table whose size was FPT Error 
set at SYSGEN in TSPACE. 

All 67 The operation timed-out (non-VO time-out). FPT Error 
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Table 0-2. Monitor Error and Abnormal Codes (cont.) 

Service RIO Hex 
( Category Code Description Return Address 

All 68 The r8lf..onsible task terminated without completing a FPT Error 
service requested. 

Atl 69 A service request was deleted by the responsible task or FPT Error 
a third party. 

All 6A The service requested is not valid for the caller because FPT Error 
of his Job/Task Type. 

All 6B Wait not legal for primary task. FPT Error 

All 6C Clock value missing or invalid. FPT Error 

All 60 Signalling task terminated. FPT Error 

All 6E Signalling task aborted. FPT Error 

All 6F The responsible task terminated abnormally without FPT Error 
completing the service. 

All 70 Illegal or invalid RAD area nome. FPT Error 

All 71 The file name is illegal or undefined. FPT Error 

All 72 Space was not available on disk. FPT Error 

All 73 Debug initialization while in DEBUG. FPT Error 

All 74 Oplabel invalid. FPT Error 

All 75 Debug request while terming. FPT Error 

All 76 Resource invalid. FPT Error 

All n Illegal fi Ie format. FPT Error 

All 78 Two tasks attempting to act on one item FPT Error 
simultaneously. 

All 79 Illegal combination of parameters. FPT Error 

Symbionts 7A II legal JOB card format or parameter encountered . FPT Error 
by symbionts. 

SJOB 7B niegal account/user name. FPT Error 

Vo 7C File directory reentrancy (used internally). Not Applicable 

ASSIGN 70 DCB is too small for assignment requested. FPTlrror .. 
All 82 Task already idle on stop request. FPT Error 

All 83 Immediate service request cannot be latisfied. FPT Error 

All 84 Resource never acquired originally on DEQ. FPT Error 

All 86 Identification not valid. FPT Error 
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Table 0-2. Monitor Error and Abnormal Codes (cont ) . .. 

Service R10 Hex . 
Category Code Description Return Address 

All 8A CAL already connected. FPT Error 

All 88 Address parameter not wlid. FPT Error 

All 8e Invalid status flags. FPT Error 

All 80 Data area Invalid. FPT Error 

All 8E List task is not acti ve. FPT Error 

All 90 Pages not in a defined partition. FPT Error 

All 91 Pages not in a preferred partition. FPT Error 

All 92 VPNL/VPNH not in same preferred partition or segment. FPT Error 

All 93 Preferred page allocation conflict. FPT Error 

All 94 -
All 95 Preferred page not assi gned to requestor. FPT Error 

All 96 Inval id segment number. FPT Error 

All 97 VPNL/VPNH error. FPT Error 

All 98 Page allocation conflict. FPT Error 

All 99 On-going Vo in one or more pages. FPT Error 

All 9A Inactive segment is not in "defined" state. FPT Error 

All 98 Operation on inactive segment. FPT Error 

All 9C Unlock on segment that is not locked. FPT Error 

-
All 90 Erase on segment that is not active. FPT Error 

All 9E Lock on segment that is already locked. FPT Error 

All 9F CAL or FPT address reference to inactive segment. FPT Error 

All AO Acti vate to acti ve segment. FPT Error 

All A1 A read error has occurred. FPT Error 

All A2 Segment length equals zero. FPT Error 

All A3 Simplified Memory Management Memory size exceeded. FPT Error .,. 
All A4 Real memory not awilable. FPT Error 

All AF Memory management control error. FPT Error 

All 80 Task being initiated is a PUBLI8. FPT Error 

All B1 Secondary task being initiated is primary, or vice ¥ena. FPT Error 
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Tabl.o-2. Monitor Error and Abnormal Codes (cont.) 

Service 1110 Hex 
Category Code Description Return ,Address 

( 
All B2 Secondory program .xc'teds memory limits. FPT Error 

All B3 Too many segments for secondary task. FPT Error 

All 84 Load module being initioted uses 0 PUBLlB thot nomes 0 FPT Error 
nonpublib lood module. 

All 85 Secondary task uses 0 primary PUBlIB, Or vice verso. FPT Error 

All B6 I/O errO!' when trying to initiote 0 background program. FPT Error 

All B7 Background program initioted into foreground or vice verso. FPT Error 

Tobie 0-3. TYC, BUSY ond RIO, Byte 0 Settings 

Service Storted 
Service Servi ce Started Service Started ond Not-mally, Com-
Type Normally Unable to Start Service Completed Normally pleted Abnormally 

Asynchronous - Busy = 0; TYC = 00 if I/O, TYC = 01; Busy = 0; TYC from TobIe N-I; 
Service = Error Code if non-I/Oj RIO = Entry Value Busy 0; RIO from 
with wait RIO from Table N-2, Table N-2, FPT Error 

I/O: DCB Error or Abnormal or Abnorrno I 
non-I/O: RIO~61 

Asynchronous lYC = 00; Busy = I; Busy = 0; TYC = 00 if I/O, - -
Service RIO = Entry Value = Error Code if non-I/O; RIO 

from loble N-2, 
I/O: DCB Error or Abnormal 
non-I/O: RIO~61 

CHECK of a TYC = 00; Busy = 1; (NOP) lYC = 01; Busy = OJ TYC from Table N-I; 
previous RIO = Entry Value R10 = Entry Value RIO from Table N-2, 
service (Busy exit) FPT Error or Abnorma I 

Immediate - - lYC = 01; Busy = OJ TYC-from Table N-l; 
Service RIO = Entry Value Busy = 0; RIO from 
Request loble N-2, FPT Error 

or ~orrnol 

DELFPlo lYC = 00; Busy = I; (NOP) lYC = 01; Busy = 0; TYC from Table N-Ij 
Service RIO = Entry Volue RIO = Entry Value RIO from TobIe N-2, 

(Busy exit} (successfully de- FPT Error or Abnorma I 
leted or normally (service deleted ab-
completed) normally or completed 

with errors) 
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APPENDIX P. VOLUME .. ITIALlZATIJN 

IfTRODUCTION 

There is a special stand-alone processor called VOLINIT 
tfIot initializes disk packs. Any number af disk packs can 
be initialized in a single run. VOllNIT establishes serial 
numbers and ownerships, writes headers and other system 
information in selected areas of the volumes, and tests 
the surface of the disks and selects alternate tracks to 
be used in place of flawed trocks, if necessary. The 
following information is a lummary of VOUNIT operations 
procedures. For more detailed information refer to Pub
Iication706226-11ooo. 

LOADING YOUNIT 

To get the Volume Initializer loaded into the system in 
preparation for reading control commands, use the following 
loading procedure: 

1. Form the foffowing deck: 

Initializer Control Command 

.' 

Stand-Alone Loader 

2. Set Sense Switch I and boot in from the card reader. 
Type NO or YES as desired in reply to a request to 
IIICIke any hardware assignment changes. 

3. When the deck is read in, key-in :SYST C, CRA03. 

<t. Reset Sense Switch 1. The program wi II now be loaded 
and executed. 
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Nate: If loading VOLlNJT on a Sigma 9 with less than 
128K of memory, the following additional steps must 
be taken: 

• Place an address stop (stop on instruction) at location 
IOCS before performing Step 2, above. 

• When the program stops at location IOCS (prior to 
Step 3), place the machine in instruction hold and 
step once. Then release the instruction hold and 
continue. 

VOUNIT CDtttANDS 

Any number of disk pack devices can be initialized by one 
VOLINIT job. If a processor control command is lengthy 
and must be continued on another card, the continuation 
card must be concluded with a semicolon (;) character. 
The processor command has the form 

DPndd, mmmm [, (option), ••• (option)l 

where 

ndd specifies the address of the device containing 
the volume to be initialized. 

mmmm specifies the madel number af the device. 

The options are 

PUBLIC, In specifies the serial number for the vol-
ume being initialized is public or private. The 
serial number, In, parameter il the one- to 
eight-byte EBCDIC serial number of the volume. 

FORMAT, {~ci~~dr21, ••• } specifies areas of the 

the device to be formatted. Formatt~ consists 
of the writing of sector headers and test pattems 
to verify the recording capability of a given area 
of a volume. If the FORMAT option is omitted, 
the entire device wiff be formatted by default. If 
the option (FORMAT, NONE) is specified, for
matting will not be performed. Otherwise, only 
those tracks specified in the range(s) adr) - adr2 
will be formatted. Each parameter 'cdr' specifies 
a cylinder/track address, with a group of tracks 



I 

( 

( 

tpec;ified by giving the adchues of the first 
and last trades separated by a hyphen. 'Thus, 
for uamp Ie, the Ip4tClfication (FORMAT, 0/0, 
100/0-202/t9) will cause the first track and 
the 100-202 cylinders of a disk pack voh.rne 
10 be formatted. 

An acceptable malntenanc:e procedure is to format 
new disk packs and any volume being initialized 
that has not been formatted in the preceding two 
months. 

FLAW,adrt [-adri},... specifies oreas on .... e de-
vice .... at will be unconditionally flawed (see 
"Flawing", below). The parameter adr} [-adr2] 
specifies a single cylinder/track address as in 
FORMAT. Those tracks that are found to be bad 
while formatting are automatically flawed; con
sequently, the FLAW option is necessary only for 
deleting tracks that are marginal or troublesome. 

1M VOLINIT error lummary should be maintained 
for each volume to keep a record of bad tracks. 

NO TEST specifies that IUrface testing will be in-
hibited. Areas specified by FORMAT are auto
matically surface tested unless NO TEST is speci
fied. A surface test conaists of writing preselected 
patterns on the device. 

If a processor command contains only the device name, 
DPndd and model number, wi .... no options are specified, 
the VOLIN IT processor logs .... e contents of the volume 
(serial number; date; public/privote indicator; home od
dress, if public; account number, if private; and the num
ber of available cylinders, if private) and does not write 
on the volume. If options have been specified, the pre
vious contents of the volume are invalid. 

It is important to note that .... e operator.!!!!!!! make certain 
that the correct disk packs ore mounted On the correct spin
dles before .... e VOLINIT commands ore processed • 

• • 
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~ For each entry in this index, the number of the most signific:Jnt page is listed first. Iny pages thereafter are listed 
in numericol sequence. 

72," pack copy, 270 
7251/52 disk orea definition, 270 
7254 cortridge 

A 

copies, 272 
Initialization, 270 
IIIOUnting, 271 
NnIOva I, 271 

A align lpecified columns, 209 
A assign command, 129 
abnarmal 

address, 54 
codes, 322 
conditions, 54 

ABORT function coli, 96 
access protection, 5, 110 
account inventory file, 4,228 
accounting log, 22 
ACTIVATE function coli, 115 
ALARM call, 106 
alarm messoges (SYSGEN and SYSL06.D), 262-264 
ALARM receiver call, 106 
ALL map, 154 
ALL option, 26 1 
ALlOBT command (JCP), 19 
ALLOBT command (SYSGEN), 2S6 
allocating SP area, 262 
ALLOT command (RADEDlT), 170 
ALLOT function coli, 60 
ANSCII control-character 

translation table, 236,237 
7-bit communication codes, 231 

AP examples, 184 
ARM function call, 96,79 
assembly language, 152 
ASSIGN 

control command, 13,44, 149 
function call, 66 
service function, 44 

asynchranaus operation contral, 121 
asynchronous services, 315 
ATTEND command, 15 
ATTENTION key, 31 

B 
B branch command, 131 
backgraund, 1 

devices, 21 
lob organization, 7 

processing, 12 
program area, 3 
programs, 75 
temp area, 4,11,,",247 
temp area storage requirement, 270 
temp files, 19 

BATCH command, 19,226 
batch processing, 3 
BDSECTOR command, 178 
binary object modules, 145 
blank COMMON, 165 

contral command, 14C6,165 
name, 166 

BOOT26, 238 
8P command, 199 
BREAK, 224 

function, 198 
lignal handling, 305 

buffer pool, 307 

c 
C control segments command, 129 
C copy current line, 209 
CAL handling, 78 
CAL-parameter graups, 274-288 
CAll instruction, 44,54 
CALRTN function coli, 99 
CANCEL command, 227 
card punch messcges/key-ins, 42 
card reader melsages/key-ins, 42 
CA TAlOG command, 176 
CC control command, 17 
CHAN command, 252 
channel designation codes, 8 
character sets, 229 
check completion, 121 
check correspondence of DCB assignments, 66 
CHECK function call, 121,44,71 
checkpoint area, 4 
CL change string-search column limits, 207 
CLEAR command (patching), 296 
CLEAR command (RADEDlT), 173 
CLOSE function coli, 55 
cluster designation codes, 8 
CM insert commentary, 205 
COC command (SYSGEN), 2S7 
C OC .. pport package, 2f1l 
combined key-ins, 40 
COMMENT command, 259 
common allocation, 165 
COMMON control command, 146 
CONNECT function call, 96,79 
connecting primary tasks, 79 
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~ for each entry In this Index, the number of the MOst .Ignificont page is listed fint. Any pages thereafter are listed in 
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como Ie interrupt, 290 
CONTINUE command, 228 
control codes, 229 
control commands, 12 
Control X, 223 
Control Y, 224 
cooperatives, 291 
COpy command, 171 
CORRES function call, 66 
CP-R 

control task, 5,31 
disk file management, 271 
function calls, 321 
functions, 3 
interrupting, 224 
lowest-cost, minimum configuration, 266 
memory management, 107 
messages, 26,105 
processes, 1 
procedures system, 273 
responses, 26 
structure, 238 
system memory, 107,108 
temp stack, 77 
terms, 1 

CTINT command, 258 

o 
o delete string, 207 
o dump command, 130 
DAL command, 22 
data control block (DCB), 2,44,49,151 

assignment, 50 
creation, 49 
format, 50 

DeBTAB, 151 
OCT, 44 
DE delete current record, 209 
DE delete records, 202 
DEACTIVATE function call, 116 
DEBUG, 126 

command, 227 
command syntox, 128 
commands, 128 
error messages, 132 
function call, 126 
functions, 127 
input, 127 
output, 127 
ftlpshot, 131 
trap control, 128 

DEFREF file, 152 
DELETE command, 173 
DELETE function call, 62 
DELFPT function call, 122 
DEQ function call, 93 
device access, 45 
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DEVICE command, 253 
chvice 

control, 41 
control messages, 31 
control table (OCT), 248 
designation codes, 8 
preemption, 48 

DEVICE/file mode function calls, 65 
direct access, 45 
direct I/O execution (IOEX), 48 
o ISAB LE function ca II, 99,79 
DISARM function call, 96,79 
DISCONNECT function call, 96,79 
disconnecting primary tasks, 79,314 
disk access methods, 45 
disk allocation, 246,247 
disk areas, 3,246 

codes, 9 
default sizes, 247 
definition, 270 
protection, 170 

disk data protect ion, 43 
device model numben and parameten, 255 
file account option, 44 
fi Ie identifien, 10 
pack fi les, 4S 
pack messages!lcey-ins, 42 
restoration messages, 179,182 
yor~me initialization, 328 
write protection, 6 

DISPLAY format, 40 
DPCOPY command, 172 
DSECT allocation example, 147 
DT key-in, 31 
DUMP command, 176 

E 
E execution control command, 130 
E overwrite and extend blanks, 208 
EBCDIC ~bit computer codes, 230 
EBCDIC file, 152 
echoing characten, 222 
EDIT, 197,7,220 

command, 199 
command structure, 198 
command summary, 213 
commands, 198 
Input/output conventions, 197 '" 
messages, 211 .. 

ENABLE function coli, 99,79 
END command (EDm, 199 
END command (patching), 296 
END command (RADEDm, 179 
end-action, 79 
end-action processing, 304 
ENQ function call, 92 
entering multiline records, 223 
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entry address, 152 
Eoo command, 20 
ERASE function coli, 116 
erasing characters, 223 
eraling current Input line, 223 
error 

address, 54 
codes, 322 
conditions, 54 
detecting, 224 
logging, 319 
reporting, 224 
response, 198 

ERRSEND function call, 105 
event management, 314 
EXCLUDE command, 146 
EXDA function call, 95 
executing background programs, 75 
EXIT command, 227 
EXIT function call, 95 
exit lower case interpret made, 224 
extensible files, 46 
external definitions, 151 
EXTM command, 228 
EXTM function coli, fI7 

F 
f follow string, 208 
FAST option, 261 
FD find and delete records, 204 
file (also see disks) 

blocked, 45 
closi'll, S5 
commands, 199 
compressed, 45 
ldentifien, 197 
opening, 54 
organization, 45 
permanent, 44 
temporary, 44 
unblocked, 45 

FIN command U:P), 20 
FIN command (SYSGEN), 259 
foreground, 1 

blocking buffen, 107 
lob examples, 193 
Job organization, 7 
fllailbox, 107 
preferred memary, S, 107 
private memory, 5, 107 
program, 17 
program area, 3 

FORTRAN interfoce, 165 
fORTRAN lob examples, 187 
fS find and type sequence number, 204 
FT find and type record and sequence nurrW, 204 
function parameter table (FPT), 2,44,273 

GDSECTOR command, 179 
GETASN function coli, 67 
GETPAGE function call, 116 
GETTIME function coli, 104 
GO command, 200,228 
GO file, 4,23 
GO, OV, X1-X9 defau't lius, 248 

H 
half duplex paper tape reading mode, 225 
hardware configurotion guidelines, 266 
hardware interrupt requirements, 266 
hardware options, 272 

I insert command, 129 
Vo 

cancelling, 223 
cleanup, 46 
device type codes, 8 
end action, 47 
interrupt, 290 
Interrupt routines, 304 
key-in format, 41 
medium name, 11 
operotion, 44 
queue table (100), 248 
queueing, 46 
request, 44 
specifications, 8 
start, 46 
system, 44 
system colis, 54 
translation tables, 307 

immediate services, 314 
IN insert new records, 20 1 
I~line FPT fonn, 273 
INCLUDE contral command, 145 
INIT command, 18,227 
INIT function coli, 84 
Input 

control commands, 20 
convenion, 308 
Interrupt processing, 304 
options, 294 
parameten, 249 
special action table, 307 
aymbiont area, 4 
translation table, 308 

INT function coli, fI7 
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interpret upper case as lower case, 223 
interrupt 

contro I, 79 
inhibits, 290 
label table (lNTLB), 249 
switch, 31 

interrupt-structure IUmmary, 268 
INTLB command, 258 
intrarecord editing commands, 205 
100X access area, 4 
lOEX colis, 69 
10EX function status returns, 70 
IS insert new records, 202 

J 
JCP loader, 15,293 
JCP messages, 24 
JOB, 1,7,80,81 

accounting, 4 
command, 13,227 
concept, 313 
control processor, 12 
function call, 63 
management, 313 
resource management, 316 

JTRAP function call, 94 
JU jump, 210 

K:BACKBG, 115 
K:BCKEND, 23, 115 
K:BPEND, 23,115 
K:CCBUF, 23 
K:PAGE, 23 
keyboard-printer edited I/o, 49 
KJOB function call, 80 

L 
LCOMMON command, 147 
llook command, 131 
L shift left, 208 
labeled COMMON, 166 
LIB control command, 145 
libraries, 152 

constructing, 153 
file sizes, 169 
maintaining, 153 
protection, 153 
public, 4, 150, 153 

LIMIT control command, 17 
Une editor (see EDro 
line printer messoges!key-ins, ~ 
linking a program, 138 

memary management aspects, 110-115 
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linking CP-R system processors, 265 
LIST command, 16 
lMAP command, 175 
LMHDR command, 150 
LOAD command, 15 
load module, 1 
load module Inventory (LM!), 248 
load-time assigns, 165 
loader-generated items, 151 
loading 

background programs, 75 
foreground secondary tasks, 74 
primary foreground programs, 75 
programs, 74 
system processors, 262 
user programs, 262 
VOLIN IT, 328 

LOCK function call, 118 
Iogicol device, 10,49 

M 
M modify command, 129 
magnetic tape 

files, 21 
meS5Oges!key- i ns, 43 

main program name and entry, 166 
main storage (memory) requirements, 268 
MAP command, 174 
mapped secondary task, 113,119 
master directory, 248 
MASTER function call, 102 
master mode, 77 
MD move and de lete records, 203 
MDEF command, 256 
MEDIA commanc:l, 226 

control specification, 136 
conventions, 137 
key-ins, 136,39 
messages, 137 
processing, 134 
service coli, 134 

memory 
allocotion, 238 
layout after SYSGEN, 238 
layout after SYSLOAD, 246 
layout of a program, 167 
management system colis, 115 
organization, 108 
partition, 107 
protection, 5, 110 
requirements for CP-R, 268,269 

MESSAGE command, 15,226 
MK move and keep records, 203 
MOO command, 2S7 
MODIFY control command, 148 
MODIFY function call, 100 
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MODIFY patch area, 295 
MODIR Rle, 152 
MODULE file, 152 
MONITOR command, 250 
manitor .nor and abnormal cades, 323 
multiline records, 198 
MUST command, 228,220 

,. 
N contilWJe if no, 206 
N name command, 130 
NO make no change, 210 
null device, 10 

o 
o overwrite, 208 
OFF command, 226 
on-line 

sessions, 222 
user processors, 220 

OPEN system call, 54,55 
operating system, 1 
operational label table (OPLBS), 249 
operational labels, 11,49 
operator communications, 26 
operator key- in, 31,32 
output 

conversion (EBCDIC - USASCII), 311 
interrupt processing, 304 
message formats, 31 
symbiont area, 4 

OV Rle, 4 
overlay 

example, 144 
Inventory (OVl), 248 
load modules, 138 
loader, 6,138 
loader control commands, 140 
loader diagnostics, 157 
loader examples, 191 
loading, 290 
restrictions, 139 
segment operations, 77 
segments, ]51, 166 
structure, 7,139 

overlays, 5 
OVLOAD table, 151 

p 
P patch command, 130 
P precede string, 207 
pack initialization, 270 
paper tape input, 22S 

patch 
command formats, 295 
CP-R manitor, 295 
quide, 294 
limulation routine, 295 
system overlay or JCP I 295 
system tables, 295 

PAUSE command, 16 
PC function call, fJl 

periodic scheduling, 318 
peripheral equipment requirements, Zl2 
peripheral equipment alpported, 254,255 
PFIL command, 21 
PFIL function coli, 59 
physico I device names, 9 
PMD command, 20 
POLL function coil, 90 
POST function coli, 91 
power on/off, 272 
PREC command, 21 
PREC function call, 59 
PREFMODE function call, 119 
primary programs, 17,75 
primary task contral block, 75 
primary task memary allocation, 109 
PRINT function call, 64 
PROC command, 2SO 
processor 

availability, 268 
contro I commands, 22 
Interface with CP-R, 23 

program, 1 
control block (PCB), 2,76,151 
deck, 184 
file, 150 
map, 154, 155 

prompt characters, 222 
PUBLIB control command, 149 
PUNCH command, 259 

a 
Q quit command, 131 
queueing primary foreground programs, 74 
QUIT commond, 228 

R 
R rema.,. command, 131 
R shift right, 208 
RAD file tab Ie (RFl), 44,55,248 
RADEDIT, 6,168 

calling, 170 
commands, 170 
.nor messages, 179 

READ function call, SS,S6 
real memory allocation, 107 
real-time performance data, 290 

.. 
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real-time pocessing, 2 
RECALARM function call, 106 
record editing commands, 201 
reentrant subroutine, 2 
register blocks, 272 
registen 8 and 10 (error return), 54,327 
releasing 

primary foreground programs, 75 
public library, 153 

RELPAGE function call, 117 
remavable disk packs and cartridges, 270 
RES control command, 146 
RESERVE command (SYSGEN), 251 
reserved pages, 109 
reserving I/O devices, 48 
resource management, 316 
response to interrupts, 290 
RESTORE command, 178 
restricting input to upper ease, 223 
RET command, 200 
return functions, 78 
retyping the current line, 223 
REWIND 

command, 21 
function call, 58 
manual command, 22 

IF reverse blank preservation mode, 211 
RFT (see RAD file table) 
RLS function call, 84 
R N renumber record, 204 
roll-in, 2, 119 
roll-out, 2,119,120 
ROOT control command, 142 
root segments, 150 
ROV command, 17 
RUN command (JCP), 18 
RUN command (TEL), 227 
RUN function call, 83,315 
run-time assigns, 165 

s 
S command, 131 
S substitute string, 207 
SAVE command (EDIT), 199 
SAVE command (RADEDIT), 178 
SCHED function call, 85 
scheduling programs, 74 
SE set intrarecord mode, 205 
IeCOndary 

storage devices, 269,255 
storage rwquirements, 269,270 
storage uti lization, 3 
task, 107, 113, 119 
task dispatch time, 290 
task memory, 5,109 
task structures, 113 

SEG control command, 143 
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SEGLOAD function call, 102,315 
segment 

access protection, 113 
activity, 111 
states, 111,112 

SEQ command, 199 
sequence numben, 197 
sequential access, 45 
SETNAME cammand, 227 
SETNAME function call, 82 
setting the tab relative mode, 223 
SFll command, 21 
sharing 

DCBs, 46 
disk fj les, 47 
I/O devices, 47 
segments, 112 

SIGNAL function call, 88 
simplified memory management (SMM), 115 
simulating 

tab characten, 223 
tab stops, 223 

SITE command, 259 
SJ OB command, 18 
SJOB function call, 81 
skipping bad seeton, 168 
SLAVE function call, 102 
slave mode, 77 
SMAP command, 174 
software cheeks, 320 
software segmentation, 110 
special code properties, 229 
SQUEEZE command, 173 
SS set and step, 205 
ST set, step, and type record, 205 
standard symbols and codes, 229 
START command, 228 
START function call, 99 
STARTIO function call, 72 
STA TUS function call, 100 
STDLB command (JCP), 17 
STDLB command (SYSGEN), 258 
STDLB command (TEL), 226 
STDLB function call, 71 
STIMER function call, 104 
STOP command, 228 
STOP function call, 100 
STOPIO function call, 72 
IUbject fj Ie format, 197 
symbiont fi Ie 

allot, 63 
delete, 63 

symbiont key-ins, 38 
symbionts, 5,291 
iymbal-code correspondences, 232-235 
synchronous services, 314 
SYSGEN, 238 
SYSGEN control commands, 250 
SYSGEN map example, 239-245 
SYSGENLOAD, 238 
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SYSLD c:onwnand, 259 
SYSLOAD, 238,260 
system 

T 

alarm procedures, 320 
conho' commands, 13 
CP-R, 273 
CP-R errors, 274 
CP-R p-ocedure references, 273 
DCBs, SO 
Nnction cal/, 80 
generation, 238 
initialization, 294 
job inventory (SJ I), 249 
library fi les, 169 
memory, 5 
messages, 31 
operational labels, 9 
patching, 294,296 
processors, 23 
program area, 3 
task inventory (STI), 249 
virtual memory, 109 

TABS command, 226 
task, 1 

control block (TCB), 2,75 
management, 314 
scheduling and operation, 74 
status format, 41 
virtual memory, 109 

TC type compressed, 202 
TEL commands, 226 
Teletype services (summary), 225 
Teletype terminal keyboard, 221 
temp stacks, 2, 151 
TERM function call, 95 
terminal executive language (TEL), 220,225 
terminal job entry (TJE), 220 

account maintenance, 228 
escape characters, 225 
key- ins, 37 
system, 2 

terminal operations, 220 
terminating foreground secondary tasks, 74 
terminating lines, 223 
TEST function call, 124 
TEXIT function call, 95 
TIME function call, 103 
trace command formats, 295 
TRAP function coli, 94 
trap hand ler messages, 26 
trap handling, 78 
TRIGGER function call, 99 
triggering of interrupts, 79 
TRTN function call, 95 
TRTY function cal/, 95 
TRUNCATE command, 174 

TRUNCATE function call, 62 
TS type record, without sequence number, 203,~ 10 
TY type record, with l8(,uence number, 202,210 
type completion codes (TYC), 322-327 
TYPE function cal/, 64 
Type I ntquest, 44,~,56 
Type II requests, 44,56 
typing ahead, 223 
typing commands, 224 
typing error correction, 31 
typing lines, 222 

u 
unit designation codes, 8 
UNLOAD 

command, 22 
function call, 58 

UNLOCK function call, 118 
user 

areas, 3 
library fi les, 169 
temp stack, 77 

utility cantrol commands, 21 

v 
vertical format control (VFC), 52 
virtual memory allocation, 109 
VOLINIT commands, 328 
wlume initialization, 328 

w 
W command, 131 
WAIT function call, 103 
WAITALL function coli, 123 
WAITANY function call, 124 
WE OF command, 22 
WEOF function, 58 
WRITE function cal/, 56 
write-key, 5 
write-lock, 5 

x 
XDMP command, 177 

.. 
Xerax standard compressed larvuoge, 289 

y 
Y continue if yes, 2Q6 
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